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FORTY-FIRST RADICAL.

TS'HUN.

The tenth part of the Chinese cubit, rather more than an

inch ; applied to measures, rules, and laws generally. Shih

tsun wei ylh chih
-|- "Zy *jjt.

i IP ten tsun make a cubit.

Tsnn kow -w-
J

the part were the pulse is felt, one tsun

hack from the joint of the wrist, hence they say, the charac-

ter is composed of hand and one.

Tsun nan, chih neu keae woo ~^* JB
JF?

J*-
My" ^IJ

neither male nor female infant, neither son nor daughter.

Tsun sin kang kSng ^ fa jfc ^ mind or beart dis .

quieted. Haou woo tsun chang 1JJ |ffi ~ij" -^-
not the least

qualification, not to excel in any thing. Ta Yu tsun yin

she seTh -^ ^jj -^ fj|s Jg jj||
the great Yu regreted an

inch of time.

Poo che, che tsun
;fjj ^j ^TH ~5J* by spanning with the

fingers you may know the number of tsun.

Tsun poo nan e "^ ijp |j|| ^^ difficult to move a single

step, quite unable to leave some concern.

San tsun kin leen^ -jj*^ jffi
the three inch gold-

en lily petal? denotes a Chinese lady's small foot; the phrase

it derived from a tale of an ancient nobleman, Tttng-hwSn-
t-^ w-_

how
}jj^ Jjy ^ forming of gold, figures resembling the

petal of the water lily, and having spread thorn on the ground

causing his, lady Pwnn-fei
>j&. ^g to pice over them.

Tsun pih chung
"r}* j jj|

seems to be the short white

worms called Jicarittfi, which sometimes form a disease in the

human rectum.

ChTh yew so twan ; tun yew so chang F^ ~fc fit An

* H jyT ^ t 'lere are some things shorter than a cubit

FART 1. YOl. I. A

and longer than an inch, i. c . when the cubil i, applied to

meaiure them, they are not .so long a, a cubit , but if an inch
be applied they are much longer , IO although a man may not
be adequate to great requirement, , he may be more than ade

quate for inferior duties.

Teaon San tsun shg
fa ^ -^^ fo ,hake .

tongue, means to excite disturbance with the tongue.

S'ZE, or She.

From ground and the tenth of a cubit, or . hand hold,,,-
a .ncasure. A place measured and subject to fixed law,"
certain chambers for officer, about court. The fir.t Budh
priest invited to come from India to the Chinese court
wa. lodged in one of the,e, from which the temple, of
Budha took the name SM . A hall, a chamber of eunuch,.

An eunuch. Can tang sze kwan^^^ || are four

names of temples or religious edifices. Kaou min ,ze Uac

Kaou-min temple is situated on the south side of the Keang-
too district. This is a beautiful and lofty pagoda near Kwr-

Fuh sze jTh wei Fuh sze
<$ft.-ife iff. ^ {dfj jjj^J

th-

Budh temples are also called Ffih-sze, alluding to the ;

senting of
offering, to the gods. [See the accompanying

Ground Plan ]

Kew sze ^ ~ji
ffcrc nioe o(5cers ^^1 court> [ht.risc

called

JLjfi^
Kew

king. Sze Jin, chang wang che nuy jin

^T /^ =^- _ l' >2 P^ J\ lne ^M J'" 1 or tUD uchs mana^
the king's people inside the palace. Other combinations of

characters under^ Sze, may be seen in the *9lh vol. of
^j]



Ts'hun. VI. 41th Radical.

H IB ^ u 'mR p'"g tsje luy peen ; and ii

he piih tsfih tse. Vols. 24, 2g, 41, and 45.

T|*
LEUE. From nail and Hani. To take hold

of with the fingers of one hand ; to hold with one hand,

and to take with the other. Same as
J^fe Leu6.

WAN. To pare or cut off; same as
i|

^tJL
A\\\

FIVE to EIGHT STROKES.

\ An ancient form of dtf SliQh ; see
f^
Yew Radical.

GAE.

Some impediment ; to stop or hinder. Same as
j||

Gae.

P'HO- A vulgar form of [EL
P'h5.

P8 nae 67 SuJ
unau ' e to sustain or to endure.

Sarae as 1& TseO, written also 8J" TseO, and fA TseS.

From to go forth, land, and to grasp with the hand. The

land or territory appropriated to nohles aud princes by the

ancient Emperors of China; the act of
appointing to those

principalitiej or dependant monarchies. Large; great; to

accumulate earth and form a mound; to add earth or mould

to; to appropriate to one's self. Rich; affluent. N'ame of
a nation, and of a district. A surname. To seal or close, as

any letter or document , the cover or envelope in which a

'"er i, put. Fung ,hin
|J |^ to deify. Che fung jfe

jfta

igij-
the first time of conferring the kingly or other titles.

Chuy fung :B^
:w- the posthumous bestowment of titles.

Tso leaou kwan urh ; fung tsSng foo moo fflgr "7* t? 10
|v^^ <4 P-* ^V*

IT HH ^C "5f"
a son wbo becomes an fficer of government,

may obtain the bestowment of rank on his father and mother.

Fung hwa '\\ 85 the name of a plant.

Kwan show tan gan, yue kaou fung *pj?
iS El

an officer of government receiving great im-

perial favour is called Kaou-fung. Fung keang che kwan

wei, fung jin H" |g ~^ ^ J^J tjhj y^ an officer placed

to guard the frontiers is called Fung-jin.

been; jj III W& Fung shan been; Sn" tM fiS Fung yang

heen ; and EpT Ml Fung chow, are names of districts in Can-

ton province, at different periods of Chinese history.

Jij |^g ^p Fung ling heen, a district in Kwang-se pro.

vince
;

EJ:5J- ^ ^ Fung foo kwS, in Ho-nan province ; ^^~

jjljij
Fung chow, and^ JjjJ

|K Fung kew been, in Chlh-le

province. There was also a
ij- jHJ Fung chow ; and a

j^ Fung-ling, in Kwang-se.

Fung tung
^jf" ||j

or Fung taou
^|^ a paper envelop,

like a bag open at one end, for putting other papers into.

Fung sze j^ Ip was an expression used for scaling up dis

patches to government in. Tsaou nang fung pan M. ffl

W IK a black baS with sealed boards. Fung teaou jjA Mf,
or Fung pe ^[^ long labels of paper containing official

writing for sealing doors and other purposes. Ta keen tun

se pae shang ting shang, haou haou , yuen fung mfih tun- /Afr
>>l . . i, . b lUL.

every article carefully in the hal^ and did not move
anv of the original closed covers , or the papers with which they
were packed. Fung shin yen e^ |rj, >g || ti ,]e of aQ
historical novel in 20 vols. founded on the overthrow of ffi
Chow.this book is otherwisecalled ^|^ j| FuDgshin c|J^
Keu show wang fung fl ^^ |^ all were created kings.

The sacrifice called
^- ||j Fung shen> Fe ; koQ yay> ke^

Han che che sin 3E
"jt* tH ~^~ =$ ilt _W /A y

not from high antiquity; but originated in the pX^
feelings of the Tsin and Han dynasties.



41st Radical. VIII. Ts'hun
-

Fun?, or Too tsing ~K 4||
name of a natural production

which resembles a child's hand without fingers, Qu. Mandra-

gora? (Klaproth.) W5n kwan p8h heu fung kung how

fr fa* ; i/P^ fe YJ|
it is not permitted to create

civil officers, dukes, or marquises- Tsing fung show fung chay,

keae tsan ?|^ /g j$% *
%f both he who revests,

and the person for whom he requests such an honor, shall be

beheaded ;
because this honour is reserved for Kae kw5 che

woo ehin 3 H38 ^ ll El the mil 'tary officers who laid

|y i J J^-M /^^^ *^ \ i*"'^

the foundation of the monarchy ; there are some exceptions.

Chow Woo-wang fung Ke-tsze-seu-yu yu Chaou-seen

Woo wang ke ting

Chow dynasty, appointed Ke-tsze-seu-yu to the kingdom of

Chaou-seen, or Kaou-le^ ^ (Corea.)

teen hea, fun fung y!h tseen pa pib kwS

-r:/^^ ^f-AW PH
wben Wo -wans had settled

the world, he created one thousand and eight hundred king-

doms. Show fung Tae-kung yu tse, Chow-kung yu loo
"|^

it & '&MS^/^^ S he appoinled fit8t Tse "

kung over Tse, and Chow-kung over Loo.

y

SHUH. To take up or collect together.

Same as ^ Ke, A deed or bond.

FOO. Some read Poo, which is controverted.

To spread and extend everywhere as the clouds. To dis-

perse ; to scatter. To promulge laws, or to spread out ac-

f

cording to a given rule. Yun foo, woo san ^
the clouds are scattered, and the fog was dispersed.

From Me body and a measure or <?Jiand. To send from

the body to a measured distance. To shoot an arrow
,
to aim

or shoot at as with an arrow j to dart, as the rays of light.

Read Yay, A certain office. Read Shlh, To point at any thing

and take it. Read Yih, To dislike. The name of an ancient

office. Paou ma shay tseen^ I3| Jj;j- 4-j
to shoot an

arrow galloping on horseback. Paou ma tseen
Sjj) fEj ^

to shoot on horseback. Shay poo tseen
ftj jk -?& to shoot

on foot, as infantry archers. Wo ta he5, wei shcn shay

iffi /{g J^ 'jW;
^fe \tt possessed no other science but a

a skilful maker and guesser of riddles.

Xan tsze yang tsing we p5, piih nang cMh shay tsze

seminu! power is weak, cannot shoot it direct into the fal-

lopinn tube, and are consequently childless. Tsze taou urh

pfih kaiig; jih pQh shih suh ^- ^4j ffij ^j\
ffl -r"

^7^

fid' /fg Confucius fished, but not with a net ; he shot, but not
/* 3 lr~*

at sleeping birds; he mingled mercy with the necessity of tak-

ing the lives of creatures. Shay ptth cheo pe J9j /fa j ^ Fy

in archery, it is not shooting through the target that is vauled,

that is the effect of mere strength, not of skill which con-

sists in hitting.it. Koo chay teen tsze e-shay seuen choo-how

fr^K^Httilftll ancient|y- lhe eraP"" r

selected his nobles from their skill in archery. Shay chay, nail

tsze che sze yay |j^ ^^ ^-
business of men. Shay le che too

people who are always scheming after gain. Shay tsiu shih

e wei fHh boo j$ g^ J^ fa ft ^shot at a r,

cumbent stone, taking it for a lurking tiger. Shay keue
H>j

^ a horn or stone ring, worn on the thumb of the right

hand by archers.

archery is the

a set o!

Same as
j Kih, To overcome.

An ancient form of $f Tth, To take.

EIGHT to TEN STROKES.

TSEANG, andTseang.

To take ;
in this sene it is often used by the Chinese whea



Ts'hun. IX. 41st Radical.

not required in English, as to take and do so and so, merely

HgnUjMg doing what i implied in the other verb; the sign

of the future; to receive; to come near; to accommodate;

to:nl\ance; to offer to , to support. Stout; large. Used as

u connective particle. Jth tsew yuS tseang f I mr
Ej ijSt

the sun approaches and the moon nears. Wo keuen ne tseang

- - *>} pa^ ||[| jfc ffi $, JH
' advise y u to ac '

. oir.modate a little. Ta tseang keun -^ & (S a great

general. Kan-tseang -f-
jKf the name of Koo-keen-kung

M ^v) T. an ancient sword maker ; from which circum-

it jnre a sword is called Kan-tseang.

Tejiig seang^ 1Q a great general and a minister of state.

Tseang-tseang
jjg. *j^

denotes the jingling sound of stones,

Anciently worn at the girdle; also A grave correct appearance,

and to collect together. Wo show ming poo tseang 3fc ffr

^P J$ '/$
the a"th<"-ity given me by fate to extend to every

place. Tseang che^ ^ the thumb. Pin leang tseang che

W m 7H /2 a hun di"<.'d chariots accompany her.

Same as
j| Peen, To censure.

CHUEN1
.

One alone ; oneness or uniformity of pursuit. To turn

to one point ; to apply to solely ; undivided attention to ;

i assume to act for one's self, without regard to olhers. A

surname. Tsze chuen g JJJ to take upon one's self.

Read Twan, To collect together. Neth knei chuen inun

^ji _^ !
PT in any profession that which is valued, is

clme application to one department. Chuen woo l!i. 7&
close application to any work or business; to make a pursuit

one's sole business.

Chuen
ching]^ f||

devoted sincerity; oneness of design.

T.zeyung tsze chuen
j|| ^ ^ J^ to employ one's self,

i .d do as one likes. Chen chuen
|ra JJB taking upon one's

vlf to act, in cases which depend on the authority of ano-

ther per,on j presuming to take the authority upon one's

Chuen te tsae .

v
self, without leave to do so

name of a plant. Chuen sin che che

vote the heart and bring the will to any persuit.

r

WEI. From benevolent, heat, and hand i

heat applied with the hand smooths silk. To press down from

above ;
to settle ; to tranquillize i to smooth. A surname. A

kind of smoothing iron. A military title, taken from the

idea of keeping down inferiors. Ta-wei, yew ting wei

keae kwan ming&tt'&&tt.tt |T
Tae-wei

and Ting-wei are official titles of military men. Tsze shang

gan hea yu wei ; woo kwan seTh e wei ching 3 - 4th

T ft.St I*n If from "">-' t kee,

quiet those below, is called Wei ; and is a general compella-

tion of military officers ; as j^ J^j-
Heaou wei t ^ ^R j^~

ke too wei, &c. On doors at the new year they write WJn

chinj woo wei 7j ^J^ TrJr ra" statesman and a general ; al-

luding to the divinities supposed to guard the gale.

SHOW.

An ancient form of^p Show, To guard ; to keep. A surname.

Same as Tsin, To search or seek for.

m TSUN.

From a wine vessel and tiro hands presenting it to a supe-

rior; hence Tsiin is applied as an appellation of respect and

honor. Honorable; eminent; noble ; to honour; to respect;

to venerate. A vessel to contain wine for the service of the

temple. A surname. Employed for you and your. Laoujin

yu& tsun-clftng^ A Q ^* 5k an old person is called

Tsun ch;mg. Tsun kinj foo moo "Q! I&V ^T W honor

and reverence your father and mother. Foo tsun
tfif JJI*

the magistrate of a Foo district ; commonly called if]
BT-

Che-foo. Tsun pe wei hnaii
j|f

fe A
fjfji people of rank



41st Radical. XI. Ts'hun

marrying with degraded classes is illegal. (See^t |Jjj
6 vol.

Tnn chang wei jin sha, sze ho ^- vJ /^ ^^ ^jp

clandestinely accommodating a case in which an uged person

has been murdered.

Tsun keun slian
'

^& JJJ
name of a place in Canton

province.

Tsun ching 1
Jjlt

a compilation of respect and honor.

T.UD kea ke she lac teTh
] ^ || J}^ ^ ft.)

when did

you arrive, sir ? Tsun ung tsae kea haou mo
^ jjjf fa ^

frj H?f, is your honored father at home well? Wo sMh tsae

tsun king ta ^ ^ ^ ] $jfc \(^
I really honor and

respect
him.

Tsze pe urh tsun jin |=| ^ jfjj ] ^ abase yourself

and honor others. The founder ot the Taou sect is called

Tae-Bhang-la.teVn-Uun ^ \ j^^ ]
the most high,

the great and honored in heavens and Kew-koo-teen Isun

L d ^ 1 il,e honored in hea>eu who delivers from

ditlreu.

FOhtsim^ijt ^
Budhai the Tsrlnrs make willow images

of Budha, wind, they call ^p ]
lew Uuu. Sl.ih tsun pe

clie IseS -5/r 1 ^t V^ if)
lose lhe dlilmclion b <-'lwetn

tujerior and inferiors.

SEUEN. To put in a suitable state; to orna-

ment. Formerly considered as an ancient form of Show

]S to receive.

to vex and to annoy. Tlin
tiin'UJj'

I lo instil gradually. Sze

chih wei clie jin, pei jin, wei che Uin
|JtJ J^ ^B

~

fa}

^a iff pF} .
'our cublli are ca"ed j'm ; the jin

doubled is called tsin.

Joo j5 yew sin Uir fang; tsre Jen keen tTh ^ 4^,'

>Lt 1 W ^ ^ Q & if you have a mind l

search you will no doubt find. Wo tsia pQh keen 3 1 jfc

^ I have sought and cannot find. Tsing ice ^
seek for death; to endeavour to take away one's own life.

Wo taou choo tsin ne ib
^|J

jfe I M? I haie iought

you every where.

, Or SnOO. From erect and a hand

T

taking hold of. To place erect, or on end ; ahoy. A sur-

name. Tung pun yui5 choo tsze
"ty" ^ \z\ 0J -^

srrv.int boy is called Oroo-lsae. Ynn foo, mfih choo
~jjfc^

a ploughman and shepherd's boy.

Ancientformof Tpihow, To hold or maintain.

^-Cf SIN, Or Tsin. From work and mouth, de-

noting confusion; and from hand and a measure. To express

putting things to rights. The name of a measure of eight

cubits length; to continue as before 5 sudden; temporary; to

use; to employ: to search for; to seek; to investigate.

Used as a local word for Long. A surname. Tung Mn, e

tsin fiU
] jjfi |

seeking on the east, and seeking on the

west, seeking every where.

Woo le tsin jin ^Df: g A to prosecute, or rather
tut *-^ I

' x

persecute people unjustly ; to endeavour without just cause

TART I. VOL. II. B

t
ft

TEN and ELEVEN STROKES.

Ancient form of gf Taou, The path of reason.

?ame as
j|jj Kang, and

fijl] Kang.

Unyielding; intrepid ; stiff.

$R An ancient form of s.yTsin, see above

\*"* I* Vulgarform ofslj Peaou.Topritkorwoundj;



Ts'lmn. XIII. 41st Radical.

TUY.

To yield to some impulse; to answer or correspond to

what precedes ; to answer expectations which are entertained;

to answer a question ; to respond ; to be placed opposite to.

A pair; to pair or correspond with ;
to be consistent with ;

one placed opposite to; an opponent; an enemy. Used

to focm the Dative Case. Ke urh tuy ^ jffl JQ rose

and replied. Mun ting hoo tuy M 7
J3 gates of

the same rank, and doors corresponding ; i. e. families in an

equal condition. Le seih tuj pun ^|j ^ j ?^ the interest

equal to the principal: Ihe government will not sanction in-

terest running on after this, is the case.

Tuy chih 1 @ to confront, as two witnesses. Woo tuy

&B. I haying no eq.ual.
Ta tuy tow J"T \ gf to act as

rfjn |
' * I -*\

an enemy, to, h> contest as two opponents. Wo tuy ne shwS

$Jr j^P
=ft I speak to you. N-i ko seaou h;ie tsze ling

le, ying tny joo lew flR $$ /^ fe ^ ff f|J }g \

f*rj *j(f
th.it little child is clever, and answers like a flowing

^^ / ,
-

stream. Woo tsze ko tuy W. =
p| Sj |

had nothing to say.

Tang tow tow tuy meen
"j^ g|| jf|

heads confront-

ed and before each other's face. Ta kail keen kea heang tefh

too wBh, pub meen tuy king shang tsing
jjJ ^ ^ ^ ^

W}^^% 1 f:1i \^ Ke
'

ins the tialural pro -

duct . i- of his tmtivi- district, he could not avoid when oppo.

site to the appearance they presented, to have hit feelings

wounded.

Tuy tl joo lew
'|
^ -fft\

fll? answered as if flowing ;

i. e. fluently. Tuy show tsin kea \
-^=- ^ ^ relation-

ship by a daughter's marri.ige. Yew ho meeii rauh tuy jin&
|pT jffi

H '

J\ whut face to see any body ! after having

commiLk-d some base action. E tuy ju teen hea pj I

^p-

~fc ~f+ to stand before, or appear in the fce of the whole

It
rt

Jffi
to promulge or make known to

generally. Yin Uj juen yaag 1 -^^ a happy mar-

ried couple.

Another form of Shoo, a tree.

TIH. A weak appearance.

X11I to XVIII STROKES.

Same a* Tuy.

From TsiSh, luxuriant growth of plants ; from mouth

talking at random, and from Tsun
~yj"

a rule or measure.

The emperor Wan-te ~y^ ffi
of the HMI dynasty , removed

mouth; ta intimate that too much talk was not correct ; and

added Sze -4r denoting that a man ought to act according

to the real facts.

TAOU.

From a road and to measure. To point out Ihe way,

either physically or morally; to direct or lead in the right

way ; to induce; to go in a certain way ; to rectify. To braid

up the hair and put it below the cap.

Taou yin jff; 2|
or Yin taou, To lead ; to go before

and show the way. Yin taou seen che m
-yf-

~7 to

precede and shew the way. Kne taou
Br|

I to open a way,

either literally or morally; the retinue which precedes

Chinese civil and military officers to clean the way, are said,

to open a wayi and to instruct a person in that which they did

not previously understand is expressed by the same words.

Taou cbe chuh kcang "/? \}\ 8f| l lead beyond thefroa-
I /^_ KM ^S.

tiers. Cbay hae tsze wan pe taou ke ; tsing keauu laou ta pan

tsze, e king keae hea Uze jf $^ g| j j^J ^$
ft 1 flkW ?^ ft rtT ^ tliis lad isohsti-

nate and vixatious ; I'll thank you. to teach and guidv him by.a

little flogging, to be a warning to him the next time. Sze

chay, me too che ming taou fjp^^%^l^ }

au instnictur is an intelligent guide to. oue who knows nut

the ruad.



^nd Radical. Scaou

An erroneous form of hffi, Chuen, see below

An ancient form of iti Taon, see above,

CHUEN, and Chuy.

A small cop, with ear-like handles.

An ancient form of M Taou.

jjjl
An ancient form of

J
A

che, To rule ( to gOTem.

-.JT Same as pj Peaou, Piercing; sharp.

FORTY-SECOND RADICAL.

SEAOU.
))(

From 1 KeuS, Beginning to appear, and ^\ Pa, To di-

vide- just large enough to be divisible. Small j litlte; petty ;

mean ; contracted , light. Ta seaou ^ ]
are opposites

generally
when sneaking of things. Seaou chay wfih che we

yay /J\ % tyl 'Z.%& seaou denotes tbe "uallofany

thing.

Seaou teth
} $) '" ^ecl by the poor and by servants

for / or me. Ching urh, neu, sun, tseS, pdl), pei ting.kwan

jib seaou tsze; yen piih
kan yu taj'.n che lee

the word ""fe or |M!"y ' inollldes lhe term u!

for self by son.,, daughters grandchildren, concubine., domes-

tic inaleand female slaves, &c. and express that the, do not

presume to rank with principal people ;
thni Seaou urh

]

63 is used by a son for / or me.

Seaoumin /]>^ the rom.uon people; the poor. Seaou

boo kea tung \ fi ^% a
l'
ain in

chunp tung ] jgRlg - elliDS

region of the mons veneris.
B

Seaou Feen pfih lung \
uf urine -

X-

Seaou

Seaou pe'en s8 j ifji Wfj a too frequent voidance of urine;
I \P^ J\^

cured by No me tsze
AjK 3j^ fjjj

small dumplings of No-

me ricej the character Tsze^ does not apear in Kaog-ke.

Seaou sin kin shin
^ fa g| -[la

care and attention. Too

leang seaou f^ fiH"
a little measure, means Narrow

-^- . .

minded ; illiberal; Seaou seaou yih keen tung e

Mf- ttJ tltl a very small thing. Seaou tsze tsing woo

fang 1 fl}- $u tll JW a small affair, from which nothing

ii to be apprehended. Tung t^en seaou sin ho chuh

j^\ yC jfe)
'" w '"'er take care of the light),

sang le 1
/^.' J^ petty retail trade. Pflh ta pub seaou X\

JU *~ I neither large nor small ; or neither too large nor

too small 4 just the right size, Yih kea ta seaou ^ pn

a whole family both great and small.

Seaou kea ion
j gfi ^r or Seaou kea pae tow

J ^^
wfri> oti denotes a person who is vexed and anxious about

trifles; or scrupulously in. mile. Scaou che kwan
j jj^ IpJ

name of a book containing a rather intelligible accouut of

Budhism, I vol.
a ^ 4 ""-/^

Seaou t>an 1 ^ premature birth. Scaou shwB
1 / "^-

'small talk/ this is the general appellation
uf hi>torical

novels, works of fiction of every character in the Chinese lan-

guage j generally
>poken of vtith coutemut. Scaou hS heau
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kin" 1 f**- ~& kQ ;l snla" standard hook fur the instruc-

tion of young people in moral duties with a commentary. it

makes 4 vols. Seaou k<> shan
] ~^ \\\

a very remarkable

and high rock in Ihe midst of the Yang.tsze-kean* river,

where it passes through the district Gau-king-foo
-

J|g |j,J-

this n ck-islet i said to have formerly stood on the north s ; do

of the river.

Seaou pe'en 1 ftp Ihe lesser convenience ; i.e. the passing

of urine ; Seaou peen liu sill ptlh le
] jig ^

a difficulty of passing urine ; and passing it in drops.

,TSKE. Small j few; to lessen ; to diminish.

Read Tselh, Name of an insect, by some written

Tseth ; the female of the Dragou fly.

SHAOU. Not much, not many; little in

quantity; in a slight degree. Few in number.; young in

years; to detract from ; to be wanting to, or deficient. To

owe; to suffer the want of: to be deprived of; to diminish.

1 Shaou is, To che luy jay jfr ~%_ '$$ |(j the opposite

of many. Read Shaou, Laou che tuv yay ^ ~J/ ^,] ^
the opposite of old. shaou ta piih ITh

] jjg^ ^ he (or

it) cannot be wanted, or dispensed with.

Seay shaou ^b |

a very little. Shaou seay
J

Ifjjt less a

little. To shiiou %? 1 how much? or how many? To to,

shaou shaou ^ ^ |

a Sreat quantity, or a great

many ; 1 know not how muck, or how many. Shaou yew ta

che 1
/^* ^]|^ jonng but having great purposes. Shaou

neen pQh king sze 1 SB. ~fc ]S^ jml young and inexperi-

enced. Shaou neen yew ke lelh
j

SE. /n .33 ~JJ young

and strong. Shaou che she, heue" ke we tin;, keae che tsae

young, and ere the blood and spirits be fixed; guard them

against sexual pleasure.

Shaou king /j/ fcM a short time. Shaou yaug yu ^

K| ^ raia pisci. (Klaproth.) The same authority gives

Shaou pih
| pj for Adolescent jam canm.

Le yew e sh.u.u *ei kwei yay f|| ^ ^ \

-HJ politenes* sometimes values a small degree or quantity.

Laou shaou lung hwan %? fj^'l ^r old and young re.

joice together. Miaou gae ^ ^ is used by Mencius to

denote A beautiful young woman.

An ancient form of
^j^ She, To declare.

TWO STROKES.

^ URH, or Ne. A particle that fills up and

closes sentences as a mere tone; sometimes intended to express

certainty, or conviction of the truth of a propositon. Used

'or the pronoun Thou, or you. A surname. Yun urh -r

nr more usually, Yun urh^ Bl and so on; or thus.

Pame as the preceding.

From small at top and large below.

Tapering like a pyramid; pointed j sharp tapering to a

point; clever ; ingenious. She tse'en ^ ^^ the point of

the tongue. Tun tse'en
^jji |

blunt, and pointed ;
or un-

derstood together, a hlunt point.

Shin che tseen tseen +
|fe

ten small pointed

fingers; ten lady's fingers. Kaou tse'en fung ja '| jj^

a high peak of a hill or mountain.

Tse'en fung shan
[ J|L jjj

Ihe iharp peaked bill, nd

Tse'en pe'ih shan 1 -4 1 1 1 the sharp .pencil bill, are the

names of two bills in Canton.

Aii ancient form of T=f Kwei, Valuable.
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MO. Petty, small.

A vulgar character, originally written
J|fc Mo.

From superior and $mall. The lesser

superior; i. e. a father's younger brother) an uncle by the

fathei's side.

An ancient form of Chin |fe dust.

FOUR to EIGHTEEN STROKES.

An ancient form of Me ~

rice.

TSAN, or Chan.

Frum/ameand a small point. An ancient form of Tseen^
(harp pointed.

SEAY. Small ; few. The ame as l\f Shaou.

proper; suitable; right.

M X9X
Frinn Pa f\ teparaterl, and Ileang ml direrted towards.

The mird wishing to attain ; to esteem ; to value ; to receive

in marriajre a princess, by which it is intimated that she is not

Tseu SI taken, as a wi<e usually is, but received as a favor

from the Emperor. To direct or controul whatever is carried

before the Emperor; hence a title of officers about the court.

rAKT I. VOL. II. C

shoo

Vted a. a particle, Yet, ,1,11, nearly ; probably. To h,

t<> br,,-. A surname. To add to ; to ad..rn. i-hang e
f,'j^

the imperial garment*.

Shang wei ,in , he wang ja,
] ffl ^ fft^ |g^ Shang expreei what the heart hope, for; or aim. at.

Fan Jin pdh yew ,o shang^ ^^^ fft ]
,. u .

r} ,,,

must have something that In- , ,tr,-n,,, de.irc., or prefer,.

Haou .hang ,,ah lung
j. ffi ^ ffl

llkill ,, arc Jif.

ferent.

SLang Mh che che
] ^ fa

-

cquivalenl

ke che che
JFfij | ^J ^ llt

.

aHy ab |c , k||()W

know it. Pun shang , in ^ j ^ , to ^ OI1C -. heart

n ; unaspiring mind. Ke yew kaou shang che .in. ho
,

|sa>u

seay ken, ,slh ^ ^ fg ] ^
fl ,, ^^

ri <^ !ft
Slllce

)'
ou llave a lofty aspiring mind, why do jou

not more
speedily determine your plan?

shang chen tow
|j Jj^- |^j

f()I1d of fighling. Shang haou

| fcj
rather good. Yew lac shang e

ffJ
fe \ fc. for

along lime past. Shang Inn koo che jin ] nf -jfr ^
A

i "nu i
J /c

to discuss the affiirs of the ancient.. Shang tso nhang

yew
I /T ^fl

'" salllle y motion of the baud, on

the left, and on the right.

SEAY. Few; small.

An erroneous form of f$ Pe'en. See below.

An ancient form of Mo Jjj; small

An ancient form of <wj shiih.

PEEN. A cap, or crown.

Original form of
^p>

Pe'en.
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KEI1I. From ima// and the nin'/fcw coming

through a crevice in a wall. An aperture; an opening; an

occasion.

Same as ? Keth. Kae keTh K or Ke keih

to excite a quarrel between two parties.

LNOW.
Small appearance. A sucking infant

*J^
NOW. A local term for a rabbit.

To walk smartly ; to step lightly from east to west.

An ancient form of ig Sang.

Same as Pe jjt inferior ;
mean.

Same as ^ Leaou, Fire lit up.

LANG. Something not good.

SEEN. From/eu) and right; both which

senses arc given to the word, because the right are but few.

Used in the sense of ^4 Seen.

v.i_
ZR Vulgar form of the preceding.
r
Rarely; seldom; few ( regular; correct.

u

^TEIH. From little and miichief. Repose, strength.

KWAN. To pass the threads through the loom.

> LEEN. Few ;
small ;

deficient.

'TSAOU. coarse, rough.

y KIN. Few; small; corresponding.

An ancient form of @ Ke, a connectire particle.

LE1H. Leen leih ^ small ; weak ; feeble.

Same as Pfi Keth, an opening ; a rupture between

two parlies.

LAN. Lan chan g& U> small ;
few.

CHAN. See the preceding character.
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walking; the same is expressed by
"fj^J

Jtli leaou teaou.

>VANG From T(T Ta, with one foot dis-
|

To hook or draw towards one with the leg.

tor ted, a lame crooked leg; a curved spine; hunch hacked;

little and dwarfish. Originally written
'Jl* Wang, and TT

Wang.

Original form of the following.

YEW- From one and the lound Yew. Sin-

gular; strange; odd; different from; very ; exceedingly; si ill

more. Name of a river. Resentful feeling. Heiiou yew Mr

-If* to be worse than the person one imitates. Yew wBh 1

Mn an excellent thing! a beautiful woman. Chaou yew urh

tscu woo jay ^ \ ]fj} Jjj( 3? ^ to bri "B resentments

on one's self, and induce others to hate one. Ke jung koo

e yew too s chdh yen yew kwei yew chang ^1^ [Sj ^
'fj Be $ !" 1 ~M% ^ lhe demcanour " f a niilQ

should no d'.ubt be guided by rule; aud hi speech should

yet more be dignified and elegant.

LE1H. Weakness of the limbs by which in

walking they cross each other.

fc s

Cl LEAOU, and Taou.

/I YLJ. Distorted limbs; or the whole body

crooked and bowed down. To sit cross-legged.

Original form of 7(2. Lelh.

Read Teaou, or Neaou, To affirm positively.

POUR STROKES.

From & Keuen, a dogt and ^ Shan, long hair.

A hairy bushy dog; mixed; blended. Mang shlh^ ^ a

variety of colours mixed. Mang t4 Tffi miscel-

laneous. Mang ke woo chang pf- afL '& mi.Tfd or

varied in an extraordinary uncommon manner. Mang fOh

(IR p irty-colourcd garments.

Head Mung, Mung jung 1 ^T a disordered, confused

appearance.

HEW. From croaked and wttd.

Distotled weak limbs, which interfere with each other in To decay or fail; inefficient.
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GAN. A distressed toiling incapacity of walkii g.

WANG. Distorted legs; lame about the

feet ; weak : feeble ; crooked; emaciated ; diminutive ,- deform-

ed. It occurs in Chinese history thiit during severe drought,

the lame and weak should be exposed to the scorching sun ;

in the hope that their sufferings .would induce Heaven to

send rain. Another ruler wished to burn the Woo wang ffi

Ipp sorcerers and deformed, to procure rain.

Same as Hwae, The appearance of walking.

/Tip-

Same as the preceding.

KEAE. Keen keae walking in a dis-

torted irregular manner, making no progress. PSh keen

pun keae fc unsettled ; uncertain affair.

small appearance.CHUY. Chuy jnj

mJU I . See the preceding, with which it is

joined ; by itself there is no definition given.

FIVE S7ROKES.

PAOU. The legs crossing each other.

TAE.

Pe tae
jfe Ijfe walking in a lame distorted manner.

HWA. Diseased feet.

PO.

An ancient form of SjV PC, or Po, Lame in the feet.

Same as j Can, see above.

SIX STROKES,

r

TO. To exceed ; to be strange or different from.

To keS
ij Hfe] to slip the foot.

HWO. PS hwo
jrii

7/5 appearance ofwalking.

KWEI. Fatigued ; languid ; lame.

An erroneous form of kS. Yaou.

11W U Y. To work or burrow with its nose in

the ground. To strike ; to strike agaiust each other ; to

grunt. A m se. A person's name.

te

^ YAOU. To walk in a lame manner. A swel-

M
ling of the foot.
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Same as M Kcth, see below.

TUY. Wei tuy 2& fe to walk in a discard
it. II-**.

manner. Wei tuy mJJ K A disease arising from wiud or

animal aura; rigidity of the tendons.

TSO. To sit.

SEAOU. A pain in the head; a headache,

incident during the spring season.

WAJMG. Lame. Same as IT Wang, one

form of this Radical.

MEE^N. To walk leaning on one side.

EIGHT STROKES.

v

KEIH- Wearied; languid.

viAJN Lame; walking in a sprawling manner.

PO, or P6w- '-3
k*^,

To fall prostrate.

V LO. To walk in a lame manner-

FART I. VOI.. II.

CHAOU, andCh5.

To itauip with the feet. Lame, yet able to wilk. A local

word.

TUY- Wei tut US- Jr?-" a diieaie in the mm.
1 /Uj4 /*-*

cular fibre, causing rigidity of the limbs; laid to *rite from wind.

KE-

A hobbling walk; to progress on one foot ; weary.

Same as %fc Tsew, see below.

Same as jfe Kow, To plunder.

CHUNG. Swelling of the legs.

WEI.

the limbs and walking.

vhich affect*

Same as Tuy^ a disease of horses.

An abbreviation of Te IS an inability to walk.

FSLW. From a metropolit and more. More,

or very extraordinary and eminent; the plate whither all

persons tend ; hence, To go towards; to follow a leader; to

approach near, in point of time; to come forthwith; then;

immediately; to complete; to finish, to perform a circuit.

Ming he pe chung, Uew king : ihoo piih ko i in QH
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t[l 1 ^^^"^Tti -"vidently it is shunning

the heary (the difficult and responsible) and approaching

the light (the easy and irresponsible)
nnd is very undeserving

of belief. Tung pSh ching, e puh tsew
T|J /fj $ {

>K 1 nothing effected i nothing right. Sze tsew she jih,

_J^ j-j AA yY T^ _|
Uae sung woo shth leang |JJ j ^ jj J^, -j; ^|. ~f"

ng when the aff.ir is finished, I'll present you wiUi fifty tads.

Rung sze pflh e been tsew $. ^ ^ ^ jg ]
in

public affairs there should be no accommodating of persons,

moving from the right course to suit them.

PO. P5 tsS a large foot j
to walk badly.

KEEN.

Keen-keae
]j$ jfc walking in a distorted manner.

TSO. P5 ts8 ] Ji a large foot.

Vulgar form of^ Yaou, see above.

An erroneous form ofM Te, see below.

KUH. A disease of the knee, in which one says

the bones are dislocated.

HWU Y. The appearance of walking.

LOW. A crooked back j hunch-backed.

SHUH. Unable to walk.

. Hwuy tuy a disease of horses.

An erroneous form of B r Gaou, which with the
ftj/L

following makes, Lofty and unsteady.

An erroneous. form of^^ Keaou. Keaou gaou

jf lofty unsteady.

Same as /g Chung, see above-

TE. Unable to walk.

Te hwae
ltf|

IfS under the necessity of being led by an-

other person.

*ft
A mode of writing ffi Tsew, see above

Same as
/tfj Keaou, see above.

A vulgar form of j$j Keen, see above-

KWAN.

Luy kwan

/f-Ver \

a pain in the loins and knees.

L'.U. Disease in the knees. Read Luy, Luy

kwan
"J[fii1[|i

disease in the loins and knees.

HWUY.
H.

To lead as a child in hand. See under TO- Te.
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SH E- "he character represents a person stretched

out, as a dead body. A corpse; an effigy of a deceased per-

son clad in the clothes he wore when alivc,and placed in a state

to be worshipped by his or her descendants, an ancient usage.

To arrange -,
to set in order.

She wei soo tsan F* Tj -ps- ?& sitting like a dead body

ina chair, and doing nothing; but eating: this mode of speak-

ing is applied to inefficient idle officers ofgovernment. Kwttn

foo seang yen she show *e* flft IB &
1| "||*

the officers

of government examined the body and head, held a coroner's

inquest on the body.

YIN. f\
From hand and something pulled. To grasp; to rule* to in-

troduce. The name of an office. A surname. Sincere ; faithful.

Been yin B|i 1 the magistrate of a been district : this

is an ancient appellation. Foo yin ^
|

true; faithful.

CH'HIH. A measure of length the Chinese

cubit, by Eoropeans called covid. Its length has been various

at different periods; that now in Use is 14J inches and one-

twentieth part, (or 14.125); the tenth of it is called
fj*

tsun. Teen wei che chin ^ ]jj fig ]
the heavenly

majesty is near; this is said of the emperor of China.

Leang teen chih S" ^F |

a heaven measuring cubit,

is a name given to quadrants and sextants. Tetf chih ^V
an iron weapon in pairs carried by the Chinese. The go-

vernment cubit in common use is called Pae tse'en chth

j
the cash arranged cubit; because each Tsno

^J-
or tenth

should be equal to ten good cah laid on each other; ind the

true standard cash should each be one ponto thick Yih
chih pa wei ylh ma

j A @ P^ one cubit
and eight tenths make a yard. Chny peth poo jew urh chang,
urh chth chang f #% - ~

|
tti.

piece of cloth is twcnty-two cubits long. HhcMh hlh <Mh,h

Uufi-UTntlUD^ \ |||] | ffi -^J]|J-^ if , obtain

a cubit, there U a cubit; if an inch, there is an inch , the mean-

ing of this is, that in study or other pursuits one should never

neglect acquiring because one cannot at once acquire much j

little acquisitions accumulated will make a great acquisition.

Woo chth tung tsze^ ^g JJ1
fi?e cul)il ^

little boy; this shews that the ancient cubit was much mailer

than the present one. Shoo chTh ^C ^
a grain cubit i that

i* a cubit made to correspond to grains ; the width of one

grain being a^ fun, or the hundredth part of a cubit.

Cn ' h tuh
] )H|

is an appellation applied to <rveral books

containing formula for letters, petitions, &c. Chaou ting

san chih fi^ ^ _^ ^ the imperial laws.

San chth che hea ho kew pBh llh
~

~j/ "j^ |pf ^
~S^^ under the infliction of the san chih torture, what

answer may not be obtained ! The San-chTh torture consists

of three pieces of wood by which the ankles of both leg* are

compressed.

NE. To approach from behind ; to accord with;

concord; part of the name of Confuoiiu. A nun or prieslfM

of Buddha. Stopped ; fixed ; settled. Sang nc ineeo Ilia

fft i $L ^P riclts nd nun '' re not Howed to enter
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here, is pasted up at the door by rmny persons who do

n..t wish to be importuned for charity. Yen she taou yu

ne kew, urh Kung-tsze sin; pj| ^ ^ /ft -\^ JEt ITB -JL

^f- /J:
Yen-she (the mother of Co ifucius) prayed to N.:-kew

hill, and Confucius was in conseq'i-nce born. Seen sze Rung-

it. fix ~?l "2. /rVl ^ Chun^-ne is the an-
tsze Chung.ne ) pjfj^ J* \Vf ' ]"^ a 4

tient teacher Confucius. Neil ii>f. vu ne
-fc ^ Q I

female priest is called Ne : they are called fy J |
pe

kew ne.

LIT K'HAOU. The lower end of the spine j the

os coxendicis. Croupion. (Des Guignes.)

v>
^J An ancient form of jtf

Tae, B-id.

An ancient form ofj| B, and of fc Jin. Yang

^ the name of a place.

P*
l>^ TSEIH. From body and ftand. To direct or

manage. Read Neen, Soften skin or leather.

/ST Vulgar form of Neen, see

THREE oTHOKES.

An ancient form of fi Leang, Good of its kind.

LH From body and mouth. The aperture

below the tail of an animal: the anus. Cho tsang tub. jg

JS P'o'* Sut near *ke anus> A Tulgar form of Tun

a P'S-

A vulgar form of Tsin^ entirely} the whol;

the utmost. See the Radical JflJ, Ming.

NEEN- From body and hani using cflFort.

Soft flexible skin or leather; flexible, weak.

Same as ^ Shin, The body.

From bodyzaA child. Same as
ji Ying, Pregnant}

with child.

FJYi

ti-*" An

frfa

Same as Yaoti, Untimely death.

ancient form of ^ Tae, Bad.

Ancient form of She^ a hog.

POUR STROKES.

WEI.

From hair hanging down behind an animal body. The tail

of any anim I : the copulation ofbrutes. The tail figuratively;

the binder part of any thing ; the stern of a boat or ship.

Small; petty; the close or termination of the end. The uu-

nicr I of fish ; the bottom of. The name of a hill and of a star.

A auru.iine.

Wei how 1 4 afterwards ; behind. Shoo wei^ j

the end of a book. Show wei seang y tug j-.f I *^ Tjjf?
the

head and tail, or tbe beginning and end, correspuudiug. u wei
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J'y young and handsome. Wei keen i sodomy.

Neaou show keaou Isee yne wei i .
ypjt

? *K- F I the

sexual intercourse of birds anil beasts in called Wei. I.e yu

urh wci f^ fl| ~*_ two carp. Fung tiih tsae wei
jjfc

fra: /ft- the ling of a bee is in the tail. Haou Uze wei

sang chwang yew ke to nung heue" ^ -J- |
/j- $F xp|

-4^ %> He JJH.
if 'he tail of u rat become ulit-roiis, how

much pus is there ! Used by people lu express their poverty.

Poo wei JiR the end of an account hook. Chan;; wci

Rp ]
the end of an account book. Wei siih 1 YK the con-

,!
' 1

sU'llation Scorpio. Shuy wci
[[{'[/

Hie lail of Hydrus.

Le lioo wei Eli' J^ \
to tread on a tiger's lail. VV< i woo

pfe C'repilus Ventris. (Kbpioth.) Swan chang jing jew

wei soo ^ ^^ ^f 1 Kfc
"n recko "'"S "l( llle at -

count, there jet remains a balance.

Wei leu Rf)
seems to denote the indentation at the

lower end <f the spine. Wei hea keaou
^ ~J7 ^ the ori-

fice below the tail, the arus of u brute animal. Yue yu

tan wei MS --F"
Jpi ]

looked over the end of the paper.

Wei tsze jin, shin chay , che sze
] jjllj ^^ ^ j ^

the tail stings people, and when severely, even to death;

laid of the Hae yaou yu } sling ray fih ?

NEAOU. From body and water. Animal

water; urine. To pass urine, more delicately expressed by

Seaou pe'en /J.
/iB the smaller convenience.

Neaoii tiing ] ffi
a wooden vessel lo receive urine.

Neaou kang ] ^ a pit to receive i.rine; the ^ Ne,

mud of the latter, and the itood of the former, were once

articles in the Chinese Materia Medica.

Same as H& Ketb, sec below under setsu strokes.

K'HEUH. From a square inside a cubit met-

ture. A limited square on a Chinese chessboard; the board

vox., i. PART n. E

with Ihe pieces arr.in^.d. 1(. ,i r i li-d ; confuwd ; cramped,

or coopi (I up in a little ijiace ; the hody Ix-nt or canted lo

crouch
; coiled, or rolled up; to curl Ihe hair. A pUcr h>-rr

any manufacture that rr<|iiires to be guarded is carried on; a

Ho y5 kefih //^ 2^fc /,,'j
a p<)Wder manufactory.

Keuh pe'en ^J t|^
to plot li.pelhrr to defraud , to con-

spire to defraud, as parlies of g:imelcrs iln. Y'lli krfth ke

'

1 tit
a Rame al chc"' T"" i>s

li: ''' krii1 ' $\ I'?

ml 1 a place for gaming. Kmn cliwarg ki-i'ih t!7 &
a military sdri- home ; containing clothes, arms, 4c. I.ajin

lelh keiih ^' /^ |'|'J
I to fill into people'* snare. KeBh

seems used in tie army for a small division. Yu fi keflh kriih

f* ^ *
rKl 1

'"-v h:" r c " rls ' ''"'' ka " l>al ' ktflh ^ ^
J ~^y^ v -f I

A^ I I dare not hut sloop.

P'UE From tody and a pair, or two thing*

corresponding , hence, Pe koo )^ JJ^
the poMrrior branchri;

or buttocks. Pckow
| p the anus. Fang pe ^ ^ to let

out wind hackwards, to fart ; applied in vulgar abme to what

another person says : as it also Kow pe ^J
|

a dog' f;irt.

ff~\ From bady and (he sun ; used by the Budh'uli for

Kan
^? to look ;or for the eye.

FIVE STROKES.

C1I1U, andKcih. To slick into from be-

hind ; to follow in regular succesion ; a small pace or tep.

7/^> PEjOl'Pci. From body and a cave. The Chi-

nese define this character by Ncu tsze yin
-J ^- j?g

a wo-

man's prmlies} and Neu jin yin ho
-jjr
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female vagina. DCS Gui^nes seems wrong in defining it by

' Vulva et matrice.' Pe sin I
/|j\

clitoris. (Klaproth.)

TSZE.

Tsze tseu Jt\ Jw to look furtively, or by stealth.

Repeated P8h pnh, The appearance of walking. Read

Kenh, Walking with pressing urgency.

KEU.

From the tody and a seat or resting place. A settled place

of abode; to dwell; to reside ;
to remain stationary; to

consist in
;
to fill a place or office. To sit ; to accumulate; to

desist. Read Ke, As an interrogative particle. A surname.

Keu ien \ ffi. or Keu ken jen I $R proud and un-
I >* l

'**,

sociable. Ho keu taou sze
j){ JM i a Taou prie* 1

who marries and Jives in the world. Keu keen nan chung

1 -IS th in the midst of distress and difficulties. Ta
I ^*\. r*'M |

/ 1.

pan tsae ching nuy keu choo
<j}fj jjfc fa t$ fftj | {

he

has removed into the city to reside. Keu sang ^ to be

in mouruins for a parent. Keu shin woo ke cbih piih

~iit $f fOJ ^8 /['^
wl1 '1 re&Pect lo otu;>8 own person, one

imiil study substantial plainness. E tsae che tsze keu
J/J

0* yj H to cherish a proud conceit of one's own
.H-l PI I I l

talents and knowledge. E le'en kee Isze keu
J/j^ ^^ ^

I to cherish a proud conceit of one's own moderation and

puriu meaning the absence of covetous extortion. Can keu 15

ne ^ ^ ^jj|
to dwell tranquilly and delight in one's

own pursuit*. Ke keu *B 1 rising and rest, denotes the

whole of one's actions. Che ke keu sze
^JT-M jt|i | ^

the IK roe of an office.

e
/pi^L

An ancient form of^ Keu, To dwell.

A cave.

An ancient form of^Kth, To overcome-

Fram a corpie and clod; <\-
d. the

body returned to a clod of earth ; or, to sit down on a clod.

Arrived at the extreme limit; a fixed point of time; the ut-

mosl limit. To arrive at the limit. Wei tih lung teen woo

yuen ffih keae
fl|gMtyRHft ft A VirlUC al0"e

moves heaven ; and there is no distant place to which it does

not extend. Che teen che keae
JJC^ Z 1

the limits of heaven. To rhyme, read Ke.

An erroneous from of the preceding. Read Tees,

K'HEUH, Keuh, and Keue.

A curling stump instead of a tail. Bent; to stoop ; to cause

to bend or crouch ; to invite a person to one's house ; to cause

him to stoop and condescend; to submit or yield to circum-

stances. Pdh che king keuh tsung fow
,/j^ ^p j^ jjj* ^

-S> I know not whelher he will consent or not. KeHh saou

1 4E t" fold up in silk. Ta keuh 4r 1 thenameofa
'J'^ . B ^ ^L^

bow. Chang-foo-che che, uang kefih naug shin AT -4^
~

i? AK o^ |lH
the mind of a great man can sloop and

can expand. Wan yaou keflh pei ^ H3 HT to curve

the loins and bend the back; to stoop servilely. Chwang chuh

ta yuen, ta kefih leih tsing chwang laejte f|{
-4r ^ -/T

1 $ M ffi $\ to affect the semblilnce of suffering great

injustice and great hardship.

Chili yiu tan leaou seaou )<*, peen keug ke tsung jin leaou

K0t7/h^JiI 1 A 7 '*
for the sake of some petty gain, crouching and complying with

others.

Keun tsze we chang keuh taou e shin shin fB" I 4^

ft
V3- iwl /J^ 4

^^

1 ?S J^lw^ the truly s od man never bends his
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principles to improve hii fortune. Wei woo piSh ning kefih

HE Tfiu ^f* fib 1
the terror of lna"l'al power cannot make

him sloop. Yew ketih pelh yew shin
^j" ^ ^ fy

where there is a crouching, there must be an expanding.

Keuh cbe y"\h swan Jy ~ _vL a reckoning by bend-
I V T-f / I

ing the fingers-

T'H E. The part of a Chinese saddle, intended

to absorb the perspiration.

SHE. From body and todartforth. Ordure; dung.

I?? T'HUN.

//u
The thighs or fundament on which one sits,

'~ The original form of ^ Wei

Ancient form of Tat* E, name of an animal.

SIX STROKES.

HAN. A bag. An erroneous character.

Same as Hae ^ the bones ; all the parts of the

body.

HE. Lying resting; formerly considered as

denoting the Nose;

Same as jy Keen, The shoulder.

vs

U H. From a human body and at a place. A

place of residence. A house; a dwelling; a habitation. A

covering of a cirt or carriage. A surname. The name of a

place. Pih dh [j Jfj poor man's home. Hwang ah -&r1-cover of the Imperial carriage or dwelling. Heauh
]Hf

|
a large vessel used in sacrifices. Hwa fin^ j

a gaily

ornamented house. Shan? piih kwei yu fih low fp7^ \fa
i h . ^^M

\'**

/)* I

JM1
no cause for shame on account of a chamber (ia

secret.) fih tseih kaou
^ ^ ^ a high roofed house.

Wa fih ^ '

a brick house. Bh le choo teih shg mo jin

I fM ^3 ^| \\* $j? /V.
w'"> "ves 'n 'ne nou>e>

the shell of a tortoise.

TEAOU. Nan Uze yin
a u.an'f

L
privities: the male organ of generation ; compare with

Pei. A vulgar local character, the historians use aft She.

KE-. The o* coxendicis ; the rump or fundament.

HWA. Shoes ;
a local word.

SHE Fcom an(J slretclie<1 out>

A dead body , a corpse. On the bed it is called^ She; in the

coffin it is called
jjg

Kew. Cha she |^ |
affected or pre-

tended death. Yaou kan neu urh she show ^ ^ -J fc

1 ~%lt wanted to see her daughter's dead body and head. She

heaepaouloo j ^^^ a dead body and bone* lying

exposed to the scorching SUD.
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di,rc.

From My nd rice. Excrements, or-

e^ & the name of a ,lar. Read He, To moan.

^^ _ . ^ ^ mh pA ,-*,,
be UDW koo shm Jin $% \

* -& V'M' ^7

llu
. llloMtaB of sorrow a.d ,U,p dbtn.. Ta peen we, .be^

fllft 1 or,Tachohshe.frtU 1
B-'-Bt^t-ol.

Too

r.bb,rs dung, i. an article of the Materia Me-

dica.

CHE. A person's
name.

E, or Tsun-e to it cross-legged ;
to sit

on Ihe ground.

P'HING. The Tulgar form of

Anciently a wall built inside a door-way as a screen ;
to

creeriito cover; to keep outside
-,
to reject; topnlaway.

KEUEN. The ox coxendicis >
the posteriors

An other form of fif See, see below.

TSZE- Tszetseu to peep with the

foot stretched out before to support one.

Vulgar form of|t Tun, see above.

An ancient form of f& Wei-

Same as Che, The will or pleasure of a person.

H An ancient form of Wei, A tail.

SEVEN STROKES.

SZE. To wait-

SEU, and Yu. A species of shoe

KEIH Wooden shoes ; clogs.

.

SEE. Agitated i moving. Purejclear ; respect-

fills observants attentive; laborious; minute, broken into small

parts ; mere ends or crumbs. To reduce to dust or powder.

To view with indifference, as unworthy of attention, is ex-

pressed by Puh see
1

>f> |f|
UJ the Northern people, read

Puh seaou.

Fan yu sze wuh king she puh kea e jug, pdh see" J^ j||

an affair or thing is viewed with indifference it is expressed by

PM seS.

Puh see wei che "^
'

J3. ~Y there is no occasion to do
I I W**J ^M

it. SeS see
|

untranquil ; disquieted , turbulcut. Kc'ih

jin puh seg ^ /I ;fc 1 a beggar would not value it an

alms given him rudely. Yiib se'g ~^ I a gem reduced to

bits or to powder.

CHIN- The appearance of lying hid ; one says,

A house or covering.
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NEAOLJ. From a tody, hair, and mater. A

Yulgar character denoting To make water . Same as Klf neaou.

FrP" KEVV. From body and to teek or deiire. A
VJv

name of the privities of a man.

HE. The appearance of using effort. Lying at rest.

NE.

Mire arising from stagnant water. The name ofa hill.

CH EN From/our person* turning over cloth.

To inspect it ;
to turn over and inspect ; to unroll ; to

open, or spread out; expansion of the feelings, from e se

and ngreeal le circumstances; to arrange; to inspect j tn

judge of. True; sincere. Something >;reat effected, or at-

t.timd or capable of effecting something great. A surname.

Chen hwan
|

&S to defer, or delay till a subsequent period.

Chen poo
/

j^fj
or Shoo chen ^p |

to spread out. to

extend. She clien
Jf|j

to open out in a showy manner.

Kei low pilh chen E g5 ^C the ejebrows unexpand-

edj a sorrowful look Mei pflh chen; muh I in kae; sze yew

*i
n

.7 ^ > th p' n i ^ 1 i 'i fjii IE
'H & $K & l|T fKj

*
j$i

the eyebrows don't expand;

the eves are indisposed to open ; just like as if there was some-

thing heavy on the mind. Keilh meen kae chen Fm [Si P
1^

J
'

* -* r^-J
|/TJ

|

the exterior surface of the depository taken off, or thrown

open and disclosing internal riches. Kae chen so tsae RH

| 0f ^ lo enlarge a dwelling place. Chen yay ta ching

"iii /C j?JC
"" CJ!Pails ' ve and great achievement.

Same as jm Se, Torn shoes.

TART 1. 101.. II.

S E, Or Che, Slow ; not progressing ; length of

timcj stillness. Strong. She le {5; J|J strong beneficial or

useful ; applied to utensils.

* TSUY. Kang-he defines it by Chiht.zeyin

jfc
Z. RK the privities of a child. The same ai

jjg: Tiuy

Same as ffi Kaou, The os coxendicis.

. _4

An ancient form ofS Koo, Crime, culpability.

EIGHT STROKES.

Ivl'jU. Ornaments on the toe ofa shoe; they

are embroidered on the silk.

' ^ ^ to 8 P r 'TJ' or necell:lrJ house. la

Chinese, expressed by J fplj -jj^ shang tsze yay.

Same as the preceding.

K'HO, or K'hwa.

From body, and /rui/ or lulstantial. The os coxendicis,

and the os innominatum ; the bones between tbe thighs.

HVVUH. A name of Budha.
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LiO\Y. From rain beneath a body. A house

that admits rain through. Keu low

district in Cuchiuchiua.

the name of a

TLJH. The orifice of the anus. Same as

Tub. A vulgar form of F Tun, see above.

TEE. Below-

P'HING. Anciently a wall built inside a

door-way; a screen
;
to screen; to cover; to keep outside; to

reject; to put away. Ping mun
jpfc P^j

is a screen or wall

that intercepts the view at an entrance or door, but leaves a

panage on each side of it. Wei ping
tyfc ]

. ctlrtain or

screen. Ping kae Iwan fung, juh she" foo yung 1 B9 W
fc=| -LF=- ^.n ~^\- -4Jf HTJ *^J

/HI T ftX ^ f 8Pread out the ArSns pheasnnt curtains;

and lay the hibiscus flower mattress; i. e. the bridal curtains

and bed.

T'HE. The lining at the bottom of a shoe.

For a drawer of a table some write Wl
fjjk chow te.

J:Y1H. An erroneous character forJEL Ylh, in

^J
the phrase^ Jj^

keaou yth, To trade.

K'HUNG. A cave, or cavity.

FEI- A sort of shoe or sandal; straw snsnndals,

which some call Pdh teay^ 'the not lendables,
1

meaning

tbdt they are too easily worn out to be lent.

? CHOO. A sort of shoe.

Ancient form of$. Tsoo, To go

A mode of writing uh j^ a house.

NINE STROKES.

V

( 'HA. From body and to ttick into. To insert

from behind: to tread in the same footsteps ;
a small step.

SHE- From body and a dart behind hair. Same

as J^ She, To ease nature by stool.

TE- The inside lining of the sole of a shoe.

"STJ
SHE. From the bdy and tlomtch. Same as

She, Ordure; excrementi.

KEUH.

A dog with a short tail. A vulgar form of
JjjJ

KeBh.

An abbreviated form of W, Shiih, Attached or be-

longing to. See below.

Original form ofJH See, see below.
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~
Original form of Neaou

fj^
to pas* urine.

Same as Ye PKj the throat-

TSEW. From body and > vine. A Tulgar

character for the privities of a woman.

KEANG- To dispute ; to send down.

KE. Red shoes.

T'HOO- From a body and the sound of Chay.

To kill and butcher ; to rend and to tear to pieces. A sur-

name. Head Choo, Hewchoo/k S- a regal title amongst

the Hcung-noo fa -^^ Tartars, or Turks. Too tsae 1 2fc

Tang too S|| to kill as a butcher. Too kow che pci

if. dog butchers j -very low people. Too lung show

- killers of dragons ; formidable people. Fang hea

he who lays down the butcher's knife, will, on the very spot

become a Budh. Cliing-leang yew ching chung jin chtih, too

che$ ^1 $tA$ 1 ^ Chi

the people out of the city t and butchered them.

PEEN. Especially i purposely ; for the ole

purpose. A small vessel.

Same as E, To drag.

An ancient form of -* Koo, Guilt.

PL

m

An ancient form of / Lc.

An ancient form of Po By to rapture or break.

An ancient form of ffl Too, To walk or go

TEN STROKES.

Ffjr KELJH.

A short tailed bird; any animal with a short tail.

WE. From mil and trailing. A long tail.

PE. A cavern or cavity.

X|A An ancient form of jfc Tsuw, To present to the

TSEU. Pudendum muliebre-

Same as J|| Tsow, see above.

HO, or Ko, same as f^ft Heue, Boots.

emperor.
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fr?r* A vulgar form of^ Neaou, To pass urine.m
,

[x^ An ancient form of|^ Se, To remove to another

rfj\

place.

t

An ancient form of M. Wei, The tail.

i* An ancient form of Jvp. Keuh, To crouch under

the tail ; or, cause to do so.

LEU. Man; tiroes; frequently. Leu chen

5 frequent battles. Leu tsze
j ^ many limes ; often ;

repeatedly ; tronblcsomely frequent. Prompt; ready. Luy

jih fig |;J,
often changing. Tsaou-jin leu chen, keae pfih

ning shing ^| fn ] ^ ^j* ^-\ fj^
fl$ Tsaou-jiu often

fought, but never could obtain a victory.

PE, or Pei. The breech s the fundamjnt.

K'HE. Quiet; stillness; to desist.

TSEU- To look furtively; to spy. Tsze tseu

to plant the faol or advance and stand spying.

bci- Straw sandals: the shoe separating from

the foot. Ttac-yung taou se e ying pin S Jj

iC[t V? Taae-yung, put liis shoes on backside foremost (in
' - At.

bis hurry) to receive a guest.

Same as j^Leaou, Membrum virile.

ffi* TUY, or Tsuy. A sort of coarse sandal or

fife:

shoe, which is worn out by walking a few milei.

An ancient form of^ Shun-

rJ&*~ Same as the preceding.

TWELVE STROKES.

u

T S 'H AN G. From a body and to add to. An

upper room or story, where people are placed above those

below them ; one thing piled above another; a degree; a step

higher, still more intense. Woo tsang low Jt IpS- ]tjj[ a fifth

story. Kew tsang ti
~jt

\ $\, a nine story paguda. Kew

tsang kaou
-j^ | ^ a nine layered cake. Ts$ng tsang

layer ujion layer. Tsing thuh pfih keung {^1

^> 62 issuing forth layer upon layer interminably ; said of

an inexhaustible fund of new thoiiglits. Y8 kenng tseeu le

mOh, king shang yih tsing low / ^ ^ jg 9. ^
Is if you wisli to extend the eje to the utmost

bound of a thousand le, you must usceiid a story higher.

That which the foot treads on; a shoe;

to shoe, or apply a shoe to the fool; to tread upon, le te

JH? lg
the sole of a shoe. Le hing 1

1ft
to tread; to walk.

Le shwang ^jV?
to tread on hoar frost. Ftih le

jjjS

a slate or condition of happiness or prosperity.

Le, denotes also Treading in a particular course of action;

as Le lib 1 $3. walk in the path of virtue; Le sin
I liilf>

4^ walk ia the path of trulk. Tieen le tub. shih S-fe

1 1*. K^tt I
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)=*

n'k '" ""' P"*!" of honesty and sincerity. Toe teen,

'e le Hv y^ I JJO.
'"'nvrn ca l'P

(
'

<' and'enrth trending on i

or Tae kaou, le how m ^j ] Jjp capped, with the lofty

heaven*, and treading on the thick earth ; refers to the bounties

of nature ahove, below, nnd .ill around , und to this the favor

of the emperor and other f Mow creatures, is compared.

Le leTh I

JB>g
a statement of one's native place, name, and

age, pronounced by those who are aduiitted loan Imperial au-

dience. Cliai g le IcTIi pP, '[
I&K to pronounce the Lc-leih.

I
'

I _f
*~~-

Tsaou le
jjjl

'

straw sandals. Joo le
(|^ |

,chola r
'

shoes, i. e. elegant embroidered shoes. Na le chung keu

^>iA 1 il'lf' /A'- I" 1 ' " lljr " shoes which let the heels slickWJ I lfc. 'yv

out. Le cluing moo fan 1 (tt
JJ& ^B a last for a shoe.

That which the foot treads on; ashoc;

to shoe, or apply a shoe to the foot ; to tread upon. To walk

in a particular path; to act iu a particular way. Same as

the preceding.

To wait on; to prepare; to open out: a double of.

CHUH- The appearance of entering beneath.

LIN. Used by the people of 03 Min
; i. e

Ftih keen, for the word
j

Yin, deaoling the private

parts of an animal body.

Same as JKH Ken, or
ijSj}

Ken, A water animal found

in *$ ^ Leaoti-tnng, it has on the head two horns.

TSZE. This.

1. TOl. II. C

SEE. An inside sole of a shoe-

An ancient form of f| Tsow.

XIV to XVI STROKES.

CHE. To remoTe iilk-worrai to a wider plac.

KEU. That which binds around the foot, ihoet,

or aaiiduls; anciently made of a coarse cloth : also a leather shoe.

to

K EO Shoes or sandals ; straw or hempen sandal*.

Nan jin mem bruin virile.

Same asM KeS see above.

Original form ofJ| Chen, To open out.

LEU. To dwell; a dwelling place.

CHlJH,orShuh.

From R Wei, a tail of an animal, and the taunt SliCk.

Attached to, as a tail it to the body of au animal ; connected,
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related: to p rlain, or Mong to: to be rearlv allied to;

pirticular state of bring: M, absolutely, to colli-rl or a<wrn-

ble together; coming in n'leression ; a cl i> or |>"cir i re-

lation; kindri-d; the nine d -trrr* "f ronsnnni ilv. To

rune, or orranion ; to ic ch-irgr of: rrapeelful. Chfth (bo

HI Af to deliver in ch>r;e to. fh'h chii'i
j

an ev-

presvon of Ihe utmost si err ly Kenen vhilh ^ |

of the

Jog kind. Cha\ ko heshBh shwBy \^ |jt] |j^ [ p^who
this belong to ? Sliuh wo

|

A it belongs to me.

LEI 11. UnJerashoe.

HE. prf.

>m
the exertion of strength t

r-f.Ti to a tpgendary tali?, of a di>inity tpliting asunder a

inoiintiiin in order to make a passage for a riter. Strong
ri'butit appearance.

FORTY-FIFTH RADICAL.

t CII'HE.

The first groMh of trees and plant,; ,he character i,

intended to represent a branch jutting forth .biMe.m.d Ihe

root .Iriking into , he earth below. Supposed to be au a.ui. ,

form ofM Tsaoi>.

CHUN, and T'hutr.

From Ch- I/J plant,, and a line to represent the earth.

Intended t.. reprexrnt grass and ptiinlt wlen first groining up

All craliirisli.'iiunin:: to ^row, or lo.xisi; ihi<kj induced

wilb diffirullyi spuiiij;, unwilli.,.; to p rl with. One of

the Kwa, or diaj.r.ii s. Re d Inn, To to ||, c ,
l(lf

, t
.lher and

StalioiiiHl tionarj >oldi r< who rnltiv.ile thcgrou.d. Chun

then ^fT. }J!
the appe.,Mi,ce of

j.ro-ressiag will,
difficulty.

Ancient form of Che
"

to go forth from, as

plant issues forth from the ground, to which it i, yet cor-

lected; and heuce the particle formi the possessive case.

TSO. The left hand.

\f

KEUE Keu k t ||
an agitated mor-

ing appearance.

YI 11, A spear or lance of a particular descrip-

tion. Read YTh, or N,th, for Nelh ^ to run with a ,pear ,

to rehel ag.,ijist. Read Peth, The moon three daj old.

An ancient form of
Chiien, Ke radical

-

Tsun.

Ancient form of Pan
|j|

climb up with the hands.

JN, Fragrant plants first opeuing and dif-

fusing their odour. Au opening bud.
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Ifl

I /:J i 1 . Kwiii liih jS
%L a wrl of luu.hroora,

or ftiiu.Ur fungiu.

HWANG. Pla'iti growing in an irregular

minner. An ancient form of
Jjij

fin g.

iriginal
form of ^fe Fung, Luxuriant* full; froh.

Shooting up and striking roul, j J. ~p 1^ IK. '*nR njn j

hea (X yay.

KI.LJ11- To grasp or maintain hold of.

S1ROKES.

MF.l. The original form of ^ Met, Free

growing plants ahooling up.

An ancient form of ^ KeS-

An ancient form of '^ Hwang, e above.

An ancient form of
"j*f Tsinj.

IB
^Hv^ Vul.jar form of ^ Mei, see above.

An ancient form of m Nan, The iouib.

An ancient form of
]|?

Chuen, Detoted to one

object or aim.

Ordinal form of^ Hing, Happj and ihuooing et il.

VIII to XIX STROKES-

Original form of o^ Tfili, Poiionoui noxious plant*.

^.
An ancient form of 'Hi Shin, Careful altentite.

Original Jbrn> of ^ Tiow, To- caue to rite up

NEE, orYc. Dangerous height. brfo, u. Uy ie.'.,re.

An ancient form of R Tsing.

An ancient Lrm of f [ Tsing.

Original from of
, Yun, To assent to.

Name of one of the ipiriU of th fife great Chinete

muuutains.
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An ancient form of j^Nan, The south.

An ancient form of /fj Pun, Rooti, origin.

An ancient form of Show ^P- the hand.

An ancient form of pj Ie.

Original form ofH Heun.

*2sf_ ^n ancient form of fjf Sang-

An ancient form of^ Tsow-

An ancient form of TK Pun, The root, or origin.

LUH. Same as ^ Liih, see above.

An ancient form of ff-Pae-

FORTY-SIXTH RADICAL.

ill
A hill; a mountain; hills in jiemral. Wild, nndomestica-

ted i iinrtilllvaled. Xan yr, is the name which Loureira ives

to the Hwae shan yS wtK
M^j

*S Diosrorea oppositifolia, a

Jong hull), very while, within insipid
'
in re medica credui.tur

prodesse conlra phthmrn, et alios iiiiirlids pulmonura.' (L.)

Shan tow
|J/

3l- in complimentary letters, refer to the

mountain Tae shan |fe I
\\

nnd Pth tovp^ 3|-
the north

pole, and to thise the correspondent is compared. San shan

the metropolis of Filh-keen province, usually called

JfiS ^ ffi
Fdhchowfoo. Yew shan wan shwHy Jfe

^

to ramble amongst hills and streams.

Shan-lin I >rA a mountain forest. Shan ts'ing, shth

''S 1 it
-

|'i ^J ^ seems to denote Romantic bills and

rocks : the expression is also applied to queer looking rustic*.

.-ha. i jin 1 /V a iivin fond ofu rurallife; a poet. Shan

jin nith klh 1 A. |B ^f
a r " ral liierar> gues'i a person

fond of wandering about.

The famous hilis in the world, (or empire of China) are

teen hea min shan, woo tseen, nrh plh, tseih shih. There are

467 that produce copper, Jj^ ^ ^ ^LJ ~JEJ ^ -j-

J-* chflh tung che shan, sze plh lew shth Is ill. There are

3609 that produce iron,
Jjj ^() ^ ^."T^y-x ^r|

/6" T/ chSh tee che slum, sin tseen lew pin yew kcw.

Slian nae
-S^ Kaempfcria rotunda; see

Pun tsaou, S 14, p. 29.

Y1H, or Ya, A crooked winding hill



46th Radical. III. Slan
|J_|

YIN. To assist ; some say A solitary lofty hill,

which the character represents.

SEN. From to enter and hills. To go

amongst the hills, and become a hermit, or one of the Seen

<j|lj
genii.

TS1N, or Chin.

From hill and to enter. To go far in amongst the hills.

J^ LE1H. From hill and strong. The appearance

of a lofty hill. Hills joining on to each other.

KE. Neuke JC ftjt
the name of a hill.

An ancient form of Is Hoo, To follow in attendance.

U-t
TT An ancient form of |f hwuy.

An ancient form of M, hoo.

NEE. A high bank or shore.

An ancient form offa Wei, Danger.

An ancient form of Y8, A great mountain.

PART I. TOL. II.

THREE STROKES.

JlT HUNG. The name of a hill.

"

YIH, or Nefh. vih t.h lhe

appearance of a hill ; a hill standing alone; a firm martial

appearance.

TSIN. A hill.

HE, orKe.

A hill without any plant or trees oo it.

Same as M, Lan.

JIN. The figure of a lofty hill.

NAOU. A level-topped hill.

HWAN.

Same as AW Hwan, A small but high hill.

WUH. Kuh wuh jU|f lIDT a hilly appearance; a

bare naked hill : the name of a particular hill.

HAN. Name of a hill; used also to denote a

bank that fends off water.
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t|jll|
GAN. A hill-^I-V. Two bills, quietly resting each in itf place.

| Jf^

Jjr MAXG.
Mang-tang^^thenameofahill.

I JUT? Same as gj{ Pan, or Pwan.

An ancient form of ~fe Tsow, To >valk.

^

+*
J

An ancient form of )a Wei, Danger.

The declivity of a hill. A bank ; a dike.

TOW. The name of a hill.

FOUR STROKES.

\+j// Same as ^ Hung, see below.

HEU. The name of a hill.

IEAOU. The name of a hill.

TAN. The name of a hill.

jHj
TSANG.

From lull and the tun below it. The approach of night.

YU. The name of a hill.

YANG. The name of a hill.

YAOU. The name of a hill.

SHIH. Theameasjt.SbTb,orTiTb. ShTh e

> a hilly appearance.

HOO. The appearance ofa small hill.

GAN. Name ofa hill in Tun-nan province.

ff\ GANG, or Lang. The name ofa hill.

Gang tiang
^jjj ^ the appearance of a

lofty bill.

HEA. Same as
jgjj-

Hea. Han bea

a great chasm between mountains.

u

WUH. Kfih wiih
tfjt

ibfe a lofty appearance.

KEAE. The name of a hill.
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|JL|

TSEB. The rid,;e, or highest protuberance

of a hill, or mountain ; the prominaneeat a turning amongst

bills or mountains.

FOO. The name of a hill.

CHE. Name of a hill in Shan-tung.

GO' The appearance of moving ; or quaking.

KEIH, Yih,orNeth.

Jjff

%JU

T^
A small but lofty hill ; a smaller hill whose summit rises

higher th .n a neighbouring large mountain. Dangerous height.

llfTl* A vulgar form of iftf Keen.

HAOU. Smooth ; shppery.

FUH. Fun-jin ^ (!{
a hilly appearance.

YUNG. A hill.

WAN. Tswan wan

of the peak of a hill ; high, lofty.

,

the appearance

HE. Lofty } luxuriant. Name of a hill in

Shen-se, famous in history, so named from diTerging into two

branches. To diverge or branch off; to branch offal the side of

the road. A surname. Ke loo pae hwuy f^j
&

tjh ft]

hesitating between two parting roaJi. Woo U ke chehwS

^ fe I /,^ I* not <Jeied by another road branch,

ing off; i. e. do not be pbnning: but dctt-nuine and proceed

accordingly. Ke chow 1 111 a district ia Shen-e. Ta

taou to ke ^- ^ ^ la great road has many paths

branching off.

TSIN, OF Chin. A hill or mountain which

it high, but imall and tapering ; a kind of peak. A surname.

A certain ed.hle plant Chin-chin, Mournful ; lorry. Yin tsze

kw<J jv ^?- [H an ancient state. Tsin t*e!h 1 ]& solitary ;

silent.

KEEN. A name of a hill

K'HE. Rocks on the side of a hill

Same as
fipj Ming, Name of a hill.

Same as
^jj? Tsung, The point of a hill top.

Same at Jit Fung, The top of a hill ; a peak.

CH'HA.

A road branching off in three directions.
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hill.

FIVE STROKES.

TSH. The name of a hill.

Read TsS,-
5^ t|L

TsS g, Appearance of a high

Same as the preceding.

YANG. The foot of a hill) a hilly appear-

ance s sombre j deep recess amongst hills.

YAE. A dangerous pass.

Jltl K'HEU. A large hill; to go to.

K ANG. The ridge of a hill or mountain ; the

|^J
top of a high hill. Kaou kang /

j
Rm a high ridge.

JjfrJ

llflP P'HO. The side of a hill
;
a declivity.

ICHO.

Ko Ian
J

(]|* jjl?
name of a hill, and of a district in Shao-ie.

.Km
1

J

iliol

Same as the preceding.

Kow narae of a hil

PAOU. Name of a hill.

IEL
P'HO. Po go ^ ;fj|a hilly appearance.

\& game as 5*5 Mclh, Secret, as amongst hills.

SZorShe. A hill.

FAN. The name of a hill.

An ancient form of Tsuh.

4
HEUE. A cave, or mountain cavern.

HAOU. The name of a hill.

P11O. Po
tojl^ ,\^

or Po to P^ {^sloping

or slanting ; uneTen like the side of a hill.

Same as pfc To, see Jf. Fow Radical.

-

LEI H. i 2T(h kcth : ], a hil|y appearance.

CHING. To present to with the hands raised

high, as if reaching to one on the lop of a mountain,

u

HEUE. A hill ;
a hilly appearance-
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KEUH.

Keuh gaou (llffi |lp
a deeP recc * amongst hills.

P'HE. A hill again formed; hill over hill.

T'HEAOU. Teacu yaou jg Jl|
the ap-

pearance ofalofly hill.

an ancient form of jg Tsang.

TSEU.

Thu same as Jffl Tseu, A rocky hill ; rocks and earth

blended together.

01
A vuglar form of

fift Gan, or Yen, Rocky precipi-

tous mountain.

WE. Name of a hill,

u

PL'N. Palhs up the sides of a hill. Fuh yuh

a hilly appearance.

oJliVV. A den or cavern in hills or mountains.

A deep valley ; a ravine.

||J|M KEA. The side of a hilli a declivity ; a space

between two hills. ChTh keS -Sr* JjBJ the name of a hill in
yt i

Sze-chuen province, said to be entirely without vegetation; and

having the earth and stonet of a red colour.

I. VOL. II.

j^ LING. The name of hill. Ling ying

r
|l|'j

the appearance of deep recestes amongst hills.

U| \) T'HO. Slanting side of a hill ; declivity.

Po-to ilifr Jrf? uneven; not level.

|JJ/1\PEI.
Hill heaped on hill. Ta pel

the name of a hill in Ho-nan.

f

YEW, OF YaOU. Appearance of winding hilli.

T'HAE, Or Tae. Taeshan flJ UIOT Tae
r*"F II"

7J?
or Tae shlln

[|
or

certain mountain in lie province of Shan-tung, laid to be

upwards of forty Chinese miles in height ; considered the

highest mountain in China. At various periods of their history

it has heen an object of worship. Some say that on its sum-

mit is the idol called JEJ -fl: Shingmoo, 'the holy mother,' en-

titled Neang-ncang to| ^ and Nae-nae
jjft Jjpj

or her

Ladyship.

lulH KL'II. A hill standing prominent ; the lonely

summit of a hill. Same as [llffi
Kuh.

HWANG. Name of a hill.

Ancient form of Y8 ^f a lofty mountain. A sur-

name. Y8 foo
-g.^ or Y8 chang

| ^ a wife's father ,

a father-in-law. Y8 moo
'

-ffl- a wife's mother.
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ill PI* Same as
|J|g

Keu, Hilly inequalities.

l4- '

> I|J HOO. A hill covered with trees and hrubi.

ihflrt KEAY, OF Kea. Mountain clad with forests.

llll .1 P'UILl. M!h pth ijjl^ |l)fj
a secrelappearance.

IT" NE. Ne-kew
|||E

the hill in Shan-lung,

/
worshipped by Yen-she ^|^ lh" mother of Confuc.us; by

the iufl.,ence of which she became pregnant, and gave birth

to that philosopher.

MIN. Tl'.e name of a hill in Sze-chuen ; and

of a district in Shen-se. or Kan-suh. From this hill in Sze-

cbuen, the Yang-tsze-keang takes its rise, and flow* eastward

to the ocean.

At KAN. Name of a hill

Ui
GAN. A high shore; the bank of a river or

canal; a high bank and deep water. Steps up to a palace ;

fijjur.itively,
a pprsixi of eminent talent* and virtue; the ex-

treme limit or termination of a road; the end of a journey ;

to exhibit or uncover the forehead, or a high forehead. The

name of a person , of a country prison. Kaougan ^. S:

a high shore or beach. Yu chow p? gan -ygj
JBl- ^O

the fishing boat is anchored at theshoie. Hwny tow >he gan

JpJ g^| -jlrt
\ turning the head yon will he at the shore;

this is used in a moral sense dehorting those who are wrecked

on a sea of vice, to reform, and they will instantly find then-

selves safe. Tang pe gan %j^- ^ft
'ascend or land on

that shore,' ii used by the Budbisti for reaching the heaven

of Budh.

jg
of a hill.

Same as ;g Teaou. Teaou leg j^2 |J|B
the figure

Same as$ Ling, see above.

I b "tt^ *A*

1 LjQ4-> Same as yl* FOh, A tortuous path amongst moun-
lArj s\*

tains; dreary, sorrowful passes amongst hills.

I % 'J An ancient form of^ Y5.

SIX STROKES.

. HO. H5 t5 fc&
the appearance of hilb

piK d over each other.

* -

^^^*N^ KO. The figure of a hill; a cave in a bill.

LO. LS yth a hilly appearance.

GUI. The lofty summit ofa mountain standing

;ilone. The irregular isolated peaks ofhilli.

FOW. The irregular summits of mountains.
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NEE, or Ye. Lofty and dangerous.

Original form of |5j Kang.

|[
II ING- AhilK

TSEANG, or Seang. Name of a hill.

SEUN- Lin seun the appearance of

the sides of hills extending to great extent: hills appearing

piled over each other like steps : progressing by steps.

jJ T'llEti. The appearance of a lofty hill. Teg

nee
1

'$ |1$?
an orphan or isolated pavilion on a hill.

An ancient form of Gaou.

LUH, or Leuh.

The same as
^jM

Luh. LBh wHh
jj||| pl

the side ofa hill ;

a bank or precipice.

YANG, or Yung.

"f )
anS tfe llJ5?

'-'ppearance of a lofty hills a high rocky

mountain.

GAJV, Name of a hill.

Jflfij
URH. Name of a hill.

SE. Name of a hill.

KAE, or Ke.

A barren hill without shrubs or treei. Name of a place-.

TSEUEN. The summit of a hill.

T'HUNG, and Tiring.

A cavern or den in a hill. Hung lung ||g? |MpJ
or Rung

tung / a lull said to be situated under the north pole ;

irregular uneven.

E. Yu

on the east j toward* the rising tun.

territor;

. Tszc moo jf& j!^ name of ah ill

Same as the preceding.

LIN. A hill.

TO. A hilly appearance.

K'HEANG.

A sort ofcurtaia; commonly used for
fli She,
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An ancient form ofm YS, A mountain

CAN- Name of a hill-

WEI- From hill and dangeroui. A hillj,

mountainous, dangeroui appearance.
San wei _^.

name of a bill in Hoo-pih province.

T>HUNG -

A tr'.be of mountaineers in Yun-nan province.

K'HWEI.

Kwei vfei a monntainous appearance.

HWAN. A large hill in the neighbourhood

of a smaller one which is higher.

K'HEEN- Name of a hill from which the Keen

Iff. river issues; it is situated in Shen se province.

\

CHE. A lofly mountains to accumulate; to

provide".
Che ke chang |l)f^ $| wel1 provided with a

supply of provisions.
Che yih $f jl^

to erect; to stand

firm and upright. Ting che
|jjl

1 to stand firm as a tripod.

V

jfl^. ME1H. Name of a hill that abounds with the

I ^

SEVEN STROKES.

TSO.

The name of a hill. A hill pushed on one side.

WEI- The name of a hill.

GO. Go go |lj& |ft|
or Tso go jgg }

high,

Tan-mQh
JI-

Ian tree which is said to have yellow leaf

and red fruit, which when eaten prevents hunger.

LE.

a low long hill ;
a path up and down.

lofty, applied to the summits of mountains. Go-mei-shan
J

IS |[l hill in Sze-chueii province; named from a supposed

resemblance to the eyebrows <>| positu to tach other, the ame

name i.s applied to hills in Fuh-keen and Canton province!.

Same as the preceding.

,.YUH- A pool of water in a valley at the foot of

a mountain. Name of a district in the province of Ch!h-le,

and of a pass.

CH'HAY Name of a certain hill.

KE- A mystical character, used in reference to
| UJ^JT* HWAN- The name of a hill ; the appearanceyu

numbers; the sense of which is not well understood. of numerous hills. The same a JiB Hwan.
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1
PEE. Ta peg ^ jljglj

the name of a hill.

NA. The name of a hill.

YAY. The name of a hill. Read Seay, A hilly

appearance.

Same as ^K Che, To fill up a place with plants.

KAE. Name of a hill in Shen-se.

T'HUY. A hill rushing down.

[A. Tranquil; quid.

POO. Poo tseaou

a fine figure.

KWAN. Lin kwin

the appearance of

the appearance

of hills joined together.

TS'HEAOU- A hi-h dangerous mountain ;

one that rut. oft all intercourse To r?r ; lo impd ! vehement

Ching Ueaou chay peth pan, j^$ % >jb ft] "'?

too high must fall. Leang peih tseaou I. ih ; ihnng too tan e,

FB *$ Aft "ft ^ & ^-^ " >e l" walli rose ver>

high, and Ihe path between was level.

VOL. I. PART II. K

K'HEW. The name of a hill.

|b/T LAOU- Kaou laou )& $> Ihe name ofT
a hill and of a pavilion.

3
^ K'HE. The appearance of a high hill-

F3W. The name of a hill.

LUNG. A den or cave.

T'HUY. rhuy hujM Ihe appearance

<-f a bill. ReTersed, Hwuy luj, A deep, level appearance

amongst hills.

FUNG. The peak of a hill or mountain shoot-

ig up perpendicularly toward* hearrn, and Ifrminaling in a

point. A peak on the top or side- of a hill or mountain.

Shan fnng |1| '^ He pt-.k ..f a hiil. Kaon funs toil lelh

|^ ^ $1} )T.
" '" ft

.' l'
L
'ak ris'"S "'one. Fung cliuw

a d strict in Kwei-chow Province.

Same as the preceding.

L'HE. Rocks on the side of a hill.

N'AOU. Name of a mountain in Shan-lung.

P^
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LE. To walk fast amongst hill.

~fc)TU T'HOW. Appearance of lofty peaks of hills.

YEW, Or Yew-yew. Name of an animal

said to resemble a horse, to have sheep's eyes, four horns,

and a con's tail.

YUFiN. The appearance of winding hills.

MANG. Name of a hill in Sze-chuen.

WANG- Name of a hill.

tf LANG. Tseuu-lang the name of a

hill on which the sun sets at the winter solstice.

KEEN. Name of a hill in Hoo-kwang, a small

but rugged hill. A mountain level at the top. Ta-heen

the name of a hill.

HUNG. A hill.

a slippery dangerous hill.

TAOU. From a bird perched on a hill or

mound. An island. Hae taou tffl Iff, an island of the sea.

SIN. The name of a divinity.

The name of an animal of the figure of a dog, with horni

and variegated body.

CH1NG. The name of a hill.

T* MJf f\/~\
Name uf a hill, supposed to be in

Kciing-nan, at which . Yu married.

/

|R|
the appearanceT'HUY. T,iy tsuy

j

of a hioh hill. Read To, A long hill.

liljT^ Same as 5 Too, see above.

WOO Same as^ Woo, see above.

KANG

A hindrance; an impediment; stiff; unbending.

UlAr* SEUN, or Tseun. High, lofty, said of

mountains. Great; large; pointed
ijpiercing;

urgent; uipe-

tuous. Tseun ling, tsung shan^ >j|^ ji|
a lofty moun-

tain and eminent hill.

K.AOU. Hilly appearance; the name of a bill.

HAOU, or Kaou. The amea the preceding

a
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TSEE. Same as^ Tseg.

^. Vulgar form of Yin.

7

HAN.

A large vacant space between two hills ; a deep valley.

A name applied to several mountains in

China, which join at top and form an immense cavern htlow,

where the light of the sun at noon docs not enter. Hei-chow

|W ma a district in Hoo-pTh province. Hei keang-been

*-rf* && a district in Keang-se province.

I IN. Yin luii
VJT'

vA the appearance of wa-

ter turning round ; a sort of eddy.

m HING, Or Kang. A ravine; a rocky valley.

WOO. Keu name of a hill, and

of a district. Read Yu, Tseu yu |I)JJ (1|^
a hilly appearance,

untranqnil ; unsettled.

^l> 'y ^ JVLAJNCr. A hilly appearance. Tang mang jli^i

the appearance of large rocks on hill).

LANG. Kang lang J|| f3 appearance of a

cave or cavern in a hill.

Another form of ff: Chuy.

Same ai
<j| Ying, To condenie Tapouri ; to congeal

PO, or Puh. A hill.

Nam of the great eastern mountain divinity. The

pronunciation is not known.

Name of the great northern mountain divinity.

Pronunciation not known.

TAN. The lame at @ Tsan, A hill or

iouiit.iin with l.i^li abrupt peakt.

An ancient form of^ She.

EIGHT STROKES-

K'HUNG. Run- lung ||||||
the name of

a hill. Rung lung ||g?
jjj

the appearance of a high hill.

Kungjung||^ ^J appearance of a high peaked prccipitoui

hill.

PIN- Name of a place in Shen-ee-

TEIH. Name of a hill.
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TEAOU-

A hilly appearance ; the name of a hill.

Same as $ Luh, see 7p Shth Radical.

An ancient form of 7g Keang.

^."^ TS'HUNG. From a mountain raised on the

^r?
summit of the moit honorable. Lofty 5 eminent; noble; digni-

fied i honorable ; esteemed in the highest degr.'Ci wui shipped.

To collect together; to end. Certain ornaments of a musical

instrument. Name of a country, and of a place. A surname.

Tsnng kaou foo kwei *

rj g jtr
emi enlly rich and

ennobled ; possessinj; a high phce i.i respict f wealth and

honors amongst one's fellows. Tsun tsnng 1=f
]

liimor.ible

and dignified. Tsung fung I %f; the recip.eul of hi^li

honors from the crown. Tsung tscw
ItjQ

to fill ih.' cnps

to each other. Tsung chaou
'

f-M in Las than a morning.

T ung ya
[

-^A' an ornament attached to a musical

instrument. King tsung wf to pay high respect or

veneration to.

J |4J Same as the preceding.

TA. The appearance of hills piled on hills.

HWUY, or He. A surname.

I-M
ffit

Same as j^ Kwan, see above.

LIN.

w
I ts

Rock* on hills or mountains. Same as Hill Lin.
I tpt*

jJ/jgL
K'HUNG. Keung kung jjg_fljj

the figure of

a hill or mountain : lofty great mountains.

TSIH. Leaou Uth itfe JiS the figure of a

hill ; the name of a hill.

K'llWEl, or Wei- LUJ kwci pjg j$

a hilly mountainous appearance; a lofty precipitous appea-

rance.

An ancient form of mt Ke, Branching off in dif-

ferent directions.

HWA. Hwa shan |p ^ the western great

mountain. Name of a district in Shen-se. A surname.

tf

YA YS kea
jjjS jM|J|

the appearance of a col-

lection of mountain forests.

TSEU. Teu high bank or pre-

cipice i the appearance of rock* standing in opposition to

each other.

1 o AJN . The appearance of hills spreading out

extensively. Same as & Kan.
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TSAN, or Chan. High ; lofty.

KEU. Name of a hill in Sze-chuen province, of

which a river rise that flow to the eastward and enter* the

Yang-tsze-keang.

LAE. Name of a hill in Sze-chuen, near the

icurceofthe Yang-tze-keang.

K'HE- A hilly, rugged appearance. Ke keu

iftpT AH a rou n'l ruSKed> unpleasant road : untranquil ;

disquieted. Shan loo ke jn |X| j^> |])^ ||jg
a rugged uneven

p;ith amongst hills. Ke keu pfili c hing ^ g^ ^ ^y
a rugged path difficult to travel in. Read Ye, Name of a

place.

ill

ins

^ame as Mm, see above.

YIN.

Two hills opposite, or looking towards each other.

|I|t5^ KWAN-
KwSnlunjjjjj)

.<. famous mountai

on the N W. of China, in Cenlral Asia, of which many fa-

bulous things are said. The Yi How riveris said to spr'r.ig from

the north east edge of the range of mountains. This hill is

snid to be the centre of Ihe world; and here the TeVn-le

fc <?t* Ruli-r of Heaven h. Ids his court. Some say it is

1 1,000 Chinese miles in height ; others say 2,500. (See S^ fi

Tze-wei, under this character.)

FAHT I, VOL. II. ft

Same as the preceding character'

lilt
CH'HIH.

The name of a hill ; a hilly appearance.

TSUH, and Ts'huy.

From a mountain and the taunt Tsfih. Lofty and dan-

gerous j the summit or peak of a mountain. Taoh ping J&
IH] the rushing down of the peak of a mountain.

tf

Same as the preceding.

KOO. Gan-koo the name of a place

in Shan-tung province.

T'SHUY-

L fly and large ; mountainous. A surname. Tiuy wei

1$ lofty as the rising summit of a mountain. Tfuy ying

)'" T=jc la ja tne heroine of the novel called
l/tj jfij

So scang.

lit;

I

E.

jae
|J]jQ g| a rocky, abrupt, dingeroui appearance.

YAE.

The side of a high hill ; a high bank or ihore f precipice.

CHAN. To sink dovyn or fall into.
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^ ^ * w

A vulgar form of
|$J Kang. The ridge of a hill or fc^NEE. Te ne j^^ a high bill. Te8 ne

a o''tary pavilion.

game as the preceding.

mountain ; the top of a high hill.

LUN. Kwan lun
,1

a famous mountain

Si-c i\ wan, the first of these two characters. Lun kwan
]

a hilly appearance.

Same as the preceding.

LING. Ling tsing $f a hilly appearance.

jjjrjyxu
TSEANG. The corner of a hill

Same as ^ Pei, see radicali Too.

K'lIEU H, Or KftUC. Kising singly ;
a solitary

mountain's t"l>-
Ken8 k-^ jg, rising alone: jutting or

standing forth sin-ly, as emineut man aud sages.

The appearance of a small hill: the figure of a hill.

<<S TSZE.

Tsze e an uneven irregular appearance.

y nS
^jg ^jffi

the appear-

ance of an abrupt high hill ; mountainous.

u

IVU. Name of a district, and of a bill in Shan-se

YUEN. Name of a hill.

Y1JN. High dangerous precipice or mountain.

Any lofty dangerous place ; the ridge of a hill.

TUNG.

TUY. An artificial hillock ;
cumulus. N rae of a hil1 * the ridse or back of hi -

Same as j Me, see below.

L'llO. A mountain cave, or cavern.

Tie name of a valley, and of a pass in Ho-nan province.

U

TSIH. Tsth e ^ H the appearance of

mountain peaks rising lii^
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M
TS'IlANG- From a mountain and to itrive.

To rise eminent ; to be conspicuoui.

WEI.

Tsuy wei Ji ^ appearance of a high hill or mountain.

The name of a hill

and of a river in Ho-nan province.

PE, Or Pel- Pe te
jdfe |1|&

a hilly appearance,

YEN. Yen-lszem ft arae ofa hill>

SUNG. From pinei and a mountain ; or from

high and a mountain. A lofty mountain; cm'iDentj highly

elevated.

TSEE

continuou. hills : lofty mountains.

Same as foR;.Min, see above.

u

PANG. A certain kind of militiry carriage. Ta

!>''' v(l' I

'" f"""w v'"t"'- i like amending a bill f lofullo

vice, ii like the rushing down of a mountain.

I a real ruin. Shin pan?, chelSf"* s\ nn '" "
"",

t!ie lips ruined ai.d the teeth fallen out : a case of j.rc.,1 perso

fuin. Teen Isze sze 5
u pang kea

^

the death of Heaven's so,, (the emperor) is called

Taungsben joo ting; UunggSjoo tiug

H W 1 ^f.J J/ZJ1
called PinR-k,... WOR

J Same as fs Chan, High, lofty.

TSEU. SameasSjTreu.

Same ai
ygi Heaog. Heanj-loo

lictween hillt.

KWEI. A rigid state of the tendons.

SZE. A sharp weapon.

A man's name. The sound not known.

Same ai [Si Kang. Tbe ridge or top of a bill.

| J.|

An ancient form of JfL Tuy.

NINE STROKES.

Tottl.

. tl'il 73 l'le appearance ofa great, mountain.

KE1II. The name of a hill.
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Same as
JJ0J Keung, see Rad. i. Too-

HWANG. Name of a place, in Sze-chuen.

YU. Yu tsze
|l||j S/^name

of a place.

> El. Wei hwae ra? ^, uneven; iregular.

Wei kwei BV S a high lofty appearance.

YAJMur. Said to be the name of a hill; some

ay of a valley. Show yang ~M" |ljft
a hill in Ho-nan.

~~*

llllnl Figure of a hill resembling a wheel.

YUN. The.araeasYun. Ta-yun

the name of a hill.

. .

T'HEE. Te ne the name of a hill

FUNG. Name of a hill in Kwang-se, rendered

famous by a fish ascending it, and being transformed to a dra-

gon ;
which in its ascent broke its skull, and by its flowing

blood, coloured the waters red.

TSEW, or Yew. Tsew tsuy

a long and lofty hill.

ill
TUN. Name of a hill.

TE. pe (e
jljjjl ^ tbe appearance of a hill ;

a hill becoming gradual); level.

Jljg'YEN.

Same an
|l|jfr

Yen. Yen tsze |W^ name of a hill.

E.

e
5lj /ah the appearance of a low long hill.

HWUY. A hill without trees or yerdure.

MAOU. NaroeofahillinKean-ie.

C HE. The appearance ofa hill standing alone-

SHE. A hill.

SHAE, Or Tsae. A local word for son or

child i a disrespectful insulting term for another person.

Lan tsae {1*1 W an idle vagabond ; a blackguard.

YAOU. The name of a hill.

^

bi CHOO. Teen choo^C^alofty hill.
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Sound and scnie are both lost. Supposed to I)C ihc

amc as -Sg Lung.
Ufa

A high abrupt bank; what resemble* a high shore or bank.

r7~^. Same as the preceding-.^

A rookj, htlly, irregular appearance.

Kan yen |f||f jjfr
irre^ulir, uneven, precipitous Kan5'

;i miMinUiiiioiis appearance.

LEUH.

Leu!) tsuh )(& 2JX the appearance of high pointed lull*.

YEN.

Tsan heen l
the appearance of lofty peaked bilk.

MEI. The name ofa hill.

SEU. Name of a hill.

ft KAN. Lan-kan

HE. Name of a hill. A surname.

F.VHT I. VOL. U.

The same as the preceding character.

TVVAN. Name ofa hill.

HWAN. The name of a bill.

jE^ THING. Name of a hill at ffc Pih-ling.

PUN.

A hill in shape resembling a Chinese water jar.

'

SUING. Thenameofahill.andofadUtrict

MEL Name of a hill.

K'HAN, or K'heen.

A deep pit or hollflw at the ide of a hill; a Talley; to

cause to sink or fall di- wn into the midst of a bank or precipice.

Kan jen $ $C mountainous, precipitous. Se;ing keen g|
t*-> All

to iulaj with precious stones. Keen jin tscang fy 'JJ^

a wurkmau who iulajs iilver.

MOO.

Kfuen the name of a hill. Also Read MaoM.

HOW. Name of a hill.
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Name of a hill. Yu e
(ffi

Ihc region

of the rising sun. Fung-yu i^SS '!>* name of a bill.

YEN.

The name of a hill : some say the figure of a hill.

TSUNG. Kew tsung^ JJjjJ

the name of a

hill. A collection of peaks of bills or mountains.

HEANG. Name of a hill.

TSUNG. The appearance ofa hill.

LAN. Mountain rapour; fog hanging about

the tops of h Us is called
lj|

rar shan Ian. The name of a

l_j j>
hill, and of a district. Kolan

prf"
SF thenameof a hill. I/m

T the lust eor white clouds collected about hills.

Sfc Same as $$ Min, see under 5 strokes.

K'HO, Or Go. A hill t>r mountain standing

alone; a stone table. G ne'e AH i^ hilly, mountaineus.

V\ hil. A high hill, with winding crooked pass.

cs follow. Wei luy |!j
the name of a Kill.

YEN, or Can.

Piles of rocks; rocky hills and precipices. Grand; rom-

m:iiidinp;i sublime appearance ; dangerous, as rocky precipitous

passes amongst mountains. The name of a city. Two yen

Same as the preceding

Same as yV& Wei, see above.

HOO. The name of a hill.

v|| Same as ^ Tseaou, see under 7 str-

T'HING.

Tung sliing |bl* Jjffi
the name of a hill.

J bb*UJi,N' A spring of water in a hill.

Thick, substantial. Some say Disrespectful.

anc 'ent Keang.

PING. A man's name-
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TEN STROKES,

Name of a hill.

CHUNG. Name ofa hill ; a hil! like a grave.

T'HAOU. Name of a hill.

GAE. Dangerous,

U)0 HUNG, Hung tugg|l|| the appear

of a deep mountain ravine.

MING,

Ying ming |l (
a

hilly appearance.

PE. To rush down
; to fall in ruins.

I U I , Hig-hj lofty; a high appearance.

K'HE. Same as K'he, see Rad. Kuh

YAOU, A hilly appearance.

TSANG. Hilly.

pei ranee.

UNG.

The name of a hill. Read ung, A hilly appearkoee.

A vulgar abbreviated form of Neii $& a.
hilly ap

A vulgar form of
3fi Moo, see under 9 .trokw.

T'HANG. Mang tang
,lj],|||

name of. hill,

an extensive range of hills and rocki.

TSEUN - Same as T.eun | a hill rai.in i

- as .eun
|

a
rai.ing iu

prow* front. High ; lofty ; dangerous ; great, illiutrioui.

Ko W. A winding path amongst hills.

YING. Ling ying |1| ^ the appearance of
I

deep r< cesies amongst hills. Read Hung, TsSng hung |]jp
%

lofty mountains.

. .

K'HEtlJ. Kee j-8 ^S S a high mountain.

An erroneous form of Bjfo Pei, see under -K Che

YAOU,

A hilly appearance. An erroneous form of^ Tseaoa.

Radical.

I^TA W^w^V
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r>>^*
"

|l| T'HUH. Tflh wdh
|]|? |lj7Q

a hilly appearance.

YUEN. Yin yuen /S-
|lil5

the summit ofa

hill; an erroneous character.

ap-

pearance.

CJIAE.

A hill in the midst of a forest on a lerel plain.

A vulgar form of ;H Slh.

Kow lew
|lrpt '$j{ hilly appearance.

WOO. The name of a hill.

mountain;

Sung chdh

glu elevated. A surname ; elevated devotion.

jfjjjj
elevated

blessingii or good wishe*.

KAOU. Raou gaou^ $jjfr
the lofty appear-

ance of hills or mountains.

LEIH. Name of a hill.

HEA. The name of a hill.

KHE.

A v.onl found in the Budh Rooks. No meaning given.

Same as ffi Keuen, see under 18 stro.

TSZE. Name of a bill. Yen Isze

name of a hill in the west, whTC the sun sets. Tsze le i

3ji li'ftj, abrupt, and datigtrous appearance.

WEI, and Wei.

H gh ,
li'ftv i uneven j standing frth alone; eminently con.

sjiienons. Wei-wfi hoo K& ttl ^- great vast; loftj. Tsiiy

we ^ ^ rocky hills with p-lcliei of earth. Luy wei ^
uf A hill> jpuearuuce.

ill jf>
Same as the preceding.

An abbreviated form of $s5 K'hcung, The figure

of a hill.

ill

}
U)

An erroneous form of fj? H3. A ditch.

P-aJSG. The meaning of this word is lot.

T^EN. To close up ; to add to.

vulgar form of the
preceding*.
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TS'HO- Tso-go

rocky bill. Read T9Ze> Tsan tsZe

cvcn appearance, as of hills.

the appearance of a

an irregular, nn-

Keen been
l^jll^

loftT ' Peakcd ' precipitous mountain.

YUNG, Name of a hill.

Yung tsung |$ (I|j^
the appearance

of mountain peaks;

appearing numerous ;
multitudiaous.

NEE. Teg nee
}

high lo% mountain

Same as the preceding.

TSIN. The name of a hill,

A vulgar form of p] Kang.

Same as Jfi Tuy, see R ad. Too.

Same as^ Tso, see above.

TSEIH. The back or ridge of a hill

Same as l^ Ling, see under 8 strokes^

PART I. VOL. II.

p 17

ELEVEN STROKES.

K'HO, A mountain.

.

K'HO. Leaou-k5
||S.
K a deep valley ; expand

ing ; widening. The latter character expresses alio the ilop-

page of rain, and the dispersing of the clouds i clearing up.

SUNG, or Tsung, Yung tsung

the appearance of .hill or mountain, peaks.

Same as the preceding.

K'HEANG. A hill.

LEAOU.

The appearance
of a lofty bill; wide and distant; extensive.

K'HANG. Kang lang ijf j|j
the name of a hi!!.

K'HANG. Kang lang J| ^ the appearanee

ot bare hills and empty vallies; a large empty mansion.

An ancient form of ^| Tny.

r Tsan Keen-chan circui-

tous winding intricacies amongst hills and mountains.
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Leaou Isaoii

empty ravines.

LEAOU. Name of a hill.
||

"

n
^

a precipitous dangerous hills deep

T'HEE. Te n the appearance
of

.bn.pt pointed hills. Read Te, Teaou te$ $ t

of a hill.

Same as the preceding.

TSEAOU, or Chaou.

The appearance of a lofty hill or mountain.

PE1H.

A 'mountain path} a pathor road by the edge of a precipice.

If

M 1 H. Mih pih ftfe J|ft
a cloie appearance.

CHOO. Name of a hill.

HAN . Han gS Jj;
tjl^j

the appearance of a hill.

TS'HAN.

TING. The name of a hill.

E. A hill or mountain.

=t T'HOO. Name of a hill.

M-A. The name of a hill.

Same as j^ Me, see under 19 strokes.

An ancient form of /fa J5.

. Name of a hill.

LOO, Or Low. Row loo
Jjjjl ^ the name

of a peak, on the top of which it is saiJ there is a stone

monument of Hie ancient sage j^J
Yu '

CHANG. A high and dangerous rcountain.

Tsan tsze an uneven irregular appearance.

YU. The name of a hill.

Fung-charg^ j^ and Shan ehanj ^J |^ ahighprrci-

pitous mountain forming a kind of screen. Tsing chang ^
a verdant hill.

TS'HAN. A lofty mom-tain, the View of

whose summit is cut off or lost in the clondsj the lofiy

pointed peak of a mountain; or a mountain niln an acumi-

nated summit.
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TS'IIAN.

A ditch ; the ditth or water around a cilj wall.

Same as the preceding.

LOO. The summit of a hill.

A hill with a number of small stones j

yj riii-ky. Name of a l.ill inShan-'urg. A high loft; hill.

Appearance nf being shaken and agitated.

Same as the preceding.

Sir PEAQt7
. The summit of a hill) the peak

of a hill a| p aring to rise alone.

KWAN. The figure of a hill.

MAN. The name of a hill.

Same as HI Leaou, see under 1 1 str-

LIN. The name of a hill.

TSUH.

The appearance of being all collected together.

YUNG. The name of a hill.

MANG.

Tar g mang j[.
a hilly appearance.

the appearance of deep ratines.

TSAOU.
9
l,<Mim tsaou

LUY. Luy luy
h'' llJ appearance.

K'HEU. A rugged, uneven hilly appearance,m
an abrupt peaked mountain.

HOO. A low, but extensive hill-

TEANG.

I be appearance of hill* touching each other.

TS'H-kANG. The appearance ofa high hilli

the noise uf a current at the foot of hills.

TSUY. Wei tsuy ffi Sf|
"ol"d 'iodin8

thick woody appearance: hillj.
hills. Tsuy tiuy

TSUY. T,u, twy

thick woody appearance. Tiuy wei |^^ brupl, ifregular

bilk.
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I

X TS'HE. Name of a hill.

TAOU. An islet.

TAOU. An island.

Same as^ Tsan, see above.

lit Same as
j|j Lay, see above.

An ancient form of fti| Muh.

TWELVE STROKES.

FJH.

The overturning of a hill i one ys, The name of a hill.

P'HEI, orP'he.

Noise of stones dashing against each other.

TAN. An isolated hill: a high solitary bill.

Read To, The name of a solitary hill.

LUY. A lofty hill.

luy Uuy 2 SU the figure of a bill.

LUNG. Lungfungf^. lI fS the figure of a hill

SEANG. Name of a hill.

Same as ACT Ke, see under 8 strokes.

TSEW. Name of a mountain.

K'HEEN, Keen tsan
J||;- |lj^ appearance of

a hill ; or hilly. One says, Winding tortuous hills.

Same as
ty$i Yang;, see under 9 strokes.

E, A hill.

A stream running between hills.

Same as
|l)ff Min, see under 5 strokes.

JUN. Pih jun 3|]|Et the name of a place.I i ni*"j.

TH'UNG. Tung raung^ |lj

a hilly ap-

pearauce; a hill destitute of vegetation.

ff Same as $} G5, see under 9 strokes.
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From a hill and (0 adil to. Hilly ,

mountainouf. ling tsSng jjjft Wj the appearance ofa hill.

HEU.

f_ fc ^^
Same at JilE Keu. Ki keu (fef *[g lofty mountain*.

*"" F"\J r(CiJ&

TSIN, or Shin. Name of a hill.

r U. Po chiing the name of a hill.

IV M1JN. The appearance of hills slvotingnp

to the skies, faping and yawning. Ken kir^ ^' or Kin }in

'"'1 P"'" te^ "'"* or mountain*.

TEEN. The name of a bill.

YANG,

ill

Rung } ung^ j^ the appearance of a lofty hilt

TSEAOU.

The name of :1 hill; a fofty bill, Ihe.ummit of a hill.

U

GO. Same as
<lf| G6".

Same as |^ Tseun, see under 7 sir.

L. I. PART II.

K'HE. An erroneous form of Kan

TUN. The appearance of a bill.

TSEIH.

Name of a bill. Tie! neS 3j K h '''y appearance.

Same as the preceding.

Same as
|1|$ Yen, see under 8 strokes.

LACU.

Lnou tsnou
j]jSS

i'Sl rugged, preripitoutordangerooj
hill.

s

CHAN", or Tsan. High, lofiy , ilill higher.

P.-ccipilom aide of a mountain i an abrupt high precipice.

LEAOU. Leaou tseaou^^ high ; lofty.

Same as the preceding.

Si KAOU. Kaoulaou J^ Jfife name of an ancieot

pavilion; name of a hill.
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TSIN. Tlin gan && $J high and pointed

appearance; a high mountain peak.

"

TANG. To look upwards ; a small dike ; a foot.

HWUH. Sudden ; precipitate.

An ancient form of^ \l\va.

HEAQU. The name of a hill.

HO.

A small pointed hill, or a narrow long hill.

TSUN, Or Tsun. The appearance of

high hill.

KEAOU. The lofty peak of a mountain;;

pointed summit where waler ciiuiot remain. Name of a hill.

A mountain pass, or path.

KVVEI. The appearance of abrupt distorted

rising ot a hill. Read Keue, in the sense of
Jjjf

Keue". .

KFA. Name of a place.

P'HANG. To rmh down at a mountain falling

Same as
jtjff Fun, see Rad. i. Too.

THIRTEEN STROKES.

3b* CHEN. The peak of a hill or mountain.

YI H
- Name of a h i name of a city , connecl-

ed together or connected with.

HEO, and KeS.

A hill with.manjr great tone or rock..

A hill rising abrupt^ to a great height.

|j_
An erroneous form of jffr Yin.

NAOU. Name ofa hill.

YAOU. From a hill and earth piled up. High

tufty. Tseaou jaou Affe |@ appearance of a high mountain.

KeTh net
Jfe J5|

the appearance of a high hill

Same as the preceding.
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HWUY, orKwae.

Toy hwtiy Aft ,|A the appearance of a bill.ru n

KUH. A .mail hill; a hillock. KBh wSh

hilly mountainous appearance.

^. The name of a hill ; a lofty aspiring hill or

mountain; Ke e Agf ij^
denotes the same.

A vulgar form of Tgung.

TSUY.

tsuy jj SB the appearance of hills.

raj PEAOU.

The appearance of a mountain peak standing forth.

Same as
|fljt Tsuy, see above.

GO, Ga. or NeS. High. lofty,

Tse'e ne flt 6t l 'ie appearance of bills rising on each other.

KOO. The name of a hill

Same as M To, see under 12 strokes.

Ht-EN. To impede and make difficulties

High, lofty appearance as of hills.

MUNG. Name of . ni |, and of . di ,triet>

YAOU. Theappearanceofahighhill.

PAE-

Gth, or Gae pae Vff S the figure or form of a hill.

YUN. Ta yun ^C lH name of a hill.

C'iiE. Name of a hill

TSEtll, and Ts5. Name ofa hill

HEAE, or Keae.

A small hill separated from a large one
; aTalleT. To

si-par.tr. To rhyme read He.

WEI. A precipitous dangerous hill.

Same as J)H Lc, see below.

Ori8inal form of KeCh -
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Ho HWNG, Hung, or Yung.

K5 appearance of hills j high rocks on hills. TSn<( hwing ^ |1)^
the appearance of aspiring top* of

mountains shooting up to the hearenit.

- Nameofahill.
Same as 7 Taou, An island.

P2T TSANG, or Chang.

A multitude of hills in strange fantastic shnpes.

SUY. Y,,8 suyM It Ihe name of a d strict.

Same as E, see above.

An ancient form of j Te.

FOURTEEN STROKES.

E, or Kow shan -h m the nine mountains.

The name of a range of mountains seen at a distance on

the western fro;. tier of Chin.i ; they are seen indistinctly,

and the mind is in doubt about them j hence Ihe chmctc-r is

made of Doubtful and mountain. Tht-re are nine peaks said

to extend upwards of two thousand le. Repeated, E e,

Eminent virtue. Applied also >tc> denote the promising larcuts

of children ; also a Gne shaped hekd.

HAOU. Name of a hill.

GAN-

The figure of a hill
; the appearance of a high hill.

=f

ml
HAOU. Name of a hill.

TSIH, or Chth. Name of a hill.

Same as ^ Leauu, see under 1 1 str.

L 1 NG. The top or side of a hill where a path

V*>-

may be made) a mountain. Shan ling
1

1
[ /^jg

hills and

moimtiins. One of the most noled in China is theMei-'mg

'HlF /^[ raou,.tain, on the northern boundary of Canton pro-

vincci it is otherwise called ^ J^ Ta 5"1 ' ^ lnir niln
159

Tvl the south of thr mnu'nUin , i e. of the Mei-ling mountain.

Lin;: peaou -||5^ the whirlwind ur Typhon of Cautou, is so

called in Chinese books.

P'HO,

p,, <r ( > jfrj grfc- the appearance of the side of a hill.

TSAN, or Chan.

A hill with a rocky, pointed, dangerous summit j uneTcn.

A vulgar form of |^ Tso, see below
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A vulgar character. No meaning given.

T'HUY- The appearanc. of high hill..

Y E. The form of a valley.

SEIJ.

An island ; or according to others, a hill on a Ie?el plain.

Same as $$. Lin, see under 13 strokes-

HWO

Name of the side of a hill i name of a village.

'

From hill and the taunt YV. Five high,

adinir-d and revered mountains in China are called

Woo)8. The name of a district. A surname.

the appearance of long liorni.

YIN.

Yin tin the appearance of lofty hill*

T* Same as 3% Go, see under 7 strokes.

LEAOU-

Au ex ensive vacant valley. An unoccupied ravine,

i. VOL. 11. *

NEAOU. The appeorance of a high hill.

<t Vulgar form of^ Tswan.

tlt An erroneous form of Kwei-

FIFTEEN STROKES.

TSO, TS S, and Tsee.

Tii gi ijfc
Wt name of a hill.

SOW.

A word used by the Bndhitts. No meaning giveo.

LEU. Name of a hill.

GIH- A lofty peak of a mountain. Tilh glh

the topi ofmountains appearing single and unconnected,

K'HWANG. Name of a hill.

KEUNG.

the figure of a hill
Keung kenng

V_
MO. Name of a hill.
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ffl
***-

LE, and Lee. High, lofty.

LUY. Wei IyJ|Ufi a billy appearance.
Wei

jE* K'HEO. Name of a hill

luy the appearance of irregular heights; high and low.

Same as the preceding.

PAOU, or Peaou. Name of a hill.

An ancient form of J| Shih.

An original form of
$jf. Ko.

LE T

J. Name of a hill.

LUNG.

Lung tsung, or sung % % the appearance of a lofty hill.

SIXTEEN STROKES.

GO. A bank ;
side of a hill or river.

An erroneous form of l Luy.

PANG. Tow pangS $1 a lofty hill>

NEAOU.

Yew neaou Mfi jj%
an appearnnce of hills.

HWAE. An irregul.ir appearance of hills and

"

vjllics. Wei hwae \ ^ lhe appearance of a l..rge accumu-

lation of things |il.iced together.

"tTT?
IK Same as the preceding.

**

Vrcfipitous dangerous mountains. Same as the following.

IMP""!* HE. Dinjerous mountains situated (ipposite to

ciicli i) h: r ; (laiifrcroiis
as prices on the s'de of lofly mount .ins.

A crc-v ce IT opening; something llialafiurds an occaiiou to

cause I lo '(Mi. d.

YI1NG. Ling j ing .'p;earancc of deep

ravines amongst tnoimtains.

The proper form of ^He, see above.

SEVENTEEN STROKES.

,

S 11,EN. Name of a hill
-,
a small hill standing

uncouueclcd with a larger one.
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|J_|

flr
ame as $ Yin, see under 14 strokes.

KEUH. The appearance of a high hill.

Tsan yen j^g jjfc
high; lofty ; a dangerous awful eminence.

5

Keen Isan
^|g jl|| winding tortuous hil!i.

ME. The figure of a hiil-

a
Ying raing^^ a

hilljr appearance,

oiii!^ and obscurity hanging about hills.

K'HWEI. A cluster oflittle hills. Greatand

l'ii
i ilandiug arooe i c inspicuously cmii.e:it.

Same as f G >, se: under 13 strokes.

EIGHTEEN STL CUES.

WEI- High; lofty ; eminent-

SUNG. The appearance of a mountain peak.

NAOU. Sameaijffi Naou, the name ofa hill.

' Leuen> or Kwan -

Ketien woo iaf %{: name of a hill.

R

LUY. Same as jg Luy.

CHAOLJ. A hilly appearance.

iS' FUNG. Name of a hill.

.2.

TSANG. The appearance of a high hill

Y 1 H. The appearance of a high bill.

NINETEEN STROKES.

LO. The name of a hill.

TSWAN.

Tswan appearance of sharp pointed hilli.

Gang tiaog the appearance of a high hill

LUY- A hill or hills-
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LWAN. A sin ill poinlad hill. The rertex or

summit ofa mountain; a mountain's peak; to surround, a

hills .sometimes do.

LUY. The name ofa hill on the top of which

are said to be precious stones.

NO. The name of a hill.

/

LE. High and dangerous.

TEEN.

The top of a hill; the summit ofa mountain.

ME, E me j|a |pf hilly appearance.

An ancient form of US Leih.

XX to XXIX STROKES.

YEN- Hi A precipitous shore or cliff; li.fly ;

mountainous. A sort of terrace on the side ofa hill. Yen

cba wei shang pin^^ ^ pp he tc.i fro-n the ter-

races on the hill sides is best. Yen shun
j |j

the principal

hill or the terraces on its sides in Fo-keen province, from

which the tea i* obtained.

as
!
tne preceding'character

UK EN.

The peak of a mountain; a hill resembling a boiler.

KWEI. A man's name-
.

\sr

W'9r* LUY- Same as
jl||! Luy, see 1 1 str-

A hill in figure resembling a certain jar, or still.

. . <*

NEE. Ylh ne At Jffi a hill; appearance.

NANG.

Tlie t'jot ofa hill, where a stream of,water runs.

LIN- The name ofa hill-

LING. The appearance of!dep ravines.

YUH. Fog amongst or around hills.
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FORTY-SEVENTH RADICAL.

CH'HUEN. Water flowing in a continuous

jtreara ; a concourse of streams. Original form of 111 Chuen.

An ancient form offg Shun, Dishevelled hair.

An ancient form of Af Kwan.

An ancient form of
jfc Tsae, Calamity. From a

line crossing a stream, denoting Some impediment to a stream

which causes the calamity of an overflowing inundation.

C KEUEN. A channel containing water by the

side of a field j a rill; a brook.

/^ KWAE. A stream of water larger than that

denoted by the preceding character.

CH'HUEN. Sze-chuen
J7UJ JJ]

a province

on the west of China. Chuen-pe J| J
|l the anchorage at the

entrance of Canton river, properly written 3iu Chuen j Chuen.

pe, means 'The perforated nostril,' in allusion to a hole

in a rock on the shore. Chuen-pe-wan 1 ll
j|l&

the bay

called Anson's bay. Chuen lew ptih seih 1

yjfr X^ JE0

interminable flow. Wan chuen kwei hae urh ptih ying pi

\ i "$$ ffi] 7^ ^ teu thousan(' streams flow to the

sea, and yet it is not full.

QPART i. VOL. it.

Streams flowing in an uninterrupted course.

LEE.

Leg Ie ^ ^ the appearance of water flowing.

CHOW. A place which it habitable in the

midst of water ; an island > a place where men and birds are

collected in numbers. A district; an ancient division,

supposed to be a ninth part of the world. A surname. Name

of an ancient nation, and of a city.

HWANG, From 1o lotc, and B itream of

water. A wide expanse of water, on which the view is lost,

or a stream that rolls away, and is lost. To ?o ; to reach, or

to extend to.

KING- Streams of water flowing under ground ;

veins of water. Otherwise read Hing.

Same as ^ Tub, Disobedient.

YUH, Yth, orKeuen. Water flowing.
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SEUN. From to go and a tiream. To go about

from place to place in order to examine what is doing,

whether by land or water, in the town or in the country ; to

cruise ; to go the rounds. Tseun eun JJ i^ to recede ; to

draw back , to hesitate.

An ancient form of 5* King-

A form of Yung M haying water on all sides;

l-r
like the ditch around a cily.

,An ancient form of ft; Ke.

An ancient form of -^ Tsze*

CHUH.' Name of a valley.

YIH, and Hw5. Water flowing.

CH'HAOU. A bird's nest on a tree; a nest,

as of thieves; aim-king place. The name of a place. The

name of a country; of a lake; of an instrument of music; of

a carriage. Read Tseaou, The name of a country.

YIH. To move ; to agitate.

Original form of^ C'haou.

A vulgar form of the following.

LEE. Resembling the hair bristling up on the

top of the scull; the hair of the mus species. The bristles of

a boar. Along beard. The name of a horse. The hairs or

bristles on the neck of fish or dragons. Kan" lee

a pig, or boar.

An ancient form of -J- Tsze, A child.

An ancient form of -J" Tsze., A child.

711
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FORTY-EIGHTH RADICAL.

KUNG.

An ingenious gloss or ornament; skilled in any work or

craft; a mechanic; an artificer; a workman ; work; an officer

of the government. Used for the following. Koo kung "([S

~T~. to hire a labourer or workman. Yung kung |lij
1 to

hire one's self to labour. Chang kimg-M- I constant work.

Twan kung ^J
a job. Hwa kung jt I a gardener.

Pwan kung ^ piece work. Luii kung 1m I
work

done by the day.

Ancient form of P*. Keu, see below,

Same as the preceding.

An ancient form of Q Ke-

Read Tso, as an Adjective, and Tso as a Verb. The left hand,

or left side ; second to ; an assistant; deflected from the right

course; depraved ; bad ; the left being formerly the lower place ;

to put to the left, meant to degrade ; the left is now the place

of honor. To verify. Tso-tsze /j- ^f* an ancieat sage, a

native of Shan-tnng.

Same as ^{ Kung, see below.

\

K'HEAOU.

Skill; ingenuity; cleverness, referring originally to work-

inansliip. Skilful; ingenious; that which is made with <kill

and ingenuity. The excess of ingenuity; craft; dcccitlii!,

wily artifice; intrigue ; specious; shameless lien. A geniuc.

They say, Ta keaou J5 chug ^ Vj ^ ^}Jj
a great geniu.

is like a fool ; i. e. he is simple, and does not bear the external

garb of ingenuity. Yin keaou ffi ipecioui, false,

illicit gloss ; on lewd and crafty.

K'HEU. From Kung 31 work, and a hanri,

grasping it. Great: large; vast; myriads of myriads; infinite

numbers. A surname. Keu taou
JET jjg

or Keu kow 1 ^
numerous powerful banditti.

An ancient form of T. Kung.

T^hl
KUNG. To lay hold of with the hand; t<.

embrace or grasp round. To roll or bundle up; to bind.

WOO. Represents the distorted gesticula-Al^

lions of an enchantress or sorceress by which she causei!

spirits to descend and appear.. A female magician; an en-

chantress; magic; sorcery in general; hence Nan woo JSL Jfy

a mule sorcerer or enchanter. The name of a district, of ;;

hill, of a divinity, of a man, and of an office. A surname.

Woo-ma-tsze /[ E^ ^?- an ancient worthy of Ho-nan
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province. Woo than shin neu A& jij^ -j)T
a fabled lady

of ancient poetry.

An ancient form of ^JT Sin

AfA
CH'HA.

To be out of the straight line; \o exceed; to be beyond.

Erroneous; error ; mistake ; differing. Read Ch'hae, To send ;

messenger sent. To put away disease. Read Cha, Uneven! ir-

regular. Read To, To rince and cleanse rice. Erroneous;

an'error. Tso woo ^g jfr
error* and discrepancies in his-

torical records.

An ancient form of Si Woo.

An ancient'form of ttE Chen. From four person*

turning over cloth to inspect it; to turn over and inspect;

to unroll; to open, or spread out; expansion of the feelings,

from ease and agreeable circumstance*; to arrange j to inspect;

to judge of; true; sincere. Something great effected, or at-

tained ; or capable x>f effecting something great. A surname.

An ancient form offg Cha.

P'HUNG. An empty swelling.

Same as $J Tsoo, seeRad. J\ Taou.

FORTY-NINTH RADICAL,.

One's own person; one's self; self; private; selfish. To

record
-,
an astronomical character. A surname. Ke

f~^

.hould be distinguished from the two following characters

jj^ E, and ^ Sze. Tsze ke
f|j (^ lelf, united with My,

him, or her. Ching ke hwajin j d 'flj A. to

one's self and reform others.

To stop ; to have finished; terminated; done ; a particle

preceding Verbs, and forming the Perfect Tense, answering to

Already, as E tso f^ fib already done. To decline ; to put

aside; to put away; to reject. An excessive degree.

SZL. An astronomical and horary character.G
Shang sze _|^P the third day of the third moon, a term

or holiday. Sze she j^ [j|p
from 9 to 11 in the forenoon.

PA. The crust which forms inside a boiler ; to

adhere. Name of a territory ;
of a state; of several districts,

and of a plant. A surname. Ko pa^ {^ the crust which

adheres to a rice boiler. Pa tow ^ Croton Tiglium,

2vol. page 714. (Loureiro).
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uIf* VVQ, OrGS. A joint of a tree. Oneay,A

cover ; bones without flesh on them.

An ancient form of E.

CHE, and Ke. A certain round vessel for

limiting the quantity of food and drink. A syphon; a wine

vessel, containing four -fr Shing. Name of a plant used as a

dye. Yflh
che^l Jra a cup made of stone. Low the

:|fj|
\

a syphon to drain ofT liquids. Tsew che OT
^

a wine syphon.

ShwSy che 7!^ J

a water syphon. Che yen jih chfih

-I language daily changes, like a vessel, now full,

then empty.

Originally written $J Chaou, see Rad- Jin.

V^y KIN. From *e/f and lo receive. Easy respect-

ful manner, as if receiving something. To expand.

An ancient form of ffijc Chin.

Neither sound nor sense of this character is known.

HEANG. A public path; a lane; a street.

P heang |jE^ a bye lane. Yung-heang ^ j

a kind

of piazza in a palace, or a place of confinement for the ladies

of the palace. Yung-heang, is also a designation of the Em-

peror and of kings. Keae $t denotes a straight street ; Heang

;gC
a crooked or winding one. Heang pih 1

4|5
an eunuch.

FABT I. V01. II. R

E. A broad chio. Long ; elegant ; joy , delight.

EIGHT STROKES.

KE.

To crouch or kneel a long time. The name of an

ancient state.

FOW.

A surname. An erroneous form of Ti Fow.

The tail of a dragon; the name of a star in the east.

Anger and vexation arising from diseate.

An ancient form of
{

Tse.

From stoirfwith things placed orderly

^-

upon it. To select and arrange ; to grasp and keep hold of.

Name of one of the Kwa diagrams. Humble and submissive.

Sun yu che yen ffi? _
"=" to speak to mildly. Sun yen

~HH"
insinuating speech. Sun juli ^ to enter gra-

dually and in an insinuating manner.

Ancient form of the preceding

An ancient form of S Yin
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FIFTIETH RADICAL.

KIN. A piece of cloth or napkin i anciently

a square bonnet or wrapper put round the head
;
a cloth cover

to put over a thing. Show kin =E> m a hand napkin; a

handkerchief. Pe kin
4jjl

I a napkin worn at the girdle in

the Chinese manner. Pei kin ijK? a napkin suspended

from the neck, and worn like a cravat by the Tartar women.

Kin keu
'

j& name of an office. To put an ornamented

cover over a carriage so ornamented.

FUH. A covering in front ; a sort of apron ; a

covering for the knees used during the kneeling at sacrifices.

Fuh ffih jen
"jfjj rfj

fak luxuriance of shrubs and trees : abun-

dant appearance. In the same sense read Pei. Read Pe, Pe pe

{Mf rfi a small appearance.

TSA.

To go round; to perform the circuit of ; to revolve.

Market place , to buy ; to trade in the market ; a concourse

of different sorts of people ; crowded, like a market place.

To encourage and rouse talent by the hope of bringing it to

a good market. Occurs in the names of several stars. Name

ofa district ; low; vulgar; v icious. Pa she 5
"rfj'to stop

trade.

IJJJT
KE. E-ke or Ke ke

j
or E-ke

JTjJJ
an epithet of an ancient emperor. Name of the famous

Yaou, 10 called from the place where his mother lived.

\

PE, or Pei. Torn off ragged silk.

Cloth made from cotton or hemp: to spread out in order;

to arrange; to spread out; to diffuse; to infer; a spring or

source ; name of a plant; sacrifices offered to the stars. A

surname. Loo poo ttfl /m a banner with writing on it; a

proclamation extended at the end of a pole.

An ancient form of^ Che, A hog.

THREE STROKES.

A cloth or napkin fora pillow; a pillow case; a cloth,

TEAOU, orNeaou.

To roll ornamented silks about the head.

PEI- A large sort of cloth.

HWANG, or Mang.

A napkin; stockings; a sort of curtain.
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KAN. A cloth bag. Read Been, A screen,

covering or curtain for a carriage.

FAN. A sail of a boat or ship; a vessel propel-

led by the wind. Shlh fan 3J
jjfl

a certain plant. Yang fan

jjjjjj

to spread sail
; to sail ; to depart. Fan poo 1

canvas. Fan choo
J |^ the pillar of a sail ; a mast.

A torn or ragged appearance of clothes.

O

NEE. Cleverness of the hand; slight of hand ,

correspondence between the hands and feet; agility; activity.

^t>rf^> Same as A$ Poo, Cloth.

Same as lj San, Tattered garments.

An ancient form of| Sha, To kill,

50th Radical. IV. Kin

FEI. Torn, tattered garments.

CH'HEN.

A cloth to cover the lower part* of the body when bathin-

An ancient form of^ Yin-

FOUR STROKES,

KO, or Ka.

To contain grain in mats; certain mats about grain carts.

FUN.

A cloth carried about one's person for wiping things.

Same aa the preceding-

*
Tocoi

tfr

FOO- The fore part of a garment; that

which hangs -down before in Asiatic garments and covert the

inferior garments.

/

P'HA. Two rolls of silk; a bundle , that which

wraps round a bundle; a curtain.

5* CHE. Paper. Same as $ft Che.

KEAE-

A kind of napkin to wrap round the head.

NUY.

The appearance of a colour or standard hanging pendant.

KEUE. A napkin.

Few; seldom; rare; infrequent; not close

or thick; applied to birds and beasts casting their feathers or

hair. To hope ; to expect. To stop ; to scatter ; to disperse.
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birds

A surname. A certain embroidery. Neu he she

a certain divinity. Neaou show he kih
(j^ ]

and beasts casting their feathers and coats.

Same as the preceding.

HOO. Napkin used by women; a coveringfor

the neck; expressed also by ^ Hoo peaou

SHA. Fine silk. Read Meaou, A fine net.

CHAOU. To cover the head.

*

F

tr

ta

tt

*

An ancient form of $|~ Wan.

. A sort of silk.

Same as^ Jin ' A napkin '

- The front of a cal> low> and h'sh behind>

An ancient form of tit Yu.

GAOU. A military cap,

FIVE STROKES-

TUNG.

A sort of banner, or pendant slip of silk or cloth.

YUEN. Long stripes ofcloth or silk suspended

ornament. Fan yuen g$$ to take in a dotderlyas an

manner.

P'HOO.

A napkin for the hand, or cloth to wrap round the head.

CHOO. A cloth covering for a coffin ; a pall.

t?
NOO. Denoting wife and children; also the

tail'of a bird. Read Tang, The place in which gold and silk

are laid up; a treasury. KwS tang ||j %$ the national

treasury.

PEIH. A sort of curtain or screen.

CHAOU- Fine silk.

CHING.

A mark at which to shoot with an arrow.

F UH. A kind of cover for the hair, after being

bound upon the top of the head.
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rfj

T'HAE. A sort of bag.

MO- A kind of napkin rolled round the bead

in the ancient Chinese manner; a kind of lurbaiijthu hair done

up in a certain way. A kind of bandage or sash.

r TSZE.

rp
A sort of cloth, of a very fine quality.

II ^ffi

P'HE. A part of clothing which covers the

breast and back ; a kind of waistcoat.

ttf(2| KOW. A ring for the thumb used in shoot-

I V
ing with an arrow . Read Kew, Ornament for the toe ofa shoe.

*/ <&\J ft

MIH, or Ma. A cloth to wrap round and

adorn the forehead; a kind of turban ; a kerchief. Bead Pa,

A cloth worn to cover the breast and belly of children, Show

pa
3L

|j]ft
a handkerchief. Tow pa g|| |j))

a turban,

.. u

T'HEE. Certain scrolls of silk with writing on

them, a written documentor label; a piece of poetry. Teg

applies to any short written paper, as a visiting card ; a peti-

tion ; a copy head. Fa te'S ^ j|)Jj
a copy bead a specimen

of good writing. Tan teg i \ a card ofone fold of paper.

Tseuen teg ^ ]
a card of many folds of paper. Pin tee

Tfi a petition. Yu lee f&t
'

a government order.

Keuen tee 4t
j

a written scroll. She teg
jjy^ |

to be

examined in writing verses. To te'g -^ |

fixed ; settled.

PE, or P'he. Spoiled garments.

PABl I. VOL. II.

FUH- Ffih KTh
fyfc ^j-

or Fflh woo
\ jfc

a rod ornamented with variegated silks, held ID the hand l-y

the Chinese at their amusenicnU of posture-making or fencing.

A piece of cloth. FCh low
] ^fringe or taiiel.

LEEN. A kind of tent; a colour or flag hun

up where wine is sold. Tsew leen WJ1Q '$ a tavern.

Hill A cloth to prevent loting. Cover*

for books, made of cloth or other material! ; a little bag. Jn

order; arranged. A surname. Shoo chth SB. Imp a case or

cover in which to enclose books.

CHOW-

Ordure; to sweep away filth. The name of a plant.

P'HIH.

From white and cloth. Silk. It forms part of an official

title; name of a plant. A surname. TsacpTh Uj" j
money

and silk; wealth.

^g~- Same as
fjjjj Naou, To wrangle.

TSO. Red paper.

HEUEN. The meaning is not evident

Y AU-/. The instep of a boot or stocking.
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~~\T

'rf
FOO. Silk.

The appellation of one who judges the world, or of one

who rules over the nations; an epithet of respect and honor

to one who rules as a lord or sovereign ; an emperor -,
an

independant monarch; celetiaJ virtue. Woo te Jf *jfr

five ancient emperors, also the God of heaven and the gods of

the four seasons. The name of a star j the name of a

place. Hwang, te, wang jj^ ^ ^E accordinS to 8oroe'

express three degrees .of sovereign rule, of which Hwang

is the highest ; Te, the second ; and Wang, the lowest.

Hwang-te, is a common appellation of the Emperor of China.

San hwang woo te che haou ;
ke lae shang e ; urh shwS

chay fun fun ; ra5 che ylh tung ; kwo e ho chay wei keu

=

j5? the title of three sovereigns and five emperors existed

for a long time ; but opinions concerning them are various

and confused ; not reducible to one consistent detail ; and

there is no evidence to prove which is right.

'HWA. A small garment

Kwa kin
|j]

/& a long Chinese garment.

\j

M 1 H . Mih tow
||)J5 fp|

a napkin or cloth worn

round the head in a particular way.

HL- To bind a girdle round the loins.

The remnant of torn ragged silk; torn ; tattered.

Same as j Shfh, To rub ; to cleanse

The appearance of garments or clothe*.

T

V
Y1H. A screen or doth covering over head.

I Hit HVVANG. A cloth to conceal from the view;

MIL
a -curtain or screen; a partition; a cover.

SEUN. The end of a coltar for the neck.

jA
E. Method, rule, law.

^ffl
A vulgar form of tj$ Ping, see below

K'HEA.

A kind of cap worn in ancient times
-,
a soldier's garments.

/

KEUEN. A bag with a close end toil. To

gather together a garment or the sleeves of it.

T'HUNG- Tung keun
ijjljjj ;pJ*

a sort of pet-

ticoat worn by foreigners.

JOO- A large cloth or napkin ; along strip

of cloth for a streamer , the part of a bow grasped by the hand.
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(ft
HUNG . A species of banner or flag.

TSUY. A cloth or napkin.

i

SHWAE.

CHE, Teen, or Teg.
/

A napkin worn at the girdle. A leader ; one that heads

many ; that takes them under his command and controul ;
a

general or comraander-in-chief in the army. A surname.

Read Sefih, To lead and to be led s to collect together, and

to yield obedience.

NO. The various utensils of a house-

An ancient form of $j|j Sze.

YIH- Slips of cloth or silk for streamers.

CHUEN, or Tseuen. To roll up

Same as rf Hwang, see under 3 sir.

An ancient form of jL Cho-

-

1"

SEVEN STROKES.

YUEN.

To cut out with scissirs in a tortuous manner.

ffi

The cloth which goe round under the eari; a kind of col-

lar. Read Tse'e", The part of a garment that foldi orer in front.

o

KE1H. A coarse sort of cloth-

SHWUY, or Tsuy.

A napkin attached to a Chinese girdle i a handkerchief.

M

WAN. To bind the hair together. Read Mien,

in the sense of
Ej! Me'en. Read Mun, Mourning garments.

MOO-

The queen or wife of the ancient emperor^ ^jj*
Hwang-te.

Same as lisp Che, A sort of streamer or banner -,

signal flag in the army.

|>

Same as l|ft Keae, A napkin.

KEUNG. A cloth or napkin.

TSEAOU. To bind or tie fast-

KEA. A cloth or napkin.

Same as ffi Ta?, To carry with one.
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MAOU.

A certain ornamental part of a woman's head dress.

CHIN- A kind of bag employed in feeding

horses, or a basket with grain in it to suspend round he

horse's head. Applied also to a vessel or basket to carry

provisions for men when traveling on horseback.

TS'HEEN. A covering for the head.

SZE.

Many persons assembled together ; an army ; a place where

many are assembled, as the metropolis of a kingdom ; a person

who collects and heads many, as a commander or general.
A

master ;
:i teacher ; a moral instructor of the world ;

sometimes

a patron. Name of a divinity; of a kingdom; of a district;

and of an office. A surname. Sze, denotes a person skilled

in a thing; hence, Cha sze^ 5tj
a tea inspector, one who

judges of the quality of teas. ShwHy sze ^ ]

a naval

officer. King-sze ~eT
J

the residence of the Imperial court.

Wan she che sze $>. ffi ^ one who is an instructor of

ten thousand ages Confucius. Pih she che sze Q -jj ~_
I any sage. Sze chuen

] jjjSj
Chinese war boat*. Sze tae

I J^ a kind of abbess ill Chinese nunneries. Sze yay

4j&
a kind of literary friend, or unofficial assistant, generally

attached by government officers to their establishment, with

whom they advise on public business, they are otherwise called

; Nuy-m5.

Same as v$) Jin, A cloth, or napkin.

E. To rend; rent.

I
1

KEUN. Garment for the lower part of the

body. Chung keun tp *a" garments next the body.

Same as the preceding.

Same as
|h!rf Hwang, see under 6 strokes.

Same as l|^ Kea, see under 6 strokes.

WOO. Hair, fur, or felt; hair cloth > a desire

or endeavour to be empty.

SEIH. A mat spread on the ground; tfce an-

'cient custom before the invention of chairs and tables. A table;

a repast ; an entertainment. Affection for ; dependance on j to

rest; to arrange. A surname. Yen seih jE jffi
a feast or

entertainment. Wan tung seih
JJSJ J0J ]

to ask who is U

be at the same table when invited to an entertainment.

An ancient form of^ Yin.

An ancient form of^ Yin.

^
EIGHT STROKES.

A sort of cap or covering for the head.

i|

HWO. Blown on by the wind.
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TSUNG. The name of a cloth supplied by

the southern barbarians. Same as
-j'j- Tsung.

K'HUNG.

A cloth or napkin ; the cud of a sleeve.

_Lc|
'rd^ H'HANG. Garments thrown loosely about

one, without being bound by a sash or girdle.

TSUY.

Embroidered with every variety of colour.-

;

PING, or Pang.

A kind ofcurtain or covering; a tabernacle. Ping mung

fflrr vx spread as a canopy; bv the side a curtain or screen
17 1 \^- rj ' j

is called Ping; spread over or above, it is called Mung.

/

CHANG. From to extend and a napkin,

or piece of cloth. A curtain; a cloth spread out. To spread

out obscurely. WSn chang ffiv"
|j]

mosquito curtain. Chang

t' nS
'

jM the covering overhead belonging to curtains.

CHUNG, or Tsung.
*

_

Breeches; night clothes; undress.

v ^

KEEN", and Heen.

The name of a district; and of a certain kind of cloth.

u

SHA, Lower garments; a covering for the

breast, worn by unmarried women. Read Tsan, A mat for

VOL, i. PART n. T

a child. Read Tie'en, Garment* peculiar lo rlnldrrn, ui

carry a child on I he back; narrow; cramped. Brad !-hae, A

coverlid
, a part of the trapping* of a horiu.

CHEN.

A sort of screen or covering uied in a carriage.

K'HEA. A cap. Same as ft K*a .

** *

1
T'HA,

The covering overhead belonging to curtiins. -

***-
I

_jl
Same as IJH Chow, or Taou.

P

HAN, A cloth used to stop the e-

WAN, or Yuen;

Wan tsze
||M

-"
cuttings, or remnants, left after cut-

ting out garments.

1 At.. Intended to represent the thing meant,

viz. a kind of sash worn round the waist to V,it<?n Ihc

clothes; a girdle; tape or ribban. To carry wilh one as

if attached to one's girdle; to take a person or persons to

accompany one. To be connected, or appended to, eilher phy-

sically or mentally. Places locally connected ; a neighbourhood.

Ke5 tae fa ffi to carry secretly about one. Shoo tac
^- |

name of a plant. YTh tae te fang | j^ '))
* "e'Sh

-

bourhood. Tae ling 1 ^ to take with one a person under

one's direction.
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K. rti C>]>1 . Something written on rloth as a credential.

YIH. A covering for the head which binds up

the hair. Read Can, A sort of bag open at both ends wound

round the waist as a girdle ; a large bag-like jiurse worn in

front by men .

KWAN. A general terra for what binds up

the hair and serve* as a cap.

WE, Or Wei. From elotk and wingi,

atrround and lealher. A curtain ; a tent. Chay we

the curtain of a carriage. Chang we ^ ]
a spread curtain

for a place.
Keen show fang wei

lj* ^ ffi resolutely

uard against sexual indulgence.

CH'HANG. From fpj Shang, To mmifalt&
M*

.

or diiptay, and |"M Kin, A piece of cloth. Garments which

are always displayed ; hence used also for {s Chang, The

law.T garments. Constant; usual; common; constantly;

frequently; in the habit of. Five virtues which ought to be

inrai i.ihle practiced, are called tlie Five Chang. The name of

.1 divinity ,
of a district; of a hill ; of a stream; of a banner;

of a spear or lance. A surname. A measure of sixteen cubits.

Chang chuen
j

I a constant stream, is used metapho-

rically for a continued course of action. Follow him always

1 Pit $t fill
cbang suy tsung ta - Tae cha"s ^ 1

name of an oblong standard. Chnng yu chun iffi. ^7^

a general who lived at the beginning of the Ming dynasty, who

was famous for Valour and humanity ; always first at an at-

tack and last at a retreat; he had the posthumous title of king.

Same as
pff KwSn, Breeches, and such like garments.

K'HE. A cloth or napkin; a bandage or tub.

SA. OF ShS. Si she |bj: ]ttj
a covering for the

face; a veil. Read Ti'he,
jj)5

Te mlh, A covering

for the head which binds up the hair.

Same as ft T?h, see Rad. New.

NINE STROKES,

SOO. -Silk torn or ragged at the end ; remoftnU

of silk. Read Tow, Garments next the body.

t

ti
"

'

MAOU-. A cap. Maouh8|j|g^ahatboi.

Maou teen 1 f^ a hat shop ; a hatter.

TSEEN. A sort of streamer or colour.

Same as the
preceding-.

TOO.

A signal colour; the place where a signal is made.

Same as
lj}$ Chung-, see under 8 str.
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t;

MEEN.

A screen in front ; a curtain on one side only.

TSAOU.

A covering for the bead. One says, A mourning head dress.

KWEI. A sort of tight pantaloon without a seat.

HOW. An object to shoot at with an arrow.

TSANG, or Chang. Pictures on silk.

SHE. A cloth or napkin.

SU . A cloth or napkin for the head.

CHUN, A cloth or bag, to contain rice'.

u

MEltf . A cloth to cover any thing.

Meih neu
4js;

-nF a servant woman.

MOW.

A cloth used by women, perhaps a sort of Apron.

I, or Klh. To seam.m3& G"IH,

KWAN. Brecchei ; undrew ; ordinary grraenli.

MUH, Moo, and Mow.

Binding for the hair j upper cloth covering for

a dyed cloth covering.

YING. The appearance offreshness aod clearnen.

PA, orShaou. to strike to atUck.

w

CHUNG. A sort of curtain or screen.

HWUY,orWei. From ctolh and leather .

A bag to contain incense or perfume in. One says, A single

curtain.

From cloth and a house. A curtain; a tent.

V

FUH. A wide piece of cloth or silk ;
a roll

or pieces of cloth, silk, or paper. A picture which rolls up.

The ends of a roll ornamented; applied figuratively to produc-

ing an effect on the people by virtue. A surname. Kwan;

fuh I]-" ill.','!
full i filled. Read Peih, Cloths wound round the

l_> I P~J

legs to strengthen the muscles in walking. Otherwise called

/CV Kfc Hing ting.

u

in*. Garment. A straight folding-over part

of a Chinese garment. Read Kae, or K8. To inter at an

improper time.
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%

U LA. To strike.

'*||||l

An ancient form of ^9" Yin.

. To perform necessary work to the

edge of a shoe; to hind a shoe. Commonly used to denote

To help; to asist. Seang pang^ ^ to render assistance to.

Heae pang^ & the binding of a shoe.

TUB.

A sort of streamer or colour with feathers attached to it.

An ancient form of
JJ=. Mow.

TSEW. Rumpled garments.

An ancient form of Yin.

TEN STROKES.

KWEI.

'

Kwei
we'lpjl

ffl'ffi variegated colours; variously coloured silk.

YING. To cover.

, or Yih, To blow the fire.

SKtflSHAE.

Lae shae |MS
ijlijj.

torn garments; tattered clothes.

*&zfc-
PANG. A paper, or leaf of a: book.

TE, or Sze.

A sort of curtain; a
string. Read He, Red pa

LEEN. A curtain serving as a screen.

MIH.

Same as
~Jj

Mih. MTh sze ^p f a surname.

KUNG. A sort of apron.

r
PAN, Or Pwatl. A large cloth to cover

clothes; a surtout; a covering for the head.

MUNG. A covering for garments : a sort of

a cover for one's clothes
;
a surtout.

, see above.

apron. Mung ktib
|

LA{-
j iff

as

HWANG. A kind of curtain to screen <

the light-,
an ancient ornament on the head.

1 HAUU. A cloth covering fora sword

scabbard. Same as
f|fi- Teaou, A silk cord.
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u

ME1H. Acove.ing^coveringfortheface;
| ELEVEN STROKES.

>^

the appearance of all approaching together.

SE, Or See. Tattered tilk ; remnant*. Read

T'HANG. I r*T*
SeuS, To make flowers of bill of silk .

A bag in which things are carried at both ends.

KE-A. Cloth of barbarous tribes, probably once

given in tribute ; corresponds to the words Tax, duty, or

tribute, in Chinese.

t{
PE. A sort of curtain for a carriage.

F

KOW. Single garments.

SHEN. Meaning is lost.

WOO. A handkerchief.

TAE. Name ofa hill, and of a district.

An ancient form of | Kin.

An ancient form ofH E, Different.

Same as
ijljoj Tung, see under 5 strokes.

Same as l|"jj Kow, see under 5 strokes.

HWUY. A signal or streamer attached to the

V
back, like the modern firemen's coats.

LE- To cut silk, or a remnant of broidcrcd silk.

Same as |t$ Chung, see under 8 strokes.

FUNG, A kerchief or napkin.

\ Same as
||i| Keung, see Rad.& Meth

SHWUY, Shuy, Che, and Tseg

A kerchief worn for forms sake.

SU Y, A cloth napkin or towel.

SIN, Same as i& Sin. Sin se |h^ Hf clothes

An ancient form of 5i Chfih hanging down smooth like the feathers ofa bird. Read Scon,

The middle part of a colour. Read San, The waving of a flag.

PiBT I. VOL. II.
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TSAN- Silk which is not yet sown together.

The seal character form of j E.

MAN, or Mwan.

A kind of curtain ; a covering or screen.

MO. A curtain with part that covers the top.

MS foo JS; Ifj-
tents ; an encampment ; military clothing for

the legs.
Lflh m<5 y N I denotes the universe ; the same as

^ /> luh ho. MS pin j ^ or MS yew
] ^ or MS

kih 1 %i friends of the acting officer, who assist him in a

capacity superior to that of a clerk j a private secretary, other-

wise called Sze yay
rjj

%fr TSs mo 4fe I to act in the

capacity of a MS-jin.

J^*n
"si-AOU. A silken streamer affixed to the end

of a pole ; a cloth wrapped round the head.

F_*fft
LOW. A large purse or pocket carried in

front. An ancient surname.

TSAOU.

A mat, or other material laid down for children to sleep on.

SEAOU, orNeaou.

Something made of silk.

I l3XI **WO. A woman's head dress; a kind of cap

that covers the hair, a cap worn when mourning.

rli
IN |g|

H. From a napkin and pinned to the

head. A napkin rolled rouud to keep up the hair; sometimes

covers the top of the head. Used to denote Straight teeth.

jo spread out a picture drawn on

silk; or other variegated substance.

UJ Same as Mo, see above.

TWELVE STROKES.

KEUNG.It
Silk j a surtout to keep off the dust when travelling.

K'HWA. Silken garments.

Same as 1^ No, see under 6 strokes.

women.SEANG. A head dress of unmarried

HWO, or Hwih-

The noise made by rending silk-

A covering, or case for a bow.

TSUY- Tsuy heang
|Jjj| l|[ ancient garments.
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CH'HEN, OT T'han. A spoiled mean car-

riage. Read Tsecn, The appearance of a carriage screened

by a kind of curtain-.

Same as
l|)|| Ching, see under 9 strokes

K'HEAOU, or Kaou. The waistband of

drawers ortrowsersi or a sort of string for the same purpose

as a waistband.

TSEAOU, orLeaou. To rub.

PUH. A napkin or cloth to wind round the

head; a kind of military cap. The lower garments pared

off in a particular way.

CH'HE. A kind of banner OPtflag j apendant

streamer ; to attach to, or fasten, as by sewing or with cords.

To make a record of j to record.

To cover; to cover over as with a sheet.

Large; great; wide; possessing j having; remiss; careless.

SAN. To cover over ; to cover as an umbrella.

SEU. Teaou seu
||ra

?JJL the end of a web of

silk. Tow sew
JJW

I a piece of coarse cloth worn round

the head, with the end hanging down the back, when Chinese

women are in mourning.

URH, E, or Ne.

An ornament ; an additional plosi.

FAN, A kind of napkin forduiliug any thing:

long streamers hung up ia the temples of Buddha beTore thr

idols. Used for
fjjfl Fan, To turn over, or ton about.

L^
Hi rf) CH 'HWANG . A certain kind of standard

or banner. Read Chang, A kind of .creen or curtain fora

wheeled carriage. Read Tung, Appearance
of feather, at-

tached in a certain way.

Silk; wealth; things given as presents, of whatever thev

consist. Pe plh tffc jf\
pieces of silk ; presents generally.

An ancient form of^ Ming-

THIRTEEN STROKES-

Same as |j| To, see Rad.

KEAOU. Wrappers or bandages for the leps,

to strengthen the muscles of the legs, used by people wh<:

travel, and carry burdens on foot.

ME1H. A covering for a carriage-.

A vulgar form of $K Le'en.
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TS'HAOU. A covering for the top of the

head i placed over the hair which is bound together.

CH. HLN. A kind ofmrtain th;it surrounds

i wheel carriage; that which covers or screens an aperture ;

an outer part or fold of a vest which hides the joining of an

under one. Chay chen jljL IMS a carriage curtain.
~"

i r/F>

Same as the preceding.

SHA. Two pieces of cloth joined together.

T'HAN. Loose ungirded garments.

Tan wan fe
|hjj>

half mourning garments.

i

A vulgar form of
l||' Man, see above.

Same
as|y|jJ Miie, A cover for a carriage made of

white dog's skins.

An ornament; a certain appendage to

a horse's bridle; the bit; called also f T! tp Shen han, and

Same as
ilj* Choo, see under 5 strokes.

SUY, A deep red, or scarlet colour.

FOURTEEN STROKES.

YIN. Inside ; within.

E- A napkin or cloth.

MUJNCj. To cover over and shelter, as a house

does. Ping mung
|fj- |]^

a screen ; a covering ; a shelter.

The comfort of a shelter, is best known, they say, in the midst

of a bleak wind and heavy rain. Mung mung IflS mS abun-
' T^ T^V

dant; plentiful; luxuriant.

PIN- The appearanceof disorder or confusion ;

the appearance of bad raiment.

PANG.

To work the edges of shoes; to assist in any way.

YEN- Armour for the heart.

'I'^TT*
"AlN. A garment without a neck or collar.

dt
CHOW. A single curtain ; a curtain fora car-

riage; a leather screen around a carriage. Read Taou, A

covering like a tent ; canopy of heaven.

An ancient form of g| Sow.
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I j"tr
*" A certain transverse belt or skin in mili-

tary carriages, intended to sit on. To cover.

VlllJ**J f
'

r i
'

i if "vo
IfJ/Ettl

'^" nU\J. A kind of curtain; abed curtain.

fcfr

TSEE. To rub or wipe.

PE. Lower garments of women ; a petticoat.

TSUH. A-case for bows.

SUY, A cloth kerchief.

tl
-~.

;

.

:
:.. 3 .'

LAE. Lae shaeM iS t">> tattered garments.

SEEN. A kerchief or napkin.

FUN. To over fill a bag with grain, till it

bursts; the reaction of a bow when shot.

HIH. Red paper:

-iiiv^rSfc

[froST HEEN. A kind of curtain that surrounds a

I^^Sy

carriage, intended to make it cooler.

Same as .jig
Taou. see under 14 sir.

fAttT I. VOt. It

LEEN. Saroens^ Leen, A lad) 's drawing cm.

LAN

Petticoats; the upper and lower garment* conoccled.

CHANG, or TsSng. To unroll or open

out embroidered silks, or silks with pictures on them.

TS'HEEN. A signalor mark ; to rub; lo wipe.

YO. A tent.

.GHWANG. Same as tf Chwaug, Ttte mast

on which a sail is hoisted; the sail not hoisted.

NUN, and Nuy.

To wipe the top of the steps with a cloth.

LWAN. A sash or girdle.

LO. Torn or tattered silk-

Same sa f^Nun, see above.

Original form of jpj Lan.

tl

t;
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FIFTY-FIRST RADICAL.

KAN. A shield, to ferid off an arrow or the

stroke of a sword; lobe opposed to; to offend against; to

seek to attain from; to endeavour to procure; a stream' run-

ning between opposing 'banks; the bank of a river ; the boun-

iliiry
of a state. Offence, crime, or guilt, or their cense-

quencts. 'Kan enters iuto many proper names. Kan he fei

*eaou -p {j&
4t f\\

the consequences are not small.

J 1 N. .Language which is rather too strong.

'

Even; equal; fair; just; equitable; level; tranquil; un-

disturbed. Read Ping, To level; to adjust prices or weights;

in reduce to a state of submission ; to conquer. A plain ; tran-

quillity ; plenty; name of place. Rung ping^ ^ji just and

equitable. Teen ping ^^ j

scales or balances. Tae ping

jf I a state <Jf peace and plenty. Te ping Jift 1 a level

place ; a plain ;
a level place in front of hills and palaces.

NEEN. A year; the year of a person's age.

Snaou neen A} a young person. Laou neen
jg-

an oW person. Kew neen -g last year. Ming neen

PH 1 next year. Teen neen
~-J^

the period of life

decreed by heaven. Chung neen che j in ffih che shoo tang

tfa ~>^ /V ffl^ ~*7 Tfk 'a* (medicine) exceedingly
yC / Npv JC ''i\ F^J

proper lobe taken by persons in the middle of life. Neen

y u tseTh shth
| j^^ -j- upwards of seventy years ofage.

KEEN. Equal ,- level. The name of a district.

Same as yj Ting, see Bad. ?J^ Shwuy.

GAN. A limb ;
a branch, or division, or part of.

The vulgar form of H[ Cha.

ft
""" 8 ft # ft

From two men, with two shields. Two standing together.

Together with; and; also; moreover. Act of coition. Ping leTh

i ~h with united strength. Piogfei
j 3)|;

not; by no mean?.

Ping kea II ^ to ride together.

\

HING. From Yaou ^r Evil influences, and

YTh ~S? To oppose, the opposite of evil influence; i. e. for-

tunate; lucky. Luckily; happily; blessed; to bless, as the

Emperor does a place, by visiting it, hence bis going to a place

is expressed by Hing. The affection of the Emperor. To

obtain by good luck; to hope or wait for. A surname.

Same as the preceding.

An ancient form of ffi Shuh.
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SEVEN STROKES.

The sound of this character is not known. To meet.

Same as ff Keen, Equal-

ff
K5 ks

KO.

to urge, to importune and offend.

/

KAN. The tem of a planL The trunk of

a tree; the original matter or substance of. Capacity for

business ; business; to transact business; to do. A surname.

The wall round the inside of a well. Forms part of various

proper names.

KEEN. A small sheaf; a small bundle of.

PING. A certain bamboo utensil.m

FIFTY-SECOND RADICAL.

YAOU. The last and smallest of alitter of pigs;

supposed to resemble a new born infant. Small ; delicate ;

short; the name of a small bird ; of a song or tune. A word

used in gaming. A surname.

1WAN. From Two children turned upside

down. Artifice; craft; fraud; slight of band ; a deception of

the eye; demoniacal or magical arts; visionary appearances ;

apparitions.

YEW,

From slender and strength. Young and slender, applied

to creatures or to things; small; not having existed long;

tender affection.

Same as j Heuen. An ancient form of X* MeTh.

^ijjC

Same as ^ Yew, Young.

YEW- Small ; minute ; delicate.

'YAOU.

Yaou wang fan IjSi
a small appearance ; minute; abstruse.

PING. To bind to something straight.
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An ancient form ofw Ke, see below

An ancient form of |gj Ke, see below

YAOU,orYa6u.

Precipitate and perverse ; ravelled ; entangled.

An ancient form of to Sze.

YEW.

From hill and woody vallies. Umbrageous ; dark ; hidden ;

deep recess, as in a dark secluded ravine amongst mountains ;

a state of retirement -,
to be put there by authority; to be

confined as a prisoner.

KWAN.

To pass the threads transversely in weaving.

KE.

From^ Yew, Minute, small; and ITy Shoo, A soldier,

guarding against the first approaches. The incipient tendencies

to motion ; the springs of action; a prognostic; dangerous;

having fixed periods ; times and seasons ; several. To examine ,

a qualifying expression, as Rather; nearly; thereabout?.

E.

Precipitate and boisterous, from things not succeeding well .

m An ancient form of fi E.

SE, orTsze. Small; little.

A form of HS Ke. Continuous relation or con-Mi

nexion; waterin nature is said to be the connecting medium

amongst all bodies.

An ancient form of -SB TseuS, Disconnected or

broken off; the relation discontinued.

A f^ \j

f~~ KEIH. Nearly joined to each other. The

pleasure arising on finishing any concern.
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FIFTY-THIRD RADICAL

r,YEN. A shelter or covering t the covering of

a house ; irhich idea it often has in composition.

E. A kind ofout-door ihed for eating under.

P'HE.

To prepare what is necessary j to arrange ; to put in order.

T'HING. Even; level.

KEW.

To apply fire to the body medicinally, as the Moxa.

T-p

7/T TSIH.

ChTh tsth
jjj^; jfc

name of a coin of the Han dynasty.

An ancient form of& Tsih ; also an ancient form

An erroneous form of^ Yu. Read Ten, The

name of a hill.

fe

of
gjf

TS.

Same as J&E Woo, see under 12 str.

PANG. Even; level.

^ on A. A houe at the side ; a mean house j mean.

Even, regular. Meaning is doubtful.

A
IP

Same as J Te, Below.

HAN

Same as )^ Yih, see below.

ICC. A form of Yu, see Rad. *^ Meen.

PART I. VOL. II. f

Han tan
|q p^ the appearance of lucking milk.

FOUR STROKES.

"
Kt> Afiurdiog shade and shelter ; to cover oter,
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KEAE.

A kind of press placed in cook houses for storing up provisions,

SUY.

A house in which is an accumulation of smoke.

TAN- Obscure ; retired ;
dark.

applied to certain covering of wheels; to lodge or reside in

a place. Name of a place.

K'HIN. A man's name.

T'HUN. The walls of au upper room. A place

to store up things in a house ; to dwell.

JTK* A vulgar form of j$i Chwang.

Something on which to rest the body ; a bed or couch ;

that on which one lajs one's self to rest and sleep. Eight

cubits. A wooden casing put withinside a well to prevent

the earth falling down.

Same as ^ff Le'en, see Rad. fc Ta.
A wall on the east and west j to be seated on the east and

west sides, in the Chinese manner ; hence the usual sense of

the character, viz., Order; arrangement; a school room, or

SHWUY. A housa that has apartments back-
||

IIege > lhe order of V** 1* between seni " and

juniors. A surname. The preface of a book in which it's

subsequent arrangement is sometimes stated. Tsze seu
"faffi-

in order ; in a regular series. Seu luo
=jjg:

to discuss in

lucid order.

HWAN.

The inner or lower sides of the tiles of a, root.

SEU-

ward a long- way ; or as the Chinese tall it,
' A deep house.'

KWEI, or Ke.

A stand or case for provisions.; to place or lay bye.

YA. A large house or mansion.

IF

IF
PAE.

To separate or take leave of ; to call to bid farewell.

J3:
JIN. Below; under ; sustaining.

ft

'/V\

TS

TjC,

Same as Jgc Te, Below-

CHE- Name of a hill,

Same as ffi Pae, see under 4 strokes.

Same as^ Fan, see Rad. |Ij Teen.
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Same as j^ Fung, see Rad.
[2JJ

Se.

J&" ft / f
Prom *e/oto and an over-hanging shelter. To dwell at the

foot of a mountain. To be set down ; lowj the bottom of; to

arrive at and to stop. Only ; mean ; menial. In the books of

the ^ Sung dynasty, used for the modern |% Telh; and also

in the Poetry of the Tang dynasty. Woo k$n te

no root ; no foundation. Heae te t 1 the sole of a shoe.
. .

Seaou te ff\ 1 a term by which menial servants designate

themselves. Pang te J] a bag for containing books.

Woo te 4SL bottomless.

FIVE STROKES.

LA. Echo or noise in a house.

L 1NG. The appearance of a house or mansion in

which there is a free un'mtercepted passage through and through.

CHE.

To dwell in alow place; a dwelling; a habitation.

P'HAOU. A drum stick. Read Peaou, Free

growing bushy shrubs. Read Tow, The name of a plant.

.. /

TEEN. To place under a cover. The place

where goods are put. A shop; a stand; a victualing house

or inn.

t

PUN. A surname.

ME. Me jang jjfcj^ name of a place.

CH'HA.

An unfinished house or dwelling. A shelter suddenly raided.

P. To spread open ; to lay or spread out.

P'HOO. To lay out, and arrange.

NEE, or Nea.

YS nee
Jtp IQ narrow confined.

u

* " A house that appears going to ruin ;

TEEN. Even; level.

A vulgar form of^ Meaou.

TSEU, or Tsze.

People accommodating or depending on each olher.

^
A horary character. To alter; to change,- the ge of a

person. A wayjapath; to conferor bestow upon. Asurnamc.
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? PA. A straw cottage ; low down,
| jjrjl

An ancient form of^ Keung.

TAN. A.man cottage. Some,,,, A srcal, cup.
|

# Same as Che, see under 4 strokes.

E. A press -or ase to lay -a-wiiy things in.

TS'HZE. An instrument of husbandry.

Foa
ffi /Si (n

A hmise -where T>oofcs and paper are stored up. A store-

house for goods ;
to collect together; a place lo met in. Officers

who preside over the national treasures. During the Tang

dynasty, a large J4>(
Chow district was called For, and has

continued so to the present lime. The name of a district:

a surname. A district or city of the first order TappUed also

to the magistrate
of the district/ Csed by courtesy fur ano-

ther person's
house. Lew foo, san tsae, sail ting ~^ ffi j

-4-
~

<& the six/on, (in physiognomy) denote the part of

the forehead over the eye, the cheek bone, and the jaw bone

on each side; the three Tsae denote the forehead above the

nose i the bridge of the nose and the lower lip; the three Ting,

are the parts immediately below these.

LEAOU.

A man's tiame. Read Lew, A surname.

Kf^. T'HUING. A house with retired apartments

far back: the echo of a house.

SIN, or San.

A bouse seeming to lean over as if falling.

An ancient form of ^P Che, To know.

An ancient form of 7^ Kwei-

V

K.O- To circulate ;
to press down ;

down below.

SEANG, From a covert and therp or Iambi.

A village school ;
to feed or nourish with instruction j a school

or college. In ancient times a place to receive and take care

of aged people belonging to the state. Heaoii, sou.seang

-)&? |-T Cfe af three terms applied to national schools in three
/\/** * 4 r \

different periods of Chinese history.

IrEf E. A plare lo store up any thing ;
a storehouse.

To store up. A covered piazza.

CHAOU- Low servile language.

HEEN. The threshold of a door.

T'HUNG- The echo of a house-

Same as Teen, see Rad- fi Hoo
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HEUEN. A cavern or cave-

E. Irresolute ; undecided; going backwards and

forwards. To secret, hide or lay up.

H CH'HIH, or Yay.

A house, or garden pavilion without the front part. To

point to ; rare; to wait; large; full; distant; to disuse. The

original form of ff Chih.

u

CHIH. Stoppage; hindrance; interruption

exciting provocation.
Name of a district.

SIX STROKES.

'HEAOU.

The appearance of not being full; excess; passing over.

TSZE. A low house ; a cottage.

\

CHE. Placed beneath a house or cover; pro-

vided with; having a supply.

-*r*
HE vV Shade; shelter; a place to stop and rest;

into a law or rule; that with which any thing is measured.

A measure; a rule; a limit; a degree of longitude or lati-

tude; a degree or mark; a weapon. Aiiirnmie To measure.

Used also for
]ffi

Too. Read T8, To conjecture; to surmise i

to guess.

Too jin san sMh sze wan pa been
j

K -

~m y\ ^T^ elevated to a divine nature, three hundred and

forty eight thousand perrons: said of PS
iljt

F3
/i}U Pe-po-

she Fuh, the Budh, who is the first mentioned.

I/l Tl^

Same as
Jf Che, and ^ Che.

SEVEN STROKES.

YEN. High, eminent.

KWEI. To throw in ruins.

1 SO. That on which a person sits; a seal; a

throne ; a seat where the king sits to give audience.

ancient form of *)fe Tsee.

the uiuhrageous shade of trees.

T'HOO. From hand and It Sboo>

ing or ipreading oul. To arrange and spread out ; to form

PART I. TOI.. II, Z

HEAOU. Heaou hw5 ^ ^ the general

appearance of a mansion or palace : a high house. Heaou ktaou

_ JLj

fin a deep empty appearance.

LEU, Name of an ancient officer.

KWAN. A granary.
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LANG.

lofty ; eminent. A certain vessel or utensil.

T'HOO.

A low house. Poo too an irregular building.

TSANG.

From . covering and rol,u,t. Upright strong appearance.

K'HEW.

A roof placed against a wall to screen off the rain.

Tj* T'HOW.

Narae of an utensil , a place
of sacrificing;

a cook-house.

KWEI. Original
form of|Kwei.

A word

in reference to sacrificing at lorcbs; to deposit at the

hills the articles used at the sacrifices.

r

K'HOO- A shed for a military carnage ; cora-

of carriw placed beneath . *~. A s.orehouse, a

treasury; the word is appropriated
to government

treasures.

Name of a gales
asurname.

Same as Jji Yew, see below-

Same as kfc Sze, see Rad. ]X Leth.

J*. MANG. The appearance of a large rock.

Large ; great; abundant; affluent. A surname. Read Mung,

Mung yung
'

J3T to speak in a confused manner, in mixed

dialects. Mang tsi $S blended and crowded together.

TSUH. A cottage.

TSUY, or Chuy. An elegant carriage.

LOW. A grass hut or cottage-

T'HING- A large hall in the midst of a

use. ~The name of an office ; of a district ; and of a hall.

YEW. From a covering and old. An old

'house with rotten beams ,
a disagreeable

smell of rot.

LUNG. A covering or shelter. A roof or

small house placed against the wall of a larger one.

[* POO, or Foo- POO too m J5
noul<!

built in an uneven irregular manner.

Original form of^ Tsung-

HEA-

The appearance of a tiger accustomed to play or grasp things.

Same as M Chen, see below-
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An ancient form of *ft Tsin-

A certain kind of stone. The ound of thii

character is not known.

ING. To screen; to conceal or store up,

place for necessary retirement. Thin.

TSUNG.

A small dwelling, included in a larger mansion.

1 U Y The falling or rushing down of a house.

CH'HA.

A house with an open front; the name of a district.

KING. A granary.

EIGHT STROKES.

E, or Yae. To sit and lean against.

GHING. Name of a pavilion.

KEANG. The appearance of an empty valley.

LAE.

A cottage; name of a terrace ; and of a district.

E. Deflected. E kc |S? jfiK name of a place-l\j /l

PE. A low cottage ; applied alto to palaces that

are built low; low; short. Cued lo denote the note) a

certain female bird. Yew pe /tf
JTO

the name of a lale.

Same as the preceding.

NEE. To press down ; to oppress.

Same as Jfl Tuy, see under 8 strokes.

An ancient form of^ Lin.

TSEE. A man's name.

SUY. Subverted ; overturned.

CHAN,

Boards which cover the tiles ofthe roof inside Chinese house*.

TSE1H. Name of a He'en district.
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CH'HE.

Extensive; -large ; to strike at from the skle.

TS'IIO\V. The noise of falling or rnshing down.

> An ancient form of jpfc
HwB.

v 1>C Same as
jfjf Low, seeEad- $> Shwiiy.

SHOO. Eg;/^^
From a hnuse and the ancient form.of effulgence. A great

many; a multitude. Near to; nearly. 'A surname. Fat and

handsome. Che shoo W HP or Sh'oo tsze
I

I2- the son
-*v ''ID I J

of a concubine. An ancient name of an office. Teih shoo

the principal wife and a concubine.

PANG- To rush or fall down.

K'HANG.

Rest ; repose ; joy , felicity ; delightful ; excellent ; blessed.

'A surname. A road; a way; joyful; delight in goodness.

Kang-mow-Uae J|| ^rjr ^f*
a man eminent for his learn-

ing and filial piety, who assisted the founder of the Ming dy-

nasty in acquiring the umpire. He died on the highway.

KWAN- Something amusing; to play with.

Same as J^ Hin, see below.

YUNG.

From a covering and to use. To use or employ person*

for domestic and ordinary purposes ; constant ; common ;

ordinary ; simple ; rude. Cordial ; agreeing ; popular merit.

Occurs denoting, How ? The name of a place. A surname.

SHAY.

A small house or cottage. A lodge at a gate.

GAM- A small thatched cottage; a round cot-

^^^

(age; a straw hut for soldiers. Head GS, Low; a pig sty ; a

small monastery for monks or nuns, chiefly for women.

TO. A surname. Read TS, To stretch the

wrists out at length.

K'HIN. Stony ground.

An ancient form of A Sung.

- Transyerse barn of wood et up ai a fence.

Sound not known. Increase of husk, but little graft.

TS'HUNG.

Step* or stairs in the middle of a house.

Same as Tseang, see Rad. Peen.
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T'HOO. A COttage. Same as )& Too.

Same as ^ Yu, To lodge.

WEI. An obscure, secret place.

PEEN. A low house.

YU From a shelter and a moment. A tack of

grain in the fields; a place to store up grain in the fields or on

the rivers, a granary in a city is called
yj? Tsang. Abun-

dant ;
affluent ; a large or numerous accumulation of. Name

of a measure, of a star, and of a bow. Ta yu -fc J9J
the

great stack a well known mountain on the north frontier of

Canton province, it is otherwise called Mei-ling.

PING.

A solitary bye pLce ; a neceisary place of retirement.

An ancient form of HI Meaou.

A form of^ Yu, see Rad. *> Meen.

SOW. The winding stream of water at the

bottom of hills. To conceal or scret.

Y1NG.

A longpiazzaon each tide of a path, in the Chinese manner.

$
Same as i& SZR, see Rad. ] Lcth.

HOO. Even ; level

Same as PaoH. see Rad.
* Mecn-

. YOL. II. 2 A

KEA- A house ;
to build or rear a houw.

CHA. To cover as in a mortar ; to store ap ;

to secret ; to hide ;
a low cottage.

YE. A small confined house.

TSZE- A place
that requires cleansing; a

privy. Hi?h banks and a narrow stream (
a necessary near a

stream. To put in the midst ; next to.

An ancient form of
j^

Yu. Read Tow, To perfomthe

natural act at a privy.
A trough or wooden channel for water.

KWAN. To accumulate ;
an accumulation of.

An ancient form off| Lan, and of Of Leen.

LA. A monastery or nunnery; a prison house.

YIN. The name of a place.
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SEANG. Side apartments; small rooms for

bed chambers; rooms on the east and west sides. Seang fang

\fl\ ]- aside apartment; a room fur the retirement of the
rY>> I'l

females of the family.

*-*

Same as /& Tsze, see under 5 strokes.

HAN. Flowers and fruits pendant from a tree.

Same as |$ E, see Rad. 3| Hih,

I U Y. The lower end heavy ; hanging down.

TEN STROKES.

SUY. A house leaning over aslant.

v

K.O. A cave or cavern at the side of a hill ;
a

place to store up things in.

MA. A monastery or nunnery.

HWUY. A room; the wall of a house. A

mau' name. Read Kwei, Name of a hill.

SZE . Name of a place .

I- HiV The name of an imaginary animal.

P LEW.
9

The large hall of a house situated in the middle.

\

HEA. A house or mansion ; a sort of piazza

at the entrance of a gale.

. By the side, or in a corner ;
a corner ;

...micali pure ; uncorropted by avarice, or by bribe* , mo-

derate in one', wishes , not avaricious, but its oppotile.
To ew-

mine into. Enters into several proper nnrau-s. Leen tszc
J|

^ a native of Ho-nan, who wa, a pupil
of Confucius, and is

numbered with the seveuy-two, called Seen been -^ ^ for-

mer worthies.

LANG- Apartments or small rooms built on

the east and west sides of large houses ; they have generally

before them a piazza or covered wall. Lang f<> he;i
ftjjjfr

JM

~T\ apartments around the court or yard in the froat of the

hall.

J5L
SOW. From to tcour below g cover. To con-

ceal; to secret; to hide; crafty ; to seek for what is hidden ;

to search a house. Sow Jin j^\ the name ofa certain office.

Same as Tseang, see belovr,

Same as
j E, see Rad. Netb.
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HVv U I . Elegant carriage, gait or manner.

CHUY. The falling of a house or cottage.

Same as M Leiih, see below.

WEI. Bright rays darted across.

KING. The side of a house, a small hall.

Original form of H?, Tsung.

A large house extending far behind ; a deep house.

CHA.

A house going to decay ; a ruinous house.

KEW.

A house for horses ; a stable. Name of an office. A surname.

A vulgar form of the preceding. A stable ; a place

to house and take care of bors s.

KIN. A poor bad dwelling; a little house; little

ability ; a shade. Used for
<f|?

Kin ;
and ^J Kin.

Same as Rj Chang. Syn. with
Jj&r Chang.

TSUNG.

Th ? appearance of many standing op i two bouses joined.

MO. Empty ; vaca nt ; unoccupied.

E. In a haste ; precipitate ; urgent.

GAOU. A storehouse or granary.

K'HO, or Kw5.

Large ; great ; wide j vacant ; to widen ; to expand ; to pare

with a sword j the name ofa district. Kae-kwS R9 |j to

enlirge; to expand.

ELEVEN STROKES.

LjUYV. An elegant house; the back, orroof

of a house; an ornamented window. One says, To plant.

YJN. Shade as of trees; a covering or shelter.

N LEAOU, or Chow. A man's name. A inr-

name. Read Lew, The name of a state. Leaou yung chunp

tl& ?K 'K "e ^ t 'le 'eat''nS raea wno Mi*d in establish-

ing the Ming dynasty.
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Kgi

the perpendicular
line. The name of a stream.

TAE- A house leaning over; deflated from

LUH A granary.

Same as^ Tseaou. To thrust into ,
to insert.

game as Jt| Yung, see below.

SE. The meaning is lost,

TSUY.

Tsuy tsuy I* E| the appearance
ofhanging pendant down.

FAN. Things accumulated together; to ac-

cumulate or hoard up. A house where things are stored up.

CH'HOO. fi
/.It

A quiver to contain arrows ; a case for books. A plate

for killing animals; a kitchen; a cook-house.

T'HUY. Heavy below.

WEI. Elegant; exellent.

Same as J$f Seen, see below.

PING.

uTry and uninhabited place,
lateral; deflected.

SHO. To cure disease-

Same as $. Kwei, see Rad.

An ancient form of |& Chih.

Y1H, or E.

The noiie made in hammering when building a house, or

beating solid a mud wall. Respects Teneratioa.

CH'HEN. A place where things are sold ; a

'

shTp*"chen.8he
J ^ or Chen e

\ ||
a shop, a place

where people meet to buy and sell.

T'HOO. Too seen ]M|^ a religious house

or temple; an even regular house.

FUN. To rush down as a mountain falling.

SIN, To put away ;
to cast out.

SZE . To cut forage for a horse; to feed ; to brig

up; to serve; one

divide; to part

who does WYC; menial; foragen. To
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HIN, and Kin.

Certain ornaments of a carriage. To be pleased or gratified

with. Read Yin, To stop or close up. Read Kin or Kan,

A dangerous mountain.

A temple dedicated to ancestors; a temple of Budha
;
a

place dedicated to the worship of departed spirit* and the gods.

Tsin meaou f|3 EJH Tsin, is the back or interior part ; and

Meaou, the front of a temple.

CH'HANG, or Chwang.

An open shed ;
a roof without surrounding walls ;

such crec-

tions are common at mines above ground, and at other places

where extensive works are carried on.

WOO.
-^^|^*>m

From a covering and unoccupied. A kind of piazza or room

outside the hall of a house for servants and persons who first

enter the gate. A lodge at agate; a large vacant house. Fan

woo -gb IK a shade formed by luxuriant foliage.

/

FEI.

A house falling down in ruins; to fall ; to stop; to desist ;

to fall; to become obsolete and anmilledi To annul; to put

a stop to ; to lay aside. Large ; great.

KWANG, Kvvang, and Rwang.

>-,*'
From a house and imperial yellow. A large place ; large;

great; wide; extensive; to extend; to widen; name- of a

place; and of a military carriage ;
a surname. Chuen che yu

kwan" $1 ~y 4j$ fif promulge them more extensively.

ZART I. VOL. II. * *

KEAOU. A high house.

*9

)IE _.,

/ ^^ ^ame as )^ Tsze, see under 6 strokes.

Same as ^ Leen, see Rad- ^ Ta.

Same as m Pe. Also a man's name

THIRTEEN STROKES.

SHOO. A cottage.

T'H AN, A cottage at one side.

Same as f|l Kin, see Rad. /V J'n -

KWAE, Or Kwei. A storeliouie in which

to lay up straw or reeds. Kwei tseih jf |j|
the nam

of a star.

LOO, or Loo,

A piazza i a mansion) a religloui houte.

^

TSEEJST. A large house,

\j

PEIH, A hou j
a maniion j

wall. :
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TSEANG.

A horde of Tartars. Used for }Pf Teang and * Sin.

K EAE.

inig kcae /
Jj2

a kind of public hall or court.

YU, or Yew.

To raise the hands and pUy with them together.

YEN.

A sm ill appeirance. Read Kang, A press to contain things in.

HIN. Ardent feeling ; fierce ; the mind directed

lo that which is new and pleasing.

YAOU- A seat ; a throne-

\

LIN- A public granary; one prepared by the

government to provide against famine. The name of an office.

Teen lin 7? IsS the name of a star. Tsang lin & '

a
/ v /^^

granary. Me I'm $ I an ancient school or college. Poo

lin
.|JJ

I to attain a place amongst the privileged graduates,

n a vacancy occurring. Lin-ldh
| Ira^

or Lin sheii
j

a small allowance given by government to a limited number

of inferior graduates.

A form of jSt Woo, see under ISstr-

HWO.

K hv, Ji

appearance of a long wide unoccupied space.

Original form ef
fig Kin, see under II ttrokci.

K'HEEN, K'han, or Been.

A chest or press to contain clothe*.

Same as J|| Loo, see under 13 strokes.

LEAOU. Empty; vacant; an empty house

Original form of |g Tsang.

YEW. Name of a place.

SEEN- A cottage.

soo.

Too soo In?- Ito a religious house, or temple.

LOO, or Leu.

^^"-^^

A collage in the midst of a field for the husbandman to

repose in; a general name for coarse habitations j thatched

or mat huts. To lodge or pass the night alternately, as when

on duty. The name of a state; of a district; ofacily; and

of a hill. Pe leu fljV JfiS my house. Leujbay [

\t\ tljsa. I

a cottage.

An ancient form of 1 \ Leen.
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m

Original form of jit Woo.

CHO Swift ; speedy.

FOO. Rotten; putrid; stinking.

KIN, A large house-

via

A house through which there is a free passage.

\

YING. From an infant under a shelter. To

rest in~a tranquil state. Name of a district.

SEEN. Kind of running scabs which gradually

spread over the skin wider and wider ; they are distinguished

bv various names.

Same as /|p Ko, see under 10 strokes.

E-K HE. Uin he f|& liE a dangerous hill.
IJ V /.*A !/&\

An ancient form of J|f Tsang.

CHAE. A thatched cottage.

^"^^^

IS KEU. A granary-

YUNG- From covering and harmony. Con-

cert; agreement* the name of a plant { and of a district.

LE.

A small house or ihed built by the aide of a wall.

i ancient

J

3&*

Le low H i m? an ornamented lilk. window.

KEEN. Respectful; attentive.

tfj T'HING. From hallandtt hear. A place"

where causes are heard ; a court ; an office
;

it is now .applied

to some domestic apartments ; a hall ; a drawing room.

Jung ling JjT pE a local assistant magistrate, commonly call-

ed Tso-tin.

An ancient form of Jfjj Kuo.

LING- A rocky cave-

^ij>
LEUEN. Hemmed in j unable to proceed.
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FIFTY-FOURTH RADICAL.

*L __.

i^y
I UN.. From xf Chih, a paee or tttp drawn

X^W
tut or protreeted: A long journey.

7J*^ CH'HEN. Wilh quiet step to walk along.

I LJM. A long protracted walk ; to advance from

behind. Slow; dilatory; continuing long. Remote; distant;

derived from what is remote ; acranged ; to spread far like a

creeping- plant; placed in a certain order; to arrive at. The

name of a district, and of a territory. A surname.

CHING.

To walk
-,_
to go. Yen neen 3fl iE to protract the period

of one's life.

HIINtr. A place of general concourse and

permanent residence;'] the midst of the court; to rectify;

straight.

To walk,-to go,

KEEN, and Keen, To establish the laws

of a governament ; to raise npright; to erect; to place; to

establish; to build. To buildup. Name of a wood, said to

stand erect to a great height without branches. Name ofa star;

and of a district. A surname. Keen kw5
3gJ |Hj

to found

or raise up a nation. Keen kang foo
3|| jj?

ffif the same at

the modern Keang-ning-foo GC - fi
: in Keang-nan prc-

Same as (H) Hwuy, see Rad, P Hwuy

CHANG or Tsang.

To the utmost degree ; entirely.

s

YEN. To look at eich other and walk.
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FIFTY-FIFTH RADICAL.

%r
"""! 5 RUNG. The two hands held up as when pre-

senting something, or in the manner of the Chinese bow.

|T~ The original form of the preceding.

1 I I" J1H, or Juh. Two tens ; twenty.

PEEN. A cap or dress; bonnet serving to

keep up the hair and to shew the rank; a kind of leather helmet,

used as a designation of military officers. Struck with fear ;

hurried; precipitate; to strike with the hand. Name of a star;

of a territory; and of a hill. A surname. Yuen pe'en f| ifc.

civil and military officers.

Tsefi pe'en "IS
j

a nobleman's cap ; it resembles the tren-

cher cap ofEuropean colleges. The Pe pe'en jfr
I and Wei

pe'en
^jp[ J

resemble the Papal tiara. There were other

forms of the Pe'en called by different names.

*
T=t -M.

.
E tsaejEe pE an interjection expressive of

Doubt, hesitation, Can it be ? how can it be ? Also denoting

assent to a trial being made ; and of declining; putting aside ;

withdrawing. Read c, To raise; to retire.

An ancient form of 3 Ke.

FART I. VOL. II. 9 c

An ancient form of^ Yu.

An ancient form of jfe Ke. An ancient name.

KWEI. To grasp a bow.

To play with innocently ; to play or

trifle with in order to seduce ; to take indecent liberties with ;

to treat with want of respect ; used much to denote Perform-

ing, acting, or doing any business or work. Mae lung show

tw;m vy ^fc
31 ]KV to exhibit ostentatiously one's own

cleverness. He lung rat to trifle and use familiarities with.

Lung-yfih ] ^R name of an ancient lady whose music

on the reed charmed the M fung birds, and caused them to

assemble around her. She finally flew away with them to

heaven.

* FUN, or Fun.

The appearance of a hill rising high.

Original form ofH Sun.

An ancient form of Ip Keu.
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Same as^ Keae, Precept.

YUH.or Keuh.

The two hands full. To hold up both hands together as in

sriving or receiving any thing.

""^^
^tfw^r

/m^* Same as ?f\ Ching.

-TT

KEU, or Keu. To store or lay up.

* YEN, or Yen.

3F
To cover; to screen from ; to cover as clouds do the sun ;

the clouds covered as by the light of the sun. A narrow pass

or road is called^ lt> Yen chung. A large bodied vessel
fr i

with a narrow mouth, which causes liquids to come out with

a gurgling noise. A turning inwards. The name of a place;

name of a hill.

Y1H. From MA hands and the sound Yth. A

certain chess board ; to play at chess. A handsome pretty ap-

pearance ; a fine countenance ; a curtain. Vulgarly confounded

with the following. P5 ylh ^ ffi
to play at chess.

An original form of^ Pun, To run.

An ancient form of
/j

Sze.

Original form of |^ Hwan

A form of - Peen.

An ancient form of fj!f Kaou.

KEUEN. To stir about, or turn over rice.

JjHy- An ancient form of $> Chung.

An ancient form of Yen.

KEUEN. To bore a cow's nose.

Seal-character form ot Wei,

An ancient form of i f Yen-

VVilil. Plants taking root downwards and

growing luxuriantly upwards; luxuriant growth.

LE. To skin ; to take off the skin-

Same as JST Tsun. Some say the original form

of 1gr Teen.

An ancient form of iH Le.
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An ancient form of 3| Ke,

An original form of^ Gaou.

KEUH. A sort of cord.

Same as 3% Tseang, To praise.

An erroneous form of HI Woo.

CHE- To place or lay down-

Same as jg Fun, To sweep away.

PE- Same as m Pe.

To fall prostrate ; to fall down dead ; a dead body lying

exposed. To cause to fall down dead, to kill; to slaughter.

Wearied ; disgusted ; bad , vicious. Also read Pt:

5.

An ancient form of Yen.

An ancient form of3* Woo.

Same as
*j$!. King, sec Rad. =f- Show.

Original form of fpl. Ming.

YIH. To draw or brin;* lo, and g'ire ; to preicnt

to, or recommend. Same as ^p Tsib.

TS'HEEN. To ascend higk

An ancient form of iH Tsun.

Same as
ffig Leucn, To put together with the

An ancient form of fi F Leih.
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FIFTY-SIXTH RADICAL.

YIH, An arrow wilh a string attached toil, to

hoot at flying birds with j to take possession of; to seize ter-

ritory ; to shoot at and draw the shot bird to one. A stick

that a bird roosts on. A black colour; the name of a rivers

of a district; and of an ancient state, aid to be 20,000 le dis-

tant from China. A surname.

An ancient form of Yth One.

Same as Jung $, a military weapon.

An ancient form of Urh
,

. Two.

5\ An ancient form of San .r Three,

w

JsH 1x1. A rule or pattern ; a specimen ; to mea-

sure ; to form like ; to imitate ; to use or employ ; to respect ;

across bar in the front of carriages; an euphonic particle at

the beginning of sentences. A surname. Taou shih 71 "^T

form of a knife.

TSANG. A post, or pile driven into the

ground, to which boats are moored.

YIH. A certain bone.

Same as Woo-

Same as Wt Ko, see below.

ILL Sharp; clever. The name of a country.

fK,Pl\ T'HUNG- Large planks on the sides of boati;

that to which a boat hawser is fastened.

Same as *5^ She,, To kill.

SHE. To kill a superior; to assassinate < to

murder. She ke choo
JK^

"M"
~

* murdered his master.

j2tr KO.
PI

Tung ko
JjjP UJ;

that to which a boat is fastened.

>1

Same as ^ Tsang, see rad. jfc She-
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FIFTY-SEVENTH RADICAL.

KUNG. A bow to shoot with, which the cha-

racter is thought to resemble ; cover to a carriage bent like

a bow; a land measure eight cubits long, three hundred make

a S3 Le. Name of a district and of a river.

I 1IN- From a bow and a line. To draw a how j

to draw
j to lead ; to induce ; to seduce ; to ihew the way to;

to introduce, as at court; to quote from a bookj to recom-

mend each other ; to pull ; to expel. A rope with which a

cow or a hearse is pulled along. A measure of an hundred

| LTifT cubits. Yin kung shay che, yih she chungBI 2 fll "jfLiHiU. This charactei is by some thought to be
, .

" " *
'* y^

| -^ ffl drew a how and shot at it, and hit it with one

Jtj Nae, and by others, the same as
F^ Kung.

l^% HAN. The ends of a bow to which the siring

is fastened j the flowers of plants before they are fully open.

HEEN. Exuberance of flowers.

Same as gi Tan, a Bullet.

Seal-character form of fJ Tse'e.

TbliAO U . From a hand grasping bow; be-

cause in ancient times, before coffins were used and the rites

of sepulture instituted, bows were used to shoot the beasts

which attacked the corpse : hence To ask respecting death*

to mourn and weep for the dead ; to wound or be wounded in

the feelings. A species of dragon. Read TeTh, To reach

or extend to; to remove) to take.

PART I. VOL. II. S D

An ancient form of ]% Keth.

An ancient form of
||J]I

Tan-

Same as^ Keuen, see Rad. p Tse'2.

C/ 1^ Same as ij| Yin, To lead.

C\7 Original form of fj$ Shay.

Original form of tfj Teaou-

PUH.

Distorted ; opposed to
;

a negative; not ; a strong negative
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or prohibitive Particle, It should not be; it is not so. To

send away or reject. Fdh king shang Teen ; fBh sze Shang Te

3fc M1

I* 7? 1 jig J-- ife neither reverence Heaven

nor serve God.

HWANG, or Hang.

The twang of a bow ; a curtain or screen drawing up.

Pang hwang SBB jjA
the noise of curtains beinS drawn 8ud*

denly up, or dashed backwards and forwards by the wind.

KEW, Used for^ Keuen, Curved.

Same as^ Shoo, A military weapon.

An ancient form of Jty Nae.

THREE STROKES.

Grl* WOO, and Koo. A drawn bow directed to

an object ; to draw out ; to hold ; to point ; to lead.

HAN. To oppose the progress of; to oppose

the name of a place.with bow and arrow. Han kwan

T HAN

A bow that sends forth a sort of bullet ; an earthen bullet.

Original form of 51 Tan,

J^0^ v

id TE1H.

To shoot a bow ; the object which is shot at.

T'HUY. Tuy me&
j|S

the appearance of

i

being distressed and poor. Humble and submissive.

\

SHE. To let go the string of a bow ; a bow

unbent. Laid aside ; set loose ; unexerted ; spoiled, said

of the strings of a bow, or an instrument.

\

K'HEANG, and Ke. A strong bow-

KIN. The ends of a bow.

Same as ffi Woo, see under 3 strokes.

^3J An ancient form of fib Te.

Same as jf^ Pang, see below-

Same as ^ Hung, see below.

Same as ?ft Te, see under 5 strokes.

/

PA.

The part of a bow which is grasped by the hand.
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KE.UE' That with which a bow string is

stretched ; a kind of ring worn on the thumb.

\

TE, and Te. To bind with leather straps

twining round and rising from the bottom to the top -,
hence

Degrees; successive steps ; an order of succession. A junior

brotherj and to perform the duties of one. Heung te J^ Jj^

an elder and a younger brother; brothers. Tsze te ^- |

sons and younger brothers will become Foo heung^ Jjj^

fathers and elder brothers.

VJfm? SHIN, Or Yin. To laugh without disfigur-

ing the countenance ; a smile. Name of a wood.

Original form of
jjs; He'en.

YU. A bow.

FIVE STROKES.

K'HEUH.

Strong and bold. An ancient form of
B|| Chang,

KOO- A small bow-

Same as & She, see under 3 strokes.

N

T'HAOU. An ornamental covering for a bow.

A bag to contain a certain tort of flag or standard. Lfih Uou

the name of a book.

POO-

5ft
The middle part of a bow grasped by a man'* hand.

An ancient form of 58!j Peth.

1 hi. Name of an ancient bow. A carved bow.

MIN, and Tun- A sort of flag, or colour.

Same as JH Me, see under 14 stroke-.

HEEN. That which controuls a bow: the

siring of a bow; the appearance of the moon in her quarters

when she has the form of a bow. The name of a country ; a

surname ; the names of several places. Used for the siring* ot

a musical instrument j a quick vibrating pulse.

CHIN, A strong bow.

that *** wnicn a bow stretched.?

HOO. A wooden- bowj a piece of bamboo for

stretching out a banner in the form of a bow. The name of a

star. Twan hoo^O iM the name of an inject. Moo-hoc

^jk
1 a certain banner or standard..
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CH'HAOU. A certam kind of bow. The

elastic flying
hack of a bow after the arrow shoots from it

Ta chaou a large bow.

Same as $ Kew, see below.

NOO. A cross-bow ; it propels several arrows

in succession ; they are sometimes placed as traps to shoot

.ininials, in which case it is necessary to suspend a board giv-

ins; warning to passengers.

SIX STROKES.

CHIN. A strong bow.

E. Name of a bow.

Same as ^ Keen, see Rad. ^- Tsze.

ME. A bow with .-ertain ivory ornaments, and

wrapping at each end, is called Fj Rung, without those orna-

nu-nts it is called Me. A bow unstrung with the two ends

, mied back. To desist; to stop; to set at rest ( to repress)

to keep down; to destroy; to pass to oblivion. Name of

a place.

K'HEUEN, or K'heuen. several bows

connected together; a strong bow. Name of a district.

P| T'HUNG. Ornaments for a bow.

Same as ^ E, see Radical
jr\- Kung.

Same as the preceding.

""iTI Same as the two preceding.

Same as if Sun, see Rad. F^ Ke.

Same as jfc Loo, see Rad. ^ Heuen.

An ancient form of J3 Se.

.

^^- KEE. A strong bow. Read He, A ring worn

on the thumb to shoot with.

YANG. The bend of a bow

CHOW. A cultivated field.

SEUN. The ornaments at the ends of a bow.

An ancient form of 5$
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SEVEN STROKES.

SHAOU.

A bow shouting forth an arrow ; the ends of a bow.

Same as CT" Han. To oppose with a bow and

arrow. Tbe name of a district.

u

JO, Weak; delicate ; soft; pliable ; slender, ap-

plied either to the mind or body, or to inanimate objects j

fragile; fading; ruined; dead or lost.

A particular kind of bow. Head

Yuen, The strength of a bow. Read Heuen, Peih heuen

SS the string of a bow.

SHIN. Long.

HEUEN. The crooked appearance of a bow.

The same as M Peg, see below-

An ancient form of J\J Nae.

PAN, or Pin.

Fan fan TJ ^jje floating on the surface.

FART I. VOL. II. 2 E

EIGHT STROKES.

\ ~\YUEN.

The curve- of a bow between the middle and end..

HEUEN. A bow A

HOO. A bow.

TSANG A drawn bow.

An ancient form of 5 Me.

surname.

Same as Hee", see under 9 strokes.

JUY, Or Wei. Juy pe jjj| tjjfc
the ap-

pearance of a bow j the bend of a bow ; a drawn bow.

u

PANG. To draw a bow> to stretch and let go.

TUN, or Teaou. A painted or carved bow.

Same as %J Juy, see above.

Same as Tsan, see below.
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Same as Haou, see below.

CHANG.

From <o ejrfend and a bate. To draw the string of a bow,

or an instrument -,
to stretch out; to hang up and spread out ;

to lay out. To boast ; to place ; to state, or draw out an ac-

count or list of things; a numeral of tables, beds, and such

things as imply the idea of spreading out. The name of an

animal, and of a star. A surname. In composition it some-

times means, The mind stretched out, or distracted.

Chang-hang EJE
||jf

a mathematician in the time of the

Han dynasty. Chang-wan-ching 1
~^T f& an eminent per-

son who assisted the Han dynasty in overthrowing Tsin.

Chanj-wa'n.ching avoided food under the idea of attaining

a super-human nature ; but was forced by the queen to eat,

which caused his dealh. Chang-hung-keu
'

/jjj| 5J||
an

eminent and rigid moral philosopher of the Sung dynasty.

Chang-wan-heen sji iS-Jr
an eminent statesman of the

Tang dynasty ; otherwise called -^ \jjfc
Keu-ling. Chang-

chun--ching 1 tfa ^ a famous general of the Tang dynasty,

seven cubits high, and remarkable for his tenacious memory

and his courage. When be took his statiou in battle be used

to say to the officers, "I'll not leave this spot, you must fight

till you die or conquer.
" He fought several hundred battles;

decapitated three hundred generals; and killed five hundred

thousand men. Chang-hung-hung
'

% ^ a famous

courtezan of the Tang dynasty; she was at first a singing girl

begging in the streets ; from excelling in which she was taken

to be ^fj? Tsing's concubine. Tsing got her to listen behind

a screen to a new piece of music, the notes of which she

recollected by sorting peas on the table and immediately after

sung it correctly. This was told to the emperor who took

her to his harem, where she died of grief for the death of Tsing.

Chang-seuen-kung ||? /fe
an eminent moralist of the

Sung dynasty. Chang-tih
'j ^ a general who assisted in

establishing the Ming dynasty; he was killed in battle at the

age of thirty -two. Chang-chung ] FJJ
or Tee kwan taou jin

'

j|J y^ the iron capped Taou-sze, oftheMing dynasty.

Chang-tsze 1 ^5- a disciple of Confucius. Chang-le-pin

ft3 -I/ft an eminent beauty in the harem of the last emperor

of the Yuen dynasty: she is famed for elegant embroidery.

Chang-le-hwa 1
FV|i

i& or Chang-kwei-fei
'

J^^ an

ancient beauty (A. D. 580.) famous for her long and glossy hair.

,

KEANG. To spread a net in the way for the

purpose of snaring beasts or birds.

KEUH. A bold, valorous appearance.

K'HEANG. A small black destructive insect

found in rire. Strong ; \iolent ; powerful ; firm; obstinate-,

overbearing; to strengthen. Amongst Mathematicians, Keang

denotes An overplus or excess. A designation of the year

under certain circumstances. A surname. Me'en keang

iWf ij^an
unnatural force or constraint put upon one's self

or others.

Keang jin che
ij|} ^^ ^rce one's self to 1>cur it.

Keang y'm |5^j
to stren^th;n the sexual powtr in the

female. Keang che tsing yuh ^ ^ '[^^ repress by vio-

lence venereal desires.

Same asH Pee, see xinder T2 strokes.

PING, 01 Pang.

The appearance of a strong bow. Full ; spread or stretched out.

Same as
'] Heen, see above.
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NINE STROKES.

Same as ^ Keang, see above.

Sameas5fi5 Peih, see below.

Same as
jj$j Peih, see below,

Same as ^ Keen, see above.

LllI, and 1 C. A certain supple splice at-

tached to a bow ; that with which a bow is supported and

adjusted ; to assist ; to add to or double ; distorted j perverse.

Foo net h m\ iifiij assistants to the Emperor ; ministers of state.
lW "J

CHE. A bow that shoots pellets.

Same as f^ Urh, or Ne, A bait.

PEEN.

A bow bent backwards on the string being reraoTed.

KEUEN^Chen, or Been.

Certain ornamental parts of a bow.

I

YULN. The external layers of a Chinese bow.

SHE, He'S, and Sei5. A ring worn by ar.

on the thumb of the right hand to aniit in drawing the

string of a bow. Worn at the sash of children.

Original form of
gjj) JS, Weak.

K bEN. To spread a net to take animal*.

PANG. A tight string of a bow

KJEEN- A strong bow.

Same as ^fe She, see above.

CHIN. To stretch, a the trmj of abow
;

to strike, as the string of an instrument.

PE. To apply the VnwJWMit i !tt ;

to ornament a bow with silk,

GIH, Neth, 01- HTh.

To bind a bow ; a cover for a 1>* .

3n> KOW. To stretch aliow Ui t|>n{>

PEIH.

To shoot with a bow. One says, The siring of a bow.
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Same as ^* Siih.

PANG. A bow.

An ancient form of Tsan.

TSUNG. The name of a lake.

Same as Iff Yuh.

LM-. K'HOW- The niche at the ends of a bow to

which the string is fastened. A sort of ring. A surname-

?Z0S
V** Same as

fj{j Chaou, see above

Same as 5jf Pe, see under 10 strokes.

PEE, or Pe.

A certain piece of elephant's bone, let in to the end of a bow.

K'HEU. The ends of a bow.

31

5

SEAOU.

The tapering part of the end of a bow.

W TSANG. The sound ofa bow string.

1 SAN. A strong bow< a how stretched.

K'HEAOU. To draw; to pull a bow.

i

T'HAN. AQ ancient bow which threw a sort

of bullet. A bullet ; a ball; any thing small; a small city; to

draw the string of a bow ; lo play on a stringed instrument

with the fingers. Kwei tan fa
^?B

certain meteorological

phenomena, in which persons are injured ; a sound heard but

nothing seen. Tsow tan ^ 1 to accuse to the Emperor.

Tan die I i to snap, or crack the fingers.

TWELVE STROKES.

Same as ^ Fan > see below.

HO, and K'hO. A bow at full stretch.

Same as 50 Peih, see below.

Same as^ Yaou, see below.

PE, To spread a net for beasts.

?i
K'HEANG, K'heang, and K'heang.B

A strong bow ; strong ; firm , physically or morally ; robust;

intrepid ; powerful; affluent
-,
violent ; boisterous. To compel ;
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to force together. Form* part of proper namci. Ued much

in the tame lenie as
Hjjj Kcang.

KING. To correct & bow, or make all the

curTes corresponding to each ether.

HUN G- Ping hung al ig the appearance o

i curt iin drawn, tlir sound made by the wind blowing a curtain

the sound of a bow.

?
l f

anc 'ent f rra f Chaou.

K'HE ANG. The ends of sinews.

FOURTEEN STROKES.

ME. To let go the string of a bow ; to shoot

the arrow. To reach or extend every where
-,
the close of the

end of the first moon after lying in. To extend remotely s to

spread to heaven noxious influence. A surname. Ta-me i"T

f|J|
the name of a state.

n^ET Same as f&S Yaou.

-* -w An ancient form ofW He-

FAN, Yuh, and Chuh- To nourish Iife .

Same a, i^ Hung. AI,o Swift, feet. HuDg k

a certain nightly guard of loldien in the lime of
Taoj.

**

PEE. Some
property ofa horse's tail

A vulgar form of *j? Loo.

\

Same as
|g Cher>, Thick rice water ; eong.

Same as^ Choo, To boil

JANG- A bent bow-

An ancientf rm

I

Read Chuh, and reiterated ChBh chub

appearance.

PART i. voi. ii. 2

a lowly humble

fci

Same as j^ Seaou, see above.

K'HEUEN. A curved or bent bow-

Same as^ Me, see under 14 strokes.

K'HEVV. A strong bovr.

f&fS"^r

=~X YAOU. A convenient easy bow
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Same as Va Tsan, see above.

From words, $ilh, and /rfcoto. To draw

a bow and shoot forth an arrow. Curved ; bending; winding ;

to bend ; to draw. Wan cliu yaou she wan peen tsze $s?f ^j?

fp i'V /I "J* 'looped down and took up the broke*

hits of the cup.

HWO, orKwS.

A bow
string drawn with precipitancy.

31
Same as pi Kang, A spoon.

FIFTY-EIGHTH RADICAL.

KE,

The head of a swine ; thought to resemble its inout.

^ Original form of the preceding.

V

YIH. To put down ; to repress-

HEA. AwineoT hog; the lower part of the

character is intended to resemble iti feet.

E, or Te. A pig; some say A fox.

An ancient form of ffi| Chow.

Same as
fjjj Luh, see rad. ~fj Leih.

SIX STROKES.

1WAN. A pig; a porcupine. A hog m

motion; a pig walking; certain symbols employed in divination,

called Kwa. To be distinguished from the following.

To cut or engrave wood. The origin, or original material.

An ancient form of
{frf? Mei.

Same as the
preceding.

bU I. From a hand grasping two tamtoti,

hence A broom or besom, and a broom tailed tlar. A comet.

The name of a plant.

HWUH- A species of hog or pig.
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CHE. Swine ; pigi; a ow. Name of plant,

and of a place. A surname.

Same as the preceding.

SHAOU. To strike.

WEI, or Hwuy.

Name of a replile, laid to resemble a pig, its bristles are

like needles; probably a hedge hog; which is commonly called

Tse'en choo 4& } the arrowed pig. Many of the same

4
kind i a class or series ; to class. Wei maou tsze

|

a tort of porcupine.

An ancient form of* Sze.

SZE.

A specien of pig; the noiie made by a pig. A >ort of rat.

Same as
Jjft Hwuy, or Wei-

E. <

A kind of TBJC or tripod for containing wine used in

temples at great sacrifices. Conitant; invariable rule; law of

principle. A rule; a law; to be honored or obejed.

Same as
iff? Wei, see above.

Same as ^ Huou, see Rad. ^ She.

HO. A sort of long spear ; or wooden weapon.

HVVO. To measure.

An ancient form of
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FIFTY-NINTH RADICAL.

* SAN, and Seen. Long feathers j ornaments

consisting of feathers or of coloured hair. A surname. The

name of a fish.

CH 1 N. Having first acquired feathers and be-

ginning to fly ; new fledged.

An ancient form of JL Kung.

An ancient form of M She,

rilJNICj- Form; figure; shape; body ; that which

is visible. Yew hing TM ^j-^ baling ^mg- or form, expresses

vbat is material : Woo hing ^f 1 being without king; i. e.

immaterial ; invisible ; spiritual. To give shape or figure to; to

manifest or exhibit , to exhibit the bones ; landscape ; a certain

Tesscl. Hing yung meaou 1 fa. -mf admirably represented

or described^

WAN. A rcirlure of sky blue or green and red

colours. An elegant style.

# T'HUNG. H~ m

From red and hairs or slreaki. Red ; a red pencil. A

surname.

An ancient form of ft Tan.

Same as J| Shen, see Rad. J| Pei

SAN, or Shan.

A mutual reception of thing! ; covcnient; expedient

TAE. The name of a star.

YEN, and Yen. An epilhet of eminent me

aud scholarly one who is much extolled by literary men.

SEVEN STROKES.

YLH. Elegant, adorned with various colour*.

Luxuriant and flowery. Read YTh, in the same sense.

An ancient form of Poo.

TS'HO.

To cut down grass. One says, To punish.
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YANG. Elegant and excellent.

V

CH'HUH. The appearance of a pig walking ;

a pig walking with its feet tied.

u

MUH, or MeW- Small veins or streaks.

LAN.

Lin.

An ancient form of

An ancient form of
jifj

Choo-

TS'HAE. From variegated and feathers Bril-

liantly r.dorued with a variety of colours. Woo tsac J]

the five colinirs spoken of by the Chinese. Win tsae ^
elegaut applied to style or to thing*.

PEW. The streaks or spots of a tigen a small

tiger j any streaks or veins. A surname. Pew ping fi

elegant and perspicuous style.

TEAOU.

To carve j to embelish by cutting or curving ; to be cut or

fall to pieces. Occurs in the names of different plants.

PIN.

A due mizturr of plainness and ornament. Read Pan,

Brijht colours.

Same as Yiih, see above-

An ancient form of M Ma, A horse

P'HANG. The sound of a drum; certain.

aiipendnges to military chariots ; the name of a river \ and of

a district. Name of an ancient stale situnlcd in the modem

Province of Chih-le. To rhyme, read Pang.

An ancient form of
*j$ Ma.

An ancient form of^ Tselh.

An ancient form of ffi Tsing.

TEN STROKES.

Same as^ Hwan, Muddy water.

YUNG.

The appearance of a pendant ornament from a girdle.

Same as ^ Kew, see Rad. | Kw&n-

An ancient form of !H Peen.

TART I. TOL. II. 9 6
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An ancient form of^ Ma, A horse.

^-^ PH'EAOU. Paint or flowery ornaments.

TS'HANG.orTs'hing.

The hair of an animal slamlinj on end.

Peaou pencil 8? ?y lne appearance of long silken ornaments.

^feA
gj\/l CHANG. From Chang, Variegated ; and San,

Hair orfeathers; b; cause Ihe colour and beauty of quadrupeds

and birds consist in their hair and feathers Elegant composi-

tion. Luminously exhibited. To manifest; to exhibit.

YUNG. A double shadow; the figure or

appearance of. The same at
jg* Yung.

^^rilj S E- The appearance of hair hanging pendant down.

An ancient form ofM Peen.

TWELVE STROKES.

. From light znAftathert. The shadow

of. Occur* in seteral proper names. Low ying
|j|| ^ the

name of a word. Tsih )ing^ |
the name of a fan.

Hwa ying tow chwang sha^ ^^ i the shadow

of the flowers pass through the window-gauze.

Same as H& Sin, see Rad. Tf Tsun.

Same as^ Ying, see above.

Same as j& Peen, see under 9 str.

TSAN.

The appearance of an exuberance of variegated colour*.

Same as^ Yiih, see above.

S* An ancient form of |lj Me.

Original form ofS Peaou, tee under II tlrokc*.

1^ CI LE. The name of an animal resembling

a dragon of a yellow colour. Same as
JPSJ

Che.

An ancient form of f Slh.

The appearance ofan exuberance ofelegance and ornament.
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SIXTIETH RADICAL.

CH'H 1H. A mall ilep or pace ; a step made

with the left foot. Joined wilh
^J*

Cho ' A 8teP wilh tlie

right foot ; united thej make 'f\ Hing, To walk.

ft
K'HEAOU.

The appearance of walking or progressing.

VT* TING.

Ling ting^^ alone ( walking or being alono.

yt
IV An ancient fqrm of^ Fan.

Y1H. To walk; to go.

-. CH D. A plank ; a plank for crossing a rtream.

Ch8-)8 ^ |j shooting itar.

^/Mt T'lIO. Tranquil walking,

FOUR STROKES.

KE1H.

To walk or go with haste ; fleet; rapid motion.

. To walk; to go.

Same as $ Tsung, see under 8 sir.

WAN- Ttwan wan
|j|^ to luto the roa4.

An ancient form of jjl Tuy.

PANG, and Fang.

certain insects; an agit ited stale. F.ing yang 1
^' goinj

about, or roving in a state of incertitude. Pan- fa h
]
%&

somewhat resembling ; seen indistinctly; uncertain , dunbtlul,

jet probable ,- like, applied to appearance aud also to the mind.

^Zf sELJJNl. To promulge an official order.

/f|jM

CHUNG. Chin? cbupg ^ ^ walking I

under the impulse of fear ,
a hurried pace a. if afraid.

A

Same as iR Fan, see Ra& %. ChC.

Same as Se, see below.
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\s

Y1H, or YQll. From aman or to go with a

weapon , those persons sent in ancient times to defend the fron.

tier. To be sei.t on government service j toserve. Arranged

in order , to supplicate.

WANG.

From to go and king. To walk with great speed.

YANG.

To walk in a distorted, or lounging crooked manner.

JEN. To walk slowly.

An ancient form of fa Ts8.

j[ ^>

^Z^" LING. A path after rain. Same as J& ling.

Ling ping 4&- Mrl the appearance of walking.

PE, or Pei. That person, place or thing ; a

term denoting To put away or exclude. Pe tsze
^|^ jj

that

and this; you and mej he and him; both.

Same as TP Yin. Walking j appearance of walk-

ing. Read Yew, Doubtful; hesitating.

CHE> Te, and Tuy. che hwu,

going backwards and forwards ; irresolute ; undetermined.

SO. The appearance of walking.

Same as ^ Keu, see Rad. Tsuh.

PUH.

Fang fah $j ^j appearing as if; resembling.

TEIH, or Tub. Teth
teThj)

ticular mode of walking ; to travel in the path.

(Mtf

a par-

WANG.

From a tlep and a matter, vulgarly from to grow. To go i

what is past and-gone ; to walk away; to send a present to.

'fT
A/\*^ ' r

"
ei The appearance of walking or

going at a particular pace ; walking swiftly ; running.

TSZE. The appearance of walking.

CH1NG-

To walk i to go ; to mark ; to make ; to py^ to subjugate ;

to conquer or reduce to subjection, as pin.is!nnent.
A surname.

Tung ching Kaou-le
jfe[ |i J|j ^ ou the east attacked, ia

order to subjugate, Coroa.

TSOO. From (0 valk and to advance a itep.

To go ; to preserve ; to perseterc. Name of a nation. To

lae fH ^ the name of a hill.
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SIX STROKES.

T'HUNG-

Lung lung walking straight forwards.

y^^Jfcfc

yMfv

''

KIH, To come; to approach to ; to ascend.

Same as $[ Teaou, see Bad

An ancient form of^ Hwuy.

TAE, Tae, and Tae. TO stand till tha

proper season arrives; to wait till ; to wait for; to be provided

against. To behave to; to treat well or ill. Tang choo tae

Pel tsefh t!h how
J^f^ fjjp ^ >T^^ /? the soverc'S"

of Tang treated Pei-tseTh with special kindness. Tso urli

tae
pe^j6 ffit "^ sit and wait for death.

HANG. The appearance of walking.

Walking in an affected improper manner.

SUNG- A surname-

CHOW. To walk; to go.

SE. To walk; to go.

.PART i. VOL. n, 2

SUN, and Scun. To extend to-every parti

to arrange or plan, to send or came; iwiftly; to bout.

Se.m e chesze ^ ||
-. a mm who follow, right

conduct and principle : it was applied by the founder of the

Tang d) nasty to a general who professed entire di,rcn'ird of hit

two children, that he might go and crve hii prince in the field.

SIN.

The appearance of going and coming. Same as
Vjf-

Sin

m HAN/ Unwilling to listen to what ii said } dis-

obedient to commands ; refining to proceed; quarrelsome;

fond of fighting,- form* the Superlative degree, in which

ense it is commonly written ffi iian.

YANG. From thetp and totsaik. To stray,

tosiunter. Fang yang tfj ^ roving about in a sl.ite of

incertitude. Chang j-iing
-|rfj |

lo saunter about. Scvngjang

j'iJK
i fur amusement lo rove; to wauder.

^1^1 HWUY. From lo turn round and to fata.

Pacing b.ickwards and forwards in ;> state of hesitancy.

EJ- Walking or going on a level place, and in an

easy manner; a large level road.

LEUH.
7*

Leilh kwei |z Igr
a lar^e appearance. Teen Ie8h fim

haou ph nhun ?e Isin?^^ /ft 3j|^ (J^^ ^
heaven's law does not in the least degree -comply with partial

feeling.
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HOW, and How-

Jfter in time, behind in place ;
he who comes late must

take the back place ; that which comes after, potleriiy. A

ttirname. How ling Vk PS ' the buck pavilion,' is sometimes

used in an indecent sense, rcterrinj; lo the crime of Sodom.

How jiu & Ire the anus and parts adjacent.t*^ I *^

\VA. To walk leaning on one side.

KWA. To walk or go.

To - To walk; to go.

HE. To walk ; to go.

SUNG. A surname.

SEVEN STROKES.

CH'BING.

To walk on a bye path ;
foot path to walk on after rain.

A Same as jt Sze, see Rad. i Leih.

S* Sai e as Sin, see Rad. A Jin.

HEAE. To litigate.

Same as Chih.

SEU.

A compiled dignifed walk ; easy motion ; leisurely , steady,

tranquil, stdate appearance, formal , grave; commanding; ma-

jestic. Tardy; slow. Name of a disiricl, of an ancient state,

and of the year under certain circumstances. A surname.

a"^
i/fc 7u ^pF

minister of state at the close
of the Ming dynasty, and the great favorer of the Mis-

iooarie, call,d by them a convert. He is said to have
translated several of their Astronomical books f,,r them. (Sec

^ A. W 8 v "'- 2 page.) Seu-hwuy
] jg a concubine

of the .,,! emperor of the Tan* dynast,, (A. D 650).
She was a remarkabe instance of

prccosi.y, being able to speak
when five month, old; and at four years of age, had
an extensive *nov,ledf;e of

poetry. Seu-yue jing 1 Hit
^ - */A- >f^ Jj * * ' ^^^+

a %

/l. T^E ^ jfc
famous courtezan known

formerly in the

neighbourhood ofKeangand Hwae rivers.

^* Same as j^ Tseun, see Rad. ^ Ch5.

SEAOU.

To walk; logo; the appearance of walking.

TE. Se te^ f$ to desist ; to stop.

KWANG. A fan going fast.
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1 O. The appearance of walking or going.

*

SHEN.

Yin fhen to walk in a ilately manner.

FUNG. To send ; to cause.

KING, and King. A narrow track for the

foot ; a foot path ; a path which will admit of mr-n and cattle

travelling on it, hut not carts or carriages; a narrow path

amongst hills ; a short cut ; a bye path , straight forward ; the

diameter; a stream running in a straight direction. Hatty;

precipitate; to walk or go ; to pans by. Shan king ^j ^
a mountain path. Rang pfih yrw Tiing JSfc X^ p^
a funeral must not go by a bye path. Wei san chlh king

yih chih
F|j ^ JF^

1 - F? when the circumference is

three cubits, the diameter is one. Kinglsing
j <Mj-

a straight

forward disposition. Ke king /f3i a very narrow path.

Same as ^ Woo, see Rad. P Kow.

Same as ^ Ping, see below.

An ancient form of jH Tuy.

From man and to walk. To walk on foot ; a foot soldier ;

a multitude i
a crowd. Vain ; futile ; empty; to no purpose;

qare; only. PupiU; scholars; disciples; banditti; persons

addicted to vice; officers in waitiug. To banish to a distant

part of the empire and doom to slavery. Too laou kung kwo

yTh ling ffi ^ #?
]S| ^ to labour in vain, and

spend a life to no purpose. Too tze woo jlh Ufh

JIIP.^ jT, to die in vain is doing no good .

SEW.

Sew lew ^KJ '$}} to travel in accommodation to each other.

An ancient form of J2j Tung.

An ancient form of -ffifl Ya.

EIGHT STROKES.

LING. A surname.

YEN- To conceal.

fcF*
TSUNG> Tranqu 'l; repose.

TiH

From in go and le stop, hiving found what one wanted.

To be successful in doing something ; to obtain what one want-

ed, to attain the end proposed. Following other Verbs, often

denotes the practicability of their import, and answers to Can.

Tih boo teen H& -p- ^ to obtain from heaven. Kew

so ying tth M. pfr TffjEi
ffi: what the offence properly deserves.

Same as^ Le, see Rad. f* She.
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1 Sli,ij IN. A footstep; a trace or mark. Chang

<*^
rsc'cn -'{ the name of a place.

Same as iffi Cho".

Same as Pae, see Rad. Jin.

SE,andSe. ^ j^ f^
To remove one's self, or other things; to be removed or

be transported to another part of the empire by order of the

sovereign.

the appearance of

TUNG.

Tung jen
^jj|

$& the appearance of walking.

u

KEIH- Relh tselh
jjj

a multitude collected together.

T'HAOU-

Saou taou
(jf|7

f5l the appearance of walking.

^yf|V|
HAN. Water entering into a boat or other vessel.

The original form of ^M King.

I K'l 1 fii. To raise the foot in order to step over ;

' J
to stand erect; stones placed in the water to enable a person

to ford a brook i slippery stones, or to step over the (tones.

ffi
CHANG, or Shang.

Chang-yang
^[jjj ^p disconcerted, disappointed; irresolute;

affecting a kind of extravagance, and desperation.

CHE- To walk ; to go or come-

CHE.

To give effect to ; to cause to operate. Same as R?fr Clrih.

From two men listening to each other; two men placed

side by side. To listen to each other. To accord with ; to

yield or comply; to follow after; the point or place from

which an act commences, or the way by which any thin"

entern. Answers to By; from; through ; ,it; with. To be

attached to as a second of a given rank, but holding a second.

place. Occurs denoting Excessively high. Read Seang,

Eminent. Tsung show chung 13 leaou keu
^jfiu

-3:. \ij ^jj^
"

plucked it out of his hand. Tsung chin oo lae

H thetruth> T*UDS PanS kow ma
1 ^ fjjjj

stood by railing.

>ffl CHOW. Chow chanj^ ff| appearance of

walking; hurried rtep; irregular pace>

^nK/^ SUNG. To walk with a small pace, as if afraid.

VXR AD ancient form of^ tae> Tso lac

name of a hiil.
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game an ffi Pe, see Rail ^ Jin.

. and Yu.

From a knot, noon, to Hop, and to valk. A charioteer

unloosing his horses from the oirria^e. To extend to and

fill every plnce; wherever the Emperor slops it expressed by

Yu. To de cend to a pi ice ; an appellation <if whatever

pertains to, or whatever is done bj, the Emperor. To advance

to i to wait upon ; lo rule.

Yu-kow keanu kwnn hSy wei Rwansr-how che fun yin

f1

ffl ft II ffc & fc flg ft & " *"

taken at the p.-s on Yii-kow I'rid.i-, are for the Emprcs>'

ronu- money. Yu neu
|j91 jfc

to hive sexual intercourse

with a woman.

CUE. To wait upon, or wait for; a stone;

things prepared, having something to ho;:e.

Same as Iff Wei, see Kad, j$_ Ch'ho.

^ An ancient form of ^ Yih.

SLE- To walk with celerity.

An ancient form of ft Wang.

A&F An ancient form of
.
How

Same as Seun, see above.

J"ART I. VOL, II.

to

K'HEUEN. To walk leisurely.

SHE, Che, or T'hae. Shc ,hc |

the
| pearancc of walking 5 a Corean expression. To walk in

a regular manner.

d̂p* HWAN. From to walk and ilow. Kwan

, ,r
hw.in JrK- { a slow stately gait.

>*-4^
CHUlNG- To walk in the same footstepi;

I-*,

tread in a path which has been before trodden.

\

KEA. To reach or extend to; to arrive t

^N. To-mike* circular tnurj to extend,

rc.icl-, or go to every par! ; to pervade every place. PeVn

knuu clioo-how Hj -^ =^j jfe
informed, or announced

the aff ir to all the noble*.

x

JOW, and New. To turn again; reiterated;

again and ag..i:i;
accustomed.

>>a
T'SHIH.

The appearance
of a small pace in walking.

HWANG, Fang hwang ftj1& Hwuy

hwang /jig] ^0 appearance of hesitation and uncertainty;

going backwards and forwards, in doubt how to proceed or act
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L*HEAE. pae-keac Qfc/Wr bad ;;ait in walking.

. The appearance of walking-

SHA. The appearance of walking.

CHANG, Tsang, or Ching. Chingching

walking fast or running.

T'HEIH. The appearance of walking.

To go and come; to return. Again ; reiterated ; to send

back or give a reply ; to expldin ; to announce the perform-

ance of any order. To call back the spirit of the departed

relation who died from home : they mention the name of the

person, and call upon his soul to return. A surname. The

name of a
district, and of certain garments. Occurs denoting

To exclude. Also read Foo and Fow.

TSUNG. To walk ; to go ; to teach.

WUH, orYiih. TO walk, tog0i ging fllst .

SEUN. From to walk and a thield. To go

as one is led; to comply or accord with; to act agree-

z.b'y toj to go round with; to revolve; to shoot; to go

l; to examine.

Same as
ftp. Te, see under 12 strokes.

PING. By the side; lateral.

An ancient form of f?f Tlh.

yjjnL
T'SHUNG. A leisure pace ;lowjlep. Tsung

tsung itf ^ a quick pace.

* "~
CHOO. The motion of the moon.

mJ_ \

k:tt* WEI. The appearance of walking.

TEN STROKES.

/

LEW.

Lew lew^ 4| walking and waiting for each other.

SAl)U. Saou laou|^ /fJ walking leisurely

. Garments waving about

To run by the side of, at the drirer

of oxen in a cart. Pang hwang^ g perturbed , agiU-
tated state, commonly through fear.

Name of a
village or country place.
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YAOU. To icrre ; to perform certain fam-

lage or labour for the government.

Obscure; hidden ; abstruse; minute; small; delicate; to

fade or decay; inferior condition; to abscond; covered ; to

put away entirely ; a certain ulcer. In a slight degree; rather ;

a negative; not at all. Name of a nation. A kind of greenitli

colour. Name of a star. A surname. The three We refer to

the incipient production of things in nature. Leu sze die wei

ife
Tjj;^ to be coocerned or take care of the minute

parts of an aflair.

>v2a HE. To wait; to top or remain with expecta-

tion. Name of a bird. Used to denote a narrow foot path.

Same as if* Kow, see Rad.

An ancient form of [^ Tih.

yJ Same as ft! Kwang, see Rad. A *

4m Same as fe Lefh, see Rad- Too.

KEAOU. The appearance of hoping or exciting.

An ancient form of fiE Ching-

m

n
Same as^ Pdh, see Radical ^, Tsuh.

Same as SjE Seuen, or Swan.

SUH. The appearance of walking.

Original form of $[ Fuh.

=1, Same as JH Peaou, Light, fleet.

it? TE, and Che.

A long time. Te te .fl* ^. going and coming.

. To go and come.

CHANG. Clung hwang^^ hurrj and.

pcrlurbatiuD in walking; an irregular hurried step.

-

SE1H. Seth se %k ffi
to shake; to agitato.A7$

SAN, Or Tsan. Uan san ffi t to move ;

to excite. Tsan Uan
^5^ /^ the appearance of walking.

>M
rtV* Same as. %j% We, see above.

Wei yuen
|jjjjf ^ a petty officer.
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ft

SEEN- The appearance of walking.

TS1H- An ordinary looking man.

Same as Ke. See above.

The appearance of going at a iwifl pace. "Walking in haste.

nian
'

s naTne '

rfh
telhfjS: |ffe

asmallquanlityofwater.

V
jel-J

An ancient form of
fj| Fuh.

yrtM An ancient form of $|J Yu.
'Vnr.

A
Same as $. Fung, see above.

CHE. To confer; to spread abroad.

TWELVE STROKES.

=A* CH'HING, Ching, and Ching.

l^V.
To induce incipient action ; to set in motion the hidden

spring of action. To act; to do; to inflict; to witness; to

make manifest what internally exisU; to prove the truth of

soniclliing preceding by the fulfilment of what was expected j

:is (rf hcipcs founded on prayer to the gods; the fulfilment

of a prediction. Evidence; to enquire lifter, or call fofjto

g-ilh r together ; aim at or seek some end. A surname.

K'H EAOU. The appearance of walking.

* K-IIWAN.

Kwiin hwan
/tjjr t'jjj-

to walk leisurely.(K

^. Peg si-J i the appearance of

il

ls or rohes flowing elegnntly.

T1H.

Vii-lu , OOM moiilj in a good sense. Power; force; abun-

d.nice. Beiu'volence i
f ivor ; kindness. Virtuous instructions;

ti> be jrnil. fnl to. Name of a star, and of a place. Gin lib

Bl iiS
benignity ; beni ficonco. Sze yu? sliih woo jih neea

t\^ Ijii.*

chin yen jih ku, pe chaiijr jih yew sliih Neen wan kung tih

m ft -h i & a t --*) & % g fl-

-J-*
-^F-

"f^T ijj j'4?
on the 15 h day of the 4lh moon, to

ri'cite 01 e c.-ntcnce of llie true sayings (of Budh) is a huiulretl

millions of limes more n\rri(<>ri< u than on ordinary dajs.

Tih sSng ju pe tuy | /^ ^ J^L j^ virtue sprin-i fnm

a lowly and r<'tiringdiposilioii. Till fei Yaon Shun
j jflj^

3& ^virtue equal lo (.Iheaiicicnl toveieigns) YaouaudShua.

CH'HUNG.

The appearance of walking or going.

HAN. Dangerous-
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CH H ti. Pervioin j penetrable ; to penetrate ;

penetration; perspicacious; intelligent , discerning; that may

be passed through ; passable ; a road. To skin j to peel off the

kin. To cultivate land ; to throw in ruins
j
to pull to pieces;

to remove or take away food whilst the music plays. Fung

ho chS teen *sj 'ft $jfa ~^r
the signal fires rose lo heaven.

/(V SA, SB, C ha, Of ?eltl. The appearance of

walking. Sa la /? 4S. a precipitate hurried appearance.

CHAE, or Cha.

A measured slow pace. To walk and stop by turns.

/

TEEN.

Tse'en teen
^rrt!

ffa the appearance of walking.

ip An ancient form of j^ Tsun.

An ancient form of }%. Yuen,

Sound sot known. Some property of au animal's tail.

. Wae wae /{W ^^ a high showy house.

>3t T'HA.

To run away ;
to walk without meeting with any one.

An ancient form of^ Che*.

TART I. VOI.. II. S

HWAE.

Hwae hwae ^cfe ||
a large howr mansion.

CHAN. To walk
;
lo hide. The same as 3f Chen

J^> SHEN, Or Chen. The appearance of going fait

Same as iH Hwan.

KEAOU, and Keaou.

To go round, either (o ward off, or to circnmvent; or to

seek to obtain ; to n-sume
;
a kind offence, consisting of p<ike

in the water to keep off barbarians. A small road. Read

Ydou, To screen or ward off.

A character found on an ancient tone, neither the

sound nor meaning of which is known.

An ancient form of ~M Pe, see Rad. %_ CL'hJ.
' ^"

FOURTEEN STROKES-

\

Ninguing the appearance of walking.

HWUY. Ancient queen's garments embroi-

dered with transverse pheasant-like coloun. A certain snih

which bangi transversely ; au apron. Good; excellent of
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iN kind ; a certain musical instrument A threefold cord.

Urgent, impetuoui effort.

I* T'HEAOU. The appearance of walk ing.

A

An ancient form of ft$ Che

P'HING- To send ; to cause.

SUH.

To progress or go forwards without stopping.

Same as <ffi Peaou, see Rad, A Jin -

^ TSAN.

,
Tsau wan $jr TT the appearance of losing the road,

f" Same as fH Yew, see Rad. A Jin.

/fjfff
LUNG, and Lung-.

To walk in a distorted manner; to be embarrassed.

ameasjHeen, see Rad. Tsow

Same as
)[ Leih, see Rad. Tsow.

PAOU.

Persons who accompanied a new officer to hit situation.

. /

Teen seen
V\|? fljV

the appearance of walking.

//j||
TSAN. Uneven; irregular.

YEW. A particular mode of walking.

SEANG Seang yang |
$L the appearance

of walking ; moving from side to side ; a swaggering gait.

['11EU. The appearance of walking.

Vl Original form of ffi Peaou, see above.

TAE. The appearance of the head lunging down.

fie Same as $ Me, see Rad. J^Tsuh.

KEO. The appearance of walking-

NANG- The appearance of walking.
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V

SIXTY-FIRST RADICAL.

SIN.

Intended to repretenl the human heart. The heart ; Ihe

affections; the mind j the intention* ; therm-tire; the origin ;

the middle of a thing. Forms part of proper names. Sin

pSh ko ke fa ~^ "pT jH| )on must not deceive your own

heart Sin kow joo )Th (|^ J] xfl] heart and mouth

as one; i. e. the mouth uttering Ihe true feeling*or thoughts

of the heart. Sin sze tsing keaou & J^f j* J.TJ
an inyen-

tive ingenious mind. Sin sze ^\ KM the thoughts of the

mind, denotes something of an inventive imagination.. Sin

ke the
Jlr> "pf" ~~/f admired h'm in his heart. Sm chay

shin mingrhe kwan yn-y ^ ^ |^ 0^ ^ ^ ^L the

heirt is that which regulates the divine intelligent principle.

Piih seen sh5 ching sin ^\ -^ j=j |j|j/ (|^\do
not make up

the mind before enquiry; do. not he influenced by prejudice.

Sin kan
j(Jk JH'

'ha'irt and liver,
' an expression of endear-

ment. Wo leTh sin kan
jfj |^J ^ JJT- my sweet-heart.

Sin chung choo ling ^ ffl
yf ^j?

the minil or aUention

fixed. Sin leih fl
i\_\ yj ^ llie li^-iirl's strength (ailing.

From to divide and a pointed lance. Divided to. the last

degree of minuteness; a' olntely : decision ( an expression

of decision; certainty and necessity ; must; it is requisite ; it

is necessary.

F. Same as ft, see under 6 strokes.

L1H- Great merit; thought; consideration-

JIN-

Nearness or relationship; benevolence; love.

JIN, or E- From knife and heart. Anger.

4\

>c E, or Gae- To reprehend ; to chastise ; to pu-

nish. Ghing e
IjJJ -fif*

to punish ; to subjugate other nations.

*|
it TAOU. From heart and knife. The mind cut

or pierced. The appearance of grief and orrow.

M"K PE, Weak; feeble.

Same as {& Yuen, see under 5 strokes-.

JTT T'HING- Ting yung 'I-T $ unable to f

feet or succeed in one's wihcs ; feelfng indignant.

JI-P KAE. To depend upon ; to look up to.
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KE.

To dislike; to rnvjj Shown in the countenance, it is railed

jjfS
Too s in the actions S Re. To fear ; to stand in awe of.

Dread or dislike of; to shun with horror, as the anniversary of

a friend's death; to hale or dislike, as Heaven does pride; to

shun as what is injurious to any pursuit, such as Irilingchal

and petly affairs are to study. Show yinr che how ta ke nan

neukcaouhag^^JJl^ j $ :&
aflcr

conception lakes plate, guard particularly against sexual in-

tercourse.

Same as 'fe T8, see under 6 strokes.

JIN, and Jin. A knife piercing the heart : to

bear it. Fortitude ; possessing anility ; able to sustain or to

bear. To bear; to forbear ; to endure; p;ilitnl ; to suffer pa-

tiently. A surname. Tung puh ko
jinjjfjfj Pj /^v ^

insufferable pain. Peen she pfih nSngjin fan naou, jih yuc

Chang >V ^^ %& fc |H P ft & he who

caunol forbear (or repress hi* feelings) awhile, will find his

vexat'uwi and turmoil daily and monthly euciease.

157
Same as the preceding.

^ An ancient form off Jin.

TS'HLEM. Anger.

^k

T'HIH. From to go down and heart. Disquiet-

ed from fear ; palpitation of the heart. Sin sin tan lib
jj^\ j\_,v

7i* M
l 'le 'leart mov ' ng uu aDd down ; palpitation; Iremour.

THAN.

A -vacant and inconstant mind ; afraid ,
timoroui .

T'U IH. From heart and dart. To change; to

alter; to err
,
to doubt; several other characters are used for

it in different liooki. Tih-le-keiu rf ^ :jj&
a Tartar word

for Empress or Queen.

ff KAN. Daring; troublesome; causing dislur-

; an extreme degree. Some y, Good; well.

HE A. Sorry; mournful; thoughtful; caution.

A -

4T MEIH.

To be pleased,
or joyful. Read Yth, Disliking.

H El H, or Yth. A foolish appearance.

T'HAE. Extravagant; profuse.

TSUN- From heart and to measure. To

-ft
consider; to conjecture ; tourmise; occun in the sene of

cutting to pieces.

JOO- To measure ;
to conjecture.

^5^ An ancient form of S* Shoo.
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wT

An ancient form of f Kung.

KUNG. Hasty temper.

CHE. That on which the mind determine* j

the inclination ; the will. Topographical and statistical works.

Piih nSiiR chih ..y ke chc^ ^ ^^ ^ cannot

directly follow their will, or wishes.

RUNG- Sorrow; grief.

WANG- and Wang-

From a ruwairay and heart. To escape from the memory.

To forget ; to be lost ; to be disregarded j the mind abs 'nt.

Tto wang Mt ^ t" ' 1 without thought. Wang, gin f'oo e

1(9
-**_{ ^'fa ingratitude and insensibility to kinduesj.

UUP Jf^, TX

Wangga.. \ ^ ungrateful. Wang ke
| |g to f.-rg^t ;

to lose the recollection of. Wang gan, ?e seaoii
j uen ]

W fK^ to be forgetful of acts of kindness, and to think
4\Zs> 't /l->

on petty resentments. W.ing ke tse jin, piih lin kae kwo

1 ci^A^^ ^c i
to fi>r et one'

s ielf and

help others, and not regret the reformation of f.iults. Keu

gan waug wei ^^ ] /& dwelling at ease to for-et

danger, thung shin piih wang ^L^^ 1 never to

forget all one's life. Wang pnl> leaou
] ^ "J*

unable to

forgtt. Keen waug &
|

luss of memory .

-t

nV|"\

ny?

<d8 Tseacu,

CH'HA. Unornamentcd.

TAAT I. VOL. II. 8 J.

MANG. From Aeorad/ai. Fluttered

hurried* pressed with buiineii i czceitivel) occupied j hurry j

occupation .

Y1H. The heart moved or exciled.

TOtt HE, Le he iniullingly neglectful.

'P>| TEAOU. The heart drooping sorrowful,

grieved. Read Ch5, To alarm or be alarmed.

An ancient form of^ Gae.

POUR STROKES.

.. ^

T'Il.O.EN, To feel ashamed; or disgraced.

From htavtn and heart. The original form of

the preceding.

. To oblige or compel i to force one's

self. What the mind cannot liy aside or complete. Min-uila

^C ^C confused ; confusion.
i 'ti">

NUH.

Waa niih lorrowfirlj grieTed; Texed.
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Same as fl?j Min, see above.

CHUNG.

A respectful sedate feeling.; uprightness. Fuithfulnest ;

fulflily; not double-minded ; not selfish. Honest; devoted ;

patriotic. Niimeofa district, and of a sea.

CHUNG, and Chung. Sorrowful ; motim-

ful, grieved or distressed in mind. Chung-chung, expresses

the same.

^ ^ An ancient form of f- Woo.^

If

An original form of^ KeTh,

Same as the preceding.

>VO(J. from heart and noon. To adhere to

the line of rectitude; to set one's self in opposition to;

disobedient; rebellious; undutiful to parents. Chth keen woo

shan; e
j|f

SB <W f* ^ straight forward remonstrance

in opposition to the Emperor's ideas.

HEAE. Suddenly; with alacrity Cheerfully.

JtfjT
YEW. The heart moved or excited.

tY/~)
FANG. To dislike; to dread; to hate; to injure.

GAE, or Yae. Grieved, vexed. Read

K'hwae, Indignant. Read Keae, or Kae, Grieved; afraid.

/

HL. A foolish or silly appearance; tranquil;

at rest. He-he ,^1 ^ to rejoice, or be glad.

*T^| SHUN, and Keang. Grieved; sorrowful.

WAN. Avaricious; to like or love.^Tnp

Same as ,f|, Tsung. See under 7 str.

CHUNG.

The heart agitated and unsettled; alarmed ; afraid ; in haste.

P'HA. To be afraid. Same as Pa-

K'HWAE. The heart flowing. A flow of

soul ; joy ; alacrity ; speed; cheerfulness, self indulgence. A sur-

name. Kwae hw5 jin ihfc yS J[ a liiely cheerful (or happy)

man. Hwuy tso kwae hw jin, fan sze mS sang sze "S" TOT

I J^ h
Jif^ "^ "^ /t ^^ he who knows how to be a

happy man, in all business does not create business, but

diminishes business
; great affairs he turns to small ; and small

affairs he turns to nothing.

P'HAE, Or P'hei, and Po- Anger; dislike.
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tf

ft

YU, Before i tranquil. Same as
j

Shoo.

PEEN. To rejoice and be glad.

An ancient form of ;ik Che.

A form of 2 Gae, To love.

tt CHE.

To dislike; to hate; stubborn; froward. To offend; to injure.

FAN. A bad heart. A hasty disposition. Pre-
*\jyf

ctpitate; peoitent -,
to repent.

tTrT* K'HE. Respect; regard to; affection for. Rad

She, or Che, Cheerful. Read E, E e
'{ to agree ; to be

cordial with. Read Te, Te te W 4f to love.

ty

TT^

YIH- To use or employ the heart.

*,
An ancient form of^ Ke-

GAOU. Fear
; apprehension.

A vulgar form of Tsuy.

Same ai -.tt Shin. Sincere ; iruc ; devoted. Kwia

shin
'jffl Wjj^

or Chung ihin^ W^ sincerely devoted to.

tit*^ ^"^ Same as the preceding.

#

Same as 'J Tae, see under 3 strokes.

Same as T% Shin, see above.

PANG.

Pang ung ^ pcrverw; rebellious.

TS'HIN. Heart-felt aipan.

TUN, and Chun, or Shun. From

and hard labour. Grieved; vexed; sorry; simple; rustic.

Read Chun, Indefatigable in giving instruction to. Chun chun

I'lfi

ity indefatigable. Tun tun
j ]

plain, simple, rurtic.

KELN. The heart set upon the present mo-

ment. Hasty ; precipitate disposition. Kin-ke y^ 'jit
impe-

tuously urging a close or termination of.

A.
S'^i^'

..

NEEN. To uonder; to consider ; to read in a

singing tone ; the Ihoughti. A surname. Sze ne'en S^ to

think ; to reflect. Hwae ne'en to harbour thoughts

of. Ke pfih shen che ne'en yew tow cluing yute; yew ta

urh tS urh chung pfih nang kae yay ^
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imnior.il thoughts are like seed thrown into the ground; if time

be g'nen them to grow, they never cau be changed.

t
HWAN.

The mind vapourish ; grieved ; sorry ; melancholy.

Same as f&J Heung, see under 6 str-

>>i*

An ancient form ofM Yu.

K'HEA,andYa.

Keaou kea
J-

the attitude of prostration.

Same as fjSj.Me'eo, see under 9 str.

*|
-If" NEW, Or Nuh. To feel ashamed. New ne

'to ill
asDamt'd > to blush ; to redden in the face.

t

A vulgar fcrrn of Kow.

WANG. Perverted; distorted.

^^C BfcEN. That which the heart wishes.

To be pleancd ; to rejoice. A surname.

K'HANG. Kangkae AU jft elevated; high

toned aspiring feeling ; magnanimous ; disinterested, the grief

which such a mind feels from disappointment ; roused ; excited j.

a state of excitation ; to sigh ; the utmost degree of certainly.

HEAOU. Celerity ; cheerfulness.

HWUH.

The htarl or mind light and inconstant ni a waving tlreamer.

To forget ; to make light of; to disregard ; to contemn
; to do

carelessly. Sudden
; abrupt ; suddenly ; unexpectedly ; termiua-

ted
; speedily disappearing or aimiliilaled. A surname. A

small weight or measure^ Jin so e, urh hwQh che A. Pff J^

Mfm -V r\if\.7m
&* yC Peo l)le es^em it easy and despise it.

E. The appearance of being pleated s joyful.

'^ rUN.
Anger; indignation; reseBtment. Fun

"""^ uB anSer; an"rJ> eed; rention. Fun h5n 1

high indignation and resentment. Chung e se:iou fun sh5

m* k/s M^ 3$L / comlnou 'j under a slight decree

f anger put people to death.

SHE, and E. Accustomed; habituated to.

Same as ^ ^ in> see under 6 strokes.

FO\V, Anger..



FIVE STROKES.

KAN.

The heart sweetly acquiescing ; cheerful submission.

MO. To forget.

6 If'TTTTFT
Neglect; disrespect ; slow; contemp-

tuous; great thoughts of self.

Same as '^ E, see under 6 strokes.

16 PAOU.

Disobedient ; rebellious against authority , to cherish thoughts of.

tj$
CjL CMACHJ. To compassionate; to grieve and

be sorrowful. Chaou chang
ijsg ^>j|

to fail in one's hopes ;

to be disappointed. Also read Teaou and Chow.

I Rr M1N. Disordered ; sorry and stupid.

Read Hwan, same as )K$ Hwan.

El. Fearful; apprehensive; slow
; disrespectful.

FART I. VOI.. II. 8 M

From heart and to route. To feel

ashamed; to change countenance; to blu.h; a disconcerted

feeling appearing in the face.

TSANG.

How ! what ! TsSng kan^ ^r how dare !

Vulgar form of
fijf Pei.

Keaou ya *g^ a
crouching submUsive manner.

*pTT* YANG. From heart and the sound Yang.

Dissatisfied; vexed; discontented with one's treatment. SIh

ke yang yang sin^^ j^. ']^ ^ stll (f hi, discontented

mind.

K'HOW. Kow mow
f ^ a simpte, ,ill,

manner. Read How, Low how |$. 1 (.rooked backed
I^J* I

dwarfish. Read Keu, To fear ; to be apprehensive.

on
* / Same asW Leen, see under 13 strokes.

KO. A pattern or mould. Tok^ow; aruleurlaw.

PWAN.

Pwan hwan IKC t& uncomplying; disobedient,

An ancient form of the following.
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NOO, and Noo. Anger < displeasure; pas-

ion; to be angry with. Yang che tsuy g5, koo sliin Jin so

Ku^noochay^^HP^S^AFJ?^^,^-
the crimes and wickedness of Yang, king of[!x|Suy, were

doubtless viewed with the anger both of gods and men. Shanj

ta noo juC J the Emperor in great anger, saiii.

tr4f3 NEAOU. Hwan neaou
|g: -|^

confusion of

intellect ; perturbation of mind i confused and excessive talk-

ing -,
clamour.

An ancient form of fj^ Woo.M^jP

TSEW. Anxious thought.

CH ING. Ching chung Aj
'MV fear; apprehension.

An abbreviated form of Mow-

TUNG, and T'hung. Sorrowful; griev-

ed. Tee tung *|^ ^%> apprehensive ; hurried, agitated.
/

'

P'HA. From heart and while. To fear; to

apprehend; to imagine; to suppose. A surname. Read PS,

Pure. Pfih pa^ |6 don't be afraid, there is nothing to fear.

Kungpa^ ]
to apprehend; to suppose or imagine; to

think probable ; I dare say. Read Pih, The body of the moon

darkened. Same as the word PTh
OT|

the manes ; the shades

of a person deceased; the moon beginning to shed light and

increase, hence PJ, To usurp; to encroach upon by force.

Name of a place ; and of a river. A surname.

P'HOO.

Afraid ; alarmed , to cause fear ; to alarm the mind. Cha

poo yu min
jfc '|)j|j

|5sj ^ to frighten simple people with

false pretences as cojurors do.

It.
JY*

'HEE- To yield willing obedience or sub-

mission to; to he still, and quiet; resigned. Teg fuh 'Kg JjB

willingly submissive; resigned. Read Chen, Chen che 1
j8S

interrupted sounds.

Same as the preceding-

|_? An ancient form of Koo.

HOO- To lean upon ; to have support, or that

which does support ; an expression for a mother. She iMc is

used for a father. Hoo is also used for both parents.

T"P*1
Same as ' Read K5ng' Fina"y ; at last -

Same as tyt Yew, see under 4 strokes.

H H TSEAY, TseW, and TSOO. Prom heart

and to advance. Proud ; coarse minded ; distrustful , envious ;

jealous.

Same as the following.
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TAN, and Ta. From heart and the morn-

ing. Labour; fatigue; grief; a wounded mind ; urged and

oppressed ; commiseration.

An ancient form of 5 Yuen,

TING.

An intelligent mind. Read Leen, same as 4|j| Le'en.

SZE, and Sze.

From heart, and the sensorium or brain. To think; to

consider ; to desire or wish ;
to commiserate. The name of

a district. A surname. An euphonic particle, sometimes

at the beginning and sometimes closing a sentence. E-sze

1=? EE^ the thought, intention, or will. Sin sze ffo

the thoughts of the mind. Sze leang tih tow eh? E
V j|ij /frj=

j^ fljjji

to attain to reat c'earness of thought r comprehen-

sion. Sze che tsing chuh
| ^C^ ^1

thouShts arise one

after another; the mind possesses
an inventive power. Sze to

far sun shin 1 ^ T^ iji T|(j|
much or excessive thought

injures the animal spirits. Sze yih tse'e heS yu chung
j
&&

5Jt y^ TfA pp to study, arrange, and instill into one's mind.

Sze woo seay chae; hwuy kae tang heang.

Thoughts without impurity constitute the fast j

Repentance and reformation, are the incense.

CHOW, and Yew. Sorrow and apprehen-

sion ; concern of mind.

SHIN. .
Sorrow ; grief.

HEA- Joy; delight.

KAOU. Knowing.

te

PUN, Unintelligent, dull, stupid ditpoiition

TE. Mournful, sorrowful.

4* '

Jf?^
TAE. From heart and high. High minded:

supercilious; careless; remiss; negligent; inattentive to; a

kind of negative rudeness. Read E, in the same ene.

Name of a bird.

P
Pleased; to please; pleasing; concord; harmony; joy.

T'HUH. Sudden forgetfulness ; uudistinguish-

ing. Read T'he'S, Easy, convenient. Read Tuy, Slow.

W
it

An ancient form of Yew.

FOO. The heart placed upon, or attached to.

POO,

To think about j to be pleased with. Pleed.
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V

KE1H. The point at which opposing cir-

^^
. ii mstances meet and clash with violence 5 urgent ; progressing ;

impelled by circumstances ; drained of every resource. That

feeling of mind which is excited by being pressed; urged;

hurried and not knowing what to do ; hasty ; anxious; embar-

rassed ; straitened; in difficult and distressing circumstances;

pressed with want.

fr
P HANG . Hastiness of disposition ; precipi-

fancy of feeling ; a faithful straight forward manner.

u

diUH. Sorrowful ; mental concern. Read

Tiih. Alarmed ; apprehensive.

/

SING. From heart and to be born. The nature,

principles, or properties communicated by heaven ; innate qua-

lities; what is born with man. The nature or properties of a

thing; the natural constitution, ability, disposition or temper

of man ; what is done without effort; natural. Sing tsing tan

)>e wr (k~|i- -r^ jsK
a disposition covetous and mean.

/

YUEN. From the mind turning on knots.

Dissatisfaction ; resentment; hatred to; enmity to
; ill-will; re-

pining. Read Wan, Wan tsae
^Pj J|j-

private gains hoarded

up. Yuen tsing rnS shin, jin sin pub fuh
JJE jl'jfe jpr /jrfj

A

i& j(\ flf/ having a feeling of resentment for injuries ucre-

dressed, people's hearts will not submit.

NE.

Niih ne
|2: ']^

a feeling of shame ; ashamed ; to colour up.

KWAE. Different from what is common;

strange; monstrous; super-human; unnatural appearances, at

fairies; elfs ; hobgoblins; strange appearances seen about

ild lonely mountainous places. False and wonderful stories;

a strange odd visage . To deem strange ; to be surprized at

u

TIH, and T'hae. To fail in what is usual.

UNG. Ching hung j| }jj
the appearance

of missing the attainment of one's wishes; disappointed.

Au ancient form of
ffijj

Peth ; also the same as the

PET, and Fuh. A disquietude of mind >

vexation; anger. Mournful ; sorry. Wo sin ho ffih yuh 3&
my soul, why art thou disquieted !

JUEN- A weak appearance.

HE. Same as
pUtj

He, To desist; to rest.

PtilH. Remiss; careless; negligent ; disorderly,

YEW. A mournful appearance; repressed

anger, perverseness of disposition.

.'.to

L'HEii, From heart or dog, and to go away.

Cowardly ; timid ; fearful ; afraid to face an enemy ; weak.

HEUEN. To sell.

If*
*|K^

H/**!

A>7
*fk\/ J&
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ft CHOO. Knowledge and wisdom.

yf Same as H, Tsung.

*T\/\t "ING. Mournful, grieved, sorry. Vewsinping

ping HI? /j Ijjj 'fj^ja
mournful heavy heart.

i**ANG. A raad appearance; a wild man-

ner; confused ; unsettled. Hwang Jen |} fflt
disconcerted

having lost self possession.

HEUE.

An angry appearance ; a foolish appearance.

CH'HUH, Seuh, Shuh, and Heuh.

Fearful; apprehensive; mournful; wild, as if mad; to entice;

to seduce. Yew shfih
j|S

MW to entice to a deviation from

moral rectitude.

tk P'HE. Angry; vexed; sorry.

CHUH, or Shuh.

Minute; small as an incipient bud.

WAE, or Hwae. Vicious ; bad-

An ancient form of fijl Tung-

PART I. VOL. II, 2 H

An ancient form of Chin-

ancient form of & Ne.

Same as HI Mow, see Rad. ^ Yen-

nc
An ancient form of '$i Yuen-

Same as^ Mow, see under 5 strokcs-

An ancient form of ^gj Yuen.

,
An ancient form of Seih.

S1X STROKES-

|X^
CH'H E, and She. Confident dcpendance on.

HANG. Pleased ; gratified,

LUN.andLwan.

Tun lun g J3
to act without rule or discretion

Same as the preceding.
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JIN. From A,flr<and I. nulaM. That which

the mind bear., contains, or is intent upon, or delights in. To

consider ; to reflect ; to think. Read Ning, Weak , delicate ;

to trust to. Used by the Canton people in an indelicate sense

for the Pleasures of sexual intcrcourse.-deemcd a gross word.

Vulgarly used for Thus ; so; how?

Same as the preceding.

ffiSI SEUN. Sincere; faithful respectful manner,

cherishing awe and reverence for.

SHE. From heart and a public office ; depend-

ing oT one*, power or authority. To trust or rely upou; to

presume on; dulness of intellectual discernment.

HEIH. Fearful; apprehensive-

7 HEUH, andKeUC. Mad; angry i
foolish.fl*n7

Same as ^ Tuy, see under 8 strokes.

An abbreviated form of ft Tung-

K'lIWANG. Pear; timid ^ apprehensive.

CHE. The intention or will.

LAOU.

Tsaou laou rat pg the heart disordered and confused.

u /

HANG, and Hang. Constant, as revolv-

ing in a circle; of long continuance; persevering ; acting

agreeably to former rules. Name of a hill, and of a district.

Read King, The appearance of the moon in its quarters;

reaching to every place > pervading. One of the diagram*

called Kwa.

MOW. To covet } avarkious. Mow mow

jen i*k 'b'fe & influenced only by the love of gain.

Ifc

To hate ; to desist; to feet indignation against.

CH'HUNG.

The heart moved; commotion of the mind.

Vulgar form of fg Keuen.

Same asj^J Hee, see under 10 strokes.

TO, and Chill. To consider ; to hope; faith-

ful. Read Cha, Cha undetermined; uncertain.

ME. The mvnd perturbed and stupified; piiz-

-'"Tv

zltd ; bewildered ; befooled.
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CH'H A. Yung cliiSte 'tet to reprehend a person.

X Vuloar form of 5 Lwan.

Same as^ Seih.

T'HEAOU, and YaOU. Mournful ; sorry.

Yaou yaou '|j|i '1-^
to be grieved without having any one to

tell one's complaints to. Deflected; depraved; to seduce or

impose upon. Disorder; agitation of. mind.

Same as J^ Kung, see under 6 sir.

^..SEEN. Flucnry of speech; loquacious.

LEE. Leo lee gl ^J mournful ; sorry.

Same as the preceding ,- also read Le, Fear; appre-

hension.

HWANG. Same as
'||

Hang, and
|^

Hwang. Read Kwang, Military; martial.

YUH. The heart mpved or agitated.

HAOU. Desire ; concupiscence; lust.

. A bad ditpoiilion j ill-natured
; permie.

Read Che, Fan die
'Jjj^ 'JJJ

a bad diipoiition. Che lung

hurried; fearful; precipitate.

PANG. A pain in the belly.

K'HUNG, and K'hung.

Apprehensive of tome evil ; alarm ; affright ; suspicion ; an-

xious thought ; to suppose; to imagine; to reckon upon or cal-

culate. Hwang If ung IH 2f|j
the name ofa rapid water conrw.

A vulgar form of^ Yu.

r

E.

Practised or accustomed to ; apparent ; manifest.
>

IV\vEJ. Change; difference; extraordinary

change. To repent. Read Wei, The appearance of

ing alone.

The vulgar form of"^ Hang.

15

&.

Much grieved; very sorry. To look a

KEAOU. A blending of iK-arl* , hilarity ,- cheer-

fulness ; cleverness. Read Keaou, in much the same sense.

An erroneous form of 'j^ Naou
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SHOO. dccordiitg to the heart or feelings.

Benevolent; indulgent; considerate. To excuse; to treat

others as one would like one's self, and ot an excessive

indulgence.

X rl

rf\l
SO So te &, Sj name -of a district.

An ancient form of
,

Sze.

n^ZE^ HOO, or KOO. Timid; fearful. Read Kwa,

Great in one's own estimation j boastful.

K'HEIH. Perverse.

i

YANG. Sorrow; grief; disease, in the lan-

guagTof courtesy; worms that corrode the heart of man.

/

HWUY, Or Wei. Anger, indignation, rage.

Same as ^ Tsth, see under 12 str.

Jjl HWUY. The heart turning round and

round., irresolute; undetermined ; confused; in disorder; the

character of an inferior man. Denotes the same when reiterated.

KEA, or Keae. Rejecting whatever grieves

or annoys; dismissing care; without sorrow. A raau's uamc.

CHIH. Respect; veneration.

E. Pleased; delighted.

il iliUJMCi. Fear, apprehension, as when una^in.

ing any thing monstrous or frightful in a dream.

*T/j.t
I !*

A vulgar form of^ Kwae.

Same as Lin.

Jfc K'HWEI.
ff'^^^rt

Great; greatness of mind; to enlarge.

'fVX HAE. Distressed; sorrowful ; afraid.

^
Vulgar form of^ Hoo.

TSZE. From heart and the sound of T>ze.

intrigue ; levity, and indecent lewdness ; loose ; profligate. Fang

tsze
jfo ^ or Tsze tsung | |^ loose; unrestrained

indulgence ; dissipated .

LE. Sorrowful ; mournful.

HEUEN. Hasty ; urgent.
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SEUH. The heart's /oorf affected. To fcel

for; to commiserate j mournful; to feel affection for
-,

to

love. Moved; agitated. To feel sorry , to compassionate.

CHE. From heart an ear, because shame beats

and discolours the car. To fed shame -,
tobc a*amed of.

, orSheang. To consider.

Ill,/ NUH. An internal feeling or sense of shame.

u /

HAN. A feeling of indignation, anger,
or resent-

ment; also Regret or indignation against one's self . Hwuy

hin 'l& -HI deep repentance i angry with one's self.

|^r t*^

The original form of the preceding.

u

GAN. From cause and heart The heart influ-

enced by some cause. To confer benefits upon ; to shew

kindness to; to exercise love to ; to enrich with kindness;

a partiality to. Favor ; kindness ; grace ; gracious ; benignity ;

benign. Name of a district. A surname.

T'HUNG. From heart and the sound of tttng.

Pain; acute feeling; to sigh) grieved.

T'HEEN. From heart and iweet abbreviated.

A peaceful tranquil state of mind; repose.

PART I. VOt. II. 2O

K'HO.

Feeling of profound veneration and respect ; manner, com-

manding respect and awe. A surname. Careful attention to.

The mind collected ; serious ; sedate j

respectful ; reverential, in opposition to levity, flippancy, or

disrespect. Benign; afiuhlc; cordial. A certain court officer

who watches at night. To treat a guest with humility and

courtesy. Kung, on epitaphs or in elegies, express** Correct

and virtuous conduct ;
a fine external figure, and submission

to superiors. The name of a district. A surname.

f *
& m

Jin chang kung king ; sm chang kwang ruing.

He who is habitually serious and respectful,

Will habitually have a clear bright mind.

Original form of the preceding.

HOW- The appearance of cordiality.

KUNG. Struck with rear and apprehension.

TSEUEN. With the whole heart; attentive

respectful.
Read Chuen, Curved; rolled up.

u

SEIH. One expiration and one inspiration

make Scih. To desist ; to stop ; to take repose lazily, when

repose should not be taken ; a place of rest To put a stop

to ; to toil ; to labour ; to increase ; the increase of property
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by the use of the capital ; interest; to stop up; to fill; name

of an ancient state. SeTh fco jin JjL ^ A name of an

ancient queen, who is placed amongst the Hundred

^*^ K'HE A. To employ the heart or mind about.

P
Ke&keS, The chirping of a bird. KcS, expresses what falls

out opportunely ; fortunately; luckily, in the very moment

of time that it is wanted. Seasonable; exactly ; right.

o

HEIH, and Kea- To unite ; to join.

A vulgar form of

Same as JfR> Seih.

ft

t

^j|Tr'

Same as '& K8, see above.

Original form of fj| Hwang.

E, The tone of distress or commiseration.

TS'HIN, Cat's and dog's vomit.

rt*VS Same as 'p] Naou, see under 9 strokes.

Same as ^5 Yuen., see under 6 strokes.

Same as jr Tsze, see under 6 strokes.

KAOU- Limited, confined knowledge.

Same as f Kwang, see Rad. ^ Keuen.

Same as 3& Seih, see under 7 strokes.

Hrr PANG. Full; bold; daring.

An ancient form of Jlf King.

SEVEN STROKES.

MAIN Li. Afraid; alarmed; apprehensive.

YUNG.

From heart or strength and rising up. Brave, bold, adventurous.

tr*|-H
YUNG. Angry jTexed. Another authority

says, The heart glad ;
a ressel filled.

YUEN, and Keuen. Angry ; hasty ; im-

petuous; violent; mournful ; sorry; anxious,- distressed. To

rhyme read Keun.

K'HWA

From heart and to compreu. Sincere devoted mind.
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P'HE. Erroneous; mistaken; hesitating; careful.

KWANG, or Wang. Deceitful; erroneous.

A

TSEAOU. Mournful; sorrowful. Tseaou

tseaou >\\
'

privately; quietly; secretly; unobserved.

Without exciting notice; hastily; anxious; sorry.

If

tt

LUNG. Lung chang
*|3fe

S& simple; foolish.

u

YUE. From heart and a plentiful supply of.

Pleased; gratified; made glad ; delighted ; delightful. A

surname. Shang p3h yue" J* X^ *W the Emperor was dis-

pleased.

LEU, Slow ; inattentive.

CHWANG.

Displeased; something that gives dissatisfaction.

^ YU. To be pleased ; glad.

T'HOO, and ChoO. A melancholy appear-

ance ; sorrowful; distressed. Read Yu, Delight.

KEAE. To enjoin; to give injunctions to.

Read Kelh, To be urged or pressed. ReadKih,To be excited

to diligence and atteution from alarm.

SEIH. From 3& Tac, To diicriminate and

m/nrf. To know and understand perfectly ; thorough con.;

hunsion of; complete knowledge ; to investigate to the utmol -.

all i entirely. A surname.

GAE- The appearance of walking

An ancient form ofW Che". Clear mental discern

mentt acute intelligence ; perspicuity; intuitive knowledge.

KEUNG. To recollect; to consider.

Same as Jfe Tsd, To doubt ; to feel ashamed.

LIN. Mean; avaricious; parsimonioui.

Vulgar form of the preceding.

Tlli, Or Te. From heart and a younger bro-

ther. To behave with the dutiful feelings becoming a younger

brother.

HAN. Ardent disposition; strength* inerpy

or violence of disposition; fierce; boisterous.

*4 f
'

_^
An ancient form of ?f Keen-
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Original form of ^! Kung

FOW. A slight degree of anger.; irregular

behaviour. Read Tow, "Wild lying speech.

KAOU, Kiih, and Keo.

Perturbation of mind ; fear; apprehension; alarm.

An ancient form of fj| Gae.

K'HEE. A thoughtful appearance.

Same as the preceding.

TEIH. Te?h teth f*, jga sorrowful fright.

ened n anncr. Same as iVE. Teih.

repentance. Bead Hwuy, Name of one of the Kwa. Hwuy

yay too jcn repentance i vain.

Vulgar form of the preceding.

Aboriginal form of'j^j Poo.

CHE. To forget.

Same as the preceding.

YlH. Disquieted; discomposed ; mournful.

An ancient form of |ff Suh.

HINGj and Hang. perverse; quarrelsome.

KEEN. Same as IS, Keen.

HE.

To consider; to ponder , to desire ; to commiserate.

*J>^I ^ PET, and Gae. Confident dependence upon.

j
ad Pei. Copious ; abundant; per-

verse; disobedient; rebellious; confusion ; anarchy ; violence.

A surname.

MWAN. Uncertain state of mind ; deceived.

t

Read Mun, To forget; to loose. Mun mcTh 4fl* Jt> simple*

foolish. One says, Appearing without a companion.

rj "

HWUY. From ardent and mind. To be in- j| H RANG.
! ISCix^-

dignant; to regret, to be vexed with one's self. To repent; To hate or be indignant; to deteit.- detestation.
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E.

To discriminate; to judge; silent j sedate; calm) serene.

CH'HE, Or Ch'ha. The heart moved, or

agitated; to cease or rest. Ch$.ch<5 w| /HIT the appearance

of a petty mean man ; artful; crafty. Read Shi, Strange ; odd ;

to be offended with. Read Teg, Te8 eS
| Ifjjl lightness of

mind; levity of resolution.

A vulgar form of $& Tsze.

MANG,

Blindness of heart or mind j a want of discernment.

t
-"" HANG. PSng hang lM $f to boastof one's

7
strength. Chang pang j^- ip3 a loose precipitate manner..

K'HIN. Firmness and strength of mind..

SUNG. Fromrfou&te and the mind. Double

minded timorous; fearful ; agitated by hopes and fears. Sung

jen 'JW ^iJv in a timorous manner..

'It
HAN. Remiss; negligent; loose; careless.

TSEUEN, and Tsun. From heart and

proud. To trust in one's own m'md; presumption; to stop;

to change or alter; to come next.

i. VOL. n. 2s

CH'IUNG. Hcuen chine fa 45. the inlcn-

lion or mind not fully laid open; aniioui; mournful.

SE 15N. To compauionate j to feel for or with.

KE.

From heart and dread. Respect; awe; reverence.

KWEI, ami ' Lc. To ridicule or play with.

A man'* name. Read Lc, Mournful ; sorry ; pensive; diseased.

Same as IH Woo. Fallacious ; deceitful ;

erroneous; causins hindrance, to fail; to seduce j to deceive.

I

WOO. From heart or mind and ont'$ if//. < i

the sound Woo, An exclamation uttered when something sud-

denly strikes, one. To arouse, in a moral sense; to awaken the

mind; to notice and advert to; to perceive the real state t>t

things.; to understand. Che woo tseen yu ^ "|ij" =^K f

began to comprehend :what was before said, Tsze woo f

J
to bethink one's self; to awaken to a due senseor feeling of.

YEW, From heart and the sound

Mournful; sorry. Alas! Thoughtful distant ; remote, mlir-

miuable, applied to heaven ; vast. Moving onward , at leisure :

used, also for. the preceding: frequently reiterated without

altering the sense.

TSO. To twister break a&under
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? HEIH The heart disquieted.

, or.-!* Same as 4? Leu8. From ttrcnglh end /or,

V
small.

'

Infirm ; weak ; feeble ; but just adequate ; scarcely suffi-

cient. Mean ; vulgar ; depraved.

LAOU. An erroneous form of l Laou.

Same as Le, see under 8 strokes.

LEANG. To grieve for, to compassionate.

leang lean-
ffjj |f|

unable to part with ; a hankering attach-

ment to. Kwang leang
|jj| ]

unable to attain one's wishes.

HWAN, and Hwan. vice s evil ; faurt;

distress; calamity; failing; misfortune ; to be afflicted with;

grieved forj grief. A surname. Hwan sSng yu to yuh $
.. I

I,, .., 'uT

E /I ^f ^i calamities are produced by many lusts.

I SUINvJ. From a window or aperture and

heart. To feel alarm and agitation; hurry; quick. Tstmg

ts"g^^% impelled by some urgent circumstance. Hastes

hurry; in a hurried manner ; alarmed.

FUN. To move ;
to excite.

Same as <Jfl TsOO, PfOUd ; haughty.

A form ofH Yth.

and

Ancient form of ^ Kwang.

-tfc
An ancient form of^ Kung.

'r^ An erroneous form of
fyjt Hwang. ^t\(*

t|[^%
Original form of '|J[

Han.

m.'A

Ancient form of Seth.

MEAOU. A firm mind ; a con6dent dependance.

Resentful feeling.

Sameas^Tseth,see Rad. ^* Meen.

YU. Respect ; reverence.

An ancient form of Tsing
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Same as f^ Yew, see under 7 strokes.

SO'O. Undressed skins.

virtuous mi

EIGHT STROKES.

* TSUNG. Joy; delight,

FEI.

An appearance of a desire to speak, but an inability to do so.

PEL From heart and negative or ftarf. Thai

which the mind deems evil ; lo commiserate ; an expression

of feeling without tears j the feelings affected by pain or ten-

der commiseration. Tsze pei 2 ^J?
lender sympathy ; com-

passion. Pei tsow yfih kuh ] 3jt ^ ^ melancholy and

desiring to weep ; a diseased state arising from debility.

SAN. Tan san
'fit

KE failing in one's wishes ;

m

sorrowful} disconcerted; hurried; harassed by uncertainty

whether happiness or misery shall be the result.

YEN. To love j a willing mind. Yen seen
|j^

the appearance of many conflicting and anxious thoughts.

Tin. From upright and heart. An upright,

ind. An ancient form of
|i

Tib.

Same as the preceding.

From hcnrl and to die. Grief; sorrow,

melancholy, shewing itself in the .countenance.

/

CH'HANG.

From heart and long. Feeling of regret and disappointment.

T'HIH. To obtain; to succeed.

MUN. Grieved; sorry. Yen roun Ifc

sorrowful. Fan mun^ p| the mind vexed and grieved.

Mun Unban leaou
j "$ fa "f e* cee*in& *"y - *'"

heanimun^~|^i^ j
become sorrowful and melancholy.

Tsow mun 1& ]
or Yew mang \

grieved ; sorry, me-

lancholy.

fl Vulgar form of the preceding;,

LE.

Lin le fig^ ^ appearance of grief nd commiseraliou.

JH[H. 11 fp^* K.'HE. Agitation or perturbation of mind} the

To apply the heart ormio()> is called 3& fiff Cbuen-chih.
| pendant end of a sash tied round the body.
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KVVAN. Sorrowful j mourning. Kwan kwan

T having none to depend on.

ft
Ms._
*T3& H

Same as the preceding.

Bins hing

me as fS Tan, see under 5 strokes.

ANG, or King.

violent anger; rage.

T'SHE. From heart and the sound of Ttc.

Pain ; sorrow ; grief; commiseration ; anger ; indignation.

K'HUNG, and K'hung.

An empty heart, means unable to attain one's purpose ;

dissatisfied; and ako the mind devoid of knowledge; ignorant;

simple ; sincere ; undesigning.

T'HEEN. From heart and shame. Weak;

TAOU. Wounded feelings; feelings of com-

miseration i to pity one who has offended through ignorance ;
to

die young; an untimely death; fear,- apprehension.
Taou

tan IS
n|Jt

to sigh forth feelings of compassion or grief.

Same as the preceding.

KfiW. Resentment; a feeling of revenge.

YAE. To hate ; indignant.

Same as ft Koo, see under 5 strokes,

timorous. Teen ke

mind.

an agitated unsettled state of

T'HUY, and T'huh.

Irregular desires and conduct; to forget ; to delay.

LUN. The appearance of desire ; to consider.

Read Luti, Grieved ; a full heart.

l SEIH. Seih-se1h$f'>W melancholy; respectful.

)r>% K'HA
Iw

K'HAX. Mournful and languid

K

LING. Commiseration; fear, alarm; fluttered.

SHOW. The sense is lost.

KWAN. Confused disordered state.

ffOk T'SHING. From the heart, and Hie

of spring- The passions,
which the Chinese divide into seven,

Being pleased, anger, sorrow, fear, love, hatred, desire; these

taken collectively. The temper, disposition, natural feeling,.
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natural affection, animal passion, sexual desire. The reality

of a thine; the circumstance* ; the facts. Sze tVing jji fp)
4 ft_

an affair i a business; a concern. Tsing kctti tsze e
J j^J

j& AjJ
in a fit of desperation hanged herself. Tsingyfih

|

ty. venereal desire. Yu tsing& |
to set or rest one's

4lrf*

affections on.

HEEN.

Urgent; pressing ; precipitate. Name of a pavilion in Ho-nan.

NE1H. Mournful ; sorry ; grieved and mourn-

ing for want of food s anxioui thought.

CHEN. Chen che t& '/if dicordani *ouodi .

CH'HOW.

Chow ehang $| grieved , mournful i sorrj.

TUN, and Chun, ctma ke
] fa li-

dity or sincerity of heart or mind. Chun how JS
to be-

have to person* with sincerity. Plain, honest and kind.

An ancient form of $f Chovr.

KO, A firm mind ; bold ; undaunted.

TSAN. To tele persons, to be angry with.

Vulgar form of the preceding.

TEE. Tranquil ; repose.

PART I. YOt. II.

broken, interrupted, and lumiiltuoui sounds which dutrett and

annoy.

WEI, OF Nuy. To think ; to consider.

Same as the preceding.

LANG. To grieve ; to compassionate

e

IS
P'HOW, Of Fow. Slight degree of anger.

PANG. Ping hungttB <|fj
the appearance of

a fondness to excercise wrath and anger. Same a,
tyf

?

Bold ; daring.

vI
!

J A form of ft Yuen, see under 7 strokes.

WAN.

Sudden alarm , the sigh of apprehens.on
and fear.

E. The cry of pain; meaning.

KIN. Sharp ; acute.

KEUH. Careful; attentive.
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YUEN. The perversion of what is right;

the doing of injustice to ; revenge. The appearance of a

small aperture. Read Yfih, An accumulation of grief and

painful feelings.

KE.

To poison ; poisonous; injurious. To teach; to instruct,

IAS*
Vulgar form of {& Tsung

Same as jgj: Ke, see under 8 strokes.

CHE, Cheerful; joyful.

YTul PEE. A bad vapour ; a fetid aura.

A n erroneous form of C Che

Same as
f|j: Tee, see under 9 strokes.

Same as
'|^J Kow, see under 5 strokes.

CH'HUNG. Apprehension; fear.

LAN

Covetous,- avaricious. Disrespectful; careless.

LAN. Name of a place.

4"3l TUNG- Simple; rude; rustic:

YUH, or Yth.

Wounded ; pained ; the mind deceived.

ii

HWO. \To excite oViubt in another person's

mind ; to unsettle the mind ; to cause disorder ; to blind the

understanding. To delude as impostors do, whatever their

pretensions refer to, whether regarding politics, the cure of

diseases, the telling of fortunes, or, what are considered by the

Chinese government, false refigions,

A vulgar form of ^P Ho.

An abbreviated form offg Le.

A feeling of shame. A man's name.

K'HWAN, or K'heun.

Sincere, faithful, a pure mind.

An ancient form of - Yuen.

\

REUEN. Keuen keuen attentive

application of mind; diligent; earnest; serious; mournful.

Occurs denoting To throw away one's life. To stop; to desist.
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HANG. Hang chung ^? |n? abrupt, basty

resolution; incertitude.

Same as $ Keuen, see Rad. A *^n -

HEAOU. Timid ; fearful,

T2T An erroneous form of^ Kung.

TAN. From heart and a turningflame. Grief

and vexation of mind; a state of feeling compared to any

thing hot and burning. To bum. Read Yen, Hot j to heat.

Same a* J Yew. Read Gow, Sorrowful.

Same as 4? Juh> see Rad. "f* Tsan.

I

1 [E1H. From heart and to change- Respect;*
fear; awe; veneration; sorrow; grave and serious attention;

afraid of committing any error ; quick; active. ShBh teih

'earfu '> cautious.

Ancient form of the preceding,

Lewd; abandoned; to hate, or be in-

dignant ; precipitate. Used for
/fp?

Chae.

NEE, and Seen. Tolo to remember

and recite in a low murmuring tone.

K'HE.

sparing, parsimonious,Keen kc

WANG, Artful; crafty

WANtr. From A^ort or nu'nd and

Wang chang *K| 4jjn[ disconcerted; the mind lost; hurried.
11 J I' 4^

fluttered; not knowing what to do ; irresolute.

158 CHEUE.tk
Mournful; sorrowful; the heart grieved.

it HWUH. Imperceptibly minute and abstruse.

so as to leave the mind in doubt; hesitation and uncertainly.

f
HWAN, and Min: From du,k.

q. d. Intellectual dusk; indistinct perception*; confused i

cloudy recollections; forgetfnlness.

tf

it

YU. The heart moved or agitated

SE1H. Painful feeling; regard for
-,
aft<ct.<i

to; regret for; to be sparing of ; economical; parsimoniuu* ;

covetous. Scih ffih ^ |g
to make sparing use of pro<-

perily. Ko pfih seTh tsae llf^y \ ^is4t not lamentable?
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CHANG. c*ng, or $
Disappointed ; disconcerted, and displeased

^
., NE. A careful delicate heart.

KEEN. Supposed to be an erroneous form <of

f= Keen, the ancient form of ~Q Keen.

HIN. Joy ; rejoicing.

PE,orPei.

Pe kow
<Wji 'K|J

to be able to bear -with others.

> El. From fceart and the tound of wing*.

To think; to consider; to .plan, or scheme; to have ; to 'be;

i>i Init, only that; only. A surname.

HWUY.

From
l|j Chuen, To turn to one point, and heart. The

heart directed to deeds of benevolence
j gracious; kind; libe-

ral ; according with j accommodating. To bestow largesses ;

to shew tenderness to the people j to adorn or ornament. A
three cornered javelin; a district j a surname. Successful.

Occurs used for 3 HwuvfBI

YA. The heart filled with grief.

GO, and Woo. What is
intentionally bad

ii called GS ; what is uot designed, is called jS Kwo, Mistake,

error. Vicious; wicked; ba<l; noxious, unpleasant ; bad to do;

applied to ugly; coarse; filthy. Used for What is hard or thick.

Read Woo, To dislike, to hate, to be averse to, ashamed of ;

hard or difficult to express ; an interrogrtive, How ? where >

Woo tsoo
J5l |JU

denotes the period of loathing anfl longjng

and sickness during female gestation. 'GS chwang 2| ^
a bad ulcer, refers chiefly to venereal ulcers.

' A suspicious mind; implied

by the character being composed of 'three kearlt. The name

of a sacrifice. Read Juy, The pistils or pointals of a flower .

the general appearance of the centra) part of an inflorescence,

A vulgar form of
fflJ KeS.

A vulgar form of
f|j Maon.

TSUNG.

Kung tsung^ j^f hurried; precipitate.

An ancient form of fg Hang,

Same as j^ Mee

An ancient form of^ Woo

SZE. Faithful ,-substantial.

YIN. The grief of a sick man.
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KEEN. A species of cloth. Name of a district.

1fc An ancient form of
f Wei.

YU. To oppose or interrupt. Yu choo

to thwart people and cause vexation and anger.

HI

|7|v}|
Same *s Bi Mun, Grief.

An ancient form of gi Yuen.

1^
Same as 3 Go, Bad.

4^
~

Same as^ Meih, see Rad.
*

Meen.

An ancient form of^ Le'en.

An ancient form of Gae, To love.

. Sorry ; mournful.

NINE STROKES

YU. Sorrowful; fearful.

PART 1. VOI. II. 2 R

KhilH. Hasty precipitate temper; vehement.

One says, Attentive and rctpeclful ; grave; benignant. Alo

read KTh, Adorned ; accomplithed.

TO, and T6. From heart and to fall. The

mind suffered to flag; disrespectful ; remiss; lazy; lounging.

A

NAOU. From heart and brain. Something

that vexes one's mind and <1 slurbs one's brain ; havin*;

tion ; indignation and resentment. Fan naou iHS ^ or Gaou
I **-+

r\ 1 l^f

naou |m vexation and disturbance of mind. \'aou-noo

I ^X anger ; rage, to a degree that injures th health, people

subject to inward disease are charged with extreme anger.

V \

WAN. From heart and an army. To plan;

to deliberate > faithful ; sincere. A surname.

SEANG. From heart or mind, and to be at-

tached or tending to. To think; to consider ( a thought;

to think of, to expect or hope for ; to think of that which one

desires to obtain. Seang tow *0
% JJ5 the head or spring of

thought; having an inventive faculty.

CHUY. mournful* sorrow.

ful appearance; the moan of grief. Read Kac, Difficulties ,

embarrassments ; impediments which affect the mind.

t
WEI. Disquietude of mind.

. o

SEE. Disquieted appearance.
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TEE, Appearance of thoughtfulness and fear.

Read Hef, also in the same sense. Occurs denoting Tran-

quil ,-
still. Tet tee" Mfr $& danger and apprehension.

K'HEEN.

Keen ke thoughts disquieted.

HWANG. Fear; apprehension. Hwang

Naou ,te
JH fear and disturbance, applied to the people

. s alarmed and disturbed. Hwang hwang fj!^ or Hwang

kun 1
JJk a perlurhed, fearful, apprehensive state of mind.

f Jiit

CH'HUN.

Confused; disorder; agitation and embarrassment of mind.

t
KEUNG.

Keung keun sorrowful; mournful ; alone.

JAY. To lay hold of ; to stimulate; to excite;

to provoke; to induce; to stir up. Jay e keen keun sau ;&

^eiT^ %& tr^"
a powder to operate as a philtre; or excite and

<IL* "'
|

'

l/rJ ti\

secure the affection of a woman.

SING. From mind and star. Fear; apprehen-

sive during the stillness of night. A tranquil and intelligent

mind.

M
TS'HIH. From heart and the sound Tsik.

Acute pain ; distressing feelings; to commiserate

NO. To assent or affirm with the mind.

SING. To arouse, or awaken the mind.

PEEN.

Narrow minded j hasty disposition, precipitate.

TO. To think ;
to calculate and plan.

v

KEO. From heart and real. Labour; toil,

menJrious exertion. Read Kelh, Lassitude; langour, wea-

riness; fatigue.

f
HWAN.

Unintelligent ; want of mental discernment ; grieved ; sorry.

WOO. To love; to soothe.

An ancient form of ^ Moo.

Same as TOP Yen, see under 8 strokes.

TSUNG. To intercept and prevent the in-

gress of thieves or other injury . Read Sow, Offensive odours

reaching the nose and refused entrance.

MEEN, and Me. To stop } to intercept.
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If
TSEIH. A heart never at rest.

FTI ni lei IIL
t i-" Te sze

Jjjg ^yj
timorous ; fearful. Read

She, To try; to judge.

A vulgar form of % Na.

.ikkll*
'

MvC TSEAOU, and Tsew.

A disconsolate appearance. To change countenance .

IbOW. Mournful; sorry. Read Tsew, To

collect together. Read Tsaou,. in the phrase Laou tsaou

?X confused ; disorderly ; troublesome.

|
O CHE. A slight degree of anger.

/T>2> SUY. Deep; profound.

HEAE.

Resentment ; indignation. Read Hwuy, A disquieted mind.

Same as f^Piih, see under 7 strokes.

j-p|
HEUEN.

l-Bu
An enlarged, cheerful, and satisfied mind.

t
WEI. Toattain what is excellent.

HOW. How be an angry appearance

A vulgar form of the preceding.

, OI: TseaOU. A cheerful disposition.

JDII?7NE1H. Sorrowful; mournful

NAOU. Weak; feeble; delicate

KIH. SamcasltKth.

The heart glossed over; respectful; changing ; the ay

pearance of being moved or excited.

KG, or Ka

To compare and strive for preeminence.

K'HEEN. Error t transgression ; excess-; fai

I

lure; fault; crime ;a noxious disease.

IJfc*

fiJ WEI. From heart and leaUier Binding the inm-

n>
bordinate. Feeliog. indignant ; feeling resentment ; indigMlrao. .

SE-U . Knowledge ;
wisdom .

. .

YU. ftom to-oMtnt and heart. To do heartily

IXB
to overcome j to get the better of; to remove or heal di

to advance i still more j in a greater degree ; belter.
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\ U- From tt'oman or heart and to astenl. Born

of rich parents ; delicately brought up ; effeminate ; luxurious ;

addicted to pleasure; specious and artful; irrational; illicit

behaviour. Also, To please; to be pleased; joy; delight;

gratification,
manifested in the countenance. Read Tow, To

steal ease; to act carelessly. Yu sfh ^ ^5 a happy pleas-

i>S countenance.

Same as fc Gae, see Rad. $ E.

CH'HING.

Ching ching 'jpi
'Bui a simple, slupid, silly appearance.

*i ~ll *- CH'xillNCj, A simple silly appearance.

A
K.\V.h,i. Agitation of mind; affxiety. "Kwei

kwei 4^ fe agitation and concern of mind. Read Ke, In the

same sense.

CH'HE. A disquieted mind-

Same as M Keae, see under 7 strokes.

TSEW.

Tsew keen TJW ftif vicious; bad ; proud.

KEA. Disquietude of mind.

TUH. Tub sub gfc If ashamed.

HWUY. Clear ; intelligent.

t.

PtjlH. Sincerity of mind and intention; feel-

= 1 HUNG
I0t J
"^

Ping hung JBH
iffel

fond of anger and quarrelling.

ing of grief; something oppressing the mind. Kwan peih

'M /l^ the mind sincerely bent on ; the -most unfeigned sin-
IH-I ijjt}

ceritv.

HWAN. Feeling indignant ; forgetting. Hwan

SB ]>ossessing knowledge; intelligent.leang

HWAN. Pwan hwan

uncomplying j perverse ; irregular ; rebellious.

disobedient;

M1N. Painful feeling; a wounded mind; com-

miseration, chiefly on account of the state of the people ;

concern for one's country ; strong) violent. Read Fun, The

heart in a perturbed stale.

PE1H.

Perverse; obstinate ; self-willed, resisting advice and reproof.

/

EJ. From heart or mind and sound or speech.

That which emanates From the mind or will; the ideas;

thoughts; reflections; the purpose; the inlenlion. One's]
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meaning ; one's motive ; the meaning or import of a word.

Opinion; sentiment; the mind directed to external objects.

Used as a Particle of Aspiration or exclamation. To rhyme,

read Tae. Ting e
|J?

fixed attention. Neu foo tselh

yew e -//" |[W Hf] ^1 I
*ne wonla" W 'H immediately have

an intention, or wish for coition, said of a philtre to be

draak in tea or wine.

FUH. A poisoned heart ; a disquieted mind.

An erroneous form of^ Che.

lOJ
*rfc\? A vulgar form of J|* Hea.

MEEN. To exert effort ; to consider.

HEA.

Ma hea^
[

a stammering or difficulty of utterance.

Same as fjfj Yung, see under 7 str.

HIH. The heart alarmed.

iVvte
"lQe Same as 'M Lan, Lazy.

1 sK J

CHUNG. Sorrowful; mournful.

I'M V^

^pfc^ TA. The heart apprehensive.

FART I. VOL.11. 8 *

CHUNG.

Unsettled state of mind; slow; dull; heavy.

~7^ A vulgar form of Jfc King.

pr5?|
K'HE. To desirt ; to rest ; to stop. RcadKs.

To covet. Read H8, To be afraid.

YEW, Sorry; mournful.

I

TANG. Loose; profligate. Read Shang,

Straight forwards; precipitate. Read Yang, The name ofa hill.

YING. From heart and melody. Peaceful;

tranquil; still; retired; harmonious agreement.

Same as
jjj Leang.

GO. Struck with sudden surprize or amazement;

astonishment; impediment; hindrance; noncoropliancc. The

two Mouths DQ So, are by some persons joined thus BH

G8 jen TO w surprised; astonished.
I J nit

MAOU. Covetous; avaricious

SHIN. From much and heart. Sincere ; true.

Read Tan, Pleasure) delight. Read Chun, Silly; foolish.
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Chin shin
g| |jj|

s |ow an(j suspicious. Shin, shin
]

the heart deviating from rectitude.

MOW. Row mow.fj3& a foolish appearance.

Kea ya numerous covert schemes.

Same as '!& Ko.

YU

Irom heart and the sound Yu. Pleased; cheerful.

YU. From monkey and mind. The capacity of

\ n-jnkey j simple; uninstructed; ignorant; silly; stnpid j used

in letters for f, and for your most obedient humble servant.

\u ^^ ^ the name of a divinity.

K'HEE.

Ti\e miud satisfied; gratified; cheerful; pleased.

IrrO Same as the preceding.

GAE. The operation ofY~ Jin>or a Benevo-

lent mind. To feel attached to, kind feeling ; regard; tender

-^ion; love-, the love of pleasure; to think on with

.irdent affection ; to regret, or be sparing of ; secret attachment.

A general comptiment to superiors is to attribute kindness

to them. A surname, la the style of epitaphs, to have been

'paring of, parsimonious, is expressed by Gae. Te fang kwan

'. n gae rain chay, sbaou
j;^ Jj *g* ^ ^

Hie local magistrates who really love the people are

few. Gae mei
ijlpj

to love fondly. Jin tseu foo chung

tae che; ling jin he haou seang gae mei yS /^ H^ ||| ^^

^^ABJtlP^iil^ pe i>
Ie take the

foo-chuug locust, and carry it about them as a philtre to cause

people to be pleased with,, and love each other fondly.

YEN Yen pec i
a narrow disposition.

'fajG
l>^.

JUEN, or Nwan. Soft; weak.

Read No, Timorous; apprehensive. Wei nojiS. jfjfi ft-ar ;

apprehension.

KAN > and Han. To move; to excite, to

affect ; to influence ; as, speaking of a bird it is said, E yin kati

urh
y'mgjl^f p |^i jjfl ^ 't conceives by the influence

(or subtile excitation) of sound. To be affected by ; as, Kan

g*n
] ^ to be moved by favors ; to be grateful. Read

Han, To shake, to rouse indignation. Neu tsze kan nan.Uze

yu tuh -^ ^- ^ Jft ^ |^^ the female infected by

the superfluous poison of the male.

An-ancient form of Jl| Shun.

I ffT%
** From heart and warm. Hot indignant

feeling. Win fun
*j|J ganger and disquietude of raind.

VulSar form of f Tun

SAE. Uncertainty; a want of correspondence

in the thoughts or intentions.
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Vulgar form of fgj Tsung

YAOIJ. Resentment ; hatred.

* SHW.UY, or Chuy,
js

Dislike; displeasure. Read Juy, Anger.

lim Same as fH Kwang, see above.

In
Same as

jj Woo, Bad.

Same as $J Keen, see under 9 strokes.

TO. Lazy ; indolent

,~k Same as If King.*

TEN STROKES.

KWEI. A cne of shame t ashamed, at>o
Ko kwci che shin e

pj" -|>j^^ :

^exceedingly
slmmtful.

Same as 'rW Seu, see above;

'It
KEUEN.

The heart in a hurried perturbed state.

An ancient form of 'l|lj Tsih

K'HEO, orK'ho. VirtuouiiBcere ; faithlcil,

attentive ; respectful. To rhyme, read Kfih.

KUNG. The heart moved or agitated,

say Self conceited. Read Hung, Dull; stupid.

YUN,

From heart and round. An agitated mind ; pr

I

feOO. From heart and pure.. Sinc*re, lru.

feeling or sentiment; one's real purpose.

Same, as ffiPe, see under 1) stroke-

m

m

8O0.r To state to; .to inform of., Head STh.

orShth. Timid; alarmed; afraid..

KE. Respect ; reverence ; a\vi :

YAvJU, FeurfulVdepravedi deceive.!; di'r

An ancient form of Seih derly. To cure. Yaou yaou '

oppressed nil!) prjtf anil

none to tell one's case ta.<>
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'K:HUNG. Grief; sorrow.

Original form of
j Sung

PANG.

Pang hwang te (g fearful; apprehensive.

T'HAE.

From heart and targe. Extravagant; prodigal.

HWANG.

A bright mind. Hwang yang 1
4i||

an unsettled mind.

HAE.

The heart wounded or dissatisfied; quick; celerity.

Same as
jjjfe Tseih, Poiwnous; injurious; noxious.

t

An ancient form of^ Keu.

SAOU. Mournful ; sorry.

u

T'HELH. An order; a command.

Same as
'jijj:

Fei.

Appearing to wish to speak out, and to be unable to do so.

CH'HANG, or Ch'hwang.

A wounded heart; grief; sorrow. Tse chwang M
grief; pain of mind ; to commiserate.

LEW. Resentment,

CHAOU

The heart urged by precipitate feelings.

An ancient form of fff To.

YIN. Respectful ; attentive ; kind.

K U H. The heart disordered, or in confusion.

4-H2

Ti Same as $5 NeTh, see under 8 str.

Original form of the preceding.

Fear, apprehension, to cause fear, to

intimidate by a display of power.

V

HO* The appearance of fear and apprehension.

A vulgar form of H? Ching.
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A-*
*fy K'HAE. Good; excellent. Victory; peace

and joy. PS yuen pi kae j{ JQ /\ g
sixteen excellent

statesmen in the time of Shun.

T'HE.

Ning te jS 49E quietness and repose of mind.

fl")3 P'HE. A bad disposition.

InL

-d?
ffyV Same as '[$ Yung, and^ Yung

Vulgar form ofH Yew.

TSAOU. Same as Laou.

Vulgar form of |P Na.

SUN. Obedient; complaisant.

J\j?

/

SHIN, from true and heart. Sincere; thought-

ful ; respectful ; still ; careful ; attentive ; cautious. A surname.

An ancient form of the preceding. Read Chin,

Anger; rage.

u

KANG. Mournful; sorry.

PART I. VOl. II. * T

SEUN. An expression of alarm

An erroneous form of J4 PS.

HF
Breathing strong, as in sleep, snoring.

Read Kae, Anger ; passion. Read HeTh, To reach or extend

to. Kae hin^^ anger and indignation.

fiS
7fJ> YUEN. From heart and original. Man's

mind as it came from its Creator. A respectful, sincerely,

reverential, moral, pious, feeling. Sincere ; moral j virtuous.

Used for Yuen
J|J

and for Yuen
|ig

to wish ; to desire.

YUEN. To measure ; to estimate.

\f

SEE. Mournful; sorry.

E, She, and Sze. Ke . >t to

grieve for any thing.

HEAE'

di,uie.ude of

mind. Read He, Appearance of walking indignantly, with

earnestness and ardor.

r v

HWAJN. Mournful, sorry, grieved. To

shame or disgrace. To cause disorder and confusion.

ti
HWAN. From mind and filth. To disturb ;
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-cite, trouble; disorder; crief ; grieved ; to dishonor, or

put ; *Xn\t us the preceding.

SIH, and *ae.

I orstuft'full. Same as |fe STh.

Same as the preceding.

YUNG.

^>'"g JU'"S $k M to lllvise lo 5 to figS to excite.

Same as INIe, see under 6 str.

GANG.

perverse; rebellious; disobedient

Fear ; apprehension. Leaou leTh 'fe *3| intimidated ; fearful.

Moved; agitated j sorrowful. Saou

u iliS laliur. Kitigut; woarioess.
1 liM

T 'HAOL . Fr<>m heart and the tound of laving

out Aii ebullition of joy; indulgence; excess; excessive

length of time; doubt; suspicion ; to store up.

*rom heart an^ diligent. Mournful.

Yin fcin ^J as dHcgtnt and attentive as possible.

KAOU. Vexed ; annoyed by things troublesome.

TSZE. From heart and the sound Tsze. Love

and affection, as of a parent. Kind; soft; good to; compas-

sionate ; tenderness.; mercy ; benevolence. Name of a stone,

and of a bamboo. Name of a fruit, and of a district. Moo

che tae tsze yay ; tsze wei e cliwang wei nan -fit ~j/ & 3f-
iL <'- /n gj)

_.
/j^ jjj,.

'
'

tH JL?. JWJ jjft ^E >^ jp in a mother's treatment of a

child tender kindness is easy j firm severity is difficult

f
M

CHUH, and Heuh. Read chah, Pains

painful. Read Heuh, To collect together; to blend. Proud.

To nourish; to induce, to be proud , to dislike; to hate.

KEE.

Secret; retired; the recesses of the mind; to feel ashamed

Suspicion ; jealousy ; dislike. To

gnash the teeth with indignation against; dissatisfied ; cherish-

ing dislike and ill-will to. Read Re?, In a sense quite Ihe

opposite of the preceding, Satisfied; contented; cheerful.

A curtain.

T'HAE. From *!iwJ and able. When the nnod

feels its ability to act, it induces a certain external posture ;

the figure or manner of; the gait and behaviour.

HEANG.

Gang heang perverse ; rebelliou*.
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3
rr
HJ

T'H A. To repress feeling ; to submit.

An ancient form of & Mm.

An ancient form ofH King

SHUH. Sudden ; swift.

HWANG. Confused; forgetful; hurried; flut-

teredv agitated ; unsettled state of mind. Hwang hwfih

lAn

i^g exceedingly minute aud indistinct; vague; indeterminate;

uncertain; the mind' unsettled; fluttered. Hwang mang
ag' tate<Uhumed, fluttered.

Same as^ Neth., see under 8 strokes,

Origi naif form of 'M' Wan

LAN.

A mournful, melancholy. appearance; a wounded heart.

TOO. A bright mind.

Samea&'|&) Seun, Faithful-

Same as ^, Hwuy, see under 9 str.

^l^a

Same as *|F Hecn, see under 12

Same as ffi Kwang, see under- 7 str.

Same as $j Teth, sec under 8 stroke-

CRUEN.

Form heart and black. A sorrowful disquieted roind.

LEW. Resentment ; hatred.

FUN- To move or be moved,

SIH. Grief and indignation.

Ansancient form of^ Hwuy,

i. Same as j^ Min, see under 9 stnokes.

Same as^ Tseth, see under 10 strokes.

Sound not known. p wastke oame of a

person under the "fuea Tf dynasty,
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ELEVEN STROKES.

TSUNG. To think anxiously. Read Tsaou,

Disorder ; confusion. Read Tsew, the same as 40 Tsew.

i> Same as flf Fun, see under 16 strokes.

PEAOU. Urgent; pressed ; vehement.

Original form of
y

Pae.

MOO. Moo strenuous effort.

MUO. To desire ardently ; to think upon with

affection; to look up to with esteem and respect,- to ac-

custom one's self to think of ; to have a hankering after ; to

wish for.

Manifold circumstances; ardent thought.

KWEI.

Feeling of indignation ; indignant. Read KwS, Rebellious.

YIN. To lean upon and desist.

CHIH, To follow or accord with,

T'HAjNI. Cruel ; barbarous; inhuman. Tsan

kuh
<j | or Tsan y

cruel.

hard-hearted ; unfeeling ;

TSAN, Or Chan. The feeling arising from

being cut off from the good, or the virtue one wishes to per-

form ; a sense of failure, or defect ; shame ; to feel ashamed ;

to blush.

Same as the preceding.

TSIH.

Noble minded; virtuously bold. To reprehend.

TSUY. Mind wounded ; grieved.

MIN. Intelligent.

T'HEIH. From concealed and heart. Secret

vice; -vicious; -wicked; filthy ; licentious ; dissolute; lewd;

to gloss over vice; aslant, as the moon near the horizon.

Fang telh
~jj ^ vicious local phrases, which must be avoided.

CHANG

Chang hwang
J 'jg

alarm of miod . apprehension; fear.

I

I

Nuy neih

A feeling of shame ; to be ashamed .

internal sense of shame.
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i

T'HUNG- From heart and to agitate. The

feelings moved to excess; extreme grief. Gae tung

deeply grieved -,
the feelings distressed.

YANG . To feel indignation against ; to hale.

GAOU. Proud ; haughty ; honorable by birth.

Same as the preceding.

LE. Sorrow; mournful.

SHWANG.

An intelligent, cheerful, patural disposition.

MAN, and Mail- Leisurely ; easily < slowly ;

remissly; negligent; disrespectful; rude, proud.

KWAN, A heart or mind which has pasted

through affairs. Accustomed; having had experience of;

practiced in. Formerly written with hand by the side, now

written with heart. Seih kwan Uze jeu ^ Ira'
pjj j$L

custom becomes second nature. Kwan shtih 1 5/t matured
I MM

in, fully acquainted with.

u

K'HEO, Or K'h3. The heart seen as through

Same as
*

P5, see under 9 strokes.

TS'HAOU- From heart and to net. To act

a then Sincere; faithful; good; virtuous; conduct that is

seen and approved within and .without, at home and abroad.

FAET I, VOL. II. 2 C

heartily and sincerely. Tsaou tsaou

man.

a lincere faithful

KEW. Pleased ; attentive.

HWUY.

Perspicacious; intelligent; clever; dexterous; ingeniuuij

subtle; adroit. Ling hwuyJ||i| piritual perspicacity ; lu

cid ; quick perception.

KWAN. A confused disordered state.

LOO. JJoo loo I^J'h^ a deceived perturbed

mind; hurried precipitate manner.

Kf^ MOO, or Mang. LDo-mang|j| ^ per-

turbation of mind ; suspicion ; hurried confused manner of

doing things.

SUY. Attentive ; respectful. .

til

tjtAi^

^ K Hi,

An ancient form of^ Gae-

'HAE- Kae, or Kang-kae ffi !$*fc
elevated .

magnanimous; generous feeling ; high toned sentiment. Tke
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;nef and perturbed feelings of a high and aspiring mind. A clear perception be attained. Great concern ; suspicion. A

miod that contemns wealth in comparison ofjustice and honor.
|

surname i the name of a place; the name of a wood. Wang leu

J~t |p a kind of general view or plan of. Woo yuen leu,

pelh yew kin yew 4jjf y|r
"

ftf* 7^3 X/f" ^ ^e wno won't
"MY fQ^f \ J*~^ rv XJ^ &~

concern himself about what is distant, will find sorrow approach

near. Yew leu 3C
J

mournful anxiety. Tse'en leu ylb tlh

^f- 1 ?& one case of success, the result of ten thousand

anxious thoughts.

Pleased ; loving,

:LEEN.

Shedding tears; detaining the mind on a subject.

Same as the preceding.

GOW, and Row. Respectful; reverence for.

\

15 UNG, Or Tsung. From fccarJanda rustling

A
.mind. To alarm; to rouse ; to awaken, as by advice; to

excite, to stir up; to egg on.

t

Original form of ^ Chang.

jrB& K'HIN. Grief and mourning; bold and

daring. Read Kin, Faithful; sincere; attentive.

MING. Ming ch'mg ^ /S inexhaustible

thought. One says, Grief. Read Meih, Broad; extensive.

A vulgar form of $ Yin.

SHANG, or Heang.

Grieved; wounded; pained.

. Same as the following,

>

\VE.l. Brom to smooifc by.the application of

heal and the heart. To soothe and console the mind, to

tranquillize the feelings ; to comfort. Gan wei 5jr j|T to

tranquillize and soothe ; to comfort.

K'HOW.

Kow kow Vffi

'

diligent exertion of one's strength .

TWAN, and Tswan. From heart and

intense application to. Mental labour and fatigue ; grief; sorrow.

MWAN. To forget.

Same as the preceding.

LEU. To think on with desire, expectation or |* K'HEEN. From tiara und heart. Sparing;

anxiety ; concern of mind ; to plan ; to devise
; to think till a II

parsimonious ; niggardly. Read Jfc-en, A knowing old man.
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TSAN, Chan, or Twan.

Perfect virtue. Oae says, A company ; a group.

MA. Ma hea
j^j

R speaking with difficulty ;

stararaeringi stuttering.

u

CHE. Fearful ) timid ; timorous; to tremble

with fear; cowardly. Also read Tel, and SeTh.in the same

sense. Same as Infi Che.

CHUNG, or Shung. Indolent ; lazy.

K'HING, and K'hing.

Good ;
excellent ; bene6cent; happy ; blessed ; to congratu-

late ; to approach with congratulatory presents ; offerings or

speeches; the great path of right principks; a sentence.

Name of a district.

K'HANG, andK'hang-

Kang-kae te fe a firm, elevated, energetic tone of mind.

TE. High; lofty. One says, The extreme

limit or degree. Read Che, Weak, languid. A discord in

sounds. Read Chae,^ Jfo
chae kae, A spine, or thorn.

CH'HAB, and T'hee, Same as the preced-

ing; a thorn in the heart. Disquietude and uneasiness of mind.

u

CHIH, or Tselh, and Nee. TO fear ; to

be apprehensive. Read Che, Afraid to move , submissive.

JE.

A fond foolish appearance 5 the sillioeM of love .

GAE- Parsimonious; sordid-

HOO, and He. BOO koo 4{| 4 bot

ful; pretending great things; without resolution.

T'HANG.

Mung ting jji 4^ stupid confused ideas ; disorderly.

LOO, and Low. To be pleased ; earnestly

a respectful, atten-sojicitous. A surname. Loo loo

live appearance.

An ancient form of ifS Jfih. A surname.

LEUH. Sorrowful ; mournful.

T'HUY. To give full scope to.

KE U EN. To turn round and look back.

TS'HElH. Grief , sorrow } mourning.

Same as the preceding.
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PE. Many thought* blended together.

LUH.

The mind at leisure; a change or turn of mind.

A vulgar form of Keu.

YUH. From ifcsire and heart. The operation

of passion j desire, in a bad sense; in an excessive degree;

lust ; licentious passions. Y5h sze piSh uy ^t ||j. ~^\^
lust not gratified. YQh sze Bhang sun

j
IjB- "fjL ffl

'he

health injured by lust. Yfih wei shih pae che show
'

^j

-f- |& /^
~& lewJuess is the chief of the ten sources of

ruin. Yflh ho che tung 1 4^ ^ Sjfj
excitement of the

fire of lust.

A vulgar form of ]^| Ping-

A vulgar form of f{| Fan.

Vulgar form of
j

Hvva.

To depend upon as true or real ;

really. Feelings of commiseration and indignation.

Same as * Juh. To cause shame and disgrace.

A vulgar form of^ Leaou.

TSUNG.

Tsun<r tuns grief and disquietude.

YEW.

From head and heart. Grief that arises from one's own

thoughts; mournful ; sorry ; thoughtful; grieved; sombre;

melancholy; sick; the sickness occasioned by pregnancy;

mourning for the death of parents. Yew sae kwo too, tsih

ke ke H B^^ g ^|J ^ ^t from an excess of grit-f

and thought, the spiritual aura becomes congealed. Yew tsew,

szeleutslhshangsin ] ^ W, |g g|J |g^ sorrow and

anxious thought injures the heart. Yew kwa gae rain

KM E? S1

grieved for the country, and loved the people:
_l> j-i <? -A-

said of Ching-tsung hwang-te J^ -~^ JjS ^ the second

emperor of the Yuen dynasty. Yew kwS [H^tu be grieved,

or concerned deeply for one's country. Yew pin
] -^

to be grieved on account of poverty.

A vulgar form of^ Nan

CH'HWANG. Simple j doltish; foolish;

silly ;
a natural silly and idiotical person, so much so as to be

excused by the law. They explain it by saying, The percipient

principle is obscured by grosser matter.

An erroneous form of 'Ift Hwang.

CHE. To spread out; to expand or prornulge.

Same as^ Mang, or Ming.
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An ancient form of 3|| Moo;

HWUY. To dread; to shun.

Same as
tjjj} Tung, see under IKstr.

CH'HANG, or Tsang.. The appearance

of staring straight forwards.

J

t

HWAN. Negligent; careless; inattentive.

Same as jfj; Tih, see under 8 strokes.

TWELVE STROKES.

K'HEU, OF Heu. Timid ; fearful; afraid.

An ancient form of aft E. .

HWA.
Gaiety or extravagance of mind.

NAN.

Same as ji|B Nao. The face reddening up with, shame.

FOW, or Too. Anger; to be angry.

FART I. VOL, II.

PANG.

P$ng hing to force one"! iclf.

MvTI Wearied ; exhausted ; extreme lassitude,

induced by disease. Pae lae j^^ weak, doltish, foolih

blockhead.

P'HEE- A hurried manner or appearance;

hastiness of temper or disposition ; vicious ; bad.

Same as the preceding.

~] SHUN, and Keung. Grieved ; sorrowrul.

CHA Y , An empty noisy bluster , rodomontade.

KEAOU. A low minded man flushed with

I

tf
success-; high looks; idle, loose ( dissipated; self indulgent ,

assuming and insolent

TSANG-

From heart and the sound of Tslng. To dislike ; lo hate.

TSWAN.
Silly ; stupid. Read Hwfih. Fa-t

asleep. Read Hwi, To awake from sleep.

JEN?
Original form of 'fe G5, Ts5 gii ^S t^ unable

to answer, or reply, to.
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T8

CH'HE. or Tse.

uncertain ; undetermineJ.

I-EEN. or Lin. From the heart and fire. A

feeling of compassion ;
commiseration. To compasiomite ; to

(eel tender regard for; to love. Le'en seOh l

j|}| 'j'JQl

to coinpa-

sionate. Lcen gae
j ^ to love.

Same as the preceding.

CH'HANG.

Alarmed , apprehensive ; frightened appearance.

PING. A stand for a valuable stone i leaning

on i resting or depending on ; according to proof; that which

is capable of being proved ; this word commences statements

implying that what follows can be proved. A surname.

KWAE, or Kwei. Perturbation and dis-

YIN. To ask; respectful; attentive. To speak

or say ; sweet ; and further ; to desire ; deficient. A particle

used on beginning to *peak. To wound; the name of a place,

Read Bin, A laughing appearance.

Same as the preceding.

quietude of mind. Hwin kwae

induced by sickness.

*

a state of stupidity

Same as SI Hwuv, Obedient; complying.
tUA, -' I J fy

TSEAOU. From heart and anxious. Tseaou

tsuy
ij^p ij^

lean from hunger and distress of mind. Certain

parts cf a human body.

CH'HING. Evenness or composure of irfind.

&
An ancient form ofM Hwan.

-*;
anc 'ent form of -g- He, Joy.

HE. From heart and wish; having obtained

one's heart's wish. The mind feeling gratified and pleased :

joy; delight. To delight in, or love. To be fond of doing.m
ll

HWO, or Hwih

Unintelligent; dull; stupid; perverse.

HEANG.

Ung heang |^} |^ appearance of much strength.

i

I 'HAN. From Heart and the sound Tan

Distress; afraid; timorous; worn out with fatigue and labour.

Read Chen, Difficulty and distress. Ke tan
E~j (kg afrai(j

of; apprehensive. Sze woo ke tan
j^j? 4HE ^ 1 in danger

of death and still without fear, said to over-bold children

Puh tan laou koo^ |j|?
M

:jSjt
not afraid of labour.

gg
Same as the preceding;.
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T'HAN. To think ; to ponder.

Same as yjf To, Remiss.

Jf
rwi|

TUY, and Tuy. From heart and opposed to.

Feeling of resentment and enmity. To hate and speak ngamst.

Same as the preceding.

SELJH. Insincere and adulatory compliance

with the will of a superior; to be influenced by their looks;

timid; sycophantic.

SZE, Te sze lire
Ifflf

timid ; fearful ; cowardly.

SEUN.

f

Juen seun^^ weak ; slender. Read Seen, To be pleased.

u

KEUE. To exert strength ; to use effort.

U

PO. The heart rising or moving.

U

TSIH. A
slight pain.

Vulgar form of fft Tuy.

t:
MAE.

Mac hcae tH t'i an untranquil perturbed itatc of mind.

HEAOU, OP Keaou. Fear aPPrchcn.ion.

'-'

FAN. The huart changed, rooted, ot gitatid

T'HANG. To pntdown; to give scope or loose to

PUN. Them'md filled and urged c-ither with

grief, or anger, or zeal in business, or in study ; violent feeling

of anger and indignation.

A
I. The heart's strength failing ; sickly.

Strength of the mind worn out ; wearied ; fatigued ; exhausted.

LAOU. Gaou laou ^| j^ to repent.

CH'HUNG. An unsettled state of mind;

going backwards and forwards continually ,- uninterrupted

motion. Chung chung wang lae Vm
Tgi ^A j& incessantly

going backwards and forwards.

NE. A cheerful disposition.

fl/^^. HAN. Simple; foolish ( silly; rather idiotical
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HEEN, or Han- Anger; angry.

Originally written
fj|

Ke. To desist; to rest; to

'r=* LE. Much talks loquacious ; loquacity. U
IP*

he <r% insulting disrespectful language.

take repose.

JEN, Heen, or Neen.

Difficult; hard to do, or bear.

IVS
Same as the preceding.

KWEL Agreement with ; hwmony; concord.

HIH.

Dark mind ; confusion of intellett; a kind of stupor.

HEI H. The appearance of a warm heart.m

KEUNG. To advert to; have the attention

excited. Distant; remote; appearance of going off remotely.

YIH. Full ;
a hundred thousand.

LEAOU. Perspicuous; clear discernment;

clever; intelligent.
To oversee and examine mto , cheerful;

a vacant empty appearance.
Leaou leth {^ ^ the eyes aud

mind both struck with alarm.

ITj|.j| HEEN. The heart expanded, large; free; if^nff
x

I |/jrj WOO. From heart and the sound voo, Affee-

liberal, easy appearance, pleased, tranquil. Been Jen
jfjj ^ j \l\\\

liberal, easy appearance, pleased, tranquil. Been Jen

pleased; tranquil; the heart enlarged, or the mind divided ;

hence it also denotes Being roused by the errors or vices of

others.

MIN. Grief; sorrow , commiseration ;
to com-

tion; love; an expression of regard and of surprize and dis-

appointment; also a proud expression of contempt. Read

Hoo, Large ; great ; empty ; proud.

passionate or feel for the distresses of others. Min tslh

tell to compassionate ; to commiserate. Min jin che koo

pvl
A -V M to compassionate peoples' being destitute c

assistance, as orphans, widows, and those who have no one to

depend on.

TANG

Tang yung Tiff
SS to move ;

to excite.

ff Vulgar form ofg Ts'Kan. From heart

and the sound of Tsan. Pain ; acute feeling ; distress,

forget Impious disregard of Heaven.

f

t

> An abbreviated form of the preceding.

KEUE. Deceitful; lying; crafty.
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PE. Vexed; annoyed.

TS'HEW.

Grieved j sorry. Same as
Ijjfr

TsSh.

Same as $ Kan, see under 13 strokes.

KOO. Timid; fearful.

Same as^ Yen, see Rad. flj> Sin.

CHUY, orTsuy. Respectful; attentive.

HEEN. From injure, eye, and heart. To

impress upon men's minds the hurtful nature of crimes. To
deliver laws to men ; one who does so. A ruler f a magistrate;

a superior officer of the government. To have seen and heard

much ; well educated. The name of a district > a surname.

aw S1H Parsimonious; niggardly,

A vulgar form of ?Jj Keen.

'jH Same as l

p$ Pun, see under 5 strokes.

An ancient form of fj| Loo.

FART I. VOL. II. 9 T ,

I
Intention ; meaning-

I

T'HAN.

Tan tih
] ^ an unsettled undetermined state of mind.
I

*W v

K1H. Knowledge; wisdom-

; meaning.

NO. A house which contains

TSE. Grief and anger-

LEIH. Attentive ; respectful.

CHE. To extend to, or arrive at.

Same as^ Tang, see above-

An ancient form ofm Keu, Fear.

Same as Telh, see under 8 strokes

Vulgar form ofj^ Tsan, see under 1 1 str
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Same as
0jf Ming, see Rad. tyy Tsaou.

An ancient form of^ Hwuv

An ancient form of
jgf, Hwan.

THIRTEEN STROKES.

SUING, and Ching.

Repeated Ching-chtng, To caution ; to warn.

P'HEIH. Hurried; precipitate.

t0^
YIH. From heart or mind and thought. To

i\*

think; to consider; to reflect; to remember; to recollect.

L^?l>i SU H. TQh suh |^ ijSjl
a feeling of shame.

Painful. Read Tseu, An acute miml.

SEEN, and Heeil. A flatterer; to flatter.

W^" f w

Head Tseen, Violent; powerful in disputation. Read Tsan,

A multiplicity of thoughts or schemes.

TSEW.

Vicious; bad; proud. Tsew keen igt^ wicked ; bad.

t;

YUNG. Sorrowful ; mournful

Same a? fj| Man, see under 1 1 str.

K'HE. Apprehension ; fear.

CHUH. Disquietude of mind.

INUNG. Pung nung if^ I to be pleased,I"** I

to like. Read Neang, The heart disordered ; in a state of

confusion. Read Naou, Gaoii naou
l|$|

1 to repent.

_ t

^__*- * HAN. Tranquil; easy. Also occurs denol-

w^u

ing To move t> excite.

T -HAN

Broad; extensive; clear; bright; tranquil. Same as
j;j^

Tan.

T'HANG. Loose; careless; profligate.

RING. Sedate; sincere; just and equitable

feeling; to caution ; to warn; to punish.

SUNG, or Tsung. sing sung

very intelligent person.

Original form off^l Leth.
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KIN, and K'hin.

A firm stable mind. Some say, An agitated mind.

/

HAiM, To feel indignation or resentment to-

wards ; to feel regret for ; indignant with one's self or others.

o
'

K'HO, and Ke. Avaricious ; covetous.

t
Same as

||fj Loo, see under 1 1 strokes.

KEIH, Swift; speedy.

KEAOU. Lucky; fortunate. Same as the

preceding. Read KeTh, Haste; precipitate disposition.

HWAE, and Wei. Hwae Ian

to dislike ; to hate. Sorrowful; a wicked heart. Read Ws,

To hate.

Afraid; apprehensive,; dangerous.

**>

IfE3
KEUEN, or Heucn.

Precipitate ; hasty ; perverse disposition.

\

1 UN G. Mung tung ||j bjjf
the mind dis-

turbed and thrown into disorder. Used also denoting the

Clear perception of.

K'HIN. A surname. Yin kin^ &fr <>pprefed

by circumstances , bowed down by authority.

KIN. Sorrowful ; grieved.

Same as
jt Suy, see under 9 strokes.

K'HEU,

Afraid {apprehensive; ashamed ; bashful, retiring.

\

TSAOU

Vexatious anxiety, or uneasiness of mind; sorrow.

: ON

fljr\
KAN. Sincerely; earnestly; importunately;

with the utmost sincerity and truth; to beg or seek earnestly.

KEAE.

The heart loose and inattentive; remiss; lazy.

YING

From to obey man's direction and Itearl. That which i%

right and proper ; that which should or ought to be. To an-

swer; to respond; to correspond to. Name of a place, and

of a musical instrument. A surname.

Tsze shoo kew ying yew she ping yay lj
3

f[^ ^

'rf 7 F?P "vL
"''* ')oo 'i 'on? ugh' to have had

critical notes.

K'HE. Wearied ; fatigued ; sorrowful. Read

K'heae, Difficult, distressing. Read KeTh, Afraid.
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A

GAOU. Vexed; indignant. Avaricious.

180

MOW From heart and flen'y- The mind

fully engaged in action; strenuous effort ; abundant; flourish-

ing luxuriantly. Used also in a moral sense. Mow sew

atrenuous endeavours in the cultivation of virtue.

YIH.

From heart and to peep. Pleased ; gratified ; to like.

\

LIN . Fear*, respect ; awe ; danger ; dangerous.

Reid* Lin, Extreme weariness or lassitude, as if trembling

with cold-

An ancient form of 1w Keae.

JAOU. Distant ; remote.

Original form of iff
Pun.

SIH. To hate indignantly.

TSWAN. Intelligent , possessing
acute talents.

An ancient form of'|ii No.

An ancient form of ra To.

Same as H> Pe, The reins of a bridle.

An ancient form of ft Chow.

FOURTEEN STROKES.

T'HWAN.

Teen twan ^S 4j||
a confused dull mind.

3AE, or Yae. Respectful ; attentive.

P'HIN. Respectful ;
submissive.

YEN. Repose; tranquil.

Yen yen J|| JH to drink at night , repose ; a long time.

Mournful; sorrowful.

Same as *$k Gaou, see under 12 strokes.

Same as3 Keo, see under 10 strokes. ^P Same as the preceding.
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I

K'HWO

Skilful in the employment of one's self* clever.

\/

HWAN. The heart grieved, or sorry.

HEA. Wild, crazed, mad manner.

CH'HE. Some impediment or hindrance caus-

ing disagreement; discordance.

i

YU. Yti vu 4& $4 to walk with baity steps ;
J -*C*> rbSi?

to walk with a respectful easy gait.

Same as the preceding.

HWO. Agitation of mind ; fear ; alarm.

LEE. Lei cMm j^ a light flippant manner.

IX.

YIN. To rely or depend on others.

MEEN. To forget.

TAE Tae gae alarmed i frightened ;

perturbation of mind.

I. VOL. II.

MANG, or Mung. Obicure ; unditecrning.

Mung inunp4,j". W,. an ignorant appearance ; afraid.

Same as the following.

GAE. Alarmed, apprehensive, afraid. Read E,

To judiic; to intend. Read V'th, An intelligent child.

155? MU-N(jr. A faithful sincere appearance.

CH'HUY, and T'huy. From hc.rl and

oppoied to. Feeling of resentment and enmity. To hate and

speak against

TSE.

Suspicion ; jealousy -, anger ; displeasure ; sorrow ; precipitancy.

Same as |^ To, Remiss ;
idle.

a feeling ofshame * "bashed

WEI. To forget.

YING.

Tiop ying WT rag
to feel indignant ;

to hate.

u

MO. Excellent ; elegant. Same as IB M5.
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1A
fft^"^ LAN. Greedy; voracious j vehement, in desire.

put
Read Han, Strong; robust.

MUN, or Mun. From full and heart.

Vexation and grief. Mun raun 1m nS or Fan mun^
vexed and grieved ; sorrow and concern of mind.

I, NE. Weakness of mind.

CH'HOW.

The appearance of deep sorrow j. grief in the extreme.

Same as the preceding.

I:

CHE. Anger

MAE, Superior intelligence

JOO, Juen, No, or Nvvan. weak;

fearful; timorous; flexible* apprehensive.

Same as iffr Tung, see under 1 1 sir.

TS'HAN. Pain; painful (Still; jet Already.

Original form Le'en.

T'HO. Lazy; indolent.

To appoint or establish a granary.

jnrr L
Same as ^ Joo, Weak ; timorous.

Same as j|| Yu, see under 14 strokes.

LEW. Delight in books; diligent cheerful

endeavour to become acquainted with new books.

Same as Pih, see Rad.

Same as m Hee.

FIFTEEN STROKES.

YANG. From heart and tofeed. That which

the heart desires; to itch; having an itching for.

fljBt PO. PSpo \ 1
sorrowful ; grieved.

LEU. Grieved ; sorry-

PLf

CH'HA. To examine; to investigate.
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;BXtH/ An erroneous form of JR Yen.

1

!!> Same as fip Mo, see Rad. ^ Show

CHE.

Vexation ; anger ; rage. To stop ; to desist.

CHOO. Grief; sorrow.

K'HWANG, Wide; extensive; large; (imply.

i'HWANG.

Indignant; malignant. Also the same as the preceding.

Same as ft) Hung, see under 9 strokes.

SAOU. A loose, careless disposition.

A2S*

LO. Joy ; pleasure.

YEW,

Grief; grieved; also some relaxation and apparent ease.

LE. Indignant ; careless.

Same as |f Tih.

1^1
uv2

Same as ^ Tsung, see under 13 strokes

POO.

Peih foo wft
i|X

the appearance of basic ; hurry ; precipilaiior..

Same as
:

j^l Che, see under 14

<vss

t:

LA. Wicked; bad.

NE. Ne che
| ^ to insult and Irtat

ri'spcctfully. The tense of this character it not quite clear.

LEW. Lew leih ^j iffi.
sorrowful

ance; resent incut. Head Lew, Good.

>E MEE. Light, and easy

Original form of j% Tun, see under 8 sir

Same as Chow

CH'HING. To form; to regulaK : i

01 cause to desist ; to repress ; to caution; ttf warn , ro >

Same as }S Till, see under 8 strokt <

The appearance of anger and rage.
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TSEE.

A calculating mind. One says, The remnant of a candle.

Same as $& KwS, see under 14 strokes.

A dog relishing flesh; appearing dissatisfied.

TSUH. To take.

An ancient form of Pi? E

LEW. A fixed resolution.

An ancient form of II Sth.

An ancient form of ^, Hwan.

Same as I&L Woo, used in the Budh books.

il

SIXTEEN STROKES.

'

WEI.

Talking in one's sleep; unintelligible jargon.

Mung

ordered ; a confused mind.

the heart dis-

Original form of Sg M8, To treat with contempt;

to ridicule.

M
Same as fl! Ting, see under 14str.

That about which the heart is occnpied

E ' ExcelleBt; perfectly good. A

A vulgar form of $fc uy.

surname.

KEU. Respectful; attentive.

Same as
'!f|' Fun, Sorrowful.

as Lin
' see under 13 str.

Same as ^ Mung, see under 14 str.

HEUEN. Anger; indignation; to hate. Read

Hwan, Knowing; skilful in calculating.

HWAE.

From to hide in and lieart. To cherish or contain in the

breast or mind, or month, or womb; to cherish kind regard to ;

the thoughts which are cherished ; to revert, or return to. To
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surround; to lay or store up ; to wound ; to hurt; private ;

,,1-lfish. The name of a district; a surname.

HIH

To feel ashamed, is expressed by I

4j]P
Mh e.

t

LAN. Indolent; lazy; negligent. Same as

Lan,a woman of an idle lazy disposition; sleepy; remiss; idle.

LAE.

Tsang lae 4^ I|S
to dislike aud hate ; strong aversion to.

Same as j^ Hwuy, see below

HEAE. Thoughtful and calculating

HEAE. Sorrowful from delayed hope. The

mind entirely set upon ; daring.

LUNG Perverse; rebellious.

LUNG. Lung lung ag, fej hurried, precipitate."
icit (tin

HEUEN. To tie to ""' suspend, as from the

centre of a roof; used physically and morally ; suspence.

Taou heucn
|j!|] J^ to hang upside down. Heuen kung

I ^? to suspend in vacuo. Ik-uen tseug pflh tung I
W<

\ ^* -- /f* <

~T^ Inj altogether different. Heuen tseue
jft

as far dif-

PART I. VOL. II. 3 A

ferent a possible. Heuen tang 1

*py
to defer long without

coming to any decision.

Original form of jj| Kwei.t

Same as 7^ Pe'en, see under 14 strokes.

Same as ^ Ke, see under 8 strokes.

u

K'HEO. "Respectful and sincere

A man' name ; the sound not known

1:

SEEN. To be ashamed.

Same as jra Lan, see above.

JANG. Timid; fearful; afraid. To fear.

J Same as ^i Lew.

YIN. Grief arising from sickness j

Same as 4 Tse, Doubts over doubts, u*|>i.i.

1!
YING. A military guard
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/

TSAN, or Chan. From heart. To repent ;

heart-felt grief for
sin. To feel contrition.

r KE.

Strong; violent. Ke keg ')$
Pe ;

Bilious.

,0r Fei. To use strength to the utmost degree.

Same as ft PS, see under 15 strokes.

An ancient form of$ Laou

ft Same as f| Chuy.

EIGHTEEN STROKES.

KEU. From heart and a bird looking affright-

cd. Fear; apprehension. Keu fa JM j^ to stand in awe

ofthe laws. Keu pa
| ijfl

or Kung keu
j^k

1 afraid ; ap-

prehensive ; to be afraid of. Keu sin jib sang, tsth shan shang

che tsaou keae wei ping I

/(j,
. /

^|J || |
|- ^ Jsja

fc^y"
iL n". when fear once arises in the mind, then all the

plants
on the tops of the hills become soldiers.

Same as f$f Le, see under 10 strokes.

Th'u character is found on ancient stone drums ;
but

neither sound nor sense is known.

TSEAOU. A hasty disposition-

Same as ^| Sth, see under 10 strokes.

Same as the preceding.

NAOU. Weak; feeble.

Same as '14
1
Chung, see under 4 str.

I:

A feeling of satisfaction ; joy ; joy-

ful. Read Kwan, denotes sorrow ; grief felt without having

any one to whom to unbosom one's self.

* CHE, and She. Timid; timorous; fearful;

apprehensive; wanting courage; wanting boldness; pusilla-

nimous.

Original form of'H Po, see under 15 str.

HWUY. Having two hearts or minds; a

double minded uncertain man.

;fe*
/c^C5 Same asls E, see under 16 strokes.

ja-iVS

E-tih how K$ ffi- Jfj
a queen of the Sung dynasty, who was

falsely accused of illicit intercourse with a player or musician.
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SUNG, and Shwang, Fear; apprehension.

M* Original form of Peaou, see under 1 1 strokes.

TSO, or Tsa.

I -t*J A
Tsaou tsJ 'NS indolent negligent mind.

I
"

I

.. D

SEE. Te'8 see"
jjjTJ ||| levity of mind; inca-

pable of noble purposes; discontented.

JJ>P4> LEUEN, Or Lwan. From bound to, and

A>j>
heart. Warm affection for; ardent attachment to, as of bro-

thers or of lovers. Used also for the stupifying hankering of

the human mind after vicious pleasure or sordid gain. A sur-

name. Lwan ke ,tsS -ntf having a constant hankering after

prostitutes ; addicted to whoredom.

\

NAN. Respect; reverence. Read Jen, Fear.

Same as i|s Tuy, see under 20 str.

LO. Mo lo lj'lll shame.

ME -

Scattered ; dispersed. Read Mo, The heart diseased.

YUEN. The vertex or summit.

Same as Chwan^, see below.

Same as Pe, The reins of a briillr.

Same as j^ Nung, see under 13 -n

CHOW.

Slips of wood for eating with, or for keeping a reckoning.

\ -(foa

*j
IS.

TANG. Same as Jf| Peg.

Tang hwang ||| j^ to fail in effecting one's purpose.

j

/ HWO, and KwS. The gaze ofastonishment

and apprehension , alarmed ; frightened ; to give a hasty look.
b. IJk

Original form of
fj| Tsaou.

An ancient form of^ Tuy.

The

A^&
TTH
Ina

is lost.

Same as Pa> and ^ pa

Same as '1^ Tsaou.

Vulgar form of Chwang.
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1

T'HUN.

Tun kwan 1 ift? not clear or bright, obscure.

An erroneous form of fjS Le.

aoo LING. An intelligent clever mind.

HUNG.

The spirit of a man hurried and perturbed.

CHWANG, Hung-, and Kung.

Simple; silly,- foolish; doltish. Tsoo chwang j^ |

rude;

doltish ; obstinate; naturally dull, and also uneducated.

MAN. Fear ; apprehension.*

. .

Same as ffc Kung.

KIN. The sense is not known.

SIXTY-SECOND RADICAL.

A spear or lance with transverse points at the end, repre-

sented by the horizontal line of the character. A certain short

weapon. Name of a state. A surname.

A formidable axe or hatchet. Name of a &lar.

KEW.

A tassel or other ornament appended to a lance.

i

MOW, and Mow.

One of the ten astronomical characters called ~r S^ ShTh

kan; the middle one of the ten, answering to the period when

all things in nature are
flourishing.

Nature sinking or fading, as in autumn.

A character which answers to the ninth moon, and to the

hours from 9 to I 1 at night.

SHOO.

To be placed at the frontier or exteraities of the country to

defend it. It is often a kind of banishment ; and is sometimes

inflicted as a punishment. This character must be distinguish-

ed from J^U Seflh, the preceding character.

An abbreviated form of iig Tsae.
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ft ^ fft^
A military weapon ; a certain military carriage ;

a small one

of the kind. Large ; great j thou or you ; a surname. Mutual,

ly connected ; to pluck or snatch out. Woo jung ^ ^ five

kinds of military weapons, the bow, javelin, and so on.

Seal character-form of f Wo, I or Me.

From a spear. Implies wounding or

injuring ; also the feelings affected ; an exclamation.

Cfc CH'HING, or Shing.

To assist in perfecting ; to finish ; to perfect ; to efiect ; to

complete; to become that which is good and fit for use;

things to be done in the day, month, or year; that which is

well and properly done. To level or adjust ; a complete piece

of music. Name of a district; a surname. Ke puh ching win

JlJC ~%*
scarce'y raake sense.

GO, or Wo.

I; me. Our, used with emphatic appropriation when speak-

ing of one's father, mother, or country, or of the reigning

dynasty. A surname.

KEAE.

To warn , to give precepts or orders to ; to announce or

state to. Used also for a boundary or limit. Inhibitions;

precepts; to guard against the indulgence of the passions; to

observe a regimen ; to beware of ; to be careful against ; to

watch, as at nights; to be 'prepared for. Keae ying; tsnng

k gen 3ig
Tgt & fa- guard against self sufficiency and honor

economy

PART I. VOL. II, 3 B

KO. The name of a place.

An ancient form off^Go.

FOUR STROKES.

HWA.- To strike.

KWO. To cut off the ears.

* JT TSEEN. To disconnect entirely; to pierce;

^V
pointed. An instrument of huibandry. .

Same as the preceding.

An erroneous form of the two preceding.

TSAN; and Tseen. n
From two spears. To plunder; to rob; to wound. t<

injure; little, shallow ; few. Otherwise read Chan and F< ;

en,

in the last sense.

Same as ft Tseen, see below

Originally read Yin. From a mouth, a javelin, and cut
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place. A country or place which is defended; a place respect-

in; which there is doubt of safety ; hence its common use ai a

Particle, implying Uncertain; perhaps ; a certain person j
one

not known; this or that ; either. Occurs used for J?fe Hw8,

To excite doubt in another's mind; to delude.

KAN. To kill; to murder.

TSEANG

A particular kind of spear or lance. Read Tsing, To kill.

An ancient form of^ Wo, see above.

An ancient form of
Jjjjj

Kan.

^ \*

RFY

An ancient form of tfa Te. See Rad. 5Ktmg.

FIVE STROKES.

Original form of^ Jung.

An ancient form of^* Mow

Same as
Pf^ Yung, according to some writers.

An ancient form of
Jj Ching.

KO. A stake on shore to which boats arefastened.

Same as
J| Tseth, see below.

An ancient form of Keae.

STROKES

KIH. To wrangle and fight.

CHOO.

A certain lance or spear; to kill; to destroy.

T'HUNG. The planks of a boat.

An erroneous form of Gaou.

TSAN. Much ; many.

YUNG. Fierce ; daring ; audacious.

An ancient form ofm Me?.

TSEEN.

An instrument of husbandry ; the utmost degree.

A particular kind of spear, or lance.
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TS'HEIH. A sort of military axe; afraid of

its stroke. Mournful; sorry; vexed; angry; deformed. To

be near or related to ; relations generally. The name of a place.

Ydh tseih^ frf/
a sort of battle axe.

Same as ftj Yung, see Rad. # Lcth.

HAN, Or Kan. The substantial part of a
thing.

H

KLA. A long spear or lance; the jolting and

rattling of a cart. Usual; common; ordinary, applied to form

or ceremony.

TEE

Sharp ; to pick out with a sharp instrument.

An ancient form of Jj^ Suy.

EIGHT STROKES.

CHO. To strike ; to push.

Vulgar form of^ Kea, see above,

A spear with more than one point, a long weapon with

transverse points; a kind of halberd. Tire name of a place.

An ancient form of w\ TsS, or Tsiih

1=1

Same
j Ke, see Rad. T[C Muh

An ancient form of^ C'liuu

^sV An ancient form of 19 Kwo.

Same as 1| Chun.

CHIH. The sense of which is lost. Read Che,

Clayey adhesive earth.

hi

K'HAN. A small weapon for cutting ; to cut ;

to stab; to kill. To pierces to overcome; <o kill.

TSEIH- To store up weapons; to lay them

aside ;
to collect together and be at peace and quiet ; to

to put a stop to war. A surname.

YANG. A sort of spear or lance

PA. A kind of shield to defend the person ;

something held before the eye ; also used for a weapon ,
a kind

of cudgel or lance ;
and in the sense of /ft FJ, To suhduc.
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~f*
CHA, or Che. Superlatively good.

CHEN.

A word found in religious book* j the sense not known.

KVVEI

A certain weapon; a sort of spear or lance. A man's name.

-^^**

tfl17 Same as $ Ko, A boiler.
KJx

R
TEN STROKES.

An ancient form of fjlj Chwang.

A form of ^Keth, see under 8 strokes.

Same as |j| Tsan, see Rad. *** Meen.

JUH, A certain javelin or spear.

KO, A stake to which a boat is fastened.

.. \

TbEEN. Completely; entirely; to cut off;

v
to exterminate ; to shear or clip; to slaughter and kill.

CH'HIH. Great; large.

. \*

TSEE. TO cut asunder ; to cut to pieces j to

cut off a passage to or from ; to obstruct ; to cut off a retreat,

to cut und mince; nice distinctions; disputation.

YIH. Fleet ; swift.

L'HEEN. A sort of spear or lance.

HAN. Strong; robust.

y

K1H. Kib tinM
i}& plants growing

Same as ff| Chun, see Rad. ^ Chung.

An ancient form of ||| Seih.

YUNG. A certain weapon.

GAOU. A certain lance or spear.

i

YIN . A certain long weapon ;
a sort of pear.

Read Yen, A man's name.

CHWANG, OF Shwang. A certain piece

of wood to fend off a boat, or to fasten a boat to.
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Original form of || Tsee".

HOO. To call upon ; to call to.

u

LUH. From tpeara unifying about. To kill ;

to slay by the sword of justice, or in war; to cut to pjceei ;

to mangle. Foolish conduct ; disgrace.

A vulgar form of flU Kwo

Same as^ Chun, see above.

An ancient form of flg| Wei.

TWELVE STROKES.

An ancient form of1g Tae.

il

,

Vulgar form of it He.

CHEN. TO fight. A battle j lobe struek with

fear ;
to dread ; to be alarmed. A surname. Ta chen

to join in battle. Chen te Mj j;^
the field of battle. Chen

been urn tse'en woo nih saou 1 fi

~*
^f- 3T 5" Jtffi

I WiE I -LL pj Jgj.

fighting ships two thousand five hundred. Chen siu shaou

keae
j ^ ^p TO^ fighting spirit rather abated. Chensze

TAUT 1. VOL. II. S C

^or Chen mQh
| ^ to die io battle. Chm^

is often used in noveh for sexual coition.

lit.

Original form of f3t ChS.

Vulgar form of XH TsSng

fj
An ancient formofj|tYlh

An ancient form off^Pfi, or Huh.

Same as
g> HeTh, or KeOh. The appearance of

flying from fear.

Rl .An ancient form of

Vulgar form of 3$ She, To kill

YUH. Etegautly ornamented; fioe stylt

WAN. A sharp edge.

&Y H-Ej an<l He. To fence, or play

To sport; to play and laugh. To play as children; a thea-

trical exhibition; to play or trifle with. Yen he V|^ lo

act a plaj . Lung he fi ^. ] j^j
to practke or perform

slight of hand tricks. He wei che yufi {feO |B 'J? H
IHMt Hf* S~.^ |i- 1

ridiculed him saying. E lie jen chaou Uan
JP^ ] "g" -^ j||
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by a jest induced rebellion. Wang le chun sze yew e chang

formerly the usage that in the-pring reason plays were per-

formed by whores.

CHO. To Stab. Some use'this for striking a

mark with a seal or stamp. Kae chO $ f| to *tamp.

HE . The appearance of laughing at eaclvother.

*

TA-E, To pile one thing on another; toarry

on the head ; to heave over head ; to bear or sustain physically

or morally ; to meet, occur, or fall -in 'with.

Same as j^ Shin.

HE. Name of a certain weapon.

GO, The name of an insect.

An ancient spoor with four points.

SIXTY-THIRD RADICAL.

HOO

A door ; an opening; a hole; an orifice. The vagina. The

principal person in a family ; the master of a ship or a boat.

A family ; a house. To stop. Name of a state; a surname.

Hoo choo pah too ; lewnhwfiy puh foo
j^l ^|| ^f> ^^

?l\ ^ r^\
"le (woo(^eu) hinge of a door is not corroded by

insects; running water does not become putrid; a proverb

intended to express the advantages of activity and diligence.

GIH. The small door of a house ; straitened ;

in difficulty ; hampered ; cramped ; wearied out.

SZE. Steps to ascend by.

Same as the preceding.

A -vulgar form of IfL 'Hoo. To take out with the

hand. Hoo tow S. jl. a vessel to bale out a boat; to heave

out water with the hand ; to lave in.

Same as IB E. The T,T which fastens* a door.

An erroneous form of J^ Choo.

/

T'HAE. Doors on the side of a carriage

Up Original form of
lj[]

Maou.

An ancient form of f* Hoo.
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HOO

A sort of scoop to lave the water out of a boat.

LE. From a tog going out at a 'doer. To stoop )

to bend ; crooked ; perverse ; ungovernable ;
wicked ; impeni-

tent. To extend, or go to. To stop ; to fix j to settle. Also

read Lei.

KEIH. The bolt which fastens a door.

FANG. A dwelling? a house; an office to

write in. A room for any purpose ;
a room appropriated tx>

a particular department in a public court, in which sense it

answers to the English Word i$Ke. A quiver to contain

arrows. A constellation in the south-east-, one oF seven charac-

ters applied to the days oF the month. Name oF a district'.

A surname. A certain vessel used in sacrifices. The Calls of

a flower ; the nest of a wasp.
Tan fang

l=p ffj
the office

which gives permits to the chopboals at the Hoppo's. Yin

fang /||^
a treasury. Fang laou

Mp- ij&
venereal excess,

fan fang laou chay to sze jJO &
3jr %( 5^ F 'hose

who commit the vice of venereal excess, many die. Fang

laou kwo too 1 joa jS K? excess in venery. Fang laou

shang sun
'|

'&
|ft ;Jj| injury to the health arising From

excess of veoery. Fang shHh
|

Mr artificial means of

provoking venery. Jin soo yu? woo fang sze, tsing che

pj
FH when a man has been several mouths without sexufcl

intercourse, the semen begins to be thick and fit for use-^-in

procreation.

From a hatchet and the sound Hoe. To fell timber j the

place where it falls. A place ; a thing ; a cause or means , the

thing* which ; that which; to direct the whole itrength to one

affair. A surname. She chc tTh fee so
Ijjf

~jf ffir
^

to cause it to obtain its proper place.

MAQU. To throw open a door.

KO-, Or Kii. To Al a door. A surname.

An erroneous form of j Kcu.

in ancient form of
|jff

So.

PEEN, Pth, Or Fan. From oor and d

r - - T V
tM or tcrttffcg. Tablet plated over a door with an inscrip-

tion on it, in the manner of Chinese graduates. Flat
-,
low ; a

round appearance , a small boat.

CH'HOO. To throw straight open

\

T'HiLEN. the rounded tenon of a Chinese

door which serves as a hinge.

Vulgar form of Jf^
E.

K'HEUNG. The bar of a door; to bolt a

door; the cross bar of a military carriage for sticking the

weapons into. A kind of handle like an ear.

An erroneous form of )m Kcae.
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KEO. Name of a place.

SHANG.

A ring at a door by which to open and shut it.

Same as || Ko, see below.

E.

Ee the bar of a door. To bar the outer gate.

KEEN- The threshold of a door.

An erroneous form of ret;' So.

E- A kind of ornamented or painted screen placed

k

where the Emperor gives audience. A surname.

WOO. A cottage.

SHENj and Shen. From an Ofening iii a

wall, and wings. That which moves like a wing; a door; now

applied to two leaved doors ; q. d. a pair of wings to the door-

way. A f.m. To fan ; to agitate. Shen to
Jpj

W bits of

polished stone, suspended to the handles of fans.

HOO. The tail, or to follow behind ;
the name

of an ancient state. Name of an office. Hoo-hoo
RJ,

extensive, wide covering. A surname. Sang hoo x?

a bird that retires to the shade ; a retired scholar.

An ancient form of jfe- Koo.

FE, or Fei. Folds of a door made of wood;

made of reeds they are called
|pj

Shen.

YEN. A bolt of a door.

LE. Distorted ; perverted.

PE, Or Pel. To throw in ruins; to destroy.

SHA. A certain fastening for a door.

M

KO. To shut the gate or door.

An ancient form of Hf Ling.

TSWANj Or Swan. The bar of a door.

CHAN.OrChan. The top of a house.
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SIXTY-FOURTH RADICAL.

SHOW.

The arm, forearm, and band, forming three divisions to

which there is an allusion in the character, it commonly means

the Hand alone. To handle. Show chlh keen laou ^P>
j{[j|j.

P^T SE the hand take a firm hold of. Yung show tow choo

' 7C 'ut
' SrasP enclosed in the hand. Show nwan

\\jjf
bits of polished stone worn at the girdle, and bu-ng to

the handles of fans.

TSAfe/. The horizontal line rjpresents the

ground; the two ends, the roots and shouts of plants. The

substunce of wood or other vegetables. Talent; ability; power.

The great powers in nature, heaven, earth, man, are c..llcd

three Tsae

CHA. Fiom the hand and stooping. To pluck

upj to eradicate. Cha fa j^ j^ lo biud together; the same

is expressed by |>fc!| JML Chen-fa.

Original form ofj Shih, to lose; to give full scope to-.

KE1H. To lay hold of with the hand
; to s.Mze ;

the hand having something to rest upon ; to pull with the hand.

Used in compound characters.

An ancient form of J Show.

PART I. VOL, II. 3 O

An ancient form of ~&J Keaou.

JfTt K'HEW. To take hold of leisurely, and ncpli

gently, not with firmness.

S

K'HAN, and Kew. To take with the hand.

H

Jjlll. fo divine by grasping sixty-four straws

between the fingers, according to certain rule.

"V
*

; PUH, A slight stroke. To strike, to flag. Read

MiS, The same as P5. R.ad P'iiow, To knock, or >lnkt.

PAE. To pluck out; to eradicate. Read I'a. < i

Pelh, To split or rend open. Head Pae, in the sense of f !

TA. From a Aonrfand a nail. To stride i
to biat .

to thump; to- lash ; to fight. An auxiliary ver!) which pr<r<d<

many active verbs denoting a doing or performing the action.

TSUN.

To cut off; to intercept or break the continuity.
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J I.NO- To draw near ; to lead; to continue

in the same way. To drag forward by force ; to urg; to

.

impel. A surname.

KIN

From hand and a napkin. To cover with a cloth.

An ancient form of Yth.

Original form of^ETsae.

TO- Same as fe To, To receive or take with

the hand. Pfih t5^ ^Q denotes atertain modeof eating; and

a certain sort of food. Name ofa 'certain wood or platter.

'"""I
MAOU. To grasp or seize hold of.

CHANG. To hurt; to wound,

*t
H't^ KELJEJ. To dig out with the end of a staff.

One says, Wanting the left arm.

KEANG, and Kang. To bear; to carry

as on the poles of a sedan chair; the poles of the chair.

,
andHeu

To point out to j to direct; to hold fast.

y

K HOO. To extend; to spread out; to expand.

Read Woo, To induce ; to draw; to lead.

HTJ<
\

1 IliAUU. from hand and to spoon out. To

take hold of with the hand
; to lead ; to draw. Read Ch5, Tu

strike. Read YS, Td point out with the hand. Read Leih,

To lay the hand upon.

HAN. To fend off, with the hand ; to oppose ;

v

to desists lobe kept oft or prevented advancing; aclothing

or defence for the arm; a shield.

^ffi SIN. To take hold of a thing from above.

Pow sin jfeJfl to destroy.

fc.
CH'HA. To take hold of by compressing two

things, like nippers ; an instrument for harpooning certain fish,

by sticking it into the mud. To strike 5 to hit with the fist

\

I O- To lead or induce. To remove! to pass

~w ~~^^^~

to another place ; to change ; to alter. Read E, To add to ;

to separate from. Read Che, To rend ; to fall.

\ju
Y^f KUH, or Huh. To touch ; or rub.

Li
Read Keih.Heih, and Ylh, To strike ; to brandish weapons.

One says, To rejoice ; to lead or draw forth.

/

K'HOW. To strike; to knock against; to

W
strikeout; to deduct; to drag or lead a horse.
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WUH, Wa, and Yue

To move ; moved ; agitated ; disquieted.

YIN. To draw a bow; ancient form of SI Yin.

CHANG. To strike.

FUNG. To beat ; to strike.

TUN. To move or excite. Same as ib Tun.

SIN. To shake ; to stir.JH\i

^F*| A vulgar form of^ Tse'en,

FOUR STROKES.

TSUH, andTsee.

To rub with the hand; to feel.

A vulgar form of Tsuh

;TKAE, and Kee. To rub, or grind.

An erroneous form of ifo Kci. Also read Hcun.

NEW, and Chow. TO turn or twin with

the hand ; to wring as a wet cloth ; to grasp or collar a person.

\

FUN. To grasp with the hand ; to move; to

shake; to unite together, applied to uniting the nations of

China under one monarchy. Read Pan, To dress up ; to dr< *

one's person. Chwang pan q 'FA or Ta pan TJ" |

or ornament one's person.

An erroneous form of the preceding.

P'HO. To wipe; to strike; to push from. P5

han Jffi jM name of a place.

A vulgar form of^ Chay. To pull or tear with

the hand ; to drag ; to pull asunder.

YEW, Prosperity ; happiness.

T'HSAj and Sa. TO take; to receive) to

obtain ; to draw or lead ; to raise. To courtesy in the maoner

of Chinese females, by letting the hands drop towards the

ground; also the bow or prostration, by putting the head to the

ground, performed by men. Read Keih, in the same sense.

Read Cha, To tuck up the garments towards the girdle.

KEEN. Below, at thefoot of, or under a bank

or precipice; to take hold of with the fingers. Read Km.

To grasp; to seize. Read Kan, K;m ke 1&
|jj

irrrgula

uneven
; incomplete.

r,
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. To scrape.

PAN. To pull back-, to lead j to draw to ;
to

reach from a lower place
and grasp something above.

*

A vulgar form of fy{ Yu.

FOO.

To assist ; to hold up ; to support; to protect. The name

of a district. A surname. Young and feeble, wanting support.

^

HEUEN.

To stretch a thing straight with the hand.

GAOU- To measure-

CHE.

To trike towards one fide ; to knock down or throw in ruins.

^A> \>
Ty^ TSZE, and Tsee. To dress the hair. Head

Tslh or Teg, The tame as $| Tsee. Read R'Dan, To strike.

An ancient form of jig Sun.

a*
SEIH. A vulgar form of ^j Selh

TSEANG, andChwang-

To uphold ;
to support.

P'HE. To strike with the hand ; to push from;

to turn round ; to compare and decide ; to decl.ire officially ;

to decide upon and reply to; a petition or statement from an

inferior ; the reply. To pare or scrape off; to assist. Part of

the name of a musical instrument. Pe seC kae ching

Pjr
"7 to alter and correct a writing.

YIH, Or Glh. To seize hold of with the hand <

grasp, to seize* to take hold of with the whole hand ,
to

pull. Used also fur $ Gth, A yoke. Jin che glh we,

\ F
1
^! A\ """1* the circurofcrence of a man's

tenths of a cubit. YTh wan
\ ^ or Yih wan

1 iJm to take a person by the wrist, as a friend under feelings

of sorrow. Glhkekeen
\ |$ to hold the key, denotes

figuratively exercising strict control)! over inferior officers.

T'HAN-

To take hold of several things with the hand.

TUN.

To agitate,
to shake; to draw ;

to rub with the hand.

HWA. Same as frl Hwa. The pole by which

a boat is impelled ; to cause a boat to progress. Vulgarly read

Chaou, To supply, or endeavour to supply, what is de6cir nt,

or required ; to seek for ; to exchange money.

CH'HING. $&

To be second to ; to second ; to aid ; to help; an assistant

a help ; an assistant in office. To receive or present to. Foo

shing to support. Ching seang
* minister of
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state was so called under the Ming dynasty. Been ching

I a second officer or assistant in a Been district.

yfif |

17]
An ancient form of Yin.

K'HE. A skilful hand clever; ingenious!

producing what excites the admiration of every one; a contri-

vance; talent ; ability.

JLJ.
yPTfr P'HO. Same as ^ P5 and JK Pflh. Read

Ke, Deflected from the straight line.

3jFi> FUNG. TO hold up, or to receive with both

hands. Read Fung, To hold as water in both hands. Read

Pang, To strike.

\

YUEN, and Yuen- Also read Wei and Juy.

To. move; to agitate ; to push -,
to infer.

TPJ K.VYAJ\G. A disorderly confused appearance.

__ /

PEEN. To touch with the hand ( to strike the

hands together as when beating time to a song, or Chinese

dancing and posture making. Read Fan, The appearance of

turning round in a yielding manner.

TSEIH, and Tsee.

To pluck off from, as flowers or fruit.

JL>\
JY/1

\
1

PART I. VOL. II

erroneous form of
'JjjJ Chung.

3 c

MAOU. To choose out of; to select from.

^ CH'HAOU. To take; to take by force; to

take or stir as with a spoon. To seize a person's effects by an

order of government. To -transcribe or copy a paper. A

surname.surname.

3 AJ

Jet}

vulgar form of
^fej

Kcu.

al* the

Ping, To pu II ; to drag.

T5flr HWA, Or T. To change or alter the position

of with the hand ;
to move to put aside. To drive away with

the hand) to rend or split.

from Imnd mA to stroke. Towtpeoffi

to rub. Wan luy 1 ^ to wipe away the tears.

KWUH, Kuh, and Keue.

round ; to dig into ; to rend or split. Read KBh, in confusion j

disorder.

An erroneous form of 40 Hwiih.

YUE, and W5.

To break asunder; to move.; to excite.

CHING . Two men supporting with the hands.

I

Original form of tff Ching. A surname.
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YUE, and Keue. To pluck; to snatch

with tin' hand or tinkers; to twitch, at when pulling a ilring ;

to twitch and cause to rebound ; to pull as a bow-string aud

cause to shoot forth.

PA, Pa, and Pa. From hand and to adhere.

To take hold of; to grasp; to seize; to grasp that with

which one brushes away a thing ; numeral of things grasped

with the hand. A musical instrument: to grasp with one's

hands ; a surname. Yew pa ping ^S
JJ^J /JOT 'having a hold

of a handle;
'

having proof; decision of character. Ho pa *K

a torch. YTh pa taou 77 a knife.

TS'HIN. To stick into.

CHIN. To strike deeply into. Read Shin,

Pee shing M> to push from. Read Yu and Tan, To

pierce or stab.

YA. Cha ya &J ]
irregular ; uneven ; dis-

torted. Same as Ya, To grind.

CHING.

To deliver; to rescue; to raise up; to assist.

HE. Same as JfjjF Kae.

YUN. To have lost something) to fall down.

The same as nri Yun.

VV.O.JN. To pare off; to icrape; to rub and waste.

NA, OF Null, From hand and to put trithvi,

To place any thing in water ; to immerse.

YIII. From a hand turning a teal. To place

the hand upon and settle ; to bow down ; to oppress ; tc urge

peremptorily.
To stop ; to cause to desist; to rule; to drive

back ; to alter or reverse the tone or sentiment ; the particle or
-,

an euphonic particle at the commencement of a sentence.

Close ; compact ; beautiful.

SHOO, and Chod. TO take by the hand ,

to lead ; to lay open one's mind, or state one's feelings; to

explain; to remove, or exclude.

CHAOU, Tsaou, or Saou; also Chaou.

To scratch gently, or tickle , metaphorically to cajole; to

tear with the nails.

POW, or Fow. To take up, as water in the

hollow of the hand, in order to drink it ; to take in the palm of

one or both hands.

' ' V

^*H TOW. The appearance of shaking up, as in a

measure. To rouse ; to shake up ; to shake off.

Y/j4 T'HOW. From hand and a weapon. To

throw; to cast; to give one's self up to, either in a good or

bad sense ; to put or dip in water ,
to present; to confer upon ;
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lo throw upon a person or engage him to do. A turname.

Tow hwan
^ ^ to bang one' lelf.

_L-fc*T? l-f

1/u
K'HANG . To raie with the hand ; to shake ;

to shield or cover ; to resist ; to oppose ; to withstand. Name

of a Heen district.

u

CHE, or She. To break asunder ; to break

V T

off/to break off a part, as of a piece of a thing; to deduct;

to diminish. To break in the midst ; to decide; to bend; lo

press down; to repress; to oppress; to stop; to point out a

person's offence. To reprehend ; to pull down ; to rear an

altar. To cut short one's life. A certain part of funeral equi-

page. Name of a place. A surname. Read Te, At rest or

ease. Read Che, To bend ; to break.

KUNG. To join hands; to join the hands

before the breast as an act of obeisance. An ancient form of

~jk[
Yew, A friend.

YU

To raise up together ; or two persons raising a thing up.

Same as r? Pow, see below.

Same as $C Te, see below.

KE.

To forbear speaking about. To keep in the shade; to conceal.

Same ag tff Wan.

Same as

A vulgar form of |m Foo

FIVE STROKES-

PING. To grasp ; to keep hold of

CHE. T open. Read Chae, To ilrike.

^ljj P'HING. To take hold of; respectful. Read.

Ping, To cause; to employ; to follow, or accord with.

#
Vulgar form of Tan.

Original form of |ft Peen.

SEU. Same as ra Seu

P'HOO, and P'hoo. To feel; to expand .

to open out; to disperse; to scatter; to strike. Poo pie

i|8 to injure a person in some way .

PE, and P'he. To open or spread out, to

open, as a scroll or book, to cover over as with clothes, or to
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cast I hem off, to break or rend as a vessel. Pe chih TfSV**

denotes a military officer's being in full uniform and armed to

pay a visit of ceremony to his superiors.

YAOU, Yew, and Yu- To take grain out

of a mortar where it has been pounded and put it into another

vessel. Head Taou, An utensil for doing so. Sameas
j^rj

Yaou.

CHE. To strike; to flog. Sameas, Che.

HEUE.

To throw. Heug hwang to strike.

Jffy^*'
-CHIN . To grasp or lay fast hold of; iodrag

or lead in a rude perverse manger.

CHA, and Tseay. To take with the hand ;

to take hold of and pass from one vessel to another. To take

out of the mud.

YANG. To strike with a leather strap.

KWA- To lead ;'to drag ; to strike.

ft
PAO-U. From hand and to infoU. To grasp

hold of ; -to compress between the arms. To infold; to em-

brace, to have within one's breast
-,
to feel. Vapour directed

towards the sun. Read Peaou, To lead; to take. Paou ban

la a sze urh chung pfih woo ^g

feeling resentment (at the failure of selfish schemes) and never,

to the last, awakened.

HO, and To. To ^rap with the hand ; to

push a side ; to move ; to shake. To carry on the shoulder.

Read Na, To take hold of with the hand. Read Kea, To grasp.

NE, or Neih. To -stop. One says, To point

to a thing with the hand , to rub and grind. Same as wfi Ne,

The name of a wood.

E, and Ye.

To draw or pull towards. Read She", Same as -IS Sh.
PT*

I hi, and Che. From hand and to reach down

to. To arrive at ; to oppose or stop ; to rush against; to sus-

tain or boar opposition , to bear what one deserves ; to throw

from one ; to slap or strike. Pfih te tseen /ft jff- &. not

worth any money. Te chang ^1
||j|

to settle an account,

by giving the value of what is due in some commodity instead

of money s used also for paying a debt. E kung kwo seang te

\\ "xJ l(gj ira t *** merits and demerits over against

each other. Yih ming ylh te *
f ^

life for life.

Te chang 1
ffg to forfeit one's life.

u

CH'HIH.

To strike ; to beat ; to chastise by beating or flogging.

PE, or Pei. To turn over with the hand.

TSA.

To grasp hold of j to lift Up with the hand.
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An erroneous form of ffj
1 Heaou.

MO, Or Ma. To rub or brush in order to

cleansej to obliterate or blot. MX shi ^ j$&,
io brusl

away, or usurp entirely ; to seize on or carry away the whole.

MEI. To rub with the hand.

t

SHIN.

To stretch out any thing in order to increase it's length.

u

YA. From a hand and armour. To place behind,

or attach to, in order to guard ; to guard or escort ; to control;

to suppress, or keep down. Hwa y5 T rai a sort of mark

with which the Chinese sign any document.

CH'HOW, To lake from with the hand.

To lead; to pluck out of the water ; to take from amongst ;

to take a part or dividend ; to draw forth. Mei shth fun chow

yth 4. -4-
fft> irfj

't take oue tenth ' which is also ex-

pressed by TJU kea yth chow. Sze chow Ja^ ip
to levy a tax, without the authority of government.

K'HED . To grasp and take away ; to receive

with both hands. Read K'ht'5, To grasp or take hold of. Read

K'he, To take hold of with both hands.

MIN.

Same as iS Min, To sootbe. Read Wan, same a
ffi

W$n.

PART I, VOL. II. 3 F

1JI
Jfj\f

4O
qyT

TTlrt

K-''AE. To came disorder and confuiion.

An erroneous form of J Chiih.

KEAY, or Kea. Grain; standing corn.

FUH. To strike and make pasi over; to brush;

to wipe ; to dust ; a duster. To brush as with the waving of a
;

supple tree in the wind; the waving of the arm amongst buibef ;

to propel from one ( to oppose. Perverse; to move to^thi r.

Read Pelh, Shaken by the wind. Also read Fei.

LEW. To feel or touch with the hand.

TSAN, To touch or rub with the hand.

SEANG. To reach or extend to* to corae tt

the point. An erroneous form of^ Yu2 and
;j|

JLJL
rp^E. CHOO. A post placed in an inclined position

to support something ; to pierce ; to stick ; to oppose.

\

TAN. To strike or brush aside ; to lift ; to rai.

Commonly used for Tan^ to carry a burden ; and the

tity called a load or pecul, viz. 160 catties. Tan chin
j

to brush away the dust

Y"1H, or Gill . To press down ;
to seize ho'd of.
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CHIH, Ch'hth, and Tslh.

To split, or rend , to tear open, to break open, as a letter,

to pull to pieces -,
to by in ruir*. To strike .,

to attack.

MOW. The great toe of the foot.

NEEN

To take hold of with the fingers; to handle.

<

LO, and La. To cause to approach ; to pull

near ; to break ; to destroy ; to breakthe ribs or bones; to force

to join one; the sound of the wind. Commonly read -la.

u

P'HIH. To touch ; to pat ;
to strike wlththe

band. Also read Mlh and P5. Pll, chang }ft^ or Plb show

\ . to clap the hands, amused or.pleased.
PTh chang

SJ|
shuttlecock. To play at shuttlecock, ^J i^

Ta-yen -

F

TSZ.E. To hoard or place together; to accumulate.

LING. To grasp something suspended* to

lay hold of; to hold suspended.

NA. To prosecute
and seize; to take 'hold

Na win ^ ffl to seize and examine. Na hw3 taou fan

1 $1 lit $L to aPPrehen(l ' 8eize> r take "P r bl'erS r

banditti.

\|FOO, POO, and Fo6. To apply the had to ,

to lay the hand upon; to strike; to beat. To beat clothes ;

the name of an instrument of music ; the handle of any thing.

P'HAOU. put down at. To throw with the

Iff
F-rt
>|/^f

hand ;
to throw or spread out.

I,
and Che. To seize with the hand;

to seize wild animals; to strike with the hand, or apply the

fist to a person. Read Tse, To apply the hand to with vio-

lence , to pluck.

P'HWAN. To reject; to throw a-way; to

disregard-; to separate; to divide; to cut off; to halve; to

separate, as an oyster.

KWAE. A staff held in the hand to assist the

fTet. ^To swindle. To kidnap; to steal children or women

Kwae chang$ $ ^ Kwae PSen 1 ^ l ^^ '

V I L

tftT
K'HEEN. To take hold of on each side; to

compress as by nippers, to take hold of with forceps.

K'HEU. To ward off with the hand ; to oppose <

to withstand ; to resist ; to defend against external evils; toar-

ilied to certain bones of the legs.

PA. To pull out ; to pluck up with the hand ;
to

eradicate; to storm and take a city; to raise to a higher

place; to stand forth, eminent or conspicuous; to return

fleetly or precipitately; the point of an arrow. Read P5.
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To grasp. Head Pae, To shoot forth branches. Chaou pi

yte ijr
to raise or rise over the heads of other. Te pi

ij to raise) to promote. Kew pi ^JT
I to pluck out

or rescue, to save. P$ jing yfh ming, shing tsaou tseTh keTh

fco-ioo
1 A - ^ Jfflgk& ft ft t0 SaTC

one human life, is more meritorious than building a seven

storied pagoda.

CH 1H, Shth, and TS. To take up or lift

with the hand ; to receive with the hand ; to push with the

hand, to break.

1 'HO. To drag; to lead* to draw; to pull;

to drag a cart or carriage. To track a boat ; to steer a boat.

Shwfiy to ^K yr? a bank raised to keep off the water. To chow

I 7\f
to ^ ra^ aooat - To wo hea koo hae

|

;Jfe ~K 4t

ifjl drag me into a sea of troubles. To yen soo yih 1
5j

cause delay several days. V
Same as the preceding.

YAOU, Or GaOU. To seize and drag with

the hand; to break. To grasp firmly ; figuratively, a steady

obstinate adherence to $ to rush against a tree, in a mad-like

manner; perverse; obstinate. Chih gaou j&jt
Km obstinate.

Tuy vaou
4jj|

to push madly against a tree. Wei yaou

perversely disobedieut.

KEU. From hand and a hook. To stop with

the band ;
to grasp ; to adhere pertinaciously to ; to lay hold

of and restrain ; to throw the arms about or embrace. Read

Kow, To hook ; to lay hold of, to cause to rush together.

Kow ke tszelffl
*j^

JZ. perhaps a medlar ; or rather L\tiiim

Barbafum of Loureiro. Tsae lelh heu keu
^J~"

"77 Vp

capacity, weak and obstinate ; unfitting man for the magis-

tracy. Keu ne
[ yjg

adhesive mud, a dull bigoted tlate of

intellect. Keu na shay mow ne Pfih 1 }]K 4^ JTl JV ^h
the fifth Budh, who appeared when human life wai 30,000

years. Keu lew sun Fflh
| ^ J&

/rjt
the fourth Budht

who appeared when human life was 40,000 years; this Budh

is the first of the present Kulpa.

4*A
AtyLx PEIH, and Peg. Toitrikcand knockdown,

to strike in play.

o

CHUlli. Unskilful; unable to learn , wanting

in talents and ingenuity, stupid.

PEEN

To grasp with the hand ; to brush or sweep away ; to reject.

CHAOU, and Chaou.

Ill 1IIILIII3 U

W
From to call and a hand. Read Chaou, To invite or make

a signal to with the hand. Read Chaou, To call and make a

signal of invitation at the same time ; to invite with the hand ;

to beckon; to induce to come by proclamation. Hand-bill or

sign board. To entreat j to entangle ; to take crime to one's

self
j to confess. To assume ; to excite; to raise. A iurnamc.

Show chaou 31
jZJ

to beckon with the hand.

PAE

To bow the head to the ground ; to let the hands hang

down a as token of reverence. To bow; to worship; to visit j

to perform the usual ceremony on being appointed to high

offices in the state ; not to accept these offices is expressed by

Piih pae X^ 33: not performing the obeisance. The came of

a plant. Hwuy pae fpl to return a visit. Pae hwuy

-^ to assemble on ceremony. Pae keen 1 Jp
to go to see

a person; to pay a visit.



hand.

Original form of ft Po.

Same as$ P-

Same as ^ Ching, see above.

To enclose round} to bundle or bind up; to embrace within

its folds ; to retard or impede ; the end of an arrow which is

placed on the string. Paou kw5
'jij j

to envelope; to sur-

round and keep together.

To lead or drag precipitately ; to pull ;

to oppose with the hands ; to put into a certain place or order,

as by force.

SH1H. To dustclear; to wipe with a cloth;

^
to rub ; to cleanse, applied also to the washing of sheep. Ffih

shlh Ml KT to dust off; to wipe away.

. .

KEE. The hands and the mouth both engaged,

An ancient form of$ Tseang. ^| |3
embarrassed. Plucking plants with the hands and nails. To

urge ; to perplex ; to embarrass.

CHANG, put in proper order ;
no confusion. t^J.

I yFwC CHING. To deliver; to rescue; to raise

*_B' ^ _^^fc

KOO. Crime; offence ; to turn the back on, or

W
render kind intentions nugatory.

Same as p Keen.

Same as^ Naou, To grasp with the fingers.

SIX STP1OKES.

An ancient form of 3| Tse'en. Read E, To remove.

F

up; to assist. Ching ke yu shwuy ho chechungM
-fk tlf ~/t FP to save from the midst of water or fire;

figuratively to save from any calamity ; to save the people

from national calamities by defending the country from fo-

reign invasion. Ching kew jtaT to rescue; to deliver;

to save.

^p|J* NIN. To grasp and twist; to twist and bend a bow.

HAE.
^~

To move; to excite; to shake i to carry j to diminish.
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KUNG. To unite the hands together and

raise them before the breast in the Chinese manner of making a

salutation ; to take hold of with both hands ; to encircle. The

name of a district ; a surname. Chuy Rung Sfe Jit to let fall-ar ^/^
the raiment and make a salutation with the hands; done by

the ancient king Shun, and without further effort, the world

was tranquillized.

\

KUNG, and Keiih. Both hands fastened

together by handcuffs

K'HEUENj or Yuen. The hand folded;

the fist; to grasp or hold fast; to roll up. A surname. Kucg

keuen^
j

an empty fist, to begin the world with nothing.

An erroneous form of ia Naou.W

An abbreviated form of iU Tseen.

Original form of 4n PTh. Read MTh, To strike.

TSEUEN-. From hand and the whole. To

put the hand amongst the whole and select from amongst.

TSUN. To grasp hold of with the hand; to em-

barrass ; to hold the head proudly erect. To push in to; to

stick into.

A vulgar form of Jfj Keuen

PART I. VOL. II.

CHOW, and Tsow

To grasp or keep hold of with the hand.

JUNG. To assist; to ward off; to push or

thrust from. Read Jing, in the sense of the second character.

To continue; to urge or press on; to lead; to draw.

. ,

-

TSA, and Tsan, From hand and valer

rushing. To urge; to impel; to rush; to squeeze, by piece

of wood put between the fingers, whilst the end< are compreiied,

HAOU.

To put away or exclude ; to pluck up and eradicate plants.

K'HAOU. To examine with the hand. To

beat; to inflict torture in order to extort evidence or a

confession.

. HEE, and L5. .

To take or lift up; to put; to drag. A man's name.

CH'HE. To rend asunder; to tear or split;

to put away ;
to strike with the fingers ; to drag. Read E,

same as JJJ& E. To add to. Read To, in the same <ensc.

Read Chay, A large appearance.

w

SIH. To select and take a thing; to hold up

and support. Read Tso, To stick into and tikt

HWUY To strike each other mutually.
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A vulgar form of tyf Ping,

u

YE, and E. To lead; to draw; to pull; to

drag. In Shan-tung read She, in the same sense.

T^^ SH1H, Shi?, and Keg. From hand and to

unite. To gather together ;
to take with the hand and collect ;

to enquire about what is not known. The number Ten; a

certain covering for the arm, used in archery.^ A vulgar form ofM Na, To take.

YIN. To approach near ; to imitate what has

preceded. The same as Hq Yin.

An erroneous form ofM Na

If

PlH,or Nee. To rend or tear asunder.

CH'HE. To grasp; to hold fast. Che e keen

|r |j? KJ to hold fast one's opinion firmly.

KWA, and Kwa. From hand and earth twi

as if to draw a limit with the hand. To suspend or hang up.

LEUH.
.

To seize or grasp hold of with toe band or the fingers.

CHOO. Defined by some Toitop; hut the

meaning is not certainly known.

v

TSO. RwS ts to strike with the hand,

to bind with a cord.

u

NUH. SOh nfih
i/g

MS contracted; unexteoded.

u

CHIH. Tocutdown grain. ChTh chlh 4* 1

the noise made in cutting down grain. To beat , to strike a

blow with the fist.

CHUNC*. To skip or leap. A >ulgar character.

SEEN.

Teen seen Ml
|

to take hold of with the fingers of the hand.

4 V

KANG. Same as Jj| Kang.

yrfT Same as |tf Kwo, or Ko.

TO. To shake or agitate with the hand ; to

sure; to conjecture or measure the minds of others by one's

own ; to let down a sail.

Ik. To point with the fingers to point or^
tl

refer to. Che-keS
ZFgf

EH Lawsonia Incrmis. Cke jueluh

9 memoirs and anecdotes of Budhs and Bud-
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hists, in 10 volumes. Che tse'S shing
] $rj

3t. or Che tsee"

min
I j||JPf^

the cracking of thejoinU of the fingers. Che

fung t5 ying che tan
| fj^ Jjjl ^ | pra te that

points at the wind, and snatches at a shadow , applied by the

the emperor Taou-kwang to unfounded accusations. Che teen

chBh
j

Sfl
jj

to point out.

*%
Same as^ To, see above.

Ik PIH. To strike ; to attack.

HEUEN.

To strike. Read Hung, To point out or direct with the hand.

. . u

K'HEE. To take hold of with the hand ; to

support; to hold up; to put iu order; to adjust alone. Read

Ke, To cut or break off. To write upon a board in reference

to the usage of prisons.

A vulgar form of ffi Soo.

An erroneous form offer Yen.

PAE, and Pei.

To put or brush away with the hand or fingers.

u

To measure a thing with the hand.

vjAN. To place or put down ; to stop or cause

to desist ; to place the hand on, ai on a sword ; to act in con-

formity to; according to ; to rub with the hand ; to try t to

examine , to hold ni the rcini of hortc. Gan mo j'j/ JM

to rub nnd slap the body to promote circulation.

An ancient form of

To put or brush away with the hand or fingers.

A vulgar form of^ Lung.

KVVEI. To pull or throw down in ruins, to

pull to pieces. Read Wei, Suspended upside down.

3y_I^

.

K1JN. To take or grasp hold of any thing.

An erroneous form of Chlh.

CHIN. Tu wipes to make clean; to give; to

bind, as by an agreement.

JUY. Same as Jl| Joo, and JjB Joo. Read

Juen, To support with a post. Read E, or Urh, To take

hold of.

KIH. To strike; to attack ; to fight with ; to

stop; to fight, ai with wild beasts.

TSZE. To take hold of; to grasp.

KUNG. To put the arms around, to embrace.
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KEAOU. From hand and to lay across. To

place in opposition to; to compare; to select ; to examine j

to discuss the rights of; impetuous, irritated feeling ; disor-

der; to revenge. To oppose or question the commands of a

sovereign or a father ; to argue or dispute with a person who has

offended one.

K'HOO.

To take hold of with the hand. Read Kow, the same as JjS Row.

T'HUNG.

To lead or draw ; to move; to excite.

TSUH. To gather in the first ripe grain.

NA. Same as Na.

To take hold of. Read Joo, To grasp ; to seize hold of
;

also Neu, To gripe and prevent being opened.

T'HEAOU. Commonly used to denote Carry-

ing on the shoulders; to stir; to take; to take out from; to

select; to excite ; to work about ; to give trouble and annoy-

ance; to seduce by levity of speech or behaviour. Name of a

certain utensil.

LEE. To lift up with tbe hand. Also read

Lei, To take hold of with the hand; to twist.

Same as Fae 3p to make obeisance in tbe Chinese

manner.

GO, and No.

Wo go to pluck with the fiugers.

KUNG.

To raise the two hands in order to take hold of.

CHA.

Chaso j&M; tin. appearance of opening.

WOO. Same as& Woo

An ancient form of$ Tow

SAOU. To climb up by passing tortuously

from one side to another.

NEE. To pluck ; to gather

-

E. A surname.

TEE. To slap ; to strike.

Same as 4fj Saou.

Same as Jfp Yih.
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HWUH. A high appearance.

WA. From hand and hollow. To hollow out

with the hand ; to work out a pit or cavern. Crh wi

an ear pick. WI urh ^ to pick the ears.

tfr
An ancient form of Jjq Che.

SEEN. To take hold of with the hand.

I
Same as J Keue.

HUNG. Insects flying.

SEVEN STROKES.

ffi
T'HO. From hand and to arrange. To open

out ; to put oil'; to lay aside; to exclude , to duit or rub with

the hand.

YAE, and Gae. To place by the side of; to

introduce by force ; to lean against ; to strike ;
to push away

from.

NO. To rub with the hand ; to change or trans-

fer from one use to another.

An erroneous form of fi Wo,

SAN. Han san ^S '|

to agitate; to move.

1 oO. From hand and to tit. Topuhdon;

to break to pieces ; to mal-treaL

..

PO. To pluck up; to draw out.

PiBT I. VOI.. II. S H

KANG . To tir or work up and maka trouble.

T'HE. To wipe away tears.

CHAE. To pierce a thing.

CHIN. To move; to agitate; to shake; to

excite ;
to raise; to rescue ; to adjust to put in order; to repair.

To stimulate; to rend or tear asunder ; to slop; to receive.

Chin occurs in the sense of ancient ; the appearance of a flight

of birds flying. A great number or quantity of. HeidChin.

occurs in the sense of a single garment.

CHANG, Tsaug, or Ching. ching l

te lt to select or take out from amongst; to raise or exalt.

SO. Mo to rub with the hand.

Road Sha, Cha sha IE \ the appearance of opening.
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An erroneous form of So

Same as the preceding.

Same as !? Kang.

MEL Covetous ; avaricious.

GO, or No. To rub.

Same as f^ Lung.

u

KEUH. The part of a spear which is grasped

by the hand. A vessel to carry earth in.

A vulgar form of^ Pang,

KEEN. To wipe clean.

YIH, To take hold of and remove out of one

vessel into another; to pour out of and into. YTh choo

Vit
to transfer liquid* from one place to another.

T'HING.. From hand and straight- To pluck

forth ; to draw out; to lead away; to stretch out; to exert;

to hold straight out; to widen; to rush forth; to appear

alone. Nara& of a district. Le ting 3 & name of a fra-

grant plant. Yin ting R||
1 or Yin ke chtmg ting chfih jth

wiih
[1^^ t|3 | [jj ^5 probably a specie* of poly-

pus of the vagina; it is compared to a snake, and to a mushroom.

SHEN, and Chen. To lengthen; toleador

draw out; to take; to run away. To strike with the palm

of the hand. Soft -

f harmonious.

i An erroneous form of fe Pow.

TO rub as grain in the hands; to work

with the fingers. Read Suy, To strike ; to rub with the hand.

Read Hwuy, Food offered to the god. Read Lo, To direct ;

to regulate;

Same as ^ Kee.

VVAJN. From Aonrfand to stop. To lead
-,
to

draw. To pull towards one. Wan lew ifiS g? to deta'm.

HO. To carry on the shoulder.

K'HANG. The seuud of a stringed instru-

ment; to draw out and make straight.

V
U

T'HUH. To point or feel with a stick.

FAN, Fun, Peen, or Pwan. To fly.

To take hold of with the hand; to manoeuvre with the hand;

to brush away; to reject; to risk life.
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TEE, Nee, and Che.

To take hold of firmly with the fingers.

TSIN. To strike.

. . v

HEB, Kee, and Kea. TO take hold of
-,
to

assume or take upon one's self; to support ; to carry with one

as under the arm ; to store up or lay by ; to conceal ; to

cherish ; to protect ; to assemble or gather together. To break

or destroy. Read Tse'e", To extend to
; to pervade.

Vulgar form c

FUNG

To hold in the hands ; or hold up in a ceremonious manner.

NAN, The appearance of fish eating.

TUN. To extend, to spread out to the utmost

degree. One says, To fold up ; to bind together.

KEAOU.

Keaou. Head Kiih, To strike.

KEU,. or Kew. To lead or draw towards one,

A protracted long appearance. The appearance of a horn or

ufkornsi To stop ; to protect.

WOO. From hand and ont'i ittf. To guard

ngninst, at by placing an inclined post against a wall to support

it. Used also morally for guarding againit the introduction

of anarchy or moral disorder.

KEUN. To take up -,
to sort and put to right*.

Original form of

A vulgar form of ffi Teaou .

An erroneous form of Haou

THUNG

From hand and a lube. To lead forward , to advance.

o-

KWAN. From hand and to compreit. To

v

beat and bind in order to render firm ; fine work j to take, to

work on.

sleep,T'HOO, and Yay. Induced in time of

indistinct muttering in dreams. To lead; to draw. Read

Choo, To expand. Read Cha, To throw.

H1H. To rend or tear asunder. To dig up earth.

ReadTseib, To put away; to exclude. Same as^ chih.

Chih p& 1
$j?

an officer, in ancient times, whose duty it-

was to inter dead animals.
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m TUN. To push from one.

NEA, or Na. 'Same as (U KB.

TSl H, Cho, and Tso.

From Aanrf and foot. To grasp; tu seize; to lay hold- of.

A vulgar form offfl Pae, or Pe.

An erroneous form of|l}]Poo

POW, or PaOU. To draw near and- take hold

of, to take in both hands. Read Fow, Whether or not. Read

Foo, To strike.

vy

JL.EU E. To pluok or take hold of with the fin-

gers ;
to rub <rr feel with-the fingers.

r
i1

"

||| PA. From hand and to separate. To rend open;

to divide ; -to strike. Bead Peg, To separate or divide. To

divide asunder; to rend open. Used in the larger numerals

for the number tight. Read Pee", To tear or rend asunder ;

the noise of rending.

To grasp with the hand, to lift up; to

shake; to stop; to drive away; or ward off, to resist.

HEAE. To takeJioldof; to graspj'to see.

A vulgar form of J^ Seuen.

.,

HANG. To strike; to attack.

HE. 'Same as j|| He.

LAOU. To shut up; to close upon.

SHAOU. To'Select or lake from amongst;

to eject or cal away ; to brush asidt; to pluck up; to eradicate.

He^d Seaou, To move ; to shake. Yaou seaou
J|T.

ifr

muvidj agitated.

. . u

IN hit. To nib or work up with the fingers.

YUEN, or Keuen. From hand and to

emplny. To reject; to put away; to give up one's. property

as an offering to government for public service, or to procure

an office under government.

TWAN.

Same as ^ Twan. Read Tow, Four handfuls.

Respect ;
to hand dp to a "higher

place. To move; -to excite. Head Soo, To store or lay up.

Read Shdh, To bind. Read Sow, same as
JjM;

Sow.
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KE. To keep secret; not to speak.

\j

SHIH. A
slight stroke.

*t^JM
YAY. Yay yn ^^ to hold up the hands

"*
I

and make game of a person. Read Yu, Seu ,u
broken

leavings.

KEO, and Ts5.
Tograsp a horse . to push)

-

stick, or gore with a horn. To stick
; to stab and seize.

^r|
ttl To take ' to pursue after for the purpose

of taking ; to endeavour to catch or take ; to strike and seize.

HWAN.

To strike ; to rub ; to cut ; to pare, as in working stones.

><=F CH'HA. Sharp; cutting.

POO.

To collect together scattered grass. Read Chth, To strike.

/

1 oUJN. From hand and a proud pail. To

push ; to rush ; to crowd together j to pull down ; to involve in.

Same as
jffa

Chow. Read Shuh, To lead or draw.

Original form of
||l Tsung, To take bold of together.

FART I, TOL. II. 3 i

E. To drag; to draw; to pull

-^n ancient form of^ C'huy.

CHAE. To receive in the palm of the hand.

HEANG. A double sail.

EIGHT STROKES.

T'HIH. To strike with the fist; to thump;

to beat; to strike with the hands in order to indicate commen-

dation.

WAN. Same as $8 Wan, The wrist.
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K'HIN.

To s'ize hold of hastily; to grasp. To srixe alive.

YU. To strike.

.-

.

1 HA. A defence for the finder in sowing; a

thimble. To cover or add to ; to feel or rub ; to engage or

avail one's elf of.

CHO- To strike, to push, to cut or pierce wood.

PEAOl

To separate and give to
;
tn scatter or disperse.

HEEN, or Keen. Name of a district.

rt-
rLNG. To offer up with both hands; to

contain or hold in the hollow of both hands; to receive with,

or in the hands.

L<J1. To take hold of any thing with the hand.

orlAY. To let go; to part with; to give ir

rliurity ; to reject. A surname. She h.iy
|ftj

J4" to part with

one's properly in charity to the poor and distre.-sed. Shay

pun cl.flh m
jjfe 2J j^ r^ forsake the root and pursue the

top branches, neglect fundamenla! principles and vet seek the

end ; i, e. seek the end without the means.

ft- A defence for the end of I he finger or thumb,

which twitches the strings of a harp or other instrument; to

strike or twitch the strings with one's finger ; to twitch, twiit,

or snap asunder ;
to guide with the hand, as a rudder; to man-

age a spoon.

II'

I

*

'HEEN. Unsettled; unquiet.

lvJO. Name of a district. Same as
Jjjj

Koo.

u

WA1\.
Original form of Jfx Wan, or Min.

KWUH, Keuh, or Hwiih. TO strike. To

push ; to dash aside ; to brush away dust.

MUIV. To touch with the hand; to lay the

hand upon; to feel; to take hold of
; to shake ; to stamp,

(he mun^p^to take hold of; to grasp. Sliang heuns

inun tstih
j|| jjfoj ^ J^ to wound the breast and stamp with

the feet, has an allusion to ancient story, and expresses coun-

terfeitiii', external appearances contrary to one's real wishes.

PE. To give to.

PAL. To strike wilh both hands; to throw

"'''" f
from one. Read Pe, To throw in ruin. Head Pih, To tear

meat and throw it upon a hot stone and roast it.

An abbreviated form of the preceding.
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FOO. To apply the hand to any thing. To

touch. To sooth, in which sense Tflfl! Foo is now ued.
TJiK

MAE, or Mei. To covet ; avaricious.

TSEANG. Same as jf&C'lwang.

From hand and resident or

itationary. The hands diseased; restricted ; embarrassed ; prc-

cipilate
or straight forward. Occurs denoting A place or

station ; occupying a station or seat.

TAOU. Sameaa-ftTaou,

WO. Fioin hunt and fruit. Wo go I

to take with the. hand ,
to pluck.

To Ic'iin M^ainst; to loiter ; to lounge. To put ofTthe Hine.

K'HEUEX, or K'lieuen. Robust; bodily

strength-, the fist ; to roll up with Ibe hand ; to receive or

gather in or together.

Same as
fl^j Ping.

YO. To pull; tj draw.

FUN. Same as Fun

A vulgar form of 45? Tsunr

THKAOU. Tstaou Ucaou Rft jflE hi-h , lofty.

T'HEEN, or Keen. To reach out the hand

to any thing j
to tike with Iho hand extended.

CHUY.

To teat with a stick or club ; .to beat or pound.

TSEE. From A<w.rf and a treadie. Tic suc-

cess of 'an army; to obtain a victory ; to overcome, to com

plele; to announces victory; quick; in haste; swift inaction

a certain quantity. A surname. CliTh Nee
jf |^

>

promptness applied to the doing of things. 1' mi K

1 or reverted Tsee-paou, To announce a victory.

T'HUH. Smooth and sharp

PLJl\'. To throw iuto-ceufusHin willi the

CHA.', or Ya. To raise \vilh the hand.

Same as $$ Ching"

L
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u

NA. To press upon heavily with the hand.

Pee ni Jr^ lines drawn from right to left in writing, are

called Pe ; those from left to right, are called Na.

. To take or work with the fingers.

NO- To rub between both hands. No sha

Wf to rub sand between) the hands for the purpose of

cleansing them.

KEA. To pluck up. Vulgarform of^ Keih.

* "
'

|^r

j

TSUH, Or TsO. To grasp the hair of the

head with the hand ; to seize with the hand ; to seize the neck ;

to throttle; to pull out; to cross ; to rush against; to push.

To cast down; to throw to the ground. A vulgar character.

WO, Or Ho.
1

^ From hand and public officer.

To take or seize ; to strike and scrape off"; to bring relief to ;

to rescue.

SE. Same as ^ Se.

K'HUNG, or K'heung.

To press down heavily with the hand.

I1LEN . To lift up any thing with the hand ;

said commonly of people in a passion. To pull or drag about ;

to lay hold of; to grasp.

KWO. To strike. Same as jg Kwo.

v" V

11| CH'HE. TO grasp hold of; to throw from one.
I*"*<VA

To lake hold of a utaff.

TUNG. To attack
; to strike.

TSANG, or Chang. TO rush or bolt a-

gaiivst ; to seize or grasp hold of; to strike the hand against

a thing.

1 U I . To lay or spread out. Read Chang, or

To cut asunder wood.

PANG. To drag or pull together ; to follow

or accord with ; to stretch as a bow. Read Ping, To expel ; to

drive away.

SAOU. To brush j to sweep ; to search by the

authority of government; to cast away. Naou saou

particular mode of putting up the hair on the top of the head.

Ta saou
;tj~

I to sweep or brush. Shae saou
^jjjj

,

to

sprinkle with water and brush. Saou choo Iwan leG 1 |&
Sal

jj^
to sweep away confusion and rapine ; to suppress anar

chy and restore order.

LUN. To choose; to select, applied to selecting

men for the service of government ; to connect or join to-

gether.
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TEEN.

To try the weight of a thing with the hand.

TSING

To lay hold of with the hand ; to grasp.

KANG To raise; te lift

TO, and Chug. Totak with the hand; to

pluck ; to seize ; to plunder ; to take away,

SHOW. TO give to. A surname. Chuen

57 to communicate to, as a master to a pupil.

/

T'HEAUU. To move; to agitate ,
to shake;

to rectify. Teaou king

to cause to clash against.

to agitate a sonorous stone ;

POVV, Pow, Pow, or Paou. T0grajpi to

take to one, to exact the duties on salt. To strike. A surname.

PANG. An instrument 9!" husbandry.

TE. To scratch. Same as g|, Te.

P

CHING.

The noise made in hewing wood. To le&d or draw.

PART I. VOL. II. S I

CHANG. The palm of the hand, the $ole of

an animal's foot, called by the Chinese, The middle, and the

heart of the hand or foot ; the root of the fingers. To grasp

with the hand. To rule , to conU-oul. A surname.

4:0
1*fc
to unite with; to root up.

KWAN . The same as
-,

to make the same at;

K.B. To drag to one side; to pull by one foot ;

to cause to issue; to educe; to bring forth.

1 UAOU . To select from amongst ; to open

out. Same as iS Taou

LUH, Same as | Luh.

-

K'HEA. To stick the nails into,

FCE. Keen ke.l strong, bold, valorous.

PAE, and Pae. TO push, as puling opo

a door; to arrange or put in order; to place in proper situations.

Yth sang too she ming gan pae; kew shin mo

through the whole of life every

circumstance is settled by fate ; what would you stnvr about!

\

GH'HAO U, anil T'heaou. To .tick kto
-,

to stab; Read Teaou, in the sense of 4A Teaou.
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SHUH. To take up .with the hand.

Strong; firm; to pull; to drag

away . ti> jrasp; to strike; to pull or draw bark.

LING. Ling, and Lang. TO *iop

hors** To stop or desist.

TUY. Same as & Tuy.

i 1H. From hand and under the arm. To take

a person by the arm and throw him to the ground ; to sup-

port and raise him up again; to support or lean by the arm ;

used for the armpit; apartments situated by the side of larger

halls. Name of a district.

YA, and O. To take. Ya | bz iS to
T3C K>fl

shake; to agitate.

KE11H, or Keuc. To dig into the ground,

as in digging a well. To scoop or hollow out, as in digging

the ditch around a city. To stand out alone. To carry to

the utmost degree. Read Kuli, To spread out or extend.

TS'HANG, or Chang. From Aandand to

strive. To pierce; to stab. GIng tsing Mj iS. firm and

strenuous.

LEANG. To put in order and ornament.

KWA, TO be separated from; to lay by; to

hang on the middle of the little finger of the left hand ; to divine

by straws placed between the fingers. To hang up ; to sus-

pend. Heoen kwa
Igi j||,

to hang up with a line. Kwa e

W or Kwa sin
j fa thought and heart suspended ;

i. e. anxious thoughts.

ifc
NE. From cMU and hand. A child handling

its toys all the day. Read E, To determine upon; to decide ;

to grasp. Read Ne, To take with the fingers and collect

together; to make up a story, or false pretext. A surname.

HWO,orHS. The noise of something rend-

ing or splitting. Occurs in the sense of HwO BJ/ and B% Hw
ry*4 rftii>

YEN, and Shen- To .upand^ to open out.

JUY.

To take from a higher place. A surname. Read Nuy, Inside.

u \

TSANG. To extend or spread out. Read

Ting, in the books of the Taou sect, in reference to Hearen.

u

LEO, and Leang.

To rob ; to plunder ; to take by violence; to punish.

TSAE, To pluck with the hand to take; to

take largely. Show, the hand, is a modern addition to this

character. Pfih tsae ta ^^ 4G
j|h

to disregard a person ;

to pay no attention to what he doei or says ; used in the Pe-

king dialect.
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, and Lan. To kill or murder.

I HAN. From hand and to time forth from

a ravern or deep. To bring wilh the hand from a dis-

tance ; to explore; to feel or search for; to spy about; to make

enquiries respecting ; to essay; to examine ; to visit and make

civil enquiries. E show tan che ^^ JiE 7 to fed it

with the hand. Tan w5n
| jyj

to pry and hear, to find out

by enquiry.

CH'H E, and Ch'he, TO drag or pull ; to

take ;
to pluck out ; to draw, as in drawing lots. To drag

upon the ground. Che chow SJ)
fj>j"to impede as by holding

under the arm
;
to put an obstacle in the way of progress being

made ; to embarrass or hinder.

CH'HE. Same as the preceding.

PING. A case to contain arrows, a quiver;

to cover an arrow with the hand.

TSEE. To take hold of wilh the hand. To

receive to connect ; to come in succession ; to approach near;

to unite; to associate with
; quick. A surname. Tsee chung

urh che iS nffi
rfjl ^{5 arrive one after another ; as treading

upon one another's heels. Keaou tse'S ching hoc Jffi

complimentary competitions in social intercourse.

T'HEIH.

To lift up or sort witb the hand. Used for
|jjj

Telb.

t^JL^.

5Tr^

Original form of $j Pang.

K'HUNG. To draw or pull with tin- hand, a<

a bow; to draw in or check a horse; to strike; to eject : to

impeach or accuse in an official form-, to petition against to

government.

T'HUY. From hand and wing*. To push (

to shake. To push or remove from ; to push forward ;
to lay

out; to arrange; to lay to the charge of another person, in

order to shift the blame from one's self; to resign ;
to give up

to ; to refuse ; to decline. Read Chuy, denoting To search ;

to infer. Chuy poo yth sze the businc" >.\

astronomical calculations.

\

YEN. From hand and to tcreen. To gather

together and shade ; to screen ; to shut ; to stroke or soothe

with the hand ; to lake and put under shelter. Foo yen |fe

ijfe to soothe ; to console. E show yen roeen
yj^ ^- jfife [flj

to cover or screen the face with the hand. Yen urh puh vfih

fnh win -J to shut oae>i cars and n" 1

desire to hear again.

*f 'HOO. To raise; to cast or throw; to

^w

put into its place; to arrange; to put in proper order; t.

employ. Read Tslh, To pursue after ; to persecute or follow

after in order to harrass ; to press upon.

TSEU. From to take and hand. To strike.

One who watches at night, having something to strike ;
to

take with the hand.
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Vulgar form of $ She".

K.EUH . To take hold of with both hands ; to

take pearls in the hands; the hollow of the handi. To separate

from. Yth keuh 44] two handful*.

Properly :jf$J Kwan.

Properly jj
Pan.

Properly ^ Wan.

WAN. From hand and to bead. The place

there the hand bends, the writ ; also to bend with the hand.

An ancient form of Ip Keuen.

TSZE.

To support, as by placing a branch to besr up a thing.

J'fHw CHUEN. To look along a line in order to

make a thing straight. Read Twan, same as
*jl Twan.

Same as Ke.

NA. To take hold of; to drag ; to pull.

I
SAOU. To seize any thing with Tiolence.

HEA.

Same as HeS^ the iron end of the aile of a wheel

An ancient form of ^ Pae.

GO.

Chips or remnants of wood made by hewing timber.

TSHOW.

To gather with the hand. Same as ijS Tsow.

An ancient form of j|L Lwan.

Same as JC Pa.

NINE STROKES.

PANG.

K5 ping
to rush againtt; tu strike against.

YUEN, and Yen,

According to some, a particular kind of officer. Read,

Chuen, Chin chuen
Kjfi yj& to expel or drive awajr with haste.

KEEN. To choose; to select; to diicrimioate.

\
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NEO, and Neth.

To twitt or twine with the hand.

CHING. To lead ; to draw.

MIN. To stroke with the hand; to soothe.

Read Win, The lame as iif Win.

TSOW, and Tsew. To collect together.

Read Yew, To screen or shade from.

TSEEN, and Tseen. Tostrike. Tocut

or divide asunder
;
to select from , to verify. One says, Sharp

pointed ; strung or connected together.

YD. From hand and to assent. To lead; to

draw forth and seize ; to extol. Read Tow, To hang down as

the hair, or the hands. Read Choo, Subverted. Yay yu 4R

jfijj
a crowd in the, streets, raising their hands and laughing,

out aloud.

TS1H, and Tseth. Tostrike.

CHIH, or Tsth.

To rend asunder. Same as tj3? ChTh.

TWAN. To strike with a stick.

A vulgar form of fp? Yen

FART I. VOL. II. 8 i

t Original form of
:ff Rang.

K.WEI. Toguesij to calculate
j to conjecture;

to surmise the meaning of j to examine; to conclude.

\

NAN. To catch, to seize with the haod.

WEI. To reject ; to throw away > lo-ci

to feel with the hand. Read To, To let fall.

HUNG. The noise of striking. To point

out with the hand; to restrict; to restrain. Read KeSh,

To take in the hands.

ftCH'HAY, To strike; to flog; to beat.

T'HANG. To carry on the shoulder or back.

JOW, J6w, J6w. Or l\
7

e\V. TO bend

with the hand; to twist ;
to work. To bend a piece of wood

to make a harrow ; to bend or straighten w^A by the applica-

tion of fire.

u

WUH. To throw down ; to cast away.

MIH, or Pili.

The noise of sinking. Read Che, Toput away..
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WEI. To lead or draw on one side.

SAE, and Chae. To move; to agitate. To

choose; to-select. Tae-saej to moe.

TSOW. To cast or throw with the hand.

SEUEN. To lift or move about the garments

with the hand ; to throw open one's clothe*.

b
MEAOU. To draw; to sketch pictures; te

describe well in words. Meaou kin
ffi^ lo put gold on

China or lacker ware

KOW. To milk cow* or sheep.

ff PANG. To (land opposed ;
to guard ;

to de-

r
fend ; to surround for the purpose of defence.

Vulgar form of ft Che.

LEUH. From to divide and hand. To put

away the dregs or fceces; to separate the pure from the impure.

TE. To raise up. Read She, To collect or

assemble together, as a flock; said of birds flying in groups.

The people of the north use She to denote A spoon. Choo

she ^t ill name of a district, said to abound in silver.

A vulgar form of $2 Nee
1

.

CH'HA. To pierce flesh; to slick into; to

plant ; 'to insert ;
to attach to, as a flag to the mast head. An

iron instrument; to stick into or pierce the ground. Chi

yuen iS 4& -to -insert tutenague into the edge of dollars.

e holCHE. To take hold of

TSUNG. From hand arul an aperture. To

introduce, or push forward any thing with thy hand.

Sf^^^l
' '-* '' ^ *

CHIN.

To grasp and strike
; to slab. The noise of cutting timber.

o

YIH. To raise Ihe folded hands to the breast

and make a bow j to resign ; to yield. To advance. San y in

jEl ill tne "3me f a certain office. Ts5 yTh f'fc
'

to

make a Chinese bow.

SHUN, and Seun. To rub with the ham);

to lay the hand upon; to soothe and tranquilize; to lay the

hand as upon the heart, implying a defence -of it; .hence To

soothe and quiet.

HUNG. To strike; to pierce with a slick.

PEEN. To strike; to tear or rend open.
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YANG

From hand and la expand. To excite; to dash as spray ;

to winnow. To spread out j to extend widely ; to spread open
the eye-brows. To extend the fame of, to make. Chang yang

yu wae *
spread a report oat side respecting

what is done "within. Yang chow
| ji|>|

a district in Keang-

nan province which has retained its name through many cen-

turies.

JUEN, Juy, orJeue,

To push ; to disturb; to apply the hand to and rub.

SOW. From hand and to SHOUT. To shake;

to move or toss about, as when searching for any thing; lo

search as the police does by order of government. To study

the import of; intellectual researches; the sound of an arrow

flying. Sow keen Xpff to search a man's person.

HWAN. TO remove from one place to an-

other with the hand; to exchange. Pwan hwan
j|]:p j^ a

violent unruly appearance. Hwan tae nwan maon
j

mt"
Jg|

lijs to change caps and put on the warm cap j
i. e. the winter

dress-cap worn by the officers of government.

YEN. From hand and to screen. To gather

together and shade; to screen ; to shut; to stroke or soothe

with the hand ; to take and pot under shelter. Foo yen
||ff

to soothe,- to console,

M?Z~
GANj and Gan. To cover or conceal with

the hand ;
to screen or shade. To extinguish, or exterminate.

Read Yen, To reject. Read Yin, To grasp or seize.

T^SAN. To move or stir with thr hand.

S EU . To talie water and gradually wet a thing.

Seu tsze the name of a dintrict.

Ji
YA. TO pluck u

|); to eradicate. Yi pafe ;Hf

to eradicate; to pluck out of. nng jiu che yi meaon urn.

yfe J\^ ^ ij|
m ~J*L a m*n of Sung pulled his grain to

hasten its growth, and so caused it tn wither: this is Mid by

Mencius lo illustrate the folly of endeavouring to force nature

The attempt is not only useless but injurious. An impatient

man who will not wait for natural results is called a Sung-jin,

a man of Sung: and this language is applied to tin fully of

forcing the delivery of women.

a*^i-kV. WAN. The wrist ; <to take fast hold of.

t*

SEUE. Te take hold of with the fingers.

u

U H, Or Go. From hand and to hoaie. To

grasp in the hand ; to take a handful ; a small appe.ir.mcc.

flh show seang hwan Jg 3f. iH Wf to shake hands with
]/*' < I

" r^ _ _

mutual joy. We shin ho she nh show -^^ fa^ ]

3c- cannot judge (I know not) when I shall take you by

the hand.

K'HIH.

To grasp or seize with the hand; to lay hold of.

KEAOU,

receive any thing with the hand. One says, Perverse.
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YUE. To pluck out the eyes ; the eye. An

erroneous form of Hj N ae, or Nay.

T'HAN.

Pan tan tp^ to turn round ; soft and yielding.

CH'HUY, and Ch'huy. To measure;

to measure heighlh; to endeavour to find the origin of with

the hand, as the composition of the Character implies. To

try or essay; to push aside; to put away. A surname. Oc-

curs denoting To strike. Read To, To shake or move.
Read Twan, To collect together.

TSE"IH.

To grasp or lake hold of. To wipe; to rub clean.

\

POO, and Pow.

To strike on the outside of the clothes.

U

CHIH. To pound, or beat down.

WEI. TO pursue in opposite directions.

TSUNG. TO dust or wipe away with the

trim!
;
to take hold of the end. To reckon.

KWE1.

To be caught by a hook; to cut or pare.

A sort of comb; an ivory ornamental

comb for the head. Read Keueii, To put away from. Read

T'hclh, To play; to take.

To tura over with the hand. Same as ^ II

u

LA. To rub and grind.

TSANG.

To push or rush against. To stick or pierce.

K'HEAE. To rub ; to wipe. Keaepae

to rush forth violently. Used for the name of a drum.

Read KeJ, An instrument used in reference to music.

From Aanrf and autumn. To seize

with the hand ; to grasp hold of; to gather with the hand,

as a sheaf; to gather and make small by binding.

TSE W. The same as the preceding-.

P'HO.

To spread open ; to distribute. same as ^& P5, and
,fe|

Vij.

rpflU Itfc liJU ..I- v-WUn. Tang tuh SB J3g or Tan<; tuh pJ-^K

to bolt or rush against ;
to offend.

u

KIH. To alter ; to change with the hand.
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KEE. To raise high ; to lift up one's clothes as

when fording a stream ; a carriage going with rapidity , to lake

upon one's self , to bear, to support; to be answerable fen to

state to superiors. Nelh raing ke'8 teg 15? J& ifi rfkfc an

anonymous accusation, addressed to government, pasted up
about the town ; said to be a capital crime.

KEU. A surname-

Same as ffi Laou,

Same as ft Yuen,

1WUY.
Impetuous effort , to shake ; to agi-

tale ; to shake the wine out of a cup ; to sprinkle ; to scatter.

To take and move with the hand or fingers, a, in
writing with

a pencil, to move with the hand briskly, to point out or

direct. Read HwSn. Hwln lun^^ the whole , entire,

unbroken.

KANG.

To draw or pull vehemently , as in drawing a bow string.

YEN, and Yin.

To extend
; or spread out a cloth.

TSO. To wipe ; to rub clean.

MAOU. To sustain, or uphold with the hand.

64th Radical. IX. Show

CH'HUNG

To push and strike. To throw away .

PAOU To embrace.

v

SO, and Seaou. The appearance of a delicate

long arm; a fine hand , a very ,mall appearance A po.t taper-

ing, small at the top.

PART I. VOL. II. 3 K

SHE, Ye", Teg, and See*. TO take or

grasp hold of, to take up ; to measure ; to fotd.

To rub, as when brushing the teeth , to

rub off. Read Ke, To grasp and strike. Me se

irregular, uneven, not regularly square; to press

hand
j to close or -fill up.

HAN.

To shake , to agitate. Original form ofML Han.

.. u

NEE. To take hold of with the finger..

I UEN, From hand and to lend. To lead ;

to draw, to pull up to a higher place; to assist; to elevate;

to rescue; to deliver; to save. A certain sword-like weapon.

K'HEEN. To raie; to lift, to carry on

the shoulders. To shut; to close ; to fill up ; to fix a boun-

dary, to strengthen ^ to establish.
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YUNG

Same as JSEJ Ying, To carry on the shoulder.

CH'HE. To apply the hand to; to pierce;

t stab; to plunder; to take property from. To point

with the finger; to go to, or arrive at.

Original form

TE. To grasp hold of a person with both

ijUL

hands hastily. Same as
|g5

Te.

YAOU.

To drag with the hand. Same as fm Gaou

Same as p{! Hwuy.

Original form offf|Chuen,

F'OO. To slap with the palm of the hand.

YAE- To push from ; to strike. The appearance

of carrying ou the back.

LEU A vulgar form of Leu.

Same as TO Yuen.

J- SEUEN. To grasp hold of.

TWAN. A winnowing machine; or to work it.

KANG- To raise; to promote to a higher place.

KAN. To transplant.

K'HOW. Same as ^| Kow.

u

PO. To pluck up ; to draw out-

An erroneous form c

TSUNG. To strike ; to beat. Read Chwang,

To strike a bell or drum. An erroneous form of
jjlfe Tsung.

TS E1H. To equalize, (a doubtful character.)

An erroneous form of *& Tseih.

NO. To seize or grasp

Same as M Cha.

An ancient form of JH Tse'en.
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jL% r
Jf<3r%T

LA. To rend asunder.

Same as |l Chili.

HJ. Round; an erroneous form of
;Njl

Pe.

CHE. An harmonious sound.

TSUY. Same as $j Chuy.

An ancient form of ^ Pae.

JNU. The appearance of trees growing luxuriantly.

'El l\ ^~amc as tJ5 Yay.

nip

TEN STROKES,

\

Hli.. To take up; to remore to another place.

Read Heae, To hold under the arm; to support.

KOW, and Kow.

To draw to ; to pull; to drag ; to scheme ; to plot.

K'HIN. To press down.

YUNG. To waver ; to agitate ; unsettled.

CH'HEN. To strike; to attack.

K'HEO. To strike , to hit ; to direct effort to

one point. Read H8, To turn the hand backwards and for-

wards.

1

SEUN.

To oppose ; to prevent the ingress of ; to select.

From hand 3uA a bunch ofgrais,

To grasp with the hand. To take hold of a musical instrument

with the hand; sometimes used to denote A fan, or to Fan.

SHEN.

A quick motion , rapid movement. The same as iaS Slien.

An ancient form of jra? Sung. Same as Jro Sung.

2" K'HEEN.

c
Mutual help or deliverance; to draw, or deliver oul of.

CH'IIE, Of E. TO split or rend; to dras ._

Read, Chae, To rush against people with the 6st.

t
CHEN, or Keen.

Chenchcn i{.4 i^. to bind; to tie..
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to spread or lav out us wide a* possible. A long ugly

appearance.

J
SUN. From hand, mouth, and a pearl. To

---"" 'w

diminish ; to lessen ; to injure ;
to spoil ; to lose. Name of one

of the Kwa diagrams.

SO. To touch and strike; to move ; to stir.

arjCj. Something sticking out disclosed; shuffling

with the fingers, like cards.

From hand and to pull. To take secretly ;

to pull or draw out ; to infer from certain premises. Read Si,

To take out with the hand; to select. M5si& 1 to feel

or try with the hand.

sou.

To take a thing in a
furtive or underhand manner.

SUN. To feel, or rub slightly with the hand.

/I t KAE,OrHae. To rush against ;
to offend.

J +

LO*

Mr-
HO. To apply the 'hand to ; to touch ; to strike

with the hand; to fight with a person, to -wrest from by violence.

MEEN.

Meen pei Iffi Kj to close, or shut up with mud.

*

TSEIH. To strike ;
to attack.

\

SUNG. To push from.

SAOU. Same as ;KBr Saou, To brush or sweep.

\\ T'HEIH.

To stir up or raise from the ground ; to cut off or pare away.

CHUH

To push ; to shake and cause pain ; to drag.

J U NG, and Jung. To push , to beat , to

pound, as in a mortar; to stuff) to fill. Read Neang, in the

same sense.

From hand and side. To screen by

placing before; to propel a boat by working at the side. Read

P&ng, To strike ; to pound ; to wrest or plunder from.

HWAN, Kwan, orHwuh.

To push with the hand.

L b'HO. From hand and to rime. A deflected

appearance -,
branches bending down. Read Chae, To strike

and push against.

SAOU.

To scratch with the 'fingers or hands ( the nails of the hand.
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K'HO.

To take ; to strike j to cover with the hand.

Y AU From hand and a pitcher. The mind

agitated without having any one to trust to. To shake ; to

move; to wave; to imitate. Foo yaou j*k J-^L
a violent

wind. Chaou yaou ^ the name of a star. Seu yaou

/ft^ I

a moment of time. Poo yaou ^K- 1 an ornament

Tor the head.

TAOU. To beat as in a mortar

CHE. To support or uphold with stones.

To pushdown. Read Now, To support as with a post.

M

Same as Heg, and $L LS.

Read Been, To lead and draw forwards.

LEEN.

To strike a drum. To grasp hold of as with nippers.

* To strike with the hand thrown back-

wards. Read Fes', To play on a stringed instrument with

the fingers.

SOW. The same as $& Sow. A man's name

Rend Shaou. Keaou sow ;KW;HJ7 disorder
j confusion.

PART I. VOL. II. 3 !

P'HO. To collect or gather together.

I'HRW. To raise with the hand.

K'HAOU. To raise the hand and strike; l

tap or knock ; mutually opposed to and leaning against.

HEEN. TO raise the hand and point hf.

Ifrt--.

in doubt. Same as it Hecn.

SO To daub with any thin";.

PE. To cut open flesh.

S ANG. To strike
; to oppose ; to resist

TSIN. To insert in, or attach to; to shake;

to agitate. Read Tse'cn, To bring forwards; to introduce.

Tsin shin
||| j^j]

or Tsin shin
||f

4A to attach to one's gir-

dlepersons who have a right to wear a girdle with its distin-

guishing appendages the gentry.

MEE.

To pluck up with the hand ; to hib ; to work with the fingers.

l2
fe

To seize hold of; to grasp. Read E, To drag.
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SUM. SameasffiSuh.

T U Y. To throw from one. Read Ch,'un,y, To

v

strike, as a drum or bell ; to throw at

ITO
An erroneous form of' ill Keaou.

NE.O, and Neih. To lay the band on; to

grasp i to excite or provoke. NeTh chen tfA
tgjj

to provoke

to battle. Cb5nelh$| )

or Che nelh |^ |

to catch or

tike hold of; as catching a bird.

Same a* ^| Yung-

SKEN.

From hand and fan. To brush off; to agitate ; to fan.

^|/l/5| A A. From hand and the sound To. To ap-

proach with the hand ; to feel ; to strike ; to take a fac-simile

with ink and paper from ancient tablets or vases; to make a

sketch of. Sung tl ^^ fac-similies, of the dynasty Sung.

Kew ta
.^fe.

an old fac-siniilc

K'HEE. To raise u|) with the hand. Read ChTI
,

To measure a thing with the baud.

T'HANG- To stretch or extend. Tang ttih

4P abruptly boltiog upon ; offeodlug.

PWAN To put away; to remote. Bead

Po, in a similar sense. Pwanc
fjt JJ&

to remove to some

other place; to remove to another place of abode.

as the preceding

To remove to another place.

u

1 A. From hand and tofollow as an effect. To

touch ; to strike; to place upon ; to add to ; to raise or build

up ; to engage or take a passage in a boat or ship ; to suspend

to lean upon.

LEIH, To put a thing in order with.the hand.

1 'HAOU . To raise from the ground with the

hand ; to take out of; to draw cut a weapon. To strike.

HU U> Or Hwuk. To dig into. R*ad K'huh,

in the same sense. The appearance of exetting strength.

KANG.

To raise or lift up. The same as in Kang.

%

KWAE. Same as &f Kvme.

KEUR. Totake up with the fingers,

CH'HE. Name of an edible vegetable.
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WA

To seize any thing with the hand ; to grapple ; to pull back.

HE A, and K'hea.

To scratch; to scrape; to pare.

NA'. To strike; to beat.

K'HEEN. To tab* hold of; to draw in ; to

pluck up, to- snatch out. The name of a plant. A surname.

V

WUH, and Wan. From hand and warm.

To place the hand upon.; to obliterate : to place a vessel

above warm water. To stain or dye.

An erroneous form of-Hf which is an ancient

form of ff- P<ie.

MEIH. To rub off; to wipe.

A vulgar form of I|t Lan.

An abbreviated form of j^ Sung.

V
PUN. Arched covering of a

carriage.

Vulgar form of jj| Hwuy,

to

\

TS'HEANG. Sudden; abrupt; bunting

forth ; to struggle and seize. To seize by violence ; to

plunder; to stand opposed to
; to rob in groups, as associated

banditti. Occurs applied to a comet.

T'HEEN, TO strike; to beat, as adrurn;

extend; to spread out; to lead; to draw.

TSIN.

To collect together. The sound of stringed instruments.

KIH, and Yth, or Qlh. To gra.p(

much as the hand can grasp.

Original form of & Peen

J1je|

<J\-

Original form of^ Seuen.

Vulgar form of ^f Yu.

Ancient form of 4$? Hwuy, To wave and point

with the hand; and of^ Hwuy> T|ie flame of a

To put a candle to rights with the hand.

Same as Netf.

Same as |^ K5, or Ye.
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1 --

-Jr>vr

<*\S

\n ancient form of ^1 Fung.

A form of
Jlfl

Chow. A vulgar form of g Chow.

Same as & Tsin.

TSIN. To dig- deeply into.

| _ * t_

Same as J-3p TsiJC. An erroneous for.n of ;^ Tmg

CH'H UY. To strike ; to beat

Same as Paou

I

I

TSEUE. To cut off entirely

Same as ?fs Keuen.

Same as $| Sow.

Same as
Jfjp Yfh.

YUEN.

To cause to stoop under some oppreisiou.

ti
To go away with .precipitation.

An ancient form of^ Foo.

ELEVEN STROKES.

u

K& ^> an^ Se. To 8lrike a side Wow; to sweep

v.\\ cniirely ; to disperse by a wave of the hand.

Same as jWj Jen. Read Si, To scatter or disperse.

WEI . To spread out or arrange with the hand.

TSAN. To move a thing with the hand.

Dexterity of haadi to take or select with the hand. Des-

irously , skilfully.

SUM. To lead or draw ,- to take out from amongst.

KEW. To bind and kill ; to strangle; to twist ;

to seek to attain. Read Lew, To bind fast; to draw tight.

A surname. Read Keaou, To hind or wind round; to twist;

to grasp ; to pull and give trouble. Read Notion, and Lcaon,

in a similar sense.

CHUNG,

To beat as with a pestle ; to bounce or rush against.

\



.
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CHWANG, and Tsun
ff

. Toru.

to take with the hand , to put in order with the hand .

r

TSAO U . To work or stir about with the hand .

To strike and break open ; to feel or rubJ
=
T'1~~j

r^ FUNG. To hold up any thing with both

'^^^^^
hand.

; to separate with both band. and afterward, join it.

Al.othe,ara
ea.|^pUDgfTo ,eam

u

TSUJJ. To throw to the ground. Sob leaou

with the hand. Yen king shlh tseih^ jfc

81
4JB? Jl.

Tul collectanea of
grinding criticisms on ancient classics;

'

title of a work published by Yuen-yuen |^ -^ Governor of
Canton, from 1817 to 1882.

V

O. To impart : to give extensively. Poo

'ffl $g to diffuse widely. Po hoo
ffi ] opposed to

what is reasonable ; to act without any dread or fear of con-

sequences. A-pj i I

TOW. To grasp hold of; to seize.

TSEAY. To rush against one's side.

KWO . To grasp ; to .trike ; to slap the ear.

KG. Same as
|$f K6, or Kw5.

KWAN. To turn round

PING. To put away ; toexclude.

fun suv Mt
J threw it down and broke it

all to pieces.

TE, or Tae. To gra,p or seize bold of

Read Tee, To take. Read Tab, To strike.

^'
:

: ;'

TS'HE

To lift up and take from. Read Ch'hi, To strike.

SOW . tow sow H| Jjjjjj
to take. Read Sung.

To shake a horse's bridle to increase its pace.

YAOU. Perverse and quarrelsome.

T'HEIH. Tslfh, orChih. From

the root, or love, part. To take with the band ; to pluck ;
to

pull; also to put in order; to push forward; to move. To

approach with the fingers , to twitch , to pluck. THh ken

ting tae^ ^~ Jj| J|
to pluck from the cap the knob

which is the badge of office.

YAOU. The same as } Yaou.

I, TOfc. II. s*

Same as Tsih. T^ f
-
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.. \

LEEN. To carry things and transport them

to another place ; to carry a with a bandbarrow.

T'HANG. To oppose or offer resistance to.

CH'HE. To expand or spread out; to cause

to issue forth j to extend. Read Le, in the sense of
Jtj|

Le.

ft
LOO. Violent; powerful ; to shake ; to agitate.

Vulgar form of Che.

NEE. Same as fit Nee*,

K VV AN. To be accustomed or familiar with .

To be disrespectful to. Kwan tub kwei shin ;

irreverence or impiety to the gods.

KWEI, and Ke. To put on the head or

top. To take up a thing with chop- sticks. A press for stor-

ing away provisions.

LUH. To rouse; to excite. Head Lung, To

shake ;
to agitate.

Read Loo, To take by force.

LO. To regulate; to direct.

LOW. To (draw ; to pull ; to drag ; to draw

the arms about; to embrace. Seaou urn low tsae bwae cbung

'J* ^H IH ^E fl^ 4*
t0 embrace a chlld

' and hold ilto

the bosom. Low choo I >\f to hold fast in the arms.

TSUNG. Same as^ Tsung. To include

the whole ;
to connect together.

KAE. To take with the hand ; to wipe or

brush off. To brush dust or scrub clean ; to wash ; to cleanie.

TSO. Same as M Ts6.

KEEN. To cover ; the covering of a house.

HOO, and Choo.

To screen ; to prevent the seeing of.

CH'HA. To take bold of with the hand,

appearance of gathering together with the fingers. To ilrike.

TSEEN. Vulgar form of fa) Tseen.

TS'HEANG.

Same as i^ Tseang. Read Ts'hang, To grind or rub clean.

M

T'HEIH. To pluck; to pull off with the pgcr.
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I,

4

A vulgar form of$| Taou.

KIN, and K'hin.

To wipe ; to rub off. Also denotes Female chastity.

1

T'HANG. To spread out; to arrange

H WA. Large in breadth ; wide.

From hand and kigk. To push and

urge with a high hand ; to impel ; to press to ; to set down by

overpowering! to repress and alter. To drive back, to de-

stroy. To point at with satire or ridicule. To come to or r-

rive at. Head Tso, To cut down herbs.

1
r NAE.

I

Keae nae
J|| |J|

to rub or feel with the fingers.

Vuljmr form ofW Che.
*J I "/L.

PE. To strike with the hand.

CHUH. To beat down a thing with the hand.

MO. From hand and hemp. To touch ; to rub

with the hand
; to rub against each other

;
to feel ; to gri&d ; to

press or urge,- to destroy or extinguish.. Mo-yay

the mother of Budh, which in booki oo India ii spelled Maya,

or Muha. Shan seang mo maou I )
j *Tj

I 2B the ap-

pearance of hills touching each other.

An ancient form of the preceding.

T&EANG. To pierce ; to stab

PEL

To raises thing with the hand, and cause it to be empty.'

MA. To strike.

Jl-^^" SUY. To tear or rend apart j to split. Read

Seu6, To sweep away entirely.

TJK PE1H To pull or drag

YIN. Same as-^*; Yin,

SEUEN, or Tseuen. TO *tir things about

with the hand. To draw out in great lengtii.

CHIH, ChS, and Chay. To take.

Chlh shTh e wan
MJE & 3jr ^T to take up nnd adopt

other people's essays instead of writing oue's own thoughts.

Chay sh!h
j|fe jjfe

to drag ; to drag affairs into notice, which

do not arise naturally.
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KNVEI. To tear up silk in order to maker

he- lln

garment* Pcih kwei &K JHJ
to ipht up wood for making

ntensiU. :iiul to tear up ilk garments ; lo prepare materials.

i

YING, or K'heang To ,(rike . toattack .

CHE Same as M Che.

GAOU. To strike, toattack ; to shake.

GAOU. To move ; to stir.

An altered form of
4P|

Te. Read E, Wood rubbioj

ood.

TSO. To pierce ; to stab.

TSUN. To gather together.

Same as ]fy Keu

:

4

I

MIN. To ornament.

/

CHE, and Chth. TO seize or grasp with

the hand, to hurt or break; to reach or extend to ; that which

extends to and manifests. To take a thing and offrr it as a

present when about to see a person. A present; to introduce

to ; to carry to the extreme. Name of a country ; the name

of a person. To loosen or open up. To drag along the ground.

A iBrname.

MAN. To lead or draw ; to strike.

TSAN, and Tseen. For the time being ;

second or next. One says, To cut off and take. To strike.

To raise up.

'

TSAN, or Tsan, and Tseen.

To pare off turf; to throw; to exclude. The name of a city.

K'HOW, and Keu. TO lift up with the

hand. To feel, and tore up, or put away with the hand.

Read Gow, To strike. Keu e
^ ^ to lift up robes or long

garments, as when walking up steps. Keu vn 1 J& to tun
I 1IJ"

round ; or move about.

CH'HOO. To expand ; to open out. Read

Che. Che-le ^M. 3 the name of a place.

l/

SHA, and Sih. TO wipe off dust -with the

hand ; to stir things and select the best. The appearance

or sound of leaves
falling. Anciently ued for 3gi sih Read

Suh, To reach or arrive at. Head Me, To arrange with the

hand. Rend TsTh, To rub the teeth.

PF T'o support or hold *ip with the bands.
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T'HVVAN. To turn round; to cause to

circulate with the hand. To roll up ; to bind. Read Chuen,

in the sense of jfe Chuen, To unite in one; to assume or

lake under one's own controul, or command, a several

armies. Chuen shoo iSi %$. name of a bird.

TSEAOU, Chaou, and Leadu. TO

seize and strike; an active turbulent dVort. To take.

I
JV1O. TO seek by feeling with the hand; to

feeh to grasp with the hand . Read Moo, in the sense of

the following.

MOO. To touch ; to imitate a form ; to sketch

from memory. A form ; a pattern ; the manner of. Kwei

moo IB
fijj;

the external manner; the deportment; a rule;

a law Moo scay 1 to draw a likeness.

^S YANG. A pattern j to imitate a pattern.

CHE. To compficate; to fold or gather up ;

to double up as garments; to plicate; ;\ paper folded up;

an official document sent to the Emperor , tu send or state,

by that means.

To seize and pull all together; to plunder.

A vulgar form of JO Le6.

SAN, or Shan, and Seen. A small de-

licate hand ;
a lady's hand. Small ; delicate. To take with

PART I. VOL. ii 3 r

the hand; to pluck. Read Ts'hin and Tscaou, To take or grasp

with the hand , to beat on a drum and sing. Tsan tio :

to feel; to take bold of.

K'HANG. To beat the bead; to bounce or

rush. againU. Read Keen, To lean forward.

PEAOU , Peaou, and Peaou . i striUe ,

to beat; or feel the breast ; laving the hand upon lite hrart . to

tall. The point of a knife or iword ; to make a signal tut

Peaou ke fi5 Jf
to make m signal wilh a

flag.

TSEEN

To stick into. Vulgarly written 4* Tse'en.

K'HEANG.

A net spread on the road to catch birds or beasts.

Original form of $fc Yen.

PEltf. To open an uker.

-

An ancient form of *$ Pf . ANo, To

wilh rapidity.

YIN. Occurs in tu obscure aack-ot 'writer

denoting An army availing itself of circumstance*

Same as M Chovr.
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as | f ho

I,AN(*. To strike.

Sri me as Mee.

TE. To lake with the hand.

KO >> . To take milk from a row or stu'rp

SUM. Same as ; Siih.

Same as J|f Selh.

as Too.

. To rend and spread out

^f

^ Sanic as ^ Yaou.

The "ound ' lit
i denotes To lessee or abbreviate.

KEEN. Keen
tsze^ jp

TWELVE STROKES.

.. Something held in or grasped by ihe

hand; to strike; to throw; to dash aiide. Tsae keu

to pluck. Bead Kwci, To draw up long garment* when ford-

ing a river.

. . I*

P'HEE. TO strike; to strike lightly ; to knock

asunder; to brush away ; to put off ; to teize ; to lead; to drag;

to draw. Pe? hwuy ma tow^K [g| B=j J^ to turn round 11

horse's head.

Same as the preceding.

LAOU. To drag for in a river ; to Gnd with a

drag and pull out of the water ; to take from a deep place, or

from amongst water. Also read Leaou, To take; to take with

a hook. ShwBy te laou jug ^ Jj ^ ^J
to drag the

moon out of the water; vain and ineffectual effort. Shwfir

chung bou kew Jin^ ty ] ^ ^ to save a mn from

the water. Ta laou she show
^j- J Jp| '^ to ta iie up dead

bodies out of the water.

TUN, To strike; to attack.

CHE.

To grasp something and stand opposed to; to oppose.

JUEN. TO push or agitate any thiof-wiOi the

hand. Read Jun, To wipe or dtist.
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rlHiEN. An angry appearance. Acting with

ardour and zeal : impetuous, as when roused to act in battle,

ardently, boldly, fiercely.

An ancient form of 3B Keen,

K'HWEI. To pull towards.

PUN. To wipe or dust with the hand.

TSAN, and Tseeil. To more or stir with

the hand ;
to take with the fingers. To terminate j swift; fleet;

to pluck out of. Tseen chow
^j. |jp

to draw reeds of dif-

ferent lengths from the hand in order to decide by lot, he who

draws the longest reed wins.

Same as i^ TsSng.

To pull or draw out of ; to pluck up from the ground.

To raise and let fall the hands ; to raise the

hands before the breast and drop them gracefully folded, bow-

ing at the same time. The Chinese mode of bowing, is now

commonly written jfcf YTh.

SIN, and Tsan. To take hold of ; to take

aid draw to une. Sin cbay

to pall ; to tear.

to seize with the hand ;

t
Same as the following.

CHANG, or TsSng. ^ n j nr iinni Prr

placed to support something. To wl apart to, to distribute to.

A vulgar form of the preceding.

*

tj

SAE, or hhae. Scattered and losf.

HWUY. To tear or rend open.

SA. To let loose; to scatter ; to disperse , to

throw from one. A surname.

. . NAOU. To twist; lo contort; to wrench; t<>

7G
disturb; to vex ; to mix in a confused manner; to scratch.

Naou Iwan she fe ig SS
Jj?

3E lo pervert right and wrong ;

causing confusion and animosity by slander and tale bearing.

CHOW. To lead or draw forth. The same as

ijjj
Chow. Read Lew, To arrange things with the hand

; to

spread and lieat down the earth in rearing a mud wall.

HUNG,orHSng.
\

To stuff or fill full; to fill a place.

KWAN, or Keun. To bind together.
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HEANG. To bear burdens ; one who is capable

of helping much, is in Shan-lung and ChS-keang, expressed by

Heang.

MM
T8EW. To embrace all around and pull to

I'jyu
gether. Read Tsfih, To strike with extreme vehemence.

Tu
; to tear

apart; the sound of
splitting or rending.

SZE, OF She. T.> raise with the hand; to

rend; to rive; to split. To dash aside; to cut asunder ; to

rouse; to direct the attention of the learner. Te sze
Jg.

1

to point out and direct the studies of a learner.

CH'HE, and Urh. To >u , tain for auolber>

CH'HE.

To reji-ct; to cast off Head FeUi, To pluck.

PEIH. To stab; to pierce.

K'HEEN.

T<. suspend or hang againsl; dangerous. Read Han, A surname.

KWANG. To fill. Name of a plan,.

TA. Sameas^Ta.
'

1 SUN. From hand and honorable. Toadjuit

in a proper manner ; to pa; constant regard to rule and order ;

to restrain ; to put the hand of a router to a concern. To col-

lect together.

J..
\

^

NEEN. To take hold of with the hand ; to

>

lift ; to remove
; to accord with; to follow.

LIN.

To hold up ; to tupport ; to stand forth alone.

To rescue or deliver from danger.

Read Chng, or Tsing, To rush against, with the hand.

H \VLJY. To rend
i
to split ;

to point out
i
to

expand. Che hwuj ij i to point out to with the hand ; to

make a signal to. Hwuy keen 1
j[J|f

humble, unassumiog ;

I IMi'

enlarged ; liberal minded.

CHWANG, and Chvvang. To

with the hand and pound. To beat , to strike suddenly , abrupt ,

to rush against; to bounce upon -, to knock ; to take or seize.

Chwang mun jtih nuy Jg F
j 7^ ral bunt open the door

and rushed in.

^A K'HWAN. To grasp ;
to seize.

\

KEAOU. TO raise or lift the hand ; false ; de-

ceitful
, to straighten -,

to grasp firmly -,
firm ; unbending ; n-
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yielding ; to take; to iclect ; to crook or straighten by the

application of fire.

u

KEIH. To seize hold of with a spear.

Vulgar form of M; Let", To put in order with the

PAN

To bind with cords ; to drag towards and strike.

Vulgar form of TK, Tsan ; and of
:ffi|

Tsaou.

I)
hand.

T'HAN, and T'han. To feel or explore

with the hand; to search or examine into; to tear or rend.

Also read Yin and Sin, To arrange; to adjust,

I liAN. To grasp and raise. To rush against;

to play on a stringed instrument. The name of a country.

Read Shen, or Chen, Chen hwan I

|J|
to pull ; to drag,

to remain; a man's name. Read Teen, Name of an island.

Read Tan, To grasp loosely. Read Shen, To arrange or re--

lieve urgent and distressing circumstances.

reduce to order; certain cordi used in drawing a hearte to (he

grave. Read Filh, A certain large shield ; something that ii

put on the finger when playing on a stringed instrument.

Cluli pa p J$ appellation of a good horse. Pwan pS ]&

to allot to every one, to point out to every one thi-ir

several duties .

CH'HAY. To tear or split open ; to drag

along; to pull roughly and forcibly.

u

TSEUE. An altered form of the following,

FotiUE, To terminate ; to cut off entirely.

u

HEIH. To strike. Same as TfT i-a, '.md
fjjj*

l/v CH'HE. To send away; to put asid*; to

IK
reject ; to remove either from one, or to one.

*/

POv. From hand and io issueforth. To regulate

or put to rights; to spread out; the reverting of a bow. To

expel or reject; to fall open; to disperse; to turn round ; to

FART . VOL. ii, 3 q

TS, To strike; and the same as WL He6, To pull ; to drag.

SE>UEN. To draw out; to put aside ooc's

garments. Read Sing, To expose the naked arms.

K'HEU. Ta strike; to attack,

SHEN, and Keen. TO open out to the

Chen shert
;

or spread outas far as- possible.

utmost. Read Chen, To lead. Chen shen
ijj?^ to open

K'HE. To take; to pluck. To gather up.

LUY. To put in order.
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SEAOU,andTseaou.

To select ; to take ; to wipe.

SUH, and Seaou. To strike.

246

HEE. To bind; to tie together.
To draw

&or Kaou 4J,
an utensil for drawing

waler.

FEl, and Fun. To strike or knock down.

LEAOU, and Leaou. To take hold of

thing with the hand; to manage or wield it; to play or

fence with a spear. To sustain or support.

Sound and sense the same as Jf| Pun.

FOO. To tranquillize ; to console ; to soothe ;

7o keep possession
of ; to hold; to keep down with the hand.

To strike. Haste. The name of a di.trict. Foo yuen jfe^
r Foo tae

\ ^ a Vice-Governor, the second officer in

<-rry province.

Foo tsze sin laou; tsuy ko ching chui?.

In kindly treating and nourishing the people my heart la-

bours; but in extorting taxes, I have no talent for government.

LEE. A word found in the Budh books. A

vulgar form of JM Lee, or Leg.

TS1H, To uphold ;
to support.

T'HANG. To push and stop with the hand.

KEAOU, and HeaoU. To raise ; to derate.

PO, and Po. To sow ; to disseminate ; to

scatter; to disperse; to remove. Name of a district. Poke

to reject ; to put away; to throw away carelessly.

T S O, and Tsuh . From hand and extremely.

f V '

To take with the fingers, some say two, others, three fingers.

To take; to urge; or draw back with the band; to snatch

for a short time. A sort of cap. A small quantity. Head Tsuy,

Loose ; vague. Read Tswan, A certain vessel.

YEN. Same as$ Yen.

Oriinal form of f|f Ye.

An abbreviated form of
| Neaou

Vulgar form of ChS.

CHUEN, Seuen, also Chuen.

A stand or support; to place on a stand. To arrange; to

put in order ; to prepare for publication, as a book ;
to make

or compose. To take hold of with the hand.
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T'HO. Small and long. Read Hwuy, To

reject or cast off; to touch.

V

1 'HO To lean towards; to lean against; to

fall ; to pat lightly ; to strike ; to flog ; to brush away. Pe'en

pS [flU J|| to lash ; to flog.

Original form of^ Che.

Same as the preceding.

Original form of^ Chuy.

Same as ^ KeuS.

Original form of jjg Sa.

SOW. The sound of trees waving.

An ancient form of ff^ Pae.

PAE. To blow fire-

T'HEAOU.

To shake
,
to agitate^; to shake the arms in a haughty manner.

Same as fq Seun.

Same as flj] Ping.

The sound is lost. To rain ,
ruined ; imporeriihcd ,

in mean bad circumstances.

Same as ft Kwuh, or KQh.
tntl^pu
<4iiv^
xJivT^*

Original form of fp Tsoo.

THIRTEEN STROKES.

T'HA- To strike; to beat; to chastise. Ta

tsze -k& ^f- the Tartars ; other syllables pronounced Ti, are

used to denote the same.

HAN. To move; to shake; to excite. Used

in the same sense as Js Kan.

KEAOU, OF Kelh. To beat; to flog,

with a horse whip ; to strike by the side ; to grasp hold of.

Same as the preceding.

CHWA.

To strike ; to knock, as a bell, drum, or other instrument.
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LEEN, Keen, and Leen. TO gather to-

gether and bind up ; to bind together; to restrict; to restrain ;

to hold and present to ; to raise to view ; to go about io search

of; to compose.

I

KAN.

To stretch out any thing with the hands.

\

YUNG, and Yung'. From hand and to

bring together. To grasp hold of ; to embrace ; to carry a

child in the bosom; to crowd round in the character of at-

trndants; to screen.

LUY.

To rub or grind any thing; to pound as in a morlar.

K'HIN. Same as ^ Kin.

*p*Jp TSUY. To overset and hurt; to throw down

and injure ;
to drag ; to puli.

Jl jcpsL
NEANG. To rush against; to pierce; to stab.

Jt LOO. To take captive; toseize; to plunder.

An erroneous form of
jlp,

Tan.

Same as jl Wuh, or Yue.

I
SHEN, or Chen. To assume; to usurp;

to maintain pertinaciously. To presume to do any thing of

one's own accord, without permission from those who pos-

sess authority .

FAN. Same as jf Fan.

An erroneous form of i|8 Kwei. A bow made of

wood ; not of bamboo.

\

HWUY. To strike and wound.

CHO. To place near to ;
to strike.

TS1H, or Chih.

Seuen

to select.

or reversed, Chih seueo, To choose ;

Same as | Po.

SHE. To divide. Same as $| She.

I
TSO- An utensil for catching fish ; to take by

piercing or sticking into; to strike; to harpoon; to push.

LI

K EIH, To strike ; to knock; to beat j to rouse

what is dormant ;
to attack, as in war ;

to kill ; to rush against.

Read Heih, A sorcerer j
a wizard. Read Ke, A man's name.

\
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Kelh po che
J jjjg?^ attacked and defeated him. Kelh

ho leen kea
* ^ -^^ a flail to thrash grain with.

TUN.

To enter a boat; to screen. Same as ^& Tun.

1 A IN Or. To oppose and impede the progress

of; to stand in the way of; to withstand.

SHIH, or Sth.

Che sih Ipa ;Hjx
an utensil for catching birds.

Same as JJa Kee.

KEUNG.

Twan keung tsze narae of a wood -

TS'HAOU. To grasp; to lay hold of; to

maintain hold of, physically or morally ; also the thing held

fast; the purpose maintained; moderate winds ; preserved in

harmony and ease of mind.

Original form ofp| Taou.

KING. To raise with the hand ; to raise orlift

high. Yih show king ke
3JL

, to raise high with

the hand ; to lift op with the hand. King keuen
j ^

to salute with the folded hands in the Chinese manner.

Same as the preceding.

PART I VOL, II.

P'HIH.

The noise of hilling a thing with an arrow.

Original form of <p Keen,!

T'HEE. To strike iron,

/

HWAN. To connect or join together, as the

scales of armour; to tie 5 to bind; to pull or roll up the

sleeves and drawers; so as to expose the arras and legs.

SHA. To take hold of and lead or draw.

Same as 3* Tse'e".

K'llIN. To seize as a bird with its talons j
to

seize ; to take; to take alie ; to take prisoner. Kin na

Jk or Kin hw5
} |||

to seize; to take.

TSO, Or Tsa. Lee tso mixed to-

gether. Read S5, The sound of rending or splitting. To grasp

hold of. K5 s5 is '

the colour of excrements.

Same as Ling.

Same as fifi Hwa.
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!̂gll P'HEAOU.

To fall down from a higher place. Same s M Peaou.

3= Same as ^ He.

NEAOU. Same as
TJj* Neaou, to pluck.

K'HWAE. To rub ; to wipe.

KWAE. To receire,

K'HEANG.
L

The appearance of upholding or lupporting with the .hands.

JJP^, TSUY. To take hold of with the hand ; to

feel or rub ; to make like ; to mould.

-ir* TAN, and Tatl. To carry on the shoulder;

to sustain a burden, physically or morally, to undertake and

be responsible for. Read Shen, To lend support to. Pfih kan

tan ching ^ ^r j^g^ I dare not undertake it. Tan tang

pfih choo 1

*fj?
A-^ 4 unable to custaio it, unable to

bear up under it.

Vulgar form of Jj|
Man.

||JL1

Vulgar form of fjf Hwuy.

Same as the preceding.

\ Vulgar form of
Jflij

Tseen.

KEA, and Kec. To scrape; *o strike; to

break off. Read La, in the same sense. -Read Kwa, To

scratch. Read Cha, The appearance of bouncing heavily

against. Read Y, The handle of*-dust pan. Read Vet, To

grasp hold of.

-v

PEIH. TO beat the breast ; to bend ; to break

asunder
,
to pluck -off ;to open ; to draw a bow ; to drive away,

or separate from. The thumb. Chih peih Mi JJJ4
to bow the

arras and legs, when doing obeisance. Keu peih p
|

the

thumb, which the Chinese call the largestfinger t the greatest

person amongst many. Peih 4tae
BJJ

to break open ; to

separate.

PI H, or Peih. To split or rend asunder. To

put away with the hand. The thumb. To stretch a bow.

Used for the preceding.

YU. Sameas^Yu-

An erroneous form of^ E.

X

KEU.

From hand and a tiger leaping on a boar. To lay the paw

or hand upon; to take fast hold of ; to lean or rest upon; to

take possession of and to maintain ; to bare figure, Urn ;
to
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be substantial ; to afford proof ; to depend upon or state accord-

ins; to ; in this sense often used in government papen. Tse'8

keu ijg jjjj?
to take or usurp with or w ithout permission. Ping

keu ^f| 1 proof ; evidence of. Yuen keu
iJSr

k> lead ;

to draw; to dra.

I GAOU. To rub ; to grind.

Original form of <p Gaou

Sound and sense the same as Kwae

^ HWUY.

From hand and to break. To wound or hurt by striking.

I
I KJ. Y ye WE J||

the appearance of moving.

PING. To lean against a table or seat.

SUN.

To feel with the hand. The same as J?E Sun

YUNG. The same as $| Yung.

Same as Tseg

Me keu i3j ifjl the name of a bill.

FOURTEEN STROKES

Original form of^ Tseaou.

ME.

/

TSE, and Tse. From hamfand altogether

To push; to place or put in order; to press upon, 11

crowd of people.

PEAOU. To fall down.

TO. Same as fa T8.

T'HAE. To raiie ; to lift op, as a sedan chair;

to shake; to move. P5h kaou tae chae me kea

U -Ji*- /i? do not raise high the price of fuel and rice.

CJl'HO. To pluck up; to select from ; to raise ;

to promote; to employ in office; to lead ;
to induce; to excite.

I
TAOU. To beat with the hand ; to pound ,

to condense by reiterated striking, like mud walls; to lead 01.

Read Chow, To collect together.

MUNG. To gthr or collect together.
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I 1JN TO pare or cut even ; to measure equally.

Original form of f^t Pae.

HANG. To blow the nose; or to take hold

of the nose with the fingers for the purpose of blowing.

TWAN. Same as Twan.

LAN. To grasp hold of; to take.

Same as the preceding-.

PO, and Piih. Same as ^ P6.

To rub assiduously ; or with haste.

KEU.
Original form of S Keu, To raise up

opposite to each other. Read Yu, same as j. Yu.

^T 5R -k' -* n impediment to going forwards ;

a stumbling block; to halt. Same as f$S. Che.
I^KJ

YAY

yu ^ yjfc
to hold up the hands to ridicule a person.

JOO, JoW, JllV, OF Juen. To introduce

or put forward something with the hand ; to slain or dye.

Read Noo, To hold fast with the hand. To rub the hands in a

disrespectful manner before superiors. Read Now, Row now

to prevent an affair being opened up.

YE, and Ya. TO press down with one finger ;

to apply the hand to; and hold down.

Same as the preceding.

HEEN. Same as Keen,

\

E

Vffi

To guess at; to conjecture; to surmise; to

think and draw conclusions ; to deem , to decide ; on consi-

deration. Like; similar to; to purpose or intend to do.

K'HEE.

To bear; to support; to raise; to lift up.

i
HAOU. To compare the quantity of.

u

H1H, To burrow and bury in the earth, a*

certain insects do themselves ; to push aside ; to open a hole

in the ground ; to rend ; to split.

E.

distorted
-,
not straight and regular.
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MO. To strike; to beat.

HWA. A kind of nare for taking animals.

Read Hw5, To grasp ; to seize. Read HTh, To seize ; to grasp;

to lay hold of with the hand , to apprehend. Read Hoo, To

separate ; to divide.

TWAN. To turn round

TSEW. To strike.

TSEIH.

To pluck with the fingers. Read TseS, same as 2|u TseK.

PIN. To expel; to reject. Used for one sent

to receiie a national visitor, or kind of ancient envojv

K'HEEN. To snatch ; to pluck; to grasp.

A musical instrument. The same as w Rung.

J^fe
JftTtnT

, Or Nang. To pull and drag and

to seize andthrow into confusion. Tseang ningc

throw into confusion.

Sense and sound the same as la Lew

TABT I. VOL. IF. 3 I

Same as ifefi Keu.

^ An ancient form of
jfa Sung

Same as TsTh

Same as ^j Tsung.

FIFTEEN STROKES.

CHIH, Or Tsih. To throw ; to cast away with

the hand; to throw or cast away with some vehemence. TsTh

shang ^jj f|L
to wound by throwing a stone.

TSIH. To grasp, as corn gathered together

in the hand. Read T*i, To wipe clean.

K'HWO, or K'ho, and Ho. To make

small things great. Read Kwang, To enlarge; to fill. Read

Hwang, To beat; to strike.

LliVV. To cut off, to tab; to pierce; to

bind together; to embrace round.

A vulgar form of j|l Mo
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TSEEN. To shoot with an arrow at a cer-

tain vessel ; to inake hang straight.

Same as is Choo.

To embrace round and take altogether ;

to carry a thing in one's garments.

GAOU. To kill the whole number of persons.

An ancient form of I* Fow. Read Peaou, To break and

bind together.

LEE. To take hold of and put to rights.

Read L5, To break; the noise of something breaking. La 18

the noise of trees or wood breaking.

LO. Ya lo to shake ; to agitate.

CHE. To pierce; to stab.

MEE. To strike. Meg se to act

incorrectly or disorderly. Read Me, To wipe away entirely ;

to cut off.

\
"At'. To separate: to spread out? to open

asunder ; to strike with force; to rouse. Yaou yaou pae pae

1W TO ffil fH an ostentalious v&'" manner of walking ; strut.

iog; affecting state.

I CH'HEN.

To twist or turn round with the hand.

T'HAN. Same as ^S Tan. Tan poo M* fif|

to play at some game of chance.

HWUY.

To remove ; to scatter
; to disperse. The same as $1 Hwuy.

U

-'H. To pluck tir take out from amongst.

i

*

sow.

To shake; fo agitate, in order to throw off.

LOO. To move; to agitate.

YUEN. To grasp hold of.

FOO. To stretch outs to extend ; to spread out.

Original form of $| Tso

Vulgar form of^ Shan, or San.

LO, Le5, and Lelfh. TO strike ; to take

from amongst. Read Y5, The utmost degree.

i
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Vulgar form of ffjt Kae.

JAOU, Jaou, or Neaou. Some read

Yaou. To agitate or trouble, confusion and disorder; also

To soothe; to tranquilize; to feed; to breed up as animals;

the domestic animals so bred up. Same as ^ Chdh, in

the same sense.

IAS?
Same as M Shi. Read Tslh, To strike.

V

To scratch, either with the fingers

or a pin for braiding the hair. To take
;
to throw. Read

Tstb, To stir up; to excite.

Original form of |$| Tseih.

An abbreviated form of $| Hwuy.

*i-
i^p LE. To rend or split asunder,

1<T<J^

P'HAN. To lead or draw; to pull; to climb

up to a higher place. Fung pan jjs- ^p or Kan pan |j& 1

J venture to drag you to my house form of invitation.

Kung pan /LI: to depose and implicate other people.

YANG. From Aanrf and <() j,efd To move _

to excite ; to put in motion.

LUY. To strike a drum with haste and ehe-

roence. To turn a stone; to rub or grind a thin-

PO, P'h5, P'hoo, and PTh To ,trike.

the sound of a stroke.

V

SA. Same as JSIr SS. Read Ts'bB, The sound

of grass stirred; to rub against.

CH'HOO. TO extend ; to expiud , to .pread

out; to disperse. To ascend ; to determine.

A vulgar form ofj^Tswan.

KUNG. A surname.

TSUY. To rend; to split. Read Suj and

Hwuy, To hang up; to suspend.

;'H1NG, and Sing.

Kin? shen i*fi iM finally.

Original form of^ Peaou.

Original form of
:{f|

Hwan.

Same as Tse'en.
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PAN. Same as ^ Pan.

I

I

A vulgar form of 2$ Mo.

Sound and sense the same as iff! Hee

PAE. Same as jgg Pae.

Same as ;fia Teth.

CHA. To lake hold of a thing with the hand.

An erroneous form of Wi He.

HEEN. To judge and decide . to lay the hand

on and restrict; to grasp; to lay hold of.

NEAOU. To take or pluck fruit with the hand.

KEUN, and Keun. To take up from the

ground; to gather together and put to rights. Head Pei, To

txert one's strength to the utmost.

T'SHWAN.

To teize by violence; to usurp what does not belong to one.

HE. The same as
;W| He. To strike ; to attack.

V

HO, and Wo. From hand and cloud* and

wing's denoting celerity. To wave the hand backwards and

forwards; to make signals to ; to play slight of hand tricks ;

to seduce to evil for one's own interest.

WEI. To reject ; to cast away.

I

HEAOU.

To throw into disorder; confusion and disturbance.

SEEN. To pluck or snatch at a thing.

Erroneous form of iS To

LEIH. To strike.

Same as Eg Tsin.

SOO To feel; to touch.

LA E. Read Lae, To push away or reject with

the hand; to rend cr split and destroy. Read Can, Also in

this last sense. Read Li, Pi5 li !& nfi to turn over andJK vW.

examine or sort with the hand.
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SAOU. To scratch.

HWAN, and Wan.

A wooden railing ; to bind with cordi.

Y1NG. To carry on the back or shoulder.

3== KWAE. To throw in ruins.

LOO. To grasp or seize hold of ; to stretch or

extend. To lead and gather together. Read Lo, To select.

LUNG. To strike.

LUNG, and Liing.

To grasp ; to seize ; to put in order.

K'HEEN. To pull up one's garments to pre-

vent their touching the ground.

Same as jjl Foo.

Original form of f^ Tse'en.

- Original form of ^g Tsin.

r*9
STPART 1. VOL. II.

SEEN. Originally written i& Seen.

LING. A sort of trellis work of bamboo, out-rtVl
Htl

side Chinese windows.

Same as
||j[ Seaou.

YLN. To connect or join things broken off.

SEVENTEEN STROKES.

K'HfiEN. Same as ;p Keen.

LAIM. To stop or intercept with the band.

Chay Ian
j||^ to stop or hinder i to prevent the approach

to. Lan keae
]

/Tit to stop the passage of the street.

KE, andKe. To strike.

SHAN, and Seen. The appearance of an

l|c a white appearance.elegant female hand . Shan shan

Read Tse'en, To wipe off.

Original form of |f| Jaou.

YU.

To raise up opposite to each other ; to lift together.
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K'H EEN. To raise* or lift up.

PO. To gather together ; to collect. To ex,-

li-ude. Sarae as,;8Si Pan.

Same as

CHANG, Or Tsang. To ipread out em-

hroidered silk. Same as
||)J=|

Ching. Ching ching 1

the noUe of hewing wood ; or felling trees.

I

I

SEE To take.

YING From hand and a child. To take hold

of with the fingers.; to toss things about ; to throw things into

confusion ;
to rush against ; to provoke.

MEI The waler lily in the midst of water.

Vulgar form, of ty Cha.

H

KWOv To,ex-tend ; to lengthen. T;o slp the

ear with the palm of the hand.

T'gr* TS'HAN, and' Ts'han. TO pierce; to

stah ; to stick. One saj, To support. A comet is called
]

4^ ^ Tsan tseang siog. To repair the side ofj to com-

plete mending or repairing. Name of a star,

An ancient form of H Keen

JANG, Jang, and Neang.

To take hold of with the hand and to take to one, or push

away ; to take possession of ; to reject; to stop; to disturb or

cause trouble to. Read Ning, To throw into disorder. TS*

jang 4g fe to seize hold of and maintain obstinately.

I

FUN..

To sweep away dirt. To sweep; to cleanse.

Same aa J& Ta

KING TVexclude ;.
to put away.

LAN- Rice pounded over again.

SEEN,

Ne'en neen itj ill to weigh a thing with the band,

tt->ia TSEAOU.

Same as ifii Tseaoii. To plunder ; to rob.

YUNG. Original form of^ Yung.

A.n altered form of the preceding.
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TSEO- To pick out ; to select the best.

LUY. Kwei luy ^jr}- J@ music used at funerals.

An ancient form of fj$ Keuen.

TSWAN. prom hand and to enter a cavern.

To fling away; to tempt to wickedness , to draw, people into

crime.

SUNG, and Shwang.

To take bold of; to push. To stand erect.

Original form of
fl|' PC.

K.EUH'. To take hold of with the fingerj. Read

Keu, The appearance of being spread out.

v

HVVUY, and He To take with th* hand

and raise from the ground, or lead by the hand, as a child; to

lead apart ; to connect together.

^mL ME, and Mo> Cracked or injured as the pla

*i
where a bell is struck ; injured by reiterated Mow*,

LE. To extend.; to spread out.

ce
!

Ts'HEE. A sort of ladle to lift out nee.

LO. To strike a thing.

i O, The name of a palace or imperial harem.

TSWAN. From hand and to putformardt.

To collect or assemble together; to cover over and coffin

without interring it. Name of a place.

LWAN.

To collect together; to choose from amongit.

LEUEN From bound to and hand. To bind

or tie to in any way : to attach, as by ligatures ,
an intermina-

ble concatenation of; a contraction of the hand or feet, from

disease.

T'HAN, and T'han; From ftodand a cer-

tain bird or difficult. To open, to spread out with the hand.

The place on which things -are spread out. A stall. To ar-

range and pay in certain sums or dividends ; s'ow ; remiss.

A surname. Read Nan, To (title with the hand. Tsae tan

|H
a stall with vegetable* exposed to sule.

An ancient form of^ Peaou.

SHE. From hand and te vthiiprr. To lead by

the ear To take; to receive, to pat in order; to direct;
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to controul ; to take the general management of ; to act for ;

to pursue after ; to record. Keen sh8 4ff J3|f
to take the

general charge of several affairs. Kwan sze pflh sh2 Tg 35

^(\ to direct affairs without economising the number of

persons employed, by giving one person several departments.

Foo jin heuS shaou pfih ning she tsing J^J J\^ JQQ. ty ^J\

jfcfe women who have a deficiency of blood cannot

grasp the prolific vapour or semen, and arc consequently

childless. SbS sing kea
j

fc
|c?

writers on healtli-and life.

Vulgar form of ^ Seaou.

Same as Keun.

HEAOU. To throw into disorder.

Same as :}f| Twan.

Same as W Ts5.

An ancient form of filr Ta.

KEEN. Same as it Keen.

KWAN.

To give or deliver from one hand together.

To split or read winder ; to take or select from amongst.

KEUN, and Nan. To take.

TSWO, orTs.

To take hold of with the hand .

T'HA To strike.

LE. To break of; to part from. Read Le?, To

twist and break. Read Lelh, To strike. Read Shae, To sweep.

Original form of j|| Hwuy.

Same as
Ijfc Ne'e.

Same as $$ Tan.

WA. Same as ^ Wa.

TWENTY STROKES.

t^ w/A

t)Ji '

KEAOU. To route the hand to action. To

stir and throw into disorder ; to excite confusion ; to trouble

or annoy the mind.

TANG, T'hang, Hwang, and Chang.

A group or gang ofperion. To strike ; to impede ; to
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rover or screen; to puih. To strike; to beat. Te tang iff

In oppose stop and hinder. Chay tang iffi I to cover i

to screen ; to impede.

1UA1I t
GO, or Nee, and Ts5.

To strike; to take hold of.

^pJ3 KEO, Ko, and 118. TO take hold >f ; to

grasp with the paw or the claw, as a dog or a bird.

. . u

NEE. Y nee
jjjfc ]

to take hold of with

the fingers in the middle; as a reed or flute when playing on it.

Same as J|| Jang.

JuAJN. From view and grasp with the hand.

To grasp all one sees ; to hoard up as monopolizers do.

Lan tsae Mi -5e I^n tseu Ifi? to seize or take hold of?
\s* ^T^ I Y^

to take hold of more than one ought.

PA. To grasp or seize hold of.

TS'HEEN. To stick into.

Same as }|$ Yung.

LO

Destitute of hair or feathers. Read Le, To divide in two.

u

SHUH. To grasp; to seize

Same as $ Luy,

1 tiitj. To suspend or hang up ; to arrange ,
in

lay out ; to receive and prepare ; to collect together. Ta leg

ff JHH to put in order and make ready. Kwa tei
JJ|<

1

to hung up in order.

-IN AllUN To advance or push forward violently t

to fill by force. Toy nang itt rat to push from one with

the exertion of strength.

Same as ^ Ling.

Same as ^ Tswan.

JJffief* Sense and sound are both lost

Kni^C. "

YUH, Perverse ; obstinate and contumelious.

PART I. VOL. II. 3 a
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SIXTY-FIFTH RADICAL.

CHE. A hand pulling off a branch of bamboo.

A branch ;
those that branch off, as posterity.

To branch off;

'to diverge ; to separate ; diverging. To grasp or hold up ;
to

measure. The twelve Che are periods of two hours each. A

lurname.

K'HE. Leaning over; the appearance of look-

ing upwards and to a distance.

Same as ftx Ke.

An ancient form of #. Che.

(2& An erroneous character intended for
jj

Pe.

KE. Same as Ke.

J, J.
Jf^NJP

KWEI . To contain or put into ; to leai) against ;

a pillow. To raise a thing on the hand, to pull by one leg.

TE. Shaded ; concealed ; secret.

HWAN. A bright or clear appearance.

KWEI The name of an utensil.

K'HL. An uneven path; irregular, distorted ;

extremely thin or emaciated ;
to lean against , heavily involved.

SHE.

A preparation of pulse, commonly called Soy.

CHE. Many; much.

An ancient form of Hi Koo.

,
and Che. Branches crossing each other.

An erroneous form of pX Vu.

CHUY. K5 cn"y^^ ""I even and re-

gular. Road Ke, To hang down as the end of a sash.
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fJJfr<An erroneous form ofw ban.

R'HE.

To grasp and take away ; uneven ; irregular.

Same as^ Ke.

PO- To reject or cast away.

K'HE . The appearance of a strong bow.

SIN. Long branches.

LE. Correct ; straight

An erroneous form of jj% Tsaoti

An ancient form of
jjjfii

She.

K HE. Ke keu 2&
B|f,

an uneven, rugged road.

SIXTH-SIXTH RADICAL

P'H UH, and* P'ho A'slight stroke.

A lorm-of the preceding, used in compounds. The

same form occur* as the compound form of
"jj*

Win.

SHOW, and Show. From a hand and to

icrap about. To bind or restrain ; to collect together ; to take;

to rouse ; to receive; to desist ; a certain cross bnr in Chinese

carts; an ancient cap; name of a divinity. Show fan

to take to the room ; i. e. to the bed. Show le'en e sang
|

&S
Ajr medical men who heal up venereal sores, by Yang

king fun die luy BEJ
fe 4ft ~/f |f using sublimate of mer-

cury, and such like medicines. Show sin >an^ MII <L.i

;^ ,(ji
to keep the mind j to nourish the mind , i. e.lo restrain

the mind. PBh show she^ I ^

An ancient form of /tf Kaou

To dilVuse ; spread or extend to; for which

She is commonly used.'

YEW.

To travel on the water
;

to move quickly over its surface;

cheerful ; jocund. A place ; the place which ;
that which ;

who
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>r which, as relative pronouns ; an euphonic particle. To be

far off; hunjini: in dan;en>u suspense.

To fining!*; to alter ; whether applied to the place or the

form, whether physically or morally: to reform one's er-

rors. A surname. Kae kwo piih tsilh e poo keen; tsze

sin pfih Isiih e shQh tsny fjf $A ~fc IB pj ijfj 3%T 3

j^/f J]~\ :^_ yj^ |jf!j 3p to reform is not sufficient to make

amends !ur a crime, renovation is not sufficient for atonement.

Kae refers to a hranch or slip of

the peac i Irce which is employed in the first moon to ilrive

away de nuns and demoniacal influences.

*fc
FOO, and WOO. To soothe; to tranquillize.

K'HUH, or K'heiih. Unsteady; unset-

tied. Lndh kuh Ey Qt rough coarse grained.

PO. Same as Po.

KUNG.

To altack, as in battle; to put in order; good; strong;

the assaults of desire on the mind ; to attack a person's faults ;

to rouse. A surname.

To put in order; to put to rights.

A vulgar form of p Heo.

KAN. To endeavour, or seek to obtain. Tn

obtain ; to advance. Same as
aijr

Han.

Hr^C

FOUR STROKES

An ancient form of; Foo.

PAN, and Pin. TO separate; to divide;

to partition; to diminish.

%L|T* TUN. ToJead or draw out. To rub or fuel.

PEIj OF Pae, A crooked distorted thing.

K'HIN, K'han, and K'heen. what

the hand is now upon; present possession, or occupation;

to ncord, or remember. To grasp hold of; to catch; to

seize; irregular; uneven.

PEEN, Haste; speed; swiftly.

PA. To gather together ; to collect to one place.

KEUN". Newly cultivated ground.

P'HE.

Silk going to decay ; spoiling. A cracked vessel .

tit
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FANG, and Fang-.

To reject or to put away ; to send off to a distance; to

drive away; to throw off one's hand. To place; to put; to

lay down; to let go the reins of; to give loose to. To

indulge; to act irregularly; to dissipate. To imitate ; to ac-

coid with; to lay two boats together; to go or extend to.

Fang fung ting
jrjfjJT Jjjf ^to fly paper kites. Fang hea

~f\ to put down; to lay on. Fang hoo sze hae
JJL

ll -W to extend to the four extremities of the world.

CUING.

To serve; to render a kind of tributary service to the go-

vernment; to be ruled or governed. To regulate; to rule;

government. The seven planets are called Seven Chiug. A

surname. Ching te suh J/f $| |& the forms of govern-*Vv IJjt Mil

ment, grave and dignified.

ft
Py

rJ

Same as \\% Yew.

Same as
fij} Ke, To open a door.

TAN. To strike ; to stab.

Same as M Te.

^A Another form of 7$ Kiih.

Same as San

FIVK

HO, and K'ho. To strike.

Same as
{{ She.

Same as the preceding.

FUH.

rt ,

To regulate ;
to break . The same as 786 Ffih..

fc TSZE. To shoot vvitli an arrow.

PlH/Or P'lllll. To strike heavily, a great

beating; to force; to cause to attack. Same as 50 PTh.

TEEN.

Teen to ~tfe
JEJZ

to weigh a thing with the band.

,

KOW, or K'how. To strike.

TART I. VOL. II

PAOU. To strike with the hand.

MIN.

Strong; violent. Read Fun, Disorder, confusion.
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KANG. Same as f| Kang.

MOW. To exerl one's strength; great effort.

KOO, and Koo.

Causing to be affected , that which induces the performance

of, or the taking place; a cause; that which is purposed.

Therefore; that which exists before, as a cause; old; to

become old and forgoltei ; to die.

JKJ? Same as Chue.

Sameasf^TsS.

TE. Concealed; secret.

To move from one place to another.

KO. To walk or progress with difficulty.

KWANG. The enclosure of a garden.

KIH. To strike; to beat. Same as J& K ih."

TSIH. To lash a horse.

KO, and HeS. To assemble; to meet together

Same as
jjj Shay. To remit punishment;

to forgive; to pardon; to let go ; to set at liberty. A surname.

An ancient form of|fr Yang.

SameasJSil Shwa.

SEEN. To scatter ; to disperse.

KWEI. To set loose; to gtye the feint to ; lo

usurp or assume what is not one's own.

WANG.

To bend ; to cause to stoop unjustly ; to usurp j
to assume.

Same as ft* To.

ancient form of^ Sha.

CI SHA, andShae.

xv
The same as jjt& ShS, To kill ; to cause to descend.

L'HEA, orK'ha. To strike.
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HW-A . To exhaust. Read K'he, To pant from

the exercise of walking.

HEAOU.

Like; to learn of; to imitate; effort; exertion ; merit;

effects; results; to offer up to; to advance. To be efficacious,

applied to medicines.

An ancient form of j!|3
Peih.

HUNG. To strike.

CHIN. To move; to. excite-.

K'H E. A certain Tewel used in temple ceremonie*.

MEI, or Me, and P'he.

To soothe; ID tranquillize; to love.

%/

CH'HUH, The appearance of disease branch-

ing out: a fit of pain. Head Show, To obtain ; to receive.

PANG. The noise of striking-.

An ancient form of $& Tun.

SEVEN STROKES.

HAN. To stop; to desist.

KEUN. Same as I* Keun.

A group of persont attacking each other, either in jeit

earnest, by the tongue or by actions.

SEU. To arrange in order; to converse about.

Seang seu
JjQ fiJ t Sen hwa

| jg^
or Su tan

] ||
to

converse together.

T'HUNG. Tostrike. Read Sung, To lead.

POO

Pe poo ^ a house that seems going to ruin .

TSEUE. To take with the fingers

T'HO.

At rest ; tranquil ; repose. Same as
~)j-

To.

PO. g^
Sudden ; suddenly. Same as 4bh P.

f

KEAOU, and Keaou. From n imitate.

a child, and to bent, Superiors giving inferiors something to

imitate; viz. a precept; a rule; a law. To teach; to in-
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truit; tint which is taught; a system of opinions or a re-
|

ligion. To command ; to order.

SEAOU. To strike

KO, and Hea.

To unite; to join together; to collect.

KU'AE. To desist; to rest.

<X

*~*~~^
MIN

To advance with celerity ; to speak in a free and flowing

stjle , clearness anil quickness of perception ; grave ; serious;

respectful The great toe of the foot. Name of a tone in

music. Tsung min

parts.

clearness of perception and quick

CHIN, OF Shill. Agitated with joyful feel-

ing ; the appearance of joy. The noise of striking. Same

. Shm.

LiN- Chen shen ^ |

the appearance

of raising the hand. Read Na or JJ, To exhaust; to terminate.

Seal-character form of JC Kan.

CHIN.

To regulate; to put to rights i to extend or draw out.

T'HO. To take by force. A surname.

f

lykyy To cause to cease; to stop; to prohibit;

to prevent ; to assist; to protect; silk threads worked tipr

into a certain form; to rescue ; to deliver from some evil;

to siivr. Kew niin MI sjinfiy ho che chungjKT Ejr "fi& 7!^

Ij^ /_ rfj saved the .people from the midst of fire and

Nan kew
jjffi

difficult to cure. Kew ho e
*

firemen's coats.

To stwp or prohibit. A certain musical instrument-

CHIH.

A precept ; an order; a prohibition. Sincere. Chin che

g the Imperial will made known officially. ChTh hing

? the soverign's mandate promulged to the empire. CMh

raing ^ CM h shoo
jfj

or CMh ling
j

*fr a writ-

ten imperial order; written credentials; or letter concerning

jome privilege.

GAOU, and Gaou.

To trifle and ramble about. Gaou gaou, A tall long ap-

pearance; pleased manner. Used for several other characters

denoting Proud ; clamorous ; rudely inattentive. The name

of an insect; to roast or burn ; the name of a place. A surname.

PAE.

To subvert ; or to be subverted. A verb, either Active,

Passive, or Neuter, according to the scope. To break ; to

spoil; to ruin, said of things or of affairs, or of persons; to

defeat an army ; spoiled meat.

Same as Shay.
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An ancient form of Yang.

LANG. Very ; in a high degree.

CHE. To overcome ; to conquer.

TING

To exhaust; to carry to the almost degree.

An ancient form of^ Sha, To kill.1
vL/A-n^ ame a8 tne preceding.

TA, or T5. To terminate ; to end.

Same as
j

Chth.

Same as ^j Kow

^?Jbs&\7 CHO. To strike. To seize and strike i to

pluck. Read Tub., The sound of striking.

PE. To throw in 'ruios ; to spoil. Pee

the sound of striking.

Vulgar form of the preceding.

LEUH.

Lefih kfih Kfc ^> unsteady , unstable; rough.

TART I. VOI.. II. S y

f

To fill up an orifice , to close up.

PE. Tattered bnd raiment, spoiled ; poor; bid

of its kind ; to denist. Used by affectation for the pronoun

My and Our. A surname. Used to denote Stopping up; cUw-

ing. Pe ke
jfij/

Si 'he appearance of using effort.

CH'HANG. level elevated land.frora *hich

a distant view is had. Open , plain ; fully disclosed , manifest-

ed. Kaou chang te
j^'j jjf jh elevated, spacious, level

region, in contradistinction from Narrow, irregular, and tramp-

ed position; applied figuratively to crrcirantances.

TEEN- Constant) standard role. A ruler.

V

TSA. To pass urine.

CHAN. A bird pecking at a thing.

An ancient form of Eg TS.

to ascertain the weight.TO. Teen td

of a thing w'rth the hand. T5 tsung 8JJT ^ to tome to et
A%\ f

uninvited. Read Tseu^, To cut asunder.
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An erroneous form of $J( ChTh.

YE. Ye net &JF ^f to lean ajainst each

other . to be mutually at the same point or place.

An ancient form of Hfc Chingv

Same as the preceding.

MAO U. To support or uphold with the hand.

U*i

K'HAN. A bird pecking at a thing.

Pee

CHAE. Distorted ; depraved ; deflected.

the noise of striking ; to throw in ruins.

r

E. To lighten or diminish ; to make light of; to

treat with irreverence or disrespect. To change; to alter.

\

KAN. To advance forward and take; to be

darings bold; intrepid; to hear with fortitude; rash; used

much in the language of courtesy, denoting an inferior per-

uming to do, through rashness or ignorance, what annoys or

gites offence to a superior.

ft.
An ancient form of |jx Kan.

)fl)||6
SAN, and San.

I'o divide and separate , to put apart from each other.

An ancient form of ijk Tsow.

SAN.

To let go; to disperse , to scatter , to dissipate; to watte;

to break up an assembly ; to take amusement ; dissipated state

of mind. Name of a wine cop; a surname. Name of a musi-

cal instrument. San keih ying urn fun me Off X& SS ^
'AC to distribute flour and rice to the poor children in

the foundling hospital.

KUNG. To strike.

CHOW. To ward or guard off.

HWUH. To strike ; to knock.

P'HANG. To strike.

K. H(J. To grind and form ; to itrike.

TSJN. To strike
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KWEI. To ruin or spoil.

YEN. To scatter thing* with the hand.

SEAOU.

To strike. Read Ch8, To seize a thing by violence.

LUH, The sound of peeling off the *kin ;
to

strike ; the noise of striking.

TUN, Tun, and Tun. From to enjoy and

to strike. Who > Angry ; enraged ; big ; large ; thick ; affluent ;

ubstantial j to act really ; to give real importance to ; to impel;

to urge ; to rouse; to press upon ; to throw away. A surname.

Read Tuy, To sleep alone i a solitary traveller; to cut asunder.

Occurs in ancient books in various other acceptations. Hwin

tun l

]tl}
E& all the poor people; the simple; the rude.

T'HOW. To open out by shaking

Same as
|jf|

Chin.

KEW. To strike with violence.

KE, and K'he, To take up a thing with

ticks, operating as nippers, Kin-ke ^j fjjj[
an irregular

uneven appearance.

Same as Slia

Aformof$fcSha.

An ancient form of

NINE STROKES

YO, and Keaou, From white and to let laete.

A gliding flowing appearance ; appearing to past away ; a long.

Read Kelh, Respect.

Seal-form of jw Kan

v
TOO, An associate; a companion.

CHIN. To strike sudden! v .

TS'HU Y, Chuy, Chuen, and To.

To measure; to weigh.

WEI, and Hvruy. Perferw ; contumelious.

Hwuy hwih iW *jfe perverse and stupid

TSAN\ Spoiled meats any thing

Same as lf& Tsan , others say, no.
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CUE. A silk worm divided

YU. To throw from one.

THOO

K'HEAE To rub with the hand; to dust

To shut, to <top, to fill up; to daub ; to plaster.

ft
Used also to denote A kind of drum. Keae pae

to snatch from by force.

PEIH. Pelh kow|jlf &] the noise of striking.

An erroneous form of ]fc Sha.

By some thought to be the same as 3Q Tsui.

CHANG, or Tsang.

To rmh or bounce against.

Oil,
rri'

Without any ornament; plain.

Vulgar form of ^ Hwuy.

KING, and King

Attentive ;
sedate j respectful ; respect; to shew respect to j to

renerate ; to worship ; respect for one's selfaud for virtue ;
se-

dateness; seriousness of mind and of manner. A surname. They

say, some men are King iSV respected or venerated ; some Gae

'7S1

loved; some Pa #ul feared; some Hin "jft hated; and
O^ I I"-* IJ^

some, which is worst of all, Seaou 3^ laughed at.

Kino--tTh 1 ^ an eminent military officer at the cora-
I W!l

mencement of the Tang dynasty. Many of the geoerak

suspected that he would desert their cause, and having cast him

into prison, requested the commander-in-chief She-min
[|l

r

p^
to put him to death, and so prevent airy subsequent trouble.

Instead of doing so, She-min immediately liberated him and gave

him a present of gold, leaving it to his honor to go or stay.

King-lTh, was that very day the means of saving She-min, and*

division of his army.

King laou seHh pin /{nV jj kfa ^jf respect the aged and

compassionate the poor. Choo king urh Isze, wei yiih yS she

~~^ ^L &. -fc 4& $L the two words Choo king,

'to give the supreme place to a constant feeling-of respect,

constitutes a valuable lock and key,
'
to keep the heart from

being dissipated.

3t
&ff Orignal form of ^ <*aou.

An ancient form of |J| Yang.

LEEN. To strike a thing with hammer

or other instrument. To select; to cbooce.

HEA.

To terminate; to end. Read Kwei. To Hick into.

? CH'HUN. Disorder,- confusion

Same as f& Kih.
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SHAOU.

To strike ; to stir about and put in disorder.

GAN. To reject; to cast off.

MAOU. To oppoe with a branch. To

support with the hand ; to hold up.

KWAE. Coin, or money.

An ancient form of if Muh.

or Keug<

Yue heuS
J

1 the appearance of deep sunken eyes.

Who? angry; enraged; big; large; affluent; substantial.

Same as -v Tun.

IV Hhi, The appearance of a strong bow.

CHING. To strike-

Vulgar form of^ Le, To skin ; to peel

KO. To knock.

PART I. TOL. II. 3 I

K'HE. The appearance of a strong bow.

K'HEEN. To covet jtbingi mutually uitios,

or being about the same yalue. Head K'han, A bird pec k

iug at a thing.

,

CHE. To slab; to pierce.

LEUH. Unsteady ; unsettled.

FOO

To spread out or extend. Same as Sfr Foo

T'HUNG.

The sound of striking an empty thing.

K'HAE, or K'hS.

To disgrace; to strike; to hew s an enemy ; to conquer.

KF JUH. The same as f JOh

A.n ancient form of Kg Hwuy.

PE. Pe poo Si HW a house going to ruin.

j\>
PEAOU. To strike a Tacant or croptj thin;.
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H fir? NEO. To take fast hold of. Read Neih, To

keep down with the hand .

GAE, Hae, and Kwei. TO regulate;
to

adjust ; to put to rights. Read Chflh, To strike a drum.

KEAOU . To beat or strike form the side, as

in beating a drum; a stout club or cudgel with which to beat

or strike.

An ancient form of ^| Ta.

ft
A form of $ Yu.

Same as $& Shaou.

An ancient form of
Jjj Shing.

An ancient form of

Same as %% Tsung.

Same as M Chaou.

FEI. A man's name.

TEN STROKES.

LUH. An animal whose skin has streaks or reins.

ft
PEIH. A battle terminated; the appearance of

T sf

fire. Read Pe, To summon a messenger to hasten his progress.

SAN, or Shan. Narrow ;
contracted.

An ancient form of'P' Muh.

TEEN. A hunting excursion.

An erroneous form of j|| Ching.

CHA. TO place the fingers upon ; to feel with

the fingers; to take with the fingers.

T'HEIII.

One opposed to ; an equal ; an opponent; an enemy. To

oppose; to withstand; to attack.

/

HEJl>N. To use means to attain some end.

toRead Heung, Distant; long. Heung heung

look; to gaze.

YIN. To beat and pound
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CH'HIN.

Tu arrange several thing*; to set them in order.

An erroneous form off* Le.

LEAOU

To point out with the hand or linger ,
to

To state and lay before the Sovereign; to send forth an

order to all the world ; to diffuse by Imperial orders good go-

government and instruction i to disperse liberally; to be suffi-

cient.

TO. To strike.

P'HAOU. To throw away; to throw at.

LE. Same as fg; Le.

S(J0. To rekon; to count) to number i a

number i seve r;il ;
a few ; to enumerate a person's faults and

reprimand him. Soo, is applied to a kind of numerical fate

or destiny. Read S8, and Sdh, Numerous; troublesome;

hurried ; irreverent ; the mind fluttered. Tsze nae teen soo

\[V 7*1 -ft ilk this is heaven's number ; the time fixed by fate.
Pit ) J / S. tSX

-^ .^ ^_.

Teyu<5, suy kesoo; jih laejinszewan hwuy ifff g jjp^
1 ifc IR A ^t* "t^

lhe Em Peror 8aid - although it

be destiny, it depends on man's efforts to turn it back.

An ancient form of JK, Tselh.

Same as 1 Kwan.

An ancient form of
i

outj to expel.

Kew. To beat; to strike; to drive

HEAE. But just arrived.

An ancient form of $ Sha.

TWELVE STROKES

LEAOU.

The appearance of a thing small and long

HE, or E. To play ; to make "am-.

HEIH. To strike.

Same as * Chow.

FUN. An ancient drum

Same as jw Heae.
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LWAN

Troublesome; laiy ; disorder; confunon.

KEAOU. To bind or tie together.

[/HEAOU, Gaou, and K'heth. TO strike.

KANG. To strike.

it An ancient form of j Po.

SHEN. To put to rights ; to mend ; to repair.

SUH. To strike; the sound of beating.

TSANG, or Chang.

To rush or bounce against.

rA CHANG, or Ts&ng.

To burst forth abrupt!;.

SAN. A mixture of flesh, jftpp Hi
II' I "n /n

From, to strike, to bind, and to adjust,

To repair ; to put in order ; to adorn, or ornament.

Same as Mf Teth.

An ancient form of

An ancient form of Muh.

CHO. To strike.

Same as \ .
Lwan.

TS'HAOU. Same as $| Tsaou

HEAOU,

The idea or feeling of compassion or commiseration.

LUY- To push or urge.

Chen shen Esfc aA the appearance of raising the hand.

CH.O. To deprive of the parts ofgeneralion, as

a punishment to mutilate the body.

*j

YIH, and Too. TO open,- to put off* to

dislike; to put an end to; to destroy 5 to ruin. Read T'hoo,

To daub or smear.
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LE. To oppose as an enemy.

LEEN. Leen koo [Mr eif a drum first beaten-

113*
LEEN. To collect together, as grain in har-

vest ; an ingathering or harvest ; to collect together any thing j

to amass; to hoard up. A surname. Leen tseu woo fun wfr

H*t
^fj jjjS

collected together all blessings. Leen tseu, is

also used for Avaricious extortions. Show leen Uv to

gather in the harvest.

KEUN. To invade openly.

KOO. The meaning is lost.

1-1
/rSr p^^- An erroneous form of^ Juy.

An erroneous form of jf Lwan.

TSUNG. TS tsung ^fe
St to come of one's

own accord without being invited.

To S' ve to to pierce ; to pound, or beat

down. I'liS chilli 1 *jy pain, or to cause pain.

PE. To fall down prostrate ; to die ; to be kill-

ed ;
a i ad corpse lying on the ground.

' !!T 1. VOL. II. 4 *.

An ancient form of gX King.

PO To strike.

LUY. To push from one.

SHO.

**fe
CHOW. To reject ; to cat oft j or < aM :.UN

FAN
'

A small pestle and mortar for husking grain.

A form of Bfe Pae.

Shen sh8 flkfe gKS a disquieted unsettled appearance.

LEU '

To invade another's right ; to encroach upon.

TAE.

The name of a place- Read Le, A cow or buffalo.

LOO. Te loo
gjj |ijj

to insult ; to iropoie

on ; to gather together.

KWAE. To spoil j to ruin ; to throw iin ruins.
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FUH.

To put to rights ; to attend to the controul of.

HEAOU, and HeS.

To advert to ; to notice ; to teach ; to learn.

LEIH. Disorder; confusion.

Original form of ^ Tun.

The sound of a bird's wings flying; or

of the feathers, or string attached to an arrow.

A form of Hi Ptih.

LING. To strike ; to beat

An ancient form of |f| Jang,

SAN. To press down ; to oppress.

FUN. To sweep away ordure, or filth.

NEE.

Y8 nee' &!
'

To come together ; to form a j unction.
T-iK r

<\ v
'

PEEN. To change; to alter.

TSWAN. A surname.

LE. A number, or to reckon; to extend or

spread out. Vulgarly used for vM Le. Yu le &
[

name

of a certain military evolution.

Same as {Eft Ti5

SHUH. To strike,
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SIXTY-SEVENTH RADICAL.

To draw a line ; to paint a picture or representation of

a thing ; an assemblage of colours; fine composition. The

veins, lines, or grain of wood or of stone ; marks or spots on

skins. The ripple on the surface of water; any thiug

ornamental; it includes every excellence and every virtue.

Name of an animal. A surname. Letters ; literature; literary ,

literary men ; civil officers. In Hoo-kwang pronounced fen.

Hwuy win |gl /?_
" circular rerses;'' i. e. verses backwards

and forwards, and in a circle ; somewhat like Leonine verses.

Ho win )J^^ a gentle heat. Mfih leg wan^ |gj ]

a crack in wood. Yen yu win tsze "==* =^ | ^ji speech

and writing. Win shin 1 & denotes a kind of tattooing

formerly used by foreign tribes which visited China. Sze

how yihviin tseang pfih keu
ffi <$

after death a cash cannot be taken away, with the deceased.

Win j in mei tsze tselh yHh shoo e kung ke yung

||^^| ilr^'fftCj^! every literary man

composed a book of collectanea for his own use. Kin-ting

lung win yun tung jfr jj? |p) | ^ jjfo
i an Imperial

work in two volumes, designed to fix the corresponding sounds

between the Sanscrit, Tartar, and Chinese languages.

Win sin king 1 ^3 fe one of the ministers ofstate when

the Yuen Tartars conquered China. He was put lo death

by the Tartars, and it is said of him that when his wife re-

ceived hi. corpse, his |g^ #0 / face retained the same

colour at when he was alive. Win-shoo
| ^ a principal

speaker in the assemblies of the gods in the presence of Budh.

Tsze, e sze keaou, win, hing, chung, sin ^- ]ft ^^
ft rt> 1p four thinS* were 'aug^ bJ Confucius, Letters,

conduct, fidelity, and truth. (Lun-yu.)

m. PEEN. A mixed colour

WE. From a hiU and a plant juit emerging

above the ground, and its dark hue. Small ; minute ; som-

bre ; abstruse.

T"SE. Classed regularly; sorted; the middle;

or it hit it ; celerity ; haste.

Same as ^ Chae.

Same as the preceding

PIN. From civil and military joined. The ap-

pearance of ornament and plainness. Pan pin jj||
the ap-

pearance of a mixture of elegance and of simplicity.

-4.T
*^S*~ A vulgar form of^ Yir

FE. Streaks or vein*; varied colourii fine

delicate veins, applied in high commendation to fine writing.

A surname.
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In regular succession ; in order, one after another.

PAN, Streaks, stripes, or variegated colours.

PAN, Pe'en, or Pin. peen Ian
j

a mixture of colours.

T'HAN. Tan man

HWAN.

HHJII Ian
J jj||

decorated with various colours.

destitute of co-

lours and elegance; an unadorned appearance.

LE. A slight or small stroke or line.

MAN.
Tanmangjf '|

unadorned appearance.

Same as ^ Tsae.

'VYTXIfc
JE.

Found in the Budh books. An erroneous form

Name ofan animal like a dog, hut having

different coloured streaks.

ft.
A form of iH Lan.

Same as ^- Yu.

LAN. Pan Ian a mixture of colours.

WE. Same as ^ Wo.

SIXTY-EIGHTH RADICAL
_

A certain measure. Name of a star ; Ursa-major, worship-

ping this is expressed by^ ^ Chaou tow. ShTh tow wei

shih-|- ^ ^^ ten tow make a Shih, or 120 catties.

Original form of the preceding.

SHING. To ascend.

..

KEA. To measure.

Same as jgf Chin.
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PWAN

To measure a thing and divide it into two halves.

Same asM Hwuh.

WO, or Hw5.

To take a thing with a tow measure. Same as
jy|r

W5.

K'HEA. To enter.

SIX STROKES.

LEAOU. From a measure and grain. To

*t
measure; to estimate; to calculate; to manage; to reflect;

to deem. To consider or judge; to suppose; materials of

which things are made ; capacity ; provender for horses and

covrs ; a clear distinct sound ; to pull.

Vulgar form of
j?

Kea.

TOW. Used to deliberate about-

LEUE. To measure.

HWUH.

A measure containing ten jl> Tow. A square measure with

four corners; to measure. A surname,

FABT I. VOL. II. 4

if Vulgar form of =[- Tow.

SEAY. Not regular and straight; aslant ;

oblique; diagonal; spread out or scattered ; unielllcd. Read

Yay and Chay, The name of a valley.

KE!

A cup or vase made of tome precious stone, a wine cup.

*L
*p P'HANG A measure running over.

U, To miMsiirr
; a measure ofcertain content*.

CHIN, To take or pour out, as with a spoon,

to add to ; to pour into ; to deliberate, and adjust. A surname.

[ He/AOL/. A certain ancient measure, af-

fixed to the side of the
jfel*

Hwuh.

A form of $f Yu.

TEN STROKES.

WO. A handle by which to turn a thing; a

striker for drawing across the top of a grain measure; to turn

round ; to cause to circulate, or remove from place to place.

Read Kwan, To superintend the equal levying of tribute.
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KEO.

To adjust raeasuret by authority. To mcaure.

^3* Vulgar form of ffi Pang.

LOW. Tow low military, or the sol-

diery seizing people's property by violence.

TEIH. To measure.

CH'HUHj and Tow. Bartering or ex-

changing things of equal value. To compare strength in

walking or running.

5| Same as fjA' Wei; by Canton people read Tang.

T'HOW.

Tow low the soldiery plundering.

REU . To remove out of one vessel into another

as when measuring grain or liquids. To lift with the hand ;

to stretch out and pour into.

Same as m Chiih.

FAN. To fill full; to measure. Read Keuen,

To pour out of one vessel into another.

SIXTY-NINTH RADICAL.

KIN, and Kin.

An axe to fell timber. One says, An utensil for determin-

ing the weight of things. A catty; sixteen Leang pjj
make

a catty. To examine. Read Bin, Benevolent.

ti
/T

CH'HIH.
expel; to drive far from one;

to accost rudely ; to reprehend unceremoniously ; to eject ; to

exclude. Salt land; to point to. The name of a hill; a surname.

An ancient form Tow.

YIN. Two catties ; a beater,

FOO.

A sharp iron instrument with a handle. An axe, or

hatchet; to cut or fell trees with a hatchet.

ff

f

An ancient form of JUT Sze.

An ancient form Seih.
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TS'HEANG. A particular kind of hatchet;

r V V

to strike and wound with a hatchet.

w

CH'HIH, Or Ts'hlh. To rend or tear open.

ffi

K'HO.

To strike. lo ko fifj
1

pjff to grasp hold of and raise up.
FT I J/l

K'HEU, and Kow. To chop or hew.

/

CHO. To cut off; to cut a cross, or cut down,

with a knife or sword ; to chop ; to hew.

To raise up with a knife; to pare.

Read Kih, To run after to injure; to persecute; to fight.

LO. To strike each other.

CHAN, Or 1 San. from a military carriage

and a battle axe. A carriage rent or cut asunder; to cut

asunder; to decapitate ; to kill. Chan, denotes Existing but

for a short time, as an increase of military and weapons

speedily decides any affair.

CHE. Same as jft Che.

Vulgar form of
{jfr Twan.

r

EIGHT STROKES.

K/T Same as
gj^

Cho . To cut ; to engraye ; to carve ;

to cut into pieces or slicei.

An ancient form of Hff Twan

Same as the preceding.

PANG. To chop; to hew.

To cul asunder ; to cut o(T.

From a hatchet and a particle which refers to things before

named. To spilt or rend by a hatchet ; to separate by splitting.

This; that; these; a demonstrative pronoun of any person or

gender. An euphonic particle; a particle denoting Forthwith;

immediately; in a slight degree. Low; mean; inferior. A

surname.

T'HEAOU, and Tseaou.

An instrument of husbandry.

Same as
j|)J Ke.

Same as
j||] Chan.
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Same as Dt Ting.

SIN.

From hatchet, to erect, and teotd. To cut down wood,

esh} new; to renovate; to renew or improve the state of ;

to restore, or to increase what is good, applied to persons in-

creasing in virtue, and to the daily increase of plants.
A

surname. Sin sing che urh Sf /
~

? a new born

child

Same as $T Ch5.

TOW.

Gow tow igff twfr a certain iiwtrumeat of husbandry .

irri j

Df

An ancient form of ^f She.

TING.

A tripod with three feet and two ears, or handles.

Same as sn Twan.

TEN STROKES.

Same as the preceding-.

CHO. To c\H ; to pare ; to hew.

An ancient form of -3- She.

Gow t<>w an instrument of

husbandry. Read Kow, To dig outj to pick out with an

instrument.

CHOO. To chop or hew.

fctl
B J

K'HIN. Name of a plant ;
an esteemed vegeta-

ble which grows in the water. Strong tendons or sinews.

HWO. To chop ;
to hew.

Original form of ty\ Cho.

LIN.

The noise made by water running amongst stones or rocks.

in Vulgar form of Chfih '

Same as ^| Cho.

Same as the preceding.

AformofiftTsuy,
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CHO. To split or rend.

A vulgar form of
iSjjf Cho.

A name of a person famous in history,

is
j|J| Jjfjj

Yen-chfih.

^tr *frfrJI bame as $$ Lin.

TSUY, Ts'ha. To cut off; to cut asunder.

Same as Jff Ch5. To place near.

/

TWAN. From an axe and lilk Ihreadi divided.

To cut asunder ; to cut to pieces ; to break across; to decide ;

to determine ; to settle doubts; decidedly; with absolute,

certainty. Ta twan ij jj|jr
to break asunder. Keu twnn

'Hi.
'

to decide and settle doubts. Twan lieu?
'

i\(<
J7v I I /TL

complete ; absolute separGtion from ; completely disconnected.

Twun fang wei
|
K ITO; lireak off sexual intercourse. Twan

ke
jjjjjl

to breathe one's last ; to expire.

Original form of HJJ Twan.

KEU. Same as
)Jf

Keu.

CHUH. To chop; to hew.

SEVENTIETH RADICAL.

PANG

To lay two boats together; to connect; square, in contra-

distinction to round; unaccommodating, in allusion to the cor-

ners ; regular; correct. The earth; a region ; one's proper

place; the four points of the compass; towards; a path or

way ; a way or means of effecting some end ; a particle joining

the end to the means, the effect to the cause ; then, denotes

possessing, or about to possess. Occurs implying, To lay

down; grain not yet filled ; to issue out by the side; a board

or thio deal ; a written document ; a medicinal prescription ;

to compare ; great. The name of a sacrifice, name of a place ;

and of an office. A surname. Sze fang jin sin ta yufc J/Ej ~tj

PART I, VOL. II. 4 C

/V i\J* 7$. Tit
lne Pe P'e>s hearts in every quarter (or part

of the empire) were greatly delighted.

YEN-

Same as
JIW-

Yen. The waving of a flag in the nind. A

mans name.

CH'HEN, Ching, and Chwang.

The handle of a standard or flair.^O

An ancient form of ^ Pang.
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HEAE.

A covering for the knee. To tie or connect.

HANG. A square boat; or two boats to-

gether. The meaning is doubtful.

PANG.

To extend every where, as water spreading. Used for

Pang.

YU.

Anciently intended to resemble a bird. Now used only in

the following senses : In a place, or on such a day or time. In,

referring to the producing an effect. After ^ MS, and an

adjective, answers to than. Yu she yay tsze she
~fik^ /^

ji: on that night at midnight.

SHE, and She. The appearance of a banner

unfur'ed. Expanded; spread out; to arrange; to set out; to

act ; to use ; to add to. Read E, To remove ;
to transfer to ;

to extend to. To confer upon ; to bestow. A surname. Yay

pwan how, nae she seay, yew ts-e keae nan /M Ql
|j^

7*1

Ml 1"^) 'rl "3~" t3 73 after midnight have conjugal inter-

course and every case of conception will be a boy. Shechoo

zp a contributor or subscriber to a temple.

Vulgar form of j^ 1'ae, or Pel.

YEW, The waving of a streamer in the wind.

YANG. A colour or flag.

Same as j^- Fang, A room.

Same as /ffi Ke.

Ancient form of the following.

PANG. Large; great; by the side; near to.

Pang woo ** #- by the side of noon, near noon. Pang chfih

1 H diverging from the side, as a bye road. Pang peen

j -|t:
by the side. Pang tso

^ ^ to sit by the side.

A standard with a kind of jingling bells attached to it, and

certain devices of a dragon.

W UH. An ornamented standard or banner.

A banner or flag with a crooked staff;

to make a signal or sign with a flag; careful and attentive to

one's own behaviour.

In the army, five hundred men are called Leu. A stranger;

a guest in a strange place; a company or assemblage ofpersons ;

many persons arranged in order ; brothers ; applied to a certain

officer who arranges or puts in order ; a road or path. A sur-

name ; sometime!* denotes Grain which grows wild.
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An ancient form of the preceding.

. ^"MHJ^X
-

MAOU, A cow's tail held in the hand to

make signals with, by posture makers; used also in the army,

as a kind of banner. Riding in a particular manner.

Yll.Nr. Obscure; a small degree of light.

ft PAE, or Pel Certain silken variegated wav-

ing banners or streamers; to attach them to the staff on which

they are suspended.

SEVEN STROKES.

An erroneous form of the preceding
1

.

Fame as ^ Pang.

S., and Me. The waving of a streamer or

banner; to wave as a signal. The appearance of garments.

LitiW. The streamers of a banner, and pendant

ornaments of ancient crowns, the Emperor's crown had twelve,^Hsix before and six behind.,.

YEN.

A vulgar form of the preceding.

An ancient form of I$C Foo.

To expand ; to open, as plants in spring.

As
FANG. A kind of bricklayer or builder !

ancient times. A roan's name.

SEUEN. From jjK Yen, Waving at a banner,

A covering for a carriage. Read Ye, A hand net;

and J Peth, A fool. The feel of the soldiers' march round

at the signal made by the colours. To circulate ; to return ;

to come to the same point again, as any thing that revolves.

Used as a particle for afterwards -,
then ; next. Chow seuen

Jj^

JM7
to bring matters round for people ; to bring things about.

E. Streamers or banners, waving in the wind.

TSING . A banner ; a cerUin kind of standard ;

to lead on an army, and to make signals ; hence To dis-

tinguish, to cause to know s to illustrate or give honor to.

Tsing ke che lew ^^^^ the f*iaS or waving of

banners.

Same as the preceding.

NE. Ene |& -fcfe banners waving in the wind -,

the appearance of the clouds t the appearance of abundance.

TS'HUH.

From a floating itreamer and an arrow, A banner and
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multitude of archers collected by it. A kindred ; a class or

ort. A clan or family, in the larger sense.

A character found on ancient stone drums; the sense of

which is not known
; one supposes it to be a 'Girdle or sash.

Same as
. Chen. A certain kind of banner

,-
a

certain crooked handle of a banner ; to make a signal with a

colour.

E no iM 1& tlie aPPearance of streamers and banners.

I liiJA . To measure the length of any thing ; to

compare the length of two things.

IjlL
CHAOU . A kind of banner on which dragons

and serpents are depicted, to which superstitious ideas are

attached.

Another form of the preceding-.

Same as
Jj Tsing.

Supposed to be the same as %? Show, To receive or

to contain.

Vulgar form of
jjjfp Hwuy.

NINE STROKES.

YEN, and YS.

To screen the light or glare off.

LiCj VV . A streamer or banner hanging pendant

down. Silken and other ornaments with gems that hang

pendant from a Chinese crown.

YEW. Manner- or streamers with their pen-

dant flowing ornaments. Read Yaoii, The appearance of flags

and streamers.

The streaming, flowing, waving ap-

pearance of flags and banners in the wind ; shining , splendid.

KEEN. Expeditiously ; hastily.

Same as
jfeli Yu.

PO. A surname.

PUN. The mat covering of a boat.

HWANG. The sign-board of a tavern.

E- To spread out a banner.
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YEN.

The general appearance of streamers and banner*.

K'HE.

A flag or banner with a certain device depicted on it ; a

standard
; u tribe that adheres to one standard. Hwa-ke

ijjg |

theflower flag, the American flag. Hwang-ke^
the yellowfag, \. e. the Danish flag. Pi ke keun fung so

che woo pub kTh teTh /\ $ ^$ ffi^ ^ ^
j|jj

wherever the spears of the eight standard army- were

pointed, they never failed to conquer their enemy. Said by

the emperor Taou-king, in reference to the conquest of China.

ChHh ke wei min
jjj jj^

E to put a Tartar from under

the Tartar standard, and degrade him to the place of a Chinese

subject.

PE AOU. Vulgar form ofH Peaou.

HWUY. A certain sort of silken banner;

to move ; to lie imitated. Read KwSn, Name of a banner.

n\23 YAQU. A colour or standard of a particular

description ;
the appearance of a flag or banner.

YU. A bone of the shoulder. Same as JL. Yu.

S&me as ^ Che.

bU Y, Feathers bound to the top of a banner.

PART I. VOL. II. 4 o

YEN. Evidence ; witness to.

HWANG. A sign-board, or rather sign-ban-

ner of a wine shop or tavern.

P'HEAOU.

The waving of a streamer or banner.

m

CH'HE. A certain sort of flag or banner.

FAN.

A long pendant streamer or banner ; a general term for flags

colours, standards, and 90 on. Sh6 lelh tsing fan ffr ^C iif

to hoist a kind of banner U invite home the manes of one

who has died abroad ; a Chinese usage.

HOO. A particular hill.

"li.AOU. A streamer waving or spread out.

Same as the preceding.

CHWANG. A flag or banner.

CHEN. A banner or flag composed only of

one colour : a deep crimson.
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R VV6j| . An engine for throwing stonei against

an enemy ; applied also to banners or standards.

JSLJ Y.. Featheri attached to the top of a banner,

to lead or shew the road.

YU.

A banner wilb a bird depicted on it ; to wave.

PEAOU. Same asjH|Peaou.

SUY.

Slippery or smooth, at soft feathers. Read Wei, A banner.

Same as iTiff Ke.

KE.

Disconcerted in countenance; appearing abashed.

Same as 1M. Peaou.

SEVENTY-FIRST RADICAL.

WOO. Destitute of; wanting; not. Read

Moo, or Mo, jS^ Nan moo. See the books of Budh.

JfU/I K.l!j. From Fan 1^ toreturn^ and Ke ^P the

breath. An incessant rising of the breath; a hiccup that comes

on after eating or drinking.

The appearance of a small mouth.

KE.

A sort of precious stone ; an ancient sign of authority.

rt KWEI. Standing on one foot.

Ui

Already done or finished; terminated ; end-

ed j since; having. To fail; to lose. Ke yug fjf H the

close of the moon. Kejenjootsze
]
&k

jjfl ^ since

it thus. Jih yew shTh che ke O ^ <^ ^ ']

a total

eclipse.

Already done or finished. A vulgar form of the preceding.

LEANG. A difficulty of speaking out ; a fee<-

ing of commiseration and anguish of miud.

Same as the preceding.
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Same as the two preceding.

Same as ffi Ho, or f& Ho.

Same as fg Leang.

HO. The curie of the god ; calamity , mifery.

SEVENTY-SECOND RADICAL.

Intended to represent the object : the sun ; hence The day ;

a day; daily; everyday. K'mjih /av Q to day. Tsojfb

Jj |
yesterday. Ming jih ^ |

to-morrow. Wangjth

;j: former or past days. Tse'en jth
H|j

the day be-

fore yesterday. How jib & the day after to-morrow.

Wei ming jih shing Jg ^3 | <{gj
the terror of his name .

daily encreased. Shang kwan foojin kevh jth j ^T jjfe|
{%

'l=y lucky days for entering on office, or going to an ap-

pointment. Ho shin che neu, wei jih so chaou kan ying */pT

ffiZJtffi, \ FfBS^^adaughter of the river

god became pregnant by the influence of the sun shining upon

her. Jib ke p8h tsfih ; yu* ke yew yu 1 4- ^T ffi B

0T^ ^ though the daily account be not sufficient, in

the monthly account there will be an overplus; this is applied

to daily small acquisitions in study.

TAN.

The sun rising above the horizon, which is represented by

thejlower line. The morning; clear; bright; luminous. The

first day of the year. Occurs in the sense of God or spirit. A

character, which, in plays, denotes a female character. YTh tan

woo sze, wan see heu; mang shin mo _H 3JB: ^. ^

ife fit
tj

it
RjjP

some morning when there is no bminr

to do, all businesses will be at an end ;
what would you hurry

about ! refers to death.

BL CHO. Water dripping down drop by drop.

H WAN. The line denotes the earth, or horizon;

_0_ Tan is the tun above it, or morning ; HwSn cj
it the tun

below the horizon, or dusk; obscure.

Excellent in itt kind ; ipleasant taste.fr-_^

The meaning, sense, or import of; the declared will of the

Sovereign.

YAOU. To look wishfully to a distance ;

distant view corresponding.

TSAOU.

From the sun on the top of an helmet. The morning ; early ;

soon; to be beforehand. Kin tsaou
<tj.Iji

this morning.

Ming tsaou flH to-morrow morning.
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IT An ancient form of
-jjS He, United effort.

An ancient form of
Jo

Hwan.

T'HEAOU.

The period of the setting sun ; towards evening.

SEUN. A period of ten, cither days or years.

Each month is divided into three Seun; the first, second, and

third, are expressed by p Shang, tfa Chung, or ~I\ JJea

prefixed to Seun, To extend every where; all equally. Ne'en

e tseih seun^ ^ -(^ -^flaged
70 years. San seun ^

three decades; a month. Shang seun J^. I the first ten days

of a month.

u

HEUH. The light of the morning; the

sun making his appearance , the clamour of drums. Also read

Heuen and Haou.

Same as the preceding.

T'HING. Vacant ; empty.

A form of
f Che,

flT^ The evening. Kan-kan, or Han-

han, Abounding, saidjn reference to light ; resplendant. The

evening; the motion of the sun. Reiterated Kan kan, An ap-

pearance of abundance or a flourishing state of.

W Same as g Che.

HAN, and Han. A want of rain; drought.

The name of a hill. Teen han ^r |
the heavens not giving

r I I r*t

rain. Han hwang SL yfA drought and locusts.

T'HAE. Light of the sun.

An ancient form ofj^j Ke.

\
|-|

KUNG. Same as
^-J-Kung,

To raise the hands

together before the breast.

n-u
JVlAINlljr. Scorching heat of a hot s

An ancient form of% Tung.

1/ ] J11M. Dimness of vision from excess of light.

TEIH.

Clear; bright; shining; a shining clear forehead.

KE. The influence of the sun.

HEU. The beginning of day; the morning;

Bt
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CH'HEN.

The sun on the top of a hill. The tun shining.

A form of Q Chang.

An ancient form of JSL Tow.

An ancient form of g Che.

\Q\ TING, or Ping. A characler found iB

some ancient writings, the meaning of which U not known.

yL
An ancient form of Hf? Woo.

Same as & Kan.

FOUR STROKES.

An ancient form of {& She.

E)

BE WANG. From Wo * and / rule, or Ihe

tun and to go forth. The sun going forth and hcdding H-

broad hi* illuminating beams ;
to increase iu splendour and

beauty.

MIN. Min min the appearance of

concord and harmony; cordial agreement.

PA*T >. ro-L. ii. 4

MIN. An autumnal iky ; melancholy feelings

suggested by the fall of the year. Haou kelh yu min teen

^F to weep and call upon or invoke heaven.

T'HUIN. The sun about to rise.

Head Chun or Shun, Earnest sincerity.

An ancient form of^ Chun.

N U H . The colours caused by the setting sun.

VVOO- The sun at noon, bright; resplendent.

SI YUN. The light of the sun.

PEI, or Pae. The sun obscured.

GANG. To raise; to elcTate ; to rie as the

IUD ; tux rise and hine forth ; raised lofty. Elevated car-

riage* the gait of a fine horse ; high, applied to price. Read

Yang, The dignified course of action of a virtuous man.

The sun declining, to the- west.

TS1H. From ran wA oblique. The un de-

cling to the west , t descend ; the afteraooo. The larger

market* were held daring tbc afternoon.
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PAN.

Lirgc; great; very luminous A man's name.

KEE. Keth ke? f fig.
dr

.Y

MEIH. From not and tun. Unable to see.

KWAN. Together; at the same time; an

,Uer brother; to t.rke precedence. A surname; the name

of a hill. Read Hwan, A man's name.

KEAE. S-ame as & Keae.

SHING.

From tun and to ascend. The sun amending ; to ascend ;

i

the sun high in the heavens; tranquil; peaceful; .universal

tranquility.

HOO.

Light; liiminotis; to illustrate; red streaks ; 'Variegated.

r ANljr. Clear; bright; luminous; to appear

plainly. To occur. San hwang che haou, fang yu Chow le wae

sheH ^ ,% 1 ^MMftM the term three

emperors (viz. trt Heaven, Earth, and Man), appears in the

Chow-le-wae-shc.

T'HUH.

The appearance of entering waler and rising out again.

HAOU.

The luminous appearance of the sky in summer. Haou

teen -IP- ^? summer; heaven. Haou teen Shang-te y^

J-
?{? Heaven, or the power that rules therein.

.KWE1. A surname.

An ancient form of
ji

KeuC ; also, \ sornamr.

CH'HANG.

The light
of the ci>ing sun. Elegant; beautiful. Suitable;

abundant ;
affluent. Increasing in strength, affluence and

splendour, applied to nations.

00 HEUEN. Clear ; bright ;
luminous.

MING. E

The united splendors
of 'the nun and moon. Clearno-s,

brightness, brilliance. Bright ; clear ; intelligent; perspicuous ;

to sh-d li.ht on. To illustrate or explain Fun minp <^ flj^

clearly; manifeslly. E klh wei ming J^ ||] /'v, flj^
con-

sider harsh usage of the people as constituting an intelligent

officer. Ming hwang
'j ^ jonquil, or full yellow. Ming

chow-foo 1
j|l|il ffi

the district in Che-kcang province,

which, al the commencement of the Ming dynasty, A. D. 1390,

was changed to Sf ^ C&"- Ning-po-foo. Min s tang chung

kae e mnou ; wae hwan e shwily pFj *^| ^ji J^ yj^ ^ip. y p

I'"' PS 7K '"faS-tinS ( lne ancient imperial re.idenre) was

covered with thatch, and outside surrounded wilh water.

Tsn " mino- &.
'

an isl;md at the mouth of the Vang tsze-" 77V I

keang, it is under the district called
ffif; Jyl

Soo-chow; the
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inland Tsung-ming is called -fj^ J ~^t T"f-
|JMt

the defence

and screen of the entrance of the Yang-Uze-keang.

H\VAN. From love and the tun; or the run

just below the horizon. The sun going down,- the twilight

which sheds some lustrefor, or instead of, the sun ; hence called

TV $f Tae m '"S' * substitute brightness. Dusk j obscure i

dull; confused ; in disorder , to compel or oblige. From mar-

riage presents being sent in the evening, and the bride being

t;iken to the house of her husband in the evening, Hw&n denotes

Marriage. A designation of a wife's father. Premature death

of an infant, before it is named. Hwan me puh sing 0i !&
state of insensibility from disease; coma. Tub keue

7*V
ku-han keen sze Ising hwan heu che

131 OH 1 Dlf x^.
l^e K'han of Tfih-keue sent an embassa-

dor to request a (princess in) marriage i
it was allowed. This

is, by the historians, considered very disgraceful.

it
TAN. The approach of evening.

FUN.

The light of the sun, divided or shed forth.

^ *JU. The sun, on which depends the day.

An ancient form of ^t he.

curling ascent of vapour; vapour ; air ^ subtile fluid,

invissible operating influence ; effluvia. A f r

i,

II N\ UH . \ot yet quite light ; the dawn of day.

Hwfih hin 1
nC- the obscure dawn , the morning lime when

Same as the preceding.

K'HIN. Clear; bright.

YIH.

From son and moon, became when the onr poe Ihc othrr

appcnrs ; Change ;
alteration Read E. To cultivate or drew,

or to cut down plants and treet; to cultivale the fi. Id ; to

he n-miss and treat with indifference and levity ; negligent .

idle; tht which is effected by such persons, or that which is

easy; easily done: not difficult. Otherwise read YMi, To

change or exchange. Yung e^ Jj^'r king e
'^ ^

-ay to

effect, not difficult of operation. Shlh e, 1th nan chay, wei

>a , Jfo] '$jj$% \fr ^ that wh 'Ch '" eH "'-V '"' bUt

attained with difficulty, i a throne. Kan-: keen-c-che
J^j

ffi \ 4t|histor -
v made easy to understand ; title of a history

iKnu I ^v*

of China, from the falmlous ae of antiquity down to the end

of the Ming dynasty. Published in the 50lh year of the reign

of Kang-he.

K EJ U E, The colour of an eclipse of the sun.

SEIH.

it is not vet fully day-light.

O

From meat cut up and sun to dry it
-,
dried meat. What

existed in time patt; formerly i anciently; along time ago.

Used to denote one night. A surname. Read TsS, Streaks

or marks on horn crossing each other.

H I N . The sun about to go forth, to diffuse hi

benevolent rays early in the morning. Fan hing sze peih chow

hwan hing fa ft ijf >k j$ $ ]
whiter wculd effect

any affair must employ the morning.
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Bf
Same as j$ Tsuy.

Same as Yuen. The name of a king

An ancient form of SL Tow,

H-P

r|7

MH

HEU. Daybreak.

TE - sun down

Original form of Tsih.

FIVE STROKES.

An ancient form of 'ha Shin

85L
KWANG. Clear- bright.

HEUNG. -'WUid in sun;" or in Uie day Mine.

K'HEU.

Light thrown from the sun; clear; bright.

NE. Same ai fl0 Ne, The sun declining.

YANG. To open; to expand; to spread

wide like the beams of the rising ran ; bright; splendid.

TSAN. A surname.

PING. Clear.- bright- Same as
ffi Ping.

An ancient form of
RJJ Fang.

SING. H Fpom the tun and lo produce.

A star ; a spark of fire. Dot*; single, unconnected things.

Name of a plant. A surname. Woo sing ^7 |g_
the fire

planets, in which the sun and moon are not included . Kioj

ling &S I a fixed star. Bo sing y^ I a spark, of fire.

YING.

From sun and midst. The sun just past noon. Clear ;

bright; shining openly, to illumine mutually. Read Gang,

Gang mnng HBL ffis obscure; not bright. Gang se5h \ "^
the light or dazzling effect of snow.

HEUEN. The light of the sun.

PUH, or Pft. AD obscure appearaflce; the

sun or moon rising. Read Pei, The same as
||fe Tsing,

CHIN. Clear ; bright.

LING. Ling lung the light of tfae MM.
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CH'HUN. s *

Spring season ; the beginning of the year, when all nature

buds forth. A surname ; name of a liquor, and of a flower;

figuratively implies Hilarity ; prosperity ; wantonness. Chun

sing, hea chang, tsew show, lung tsang 7JJ|i p gj^ -jj^ ;jj^

U'f $ SB? in spring grow ; in summer increase ; gather in
I^ ^ f/^^t

autumn, and in winter store up.

HAOU. The same as fl Haou.

/

MEI. From tun and negative. A deprivation

**
of the light of the sun , obscure , dull, as about the lime of

gun rise or sun-set. Name of a medicine. Meaou mei g
R'k rashly and blindly, acting without due consideration, or

right understanding of a subject. Jtih san mei A
is going into a sort of trance

;
otherwise expressed by 1L

r-

Juh ting; coming out of it is called H
j JK Chfih ting,

urh chfih.

flA^
".I

' 1 hO. From sun and a-run-a-way. The day

r
which is past, night having intervened ; yesterday ; recently.

MO The sun obscure in the centre ; a star.

Same as the preceding.

*
-' fl T'HAN. Clear; bright.

Sam Hvvan.

PART I. VOL. JI. 4r

PEEN. The appearance of joy and delight;

the light of the sun. Clear; bright.

/

H,U. The sun riling aod diffusing heat.

Warm; warmth. The name of a Heen district.

TE. The sun, or day.

CHAOU, Chaou, and Chaou. J%

The splendour of the sun , bright , splendid ; light mani-

fest j manifested! refulgent. Chaou yang joo jih yutf

77
[i

r I luminous as the sun and moon .

TSUNG

A working man , or a man who has done shining deeds.

:'HEAOU. The colour of the sun.

YEW. Drying^ approaching to dryaess.

Original form of j| She

SHE, and: She;

From the sun on the meridian. Straight ; direct ; right ,-

that which the mind approves and delights in ; to he in a certain

condition ; is, am, are, or any of the other tenses, as the jcope

requires. She, affirms that a thing is so, and answers to Yet;

also affirms that it ii right; to be right. She often aniwers
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to a relative pronoun, Thii, thai, or IHcie, pointing to what

immediately precedes. A surname.

YUEN. The sun in motion.

YUH.

From sun and erect. The light or splendour of the sun.

FE.

Fe shae
[jijjj g||

to dry any thing, as in the sun.

T'HEE.

The sun declining to the west ; about two o'clock.

V /ft

MAOU.
P
A certain star; one of the twenty-eight constellations.

Maou f5
(^|^jj|

a governor of Keang-yin-heen V[ [? fi^

in the province of Keang-nan, who rather than submit to the

Yuen Tortars, hanged his wife and himself, before the city sur-

rendered.

NE1H, and Jlh. To be near to. Read

Ne, To examine ; or an appellation of a deceased father. Read

ChTh, To paste to.

Q I 31
Tffo WAN. Benerolent ; to feed a prisoner.

KEUNG. Clear; bright.

A form of ^ Tsaou.

CH'HANG, and Chang. A

long period ofday-light, to exhilirate; pervading.'

A word found in the Biidh book*, forming the

name of a river; but the sound is not known.

Same as /? Tung
1

.

Same as the preceding.

Same as
fljlj

Po.

TS1H. To tell to ; to announce.

GAE. Name of a star.

as
flfo Ping.

SIX STROKES.

HWUH. Swift ; speed ; great velocity.

T'HEAOU. Clear; bright.

CH'HAOU. AD ancient form of $H Ckaou.
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| \j | l_n
LJ;TJ B CL>SHE, She, and She.

Time ; an hour, or two hour period ; one of the four

seasons To time rightly ; to wait for a proper time; an

occasion. The name of a place. A surname. She lae

shwuy pfih lae; she pfih lae, shwBy lae
[fljf^ |j| ^ ^

DsSp /fc $i ^f ^1$
when prosperous times come to a man,

who does not come to him? but when such times do not

come, who comes > She seth che 1
tfjl ^ to practice con-

^^"^
i-.

tinually what one has before learned. Keaou kow she <

1 during the time of coilion. She yih lew hing
j

the prevalence of an epidemical disease. Kelh

vine vun she che 75 Mg :
jlf 1 3i when in revolving time

*^^ (AZii ti "- \ ^-*

the right period arrived. Shun seih fan hwa; yih she teTh

endures hut for the twinkling of an eye; and pleasure that

lasts but for a moment.

HWANG. Same as the following.

HWANG.

From sun and light. Clear; bright; shining.

HEUEN. Incessant bewailing. In Cored,

the incessant weeping of children is expressed by Heuen.

Eminent and conspicuous in moral virtue. Authority ; to

fear. The name of a person. Slowly , leisurely.

KEAOU.

A clear white moon. Same as Otf Keaou.
H^

Heu.

PT

HEU, and Hoo. Same as

Read Hwa, A man's name.

KWEI. To separate; to divide.

An erroneous form of |j^ Ne.

From to advance and day. All

advance, or increase when the sun goes forth. To proceed

forward; to increase; to attach to ; to insert in some caw

about one's person ; to hold and lead a horse. Name
*i

drum; particular kind of spear. A surname.

u

CHUT. Great, large, light, splendid.

Vulgar form offf Tsin.

& PUH. Dried in the sun.

1L CHOW. Light ; splendour.

SHANG. Noon.

MING. The sun obscured.

Some impediment; hindrance.

HWANG. Drought and heat.
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THUNG.

Tung tnn
[Kg JjH daybreak , the sun about to rise.

fS-
T'HEAOU. The colour of the sun.

Cw CHA. The sun shining upon.
_^^K^^^

SZE, or She. Clear; bright.

KAN. Half dried.

HUNG

Hung hung JJnj
Rni the tun becoming bright.

GAN, From sun and repoie. Serene clear

sky , the evening ; tranquil ; a state of peace and order ; har-

monious, mild, gentle; benignant; fresh and abundant, or

flowing, applied to skin garments. A surname.

The light of the sun overshadowing, or

extending its beams to all, and including every thing. All;

every thing ; full; fully prepared.

Same as J& Che.

Original form offfg-Gan From the tun below the

men. Obscure.

HI Iff An ancient form of (^ Mei.

ITT) NWAN Warm
l\.m

HEANG. Clear; bright.

An ancient form of TE She

ill

General prosperity ; a character written by an em-

peror on the place of his resort ; the pronunciation not known.

An ancient form of m Kwei.

SEVEN STROKES

T'SHIN. The light of the sun.

KANG.

The light of the sun; the sun high in the heavens.

HAN. Growing light or clear.IT/JL

HAN. Appearance of sunrise.

M1H. To advance abruptly.
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SHEN, or Chen,

To change, as from light to darkneu.

FOO. The light of the sun; the hour from

three to five in the afternoon.

HKJ LANG. Bright; to scorch.

Py*>
TSEUN. Clear; bright; the niorning.

From day and to flop. The day ap.

proaching its ctose. The evening of the day; the evening of

life; late; too late.

Original form Wan.

HEEN, and Keen. The sun appearing

after rain or snow. Read Neen, The light of the sun ; bright ;

splendid.

Same as M Chaou,

KWAN. KwSn te a father's young-

er brother. Kwin sun i J? distant grandchildren i pos-

terity of the fifth generation.

A form of BX Kan.

FART I VOL. II.

NAN. Warm and damp. Head Neen, Red,

or slightly red
,

a carnation colour.

. u

T'HEE. Reiterated; placed one over ano-

ther ; accumulated , clear ; bright.

/

CHOW. The whole of the day from the ris-

ing to the setting sun; day-light; in the day time. The name

of a place. A surname.

HE. To dry; dry. Daybreak j beginning lobe

light As a local word, Boisterous ; tempestuout.

SH1NG, or Ching, and Shing

From tun and perfect. The tun shining in his strength.

Light ; splendor; glory. Nameof a piece of music. A kind of

cupboard or press, in which to keep rice.

^ L 1 -I *

Suo-shing JS fjb
an embassador from the kingdom fi*

Tang, to
jfjj

Chow, about A. D. 950. Chow's king caused

Sun-shing, and a hundred of his followers, to be put to death

after having attempted to obtain secrets from him by liberal

treatment, and endeavouring to make him drunk. He died with

the utmost calumets.

Same as the preceding

Bf
po

Poo she i three to five o'clock io the afternoon

An ancient form ofW Seaou.
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Penetr.Uing light; luraioou*. Read Che, The light of a *tar.

u

CHE. The same as the preceding.

Clear
, bright; luminous; splendid, a a star, or ai the sun.

fl2L
M-g*

woo

From sun and myielf. To place the sun before one. Light;

bright ,- to meet with; to set in opposition to; to explain ; to

speak together as friends

HWAN. From day and -perfect. Light;

bright; illustrious; luminous. Name of a He'en district.

PE1, and PS. Obscure ; dull; but little light.

f

HWUY, and Hwuy. The last quarter of

the moon ; the close of moon light. Foggy; dull ; dim ; ob-

scure ; evening ; night -, dark.

11 jjf^
HAOW. Appearance of the sun rising; the

light of the rising sun ; bright ; splendid ,
white

Same as |fp Maou.

An ancient form of ^ Tung;.

Same as the following.

SHIN. From the m &nA to excite, or put

motion. The light of the sun beaming forth in the morniig;

the morning; clear; bright; light.

TSJH. Clear ; bright,

An erroneous form of wL Heaou.

Same as Hwan.

Same as fijc Hwan.

EIGHT STROKES

I>1

llfil
PEE ' T<) SCOPch dry-

T'HEEN. Clear^ bright.

CHO, tuminoun splendid; effulg

8!JL
eoce.

TSUY. A complete year.

FBI To separate; to put asunder; separated.

An erroneous form of n| Che.
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Bf
H

CHOW, or Chew. Clear; bright.

Same as the preceding.

The light of the sun, which extends everywhere.

1 'HOO. From equally, all together, and the day.

Day everywhere alike; universally pervading as the light

of the MIII; the uniform light of the sun , or the nun, without

which, all is reduced to the tame darkness. Great
, pervading.

A lurname. Poo-to shan
|J |J_J

a small island to the

eastward of Chusan.

Light; illumined; a region illumined

and its boundaries defined; prospect; the appearances of

things; a large road; a mountain. Name of a hill, and of

a star. A surname; name of the wind. Read Ying, Shade.

Kwang king ^Q
.S. the appearance of nature; nod of cir-

cumstances. Kea king -Mr 1 or Mei king ^fe
1 a beau-

tiful prospect.

HWUH. Same as Vfa Hwuh.

OriSinal

SEIH. Clear; bright.

KE. Afterwards, or behind.

E, or Ne. The declining sua; afternoon.

SHEN,and Yaou.

The flash of lightning, lightning.

SEIH.

To distinguish, to discriminate clearly.

T'HSEE, or Tsee-. T.c leg

The sun about to set.

P
la ING. prorn fa ,un and iky color. The

aznresky appearing after rain; a clear sky, without clocid*;

the stars appearing at night.

CHUY. Th name of a place.

CHAY. A dear day.

R'HE.

Clear sky after rain ; clear night after rain. A surname.

Same as flj^ Tae. Gae-tae rR? H3t an obscure

dull appearance ; remote and indistinct.

YA. A surname. Same as 51 Ya.

from three ami. Luminous ; bright ;

ei

CfO
tftf
clear; resplendent. Shwfiy tsing ^ ^ or Shwfiy tsing

crystal.
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An ancient form of |8I Yaou.

SEU, or Soo. Clear ; bright ;
warm.

WO. Clear; bright.

K\V til . From the sun and to vary or digress.

A gnomon, to shew the declination of the sun; a dial. Used

tor the day. Fan kaeu ke kwei 4fc ifS* $& M, to burn
jr* m n s w

tallow and continue ihe day for study. Jth kwei
|

a sun dial. Yu kwei H a moon dial.

HEUNG. To dry a thing in the sun .

GHINO. The appearance of the sun rising.

An ancient form of ^ Seth.

Y1H, andShlh. The sun beclouded; the

clouds opening and disclosing the sun.

j
CHt<. Knowledge; very geaeral information;

tf
universal science. Wise , wisdom . Occurs in a bad sense, for

the skill and talent of a villain.

KWAN. The light of the sun.

iH A form of
fl^f Che.

CAN, and Yen.

From the tun and a icree*. Obscure; dull; dark.

WANG, Hwang, and Tang.

Light of the sun; light and elegant; shining beautifuliv;

virtue; being right.

B LUH. The sun without light.

Same as Seih.

WAN. The sun declining to the west.

Same as fp Maou.

LIN.

Lin lin MIA fttA the appearance of desiring to know.

LIN. The name of a kingdom.

ni^i
BE) Same as |$ Ming.

HWAN. Obscure; dark.
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KUNG. Thus read the sense is lost. Read

I.eang, To dry or scorch in the sui.

An ancient form of Ke.

Forms part of a man's name. The sound is lost.

*=4
NINE STROKES.

Same as ^ Cha.

[Jl^l
HEUEN. The warmth of the sun , an evening

in spring ; genial warmth.

B B
KANG. The fierce rays of the sun; fierce.

Read Hwan, To dry in the sun.

w
e Rsfi

Rlj*
'he sun moving or diffusing

liht and splendour. The name of a place."

YUN, Or Wan. From ,un and an army.

-

Vapours or halo by the side of the sun; curling up and

accumulating, as warmth ; fog and clouds.

An ancient form of^ Chun.

POO. Clear; bright.
'

PART 1. VOL. II.

, and Hea. At leisure; unoccupied ,

self indulgence. Read Kea, Large; great.

iWUY. From the tun and a hoit. A bl.izr

of light, whether from the sun or from fire; luminous.

splendid; effulgent , applied also in a moral scnsi-. Rpud

Heun, To hum.

Strong; violent. Sarae as Pt Min.

HI

T'HOO. The sun obscured.

YU. A man's name.

Same as the preceding.

K'HWEI. Placed in opposition to, as the

sun and moon; at a distance from. Kwei wei jib kew

(lj& ^ H /A we have been separated for many days.
W/\ A-L* l~ r

T'HAE. The sun rising.

YE. A stroke of the sun. Read He, Warm; hot.

WEI.

The light of the sun; shining with great effulgence.

H
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YING. Same a fldl Ying, To hine upon.

TOO. The morning light.

\

SHOO. Hot, applied to the weather. Teen

she ihoo jg 5^ Kp H-^fc the weather is Tery hot.

TSING. Same as 0j| Tsing.

CH'HAN, or Ch'hen.

A red colour; hot and moist.

;V?5CMOW

'A disordered light;" dazzling and obscure

NAN. The name of a country.

A vulgar form of Jg Man.

l\HjhiN. An obscure morning succeeded by

clear day. Read Lan, To dry in the shade.

Original form of B Wang.

8

:
!

MIN. An eulogy on the deceased.

UWAi\. The name of an ancient nation.

From tun and warm. The sun rising with genial warmth.

NWAN. Warm.

5 HWAN. Clear
; bright. A surname.

NWAN.
, <^D

Warm; temperate; soft; mild; gentle; bland.

GAN, and Gan. The sun without light ; the

light of the sun obscured ; deep as a cavern ; sombre ; gloomy ;

dark , in the dark ; secretly ; unobserved ; mentally. Gan te

til I J'Ql
in a ( ' ar 'i P'ace underhand

; clandestinely. Gan fang

=
/j an underhand or secret enquiry.

YANG. From tun and to tpreai. The rising

sun. Clear i bright; to dry any thing in the sun.

KAN. The evening.

JH%&L An ancient form of $$ Chung.
S\

Same as Luy.
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8

TEN STROKES.

YAOU. The light of the IUD ; clear; bright.

A temporary continuance of light.

SO. Spring; clear; bright.

v

K'HEIH. Same as HI KeKhi

Same as Poo.

MING.

Dul . uliiii-iire; the shades
; night. A suroanw.

SAOU. The colour of the sun

PO. The scorching rays of the sun. Te scorch.

KEAOU, Clear; to discriminate clearly.

Original form of IJfi W5n.

SANG, Lang sang H& Rf| scorching heat.

ode
Ha.

Iv 11 A IV To ihioe upoo; shining and beau-

tiful'; glorious, alio in a moral tenie.

KAOU, or Haou. Pure white, applied

to grey hairs. Kaou jen plh show jib 9fe tl "M* hoary

white head.

llr-U Iiil\ Hot vapours occasioned by the un.

YANG.

Yang nae the sun without light.

NAE, Yae oae fe the sun obscured.

UNG.

Uog mung
j ^ the SUB obscured; the day beclouded.

CH'HANG. The excellence, good, or hap-

~W'

piness which exists within, passing to the outside ; expanding,

pervading} to permeate; permeant; spreading all around.

Filling; t6 fill; expansion of the animal spirits; contentment ;

joy ; hilarity. A surname
;
the full moon; on a certain occasion

the lllli moon. Applied to the playing of some songs, from

their exhilarating cfiuct.

K'HE. Vapour caused by the su i>.

KAN. Dry.
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YANG. Clear ; bright ,
dried ; scorched.

HtEN. The sun appearing amongst the small

nrr*
tops of trees as amongst threads of silk , to manifest, or be ma-

nifest ; liplit ; splendour. Ornaments for the head. A surname.

Ba

LEIH. Clear- bright.

HAOU. Same as fl Haoti.

GAN, Or Yen. Wide and distant; extenie.

SOO. To dry in the sun.

SHA. A scorching sun.

Same as lp Tsze.

ELEVEN STROKES.

KWEI. Light; splendour.

^
An ancient form of^ Che.

ijtt.

A vulgar form of ^g Gae.

MANG

Tang mang p R} the sun without light; dull; o'b*cure.

CHE. To look at.

PHEAOU.

To dry any thing in the un ; to scorch.

HAOU. Perverse ;
rebellious.

MUN. Obscure; dark.

<

TSAJV. From to cut ojfand day. A fragment

or portion of a day; a short time; for the time being ; for

the present time; suddenly. Tsan pee *ju B|J
to separate

from a friend for a short time.

I*;
HAOU. Same as |J& Haou, The eveninj.

An erroaeous form of
flfef Tseang, or Yang.

GOW. A warm day ; the sun warm.

TSAOU. The light of day.

B
MO. Obscure; dull; dark.
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SEE, and Ne.

Daily rude
familiarity ; dull ; obscure.

MOO.

The evening. A surname.

TS'HUNG. The glare of
lightning,

and hot

f

HAN. TII dry; drying, dried ; r.ilorir. (r

' ^
that in nature which producrs n drying rfTcct.

SEUEN. Clear; bright; beautiful

NE 1H, and Jih. Nearness
, familiarity,

J
CHANG. The light ,,f the setting sun rising

higher and higher on an object. Clear ; bright.

GAOU. The light of the sun.

lit
t|--->

WUY. Small stars; appearance of a multi-

tude of stars, a group of stars.

PAOU The fierce rays of the sun
, scorching ;

cruel ; destructive of life j cruelties in the chace ; a fierce,

boisterous wind ; a storm ; a tempest. Paou is applied to the

Loud boisterous clatter of instruments. Paou-paou 4 ^;
rising suddenly and abruptly. A tract of land six le square.

The name of a place. A surname. Read Pfih or P5, To dry

with the sun
;
to manifest; manifest; to exhibit

PART i. vol.. n. 4 i

:An
ancient form of $$ ( hunj

Same as
]'f]

Woo.

Same as ^ Hwuy, <>r Wei.

An ancient form of $| Ko,

TWELVE STROKfciS.

LEAOU. Clear; bright.

HEEN. The light of the sun.

The sun rising higher with increasing

splendor. Seen lo kwfi ^ Sp 0|] Siam, or Cambudjia,

commonly read Tseen-lo-k8. Tseen-lo-tseen 1

cyprcea, or cowrie shells, called also '^ P* hae pa.

T'HAN. Bright; clear.
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I

H
SUH. Dry; scorched; parched.

KEUNG. Clear; bright.

WEI. The light of the sun.

PEE,

Vei pf8
'

the state of the sun defending.

LIN. A man's name.

CHE. Clear; bright.

HEIH. To dry any thing in the sun.

u

HVVUH. An obscure; dull appearance .

T'HUN. The sun beginning to rise.

II hi. Very hot j abounding. To burn or scorch.

-"* E. Cloudy and windy; the wind driving the

gL.
clouds and obscuring the sun.

TSING

Original form of j Tfin.

JOL

The same at -i|- He.
in

r

K'HAN . The appearance of the sun riling.

SUNG. A white appearance.

KE. The SUD slightly seen ,
a connective Par-

ticle, with; and; the termination, end, or extreme degree

of. Also read Ketli.

HWANG.

Hwang lang Jjfj

1

Hfi a clear, bright appearsnce.

T'HAE.

Gae tae
|J jj||

a dull obscure appearance.

Yti. From the nn andfiowen, a flowery light.

Light; splendour; the lightning's flash ; an appearaice of

abundance.

Same as the preceding.

LEIH.

The signs of the heavens, sun, moon, aud stars, whtck

are noted with veneration, and delivered to men for the

division of time.

Iff
I 'HAN. The heavens overspread with clouds ;

dark clouds. In the west Budh is called IS |g Ken-tan.
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P'HEAOU.

To place a thing in the tun and wind to be dried , to bleach.

Same as
jgfc

He'en.

T'HUNG. Tung lung |
a seeming ef-

fort of the sun to shine forth ; a desire to brighten up.

HEAOU. Light; clear. The morning ; in-

telligent; knowing. Clearly discriminated; perspicuous; lu-

minous ; apparent and easily understood , plainly staled
-, fully

promulged, as in government proclamation*

H

H

Same as jjfli Fe, or Fei,

The angle formed by the letting sun ;sound not known.

dtit
Same as SeTh.

An ancient form of Jp[ Nung.

An ancient form of 5j^ Kwang.

Same as la Selh,

LANG. Doubly bright

A form of MK Chun.

THIRTEEN STROKES

YIH. Clear; bright.

HEANG, and Heang.

For a short space of time i not of long duration.

An ancient form of J

SIN. Name of a star.

YUH. A hot sun.

A vulgar form of QK Shae.

KEAOU. Clear; bright; white and luminou*.

T go precipitately to a place with

vehemence; to spoil or injure.

KING. Clear; bright; dry.

T'HAN. Evening twilight.
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2p YEN. To dry in the sun.

Same as

11GAlV To shade or obscure. Gae gae

the dim light of the moon.

|CJP
HE? YING. The splendour of the sun.

_ Same as ^ Ye.

7

B^ip^ Same as the preceding.
>^1^^

HE. Same as He.

ciuou.

Yen chiiou fflfi. the name of an insect.

A mountain god's name ; the sound is not known.

;=, Same as ^ Paou.

SHOO. The light of the rising sun
; the hea-

vens illumined in the east , the morning , light ; clear ; manifest

' Same as ; Choo.

If

I

BI

T'HUY. Luxuriant; abundant.

SHOO. The colour of the sun. n

KlMH. Drying; scorching. A fierce sun.

GAE. The colour of the sun. A man's nume.

MO. MO lo ffifem the sun without light.

ST MUNG. Mun the sun obscured

by vapours. Mung raei
{ ^ dim apprehension , dull

perception; stupid.

The ''gh which remains after sun

set; twilight. The brain a little muddled with liquor; a plea-

sant elevation.

Original form of |j| Paou.

YO.,orGo. Bold valorous appearance.

YAOU. From the tun and wing*. The light,

splendour, or glory of the sun.
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8

FIFTEEN STROKES.

LEE. The sun about to set.

Same as the following.

An ancient form of JK PQh,

Same as Hf| Hwuy.

PUH. Ardent heat ; the scorching heat of the

sun. A vulgar form of

HO. A spirit of emulation, or desire of supe-

riority : a clear discrimination.

LE. Effulgence of the sun's light.

I Hfc.ti. Heaped one upon another. Reiterated.

R'HEUNG . Care , heedfulness ; attention.

K'HWANG, and Kwang. From the

and widely spread. Clear ; bright ; empty ; vacant
j waste ;

distant; remote; of long duration. A surname. Kwang
FART i. VOL. n, 4 x

kung
flj|j TJfj

to neglect one'i ffair, by tloth, or being buy

about other people's concerns.

CHIN, or Shin. Same as f| Shin.

Same as the preceding.

NAN. Same as ft Nan.

- r e ' The meaning ii nol known.

r

YEYEN. The sun rising without clouds.

YEN.

Warm; mild ; genial. Same as-ihe preceding.

u

HO. Light; bright.

(JJjl^
LEU, or Loo

The light of the sun ; the sun's rays.

HE. The colour of the sun ; lisht

V^rb YUNG. The sun on the meridian.

YUNG. Clear; bright; resplendent.
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LUNG, and Lung.

NANG.

In former times; formerly ; in times past; the other day.

I
J O. The ardent rays of the sun; to scorch.

EIGHTEEN STROKES.

KEU. A surname.

NEE. A slight degree of warmth.

\

TSEAOU, and Tseo. A man's name.

I
LO. Mo lo the sun without light.

LW AN, Man, and Leon. The morning

and evening twilight.

p SE, or She ; She, Shae, and Shae.

Scorching rays of the sun. To dry in the sun ; to air.

Read Che, To extend; to expand.

/

NAN. Can nan !fc
fj|

a slight degree of

^ ^
warmth. Head Neen, YS neen

jU^
the appearance

of warmth.

Same as the preceding.

TWENTY STROKES.

YO. Clear; bright.

9ppJ
T'HANG. The sun obscured.

"^T^^^

YEN, or Can. The path of the sun.

Original form of $J Tun.

CHUH.

To afford light to
; to shew the way with a liht

. . u

LEE. The setting sun,

LEIH. A stony appearance.

9fz\<*Sgg LING. Same as Bfr Ling.

a;
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SEVENTY-THIRD RADICAL.

From mouth, and a line representing the breath coming out.

To speak ;
to say ; said ; to call or denominate ; is called ; is

designated.

K'HEUH. Crooked; bent ; distorted; bent

down ; oppressed ; charged falsely. Songs.

Vulgar form of y^. Kwei.

E. To trail; to drag ; to move slowly; a loi-

tering easy gait, which the Chinese deem graceful.
The name

of a river. E pih & j^J
to send in the white paper without

any thing written on it, at a public examination, from incapa-

city to write on the theme.

Original form of ^* Heang.

Original form of g Leang.

KANG. To change ; to alter ; alteration j

change; a watch of the night, of which there are five. Name

of an office. We peen king e king chang ^k ^ jgj? |||

Bff
5p|

'' '* "ol t'-t
l
lf>('' t'" 1 t deliberate lightly and ch

the rules of a service. Kwei tseen, koo 15, king tee
|'j

UK

-ij- ??2 1%; honorable and mean station*, cli-tr

pleasure, constantly alternate.

HWUH. Same as ^ Ilvvflli.

Toinformof; to announce to.

HO. An interrogative particle, \\tiyr Win

not? To stop as by a sharp interrogation, to intimidate; to

expel, to drive out by hooting. Read K8, The name of a bird.

Si SEUN. An equal share of.

SIX STROKES

oHO", To declare or manifest

To write; the thing written; a letter; a book , thr name of

some particular book ;
a certain form of the Chinese character.

Shoo yuen wei keaou yQh jin tsae che Ie3
|L[| ^) g a

h KT ~y_ jHl colleges are places where human talent i in-

structed and cherished. Ching jin shoo chi yue hwa han T&jt

A
] 4L ^P v& anolner person's letter is called by way

of compliment, Hwa-han, flowery pencil. Ta shoo keen wanf
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lac te shfh ^ *

jjfai; jfc ^ j specimen of the com-

posilion of a formal letter of correspondancc. Shoo pflli tsin

v ; yen P8h (sin e
] ^ f^ "j ||" ^ f| ;|f,

book

rihaiiit not words, words exhaust not ideas. Shoofi

the manner of writing ; this is the title of notes in some Chinese

historic*, which attempt to explain something implied by the

historian by the connection which he gives to a circumstance;

or a particular word which be uses to express a fact.

TS AOU . From the eait and to ipeak. Refers

to those who determined causes on the east side of the royal pa-

lace
-,
a place where people meet

-,
of the same place, order, or

class; and hence forms the plural often. An ancient division

of the country in Keang-nan.

An ancient form of ^ Hwuy.

MAN.

A kind of vegetation ; a connective particle; therefore; and.

TSANG.

Krom a window, to separate, and day, to denote the dis-

persion of the air. A pnrticle implying that something is past

or already done. Used also for To add to. A surname. We

tsiug tung how, yuen te^ ^ jjj| |^ ^ ^jj
not yet

having hud any intercommunication of compliments with one

situated at a distance

To attach and to take. To collect or

assemble together the whole number; altogether; important;

m the highest degree; exceedingly ; very commonly forms the

the superlative. Tsuy two keen Ftib
J| fa] S

-fife
the

very first to tee Budh.

T'HE. To annul or reject one, and put ano-

ther instead of. For; instead, or behalf of; to, or the sign

of the Dative case.

TS'HAN. Not to fear the light of heaven; im-

pious. A surname. The name of a district. An euphonic

particle in the introduction of a sentence.

NINE STROKES.

HWUY. To unite; to assemble; to meet

together ; to collect ; to associate. An association ; a kind of

benefit society ; a club. The meeting or
visiting of persons

of equal rank ; the communicating of information to such by

writing; to understand ; to know or be able to do. A seam.

A surname. A certain annual reckoning. Choo hwuy ^f
"ty" popular assemblies for the care of temples, in which are

no priests. Hwuy choo 1 j Hwuy show 1 "3" or ChTK
/i - * -

sze fg Jp.
the person who acts as president for a year.-

Yin hwuy
/JJ

a sort of benefit societies of a temporary

nature; not for successive years. Hwuy poo 1
$jt the

account book of a benefit
society. Hwuy kwei \ 43

the rules of an association.

Hwuy tso kwae hwd Jin, ta sze hwa teaou sze; seaou sze

hwa woo sze

'fll SR =P he who knows h w to be a happy man, turns

great affairs (or calamities) into little ones ; and little ones into

none at all. Ling jin m!b mfh tsze hwuy^ A ffe ffl*
. H /* JV ll
^ ]

to cause a person himself to comprehend, without

saying any thing.

Y 1JM . TO trike a small drum ai a signal for a

band of muiic to bfgin. The name of a small dram. Same as

ffl Teen.
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T'HUNG. The distant ound of a drum.

K'HEE.

To leave a place; to depart; to go away. A martial appearance.

Same as the preceding.

An ancient form of . Wei

NING, and Ne. To inform; to annouiu-e to.

TSEU. Name of a place.

An ancient form of^ Fung

as Te.

CHA. Name of a place.

PART I. VOL. II. 4 i.

TEEN. Advantageous; benefit ial

An ancient form of TO* Man.

TSAOU. The sun rising in the east.

SIXTEEN STROKES.

Original form of
ffjf Tsaou.

Same as |ft Teen.

PE. Advantage ; beneficial.

YU. Name of a district.

Same as^ Hung,
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SEVENTY-FOURTH RADICAL

Intended to represent the rm>on. The moon; a lunar

month. A surname; a foreign state. Jun yue p^ y\

an intercalary month. Thing yu J the first month i

4.1" the year. Li yue B[ the last month of the year.
" /Iff* I

YuZ shlhkan
] |&|j Jff

a sore about the ears of children
;

Yu6 rowan, tsih kwei; shwfiy mwan. tsTh jib
^_^

when water is full, it runs over: this a proverbial saying

applied to persons at the height!) of prosperity.

Sze yue, nan neu fun Hf! ^ -jjr /fa
in the fourth

month (of pregnancy!, the male and female are distinguinlie. I

Yue king hing h4>w, y!h jih, urh jih, san jTh, woo \\\\

keaou hwtiy chay ching nan r^g A~T 4& ~~*
f 3

complete; full moon. Yu Ifi tseen keang, te puh fan shwfiy

Me -r~ VT fflaf A\ Hr TiC although the moon falls on
/-TT ! / '

fl3 1 /* '
t

a thousand rivers, (and is reflected) its substance is not divided

amongst the waters. Ym tse shwfly yu5; ylh yu she

' ^] ?(C B H IS a" water moon * tire virtually

in line moon.

on the 1st. 3d, or 5lh day after the menses, will produce

a bov ; the 2nd, 4th, and 6th will produce a girl. Kwo tsxe

UTh puh yihg e j^ |j^ (J|J jf^ ^- Jh- af'er this concept inn

will uot take place. Yue s/.e pfih teaon, kew poll show t.ie

3j\- J^\ ^jp! yV yf^ 'X* np when the menses arc ir-

regular, u person will not for a long time become pregnant

> ue sze e he hea koo ning yew tsze 1 ^a L^j $t |*

iW Ql' "Q -? when the menses descend at regular times,
tyV fILrf ll J

there will be a capability of bearing children. Neu tsze puh

the monthly courses not coming on. Yue" king mun I

TX. II essa
)
on ^e menses. Y'ue sze i J or Yue thwQy

^K the menstrual discharge.

Yui lun mwan Uub
j 115^ yjfo j^ the orb of the moon

n i

Yue kwo sMh woo, kwang ming shaou,

Jiu taou chung neen, wan sze heu.

When the moon is past the fifteenth, her light and splendour

decrease ;

When man arrives at the middle of life, all things decline.

YEW. From the left hand and moon ; to

on the moou in an eclipse. To possess; to have in

.in; to have done or suffered. Existence ; affluent ;

to attain; farther; more; truly; answers to Have you,

hare, 1 nm here. Yew woo koo tsung tsing pe T^J
3EE^

whether there has or has not been any intention-

, s-^ t. _L.

: ,l connivance. Yew ke woo leih
] ^ W. JJ

'

breath hut no strength. Tsze yew ^ ]
lo have ol oiu- >

self; or to be of it's self.

Ll t^ An ancient form of Fiih.

\V El. Totomit; to eject from the mouth.
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Same as
JJfj Kc.

An ancient form of ^ Kc.

Same as ]g Wang-, andH Wang;.

w

K'H F1

To assemble; a concurrence of

curastances
; a limit, or fixed period. Required.

FOUR STROKES

YUEN.

The light of the moon in a slight degree.

PANG.

Of the same class, school, or society; an acquaintance, an

associate; a friend. A pair of wine cups. Pang yew BB ~fc

a friend or acquaintance. Pang tang 1 ^ a cabal or party
of

intriguing designing men about court.

flr

m
WOO. Clear; bright.

NUH

Siih nflh
^jg ^

t ne new | ll( ,on appearing in the eait

PAN

The same at ^g Pan. To disperse or diffuse widely.

CHI1UEIV

The moon going down with brightness. m
To use or to employ, .- a boat . |o Wlli , ()n

.'"other, a, a horse and a rider by the side of . earring,
certain

covering for . carriap., hence Clothe,; gnrmenu!
a quiver for arrow,, , arc(ird wil ,, fr( ,m ^ ((( ^ .|

<o; that which may be done
; to cawe lo .ubmil , ,

adj,,,,

.''.e.ccu^medto.asto,,,,,,,, A ,,rn alno
, the t,a,n, ( f

PfihrahkWa"

' con, rou , d instructj()n

^ I _t p] ^^ not subraa to the control of
P'rior officers. Wei wei .-, fflhM S S> 1.

l*i? KMJ 77 a woman's
I'-iHing on man', clothes i n order to deceive.

LING.

Ling lung JfifJII
the light of the moon

,

o

KEUH. A surname.m
JDt

HWUY. xaine ofan ver, and of a hi:'l.

FE, Pei, and P'hiih. The light of tb. moo.

not yet full ; a yet imperfect degree of lustre.

ft&7I i M I I/ r^
* T

/J r"f ^-L' IJ . That part of a carriage to which the

strength of the horses is applied.

An ancient form of M Fe.
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SIX STROKES,

HUNG.

Hun;; yu<5 Btt H the moon not shining clearly.

NUH.

The moon seen in the east on the first day .

An ancient form of King. At last ; final; finally.

THEAOU.

The moon in the west, on the last day before the change.

From moon and to oppose. The moon beginning to recover

from it's obscurity; the first day of the moon; to begin;

lo commence. JTh yue bS sC
UJ Ej

A.
*j9 Or Keaou hwiiy

^j
toft conjunction of the sun and moon.

An ancient form of the preceding.

CH'

In ancient times used by all persons indiscriminately for the

Pronoun 1. Two centuries before the Christian era, it was

employed by the first universal monarch of China, as the

peculiar designation of royalty, and lias continued o ever

since; Chin in, /, the Emperor. The seam of a garment, or of

a skin formed into armour. Chin tsin e ueen heanj HS 5J]
>J/v /jyo

' "*e fnperor wt"' '" person to burn incence.

KEAOU.

The
[i,i

ths of the sun and moon crossing each other.

S

LANG.

Clear , bright , shining. Original form of the following.

V

LANG. Clear; bright ; lofty; bright and clear.

A surname. Lang chaou US to solicit people's assistance.

Drawing in, creeping back; to

gather together one's clothes about one.

An ancient form of ^ Ming.

HWANG, and Mang.

To-morrow. Precipitate; in baste.

/

WANG, and Wang. H

From afugitive, the moon, and a northern region. To hope

for the return of a banished friend. To look towards ; to

hope; to expect; to direct one's course to a certain plaet;

to be near to; to be opposite to; fronting a certain place;

the moon in opposition ; full moon. Name of a sacrifice.

Min waug ke Iseue woo fQh ko ke e, koo fi Chow K. ^ flapvv -tt B/i,

*?" tint Yl? fj "TO. Jfc iV /TV'aSr ^e people's hopes

being cut off, and having no longer any thing to expect, they

cut oft' the prince Chow.

y'^
IIAUU. gome say the meaning i lost ; others

that it is the same as t Haou.
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EIGHT STROKES.

T'UUN. The light of the moon.

CH'HAOU, andCh'haou. The morning.

Chung'chaou the morning till hreakfast. A surname.

Ministers having an interview with the Sovereign is called

Chaou, from their being required to go early in the morning.

Waiting on; seconding. Nobles or princes seeing the Sover-

eign, not on business, is also called Chaou. Local officers seeing

a governor, is called Chaou; but not in modern use. Chaou, is

the place in which the affairs of government are listened to and

audience given. Chaou is also used for a dynasty ; for the

reigning family; for the court, and for the empire. Chaou

hwa moo 15 "sH aBj- ^S. 3$ flower in the morning and fadeT7* ~T~ 1=1* rp*
at night. Chaou moo sze seang ; ban shoo tsin wangj tsin

j^ thought of it morning and evening, forgot entirely cold

or heat; and neglected both sleep and food.

^1

An ancient form of ffi Lang.

An ancient form of la Pa.

KE. To return to the same time after the revo-

lution of a year. A complete revolution of the four seasons.

j
and Ke, The various leasons of the

revolving year. A year , a day ,
a fixed period; an appointed

time; that which ought or must be ; a time agreed on. To

PART I. VOL. II. 4 M

expect. Woo kc ki-J tang fl i

'{
mint aim at a.

ilunce with what i becoming ; must aim at propriety. I'uli

ning kc yu)< .how jay /^ (j j J *\f ^ "nalil.- I..

maintain (or persevere in the true medium) the
-|i;i<

> of .1

month. (Cluing-jung.)

^^ '

to
TSUNG. A carnation or reel colour.

T'HEAOU. The name of a sacri

Same as
Jj Clung.

P'HAE. The moon not completely full.

KING, or Kang. The moon rising

YING. The colour of the moon.

HWAIN. Hwan tow
j

RB~ name of a person

infamous in ancient history.

TSUNG. A boat at rest; to arrive at. San

tsung
- j^ the name of a country.

/**

TEN STROKES.

Original form of i$ Chaou.
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HWANG

Tang hwang jj^ ]
the moon obscure.

/

The full moon in direct opposition

lo th<> tun like a miniiter standing before his Prince.

LING. Same as }% Ling.

Vulgar form of^ Shing.

SEUEN. Short.

Pi-en euen 4S Btte a small appearance.
]&* '97*'

NEEN. The moon rising.

TEN STROKES.

T'HUN. The light of the moon.

u

HUH, or Hwiill. Soiled and dirtv ; turbid.

1 . From moon, and a virgin, or boy.

The .voting moon ; the moon's lirst appearance. Tung lung

| a gradual brightening.

. The moon at a particular period.

LAING. From /our moon*. Clear and bright.

Same as uti Lang, A good moon.

An ancient form of ^p? Jing.

Same as 6j Keaou.

An ancient form of ^ Pvvan.

I IC'. Appearance of the moon moving.

~r~ JVlUJNGr. Mung lung^ Bi|
the moon about

to set ; the moon obscured.

LUNCj. Mung lung Jug
the moon about

to set. Tung lung Big
the new moon.

U^& HE- The light of the moon.

T' The moon not shining clearly.

-;

.:
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SEVENTY-FIFTH RADICAL.

MUH

A tree striking its roots downward and growing upwards.

Wood. One of the five elements of the Chinese; one of the

eight musical sounds; stiff; unbending. Name of a planet.

A surname. Shoo mfih
jjjjj ?fc

a tree - MOh chang ] ^
a bludgeon, a club. MQh heang

| 2|S putchuk, a fleshy root.

SeB hea mflh peen
'jpjlj ~J^ ft chips of wood which

are pared or cut off. MQh the keu
*| ^^ a cbevaux

de frise. MBh shin chay jin hing keen gang ^ r^t^
r^ Jf* ?! 'fM

llle t"sense "l&lt - il'in denotes a stiffness of

the penis ; a sort of priapism.

P'HIN, or Pae. A portion of the rind or

bark of the hemp I'
1"" 1 >

the r

'

lnd Peeled offl

(iA, or G8. The stump of a tree or other

plant after the plant is cut down. Read Gae, A tree with

a crooked top or head, that does not rise conspicuously. Read

Tun, by the Porcelain manufacturers. PTh-tun ^ |
the

petuntsze of European hooks.

P'HO. Exuberant growth of trees and plants.

From tree and an additional line denoting beiug loaded

with fruit. The sixth moon. A negative particle. Not;

not now. A horary character, from one to three o'clock in

the afternoon; the sun tending to evening and night. A

surname. We tseang ^j^ j=3
not clearly explained ; the sent*

of any old book not apparent.

MO. The highest part of a tree; small, thin,

weak. The end, in contradistinction from the origin, the

root, or the beginning -,
the close ; the last ; the termination

of. M5 applies to the four extremities of an animal body,

and to trading people, as the lowest order of the community.

The name of a hill; a surname. A negative particle. MS,

denotes the ends ; minute leavings, the dust of thing! broken

small and reduced to powder. Cha mS it^ the broken

dust of ten which is bought by the poor.

PUN. The root of a tree or other plant;

the foundation ; fundamental; the origin; the root or source

from which. Used for /, my, and our. Pun is used to denote

a book of the lighter kind; an official document; a numeral

of volumes.

CHA. A plain board or tablet used to write

on before the invention of paper, was called Chi; and Keen

chl
||f|

~L\ or Shoo-chi
jljt

are still used to express A

letter. A numeral ofthe scalesor pircesof armour. Untimely

death by plague or pestilence, is expressed by ChS. Chl

ma-loo-ting I Bf. 4?'if[r
*n astronomer from the west,

in the time of the Yuen dynasty; he made a globe with circles
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to
represent the motion* of the' heavenly bodies; the Chinese

calle.1 it HwJn teen e
jjg ^jf| in the language of Ihe

we,., i. wa called na ' fi '1 h" ts '~e

SHUH.
'

Aii abbreviated form of Shuh it a

certain hitler plant, which is so named when it grows amongst

hills i h-n it grows in a plain it is denominated
gjj

Ke

A carnation or vermillion colour. A surname. Choo slh

Saxon blue dye.Jfc- pjt

JIN. The beams or laths at the top of a house,

on which the tiles are laid ; the space fcetween those beams.

*r
LEAOU.

In the order of a regular succession ; one after another.

PA. A rake without teeth.

u

P'HO, Or P'huh. The bark of a tree. Same

asi|j|
PS Also defined, Great; precipitate ; separate from

;

fundamental. Read Pew, A foreign surname. Pfih seaou

I Vn 'm PliresillP*las sods.

Same as the following.

/L
* O- A tree hanging pendant down; anything

hanging pendant i a flower or buucli of flowers. The east and

west wings of a palace , to take hold of with the hand ; to lead

as a little child.

J1NG, and Urh, The name of a wood. To

ascend a carriage ; the wood that stops a carriage.

TAOU. The heart of a tree; the name of a

wood. Read Teaou, The falling of a branch. Rtd Mnh,

A knife with which mulberry trees are pruned.

LEIH, and Lth. The principle of strength

or growth in trees ; the corner of a house ; the name of a dis-

trict. Read Keih, The name of an ancient principality.

KEW. The name of a wood or tree. Used

for
/-fj

Kew, Revenge. An ancient form of
j|l

Kew.

KE. The name of a wood, which is burnt for

fc -v

manure. Used as an abbreviation for iaf Ke.

K'HJliW. A tree with a curve downwards

formin" a sort of hook. A high tree. Read Keaou, A tree.

HEW. Wood deprived of its vegetable life.

Dead plants ; rotten wood; stinking ; offensive smell ; to fail j

to rot ; to be forgotten.

A stick or sticks used as a fork, with

which at funeral sacrifices, victims are lifted out of the boiler

and placed in the vessel prepared for them.
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Vulgar form of 7p\ Kew.

TK"| TING, Tang, or Chang. The tound

of felling timber ; to strike j a certain tree.

TS'HZE

A spike ;
a thorn.

TSEEN, Name of a particular tree.

V U . A vessel for drinking water with ; a large

self-sufficient appearance. Name of a place.

s

KAN. Name of a wood ; a valuable ort of

f

wood ; a club or stick to shield or fend off j a post or staff for

a flag. Lan kau ife
jff-

railing -,
a balustrade. Ke kan ^

I a flagstaff.

WOO. A trowel for plastering with.

CH'HA. A branch ; a forked branch ;

utensil for catching fish. Cha pa/^Jan instrument of

husbandry. Cha tsze
| ^p-

a chevaux de frise. A vessel

for gathering up herbs or plants.

SAN, Or Shan. The pinus lanceolata, or fir

wood. A wood much used in Canton for making furniture,

and in Keang-nan Province used for boat building.

PART I. VOL. II. 4 N

TSEAOU

An ancient form of ^3 Kang.

SEUN. A wood fit for the handles of spade*

FAN. A certain wood. The bark is called

Shwiiy-fow-mfih floating "uiid : a species of cork.

WUH. A tree without any branches ; a stunted

slmrl appearance i moved ; disquieted ; agitated. Part of a

man's name, and of the name of a brute animal.

An ancient form of the following.

>

LE.

A smalt species of plum is called Le, or 3S - Le-tze.

To arrange, as for a journey. Name of a star. A surname.

Taou-le ^ |

a peach and plum denotes recommending a

person. Hing-le /TT travelling plums or travelling ar-

rangements, denotes one's bedding and baggage when going

on a journey.

CHIN, and Tsin. Name of a wood.

HING, and Hang. A sour plum, ome-*
what like the green gage. HSng hwang JJT

amber.

Hang jin V^. almonds.
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Same as fe Mei Read Gap, Silly ; foolish.

Gae jio S^ a foolish doltish person.

TSAE. The materials of which a thing is

made, either physically oc morally. Metal, wood, water, fire,

and earth are called the five Tsae, materials or elements. Chin

tsae m. a true material. He'en tsae Y? a good ma-

terial, slid of persons who arc -endued with useful qualities.

1 3UJN . A. place where people dwell together;

a hamlet, a village. Tsun lung, suh foo
/f>4" "HS

village boys and vulgar women.

Name of. a wood; certain stocks or inaniclf .

PEA,OU. The tail of Ursa Major. To lead;

to connect. A wooden bridge. Read Ch5, A-
: spoon or ladle

for lifting water.

TO: To loo name of a wood. Read

Ch5, A certain wjne vessel. Read TTh, in.the same sense.

4JL
Jly/V TE. From wood or a tret and large. The ap-

pearance of a tree i a tree standing alone; luxuriant.

CH'HANG, and Ch'hang. Tha t which

is grasped to support one in walking ; a staff; a cudgel or blud-

geon ; the stem or wooden part of, a lance. To hold in the

hand , to lean upon , to beat with a stick or bludgeon . to beat

with the bamboo, a Chinese punishment.

WANG.

A post or pillar ; the beams of a house that support the roof:

M

HA. To seize a stick with the hand and

beat a man. Used for i&'ShJ, To kill.

-^^^^%

"VIvT

CH'HE, and Ne.

The handle of an utensil for winding silk.

The name of a fruit brought from
Y1H.

Cochiuchina. Vih or KeuC yTh ^ ^

a take driven

into the ground to fasten animals to.

KUH>

Even; level; to rub. Read Kae, the same as wjf Kae.

K.UNG. Name of a wood.

An ancient form of ^ Che,

TOO.

Name of a female tree; the male is called S?l Chang.

To stop or fill up; to shoot out; the bark of a plant of which

cords are made, A surname.

K. Hbi. A species of willow. The name of a

state. Kow ke said to be the medlar tree; Kow
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ke tsze
ipj >HR'-^*

reddish berries, containing several small

flat seed*. Read Hac, To stick into .

CHE, She, and Le. TO split up fire wood;

to split
or cut up wood ; to fair. Read E, Name of a wood.

Read To, Name of a certain car-riage.

SHUH. From wood and to surround. To be

distinguished from
rf^

Tsze, A thorn. To bind with cords,

as a bundle of sticks; to restrain; to coerce and keep within

proper limits; a sheaf of grain ; a bundle of cloth. Five

Ip Peih make a Shiih; fifty arrows make a Shfih ; !eu

pieces of dried meat also make a Shfih. Name of a place ;

a surname. Y8 shGh
j^l

HJ Kwan shflh / 1 tu restrain

those miller one's care from any irregularities.

KE ANG. A cross bar attached to a bed
;

a

flag staflf. A small sedan chair ; to carry. The* name of a

place. Head Keiinjr, A wooden bridge.; a flag staff.

Same as /fjj Kan, A root.

FOUR STROKES

MEAOU. The highest point ofa tree;

"Tt\ 1 SZE. A sort of stand to place meat- on.

Read Se, The name of a wood, which is fit for making ytcnsils.

Jt An ancient form of ffl Kwan.

YU EN . The name of a large tree ; ill,

a thick, bitter bark, of which- the juice it taken to form

a liquid in whieh fruit is preserved. The tree grows ii

Keang-se. Read- Wan, To rub and slap the body, as Chinese

barbers do to promote circulation.

HANG. The place to which Tin, Ihe first

V

monarch of China, came on his tour south. Hang

sflh yin chay ching seih I

fef. Jji
2j

tj
%& the mannrn

completely formed in Ifang-chow, are lewd and extravagant.

r Ejl. The chipt or cuttings of wood; awooden

press. Read Pri, Luxuriant foliage.

_* ^
N

^VTl S'HE. Name of a fruit with a red skin- aud

j'r
composed of a soft pulp. The Diospyrw. Originally used for

the preceding.

PEL A cup for wine
;
a dish for soup

K'HEE

A man's name. Vulgarly used for^ Ke'c .

TUNG.

From the sun in the midst of a tree; the sun rising ,imonge

the trees. The place where the sun rises, and from which light

emanates; the east; the place of honor. A surname. Kaon

-l> is the sun abwve the trees, light. Yaou
/?[ is the sunxix n

below the trees, obscure twilipht. Tung-hwSn-how ljB
R fit

a nobleman of ancient limes who mude^^^ lift kin-leen, golden

petals of the lily, and spread them on the ground for his wife to-
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Mcp KI. Tung to 1 ~T. ihe eastern regions, sometimes

inrain China, in the phraseology of Ihe Bndhists and Mahome-

clans CM taagtth
I

a place at the mouth of the
wf VpJ

hwiir-ho. TungJin tang
*

jkk %i\ Tung-I'm's part); a

|att\ at court during the Ming dynasty. Tung-king
|

ToT

anume of the capital of Honan province, income periDds of

Chinese history.

K\OU, Of HaOU. The rising sun shining

over Ihe tops of trees. The rising suo ; dear ; bright ; ascend-

ing; eminent. A surname.

YAOU. From the tun bdow a tree. Obscure;

nsU; deep; sombre ; extensive appearance.

HE EN. An instrument of husbandry ; a sort

of hoe. Ho been lfc name of a plant. Bead Keen, An

utensil for letting off water.

CH'HOO- A wooden beater, or pestle. Kew

choo a mortar and pestle. Chin choo
^Jj

a stone on which clothes are beaten to whiten them ; Choo is

the wooden heater.

CH'HUN.

A certain large wood fit for making stringed instruments.

PA. An utensil for collecting wheat; an instrn-

tfc

ment for levelling the ground ; a handle. Pe pa 1M^ 4^ the

name of a fruit, commonly called Loquat, the Mespilus Japoni,

c.i, also the name of a musical instrument with three strings,

-

commonly written SI ^p Pe pa.

YUEN.

The name of a tree. Read Juy, To move ; to slir.

i/L
^^^P pHOCX A military weapon grasped in the hand.

Ancient form of A. Kin. Read Tuy, The name of a wood.

KEUE, and Pi-en.

A wooden bowl or dish ; a wooden dish for rice.

Same as $c Chin.

131

Jfe
HWA.

Name of a wood, of the bark of which cord is made.

SIN. Name of a tree, the heart of which is

yellow; a certain wood or bar in a carriage.

\

CH'HOW, and New. A club or cudgel,

weapons ; the name of a tree, of which bows may be made.

\

CHOO- A transverse part of a loom. Thin

or narrow ; to pare thin. Name of a wood and of a fruit, in

which last sense it is read Mow. Choo chuh 1 /Da two parts

of a loom; the one transverse, the other lengthwise.

SUNG . From tree and general. The general-

ly prevailing tree; the pine or fir tree; its resin is said to be

converted to amber in the space of one thousand years. The

name of a district, and of a river.
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CHOO, or Shoo. Soft ; flexible.

Original form of |2; Chow.

PAN. A wooden board; a Oat board, used as

an instrument ofpunishment ; a kind of bastinade, used in China ;

the board on which lists were in ancient times written ; hence,

A register. Taou pan ?g:
1 expresses taking on the same

page two impressions, one in black ink, with nolcs in red ink.

Pan die
ijj ']^a

board and stagnation; denotes a Slow unio-

rentive mind.

Same as f5j Sung.

KEE.

Wooden fnun.- put on the back of a mule to receive the

burden; pannier's.

HWA. Two swords or knives stuck intoathing.

WA, or W5. To peel off. the bark of a trie ,

the bark that grows in the shade. Nfih wi
i||j

the head

of a wooden pillar. Read Yue, A sortofcovering for a sadd'e.

Same as Poo.

Same as /flff Kow j also Crooked; curved.

4o-PABT I. VOL. II.

Sf TSIN, and Yun.

V
A sort of comb'for dressing silk .

KE. A certain tranverse beam of a house ; a

cross beam between two pillars.

MAOU. A peach that ripens 'm winter.

Original form of . Kuh.

PE, A fruit bearing tree j tbtwith which tic-

tirus arc lifted and put in their place i a small toothed comb.

PE, or Pei. Name of a place.

\

WANG. From wood and te rule. To rule

with club laws-. Bent down; oppressed ; crooked; distorted;

to pervert the law. Yuen wang ^R to accuse falsely ;

to punish an innocent person. Twan wang ^T to decide

unjustly.

VANG, and Gang.

A post to which a horse is tied. Strong , firm.

V ANG. A certain wood fit for making carls

I1 "" w
or cnrrij^es. To l;.y

fish on wood, or the planks on which

they are la'ul. Thj master or skipper of a boat. Read Ping,

in the stuse of
*|7a Ping.
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SHK

The handle of a Chinoe pestle for pounding rice.

FUN. The name of a wood; used also to

dfiiote the beam or pillar of a house.

1'-. Eel te the name of a harem or palace ;

the name of a wood

T|j3^ FOO. Name of a wood. Foo soo
j

spread wide like the branches of some trees; a wide spead-

ing blossom or flower.

NAN. Meinan$3: name of a tree which
\*V I

Ix-ars an acid fruit ; the leaves of the tree are like those of the

mulberry. Commonly written
)jl& Nan, a wood in very general

SEIH.

V

From an axe, and wood, or a splinter. To split or rend

wood ; to separate ; to divide ; to discriminate; to distinguish.

Name of a nation ; of a city ; of a plant.

>P// Pehoo^ j
a place of confinement

1 a wood of the bark of which cords are made. A certain

for the wheels of a carriage. Kea ya, or Keay jaj

Am pieces of wood in reciprocal opposition to each other.

Same as | Hoo, see above.

CHOO. A sort of ladle.

Hiad Tow, Rung tow
jjdfc jj

square wood at the top of a

pillar.

4-n;
TplLI

made by railing ; a fence thrown round, otherwise called St-r

13JL Hing-ma, To walk a horse ; a riding circus.

Y A, or Yay . The name of a lofty tree whose

leaves are at the top ; originally brought from Cochiuchina;

its leaves afford no shade; of the bark shoes arc made. Seu ya

MEEN. Name ef a wood from Cochinchina.

Same as Meen the cotton tree.

2^ SIN, and Tsin. The leaves of a tree.

CHIN. A block or slake of wood, or some-*
thing of the kind to fasten cattle to. A pillow on which to

rest the head. A surname.

Vulgar form of the preceding.

YEW. Name of a tree.

YAOU. Yaou muh
J ^ a stunted tree;

a tree with little foliage j plants before they have attained

maturity and strength. A name of a particular wood.

PA, Or Pae. A general term ef ^5 Pa, r

flowers ; intended to express their delicacy. Coarse hemp.
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From tii'O trees. A clump of trees on a plain , a wood
,

a jrove ; a mountain forest. A clump of bamboos, an appenr-

iinc-e of luxuriance and abundance. A surname.

J U Y. The pointed end of a piece of wood ;

to enter the iron socket of a chissel or carving tool; the

haft or handle fitted for the socket. Read Nwan, The appear-

ance of plants beginning to grow.

GO. A joint or knot of wood.

MET

From wood and to strike. A small tree, the stem of

which is fit to make a staff of, a switch for a horse ; branches

are called jr Che. One of a thing; a numeral particle.

A surname. Certain inner eaves of a house. Been mei
<f^?

i^ a cross piece of wood put in the mouth as a gag when

entering into battle.

CHE. The branch of a tree ; to spread ; to

scatter; the joints of the fingers. Numeral of branches of

flowers. A surname.

Same as
y|;ff

Selh.

KO, Or KwO. From tree and a resemblance

offruit at the top. The fruits of trees. Really, truly, solidly.

To surpass; to exceed; to overcome; used to express Naked;

bare. Occurs read Lo. Pih ko TEf I every kind of fruit.

Ching ko
j |

the tru th and reality of the Budha religion.

TSEAOU

Wood acuminated. A thorn ; to pierce with a sb;irp puiut.

Same as ^E Tsung.

PANG. A wooden club.

MOW . The name of a particular uteniil.

HEAOU.

A certain beam in the roof of a house. Same as jBfl Ke6.

11
yj^Ij!

TSfcjIH. Name of a winter fruit, produced

in Keang-nan; a small orange.

FIVE STROKES.

SEEN, or Shen. Wood or a tree; apiece

of wood OD which to chop or to pare wood.

K'HOO. From old and wood. Rotten wood ;

a dead tree; decayed; rotten; putrid. Tung koo EB LK

mountain forests in decayed state, and marshy grounds without

water, are not taxed.

PING, and Ping. Name of a tree; a

door made with flat boards ; a kind of table for cbeu.
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E, and E. A sort of handle of a plough.

i

SE, Or Sa. Se ma IjJ* hemp ; the male
i mr

unproductive plant; the statements in Kang-he are con-

tradiclory, some writers say the female plant.

CHE. Name of a high thorny tree of which

hedges are made, A certain tree which bears a fruit. To hurt.

KWA E A staff to support old bones ; an old

man's staff. Kae chang /I5? ^ a walking stick ,
a staff.

HEACH'. Hollow root of a tree; hollow;

empty. Name of a star; any thing hungry, famished, or

empty t a hungry person. Yuen heaou
-^r-

name of

a -t ir . to regulate ; to adjust.

KLA. A support for any thing. A stand of

any kind, as a clothes stand; a stand or case for books;

helves, &c. Certain supports fora roof standing on pillars.

Supports lor a terrace ; or stage.

KEA, and Kea From slick and to add.

One slick added to the end of another. A Bail for thrashing

grain. The wooden collar of a square form worn round the

neck, by criminals in China. They are of various weights ac-

cording to the heinousness of the crime. A press for contain,

ing provisions.

ME, or Mei. Name of a wood.

Tl^rtl KEU, and Kow. The names of wood.

Name of a large lofty tree. Kuw ke tsze ^ 1C T*
the seeds of a certain tree used at a medicine, some say

the medlar.

FOO, Or FOW, A stick with which to

beat a drum. The name of a plant. Also read Faou and

Teth, The name of a district.

MO. Name of a wood ,- a pillar or support.

E.

An oar for a boat. Read See, An utensil for regulating a bow.

YE. From tree and thirty or an age. The leafifc *

of a tree , any Ihin plate or board.

Same as the preceding-.

SZE, and She.

A red fleshed fruit; the Diospyrus

Vulgar form of the preceding-.

J. 'HO. The helm or rudder by which a ship or

boat is directed in its course. The appearance of firm strong

wood The leaves of trees falling.
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The fir or pine tree. Pe tze

name of a fruit, otherwise called i Fe.

Same as Nee.

The stump or new shoots of a tree that has been felled.

E. E kea a kind of coffin ; the inner^Rvn

coffin, that into which the corps is put. Read Le, iff
e

le, A kind of wine.

LING. A certain wood which forms a dye.

CH'HE.

The handle ofa bobbin on which to wind silk.

PING . The handle of a spear, or -ofany instru-

ment ; a handle in a figurative sense; having the controul of ;

authority. The name of a hill. Hwa ping
=

jSft
a handle

of speech, something to found one's speech upon to make it

plausible. Chin ping |j|
the raembrum virile.

Same as ^ Kaou.

Read Refit), The name of a wood .

\

The name of a tree which bears a fruit

resembling a pear. A certain piece of wood that stops a carriage.

Ne ne IB M^ an appearance of luxurious growth . To exa-

mine j
to search. Read Neih, To stop. Read Che, The

handle of a bobbin.

PART I. YOt. II. 4 t

. To pull or drag, to break a piece of wood.

HO. The head of a coffin ;
a coffin.

PWAN.

The name of a book i and the name of a tree.

FAN. The bark of a certain tree of which

cords or ropes may be made.

CHUNG- Name of a certain tree or wood-

Chung kwei
\ j^

a wooden beater.

u

E. The name of a tree.

^ TAE. A mallet or beater for beating silk.

TSZE. The handle of a sickle.

te

*
Same as

Ijfc
Soo.

MOW, Ancient form of Mci i& a sour

plum. Vulgarly written thus 131 Mow. Used for the name

of any thing when that is not known, or is wished to be con-

cealed. Used for the pronoun I, and also for other persons

without mentioning their names.
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^ ING. Appearance of being accumulated or

heaped together; a flail or other instrument for threshing grain.

A certain fruit tree ; a species of prune.

FOO. The foot of a railing; the stalk of

flowers or fruits; a raft to cross a river ; a cottage made of

wood and thatch. The name of an instrument of music. The

name of a wood. To apply a lixivium to.

P1H. The cypress or fir. Large ; great; to

urge. Name of a state , and of a hill. A surname.

KAN. Kan-tsze itf ^?- the Mandarin orange.

Occurs used for A bit or a bridle put into the mouth. Kan pe

the skin of the orange ; also called
|J|? |j

Chin pe.

From water, wood, and nine. To put

amongst water and coloured wood, nine times. To dye with

any colour; to imbue; to affect or infect, as with disease.

To stain with vice; to defile; to pollute. A soft delicate ap-

pearance-

JOW. Wood that will bend and straighten;

soft, flexible wood ; any thing soft, flexible, mild, yielding,

submissive. To shew mildness and tenderness to. Plants

newly budding forth ; young plants. Name of a country.

An abbreviated form of
|fj[

Mow.

4/
^P>ff
V

Same as & Sung-.

A vulgar form of $ Tseth.

The name of a wood: Used commonly for the figure Seven.

SH A.UU . The appearance of a tree agitated ;

a target to shoot at. A bathing seat or couch.

CHAY. A species of mulberry tree.

HEA A kind of cage in which to confine a

young tiger. The name of a wood. A scabbard.

A certain part of a loom; that which

takes up the woof. Yew tsze /km ^J-
the name of a fruit ;

the pumelo. A certain kind of bamboo.

SHIN.

Wood that fades and dies of it's own accord.

KtiU. A. tree with a remarkably large leaf,.

resembles the *7fl Lew, or willow tree ; its bark is decocted.

to drink. Name of an utensil to receive drippings of water.

Name of a city.

\

TSZE, Or Sze. To stick into the ground;

a sort of ploughshare, otherwise written 3=B Sze. Read

E, An utensil to lave out water.

ii

F'HO. A piece of wood on which Chineie

watchmen at night strike the hour.
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PEEN. To grasp with the hand ; to brush

or sweep away; to reject.

LOO-

The name of a tree, the wood of which is used as a dye.

TSO.

ft
Wood of hard firm texture. To fell timber. Narrow

and confined; to enlarge and put outside. Read Tsih, Refers to

an enclosure for wild beasts. Read Cha, To cut transversely.

Same as Jen.

Same as %& Choo.

A certain tree of the bark of which paper is made. There

are different orls distinguished by the leaf.

V UNCr. A wood of which in ancient times

was made the insignia of office, carried in the hands of states-

men when at an imperial audience.

CHA, Wood floating in water; a float; a raft ;

to examine into; to enquire, to refer to records in public of-

fices. A surname. A bar or hindrance. Kcu cha "E ^
the great raft, probable in allusion to the ark of Noah.

u

CH'HIH, The threshold of a door; to

arrange stones ; to pave or repair with bricks or stones. Read

Te, Keg te ^ ]
name of a door. Te leaou

name of a hill.

CHA. A' wooden bar; to stop or binder M

with a wooden bar. The name of a place.

TE. From wood and the lover part. The root

of trees or plants. Shin k&n koo te
^j| ffi [ ^ * deep

firm root.

T'HAIV . A wooden utensil without feet;

probably shelves against the wall.

KOO. Three cornered. Koo ling 1
jjjjJF

the

highest corner of a hall. LSen koo SfK
a wine cop used

at village banquets. Also read Kwa.

'HEUE. A stake driven into the ground.

WA . A drum without the skin ends.

POO. pe poo 2j5
1 name of a tree, the sap

of which may be drunk.

Me keu
|
JS name of a hill. Same as^| Me, or Ne.

K'HEW. A body laid in it' long home,

corpse in a bed is called F1 she s laid in a coffin is called Kew.

The same is expressed by fEi I Ling kew, a coffin with a

corpse in it. Empty coffin is called tSl Tsin, or KB Kwan,
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NAN. The name of a tree.

YAOU . Crooked tree or timber.

K'HEU, A kind ofwooden packsaddle fora mule.

V

F U H, and Peih. A flail to thrash grain with.

V

KEEN. From to bind logelher, and to divide.

To sort; to discriminate; to abridge; to close; to -select;

an abridgement; a statement.

\>

PO, and Fuh. A flail to thrash grain with.

That with which arrows are bound. Read Pei, A tree bearing

leaves on its branches. Read Pee", Name of a tree .

]NUH, A tree without branches. Also read

Na, and Tiih, denoting The top of a post or pillar.

NAE. Name of a plum-like fruitof which there

are three species, of different colours and of an acid taste. To

occur or meet with.

KO . The name of a wood , a large branch , the

stalk of a plant ; the handle of an axe three cubits lng; a

means of effecting; the name of a place. A surname. Foo ko

5^ ]
the handle of an axe ;

a go-between in arranging mar-

riages.

CH'HOO. A wooden post; a stone pillar j

used figuratively for persons who are a support to any cause;

forms part of the name of a hill; of offices in the government ;

the strings of an instrument. To sustain; to -support ; to

uphold. Choo te
i-J:

ffi or Choo hea kan 1 ~f\ M the

base of a pillar. Pa choo kwS kea A ^ Ojs?
the

eight pillars of the nation ; an appellation of eight statesmen at

the beginning of the Tang Dynasty.

PE, and Pel. The handle of a spear ; a kind

of stand on which to hang a bow. Read Peih, A pair ; the item

of a pencil.

LEW.

The willow, or a sort of palm ; the weeping willow ; a soft

tree of free growth. Name of a star ; and of a carriage. A

surname. Lew, or Lew shoo
j JgJT

the willow; a species of

palm: It is thought beautiful, and is used figuratively for

pleasure; eyes and eye-brows are compared to its leaves. Tow

fa yih lew tsze
cij|

fit.
j ^ a lock of hair. E lew

teaou tsih ta urh shfh yu hea l/J
'[ /|J?

pf if
'

-4-

with a willow rod gave him upwards of twenty lashes.

TSZE.

Woo tsze aSt name of a tree or wood.

CH'HAE. Bundles of sticks ; fuel. Fanchae

i]y|; ijjfc
the wood in ancient limes burnt in sacrifices. Paper

is now commonly used for this purpose. Read Tsze, To col-

lect together, Paou chae
|i)|J [

also Paou kow
^|| |

shavings of wood. Peih kow !& fl chips of wood. Chae

fei
*

la||
or Chae mun 1 P^ the door of a cottage, as if

made with bits of sticks ; any door.
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TSIH. Commonly read Ch'ha. Posts placed

perpendicularly and connected so as to form a barrier to a pas-

sage; palisades forming an enclosure; a kind of railing.

Name of a place. Le tsih
gjjf

1 a fence consisting of palisades.

i

SZE. A sort of spoon. KeS sze IS IM

certain utensils of the spoon kind, used, in funeral ceremonies,

CH'HUH.

rhfih yu it? S{[
a certain musical instrument.

4-a
JM\ '. I An abbreviated form of iffl Hiner.

1r>J

1M. Pei che ~/M\ Jjg
to wish for much; to

regret inability to attain.

E. The name of a boat

SIX STROKES

HEA, H5, or Kee.

A scabbard for a sword. Name of a wood .

TSEUEN, and Seuen.

A wonden pin or nail; a bolt, a vessel for rie.

Same as Chin.

SEUN. The cross bar at the top of a stand on

which a bell or sonorout stone ii hung. The upright poiU are

called pfi? Keu. The name of a diitrict .

K'HE. Read Ke, To cut or engrave. Read

Kee, To cut off; to deprive of. Repeated, Ke* ke

mournful; sorry.

SE. A roosting place for fowln. The birds

I. V0fc. II.

perching and resting on the trees, as the sun approaches the

west. To desist; to rest; to rest from wandering.

E<- A vessel to lave water out of a boat.

LE1H The chesnut, named from the fruit

hanging pendant down. A hard durable wood. Firm ; en-

during; commanding; severe; to exceed or overpass. Name

of a district. A surname . Used also in the composition of

some foreign words.

Foo e
^r- jfcX

the name of a tree; another

name is \&
'|

Po e, and a third is
4

j |J^
E jang. E

chung keen
]

rft ^ name of a certain office.

>
HEANG. A sail made of reed ; a saiJifurleil.

Same as the following.

Same as Kwae
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CH'HIN. Transverse piece of wood of a

beater; a tree, the leaves of which are by dyers burnt to

ashes, to preserve their colours in.

V

CH1H. The transverse wood of a heater.

/

LiE. A fruit resembling the Mespilus Japonica;

a small JEJ&. Leen tree.

LEU. A species of jtA Sung. A wood that

is fit for making the shafts of arrows.

, and Pa. A species of creeping

cane, of which cloth was manufactured in the west of China;

the bark of a tree.

v/

S I H, Shlll, and Seih . A red grained hard

wood, used in making the naves of carts or other car-

riages. Read Tsze, A species ofljg
Mei wood.

ft T'HEEN. A stick for stirring a fire. A

wooden staff. Read Kw, and Kwae, Name of a tree of the

pine species, whose leaf is that of the i6 Plh, and its trunk

that of the Sung.

Same as the preceding.

Same as the following.

A certain transverse beam of a house;

a cross beam between two pillars

K'HAIN. To cut the branches when passing

through a wood, for the purpose of marking the path one

has taken ,
to notch or cut wood to serve as a memorandum.

The appearance of slender flexible trees or wood.

From transverse and wood. Bars

crossed, to confine a criminal ; a cage for wild beasts ; kind

of stocks for the feet; to oppose as with sticks or bludgeons.

To compare strength ; to fight ; to examine and compare.

To collate books or manuscripts. Read Heaou, A school.

A fense to keep in horses. Read Heaou, The stem or

handle of a certain vessel ; the foot of a vase; the cross bar

which serves as a foot to a certain stand. Keaou e wae yang

M the offing at Anson's bay.

*'#&* 1 'hemenof

the Tsin dynasty burnt the books, and buried alive the Confu-

cian literati ; but the Han dynasty opened their schools,

which continued till the Suy dynasty set aside and drove

out the Confucian literati ; the Tang dynasty established their

schools. To this circumstance the glory of the dynasties Han

and Tang is attributed.

Vulgar form of fg Pth,

m TSZE.

A transverse beam at the top of a post or pillar.
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yR|T*

A^K

Same as Jin.

PING. The noise of
splitting wood.

* CHOW Name of a certain wood.

An oar, or a rudder.

JUNG. Name of a wood resembling the

Hwae. Probably a species of Cassia.

A OTt of wine cup ' Read Tsze> The

transverse top beam of a door.

HEU. Soft; flexible; applied as a name to a

certain tree ; a species of wall nut. Heu hen ^ fa^J pleased ;

joyful appearance.

Same as *fe Tseaou.

CHOO. The root of a tree lying above ground;

put in the lowest place; the most degraded state; the trunk

of a tree. A numeral of trees.

/

I SUN . The name of a tree ; to slop up the

w

passage of water with wood. Read Tseen, An utensil used in

catching fish. A fence or hedge.

K'HEW

The name of a pavilion. Read Gow, The name of a place.

I SJ I . A small stake in the ground.

URH, or E. A transverse beam at the top of

a pillar. Name of a fruit; a sort of chesnut. A fungus,

(a species of Peziza) that grows out of old rotten wood.

IS

URH. The fungus that grows out of rotten

wood, referred to in the preceding character.

YUH.

Name of a fruit tree, of the plumb or cherry species.

It

I' A- A kind of raft to cross a river ; applied

also to a large vessel that navigates the sea.

KUNG. A large stake inserted in the ground.

One says, Certain beam or pillar that supports the centre of a

dome, raised on a colonade. Kungtow 1 la- or Tow kung

t;|-
a square ornament at the top of pillar).

KUNG. Fetters or hand-cuffs to confine the

hands. Read Keuen, To confine or restrain.

K'HAOU. A certain wood resembling the

varnish tree. Kaou laou 1 ^ an utensil made of willows.
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LEUE. Bad useless trees or timber.

LAOU. Kaoulaou a sort of willow

basket to contain things in.

ffi
fragrant wood ; otherwise called Tsze tan $ k9 rose wood.

a purple coloured.CHEN. Chen tan

SEEN. The name of a tree, the seeds of which

are red, and about the size of a pea ; vulgarly called^ [1|

-%- Luy-ming-tsze.

LEE,

N line of a tree, the wood of which is used by Cartwrights.

SE. Se } an /|M -li
lllc na>ne of a bill. Read

Sin, An utensil used in weaving.

YIN. The name of a wood.

YANG.

A beater used in the manufacture of sitk.

H1H. The bones of fruit , the kernel or seed

in fruits; the nucleus. The real substantial circumstances;

the facts; to push an investigation to the latent facts.

Read Kae, A kind of basket made of bark by certain barba-

rous tribes
; the eves of a house ; the root* of plants.

HAN. The flowers of plants and trees about

to open; the flowers and fruits hanging pendant down.

o

KAN. From wood and firm. The root of a

tree ; that which is radical or fundamental ; the source or

origin of; occurs in several proper names; of a carriage;

of a cup; of a hill ; and of a star. Kin pun IB ^K radical ;

fundamental. Kin inS
| ^ the root and topmost bough ;

the beginning and the end. Kin te frp to the bottom.

Ping kan
JJjfe

^

the root of disease, either morally or

physically. Lwan kin I the source of confusion.

Woo kin 3B without any foundation. Nan kan -5?
/Ml I X*

the membrum virile, in the language of the Budh sect Kic

kew I '$? investigate to the root.

Tseen tsaou p8h choo kin ming ya e kew sing.

Tseen tsaou jo choo kin, ming ya tsae pBh sang.

When grass is cut down, if the root be not removed it will

bud forth the same as before:

When grass is cut down, if the root be removed, it will never

bud again. (Proverb.)

HEEN. The threshold of a door.

\*A ^ /

,^ E or Urh; Che, and Chin. Nameofacer.li
in wood. Name of a place. Che urh 1 iffi a pillar.

J.-V*
yt^T CHIEf, and Shlh. Name of a tree, or wood

1^\
used in astrology and divination.

"^.^ =

_y|*^ Vulgar form of ^ Lwan.
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growing or extending of the branches of a tree. To
come to, to reach; to cause to come; to extend to; to

excite or influence; to scrutinize; to be obstinate and dis-

obedient. A mark or limit , a rule. To rectify ; to teach ;

to elevate, is expressed by Klh klh. To attack, to subdue.

Applwd to the year under certain circumstances. To change.
A suname. A stand or frame on which to suspend or lay

thinr*. Teen kth ^ ^ after an inquest to mark the

wounded parts of a dead body. Klh wuh 1 Mm to scru-

tiniie matter, to search into the nature of things.

TSAE.

To plant herb, or trees ; to replant. Vied metaphorically
for

?reat benefiU conferred on persons by which they are

reestablished in comfort.

To attach a smaller piece of wood to

a l*ger beam in order to trengthen i

K'HEE Cruel; fierce; murderous, banditti

cruelly murdering many persons. To raise or lift, as
lifting

tone, to throw at men. One man ofa thousand, i. e. superior
to

j

thousand, a fowl
roasting. A surname. Ke ke

5ftl Sgure or external appearance of.

y

^NG. A certain transverse beam in a house.

Read Hang, u,ed to denote Certain stock, or fetter, for the
et, aolank laid across a stream or

floating bridge.

T'HAOU.
Thflpeach . Naraeofmrjmj

.surname. >h taou^ the wa]n(lt. H(lntaou . ,

PART i.TOi. ; 4

idical. VI. Mflh

d- Taouyuen
|

JB deoote ,^.^
<,;|' the part where coffept.on i,

to
originate; the ov.rium ?

Toe Laurus Casrn, the Cb.ne* ,

it i. .he be,t of , medicine.
, -t grew in he. Ten

t and

the olea
fragrans.

A wooden stand.

KWANG, and
Hwang. An

ployed in weaving ; . certain timber at the head of a ,

ecu-

From wood or *pearand danger,*,.

A h"'t spear, the mast of a small boat
, ,eU4>w

serves as a dye.
fc

GAN. A kind of stand, bench, or table,

official table, as of a magistrate , that which is placed on hi,

table; a case in law. An eating utensil , a limit or froalier.
To examine and verify, placed in order, to put ia certain

position. One says, The name of a wood.

Same as the preceding.

Occurs u .a ancient form of^ Wan, A wooden dish.

KEUEN. A ring attached to the note of.

cow i a crooked stick to reitrain a cow.
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JOO The name of a tree.

K'HWANG. The end of a coffin.

E- Name of a wood of a reddish colour and

thick, white bark, tit for miking carti or carriages. Read Te,

A small but tall tree ; otherwise calli-d
-J ^ Neu '"g. The

female mulberry.

CHO. Same as . Cho.

Vulgarly used to denote a table ; or stand.

K.OO. Name of a wood, one says, Empty, vacant.

CHIH

for th<? feet; to stop i to pierce : to iar>.

K'HUNG

Name of a tree ; appears to be a species of willow.

UNG. The name of a wood of which

there are several species. Name sf a territory in the uorth,

and of a city. Woo lung shoo /feE. 1
MJJ-

the Oryandra

Cordifolia, a wood used for instruments of music; in intercalary

years, this tree is said to bear a leaf more than usual.

5ANG. The mulberry tree. Occurs in sereral

proper names. A surname. Sang teaou tsung seaou keShj

the mulberry twig must be bent when small. for wh?

growu largr, it is impossible to bend it : stid in allt

the disposition of children.

Vulgar form oflhe precedingm
HWAN.

iit
Hwan jit-aou ^ ^ certain wooden pillars erected at

halh of Hie deceased with inscriptions on them, a tith or

term of honor applied to deceased statesmen. Name of a river.

andofauood. Pwan hwan^ ^ progressing with lifi

culty ; a tuft of hair on the head is aUo so named.

An erroneous form of^ To.

Same as
||| Tsin. The appearance of plants in J

i numerous, and in regular order. Also read Tscea

. . \j

KEE. One specie, of the orange. Ree ,

^p ~jP
tlle mandarin orange Keg kaou

] ^ the wheel

for raising water, used by Chinese husbandmen. Said to have

been invented by one of Confucius' pupils.

K'HEW. The name of a tree or wood, sa.J

to dye hlack ; the seeds yield an oil which applied to the held

turns grey hairs black, and furnishes also an excellent Umpoil

HEUE.

The name of a wood which is red like blood.

Same as jj| Chuy.
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TO. Name of a wood. A certain measure.

Read To, A wooden trowel.

Same as ^ Haou.

E.

Cbeu c ijb.
|

a wood fit for making the safti of arrows.

Same as %f Yu.

WOO. A sort of trowel for plastering with.

CHUNG. A wooden comb.

HOO. The shell of chestnuts broken open.

CHWA

To grasp or seize hold of a thing with the hand.

An ancient form of Kvvan.

An ancient form of HJ Ne5.

SEVEN STROKES.

Same as
ijSJ Pei, a sort of receptacle for cups.

SO. Solo 1 IS the name of a tree or ,

resembles the loqutt, but several are enclosed in one shell.

Flowers in the spring, the leaf is outside and the flower in-

side. The root cannot be moved.

sha tang ] ^ the name of a tree

which, like the preceding, i produced in Kwin-lun-shan

^ |lj
the flower is red and fruit tastes like a plum, but

has no stone. The fruit strengthens those who eat it.

^

C/H1N. Situated between two pillars; cer

beams of a house, to adjust; to put to rights.

T'HING, and Hing. A uble hefore .

bed. A sort of pillar. The axis on which wheel, or other

things move.

* ^*- Yay tsze
j IJL

the cocoa nut trer

Yav tsze tsew
j ^J- ^j the milk of the cocoa nut j of

the flowers a liquor is made, and of the shell is made a

a wine cup.

y
KWO. The groove at the end of an arrow

which receives the string. The name of a wood

KING.

A wood that rciembles fir, but ii harder

u

PO. A flail ; a cudgel. Wd pS t& \ the
1MB |

name of a fruit ; a species of pear.
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PUN. The covering of a boat, or carriage.

FOW. A raft. A certain beam of a house;

a kind of drumstick ,
an utensil for collecting earth and

throwing it in within the planks, when forming mud walls.

LEUE.

A wood used in dying silk; the mast of a boat.

The name of a wood ased in making
V

sedan chair poles. The namof an insect. Ming langpfL

a kind of rattle, used to make a noise when fishing, in order to

frighten the fish into the net.

Same as | Foo, A drumstick.

A bush consisting of small plants, having thorns.

\

T'HUNG. A square wooden vessel; used

also for round vessels. A tub ; a cask ; a barrel. Tsew tnng

/S Tnf
or Ta lun " 7\. I

'arKe ca('[i > a> w 'De P'P" or Dccr

Original form of
iljjl

Lew.

FUNG. The top of a tree; abater; a club.

TS'HEIH.

The sap of a tree with which things may be varnished. The

name of a stream or river.

TSO. A species of plum. Read Tswan, A car-

hogshead.

ti.
FOO. A kind of wooden rail to prevent any

thing falling over; the railing of a hearse made water tight, and

serving as a house to the coffin ; the handle of a weapon.

HE. Rotten,- a sort of cup or shell. The

name of a wood ; the sap of which is edible.

Name of a wood; a certain beam of

a palace; a handle, a club, or wooden mallet. To beat;

to examine.

riaje fitted up with railing to form a hearse which covets the

coffin.

YIN A tree.

KEUN. A fruit from Cochinchina, bearing!

a species of prune as large as an egg.

^rf
GHOO. A tree dying in the ground

LEANG. A wooden bridge ; stones or rocks

terminating a stream, a beam or plank; the top beam ofa"

house t a seam or streak at the top of a cap. Name of a hill,

a surname | also enter into the composition of various proper
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names. Leangchcw 1 (Mil a place in Shen-se province, now

called -yS rfl Jfr Han-chung-foo.

HAN. A tree or wood. Same ai
jfcfc

Kan, A poll.

TS'HUH, and Ch'huh. A short beam of

a house; name of a wood. ReadTiIh. Branches growing up-

wards. Read Yin, To tie together, or bind.

'HEW, and Keiih. A shell orlarge kernel

containing fruit. A particular sort of fruit. The head of a

cbisseling instrument. A raft.

\

T'HING- From wood and straight. A single

branch; alone; a staff, a stick.

An abbreviated form of
;jjjj|

Seuen. That to which

a sporting dog is tied.

Same as fff Yew.

IVIliil. A general term for the genus prunus.

Swan mei WJ* jpff
a sour prune. Yang mei chwang i|J:

^^ a bubo, or inflammatory tumour in the groin. Yang mei

faj j

Arbutus. Peaou mei jB;
j

the falling prunes, ap-

plied to the marriageable age. Mei kwan RO the pass at

the Mei-ling mountain, between the provinces of Canton and

Keang-se.

A certain wood ; the name of a place.

4s

FANG. A piece of wood, used by Chine*?

watchmen on which they strike (he hours of (he

Used at public offices, and in the army also.

PANG. A wooden crossbow.

CHWANG. A certain wood ; the .mailer

size it like the peach tree ; there if a larger fort which

is different.

TE, and T'hee. To grasp; to icizeh.ld

of a person with both hands.

Same as * Chin.

HEUEiV. A wooden dish. Read Seuen,

Round; to reject or cast aw;iy. Ling heuen t ijj
an utensil

for burning wheat. Read Yuen, The ring of a wheel.

PART i VOL. n.

T'HOO. The name of a wood : sharp pointed.

Read Cha, and Yu, Thorny plants.

TSAOU. The name of a wood.

YAOU. The shaft or handle of a hook. Read

Yew, The name of a wood.

Jr^a& PE. Pehoo
'[
j& chevaui defrisCja prisoi.
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KUH. Minifies; a collar for the neck. Used

to denote Slaight forward correct conduct ; self restrained

by virtuous principles ChTh kflh
jjijj i^ fellers and inanicles.

M>
MT THUH. The name of a wood.

HAN.

Han taou the name of a fruit
, a cherry.

TSZE. From bitter and wood. A wood much

esteemed ; said t o be superior to, and valued before all

other tree, it is called Mfih wan' ~x ^* the king of trees.

Vulgarly used to denote engraving characters on wood.

Sang tsze 5a ii a person's birth place. Keaou tsze^
or Keaou tsze fcft denote father and son.

1 P*J I

CHE. ('he tsze
jjjjjj ^f- a saffron coloured

fruit, or nut which serves for a dye. A certain flower,

white coloured and fragrant, the Gardenia Radicans.

f

JIN.

The name of a wood. Some appendage of a water wheel.

u

KAINvj. Name of a wood; straight; erect;

to ward oil' or expel noxious influences ; to prick, as a thorn ;

fierce.

PEI, or Pae. pe j to the tree of

the b;irk of which, in Ava, books are made; the same tree

is said to be found in the state MagudhO, where Budha

was born ; and where it grows to the height of 70 or 80

cubits, and in winter does not cait its leaves.

u

PA. Name of a wood. An uteniil for sweep-

ing away filth. The shaft of a spear; a stand for a bow.

Read Pei, A bond or deed.

1 & A . Pieces of wood applied between the

fingers, when they are compressed as a torture. A lio Read Tsan.

t

' Small leaves of a tree . a sort of mat.

KEEN. The bolt of a door; an utensil to

pass along water; a covering for a coffin. Read Heen, A

barrier formed by rails.

A vulgar form of ft Hwan

WAN. Name of a \\ood.

NO

Name of a wood that bears a light red floti

K.EE. Wooden rails; wooden slicks to act as

nippers, used when soup has vegetables in it. Read Kei, Wood

with veins that appear irregular.

/

TSEU, and Tsuy. To record ; to store up ;

the mouth
;
a bird peckingj a itone needle used by medical men.
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T'HEAOU. A small twig; a branch proceed-

ing from a branch ; long and slender , a string or line. Name

of a wood; and of a nation. A surname; divisions of; items.

Ke teaou
$t|-

/& several divisions of. Yih teaou -

one item; one division of. Ke teaou shing ^g p[j|
seve-

ral cords.

K'HE.

A wooden pin on which to suspend something.

KEAOU. Name of a bird charged with un-

dutifulness to its parent, and cruelty to its offspring. Strong;

wicked, to hang a human head on a pole. The top of a hill.

A surname. Name of a plant. Keaou fan Jg^ a nead or

principal offender.

TJ^yi LEU. Transverse beams or bars over a door ;

at the eves; or in a window.

T'HKEN. Posts that fill up a door way.

HE1H. An instrument of husbandry.

>

K'HWAN, Hwan, and Wan. A certain

vessel with feet used in sacrifices. To cut down wood or foci.

Name of a tree, the seeds of which are edible. A branch. Read

Hwin, Wood fuel; the broken ends and bits of timber.

SHAOU. A tall tapering branchlest tree; t.ie

etlreme top end of a tree or of a branch ; a pole or tl jff held

in the band l>y posture-makers. Small
,

sm.ill wi.nd for fuel,

the rudder of a boat ; the person who ttrrrs ; a w;in rmin r

sailor. To strike and drive way.

TS1N. A wood with, a light green bark which

is ueil as a medicine for Ihe eye*.

FUN. A fragrant wood.

An ancient form of

SEAY. Name of a wood

A vulgar form of f^ Mung

WOO. Woo tuog Sterculia PlaUm-

folia, or perhaps DryanJra Cordifolia, it is used for making

musical instruments, and is exceedingly regular in c.itmg its

leaves, the fall of one of them is a certain indication of

autumn ; its seeds, Woo lung tsze 1 ttH -C- are used in

medicine. Used to denote a stringed intrument; the name

of a district. Occurs denoting Opposition to.

1OW. An ancient vessel for containing flesh

meat. TQh tow ffi *H the name of a tree.

L,Ej. A kind of barrow to remove earlh

say it means To stick into the earth. Read Chae, The

uame of a wood. Luy Je nub 1 a kind of basket for rjr-
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rymg earth in, or the instrument bj which the earth is put into

the bask, t

Same as fj| Le.

TS'HAN, or Tsin

A speci<s of cassia with white flowers

YING. A species of prune.

A weaver's shuttle. Read Tseun, The name of a wood.

sort of carriage for containing pro-

Tisions; iron things placed below the shoes to prevent them

slipping when climbing hilli.

CHIN.

Name of a wood, of the sap of which a drink is made.

H hiArV Wooden manicles or stocks to prevent

a person walking ; a general term for weapons offensive and

defensive, those which contain something are called
Tji; Ke,

The lance, spear, bow, arrow, and s< on, are called Heae.

Anj craft, art, or clandestine scheme, is called fife
J

ke heae,

which also denotes An ingenious contrivance.

K'HWAN. From wood and la confine. The

posts of a door; the two side posts , sometime* moveable, as in

carriage! -,
the posts of a gate ; referring to the gate of a camp,

To bring a work to a close; the appearance of concluding or

finishing ; to arrange in order.

I Ht/. From mood and tlepi. Wooden steps -,

a ladder ; the steps or means which lead to some end.

u

I*. HO. ChTh k5 iO Tch' name of a medicinal

plant which bears a fruit resembling the
ttjj

Yew or Pumelo.

u

CHUE. A short pillar or post on the top of a

beam. Read TS, A large staff; also To open or cast off; to

escape from.

From wood and to flow in stream,. A

piece of wood with open teeth ; a comb ; to comb out disorder.

ed hair. Read ShBh, To dress. Ke5 soo f& kjft a horn comb.
/ J i/iu

Chwang shfih 3tf to dress, a term used by women.

L/H HtiN. The appearance of long timber;

the machinery of a pounding stone.

Jufc
\t*
/L

FAN. A word found in the books of Budha,

denoting, in Chinese, Retirement and stillness ;
also the tone

of recitative. It futher commonly denotes The region from

which Budha sprung. Read Fung and Fow, It denotes The

wind sweeping over the tops of trees. According to Klaproth,

Fan yen jf
'

=" denotes the Sanscrit language. An endeavour

to give the sounds of the letters of this language correctly

in Chinese and Tartar, may be seen in
[pj ^ &|j &J lung

win yung lung, publihed by order of the Emperor Keen-

lung. Fan sing keuen chuh sflh ^ jjjfr' Ififj rfj ffi, Budh

priesti advised him to go forth from vulgar affairs ; i. e. from

all secular pursuits.
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\Vfc/. From it'oorfand tail. Small lop branches

TUH. To point with a staff.

An ancient form of t Wang1

.

An ancient form of |^ Keae.

EIGHT STROKES.

The pear, deemed cold but injurious , other-

wise called Kwae kwo
Tjj ^& the pleasing fruit. The face

discoloured by age; name of a plant, and of an insect. Sha le

W'b
|

the sandy pear -,
a particular kind of pear brought

from Peking. SeBh le s^ I the snow pear, brought from

Shin-tung.

r-

K'HE, To break of j to forget ; to reject ; to put

away ; to give up ; to refuse. Ke chang rffi *ffi^
to reject what

is usual and common. Yen-ke Jwf I or Heeu ke
fillf ]

to
/rji' I Mr I

reject with dislike or disdain. Ke she
'

H to reject the

world, means, to die.

Same as tfe Too. The name of a wood. The

branches of a tree spreading in every direction.

Same as
ijfi Ping, and

ioj Ko, A handle. Original

form of 7a% Keuen, Authority. To grasp hold of.

FABT I. VOL. II. 4 I

ikS^
CHUN, and Lun Thr name

fet
I Sl/lMG. A sharp ended stick for c-<

burdens across the shoulder. Read Sung, The name of a wood.

TSEEN. The name of a wood.

ME EN. Miih raeen /fc i& the name of a

tree, the Boiubax Pentandrurn, of the flower of which cloth

ii made.

KHAN The same a J\\ Kan.

K Jit.. The game of chess. A root or foun-

dation. Kin ke iH
*j

a root or foundation of. Hea ke

~TC I to play at chew. Ke tsze
'

-t. a chess-man.

Ke keflh
'

)^
a chess board. Wei ke

||j [a species

of chest, said to have been invented, B. C. 2900. Ke pwan

keae $& /&ji a large street in Peking, opposite the.

southern gate of the Imperial city.

Same a8 the preceding.

TSAE. The name of a tree or wood

HW AJN . The name of a wood ; to bind wood

together in bundles; a club or slick. By the Canton people

read Kw&n, as Kwing kwan T^ lH a bare (tick ; a sharper.
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'A~ SHEN The ome of fruit which resemble*

350

the 5* Nae. but i< our

TiH

The name of a wood Read Chlh, the time as^ Chth

N

FE. To assist at an appendage to ;
said of that

which i applied ta a bow to give it a correct figure. The

name of a wood j a tort of boi or chest. The name of

a place

PAE, Pel, Of Fei. A kind of shi.-ld . a

a certain bar of wod at the stern part of a bolt.

\

PANG. A staff, a club; a cudge! Yung

pang Iwan ta
ffl )fa j^ ^f to fight in a disorderly manner

with cudgels and sticks. Tang tsaou kwae pang ^ ^
jS. I a rush staff* used figuratively for a person not to

be depended on ; i. e. a broken reed.

PEI, Pe, and P'llOW Same as the

preceding. Alsoa flail. Teen pe /^ *p the name of a star.

To strike. The name of a wood i a board to climb up on ,

a something employed in divination. A surname

V

HWAN. The name of a wood.

NUY. Nuy nuy
jj^j iSf Plaot nd lree

f

with tbeir fruit hanging pendant down.

A vulgar form of
fljj

Pe

Same as ^ Tsung

Same as Tsze.

CH'HANG, or Tsang. The two up
.

right posts at the sides of a door. To accord or follow

after; a stuff, to strike with a staff. Name of a fruit. Head

Chang, name of a pupil of Confucius

TSAOU, A species of Canarium , Piroela,

(Loureira). the fruit in China if commonly used in a preserved

state, and culled Dates by European*. A surname. Tbe name

of a place.

KKillI. Certain thorny bushes fit (or making

fences of. in length of time they grow large; to fence. Name

of a placet of a medicine. Forms part of the name of a bird;

used to denote a spear. A surname. Kefh show
ijjiji

=&

to rush the hands against the pricks ,
to meddle with an affair

that will prove injurious.

LE. From a dag going out at a doer. To

stoop ; to bend j crooked ; perverse i ungovernable ; wicked'

impenitent. To extend or go to.

P'HANG. A kind of tent pitched in the fieldi

or other places for temporary purposes. Tbe teats or ihedf

erected by the Chinese for theatrical exhibitions.
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tt

K'HEEN. A disquieted appearance.

V UN. AD utensil for transmitting water.

K'HE. To engrave or carve

YUH. Certain railing tbt covers a carriage .

YU.

A ort of stand or table without feet to place cup on

KOO

Koo tow
iKJ ^ an utensil for shooting at rati or mice.

u

HWAN. The name of a wood. SameasifflKwan.

LEANG. The resin of thf pine.

TUNG. The name of a wood ; pillar* ; posts,

upright column*. A pillar metaphorically.

v

SA, and Tsee\ The grain of wood ap-

pearing to rise abtve the surface. To receire.

YEN, and Gan. The name of a fruit which

reetuble( a plum. The Dime of a tree.

HEEN Name of a place.

T'llANG. The name of a wood; and of

a place. A surname. Certain transverse liars of a carl or

carriage. Sha tang V>) S&l a certain fruit . f.4 tang .VjL
l-x* *^** (>*

name of a hill.

Same as the preceding
1

RANG.

Lofty timber; a certain strong beam in a wall.

WANG

A sort of cover for the wheel* of a carriage.

TE tain wood. Read Tae, and reiterated,

Tae tae. Accustomed to ; skilled in from having b.id long

experience; completely master of.

SE1H, and T8. A coarse bark of a trre

r AN. A kind offence; hemmed in by a fence.

TSANG. Timber bound together.

A wood of which the naves of wbeeli ar:

made . or wheels themselves.
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TSZE. Name of a wood.

^

CHAN, and Tsail. A kind of covered

stage or scaffold ; a tent with an upper slory ; a place fenced

in
; a place to store goods; a ware-house ,

a kind of carriage

made of bamboo and wood ; ahearse. A path or bridge made

with boards or planks ; palisades or railing ; hoards connected

together for any purpose. A stable, or floor for a stable, made

with boards.

KAOU, and Haou. Wood or timber j a

certain part of a water wheel. Read Kew, Same as 4j Kew.

Read Reflh, Same as JM Refill.

JVlihi. A kind of spear carried by a fore-run-

ner ; an ensign of authority. Re keih B& J3J7
or Yew keih

Yrk 1?'
an ornamented lance carried in state by the precursors

of kings and nobles.

YUEN, Crooked wood.

YEN. Name of an edible fruit of a red colour

which resembles the 3S Nae. Tsze yen * ixj name nf a

large tree, the circumference of which is equal to ten men'

embrace ; the Wood is hard and fit for boat building. Also

the name of a tree the sp of which is formed into a medicinal

YIH, and Yuh.

A bush of small thorny plants. The name of an ancient

office.

K'HEUEN". A vesel made of a crooked

slick, or bent willow. Pei keuen

wine cup.

a wooden DOW ' or

YIH. The name of a wood.

T'HA.

A piece of wood placed at the top of a pillar or column.

A vulgar form of |p Maou.

Same as ^ Yaou,

v/

SAN. A woody forest-like appearance ; abun-

dant; majestic; sombre and impressive; commanding. To

plant trees. Melia Azedarach, a tree bearing berries like the

elder; the Chinese make clo^s of the wood, and also clothes'

trunks, the wood being inimical to insects : the wood it, from

the Canton pronunciation of the Chinese, commonly called by

Europeans, Sham wood.

KIN. A table to place cups on,

A vulgar form of -& Ping.

V

CHUY. To beat with a club or stick ; to tor-

ture; to induce a confession ;
wood growing exuberantly, ai

in a bush or clump of tree*.
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4A.
/J* "7 JIN, and Neeil. Name of fruit of the

lAj^
prune species. Read Shin, The name of a wood.

LANG. A square piece of timber ; :i corner,

the highest beam of a palace, the majesty of the divinity.

Rang laii
KJlJ i|j?

virulent, vicious. Moo ling show jtfi ^

+ a person who takes hold of either end of a story, not

desirous of coming to any decision.

n^K^i TSE. That on which a bird rests; to roost ,

a place of residence. The name of a plant.

The name of a He'en district.

u

FUH. Name of a tree brought from the moun-

tains of central Asia. Read Sfih, The name ofa tree. A case

for putting bows and arrows into, sometimes made of bamboo.

HWAN, and K'hwan. TO cut wood; a

bundle of fuel. Read K'ho, The name of a vessel.

WEI. The appearance of plants and trees;

class or sort ; sorted , classed. Same as 'm* Wei.

SAN, or Shan.

An overhanging roof to keep off the wind and rain.

ME.

The name ofa wood. Same as the
jfy ;j

Kow ke.

FART f. VOL, II. 4 U

Same as *S Scun

TE. Same as | Tcili.

TSOVV. The small leaves of a tree

taken for fuel; the name of a wood . the wood on which

Chinese watchmen strike the hour , a kind of ratllr .

>O\\ . The name of a wood. A

- The name of a certain wood ; a t.iblr.

E chS
pgJ

a kind of table or stand. Read Chaou,

Long oars. Same as Chaou. Also read ChS, which v-e.

KWAN. From wood and la rule. To close

or shut up ; that which enclose! a dead body; a coffin, that

which closes up or terminate.-! all human affdiri, with respect
to the individual; to gather or collect together.

PUN. Fragrant wood.

T'HOW, or Chow. The name of , place

JN. Beams of th roof of a house. Hempen

cloth, uied for covering carriages. The thick and disordered
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state of the trees of a forest; a state of confusion, applied to

the world and to threads. To ravel. Min inin fun fun

gj a disordered confused state of society.

CH'HIN. The appearance of the branches of

w

trees in pairs , branches hanging pendant down. Read San,

and Lin, the open appearance of branches.

K'HEUNG. The name of a wood.

Same as $j E. A cross bar in front of a carriage.
"*

Reid Nee, WBh ue8 disturbed; restless.

Same as |ff Keen.

Pillars ofa house; pillars supporting a dome without walls.

*?

*

WAN.

.4 bowl ; a small trencher either made of wood or glass.

u

K'HEUE. To cutoff, or cut asunder wood.

TSEE. To ingraft trees or plants.

LUH. The name of a wood.

HAOU. The name of a wood.

HWUH. A high appearance.

E. A certain wood which is esteemed, and of

which furniture is made, in has four different names.

u

KO. A shell or external coffin, the interior one

is called Xg Kwau. To measure.

GANG. The slanting corner, or gable end

of a house 6tted up in the Chinese manner, is called

Fei gang.

PING. ping leu.: the name of a tree

that grows to the height of twenty or thirty feet; otherwise

called ^ Tsung.

L'HOW. Name of a tree; of a

and of a pole for impelling a boat.

HAN.

A wooden bowl or such like utensil for containing liquids.

LEANG. Name of a tree. See 14 Lae.

KEUH, Name of a tree or wood.

KEUH. A carriage to convey food.

Same as *s K'ho.
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SHING. in the army denotes entering under

some cover. Now written
^jfe Shing.

HEAOU,

Heaou taou
lit $[>

the name of a fruit.

TSUH

The head of a post or pillar; to insert in a hollow space;

\

KEU. A fruit of the pear kind, but of a bad

taste. The name of a vessel used in temples.

K'HEANG, and Kung. A hollow piece

of wood used to beat time on. iupl\ ; the sound of any

thing empty. A pluin utensil.

>> I', 1. From wood and crooked. A certain

instrument of husbandry.

An iron pestle or wooden beater;

a dub ; to lean upon. To strike with a beater or club.

To stick into the ground; to plant trees. Erected j planted;

placed erect ; to lay down. A surname.

JVhiU. A certain reed that answers to make

walking sticks offer old men, and handles for whips.

CH'HUY. To strike; to knock; a wooden

beater i a.pestle ; a club , a drum slick ; to beat or strike with

a club or drum stick. A certain piece of wood employed

in the culture of silk worms. Miih chuy T}V I'jfl
' "

beater, used in washing clothes,

Tir'j YA. Ya cha, or Cba ja branches

growing in a forked manner. Head O, Lo o i^ i
a trtc

in a slanting direction.

P'HE. Read Pe, A handle. Read Pelh, The

coffin which is next the corpse, in contradistinction from

an external shell.

PANG, and P&ng.

That with which a bow it put into a correct form. Head

Pang, A splinter of wood. The rule or order in which li-

terati are chosen and officers selected is called Fang. Used

to denote a fleet of boats, or ships. Feaou pang *5?

to publish the names of the graduates to become notorious,

in a bad sense. TSng ping ^ ^
to attain literary rank

that of Kcu-jin. Yth pang chuen 1
Jjfe

a fleet of

boats or ships.

TSEAOU. Native Chinese pepper* applied

to certain fragrant Ircrbs ; to a hill; aad to its summit

the name of a city.

Tseaou.

CHU. A punishment which consists in depriving

of the parts of generation, or otherwise mutilating the body.

An erroneous form of ^ Hwa.
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An erroneous form of iift Tsze. A tree dead and

rt-rmining erect in the ground.

CHUY. The name of a tree resembling the

r.ii.-i. One snys, resembling the Chcsnul.

YEW. The name of a tree.

Same as
jjt Soo.

MANG. A tree or timber.

PIN. Wood split or divided.

Same as 221 So.

An ancient form of fit Chili

An ancient form of t$|J Lew.

An ancient form of $j| Rang.

NINE STROKES.

WEI. The hinge of a door.

SAOU. A general Icrm for boats or other

vessels that navigate the water. Read Sow, The name of a

WdOil.

HEUNG.

A stand, or that which is laid beneath a chessboard.

a*
TO, or Chliy. A horsewhip, to feel and

measure. One says, To cut or pare. Read Chuen, The name

of a wood. Read Twan, The name of an utensil.

Same as $$ Yay.
v I

The Cocoa nut tree. Yay tsze
1]JR ^J-

cocoa nuts.

\

FOO, and Full. A part of a loom ; the end,

to which the threads are attached. Wooden shoes or clogs.

WliiJ. Certain wood which is flexible and

may be bent to form a bowl. The bark of a Iree which re-

sembles leather.

TSZE.

A tree dead and remaining erect in the ground.

i O. A piece of wood struck by watchmen.

T'HWAN. The name of a wood. A stake

in the ground. Read Hea, A cage or place of confinement

for a criminal.
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TB? KEA A wood adapted for making bed*, it

possesses some smell. A lever or other power by which things

arc raised ; an instrument for confining criminals.

An erroneous form of -^ Ping.

* TSUNG. A tree of the bark of which the

peasants make garments to defend them from the rain.

KAN.

A sort of box or chest. Read Han, A cup ; to contain.

Same as i& Yflh.

E,

A clothes' <fnnd
,

a stool before a couch or bed.

CilIN, and Shin. A kind of

instrument for cutting down wood. Sang shin

the mulberry fruit.

an

#t

HEIH, and Haou.

That to which a bell is suspended .

Same as ffifi Meen.

YEN. The name of a tree.

PART I. VOL. II. 4X

CH'HIJEN. Tfye
corner of a home, or

a beam which supports it, a round beam supporting the

tilus of the roof; a square one is calk J
iuj

Kc5.

YEN,

An accumulation of timber to make an embankment.

An ancient form of Tseen.

ame as the 'preceding.

-livedCH'HUN. Name of a certain I. .!,.

tree. Chun, or Chun tang i
^g*

is used to designate a

father i a numeral of affairs.

x

YIT, and Keu. The name of a wood.

H1H. A stand for a saddle or for clothes.

Same as /jyf Pei, A cup.

CHA- Wood floating on water. The sarm

ns
s^- Cha. Reiterated, Cha-cha, Toe Toice of a ci-rt.ui.

bird. The name of a fruit.

SAN, Or Chan. A wooden railing; pointed.

The same as *f| Chan, and -p| T5.
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O, or Lh A wooden screen.

A boml laid at the bottom of

.,;: ,, crouton, to keep the body up out of I

generated by corruption; also the name of a tree.

A vulgar form of ^ Nae. Read N

tret- standing in the ground.

SING, Sze, and Kea. The branchesof

.iitwined. A stand fur flesh meat.

Same as ^ Chin, A long post. Read Ueaou,

An utensil used in the culture of silk worms.

YIN The name of a village.

-Wr
CH A . The noise of wood splitting.

ChS cbih

the appearance of a forest of trees.

HOW. Forms part of the names of wood.

How yu M^ a species of a small fig. How_taou ^

the name of a fruit

/F
i '

as Ne'en.

u

PUH, OF Peih. A piece of wood fastened

to the horn* of cattle to prevent their goring people; a case

for arrows. FOh shih 1m *5? a place under ground where

fish are dried.

MAOU.

A crossbar connected with the hinge of a' door".

YAOU.

The name of a fruit of the canarium species.

,o :HO. A vessel for containing grease; to grease

the wheels of carts. An utensil to receive silk when spinning.

Rcall K'hwa, To strike crosswise.

SEU. A tree of the bark of which cords may

he made; and of the wood of which plough handles arc r

A plough.

JO. Large and miraculous trees. Jg
i**-'

YAJNG. From wood or tree and to spread.

Name of a tree j wide spreading tree. A surname. Yang rnei

the Arbutus. Yang mei keih tfih
| ^| jjjk *jj;

irulent buboe. Yang mei seen chwang ife ffti i&
I r J tiU\ f/&

a species of buboe, affecting the female from impure contact

with the male. Yang mei che seen chaou /r5 /

'

-Jr"

^f, prognostic of a buboe, is said to be ulcers on the penis.

Yang mei tow tsze 1 fe Jp a small venereal uker

affecting persons of strong constitution.
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Same as H Ye.

K ANG . The end ; the termination ( finally.'

Tr

YEN. The name of a wood

An ancient form of Pun.

t To stick into the ground; to phnt.

A tenon on which a Chinese door turn-i.

,
u

HWAN", Kwan, and Kcun. A woodeil

pin in the wall for hanging things on ; a kind of clotheV stand.

A crooked spoke about a plough.

KWE[. The handle of a hoe, or spade.

A kind ofcupboard or press for food.

Same as Kan.

K'HWEI.

Chung kwei a mallet or beater.

K'HE.

The appearance of trees hanging pendant down.

(MI'HUNG A wooden romli

T

tree, the wood of which n ol a firm texture, and the ttedt

(or fruit) resembles coral , they remain for inai

changed. Scang sze tsze fy $ JJ.
,

1'recatorius.

FUNG. The name of a wood wind, has thick

leaves and delicate branches, which make it wave cle

a fragrant woods with seed* ;n l;irj;<' a' duck's eggs,

wonderful tales are told respecting it. After snow or hour tost]

its leaf becomes red, from which circumstance it i calli

Mil Tan fuug; a resiuous matter oozes from it, whicl

hining with the bee's nests formed on the tree, in a tr

years becomes amber.

UKH. A spt-cies of pcziza. A

cence that grows from wood, eaten by the Chinese ; other

called T|T TL MQh urh, wood ear. Also a kind ofT
Same as ^ Suy.

KEA. A sort of drum.

KIN

The shaft of a spear ; to use a sort of hoe for covering e?ds

SEE, and Ke'e. The two side posts of a

door. A pillar; the name of a wood.
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It

HAN, and He'eil. A sort of preiii a railing.

T'HO.

To put off or escape i the seae not clearly ascertained.

1 /> "

rrn I TSEIH. twin jin ^|1 X a man who works

in wo^d j an arrow maker. A wood of which staffs are made.

Telh pei 1 jife the name of a district.

An ancient form of ^f Ye

K'HEEN. A bolt, bar or other fastening to a

door ; to stop a stream of water with reeds and mud.

E. An instrument to assist in stringing a stiff bow.

MUH. Certain ornamental binding to a car-

riage, five different leather belts of different colours, which

fisten it together, and serve also for ornament.

MOW. Plants growing freely and luxuriantly;

plenty ; luxu-a certain species of melon. Mow shing

riant ; abundant.

TSOO.

From two trees and foot. A cluster or clump of trees;

coppice ; underwood ; brambles. Name of a plant ; of a place ;

ofa region in the south
;
and of an ancient nation. A surname,

Distinct. Clear; sharp; keen; painful. Sin Isoo -?fe 2j& or

Koo taoo
-jtj |

painful suffering; distress. Tsoo ch'e'1

/Tv i pale white fine delicate paper used for printing books on.

S
T'HANG. To carry as on the shoulder.

MOW. Luxuriant free growing plants. The

guuva fruit; the trunk is said to be edible.

* U . An effigy or image of a person ; a wood image

or idol. To cast one's selfon another, like a parasitic plant.

HOO, and R'HOO. A wood of which the

shafts of arrows or spears are made. A term to express any

utensil's being fragile] and bad of its kind.

KEUNG. The name of a wood.

PAOU. Forty catties.

HOO. Hoo tseaou
jj$j jfffc

Pepper. The ad-

dition of wood to the character Hoo, is pronounced unnecessary.

LEEN. Name of a well known tree that

bears a bitter berry, called Kin-ling-tsze
- from

their shape.

T'HING.

Name of a tree ; a sort of wild pear. To pierce ,
to itab.
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LANG, or Ling. From four, square, and

wood. A square piece of timber ; n corner i the highest beam

of a place; a Tartir name. Ling yen JAy h'j/f
name of a book

<>f lh Budha sect.

Vulgar form of |JS He.

NAN. sluh nan /R" Mj the name of a wood.

fale and chairs made ofNnn mflh tae e
j

the Nan.wood.

YU.

A tr.c of which the Chinese distinguish ten varieties,

the leaves of all which are alike, said to be the elm. Name

of a planr, when chewed, said to be a soporific. Sang ju

J5t jafo- the nppearance of evening ; and of the eveniug of
vis.- in 1)

Hie; old agi\ Pth yu t I name of a star.

From wood and wine. Flexible wood ;

sonic say, Wood that will not bend, wood collected to burn

at a sacrifice. Name of a mountain stream.

MEI. The eves of a house* the crossbeam

or lintel at the top of a door.

A pit dug on purpose to take animals; to dig a pit.

HEUEN. A last or wooden model on which

to make a shoe. Also the name of a wood.

PART I. VOL. II, 4 T

Same us ^ Tsung.

Vulgar form of ^ Heuen

L*||^" SHAOU. A tree or port small at Ihr

Otherwise written in Shaou.

Same as M Cha.

Same as
jfj Yiiii-

CHING- "Filename ofatree, otherwise called

Neu-ching -jjr if^
an evergreen. Ching kan 1 Bg plank*

between which mud is placed in Ihe formation of wall* ; the

two side planks arc called Kan.

Same as ^tj K<m

PEEN

Name of a large tree that grows in the south.

u

YE.

A window. Ye
1

yu aj name of a heen district.

K'HEE. A stick thrust into the groond over

the grave of a person who has died on the high way, and

having his name inscribed on it.
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An ancient form of ^| LcTh.

\

r.
. o

TS t E. The app<vir.iuce of the trees of a forest.

An oar with which to propel a boat.

YE. or N,r

A certain carved plank, from which hells and drum* are

suspended in temples; an affair ; occupation . thai which is the

in.- ins of support; properly; an estate ; meritorious service.

A particle denoting that which is already done. A surname.

SHE, OF Clie. A spoon; a key Cha she

~$i ^ a tea spoon. Tang she
ffi ]

or She king ] ||
i v>ui> spoon. Y5 she -Jji" I or So she

j
I a lock's

f\W I ifW. I

key ; a key .

CH'HOO. The name of a tree, of the bark of

which hoth cloth and paper were made ; name of a paper once

substituted for money . name of a hill.

JUN, Or Shun. Certain transverse railin<rn

placed round an orchard or fruit garden ; a shield. To rouse ;

to excite. Used also to denote A kind of hearse. See Chun

: a table. Head Chun, The name of a wood.

WEI Wei yu ifijt f^ a kind of closestool;

otherwise called F& 31 Hoo-tsze.

i

TS'HOW.

YU. Name of a tree or wood.

I 'HEEN. .A sort of poker for stirring up a fire.

vSame as
ffjj

Mei

I II.. A sort of pin to braid up the hair of the

head. The root of a tree. Read She, The name of a tree or

wood.

A species of orange. A sort of iron rake.

TSANG.

Boards formed so as to contain things.

KiTEIH. The highest beam on the roof of a

house: hence the idea of the utmost point, place, or degree ,

extreme. The extreme degree; to carry to the utmost; to

exhaust ; weakened; languid. -Occurs denoting Tn take and

.tup, to let go. The moon in a certain position. The name

of a country. Also read Ke. Keih mei shin kwae

lljj
most excellent and extremely delightful.

FbEE. Short pillars standing on the lower

beams of a house to support the upper beams of the roof.

SEE.

The threshold of a door. The name of a wood .

TS'HEW. The name of a tree.
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A tree that grows on Ihc grate of

Confucius remarkable for being straight and comely- A pat-

IITII ; an example; a mould ;
a rule; characters written with

.1 straight ne.it stroke. Keang keac
fjgi

>B(? firm straight for-

ward character the extreme of which is obstinacy.

Hill, K'helli, and Kth.

The name of a tree; the foot of a table. A bow weapon.

I I iNd. From u'fflorf and full or sufficient A

post; a pillar; a support. Ke'8 ying 3$
jtfjj

smooth and

glossy, llwan ying iff I
refers to the coffins of princes.

ROW;

The name of a tree. A tree with crooked branches.

JOVV . Crooked trees or timber.

Same as Mil Seun.

KEEN. Tan heen (tig M umbrageous ; shady.

CHUEN.

An expression applicable to the play of chess.

An ancient form of^ Sang.

An ancient form of ? Tsoo.

HANG Iliri^ |,tili 16 M a sort of military

we ipoip . tlic definition it obscure.

An ancient form ofM Shoo

ancient form of - Tszc.

TEN STROKES

Same as v

Same as J^ Kea

Same as
|ijft NeTh, A boat

A cup for oil in a lamp, or for other

purposes. Read Ch'hen, and Ne'en, Shen chcn Jgs iffi theTo TK
long appearance of a tree. A something to be trodden on with

the feet. Read Chin, The name of a tree of the sap of which a

liquor is made. Also a tree of which a dye is made.

% % ^

^>f^| FOO. The name of a wood, otherwise called

Foo sang jtfi 3^. a divine wood, situated at the rising sun.

the name of anK'HEU. Keu neu

instrument of hu.-bandry j
a sort of rake.
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yC NEIH. A name of a wood.

MEIH. A fragrant wood.

.

LANG. Pin lang areca nut.

An ancient form of ^ Sung.

I UJ\(j. Name of a tree which sends down

roots from its branches, the Ficus Indica, or Banian tree,

oiled Puh sze mdh the immortal tree.'

Name of a tree of the bark of which

both cloth and paper were made ; different varieties are dis-

tinguished by the name jbfe Choo, Mf Row, and &k Kuh

Same as the preceding.

If TSEEN.

Wood or timber. Read Tsin, The name of a drum.

r HUN. The arched mat covering of a boat.

Head Fun, and Pun, An arched covering of a cart or other

carriage.

Same as ^ Keu. 1

K'HEUE.

Keu choo
l|jjj* tjjfe

the name of a hilt.

w

TA, and H5. Tlic name of a fruit.

I
CH1H.

Chi chih ^[ ^ the appearance of a forest of trees.

YAOU. The appearance of a tall tree.

YANG. Yang chun j* the name of a tree.

SHA.

The name of a plant. Read She, and See", A certain fruit.

Trees, some say Brush wood. Name

of a small fruit like a chesnut.

P'HANG, and Pang. A support attach-

ed to the side of a bow; to propel a boat. Read Pang,

A splinter
of wood. The rule or order in which literati

are chosen and officers selected, is called Pang. Used to

denote a fleet of boats, or ships. Peaou pang iffi
|?fe

to publish the names of the graduates to become notorious,

in a bad sense. Ting pang j^* to attain
literary rank,

that of Keu-jin. Yin pang chuen
jj&

a fleet of

boats, or ships. Pang che
' & to flog, bastinade. Pang

yen 1

FJJJJ
second person from the top of the literati. Same

as i^ Pang.
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An erroneous form of g Tsin.

YUEN. Name of a tree, the bark of which

it edible, and is said to resemble sweet plantains. The fruit

resembles sugar cane; and both the rind and the kernel

are edible.

Same as Tsze.

the name of aMING. Ming cha

fruit, said to be a species of quince. Tea, procured late

in the season.

PE. The name of a wood.

SO, and Sih. The name of a tree; the

branches f a tree growing upwards. The name of a wood

fit for cartwrights and turners to make bowls of.

*

*

WOO.

A wood adapted to make the shafts of arrows.

SOO. A vessel not yet polished and ornamented.

TSUY. A joint or knot in wood.

Same as J& Tsze.

Vulgar form of&lKea. A stand or frtroe on

which to lay or hang things; a ease, as for books frames of

pictures , a fold of a screen. To place on a stand.

YAO U. The motion of a tree ; the name of a

large tree, on which grow out other trees.

u

TSElH. Name of a finegrained wood

K'HEE.

A stick in the wall for a fowl to roost on.

V

SE1H. The name of a wood.

HWANG. A table or eoucb for reading at

A window illumined by white silk.

lYAJM. A beater with which to frame mud

walls. The trunk of a tree; a handle; a railing at the t.(

of a well.

r Jiil. Name of a wood, the seeds of which arc

edible. H is an elegant wood, and was former); called Win

muh^ "fa.

'
l ''e beautiful grained wood.' Fei tsze

MjB -J-

the fruit of the Fei tree, said to be like the Pistachia nut.

MA. A transverse piece of wood at the head of

a bed. Ma
tszei8|^ a piece of wood, applied to the fit:

or otherwise, to steady any thing.

PART I. VOL. II. 4 I
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CHA, and Chae.

An uU-nsil for compressing and defecating oil or wine.

K'HEEN. A sort of granary.

KEUNG. A deep small boat. Keung sung

:i .irt stable appearance.

HO. 4 something with which to support any thins;

which is bent by force ; that which keeps it in its position ,

which adjusts a bow, or puts it in form ; a crossbow.

SUN. To point a piece of wood and fit it to

enter an aperture; a tenon. Sun tow^ r>j|
the end of a

piece of wood fitted to a hole ; a wooden spike.

The beam of a house top, lying

lengthwise, at the highest part of the roof.

YUEN, and Wei. An utensil for righting

silk; that on a bell which is suspended. A surname.

ung tsze ' the name of a wild red berry.

An ancient form of pf Chin.

TSO. Name of a tree.

Same as fit Muh.

TL. A pestle or beater for pounding rice

SEAY.

A roof or covering supported bj pillars, having no walls

nor doors ; a place for military exercises ; a military school.

To place; to store up things; a case for, or place to lay up

musical instruments. Tae seay ijjif fljj-
3 raised mound or

terrace with trees about it.

From the glow of two fires spread over wood. The name pf

a tree; the beams which support the wide spread eves or wings

of a Chinese house; gay, splendid flowers. Honor; rank;

glory. Name of a district. A surname. Yung fang chin tsze

^ /J pfv ~1
an a8tr nomer. Yung hwa foo kwei yen

tse'en hwa
|

gig ^ Jlr
BR "B|T ^^ splendor, riches.^nd

honors, are merely a flower before the eyes.

A tree first rising out of the ground ; an

erect appearance. LS she ^ jjf}j
a sort of pirot on which

a Chinese door turns.

CUE. The base of a pillar; anciently made of

wood; for which stone is now used.

u

WUH. W8h p /^ |fj?
name of a fruit that

grows in the north. Read Win, Fir wood; a root; a pillar ,

luxuriant growth of tree.
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SUY, Tsuy, and Shwae.

The name of a wood ; certain carved beams about a house.

HAN

An utcniil for transmitting water. Same as lit Keen.

T'HING

Ling ting rj^ ijff
the appearance of a long stream of water.

Vulgar form of |ji Lew.

JUNG. The name of a wood.

T'HANG, The name of a tree. A bowl.

A plank laid across a stream for foot

passengers; a wooden bridge placed by the government, and at

which atoll is taken.

KEE A machine for raising water.

HWAN

A wooden bowl ; the wood tor bowls not yet split up.

SZE. A wild peach ; a fruit that resembles a

peach but is smaller. A trencher or shallow uteniil to receive

other things on.

NEU. A sort of rake.

CHAE.

A rotten tree sprouting out from the root again.

PE. A sort of railing. The lintel of a door.

SUING. A. certain part of a loom.

SIN, or Shing.

L'liuriant growth of plunts and trees.

I A. From mood, a covering, and fealhen. A

couch or bed; a long narrow bed. A certain kind of touch.

Crooked trees or timber; an utensil

.suspended to a buffalo's nose.

HE. The name of a wood with a small leaf,

and that resembles the ^ Tan. A bundle.

o

l'HO. A wine vessel ; also a vessel to contain

water. A sort of creeping plant, the fruit of which is ripe

once in three years.

KWUH, Or Klill A wood that is fitted to

make the shaft* of arrows. The wood is white as a bone, and

is used by the people of the south for making certain vessels.
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Same as ^ Leu. HA hi. A wooden Tesiel to contain

t
wine.

w-^'
K'Hil<. The name of a wood that grows to

a large iize in three years.

K'HAOU. Rotten wood j dried fish. Name

of a medicine; used also for a particular sort of bamboo.

Koo kaou rotten, applied chiefly to wood.

Same as the preceding.

Same as Chin.

SUN. Kung sun /fe ]jf&
the name of a tree.

A liasin or platter to wash in, or to drink out of. Pwan 13

SEUN, or Sun, and Shun.

.Another name of the lul Chun wood.

S
KIH. That part of a large carriage to which

the horses' power is applied ; the kernel or stone of fruit.

1 HAOU. The name of a tree; a long spar.

Same as Tsan.

.

TEEN TI,'OKin. The top and tapering *raall part

of a tree A tree lying on the ground. Read Chin, Trees

growing close together ; the roots of trees pressing against

each other.

PE, Or Pei. The name of a tree that grows

in the west of China, which in the eighth moon produces a

substance like salt in appearance, and of a pleasant sour taite.

NUW . An instrument of husbandry for hoeing.

T1H.

A stake to fasten any thing to, or a pin in the wall.

TSE1H.

Transverse beams on the tops of post* or pillan.

!. ,

Same as *^ Saou.

A hirge wood fitted for the handles of hoes and spades.

KOW . To cover as with the beams of a house ;

the wooden frame of a house ; to unite or join together;

the junction of the sexes ; to finish or complete; to con-
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nett together and cause to arise, ai fire. Keac kow

to open or separate, referring to by-standcrs peeping and

making their remarks which cause disscntion.

SO- A long sort of spear. Ch 5

a certain play at chess.

CH'HUY. To strike; to knock; a wooden

beater; a pestle; a club; a drumstick ; to heat or strike with

a club or drumstick. A certain piece of wood employed in

the culture of silk worms. Mfih chuy TK" *:
.S a wooden

beater, used in washing clothes.

1 S IT EIA IN Li. A' long piece of wood sharp-

ened at both ends with which to attack banditti. A lance; a

spear ; to oppose ; to withstand ; a certain vessel. A surname.

\

OH A. To pare or hew wood or trees aslant.

to pare; to hew; to fell.

K'HEEN. A door; a post at the side of a

window. Read Le'en, Leen lung iB? HE a sort of cage for
Wl1 laai

animals, lying sheltered below a covering. Read Keen, A

particular sort of grain. Read Han, A sort of dish.

Same as ifo Chen.

An ancient form of m Mei.

KE- The name of a wood.

P1RT I. VOL. II. 5 A

HWAE. Katun of a tree, which i aid to hate

a large black leaf. Hwae hwa
j$^/i

* ipecimen of lhi in

flower, wai the Anagyris Fcctida ; the Pa pac of Loureira , p.

1st. (Mr. L.) Some consider the Hwae hwa 1 ^ffi to be

Sennn. The name of an animal. A surname. Taou hwae

the name of a country.

SO

The name ofa tree. Some me this word to denote a railing.

Same as J Sung.

Same as Keac.

CHE.

To pierce ; to stab ; that which pierces ; a thorn.

T'HUN. An instrument of husbandry.

Same as 4j Tsoo.

CHUY. A sort of roller to itretcb atbing out.

Same as *fj Heuh.

SHOO. An ancient form of fat Shoo.
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An ancient form of 7K Pun.

ELEVEN STROKES

? L1H. A firm strong wood ; a weapoa or club.

** To take up any thing with sticks, used as

nippers ; to contain in.

LEjfc/JV. Hoo leen
j|fl te| a vessel used to

contain the flesh of victims, used in sacrifice. A small apart-

ment by the side of an upper room. A wooden bar to fasten a

door.

1 to U Y. A small coffin used for the bones col-

lected at a second interment long after death.

YUNG. Name ofa wood. A stand for weapons.

.. \

. From to cut and wood Blocks on

which characters are to be cut for printing books. Keen tse'en

HB 4 a tablet on which is writing.

Same as ffi Tsin.

.KAE. A piece of wood with which the grain in

a bushel is levelled when measuring it, vulgarly called
3|* ^l]

Tow kwi. To level ; to reduce to a level ; to adjust ; to pro-

voke resentment. Ta kae -4^ B& or Ta sefih -^ ffpa large

nui^h or general levelling; not levelled with minute care,

generally speaking.

KAE.

Same as the preceding. Also, the name of a cup.

u

PEIH. A tree or timber.

Same as Ko.

KEEN. The name ofa plant used by conjurers-,

the particular name of some of their tricks.

CHUEN, or Twan. RoUDd . a hearte .

CHA. Old tea leaves. Read To, The name of

a wood of the leaves of which a drink is made.

TSUH. A wood used by cartwrights. Leaves

T * ^
of a tree falling; to arrive at. The appearance of branches

without leaves.

u

SAN. Long tall trees; tall branchless trees j

1^
fishing stakes planted in the water in order to catch fish.

TS'HUY. A wood fitted for making ra8s

W W

of. Read Tsuy, Trees or timber crowded together.
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HWA. A broad large bell.

NE1H. Name of a tree in the south, which

grows in the south and flower* after three thousand year* j

it it a thousand cubits high and bears fruit after nine

thousand years.

PUNG. Luxuriant growth of plants and trees.

YEW. To heap up the fuel at a sacrifice.

HUH. Hah suh ISA ttjf the name of a wood.

Same as Seuen.

' ' A cross piece of wood before a bed ;

the boards of a bed on which a mat is laid.

TSEANG. From to take and boat. An oar;

a short oar crosswise; to row a boat. A handle or shaft.

HOO.

An utensil for taking fish. A case to put papers in.

i%4

1 1WAN. Woo hwan the name of a

tree, Sapindus (Japonica .'), the fruit is used to clean things,

and the black stones are used for beads.

KWEI A sort of basket.

YE, Of Ne'e", Wei ntC
ffc

k unsteady.

applied to a carriage. Same at Rsl NeC. Also the centre
1>T*I

or buH's eye of a target.

E. Branches rubbing against each other.

I

Name of a wood; a machine fur drawing water.

PEI. A surname; a board or plank.

PANG. A big stick, or wooden club.

K'HANG

Rang leang |^^ empl, voidj a hollow beam.

SUH. Name of a wood

An ancient form of tS Kwei.

KWEI. \anie of a wood fit for making bowt

of. The wood steeped in water forms an ink which docs not fade.

TAB. A sort of beater or mallet.
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tx
nr plastered. To covet. Mwan inwan

formed operas or plays. Ya e yew shth, kae pe haou jin shing

TSAOl 1

From .rf and I. mrrt together. ,

chflh - urh "ae w5 "' ** Uelh m e
1

A manger out of which several horses eat ; a sort of canal

where liquor is run oft', a place where wine is sold; the name

of a wood ;of a fruit, and of a musical instrument, a receiver

ii which lea leaf is bioken and pounded for certain purposes.

MWAN . That with which a thing is daubed

.S to plaster over

and make even. Name of a wood with spines.

KIN. Name of a tree ; a handle to.

TElrl. The part of a roof which hangs over

outside the wall, the eve*. An utensil for winding silk. Read

Chih, A heater.

u

TS'HEIH. The varnish tree ; a wood fitted

for making staffs. The name of a terrace.

CHWANG. A certain club or weapon. Miih

ch wang ~fr ife a post stuck into the ground ;
to hit ; to strike

a stick placed so as to sustain what is hung upon it. Other-

VM,.-read Chung and Tang. Ta chwang 1fJ ]
to drive a

ato the ground.

t*

YO.

^
\ generic term for all sorti of music and any instrument;

Music is much talked about by ancient Chinese writers. A

surname. Read LS, Joy ; delight. Y5 kung pun yu sze che

4$; J^xf^ ffi -J^ j^[ (Imperial) musicians do not rank

with government officers. Ke y5
jff^ |

whores who per-

music assist eating, for the stomach delights in the sound

of silk and bamboo instruments ;
as soon as the ear hears them,

the stomach grinds.

LANG. The name of a wood.

TOW. Name of a wood ,
a tree itanding i

the ground without branches.

Same as tf Che.

CHIN. Chin
|$!^ to run hither and

thither on the business of life. The sound of the second cha-

racter is not known.

TS'HUNG.

Name of a certain tree; to rush against. A surname

LE. A wild pear.

An abbreviated form of
|j|

Tseen. Keun tseen

name of a tree.

SEW. The name of a tree.

HING. The haftof a chissel.
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HAN. One fnyi A vate with handler To form

w

uteniil that contains clothei.

KEA. The name of a wood.

CHE. An exuberance of trees and plant).

SHVVANG.

N'arae of a wood ; alto luxuriant foliage.

KAN. A handle; a haft or shaft.

FAN. Hemmed io by a surrounding fence or

obttruction ; unable to progrett; confuted, mixed, blended.

The name of a place. A turname.

T'HUNG. The name of a tree.

KWAN. Trees growing in a clump.

SO. Name of a tree.

TSEIH. Name of a wood.

SUH. A manger.

I. VOL. II.

PE

I'e szc
>jj^ ^Ijj

trees growing entwined in a confined manner.

G AOU. Boati or other vetted connected by

their hcadi; or a certain piece of wood by which they are con-

nected.

>Mi.~ TSAN, Or Chan. Nameofa trecaod of a

fruit. Read Shan, A mattrett fur a bed.

CHUN, or Shun. Name of a tree.

ft
trees and plants waving in the wind.

CHA. Name of a tree. Read S5, The tound of

IjUY. A sort of platter with partitions. Some-

thing placed under the feet to climb hills. Read Lo, Name of

a tree.

Same as fil Loo.

LEANG. The mast of a boat.

MEIH, A fragrant wood (the wood from which

the
y

5i Chin heang, or Lignum aloes, it procured.

PE. The name of a wood.
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u Pi)er hou 'e *
an

stairs room. To collect together. A surname. Form* part

of the name of a country. Te kelow a 4> ML. which story?
7\ 9 ^vc 13%

which flight of rooms .' Fei low
^ju$

I a certain military car-

riage or chariot of war. Ching low mf the apartments

above the gate of a walled city. Tsin low &
'[

the summit

of a pointed hill or mountain.

E. A sort of black wood with veins.

Same as ^j Poo.

TSAOU. A sort of loft for a watch house in

marshy grounds, to take care of the plants. A sort of net used

by fishermen. Ming tsaou tseu6 -m M a short life.

Vulgar form of^ Pe.

SVJH.

Small lender trees. Sfih pi name of a tree.

Same as the preceding.

Neither the sense nor the sound is known; some

think it denotes the branches of trees rustling against each other.

HWA. A certain wood ; a wood, the substance

and bark of which is like varnish, and its leaves stinking; when

large, it is full of protuberances which make it unfit for use; and

when small it is so crooked as to be useless. Choo leih yung

tsar JS VK Bf JKJf an ordinary material; useless as the treesY& ITN Im 'vi

Cho.> and Leth. Used by statesmen to represent themselves

when writing in an affected tone of humility to the emperor.

Same as the preceding.

Same as ra* ChSng or Tsang. The noise made in
IA

felling tress. Read Tang, To oppose.

I *r v

jtWf O. e no i|r ifi luxuriant
j plenty of plants

ft w fJf "^ i 3**

|>1^V
and trees; the long delicate slender branches of trees.

PEAOU. The highest point of a tree; the

point opposite to the root
; a branch highy situated

-,
a signal

port; a sign board ; a streamer; a streamer as a signal on the

end of a pole ; a warrant from government ; to inscribe or

insert in a book.

LUH. The name of a tree. Luh loo

a machine for raising water. Read Tub, A kind of preis to

contain thins in.

Same as pi Se.

KEW. Treen, or branches of trees bend ing

or crooked downwards; to twist; to twine; laid transversely.

Kew lew i|&VHF flowing in a winding circular course. Read

Mew, A man's name.

LAOU, and Leaou. The name of a wood.
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Same as Lfa Chay, A species of mulberry tree.

Same as Haou.

CHA. Name of a tree; and of a fruit resembling

a pear but sour, one of these blended with a hundred Xm

She, which are at first as hard as a stone, forms a red soft

mass, which is called J^t I'm Hung she.

CH'HOO. The centre of motion; a hinge;

what is central; fundamental j indispensable; the north polar

st ir is called Teen choo ^r /N|J
the hinge of heaven ; the

first star of Pih-tow
Jj' JJ*

Ursa Major. The name of a

wood ; name of a sacifice. To twist and distress tlie mind.

CHANG. Chang shoo ^ j|jj|
Chang mSh

I /fc" H.ang ch.mg i
4

the camphor tree; it grows

Tcry large at Sin-kin
=|jj- j^

in the province of Keang-se.

MUN, or Mwail. A certain tree. The

appearance of the sap oozing out. The name of a country;

and of a hill.

MOO. A pattern or mould; the former man-

ner of; external figure. A surname. Moo tsze M. Hp a
ly^ >r

form to be imiUted ; a pattern. Moo yang ii&
j

a pattern.

HAN.

A pice of wood with which a measure is levelled.

MUH.

The name of a bird. Same as J& Naou-
nTTJ

;r I AMd. A rule; pattern. Fathion j man-

ncr ; way. Moo yang JKS 13J m inner ; modi-
; apprarance.

T>Jii mo yang ^5 J>Uc

< how? in what m.inm r Yang

szc 1 JH! every form of business or affair. Yang Uze

-j*
a pattern; a sample ; a muster. Read Seang, in tbe sense

of Scang.

LE.

The name of a tree, of which large ropes arc made.

Y1NG- A footstool ; a sort of cheit or trunk.

Read King, A sort of pillow to arouse or awaken attention.

The name of a wood; the handle of an awl, the circular part

of the handle of a sword.

1 LAOU. A small twig; a branch, proceed-

ing from a branch , long and slender , a string or line. Name

of a wood and of a nation. A surname. Divisions of; items.

Same as iff Hea.

PUNG

Laths placed above the beams of a house.

Tbe sound is not known. Chin

and hurried in tbe affairs of life.
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CriOO. An instrument to lunestringi.

PE. The small top of a tree.

KWANG. A full net.

Original form of 7 Kang-.

TIH. The name of a tree.

SIN. Many; much.

Same as m Huh.

TWELVE STROKES

URH, Or Ct. Name of a sour fruit ; a species

of Cunarium. Read Che, A sort of stop for a wheel.

SIN, or Tsin. The name of a wood.

TSEAOU. iff? j{t^^ X$
From wood and to burn. Scattered wood fit for fuel

;

cutler of fuel; a wood-man.

CHTH.

A stake ; a stake to tie a cow or buffalo to.

1 SOW. planli and treei growing up from

needs in a bush or clump.

Same as $ Tsuy.

I*.
TSUNG. A forest of trees.

A form of Tae.

Same as sfi Leih.

P'HO.

Plain, hard, close wood, metaphorically applied to the dis-

positions and characters of men ; any utensil not yet finished ,

the matter or substance of. without the finishing gloss or orna-

ments.

OrlOO. A generic term for all plants that grow

erect; a tree; to set on end ; to erect; as a tree; to plant; to hang

upon a pole; a door screen; the name of an animal ; a surname.

Shoo ta chaou fung *nT -Jf l3
6jt large trees invite the

wind ; i. e. rich men are objects of extortion,

HWA. Name of a wood of the bark of which

candles may be made; caps also are made of it, aud bows.,

Read KeJ, A drum.
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K'HWE I. The name of a tree.

Same as ti Tsin.

TSUN. A wine vessel; luxuriant herbage <

foliage; to stop; to desist.

Same as D TS.

YUE.

Two trees inclining so at to crow each other and form a shade.

Same as the preceding.

CH EN. A wood of which comb may be made.

The side of a coffin under certain circumstances.

HE, and Hae. Name ofa tree.

I

Same as t Chun, or Shun.

T'HEEN. The grain of wood close and hard.

PA. A large vessel to navigate the seas. Read

\'S, in the same sense. Read Fow, The lop of a pillar.

PART I. VOL, II. 5 c

FEI. A certain wood. Same as
Ijfr

Fei.

TSZE.

Tsze hwuy * Hga "ood that bean an edible fruit.

Same as the preceding.

KAN.

Name of a wood which come) from Cocbincbioi.

Same as 1* Moo.

WOO. Luxuriant ; abundant.

1. The appearance of trees shaking ; a wood of

which stringed instruments may be made.

CHUY.

To pound or beat over again. To give thanks.

K'HEAOU. A kind of sledge for travelling

through miry places, said to have been used by the great

Yu, who removed the waters of the Deluge.

JAOU, and NaOU. Tall, slender, curved

trees or wood. Delicate j weak ; elegant ; crooked , distorted ;

applied to things, to morals, or to evidence. An oar
;
to row.
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. .

Same as fy Kiie.

SZE. Wood fuel.

SE.

Pe se life iftt trees growing entwined in a confused manner.

Same as She.

Same as the preceding.

LIN. The name of a wood ; the bark of a

tree. The threshold of a door. Stones or tiles arranged

regularly.

LEW. Shi h lew the pomegranate.

Lew ho
jj

the fire of the pomegranate, denotes its flower.

Lew lew the name of an animal.

KEEN, or Han. Large tree or timber.

m HEEN. The name of a wood.

K'HEAOU. A plank ;
a plank laid across

a stream. A bridge; any utensil which has a cross-bar. Name

of a wood. A surname. Used to denote Proud; perverse j

insolent. Forms part of the name of a place. Used for a

carriage, Rapid motion. Keiih keaou
JjjJ |

to bend a

bridge, denotes great strength.

JUN. The name of a wood.

Same as |$j Chun.

uC

7k>TV. FAN. A solid strong wood, which has no

flowers. A particular wood.

CHEN.

A protuberant swelling. Read K'heen, The name of a fruit.

:-'

1 HU. A bag without a bottom ; a small bag

like a pudding open at both ends. To mould or fashion

utensils. An utensil for containing clothes and food.

\

LAOU . The cross beam at the eves of a house.

The arched cover of a carriage, formerly denoted a bow;

a splinter or portion of wood. Read Leaou, A corering

for bones.

PEAOU.

The appearance of being widely extended.

*^fl Same as IS- Wan. Read Nwan, The regular noise

of beaters or pestles working.

I UN. Name of a wood; the veins of wood.
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Cll'HL. A certain fruit of the plumb kind.

Same as
Jjjgi

Tsan.

SHUN. Name of a pretty flowering plant,

which is remarkable tor its fading toon, it blossoms in the

morning and dies before night, otherwise called

Muh kin.

The covering of a coffin. Read Tun, Rotten.

H

TA. T$ IS SJ name of a fruit tree.

CHANG, or Tsang. An inclined post;

support placed; a pole; to push with a polej to pole a boat.

Chwa chang chfih kaou
||J ^ *ft^ to grasp the bamboo

pole, is a cant term for intriguing. Tslng loo
jjg |^ to pole

across a river ; to intrigue.

Same as ^ Ke\v.

HOO. Name of a fruit.

TSUY. Faded; rotten wood.

Urh.

T'HANG, and ChSng.

Some part of a
carriage. A pillar.

MANG, or Ming.

The name of a wood. The heart of a tree.

Same as
/Jffl Yay.

Same as
jjj Urh,

IS

KEUH. Name of a fruit pro(] uced in Keaos .

nan, and which grows in winter ; it is ,,f the orange .(jeciei, and

is pr eserved with sugar.

TSANG, or Chang. From wood and /,

ascend. One of the tpecies of orange, that called the cooli*

orange. Read Ting, A sort of seat or small table.

TETH.

The eves over a door way. The name of a wood.

SUH, and Shaou. The appearance of tall

trees; an exuberance of herbage and wood. The name of a

wood.

KEUE. The threshold and door posts. Yih

keu i tef a post in the ground for fastening a cow to. A

hit for a horse's bridle. A stick for beating a large drum ;

to rouse the beasts of the forest

Same as the preceding.
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yKl7 VIM. Name of a wood, of which the large trees

are fit for coffiiu, and the small ones for arrows.

J-35 T'HAN, Teen, and Chin.

A transverse beam of a roof near the evts. A stake or

wooden pin, used in the breeding of the silk-worm. Certain ashes

of a wood used as a dye. Read Sin, A certain staff or shaft.

LUY. The fruit of trees.

H VVUY, and He. The name of a wood.

KE. That from which motion issues , the spring

that originates motion; changes or permutations ;
the subtile

matter in nature. Name of a star. Name of a tree. Ke wei

Jg HI the end of a web.

NO, and Lo. no luxuriant

growth of plants or trees ; the appearance of a slender branch.

EiEI
Pyl KEU, and Heu. An instrument of husbandry

<>f the spade or hoe kind.

SEANG. The oalc. Seang kwo
ffi^ an

arorn Seang leTh 3l a chesnut.

\

T'HO, and Wo. An utensil narrow and

long; also a round and long utensil is called T'ho: the word

originally refers to some utensils used in carriages.

^Zx

N1NG. The name of a wood.

NO. A short spar on the top of a heara.

JUY.

The name of a tree; to hang pendant down

Same as *H Taou.

LOO. The name of a tree.

PA. Name of a fruit.

KEUEN. Name of a tree that grows on the

northwest side of China, of the bark and leaves of which

garments are made.

SEIH. Wooden shoes.

SHOO. The name of a wood.

An ancient form of jig Liih.

lit
^VEfTj T'HUNG. The name of a wood of the flowers

lit
of which cloth may be made. A section or piece of timber.
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He nl Chung, A dangerous line of carriage* ; a po*t, or the

extreme part of a tent ; to pierce or itab.

YE. The appearance of moving.

Same as wj Yen, or Gao.

Original form of j^ Shing.

E.

Name of a famous burse mentioned in ancient history.

K'HbEN. The name of a tree.

TSEEN.

Thr name of a small chesnut. A wild plum.

Same as H Chuh, or Shuh.

TSAJNCr. A bouse formed by fuel piled up j

such as existed in ancient times. A pig stye; a 'table,

PUN.

A certain wood ; timbers at the side of a boat ; a raft.

J EN. A sour small fruit , a dye. Jen chc

Y^ 3^ a fragrant herb.

I. VOL. II. 5 o

KEUNG. The name of a wood.

>
a9

TSUNG

Tung tsung a small cae to contain ch.|

WO, Branches hanging clou M

rThis
character occurs in a piece of ancient com-

J
position ; but neither the sense nor the sound are known.

HUNG, Hang, and Hwang.

A transverse bar ; crosswise, or athwart; figuratively

Perverse; unreasonable. Name of a star; name of a district,

and of a plant; a surname; name of a sign in divination.

Tsung hing
/jjjj ;jjjf

or Tsung hing
|ffl J

lengthwie and

transverse lines running east and west, and north and south i

according with, and thwarting, either by fair or foul means.

Hung kQh |^ ^ the os pubis, or share bone. Hung, low

[

im a bawdy house, kept in a boat.

TSIN, and Tseen ; Shin, and She

Same as
|^l

Tsin. An accumulation of wood ia the

water, designed to catch fish.

SIH. Luxuriant foliage.

CHE. The branches of a tr
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KOO, and K'hoo. The name of a tree;

a tree spreading its hranrhei in every direction.

P'HAOU. A lacker or varnish formed by a

niixturi- of red and black. Read Hwan, A mixture of varnish

and astir-, a preparation used by potters.

Same as $p Lew.

I'h:- illow ; used in reference to the ornaments of a coffin.

CHI IN. The transverse spoke on which a

l'hine>e heater for pounding grain moves.

P E. To settle on and roost.

LAOU.

An instrument of husbandry for rubbing over the ground.

CHUEN. The name of a wood.

t Same as f Yuli

Same as 5 Keang.

Bi
,

Same as i Kang.

An ancient form of^ Shoo,

u

AjI^lH.. Name of a tree in Keang-nan and

Shao-tung provinces, which grows wild and bears a sour fruit.

HAOU. A certain wood.

Same as 2c Fun.

An ancient form of fflE Woo.

TSAOU.

From east to east; one complete revolution of the heavens.

CH'HE. Divided silkworms.

T'HUN. The branches of trees hanging down.

THIRTEEN STROKES.

II

TA. That which lets off water.

. A rail or beam,- cross-ban or lattice

work of a window. Hung ling^ ipS.
certain crou-bars of a

door or window. Yen ling ifS a transverse beam below

the evei of a house.
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KEU. A hedge, or fence.

CHOW, or Choo, and Sow.

A hollow part at the end of an axle of a carriage. Read

Tsaou, A certain instrument of husbandry. Read Saou, A

long appearance.

Kt/AJNCi. Name of a wood. A bar or beam ;

the handle of a hoe. A certain bar by the side of a carriage.

Name of a hill. Keang keang JM jffi strong; abundant.

T'HAN. The name of a wood.

An erroneous form of fl Hwa.

m i 'HAIN . The name of a wood, and of a district.

A surname. The name of an individual. Tsze tan

a certain red wood used by the Chinese for making furniture.

Pih tan Q I white sandal wood. Hwang tan
-D^ yellow

sandal wood. Tan mQh
'[

'-k or Tan heang 1 ^ sandal

wood.

t> LIN. A cross beam at the top of a bouse.

NUNG. The name ofa tree or wood.

YIN. A sort of square and rule. Originally

written Im Yin, The top beam of the roof of a house.

Same as T8.

HAN. A rrack in wood.

TS'HO. Coarse grained bark of \\oc.d

HEIH. A government order, written on pircn

of about a cubit longi the utmost despatch was indi.

cited liy sticking a feather in them, which were ih-n called

*M VA ^ u 'ne' n "astc; cxpedilion. To give clear and ex-

plicit orders. The branchless lop of a tree. Chang hcTh
Jj^

a kind of passport given to people to allow them to re-

turn home.

LEEN.

An appellation denoting meritorious diligence.

Same as $ Sha

SUY. A small coffin.

TSUY. To beat or pound something with

wood. Tsuy le
jff 7p the name of a place.

Original form of ~$ Shan.

Originally written |^| Loo.
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SHUH. Name of a wood resembling the wil-

low, having a large leaf of a reddish colour.

^H\H|

SEUEN. A round table to eat at. Read

>euen, To bind with cord the end of an axle. An utensil used

fur planting trees.

KUNG. A shelf ; a small cup Read Tan, A

kind of chest or box. A cover for the head ;a lid or cover.

1 hAN . The name of a certain tree or wood.

CH'HliNG. From tree, and Shing, intuitive

knowledge. A river willow; a willow which grows by the side

of a river, and whose bark is of a reddish colour. It exhibits

nusual sensibility to the approach of rain, from which

Same as Chih,

TSUY. To be overthrown and hurt.

Y1H. Name of a wood used in making bows.

K'HIN. Lin kin the fruit Loquat.

circumstance it has derived its name. The name of a place.

TS1H. The name of a wood.

KAN. The name of a wood.
'

pqfp
A cart or carriage with straight sides.

Same as Po.

A small fuller in a box on which Chinese

carpenters wind their marking line, A roller round which

the rope of a well winds.

_
I-"J-^

YEN. A transverse beam below the eveiof

a roof; or a roof over a gateway. The name of a

LUY. The name of a wood; to hurl stones

down a precipice, or from a higher to a lower place; stones

striking against each other.

CHUEN.

A certain wood. Read Tsuy, To carve or cutaway.

b UNG. The wind passing over the tops of

trera. A syllable used by the Budh sect. An ancient form

of Fung Ira. wind.

TS'HEIH, and Selli.
T-ie*|
vis:

A wood fit for making staffs.
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JL HWUY. A large pepper tree.

\ ANCi. Namcofa wond , u wooden couch ;

i rrl tin transverse beams of a house.

BUY.
jjftf

The name of a fine grained wood; pliant or obedient.

PEAOU, or P'haou.

The appearance of a bag stretched wide open.

3 ;
o

P1H. A yellow wood of which the bark forms

a dye. There is a small sort that resembles a pomegranate

with a yellow bitter bark.
^*"B

Same as the preceding.

TING. A sort of flail.

. . \j

TEE. Boards placed against the wallt of a

house inside, about the height of a man from the ground.

/

KWEI, Or Kwae. A large durable kind

of wood, fit for making coffins and boats of. Certain ornaments

of a coffin. Name of an ancient slate.

Same as i Tsee.

name of a wood. A

IVIIN. Wood that makrt .1 limit or an obflrur-

lion, a bar of a door.

TSOO. Rea UIMI

vulgar form of
2j

Tsoo.

UHWA. A snitch or whip. Ma chna

a horse-whip, or a switch for a horse; a lath.

ffe
r=r Same as $f He.

PART I VOL. II. 5 i

KEAE. A certain tree, the leaf of which i*

with areca nut; it has a certain flavor that nnitei

with the areca nut.

\

KEA. A small shrub; the leaf of which rnaket

a bitter infusion or tea.

K'HING. An utensil for adjusting a bow,

when putting on the string; a stand against the wall for

placing a lamp on; applied to the name of a piece of poetry.

King tsze 3R -"T- a certain stand.

Same as the preceding.

KEEN. A sort of envelope or cover of an of-

ficial letter j to sort; to put the same kind together; to ar-

range ; to make ;
to compose ;

title or label containing the

title of a book. A surname.
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CHIH, or Tslh ; T5, and Tth.

A hard wood of which thumb-rings to shoot with are made.

Read Shih, The name of a fruit. Read Too, The tiger.

CHA. The name of a wood.

T'HOW. The name of a place.

TSEANG. A certain par ID a boat or ship

to which the sail is attached to the mat.

TAOU. The name of a wood.

Same as fix Yu,
Fv
B

E. To lay a boat or other reisel alongside a

bank; straight, leauing against. One says, A pole erected as

a s
;

gnal.

Same as #$ Yue.

PEAOU.

SHE. Name of a wood.

SA. Rotten wood.

Same as > Yew.

To exhibit ; to manifest as by a flag or signal. A raau's name.

SUNG. Tung sung ffi |j|
a case to put

chop-sticks into. A small cage.

LO. Name of a wood fit for making arrow hfti.

Same as Chuen.

3jp* CHEN, Or Shen. The name of a wood.

TSEIH. The name of a wood.

An ancient form of f| Tsin.

FOURTEEN STROKES.

PAE. A raft. Read Pei, The name of a wod.

-

CH'HA. Name of a wood. Cha cha tsze

"?. name of a fruit.

YIN. The name of* wood of white colcur.
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MUNG. Name of a tree wrth yellow leaves;

the Mango tree. Mung kwo

Mangifera Indica. Mung slh

mangoci ; fruit of the

lemon colour.

I
HWAN. The name of a wood.

T'HAOU, and Ch'how.m
To cut down wood; to pierce) to slab ; a certain wood

deemed useless and pernicious. A certain auspicious animal ;

a foolish ignorant appearance. A certain ominous plant.

A man's name. Read Taou, A coffin. Taou wiih iMI JiT

a ra.in's name; name of an animal. A savage, cruel, and iu-

coinpurablj hideous appearance. Name of a certain historical

work.

Same as Kung.

Vulgar form of @ Hoo.

* Same as
Tjjjfc

Gae. Name of a wood ; impediment;

K.

bars which shut or close, and so impede the passage.

Used for
j|S E, in the books of the Budh sect.

The appearance of plants and trees

open and apart from each other.

T'HAE . The name of a wood.

TUY.

A sort of box or chest placed crosswise in a carriage.

SO. The name of a district.

Vulgar form of
tfjfc Chan,

..

MEEN. A tree that has seeds like chesout*.

The young tender leaves called Meen ya
i|B

'&. are edible.

u

T'HA. Titi;JdlS?lhenameofatrre.

PUH. The name of a fruit. Firm -,
to embrace

round as creeping plants ; a cluster * a buih or clump of trees.

Read PS, The same as
iJj|

PS.

Same as Ke

f
KIN, Close fine grained woods

3ET TS1N, and Tseen.

DC
A vessel of the dish or basin kind.

M An erroneous form of fei Peaoii.

PIN. The areca or betel nut tree. Pin lang

jarecaor betel nut, of which there are various preparation!.
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PElll. A post or pillar.

TWAN. A large tree.

YEN. A coarse sort of mat.

KAOU. Name of a very bitter wood.

O. A certain wood fit to make cups and

fx|,atl.Ts
of. The same as

Ifp
Hwa.

PEAOU . A long narrow bag open at both ends.

CHAY. Echay |g[ ^v the spirit that presides

over favorable dreams.

-T
Khiji.^1. An utensil for passing off water. A

vulgar form of ^gf Leen.

SSL HEEN, or Han. By Canton people read Lan,

A kind of baluster or perpendicular rails, as below a window;

:< house formed hy open pillars, a cage; a kind of cart with

:i ra^t- on it; cross bar* are called ^g Shun. A certain spring

of water. Laou heen j[E ;K a kind of cage.

YD . Boxes fitted to carry food in, suspended

un a pole between men's shoulders.

KE. The name of a wood. The same aij* Ke.

IN ti. An utensil for dressing or winding silk.

Head Me, The name of a hill. Read LO, A sleeve.

v, \
ft

NANG. A wood, the bark of which is steeped

in wine, and taken medicinally. Ning mung

or lemons.

lime*.

a long appearance; an irregular

-V

appearance. A wood ofwhich stringed instruments may be made.

\

I A'-'. Hard stiff ground ; poor bad land. A

large press to contain things in.

Y1JN. The roof of a house; the pillars and

IAS*
beams that are concealed from sight in the roof.-

NOW, or Juen.

A certain tree from which a tincture is made.

KING, andKeung. A species of hemp plant.

^^
SE, Or Tse. A wood fit for making the

wheels of a large carriage. To cut off timber. Name of a fruit.

I
CH'HAOCJ. An oar by which a bout is impel-

.
led ; an oar applied by the side; to row a boat.
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YEN.

A tort of mulberry tree; a wild mulberry.

Same as the preceding.

Same as To".

Same as ;& Ke

Same as $g Meih.

Name of a fragrant wood.

K 11W til. A box; a press; a (hop-counter;

the name of a hill. Kwei-tung HS lj a drawer which pull*

out, as below a table or counter.

Same as iifr ChunA*
Imi

HWAN.

A bundle; things tied or bound together.

An ancient form of^ Mei.

te PUNG.

The appearance of exuberant plants and treei.

FART I. VOL, 11. 5 I

An ancient form of Hlh.

Same as Chun.

K'HWEI. The north polar star.

LEE. The appearance of tree* thinly planted.

KEU. The same as $| Keu.

PEEN. To pierce the sole of a shoe.

I

Huh sOh
IRi'ljlr

to more or ihake a thing.

PO.

Pin po i|fi IjJf
the name of a fruit, Sterculia Belanghas.

TSEAOU. A bunch of onions,

FIFTEEN STROKES.

SEAY. A table.

Same as | Tse'en.
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..

ME EN. A bourd that covers outside the ends

oi the beam* of the roof of a house.

YEW . An instrument of husbandry to rid

the ground of weeds. A beater to brenk the clod*.

CH 1 H . A certain instrument used to inflict

[M.nishments, or torture the feet. An axe or hatchet.

II WANG. That with which any thing is

kept stretched out. Rails on which weapons are placed. Read

Kwang, A transverse piece of wood on which certain vessels in

temples are placed, also read KS.

tjfl
TSAOU.

Name of a wood ; used also for a manger.

Same as %; Man?;.

FOO. FOO han the name of a wood.

LUH. Name of a tree.

LUY. Name ofa plant, a sort of rattan.

Same as <j& Sa.

LUY.

A particular sort of winecup An ancient wooden sword

.

L'JU. A large shield, the large oar or scull

used in the stern of Chinese boats. A high military carriage.

Loo-koo-lsze Ig! -5J -f-
the name of a fruit.

T'HAN. The name of a wood.

LE. Name of a fruit tree.

Same as Ws Tswan.

Sarne as ,

1-ri,

;

YE, and Lee. The ends of an axle, the

sides of .1 boat. Name of a creeper. Read Li, A tree from

which an oil is procured of which candles may be made.

LE. The name of a wood.

LEU. Name of a large coarse sort of rattan.

vl"

a mountain forest.

MEE.andMe. A wood . ike a cord , r of

which a cord may be made. Me tel
;

appearance.

.
a imall delicate
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Same as ^i Hwuy.

LEEN.

An ;i|'|K'lhiti(ni of what it good and elegant.

LO. Lo ya i?| ijjjl
a Irceljing aslant.

An ancient form of %fc Tsae.

(JOVV. Name of a wood.

MEEN. A board to conceal the rafters

the roof of a house. Same as
i&j}

Me'en.

[n LEW

The name of a wood. Name of a fruit from Tonkin.

^Jr*^!

1-<EU. A certain wood; also the name of a

hard red wood from Cochiocbina.

rxtr ..

n*QT I
-I SEii. From wood and to regulate. A wood-

1Er
en comb, to put the hair in order. A general term for

combs ; to comb.

KAOU. A covering for a carriage; ar

for bows and for armour ; a quiver.'

Same as |$| Tsi-rri.

SHIN, or Chin. Narnr of H \\ooJ.

X,

An ancient form ofy^ llcCn. and (

SAMi

A wood of which drums an> m ide ,
a drum without the ei.ri-.

v

I LJH. A sort of ca<Cj a ca*e fur aswor.l. a

f t f
srrptre; cases generally j

a r-ifln, the name of a wood A

lur'ji' uowl.

YUEN. The name of a tree and of a fruit.

5^1
LEIH. A certain useless wood neither tit for

the Carpenter nor for fuel. Persons in affected humility era-'

ploy its name as representing themselves. Name of a place,

and of a bird.

FBI, or Fa. A large vessel for navigating

the sea. Name of a tree ; the head of a pillar in a house.

Same as iffl Chih.

CHO- To cut and hew ; a lar^e hoe

Read Choo, The same as ^- Choo.

trr

,
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Same as Sp Pae.

Original form of j^t Cha.

Same as $| Tsung.

TS'HOW. The name of a wood,

CHWANG. To dig up; to dig into.

sow

Sow now trees growing luxuriantly.

Same as
jj| Puh.

CH'HIN. To work and dress hemp.

SIXTEEN STROKES.

Vulgar form of ^j| Tsin.

f^T
^' Name of wood, said to be very durable

Same as J& Yen.

!>*(). A short pillar aborc the beams. Name

ofafruit; the loquat 5 and of a wood.

LEIH, The name of a wood, said to be a kind

of oak. A certain apparatus used in rearing silk worms. A

stable for cows or horses.

Same at of T5. A hollow piece of wood on which

to beatChinese watchmen strike the hours. Keih is

the hours of the watch.

CHOO. A certain wood. Kei cboo :

a kind of wooden tomb-stone ; a piece of wood, with the

name of the deceased upon it, left at the place of interment.

Used in ancient times.

Same as Ying.

LEAOU. A species of fir.

TS'HIN. From wood and

Kwan tsin KB $& a coffin.

SEEN, or Sin.

A tree with a small delicate leaf.

ar It. A inear to. A coffin.

HWAE. Name of a wood, the bark of which

is capable of dragging a boat.
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I!

DIP

HEAOU. The name of an utensil.

GO. Luxuriant herbage or foliage.

TSUY, or Chuy. The name of a P ,a n t .

r

NEAOU. The appearance of a tall weak tree.

soo. A certain wood used iu funning a rod (lit
1

.

PIN. The apple tree. PinkwoJ

apple, brought from the north of China to Canton. Pin po

\ ^ a fruit produced in the south, the Sterculia Balanghas,

the fruit of which is eaten as a substitute for chesnuts.

75th Radical. XVI.

Samr as |i| Le

KHEO.
.

The name of a tree lhat bean a fruit resembling a pumel,,

LUNG.

A kind of cage or railing to keep in animal*.

LiUJMCj. A house or apartment with numeroui

large windows ; a house very open.

I
K'HEEN. The name of a wood.

3 HWAE. A certain wood
; the fruit of which

is eaten, and is considered very strengthening, it yields fra-

grant exhalations.

NEE. The same as. fjSi Nee.

YU. The name of a wood.

irin; LE. The name of a wood.

PART I. VOL. II. 5 c

Same as ff| Hwuy.

KAOU. To propel a boat ; that with which

it ii poled or propelled forwards-.

Same as flfi No.

This word is found in the Budh books, but the

sound is not known , it denotes thai an error in small thing,
will lead to an error in great ones.

SHIN. The fruit of a tree.

H'HAOU Long and large tree or timber.

TEAOU. The name of a tree.
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I u yueii

Same as
Jjg

To. A vessel for transmitting water.

Prf]
an

-T "linK round and lonK. or cylindrical.

LEW. The name of a tree.

An ancient form of $fc Woo.

SEVENTEEN STROKES

Same as ||| Keen.

Same as jjsjk Yu.

I

KEU. The name of a wood.

SEEN. The name of a wood.

SEAOU, and TsCW. Seaou san

luxuriant plants and trees , one says The appearance of plants

and trees falling. Read Sow, or Shaou, The tall appearance

of a tree.

. .

SEE. A particular sort of mat.

SEUEN, and Yuen.

The name of a tree or wood.

I
YING. The name of a fruit. Ying taou

or Han taou
$C a cherry. Choo taou ^ |jj(

or Ch<.o jing ^ |

a very red cherry.

The cross spar of a balustrade
;
a board

to conceal the ends of the rafters of a house.

TSEEN.

The upright posts of a door. Used for 4 Tseen.

SWAN.

A contrivance for fastening a door ; a bar or bolt.

Same as
|gJ

Yin. The hidden beams which support

the roof of a house; the roof itself ; tranquil and at repose.

Yin kw<5
Bs| jjffc

to surround and contain; a certain instrument

used by Carpenters.

& YEW. A tall tree that grows by the sides of

creeks. Employed for Xffl Yew.

.17 HE. A vessel to contain water.

Same as the preceding.

MK
Y1NG. The name of a tree.

Same as $| Tseaou.
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SEANG, OF Jang. Name of a tree, the bark

of which yields a white snbttance, which is bruised and made

into hread, in Cochinchina. Trees by the ide of a road.

This character is found in ancient books, but

neither the sound nor the tense is known.

MEI. A name of the water lily.

I a AIM. The appearance of a tall tree.

NUNG. Same as J| Nung.

PO- The pillar
of a wall. A small post over

the beams of a roof. Read Pih, The name of a wood ; a cer-

tain piece of wood over a door.

CHAN. Name of a certain wood. Same as

'& Chan tsang.I
Chan. A comet is expressed by

Sharp pointed. A water gate.

LAIM. A rail as for support in going up stairs,

or in passing a bridge ; railing to confine animals. The name

of a wood, in which sence it is also read Leuen. New Ian Jfc

ijjyi
a railing to confine cows. Kow Ian /S1 a crooked

TrTJ * I

railing.

Vulgar form of $1 Lan.

LEEN. Yen leen faf Jjjjr
a tree of the

IT!* V0N

leaves of which a drink may be made.

Same asg Yth.

TS'HEAOU

The hemp plant unprepared, in its natural state.

LAOU Hemp.

Same as M Yew.

EIGHTEEN STROKES.

Original form of /g| Peaou

TSUH.

The end ofa carter carriage to which the horses are attached.

LEW.

Foo lew ^^ a certain creeping plant which it edible.

u

TSA. The name of a sea bird.

Same as the following. Also, Tri waring in the

wind ; branches shaken till they become white.
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SH Ei. The branches of tree* sluken by the wind
,

tiees with ponderous leaves and weak branches wave beautiful-

ly : creeping plants.
'..

;

1

CH AOLJ. The remainder of burnt wood.

SHWANG- Paddles for a boat.

CHE. The branches of trees.

CHIN. The bark of a tree j light green.

JUY, orYuy.

The name of a wood. The name of a place.

TSUNG.

A bu'li of underwood or a clump of trees.

KEUEN. Power; authority; temporary or

peculiar circumstances, which like authority compels one to

deviate from a regular course; hence, Tsung keuen

to comply with circumstances.

LUY. Music at funerals,

E. A certain wood.

*

*

I

KELJ. A rake with four teeth. The roots of

trees entwined La a confused manner. An instrument of hus-

bandry.

Same as *f| Yew.

LO. A particular kind of wood used for obtain,

ing fire. To split or rend. Lo ISM | a hedge or fence.
O K I/TV* I M

KEEN. A sort of shelf against the wall.

^ A stake in the ground or a pin in the

wall. Read Kwan, Giving from hand to hand.

u

TSO. A sharp piece of wood.

Same as f& No.

1 belli'. An utensil for rice; to scrape it up.

Same as ita Pae.

LE. A species of wild pear.

YO. The name of?, wood.
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^
"""""

^*Tjj5* Lifii. A small boat. A beam or pillar; name of

n carriage and of a wood.

TSWAN. From wood and to advance. The

haft of a spear ; a number of bamboo poles collected together

and placed around a coffin, after which it is daubed with mud

to appear like a house. Name of a place.

LAOU. The name of a wood.

An erroneous form of Hfl Pa.

LO. The name of a wood.

LWAN. The name of a tree, the wood of

which is said to be yellow, the branches red, and the leaves

green. A kind of railing. The two sides of the mouth ofa

bell. A surname. Applied also to the appearance of bamboos.

An erroneous form of |j Han.

Name of a plant f the found is not known.

TWENTY STROKES.

TANG. An acrid herb, by tome called Chinese

pepper, is produced in Fo-keen. A lort of wooden tub.

PART I. TOL. II. 5 B

NE. An erroneous form of flS No

KO, or Kwo
1

. The name of a wood.

Original form of Jj| Nee.

Same as
|j|j

Keih.

SIN. Wild as uncultivated ground.

LAN. Ran Ian Jfr i^
5
the name of a fruit

resembling the olive, of which there are two varieties ; PTh

Ian
j [

a yellowish sort ; Woo Ian J^ J
a purple kind,

Primela of Loureiro.

Same as Yen.

TBE. Name of a wood ; the cotton tree.

LAN . Name of a tree, and of a place.

LU I .

Something placed below the shoes to

climb hills. Read Lo, Name of a wood.

LE.

Name of a large tort of boat or ibip. A net to catch rabbits.
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CHLJH. To cut or chop. The name of a tree.

PA- The handle of a knife or weapon. Pa ping

a handle, either literally or figuratively.

MEEN.

fhc appearance of trees growing thick together.

WAN. Crooked trees or timber.

i/

HEUH. A clump of trees 5 a fragrant plant ;

also sombre; stinking; sorrowful. Bean ^ and Luy

the names of two gate gods.

NANG.

Name of a wood. An utensil to put things into.

An ancient form of fj Tseo".

Original form of fjg Nang.

YEN.

Name of a tree of the resin of which a perfume is made.

An ancient form of II Leih,

Same as
|j|| Ling.

LUY.

Originally written Luy ]||
the name of a wood.

An ancieot form ofIB Lelh, A cheinut,
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SEVENTY-SIXTH RADICAL.

K'HEEN. To gape and yawn ; to stretch

one's self as when wearied and fatigued. A want of animal

spirits ; hence, Want or insufficiency. To owe ; to be wanting

to ; to be deficient in. Name of a rirer. For money merely

due, they used =% Kae, as a more delicate expression. Keen

chae hwan tse'en fa TP vg & let him who owe* pay the

money; i. e. he who has done the misdeed must pay the

forfeit.

TS'HZE. From to breath and two. Second

to ( coming in succession one after another; next in order;

inferior. A time; a place; a place where an army halts;

encampment ; an inn to refresh travellers; ashed ina market

place ; a mansion of the (tars ; an ornament of a head-dress,

or the hnir platted in a particular way. Name of a hill, and

of a river.

tlL HE. The arae as theie several character*

' n atu' n8e - To sigh and

HE . The sound of moaning or sighing ; to groan.

E. To cough.

Same as &k Tsze.

Same as ^fr Yew.

HAN. Simple; foolish,

KE. A difficulty in utterance.

CHE. To laugh.

H AE. To laugh without distorting the featurti.

POUR STROKES.

A difficulty in utterance; to stammer; a hiccup.

WA.

Hwa wa Bgf 'fKr a weak slender appearance.
I* 1A l*rfc * *
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HEUH, and He.

The sound of haste and anger.

>/*^*y
""

PK. The noise of air or breath rushing out.

L'HIN. To sneeze. Read K'hing, To cough.

Same as 3jR Heae.

Laughing for joy ; joy; delight, whether in serving the gods

or men The name of a certain strong animal ; name of a dis-

trict. A surname.

Same as Tan.

To sigh or moan ; the sound of pain ; groaning.

Same as the preceding.

Same as $ Yu.

PIN.

Air divided;
" what is meant by this is not apparent.

Lang hSng fit
^J

avaricious ; coretous.

1*^^ YUH. To explain fully the reasons and princi-

T/V
pies of a concern. Read Yih, Joy ; to be pleued.

He he
jjjj^

I to giggle and laugh in play and joke.

K'HEEN. A repressed laugh; a smile; pos-

sessed of much knowledge and wisdom. Bead Been, To

desire. Read Kan, Below a bank.

"^f^
*A* YU. The noise of calling to a dog.

L'HANG. To cough,

HE, Air, breath or vapour rushing.

FIVE STROKES

HEA. HcS-heJ, Breathing through the nose.

SHIN. To sigh ; to moan,

HEU.

To blow with the breath. One says, it denotes Laughing.
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HftJT
TSZE. To vomit,

Same as the preceding.

. He he, ho ho the noise

of laughing ; a loud laugh. To breathe.

u

(jlo. Gih sili |?4* nV laughing talk; witti-

cisms or jests; the noise of laughing.

Same as ftx Wa,

Jtt

HE. The noise of breathing.

K'HEU.

To stretch the mouth wide open; to yawn.

YEW, and Yuh.

A mournful sorrowful appearance.

HAE. To drink.

HING. The appearance of repressing a laugh.

HE. H8 he ft /^ to rift or belch.

PART I. VOL. II. 5 i

CHAOU - Chae beaou nr

steam ascending. One says, A strong appearance.

V

CH'HUH, or Heuh. Tfih chflh
p{{{ ^

shameless; no sense of propriety. Read Helh, To rail or

scold. Read KeTh, To laugh.

NE.

Harmony and joy, or a being mutually well pleased with.

HAN. The breath rising. A particle implying

doubt, perhaps; or uncertain.

PEIH. To blow.

KEUE. To dust off; or drive away with the hand.

Same as OK Yew.

SIX STROKES.

YU. Same as Yu.

HAE. The noise of laughing.

Same as IBS Gow
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Same as ft Kee\

KE1H. The noise of blowing.

Ik KWEI

Wearied and weakened in an extreme degree.

WANG, Or Hwang. Specious; loquacity.

PHAN.

Much wisdom and talent ; acute intelligence.

HE A, and Kwei. The noise of sighing. The

appearance of being deflected from an upright position.

Same as 5?j E

Hi. Broad face; long; elegant. Same a
Ijjip

E.

KUH, Or Kwull. The noise of drinking.

., and Yin. Hoarseness; indistinct utterance;

a i appearance ofuncertainty. Vine
|Hf

H(- to sigh; to aspirate.

Sfr
Arising from the stomach; to belch;

used also for coughing; to call out in a loud Toice, to call

out as if alarmed, or to alarm others, as a person driving a

cart. Read Ke, in the same sense. Read E, To belch.

TSAN, or Chan.

Joy ; to be pleased. To aspirate.

u

l\lil tl. To dig, bore, or work out an aperture;

to cause to issue forth ; the breath rising as in hiccups.

TSLJH. Sorrowful.

SEUN. To trust; to believe. Seun keu

a joyful appearance. To rift or belch.

HEIri, Belli heih it
^appearance

of being

pleased; laughing. Read Keae, Sound or noise.

;/_
'f* HEU, and Hoo, Seun heu {Ijt ^t music.

. The humor noise made by insects.

HEA. Breathing.

IP* It HU. To draw into; to imbibe; to sup with

the mouth ; to receive as the sea does the rivers which run

into it ; to unite.

K'HAN. Much wisdom and knowledge.
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TING.

The remnant of sound," tone or sound continued.

RANG. To cough.

sn *

SHIN. To point to and laugh at.

A suppressed smile or laugh. One says To covet ; to desire.

Sam i- as ^ Kwan.

YUH.

From fl tw/ry and /o breathe. To breathe after; to wish;
to hope for; to desire ; to be desirous of; to covet; to lust.

JIh yuh yay Q $fa , he near approach of night. Jihyuh

J 8h P /\ tne sun abol'l to set.

Same as Tow ^ to split.

Read How, Low how chi id crue , apd Ticious

K'HWAE,

A great breathing; aspiration or sigh. To rut off.

GA t . Used as a particle of affirmation
; an in-

terjection or sigh on seeing what is amiss, or affairs going

wrong; a tone tued in songs. Read Hwae, A tone of anger
aod rage.

fife
TSE1H. To cut the throat, the cn: ii not clear.

LANG

Lang hang &fr
njjf

an avaricious, coveloui apptaranre.

The vular form of Kwan.

SO, or Sfih.

To pant ; to hem ; to suck in. Read Sow, To cough.

HE. To catch the breath as in weeping and

sobbing. To sob; timid; fearful.

KBE. A wishful lunging appearance. Read

Hs, and Hea, Breathing ; panting. One say, To rift j to belch.

Vulgar form of
fjfc Sha, or Sa.

Same as
Jffc

Pan.

EIGHT STROKES

E yu jjjT Jgt an exclamation of admiration.

YA.

Via ya fflv &g the braying of au us. To rift cr belck.
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YUH, and Chilli. To blow with the breath.

Krail Hwih, The sound of Mowing; or the appearance of a

person blowing with noise.

T" TEEN

To sinh with long aspirations. To moan.

P'HOVV. To speak earnestly to, without

having what one says received.

R'HE. To deceive by what is false and unreal;

to impose upon; to insult, to blind one's own mind; to

deceive one's self.

HEIH. To blow the nose.

HEUH. Having something blowing up; to

move; sudden ; abrupt. Yen he,dh ^EEr fifc going
ana< coming

ol 4

in a stale of uncertainty. He'e hefih
-gjf

sombre; deep.

Hefih heth 1 D& the appearance of haste and precipitation ;

to breathe through the nose ; to sniff.

TSUH.

To lirk or suck ; to drink with the mouth.

TSZE. Tseu tsze

tous: inordinately avaricious.

shamelessly cove-

LING.

Ke ling to insult ; to assume on the rights of others.

K'HIN. The appearance of stretching and

yawning. One says. Respect; that which is to command re.

sped; thoughtful; hoping; majestic; grand. Name of a dis-

trict and of a hill; the sound of a bell. Kin, is appropriated

by the Emperor ; and is applied to his acts, and to what con-

cerns him; Imperial. Kin chat ^J ^g an Imperial Envoy,

sent on any special business.

YEW, and K'hew. To sniff with the nose.

Read Gow, Peaou, and Keaou, To vomit.

TSZE.

Coming to life again after an apparent mortal wound.

>

J.'ir K/HWAN. Something desired by the mind,

CHE, Or Chile. Tobite; to gnaw; to sip.

but which ii still unattainable; sincere; real; affectionate;

singleness of intention ; to seek a passage through , to reach or

extend to ; to detain ; transverse ; some memorandum engrar-

en on: empty; leisurely ; name of a river; numeral of affairs.

An erroneous form of jit Hoo

YUH, From to breathe and the sound Yah. A n

exclamation arising from fright or alarm.

HWAN.

Hwan hwan that which cannot be known.
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T'HAN, and K'han. TO dcire ; to obtain;

dissatisfied
-,
a sorrowful, a mournful appearance.

as Ut He.

, or She. t <&

Sweet scented, and excellent in its kind.

K'HA N. The appearance of moving ; agitated.

Ancient form of fc Keen.

1 1 AN. A repressed laugh. Very angry; to call

out uloud
j to covet or desire avariciously.

Same as Tseth.

WAN
, or H wan To belch or rift .

KEA. Breath or air passing out.

HEA.

How bea a disease of the throat. To drink.

Same as |& Kwan.

PART J, VOL, II. 5 K

K'HAN. Not satiated with food; disutUlied.

Read K5, A foolish appearance.

CHUEN. To breathe fast ; to pant.

To be pleased ; to rejoice. E ya ~Q^
Hie braying of an

HOW.

How hea
|it

&& air or breath pasting out

Same as the preceding.

SHA. To smear the lips and sides of the mouth

with the blood of a sacrifice, o?cr which an oath is taken;

swearing mutual attachment to. ShS heui ^ jjl to **p

or smear the lips with blood.

KHEE.

To blow; to pant. Read Shfi, To pint after; to dcire.

if E, To laugh. The same E.

.feeble, sfe>nder>

a delicate elegant woman,

YEN.

To call out with great exertion, full of anger; to roar.
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..

TEEN. To sigh; long breathing : moaning.

To sing, an instrument of music.

YIN, and Yen. A man's name.

ft*H1N. The gods eating fumes of incense* to

taste ; to partake of with gust ; to relish ; to covet ; to desire ;

to move ; to excite.

Same as &fr Hwan

IIEE. To go forth; to exhaust. To desist,

to stop. Read H5, A short nosed dog.

Same as fc Ho.

HEA. Same as Sfc Hea, To desist.

Same as mt Yew.

Same as ifc Sha.

HEE.

He? he
j
the appearance of breath or' vapour.

of a song. He yu handl-
YU.

ing each other , playing tricks and laughing. Read Tow, in

the ame sense.

TEN STROKES,

HEE. To inhale

YAOU. Yaou yaou ^frlM? the appearance

of breath or vapour issuing forth.

TA. Tsuh ta|J;^ noise; sound.

Same as f$J Yaou.

HE. To sigh and breathe.

HEAE. Appearance of precipitate breathing

or vapour passing with rapidity.

CH'HE. To laugh.

YEW. To express the meaning of.

the ap

pearance of vapour ascending. Hot vapour.
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K'HEEN,

Not filled with food , dissatisfied , a deficiency. To covet ;

to desire. Shin keen
J^I jj& very much dissatisfied. Paou

keen
7ft]

I I feel a want
, I feel my own insufficiency.

u

HO. To suck in voraciously ; to gobble up.

TS'HE. Sameas
%j$t Tie, To eat; to gnaw.

M K'HWAN.

ft

Same as * Kwan. Read Suy, To ask by divination.

SHA. Hoarseness of the voice.

E. To laugh at each other.

KO. To lengthen out the sound of words

tunefully ; to sing ; to recite in a musical tone ; to sing with

music accompanying. The name of a hill. Chang k<
[||| |jk

to sing lighter songs. Chaou ko
Eifj

the name of a place.

Ko kae yu she 1 fcE ^p ftj'
to sing and beg in the market

place or streets. Ko pun 1 TK a song hook.

W C O. To loath ; qualmish j a desire to vomit.

Read Yang, Yang yl it p5 to lose the voice.

HAN. To desire to obtain.
.

Same as Yth, or Gth.

An ancient form of fc Kin

Sameas Ya.

T'HAE.

HcTh tae Tk <gt { oc pleased ; to rejoice.% '

Same as Chuen.

CHU H. To blow with the breath .

Same as M Kwan,

GAOU. Supposed to be the same as the

preceding, but it remains uncertain.

TS1H.

Gib tsih | it the noise of laughing and talking.

Same as Tan

LA. La kan 1& in* the appearance of out

being full ; or not satisfied.
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K'HANG. Hungry and empty ; want; a dearth.

'HAN. To emit the breath with strong feel-

*f ^

ing, either from grief or admiration ;
a drawling tone at the

end of a line when singing in concert. To sigh ; to utter as-

piralions of praise.

K'HIN. To be indebted to ; something due to.

An ancient form of TJ7 Yin.

>

GOW. A rising from the stomach; to spit

out ; to vomit ; the noiie of vomiting. A kind of insect whkh

resembles the silkworm. A surname; the name of a river.

An executioner's sword. Gow-lo-pa jin tsze Ming raO job

Deans at the close of the Ming dynasty entered China. Gow

see 1
tfjj;

to vomit and purge.

&&
rt^ HOO. To exhale ; blowing the warm breath ;

J7v
to inhale. Same as flf> G5-

u

T'HEIH, Teih helh
$fo fa

the appearance

of little children pleased and laughing.

YEW.

To express the sense of; to state in words the meaning.

An ancient form ofM Yu.

Same as Yuh.

LOW

Same as W( Ko.

Same as the preceding.

Low tow
S|j OTJ

a little child cruel and vicious.

J'Jtg *

^tjtfv* CHUE. To drink in a slobbering manner.

zzrji Same as |S Yaou.

TWELVE STROKES.

HEU. Timid; fearful; apprehensive; to cry

or weep; breathing with noise through the nose.

ii

H1H. To cough. One Says The noise of spit-

ting. Read Mih, Still; quiet.

P'HUN. To send forth the breath with rebe-

mence; to spurt any thing from the breath.

Same as \m Seaou.
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An ancient form <>f

the braying of an as.

Read E, E ya

Original form of^ Heuh.

SHE. The noise of hooting; in anger.

HEiH, or She. To pucker up the nosej to

draw in the breath. Name of a district iu Keang-nan province.

Same as ~E& Heaou.

An ancient form of

Same as | Tseaou.

An ancient form of Jp; Tsuy.

HAiM. The noise made by a cart or carriage ;

a cart railed round to confine criminals or wild beasts. To

be distinguished from &Jf L en.

laughing and joking with each other.

Same as R$J Yue.

PABT I. VOL. II. 5 L

76th Radical. XIV. Ki-cn

Same as
tyfc Yew.

A feeling of compassion; a
flight degree of fear.

HEIII.

The noise of
spitting ; one says, A slight

K'HIN, and K'hin. A roan's name.

CH'HUH. A high degree of anger , wrHh ,

mge. A man's name. Read Tsan, The root of a plant. The

inline of a place.

Same as
Pj| Nee.

t

Same as jj% Yih.

Same as ^ Yaou. H
FOURTEEN STROKES.

GO. Kan g8 tit gfr a foolish siJIy appearance.

HWIH, Or H\V5. The noise of vomiting
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CH'HLH, and T'hcth. Acute pain.

YU. From to give and to breathe A slow a-

piration iraporling rest and trauquility, a dwelling on with

interest and satisfaction, in these senses it is a particle round-

ing a sentence.

u

CH'HUE. Lew chug

jig I

to sip with rude noise by applying the vessel to the

mouth and guggling down the liquid. Chu tang
j

to swill down soup, instead of taking a spoon to it.

YEW. Yin yew
[

l&a sighing or moan

ing from grief; one says To rift or belch.

u

GIH. Sound; noise.

SIXTEEN STROKES.

Same as Jj| Keo. High ; elevated.

TSAN To Jau-h.

Same as pf Go.

tetf? HE.

Chuy he $ the sound of the voice; to laugh.

YING. Breathing forth anger.

V

T S UH , Woo tsfih |^ j|k
the appearance of

taking breath ; sucking in air. Tsuh ta \ ^T noise ; voice.

IP

1 5 A. To cry; the voice of anj animal

EIGHTEEN STROKES.

rl VV A.N . From plants, mouths, birdt, and

aspirations. A jocund assemblage of birds; joy; satisfaction;

joy, displayed by tones and jestures; delight.

TSEAOU

To pour out the whole of the wine.

<j

YE, and Ch'he. To take . Chg chg ^
to pant or palpitate ; heaving or motion, caused by breath.

V

TSA. Noise ; voice.

Same as f& Sih.

Same as ifr Heu.

Same as |^ Kwan.
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LVVAN. The appearance of yawning, or of

some defect
-,

the appearance of the mind being deceived and

insensible to the real state of things.

Same as Yuh.

KWAN. KwSnyu i&t -}- something that

cannot be known ; unintelligible. Name of
Jfi| Yu's father.

Same as Sfr Tan.

SEVENTY-SEVENTH RADICAL

CHE.

To slop, either as an active or Neuter Verb. To desist;

to be still, to rest or abide in a certain place, or given cir-

cumstances , in stop at a certain point ; hence Only the point

at nhirh any transaction closes.

-

T'HA. To tread upon.

CHING, or Ching. I

From to rest in and one ; to be uniform ; not ambiguous,

no duplicity. An apartment fronting the light ; the name of

a bird. Name of an office. In the centre or middle place;

not inclined to either side ; not deflected from trie straight

line. The first; the principal; correct; regular; adjusted;

to correct; to justify or put in right order; just at a given

poiutoftime. To execute the laws. A surname.

WAN, and Kae. The appearance of walking.

3L Same as Pa.

An ancient form of j Ching.

From to Hop and arranged in order.

Something near; this; these; here; now, the thing last men-

tioned.

Same as the preceding.

SIN. To wait 'for ; or wait on.

|T1 An ancient form of
/

|f Hwuy.

OO. Id ancient times denoted A single pace;

it now expresses the distance taken in by a step with each
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f.int ; it i> commonly called six cubits. To walk ;
to go ; the

r.iure or ways of j to go on foot; to travel in a -vehicle moved

hy men instead of horses ; to walk leisurely. A footing or

hnding place by the side ofa river ; an anchorage for trading

boat. Malevolent spirits that injure men or animal". A

surname. Occurs in various proper names ;
a certain kind of

dress ,
a sword ; ornaments of a women's head dress, ic. Sin

poo urh tseen fjj?

'

rSl
~tt\[ <;o forwards without knowing

. A*" -** *A
whithrr one is going. Poo swan che taou

/p~ ^. ~/_ 5J3

the prirriples of Astronomical calculation.

Same asj^Chth.

WANG. The name of a valley.

FOO. To boil

Same as ] Uwan.

Ancient form of Kin.

An ancient form of i Chen.

^f
j|K
~jf*f An ancient form of j)^ Leu.

wo
From a spear and /o stop. To put a stop to anarchy by

military prowess. Strong ; dignified ; warlike. Whatever is

connected with the army, Martial ; military ; a designation of

high honour in epitaphs. A trace or footstep ; the footstep

of a cow. The name of a cap; of a river; of a district;

of a star; and of a lake. Woo ho
jj ^ a martial fire,

denotes in Chemical language, a strong heat applied to any

substance, in contradistinction from Win ho^^ a civil

fire: i e. gentle heat

Woo- the 5r
J7^

fir TsTh teen shun sliing hwang how

M'l ft Jll M H /P
a concubine of Tae-Hung ^^

who <MI hi. death shaved her head and became a nun; hut

on the accession of the son of her husband, she consented

to let her hair grow again and entered his harem. She had

In him a daughter whom she pressed to death soon after

iU birifi. and laid the blame on the emperor's wife.

m

Same as the preceding.

Also an ancient form of sP, Loo.

TSEEN.

To progress in a boat without walking. Same as g\t Tseen.

Original form of ^ Sih.

pK'HE. A foot with more toes than usual; fork-

ed ; diverging; a road parting off in two directions.

|1L|
Same as ^ Loo, and ^ Lea.

Same as Poo.

ancient form of j G'hing.

^ TSOW. The same as

others, that the meaning is not known.

pw, sav s.ima

!
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\[-

to.

*E

KE. Diverging roads.

Same as J/ Ta.

An ancient form of JP Hoo.

|fc
KANG. Yang kang fc^ ^jj3

without any

support; or that on which to depend.

An ancient form of |^J Ho.

WAE

From not and correct. Distorted ; twisted ; irregular.

l|2 K.'HEU. To stop; to oppose; to seize and

take from by violence ; perverse; to over step; to go to.

wt I P* An erroneous form of tit VVang.

PE.

The meaning is lost. One says, To receive, or a covering.

An ancient form of HU Tse'en.

CH'HE. To halt; to stop; to hesitate. Che

choo
jp^p g^ or Choo

|Bj
irresolute ; indeterrained

-, unable to

PART 1. VOL. II. 5 H

make progress. The phrase is variously written. To be sup-

plied with provisions is expressed by -fit ]\: Kung chc.

KAN. The heel of the foot.

An ancient form of ~jj Clioo.

strange queer and weak appear

-T"i"N Same as $ She.

Same as $ Kin.

An ancient form of jjjf Che.

One of four characters found on Indian coins; the

sense of which is not known

An ancient form of ^ Chen.

SEVEN STROKES.

T'HOO. To stop; to desist.

Tt) ,land oppo,, le

or opposed to
,-

to be situated opposite to. To tread or stand

up and trample down.
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An ancient form of

|pi-\7 CH'HUH. To nrrive at; the utmost point.

\2H|

Same as || Kwei.

TSUY. To wait on; to stand still.

CH'HING. To standstill; to stop.

CH'HOO To put things into a vessel.

Same as m Ttth.

TA. To tread heavily with the foot.

2?
-r
* An ancient form of J? She.

TSEEN.

^ ,

Cut even and regular; also an ancient form of
^|J

Tseen.

'"^ZZ^* This character is found in ancient poetry, neither

JEL

Same as #7J Tsoo.

An ancient form of ES Heu.

M S1H. Rough; the opposite of mootb. Dif-

ficult to turn ; to speak with difficulty ; an impediment in

one's speech. Read Si, An ornament of the covering of a

coffin. Same as s ' h -

nor sound is known.

Same as M Sth.

Same as ffi Choo.

CHUNG. The heel of the foot.

t

SUY. IT Apace, or to pace, and an astrono-

mical character. A measured space of time that includes the

four seasons; a year; the produce of the year; the harvest; the

planet Jnpiter. Read SeBli, in the senses above given. Read

So, A certain species of grain. Sny ching jj^ ^ the acts

of the year, or the things incumbent to be done during the

year. Suy sing 1 ^ the planet Jupiter. Suy.wan
]

the last night of the year.

FUH, To stop.

Same as |3f Choo.

KEA. To stop.
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TEN STROKES,

HEW.

The sense is lost. Some say it denotes To desist.

u

TS1H. Correct; even; good.

Same as ^ Ching.

Same as
j|ff Twan.

Same as | Kan.

Same as "$j\ Che.

LE1H. To pass by; over, through, or to; to

pass to a place, or to pass through successive periods of time ;

to overpass or transgress the law; a state of confusion; open;

space between, said of the teeth; next in order; erroneous;

to say the whole. LeTh-leTh, arranged in order
; retired, as

amongst hills, solitude, and silence. A metal vessel) a brass

coffin. The name of a hill, of a district, and of a lake. LeTh
1 t

*
*

<ea
I ^ astronomers, mathematicians LeTh shan

jl|
hills in Shan-se, where Shun

<jjfc ploughed.

Name of the spirit of a western mountain. The

sound ii not known.

7? th Radical. XIV. Che
||~

Same as jg Keaou.

as . Tsun.

Vulgar form ofH Kwei.

Same as Stf Choo.

riiilH. A man unable to walk ; lame.

FOURTEEN STROKES.

Same as ^ Yen.

KWEI.

To revert to ; to return again to ; to return to the lame

place, or state; to throw one's self on, or attach one's self to ;

to go to the bridegroom ; to be married, said of a woman. To

throw in; to send; to unite; to give to or promise; to ter-

minate. Forms a part of various proper names. Kwei choo

H& to divide and S' ve e'ery one a share ; addition and

subtraction. Xwei e
] || to return to right principles.

KWEI. To wound.

CHUY. The name of a hill.
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Sum i- ;is
$-,/ Kuei.

LEIH. To accumulate.

Same as *$$ PC.

Same as ffl Juy

SEVENTY-EIGHTH RADICAL.

The opposite of whatever is good.

f rvcrscj rebellious; vicious. The southern barbarians ex-

- ither persons and themselves, by the word Tae.

The remnant of an old rotten bone ; a bare bone.

Same as the preceding-.J{7

I Ala, The opposite of good ; vicious; rebel-

lious; unreasonable ; wicked. Tae ~& is erroneously used

for this character.

Same as Cha.

Same as^ Hew. Organization destroyed ; rotten;

fa_
2> the name of adead; stinking. To cut. Hew too

uluce ; the name of a hill.

b^L. From man and evil, that evil which

befalls men. The dispersion of the principle of life ; to dissolve

iis ice; to die; the act ofd)ing; death, in respect of young

persons and inferior men, it is expressed by Sze; in reference

tn old persons and Princes, it is expressed by Chung,

In come to an end. A surname. Sze p8h rning II Jf\ [1H

to die without a manifest cause, a legal phrase j a death sus-

pected not to have been by natural means. Sze pTh |^J
a

|iiile livid complexion, like a corpse.

Same as the preceding.

Salnc as the two preceding. Read Keug, Short ; this

iilea is however deficient in proof, and should not be followed.

Ii\

A)?

An ancient form of ^ Teen.

TSAN. Broken; having holes in it.
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Same as the preceding character.

An ancient form of /(. Suh. ,1

An erroneous form of
Tjffj

Hew.

Same as */A Hung.

HiLYV. Putrid; stinking, as a dead carcase.

1 'tihi. The extreme point or degree. To

pant. Te kwei Tffi JHf extremely fatigued ; wearied to com-

plete exhaustion.

Same as $1 Too.

NlilH, The appearance of water flowing-.

Same as Te.

HEUE. Exhausted j terminated.

NJJ
Same as Sze.

PART I. VOt. ri.

7rt
jf)\

POUR STROKES.

&
' To die very early j an iintimcl) death.

Same as ^1 Yih, or Neih.

MO, or Mull. Kn,!cd; terminated, dead,

iid Ilwfih, Exhausted , ended. Read Win, Same as |
Win.

w

MDH, or Mo. To terminate; to end. to

<l'e; the dead. The same a s IS? Mflh. P8h fun tun pe I..UH

rod
y|> /if^ -Tjj^

n
/j. 7|3 without distinguishing superior

from inf< rior
; or whether alive or dead.

NEW.

Yew new
jj/jj^ appearing desirous to die.

1 SZE. rjead and corning to life again.

Same as Heue.

YAOU.

To die early , short Jived ; to kill the young."

K'HAOU. To inflict a beating; to torture.

CHA. An epidemical disease.
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TSAN, W5, and Po.

Fragments of food left by brute animals.

NUH.

Wan nuh
iyffi Tjv\

the heart in disorder and confusion.

KWEI. The moon approaching its close.

To close ; the termination of ; to die.

X/j)\f

Heun.

An ancient form of
P^ Heung. Used also for

CH'HUEN. Spoiled ; exhausted ; two sleep-

> -

ing opposite to each other. An ancient form of
^jj

Poo.

Same as Muh.

An ancient form of
j'|'|

Chow.

Same as Hew.

xV I

iV-Jr* Original form of Yaou.

CHA. An epidemical disease.

Same as the preceding.

FIVE STROKES.

TSOO.

To depart this life ; to die falling like a leaf from a tree.

TSEW. Spoiled ; rendered useless.

tot
YANG.

Fault; punishment ; calamity ; judgement ; ruin.

J.
M J^ CH'HE. Demons, sprites, and devils, which

frequent houses and mountains.

MEEN.

To compassionate. Same as 2f Hwan.

.. \

T'HEEN. To ends to terminate; fcto eiter-

minalc ; to destroy ; to overthrow.

vulgar form of ^ Teen.

HEUE. Ended; terminated; exhausted.

A vulgar form of ^ Teen.

Yth, or Neth.

Dangerous. Read Li, Rotten and broken.
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ft

MO. The residue of a rotten thing.

KO. The appearance of death.

Dead and coming to life again.

YEW.

Yew new m) 5j desiring to die; or near death.

KEAOU. Short life ; untimely death.

P'HO. Putrid vapours.

TSZE. The bones of dead birds; human

dead bones with the flesh on them.

An ancient form of^ Chung,

\

P'HE. Broken through; or broken off. To

cut open the flesh of an animal.

K'HOO. Rotten ; calamity or misery.

L'HEUH. To die and not corrupt.

An ancient form of jSL Tsoo.

It
SJV~*
A '

T'HAE. To begins to ipproach , to be

nearly about ; on the limits of; dangerous.

HEW, or Kow. Rotten.

/y]T

yCf*C

Same as $g Y5, or G5, Sudden death.

Same as Koo.

An erroneous form of $1 Nuh.

SIX STROKES.

ME. Rice half spoiled.

To fall ; the residue of. YB 18

YU. See fa Yu,

HEUE, Helh, and Yih. Bird,

broken, or not hatched to perfection.

SEUE. Exterminated; ended.

TO. Poor even to death.
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Sum- a
'fj.

IVaoii. H'-ad P". Same aj Peaou,

To fall down.

SUING, or Sing, sing sing ffiffi
thc

mre of the near approach of death, or of wishing to die.

TSZE.

Diseased Dying and coming to life again.

NE. A spring sacrifice intended to expel dis-

To clear away the feathers from the ear ot a bird pre-

viously to shedding its blood in sacrifice, which ceremony

it intended to prefigure the divinity's opening his ear to the

prayer of the penitent. To shed blood in sacrifice.

SEEN, Or Shan. A foreign Tartar name.

Original form of$ Tsan.

risk, even that of life, either in a good or bad sense, according

t<i the object sought.

MEEN. Same as Sf? Me'en, an erroneous form.

'

^
SHOO, Or CllOO. To kill; to cut off; to

put :in end to; to exterminate ; to wound but not destroy; to

di'tingimh or separate; differing from ; to exceed. A par-

ticle marking strongly the superlative degree; an expletive.

Name of a pavilion of the Seen Xt|l genii.

H

I . From bad and dangerous. Fatigued ;

wearied. One say, The feet stretched apart.

NAOU. Anger; indignation.

SEUN. To follow the dead to the grave and

be interred with them, once the partial usage of China, to

pursue an object immoderately and seek the attainment at any

LE. Sickness ; disease.

LWAN. From no* and die. The period

when death becomes awful, in articulo mortis; the confusion

and stupidity that precedes death.

Same as M Tsze.

Same as m Tsze.

LUY. Sickness ; disease.

MAOU. Same asW Paou.

KEUE, and K'hing. To die.

MAOU. Vicious; bad.
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PEAOCJ, Or FOW. To die of hunger; to be

l.imislird to death. Trees or plants decayed or rotten and

filling- to the ground.

T-ffl Vulgar form of^ Peaou.

u

HANG. Ping hSng Sj&
# fleshy ;

fat.

loin. To split or rend asunder; to break ofF

An erroneous form of wf Seth.

LANG. A dead thing.

^ Same as ?& Yen.

K'HEA. Rotten.

K'HEW. The end of f the termination of life.

KUH.

Kuhsuh bad; afraid at the hour of death.

T'HUY, and Nuy.

Wei tuy Sjji
55* weak

; slender.

PART I. VOL. II. 5 o

SUH, and 85. Kiih >dh bad
,

the

body not corrupting after death ; it is said that some bodies

are found uncorrupted after seventy or eighty yean, when

friends re-iater their relative*. Such bodies are supposed to

become a sort of vampires.

K'HING.
Ring seeu the appearance

of wishing to die; or approaching to death. Drawing in or

contracting one's self. Ling king ^fe ]
a demon going forth.

Name of a river in the weit.

1 SO. The sun going down in the west.

Original form of$ Mfih.

aA

An ancient form of Jfi Tsoo.

An ancient form of J^ E.

EIGHT STROKES.

An ancient form of fl| Tsoo.

SEIH. PeTh selh ^ ^ coming to the

extreme point; appearing about to die; breaking up.

Same as the preceding.
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YAOU. To injure other creatures.

VVE1. From disrate and benl down. Disease,

t.> full- or rot; rotten and dead. Also Weakness; lame-

nrs<; inipotency. A stupid foolish person; ignorant of bu-

MIICSS

Same as $| Ye.

K. To inter the dead; to inter for the lime

l;eing , not permanently,

TSUH.

The termination of human existence; death.

f

MA, Or May. Not possessing; destitute of.

YU, or Heu. To fade; to rot.

FUNG. To die; death.

To cut down or eradicate plants or trees.

T81N. Plants or trees fading and dying.

YO To die suddenly.

K'HEUH, or Kwuh.

A dead body remaining uncorrupted.

7fr
^J~* * FOVV. To ruin ; lo spoil ; to corrupt ; to be-

/ P
come putrid. Head Pih, Same a>fi& Plh. To die; to fall

down <1< :id.

K'HEANG. Same a*^ Keang.

HEUE. or Hwth.

To ruin and spoil ; remnants of a thing.

LING. *' kinS W # a deraon f'nK

forth
;
the appearance of disease; wearied and languid. Ling

tang I

Jj& languid under the influence of disease.

* u

(-/Hill. To fatten; to enrich, as by steeping

in fat; to plant; to grow; to erect and make to grow; to e-

rect and make to prosper. To increase; to flourish; to in-

crease wealth and riches. To be covetous of gain and pro-

sperity. Chlh chth, Even; to level; to confer office upon.

K'HE. To reject ; to cast off, or send away,

death ; to die.

TSAN. From evil and two spears. Evil in-

duced by the use of weapons; to rob ; to plunder ;
to mangle;

to tread upon and spoil; spoiled; pillaged; slaughtered; to

cast out after killing; bad; wicked; cruel; broken meat;
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ving* of food ; boiled meal; fallen to pieces ; deficient
,

wanting.

Same as 4x Ping, A dead body swelled out.

YE. sick ; diseased. Y y fe slight dis

c;i<e. To die. One upon another ; successive strata of.

Read Yen, Defiled and offensive.

rlVVAlN. Obscure confused vision; proud.

Diseased ; to die before having established a name in I he world.

Read Mun, The breath cut off.

WAiNI. The appearance of a person dying.

Read Ws, Stinking vapour.

Same as 5w Le'en.

An ancient form of Wi Tseen.

Original form of 5ff Hwan.

LAN. Ruined ; spoiled.

Same as
jj

Ho.

T'HOO. To ruin; to spoil.

Wei

lYJi.lH. To criminate; to punish; In

to give up to death. To kill; to leare * to perish.

WEI.

Jg
unable to know or distinguish persons. Wt-nk

HEANG. Dead and corrupted.

SWAN. An egg not hatched to perfection,

from which a bird is never produced.

$ Same as Mei.

YE, and Che-. yen ch

disease; half lying down and half
sitting up.

flighl

GAE, and Ko. To die ,- a delicate word to

express death. Read KB, To lean or depend upon.

HWUY.

Extremely wearied; languid and diseased.

LE.

The same as jj Le, An epidemical disease.

KUH.

The sense of this character is not known.
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An ancient form of jjjfl Ho,

Same as Pff Yen.

R'HAOU. Faded or rotten.

TEN STROKES.

i_L^

/f'T^ GAE, and Kae. To kin a <heep or goat

7-ii
and take out the uterus, with the embryo enclosed in it.

TSIN.

To terminate ; to make a complete end of.

& t| YIN, Or Yun. To fade ; to fall ; to perish ;

to die ; to fall as a withered leaf in the evening.

u

WUH. To die in the womb; disease; death.

yjsa

m

To extinguish; to destroy entirely.

Same as ^ K5, and^ Gae.

Iv HAUU. Koo kaou PS 5.G scorched or

withered with the fierce rays of the sun.

HWUY. HWUy tuy $| ^ not level;

uneven ; an ignorant appearance.

CH'HOW.

The smell of any thing putrid , a slinking smell.

*. To die of itself, as trees or plants ; to fade ;

to he wounded or cut, so as to cause death. A (light dis-

ease of the hand* or feet.

A vulgar form of Ming.

Same as m\ Foo.

Same as jj? Tso.

An ancient form of Ijji E.

A vulgar form of ff Luh.

T'HE, and He.

Extremely wearied; great lassitude,

u

MO, or Mih. Still ; quiet ; silent.

Same as the preceding.
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K'HIN. To die of hunger ;
to die on the high

way; to be buried in the high way.

v

LUH. Lfih wei to put aside deer

till it ttinkt, and then eat it.

Same as MB Shuh.

TSUY. Broken and spoiled.

SHANG. To die before arriving at the age

ofpubert5, irntimely death ; to die.

.it..

Same as fS Tiaou, To come to an end ; to die.

m
i

Vulgar form of KI] Tseaou.

KWAN. To kill entirely ; to exterminate.

Diseased animals; birds and beasts

dyingr ; the bones of dead animals.

soo.

Broken and tattered, as over-done meat, or fish.

Same as ^ Shwae.

FART I. VOL. II. 5 r

An erroneous form of ffi Luy.

YIN. Remote, distant. Pi yin J\ g| eight

imaginary regions in Chinese ancient geography.

TWELVE STROKES.

V

TSUH, and Tsa. To come to an end;

to die. Head Tsew, To be cut off entirely.

Same as Stf Heen.

An erroneous form of the preceding-.

HW^ U Y , Broken j opened as a swollen ulcer.

FUN. Bad ; spoiled and torn to pieces.

T'HANG.

Ling tang 5S %fc the appearance of languor and sickness.

LEAOU. Ruined; spoiled.

TSWAN. Presents of victims and other

proper offerings to a family, where a person has died
;
which

offerings are presented at his tomb.
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m/ -*L>

To die; to terminate completely.

TSU Y. Ixan ;
emaciated and sickly

r*T** E. TO kill by one spear or arrow; to throw

down, todmlroy; to exterminate, or rut off; to terminate;

to di<-. To sh.idf: to overhang or overshadow. To cover

ot er ; to bury.

A vulgar form of ^ Ye.

PANG. The swelling of a dead body.

I The utmost degree of; the last stage:

these bodies are said to rise and seize on living persons,

and from whose grasp it is difficult to be extricated.

TOO. To injure ;
to spoil.

? WEI. Tsan wei g$ $$ a dead thing.

YE. Yen ye $5 5s disease ; sickness.

LfcjEN. To shroud the dead; to dress for the

grave. It is the Chinese usage to dress out the corpse with

the finest and warmest clothing that the person's circumstances

will admit of; the clothes are of the same fashion as those

worn 1>y the living. A shroud surrounds the whole, and i.

sometimes bound to the corpse with cords. Show le'en

to shroud and coffin.

the termination of; to destroy entirely. Tan leih

wilh the whole strength of.

A vulgar form of g| Ye.

PEIH. Peih seih bud
; approaching

death ; wishing to die.

Same as the preceding.

KEANG, and K'heang, Remaining un-

corrupted after death for many years , which is said to be

the case with some Chinese bodies buried in particular places ;

Same as
JfJ|

Tsze. Sickness ; disease.

MO, Or Muh. A cresture's being about

to die is expressed by d| 3?- Mflh Iwan.

FOURTEEN STROKES.

Same as ?ife Yen.

GAE, and K5. To die; to depart this

life j to comply with the decree of nature. K5 she

to die.
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T'HEAOU. Kine and sheep dying.

To put the dead in a coffin and carry

it forth to the grave ; to perform funeral rites ; to inter. Yu

P'" wl fy& funeral songs. Chfih pin {"
to carry from

>s** I *^ r^ I

the house to the grave with the usual funeral processions.

Original form of ^| Kin.

Same as ifig Tsan.

K'HEANG. To fall down dead.

T'HUH. Destroyed in the womb ; destroyed

before birth ; an abortion.

SOO. Putrid and spoiled, like spoiled fish.

LEIH.

Leih selh iJfp JaSt about to die. Terminated ; exhausted.

cJ Same as M Hwae.

LEU.

Originally written
Big

Leu. The skin of .in animal.

A cronked short appearance.

3^. Vulgar form offjp Hwae.

i

SEVENTEEN STROKES.

Same as Lan.

TSEEN. To destroy entirely ; to ei terminate.

Same as yfc Hwuy.

LQ, and Luy.

Sick ; diseased. An epidemic amongst brute animals.

LO. Same as
J

Lo.

T'HEEN. To die, to perish.
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SEVENTY-NINTH RADICAL.

SHOO. To sink. A military weapon of the

pear kind , the Inndle of a spear, an appellation of an ancient

form of the character. She shoo JS /0* a sort of flail . ToVm s**-

be distinguished from ^? M8b.

HAE, and Kae.

Kae hae to expel demons or noxious influences.

CH'HIN.

To stand in a lower place and strike at what is higher.

This character is thought by some an ancient form

of
j|

Pan
;
others read it Pan or Pe'en, and think it represents

Propelli 'g a boat with a pole.

FIVE STROKES.

T'HWAN. From to spear, and the found

Twan. A piece of silk; a distinct separate piece. A section

of history; a piece of business or work. Name of ahorse

and of a valley.

4>v> KAE. K e kae
ffi Ejfc

<" Rang maou
|j||]]

0TJ apiece ofttone or precious metal made in the form of a

seal, and appended to the girdle, on a certain day in the first

moon, afterwards worn as a kind of charm.

Same as is Gow.

same as Sha

CHOO. Same as Choo.

K'HAE. The noise of laughing. Much or many.

K'HO, Theskinofany thing which is hollow;

the bark of a tree. A shell of an; kind; a nut-shell ; an egg-

shell. Yun moo kS J| -JJJ- ^ mother of pearl.

YIN.

From turning to virtue and a weapon. Diligent ; abun-

dant ; flourishing; affluent; complete; large, numerous;

in the middle ; right ; correct ; name of an ancient dynast;.

T'HOW. To strike or attack at a distance.

Read Tuy, Same as
jj& Tuy.

Same as tjk. Kew.
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CHIN. To strike.

K'HJNG, and K'hang. used for^ King.

Read K'hang, An enemy. An ancient form of
/*js. Shing.

-/L
f?r

" Sound of hitting something in the middle ;

sound echoing. Occurs as a mere expletive ( also denoting

a curtain or canopy.

Original form of f^ Teen.

An erroneous form of K5

SHA From hand, t club, and a ipear. To

overcon e . to eeize , to wound , to kill ; to murder , to be

dostroyed or forgotten. To die , to destroy by the application

of cautic. Murderously ; used to denote the superlative

degree. The hoar frost killing vegetable life. The name of

a lance. Read Si, To disperse ;
to scatter ; to sweep away

entirely ; to hang down, as any thing suspended. Read Shae,

To pare oft'; to degrade ; to cover with the feathers or wings.

Used lo denote the tone of grief and distress. Read She, To

murder a superior. Shi keun min soo wan 42? ^& BL^
,,

r
\J\. "f* r\ y(\

^ killed of the army and people several tens of thousands.

2?5* K'HUNG.

To strike. Read Chung, To kill or slay entirely.

CH'HANG, orTsing. t

To push from ; to propel suddenly ; to ruih against.

KEW

To twist and distort; to strike violently.

Q r* An ancient form of Ix Kan

Same as ^ Chow.

g*!r> K'HO, or Kuh. The skin of any thing

empty or hollow ; the bark of a tree j the shell of an egg or

a nut ;
a shell of any kind. Read Hc, A hooting or harh

manner of speaking to.

Mixed; blended; confused. To

mix nrtils; pulse, employed as food ; victims ; flesh and bonri.

The name of a place. Occurs in the sense ofGW Heaou.

Same as Kew.

SEUN, or Tseun.

To beat down earth in forming a mud wall.

&A
K'HEIH. To attack ; to fight with. Read

Ke, To feed. Same is flg Ke.

T'HEEN. A large lofty hall; a palace. Fix-

ed ; settled ; the front of an army is called
J&-

Ke ; the rear

is called B5 Teen i
which also expresses the rear scampering

(7>X

off when a defeat takes- place. Teen is used to denote A a
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inferior degree of merit. Chung teen
J|f

I a palare with

fwt and back suits of apartments.

Same as W Wei

fx
HWUY, and Hwuy.

From to ttrike, earth, and a mnrtar. To break to pieces

or l)e broken ; to fall down, as a house, or to be pulled down ;

t<i be laid in ruins
;
to pull to pieces a person's character ; to

slander and vilify ,
to put away from one; to put away cala-

mities by prayer i to lose, as children do their teeth.

T'H ANG. The sense of this character is lost.

Same as E.

LE. An erroneous form of f^ Le

TEN STROKES.

TSA E, To kill ; to slaughter.

T'HUNG

The noise of striking something empty.

Same as
felj

\> an, or Hwin.

-y as Gae.

, or K'heaou.

To strike the head ; to grasp crosswise.

To wound; to burl; to exterminate.

Read K5, To disgrace or insult; to strike.

u

KE1H, To strike and hit; to exert strength.

A weapon of the spear kind. To put a bow in order, when

about to string it.

An abbreviated form of ij Ts8.

Same as H5, or K.

S^ E. A firm unbending mind ; greataess of mind;

fortitude; magnanimity; intrepidity. Power of
suffering, or

acting well The name of a place, and of a bird. A word used

in playing at chess, denoting a certain move.

CHAN, or Tsan. To strike, to attack.

vrUW . A kind of club or bludgeon ; to strike

or beat with a stick or cudgel. It is used for fighting with

the fist. Gow pe rain jin urli ming jgSr
fljk 5L A

J

beat to death two natives.

An ancient form of 55^ Hwuy.
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An abbreviated form of I* Kow.

*iS*V Same as ^ K'h5.

TSUH. To bore into
; to bore through.

HWUY.

To pound down rice to a smaller quantity.

CHANG, or Tsang.

To strike against with violence.

T'HWAN. Eggs not hatched.

Same as fM7 Keaou.

noises ; numerous sounds.
LING. Many

:'?> Same as iw Chow.
Sflx*.

SHAOU. Name of a musical instrument.j

Read T'haou, Name of a drum.

CH'HANG, or Tsang.

To rush against abruptly.

Vulgar form of T'hung

KUH. Earth
; mould.

Same as
]

Keaou.

NOW, or Kow

To suckle a child. Ignorant. Same as 4& Now."A

K'HEO. A bird hatching eggs , egg* already

hatched; the first bud of any thing.

FOURTEEN STROKES.

CHOW.

To strike something which ii suspended, w a bell.

TS'HAN . A small beater or pounder.

HANG.

That which may not be approached , unapproachable.

K'HUH. Hemp undressed.

t

An erroneous form of
fjjj; Juy.

Profound intellectual diiceroment.
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Saiiu- as Ke5.

K. The name of a tree.

K ;
K i

and E.

E Excellent; good of its sort.

Original form of $ E.

TSO. Same as W Ts6.

as ftfl Taou.

K'HAN. To strike a drum.

LEEN. The mirror and dreising cae of a brideit a brid

HEAOU. A large stone suspeuded, UKd a

,cal instrument. The coulter of a plough.

1AING, Sound ;
noise.

T'HANG. The sound of a drum.

A man's name The sound not known.

Same as ^ He, and | Ke.

LE1H. To separate ;
to distinguish.

EIGHTIETH RADICAL.

WOO. From the character Neu, a wo-

man, with a line of separation, denoting A prevention of illicit

practices. A prohibitive particle, forbidding the doing or ex-

ercise of, it corresponds to the modern word
j^.

Mii. A par-

ticli: of interrogation. A surname ;
the name of a place

KYVAN. Things stringed together. Kwan

kcw ffl- jj[ the name of a place.

MOO, or Mow.

The character is said to represent the female breast. A

mother ; 6gurativel>, that which produces. Moo tsin
-0J- |g

a mother Ke moo
j(|| ]

a step mother. Tfoo moo
jjig

1 a "rand-m.'lher. Joo moo^ '

a wet nurse. Foo

moo 2 I
f'lllicr and > lher - Ta foo moo -^

heaven and earth. Ke kung ^(| fe a cock. Kc moo
|j

1 a heii. Teen-chfih Uze moo, woo shth Uze ^ ZL
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-fj ~T~" tfl the mother characters of San<ml are fifty.

Moo ting heang -JJJ-
IT /w ' mother cloven ;' they say alo,

Kong ting heang
' father cloven.

'

T A 'JLl/J A 54MOW. Same as
jjfc Mung-.

Some think it an erroneous form of -ffl- Moo.

i

MEI.

Grass growing or springing up; each; every; commonly;

on every occasion; constantly; always; although; notwith-

standing ; to covet or desire ; a surname. Mei jin 4jS A
*V ' *

rach person.

Vulgar form of the preceding.

CiAE.
Clinging to ; not possessing; the mind

dwrliiiijT nn some illicit attachment.

doltisli person.

a foolish

FOUR STROKES.

An ancient form, of
Jffl. Tseay.

y

I 'HUH. From plant and vicious ; aNo from

mother and to bear. Poison ; poisonous; noxious; injurious ;

painful; to poison; a poisonous pjant. To hale; to be in-

dignant against. To rule. Name of a medicine; and of a

wood. Peen tuh ulcen in the pcriuzum. Chuen

ke tiih urh hae jin jffe 'N". 1
ifjl ^- J^ communicate the

poison and hurt other people. Tiih e san
|
^, }A[ Hi''

poison is easily dispersed. Tieeii koo tBh wfih -+
fa

Wfl\ the most malicious creature that ever existed in all anti-

quity, said of Woo-how Jv \,{ who squeezed to death her

new born infant beneath the clothes, and laid the blame oa.

the empress.

An ancient form ofKft Fan.

I. VOL. II. 5 R

TSZE. A mother.

"iVVUl. .1 surname. Same as J|j Hwuy.

A name ofone of the diagrams of Fffh-he, the sound

is not known.

Same as the preceding
1

.

YUH. To cause togrow. To bring up a child

in virtuous habits ; to nurse; to nurture; to educate ; to soothe.

Same as
"

Yfih. See above.

ft
To cherish; to nourish; to sooth; to train

Same as st Loo.
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EIGHTY-FIRST RADICAL.

rt.
PE, Pe, annd Pe. From itt'poon uniformly

arranged on a table. To compare one thing with another;

to put in order; to classify ; to collate; in epitaphs denotes

To select and follow a virtuous course. To provide ; to

prepare ; to make , to approach near to ; nearly related,

or contiguously situated
-, to reach or extend to. To refer

to ; to equal ; even ; regularly placed; according with-? cor-

responding or answering ; close. The point of an arrow.

Pe, is further found in connection with various other charac-

ter*. Pe fang J^/ ~jj
a comparison ; an analogy. Pe-kan

^T* a statesman who remonstrated with the ancient king

Chuw-wang &jj"
^f who in consequence had him killed and

ripped open to view his heart. Pekew 1 J^ cerUin priests

of the Budh sect.

An erroneous form of $ Laou.

An ancient form of J PC.

PEL The name of a place in Japan.

FIVE STROKES

CH'HO.

Name of an animal resembling a rabbit or hare.

PE., or Pel. Careful; heedful; attentive;

laborious; pains -taking; the appearance of water flowing

from a spring.

IK.. Adjoining, as contiguous fields; clear,

manifest; substantial ; to assist; the heart full , the navel.

Forms part of the name of hills
-,
name of a district. Kwa pe

to crouch softly or servilely. Pe shay fow PiSh

the thir<1 Budn '
he aPPearc(l Jin show lew

wan suy she ^ Itp ^^S ^^ ^4: when human life was

60,000 years. Pe po she Fuh ^ >ffc J=* |& the firt of

seven Budh's enumerated in the work Che-yue'-IOh Jfe H
^^ in his time human life extended to 80,000 years.

Same a-s the preceding.

Original form of fflfc Pe.

Same as the preceding.

An ancient form of Pae

|*t>

A vulgar form of |^ Ch5,
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".1/" An ancient form of J Tsze.

u

K l!. L r< . The name of an animal which accord-

iog to some resembles a fox.

tfc*
K'HEUEN, and Joo. Soft hair.

Name of an animal resembling a fox.

TWELVE STROKES.

An ancient form of |S Pae.

SZE, or She. Name of an animal.

CHAN, orTsail. AO artful crafty rabbit

or hare. The name of a tree. Name of a itar. Tsan too

j| ^ a "a*** hare. Tan tan
^ jjj*

name tree tb.t

belonged to Confucius.

SEAY, Yu, and Woo.

The name of an animal.

tfefcfcl
Same as Bjfe Pe.

PIfl.

The Appearance of swiftne.s; speed; Telocity.

EIGHTY-SECOND RADICAL.

MAOU.

The hair on the eje-brows , the hair of brute animals;

feathers; down; nap of cloth; the short hair on the human

*kii. ; grass or herbage; the grain on the earth ; to deprive of

the hair. The name of a bamboo. Jow maou ^^ sheep,

wool. Hwuy maou
J0J ^~ curly hair. P8h maou 3t 1

victinu not of an unmixed colour. Ta maou shay 4^ 1 ^?
name of a wild plant; a species of Amaranlhus. Maou ft

sung Jen ] ^ 1^ fyfc
hair

bristling up through fear.

Mou neu
-^-

a young woman whoe face ha* not been

shaved .- in the north no unmarried woman ibavei her face.

Yin maou
[Stf*

1 and Maou tse I p5S the nubcs
I *^ J | I /J*

. Name of a divinity ; name of a
Tillage.

A form of ft Tuh.

N 1NG . Ping ning fS fft dog', hair..
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Same as
Jjjl H \vny

Same as J^ Paou.

^Pn
~r*\J HOO. From month and hair. A vulgar form of

l_i
Hoo^ The beard.

FUN. Fun-fun ^ 3? the hair falling off.

CHE.

The appearance of light hairs; a sort of felt.

PE. A sort of felt, or hair cloth.

PEI, or Pae.

Pei nae
jfe ^^ the appearance of a great quantity of hair.

P'HAOU, and P'heaou.

The appearance of hair rising up; light.

Same as -^ pe .

KEAE. Fine hair of an animal.

Same as 1t Loo.

SA.

KS si fgj ^ ? the appearance of long eyebrows.

JEN. The bair on the cheeks ,- the whiskers.

FIVE STROKES.

IEAOU. Teaou the

thers of a bird's tail rising up. Wings in a disordered ill-look-

ing state.

/Vt^F* LING.

HQ
Hair or feathers in a disordered ruffled state.

SANG, sing shoo ^ jg the

of hair or feathers rising up,

TSIN.

A regular appearance of the hair of the head.

KEA.

Hair garments worn hj Budh prints.

PE. Hair.

MOW. Hair thick or close.

appearance
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<ft

Same as Ijl Pei.

P'HAOU. A bird hatching eggs.

u

CHIH. Hair beginning to grow.

CHEN.

A carpet or cloth for a floor. Vulgar form off^ Chen.

PAOU. A bird hatching eggs.

Same as stR Pe. A sort of felt or hair cloth.

K'HEU. A sort of hair cloth, or carpeting

JOO. Hair

Same as ;!?& Maou.

A character found in connexion with ISJ Chin.

LOO, Or Leu. A sort of felt or hair cloth.

SAE. Pei sae iff
ffjj

the wings of a bird

extended
; an exhibition of anger.

PART I. VOL. II.

MUH. The appearance of thinking,

The appearance of wind. Feathers damp or wet. Read

Miioii, A small pupil of the eye.

Same as the preceding.

IV
"

The appearance of loog eye lashes.

YUE Same as | To.

SLUN. The appearance of hiir beginning

to grow. Bird's wings quick in their motion.

Feather ornaments; ornaments of helmets

or caps Name of a hair brush; of a kind of silk ; of a fragrant

plant ; and of a creeping rattan plant.

JUNG.

Small fine hairs; felt or other stuffs woven from hair.

Same as Jffc Ne.

- .

ht.ll.. Sleek feathers of birds, or hair of animali.

Same as ?fe Maou.

Same as the following.
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EEN. Smooth and in order like the feathers

ot birds and the hairs of animals.

NOO, or Neu.

The appearance of a dog with a great quantity of hair.

CHEN. A sort of hair carpet.

SHOO. Hair.

H AOU. Long soft small pointed hair or down;

any thing very small. Name of a small weight ; a pencil

to write with; asurname. Haou pBh yung wei (Si ~X^ <?

|S not suffer the least guile.

SEEN. Seen che 4g *| a sort of felt ,

/ U S*^,

hair cloth. Seen che
^ *fl

a fine sort of grass cloth.

LUY, and Leue.

Hair of different colours. A piebald horse.

SEAOU, and Sew, Teaou

the tail of a bird bristling up; feathers ruffled and disordered.

Kcnou seaou l&C-
'

a sort of hair cloth or carpet.W** I

pi Same as the preceding.

Same as Jung.

K'HEW. A ball made of leather, filled with

hir; now made of a bladder filled with air and covered with

leather. A hall to play with i name of a sash or girdle j name

of a fish ; of a staff i of a lamp; of a fruit; ofa kind ofclotb;

and of a species of silk. Kew tsze sin cbang, kwin shang,

kwin hea lg^ jft, $| jjjg _L$T a elobular heart >

that rolls up and rolls down: a person whose purposes are

constantly changing. Te kew ^ '

sometimes denotes a

*<lohe or ball lying on the ground, at which calvalry archen

shoot at full gallop.

Same as the preceding.

FOO

A bird casting it's feathen. A sort of frit or hair cloth.

SHOO. A sort of hair cloth or rug.

Same as the preceding.

Same as $|; Tsee, The eye lashes.

P'HO, or P'htih.

P'ho tsQh 4^w the appearance of short hair.

A vulgar form of 8^ HS.

An erroneous form of 1ft Keu,
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S*L, TOW Pun tow a sort of hair cloth

or rug. Read N, A' very fine lort of rloth that keep offraio.

Same as Sow

HAOU. To. contort; to twist and twine.

5>HA. A haircloth garment worn
liy the Budh

priests. The appearance of long hair.

V
NAJU. Naou jang Ejf'

Sf the hair of a rug

in a disordered ruffled state.

YEN,

Yu8 yen Tg5 ft^ a sort of silk of various colours.

An ancient form of Neaou.

EIGHT STROKES,

CHE

The hair of an animal abundant ; shaggy t hairy.

T'HAN. A sort of hair rug.

Same as the preceding.

K'HEUH.

A bird with a .short tail. A vulgar form of
Ijp

Kefib.

LE, and Lae.

Hair bristling or rising up. The name of a dog.

TlHl A small quantity of hair.

Same as ^ Le.

PEL The appearance of wings spread out.

K'HEUH, A hair skin ball.

;
JUNG, Same as fH Jung.

Read Maou, same as^ Maou, Abundance of bair or fea-

thers ; light hair.

SUM. p'hs sQh
'^f 5^ a hairv appearJBCC,

fine short hair. Read Ts8h,.The appearance of hair growiig.

TO.

A sort of hair cloth woven by certain barbarians.-

TSEE.

Same as
Bjl| Tseg, The hair on thejelaihe.
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Same as the precedingcharacter.

u

K \\AIM. Hiiir curling or turning round.

TSUY. From hair and feather, thrice repeat-

ed. The soft hair or fur of animal* tit for making into stuffs ;

the down or soft feathers of birds , any thing delicate, soft,

beautiful, fragile, and small; weak. Name of a kind of crown;

of some shirts ; and of priests garments. A surname.

m" TSEEN.

A certain manufacture of the cloth kind.

PIH, OF Peill. Something made of hair.

Same as Bit Tse'e.

Same as the preceding.

KEU.

A sort of rug of hair or felt, for sitting or sleeping on.

PANG.

Pan" 1)5 i&f- 2F" a sort of hair doth or felt.

TEE.

A hair or woollen cloth made in a western lalion.

Kt^LU. An erroneous form of ffe Keiih.

/f-* Same as f|l Koiih,

Y1NG. A hair or woollen cloth.

Same as f|| Jung.

JUNG.

Soft, fine hair or down. A vulgar form of
jjjfc

Jun

MAOU. To open out.

Same as Le.

it! KEA. A kind of hair cloth or camlet, the

name is now applied to cloth. Kea sha Jg ^ or Kea sha

[ ^a kind of cloak without arms, worn by the Budli

priests.

JNAli,. Pei nae
jjj^^ much hair ; the hair

of an animal thick and close.

An erroneous form of Seen.

Same as the following.
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YU.

a sort of rug to sit or sleep on.

hair or wool woven into

SOW. Keu sow fi ? a cloth woven of

hair or wool, variegated with different colours.

*** criv

i\2j

SUY "

Pei suy ?|& ?f!J to spread or extend the wings.

T'HO. To open or spread out as a bird its

wings, or a quadruped bristling up its hairs.

if

HO. Certain embroidery or leather, done by

women; the doing of it; wide and elegant ; a kind of felt or

hair cloth ; a certain wooden vessel unornamented.

PEEN.

Peen pull
hairs 'n confusion or disorder.

Same as la Mei.

?ame as wf1 Sow, which is no where defined. Same

as f Yu.

An erroneous form of M; Tth.

Same as ig Kea.

PART I, VOL. II. i T

Same as f To.

Same as ?a Maou.

=1 KEUH. A skin hair ball.

KEEN.

A play thing which is kicked by the foot.

TEN STROKES.

Same as H? Sow.

Same as jjjt Ke.

SHWAE. Long soft hair. One says, the ap-

pearance of a fox ; or a suspicious appearance.

K'HE. Elegant and variegated hair and feathers.

It

HO. A species of hair cloth.

T'HA, OF T'ho. Ti ting
j $fc

a fine sort

of cloth, said to be brought from India, a sort of hair or wool-

len cloth.
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Same as the preceding character.

442

I

T'HANG. Tang ne jfejfg
a sort of hair

with curling hairs, or nap. The ornament of a rap.

HAN. The hair on a quadruped; long hair.

Same as K Tang.

MAOU. A hairy appearance.

JUNG.
Suhjungjpgteia

net made of hair;

certain ornamental feathers; ornaments made of hairs or fea-

tliers.

JUH.

JQh, orChenjfih Wf ^K a couch or mattress.

SO. Hairs or feathers bristling up.

JUNG. Abundance of hairs or feathers.

JUNG.

1 * J ur B Hi 0f mixed coufussd j hue; degenerated.

mi
VY UH. Wflh iiih g a hairy appearance.

JUNG. Fine hair.

An erroneous form of fi| Maou, The downy

feathers of a bird.

%
$Jm

Same as ffi Keu.

Same as f|; Pang.

Tseg le a white tori of felt cap.

SAN. The appearance of long hair.

Same as )|f Tsee, and fg Tsee.

Same as S Keih, or Kei.

SUY, and Tsuy, The appearance of win;

extended; the appearance of hair.

TSUNG. A lort of ru- or hair cloth.

MUN. A red sort of hair cloth.
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J&, The appearance of hair hanging down.

LOO. Loo ho ^ J|
a kind of work with

.^*~ ^

diagonal lines or streaks ,
nets or hair cloth done by women.

MOO. Feathers folding over each other, as

in the natural stale of birds.

LE. The tail of a cow or of a horse ; strong

curly hair; lon<r'iiir; hair mixed in a confused stale; any

thing very small or minute.

Same as if; Loo.

MANG. A sort of hair cloth.

NAE.

V
The appearance of a great quantity of hair.

Same as ft Tsee.

Same as tj| Suy.

Same as fie Tsee.

Same as fur Pei.

Same as fg, Refill.

TWELVE STROKES.

Same as f| Keu.

K'HEAOU.

Keaou seaou S^ 'B|
a species of rug or hair cloth.

T'HUNG.

1 AJMCf. A sort of hair cloth, carpet or rug.

yr% 1

1 1 f *l
'^

The appearance of dishevelled hair

\j

PUH. Hair or feathers in a state of disorder.

JL
_f

Vulgar form of ^ San

FUN, or Pun.

An ancient species of woollen clolh.

JUNG. Fine hair, fur or down ; warm and

soft; hairy. Jung maou
jj| ^g or

TizejungJJL fine

soft hair.

\*

SDH- A sort of hair cloth or rug.
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TSEAOU. The feather ornament at the top

of* helmet or military cap. Broken feathers.

CH'HANG.

.A hird' wing* ; a sort of ;;armeiit made of feathen.

PANG.

A >ort of hair or woollen cloth made in the west.

Same as the preceding-.

Same as '$: Tan.

\n erroneous form of $$ Ta.

NANG. Same as H Nang.

Same as <ffi Keu. .'

HO. A certain edible water plant. Read Lee
1

,

A sort of covering from the wind and dust, for a carriage.

CHLN. Hair worked up into a kind of cloth

or fell; of this the Chinese make caps, coverlids, and carpels,

al> the soles of shoes ; for this last purpose cotton is also

worked into a felt.

SAOU. Hair; stiff hairs.

Same as |g| Tsee.

SHOO. A sort of hair cloth; rug or felt.

Same as ^ Ke\v.

TSUY. To cut off.

MUNG. A hairy appearance.

u

YE. A great quantity of hair.

4Mr

PING. Ping ning || ^ the hair of a dog

YEN, and Lan.

Dishevelled hair; hair or feathers disordered and spread out.

A vulgar form of |jt Loo.

NANG, Or Ning. A bairy, shaggy dog.

TSEE. The hair on the eye lashes.
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Same as {j Yu.

Same asm Keu ; also a man's name.

KEU. Fine hair.

LEE.

The hair on a quadruped's neck j the mam.

T'HUH,

The great colour or standard of an army.

LO, and LOO. Pang lo $| |& a sort of

hair or woollen, manufactured by the Too-fan

ple, on the western frontier of Chinn,

Same as m Lee.

Same as @ Tee.

Original form of H Siih.

SEEN. Hair or down.

Pe -

ft
JANG, The hair in the utmost disorder.

Kwang jang fg jgjj
disheveled hair.

A vulgar form of ffi Tee.

EIGHTEEN STROKES.

An erroneous form off&Keu.

JE. The appearance of toft weak hair.

K'HEU. Keu yu l^|j^ cloth rug or carpet

made from hair or wool.

SHOO; or Yu. Hair bristling up ; a kairj

manlike monkey, or the hairs on such an animal.

Same as m Lo.

T'HEE. Fine bair or wool cloth, manufac-

tured on the western side of China, for garments, nap-

kins, &c.

Same as II Jen.

FART I. VOL. II. 5 V
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EIGHTY-THIRD RADICAL.

A family, in the larger sense of the word. Kindred; one

of a family or clan; collectively they are called j^ Tsah '

The surname of females. The family names of women, for-

merly only applicable to persons of family. The poor had
_^

Ming, Names, but not F She. This character was applied

to women, as Sing j$:|
to men. Cha-le she

^|j ^ClJ ^
the

family of Budh were kings in every age, Tsze teen te king

che. j=t ^r l-ljl jP ijjh
since heaven and earth again com-

menced ; i. e. ever since the beginning of the present kulpa ;

but Shih-kea Mow-ne Budh, himself cultivated virtue through

many successive kulpas, before he attained perfection. (.Com-

pare with ^Y Hirg.)

From to descend and a line denoting the ground. Reach-

ing to the ground; low; mean* radical; fundamental; to

revert or come to again ; to arrive at. The name of a star.

To pass the night. Kan te^ | the root of a tree. Hwuy

te
[tjj \

the god of ink.

A general budding forth or growth ; growing up, or vegeta-

ting merely, without knowledge. The people or subjects ofa

country, in contradistinction from those in the service of go-

vernment, or who possess rank. The prince is the mind or soul

of tbe people, and they are his body. KwS e min wei pun ;

the people must be considered the fundamental part of a na-

tion ,
and food is the people's heaven. Klh min e fung kcun ;

yew k jow e chung ffih %\ ) $\^ Jj*^ _*)J |j

IXJ
~i* HM io carve from the people and offer to the prince, i*

like a man's cutting off his own flesh to fill his belly; saying of

the first Emperor of the Tang dynasty. Kejin kvro ke min jin

chetszeweitsze^AJUlf ] A ^P J^J 6P
Tartars adopting the children of Chinese to be their heirs ; is

prohibited by law. Several thousand Tartars convicted of

doing so were degraded by the Emperor Taou-kwang from the

dignity of Tartar subjects to the lower place of Chinese sub-

jects. The Tartars use the word Min ^ as the English, in

India do, Native. Ming poo j^^ formerly the board

of revenue, now called
)p *|J

Hoo poo.

KEUE. An ancient form of $5 Keu.

MANG, OF Mailg. People who remove

into the territory and become the subjects ofanother country ,

people who are naturalized. Used for
BJ| Ming.

Same as the preceding.

FIVE STROKES.

SHE. To spy and watch a person.
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MIN, Even ; level.

WAN, or Min. Rich , or it is supposed to

be an erroneous form of |5 MJng.

T'HEB. To rush or bounce against. Read

Ch'hth, To snatch or pull out a thing with the hand.

TE. Large ; great.

An ancient form of Yu.

YIN, and E.

To lie down ; to sleep. Read Che, To go, or repair lo.

Same as fiffi Yin.

HEAOU.

Mistaken or erroneous. Read Haou, The name of a place.

EIGHTY-FOURTH RADICAL.

Hbi. Vapours or light floating clouds, which

the character is intended to represent. Air; breath; steam.

\4

Same as ti] Ke.

rUI\. Fume ; vapour ; breath ; air ; shadow;

appearance, both felicitous and infelicitous.

A vulgar form of ^ Yang.

A vulgar form of |fj Yin.

An ancient form of fJl Ke.

fj,

An ancient form of .S Ke, Steam j -vapour, &c.

CHUNG. The aura about the heart.

Same as WL Yin,

SIX STROKES.

Same as Seaou.
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K'HE. H From rice and vapour. Vapour

or fume ascending from fire, operating on water or moisture.

Fume; vapours; exhalations; cloudy vapour; halo; ether;

etherial; the primary matter; original substance of animate

and inanimate creatures. The breath; spirit, in a low sense,

as the atiima, or animal soul of brutes and of human

beings. An apparition. The animal life; vegetable life, any

subtile fluid; nervous fluid ; animal spirits. Influence of the

planets ; attraction ; magnetism ; subtile qualities or medicinal

powers. The spirit or temper; the feelings; sentiments;

principles
or movements of mind, particularly anger , habitual

disposition of mind; ardor; elevation. Vehemence; courage;

vigour of mind. The two ke, are the imaginary principles Yin

and Yang ; the jive ke, are the different airs or climates in

the four quarters and centre of the world ; the six ke, are the

Yin and Yang, wind and rain, obscurity and splendour; the

twenty-four ke, are twenty-four terms into which the year is

divided. The sect Taou speaks of eating Ke; i. e. slitting the

breath for a length of time, and various other tricks. There

is a class of magicians who divine from observing the halo, or

ke, around the sun. Tow ke M. s| to catch breath as when

i_Ll

rising out of the water. Shoo ke
<ji \

or Chfih le
|jj j

to relax or ease one's feelings. Kesze
] ^ to die of anger.

Ke kaou maou 3^ Jprj ||f[
haughty, lofty manner. Ke see

hea
*

ffljl
~T to pass wind backwards. Yen leaou ke

Pjjg

""? to breathe one's last. Keseih fow heaou

vf M a temper and conduct full of levity and noise, deemed
ft "DP"

a sufficient cause of being expelled from office.

Y 1IN . From vapour and cause. Warm genial

air or vapour. Yin yin S^ 67 warm genial vapour formed

by the junction of heaven and earth, and from which, accord-

ing to the Chinese theory, creatures emanated. The genera-

tive or productive stimulus.

SEUN.

Air or breath going opposite to the natural course.

A vulgar form of Fun.

YUN. From warm and air. Vapour ; genera-

tive influence. See niT Yin

Same as YH* Seaou.

/^ nn t-?

-j~\ Same as tft Chung.

Same as the preceding.
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rtx

EIGHTY-FIFTH RADICAL.

SHWUY

Intended to represent ttrcams of water. One of the five

Chinese elements: Water? a stream of water. Used for tide ;

a tide; a voyage ; an occasion of bringing to market. Shwfiy

-fit
is used in contradistinction from

/fij
Ho, a river, meant

a small stream or rivulet. Shwfiy kwei hwa ^ jfcj: ^
a species ofPlantago. 5>hw8y moo fa 43: Medusa Pulmo,

or sc-a nettle. E shun shwfiy hing chow J^ JS fc faM
to go with the stream ; to comply with the course, which cir-

cumstances impose. Shwfiy hung^ jj^H
light rose colour.

Shwfiy ungtsze
J |H^ name of a wild red berry. Ting

shwfiy /^ j
stagnant water. Shwuy loo

| {&.
road by

water. ShwBj chungyuS
| tjj JEJ

the moon (reflected) in

the water. Shwuy yin pnh kokinyin
| $g^ pTijfK||

mercury should not be allowed to come near the genital or-

gans, became it weakens them. Foo jin yu shwfiy pub tung

TJ$i A. ft \ ^ 3
a stoppage of a woman's monthly

cour.ei. Shwfiy ,ing foo yin
] lj^^ J^

a water dispo-

itioned woman; is an
expression always understood in a bad

sense, for a female of easy virtue.

L/H 1.N Or. To assist and deliver a person. To

receive. Name of a district j and of a man. Name of an an-

cient principality.

V

YUNG. RepreienU itrcamt and flowing.

Ever-flowing; perpetual ; everlasting; sternal) distant ; rc-

raoU; applied to time, Forever; always. Name of a district.

I. VOL. II. 5 x

HEIH. Watrr dried up j
or run off entirely.

vulgar form of Vji Ping.

KE. The bank or the tide of a stream.

;

LIH. The gurgling noise of a spring; or mur-

^7

muring of running water.

7l^ Same as 7}! Yung.

vl
T/ 1

/ I

Water issuing forth ; to sprinkle with water.

T/ |^ PUH. Water, or the name of a itream.

NEAOU. From mm and water. An i

cicnt form of 22 Neaou. Urine; and to drown.

NEAOU.

From man under water. Same as the preceding.
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TUN. From won on Out lop of water. To

float on the surface of water.

FAN. To overflow ; to inundate. Unsettled j in

motion ; shaken ; agitated. The name of a river. A surname.

The name of a country. Same as -^ Fan.

KWEI. Water dried up ; rotten earth or

mud by the side of a stream. A spring or stream issuing

from the aide of a cavern, or of a larger stream; the margin

of a stream ,
a bank.

JT
T'HING. A level shore by the side of a river.

The name of a river, and of a district.

* % "

W*" CHIH. Juice; gravy; the good of any thing

obtained in a liquid form, by steeping or expressing, or boiling;

thick liquor. Used metaphorically for any piece of writing

which pleases the mental taste. Snow and rain blended ; sleet.

K'HEW. To search for ; to seek. To beg ;

to supplicate; to entreat; to endeavour; to seek to attain;

to invite to come; to class or sort with. Name of a mountain

stream ; a surname. Kew tsze new
Jfc| IjL

2t a cow ;n

heat , applied also to the male wanting to bull. Kew tsze

y? Spy
to use means to obtain an heir. Ke\w tsze che fS

m<5 seen teaou king
'

-J- ~/ j4i ^S -Jp
33 S Of

the means of obtaining a son, none precedes that of regulat-

ing the menses. Kew tsze 1 -^ desiring young is used

to denote animals being in heat. Wang wang kew fdh urh

che tsae ^fc ^fc ^f? im Iffl Jr 5# it often happens that

endeavours to attain happiness, lead to misery ; (aid of tbo*e

who do not observe the rules given in fortune-telling book*.

PIN.

Name of a country, and of a river, in the farthest wot.

or river.GAE, OF E. Name of a itream

Same as
jjjft CWh, or Tsih.

VET
"V ^^ A vulgar form of jBf Meen.

I^C An ancient form ofj|Ho.

THREE STROKES.

>737 CH'HA, Or Tsa. Water diverging into

veral streams. Forms part of the name of a place.

\f^.\^1 TSO.OrChS. The noiwofdaihingajaiort

water. The name of a stream ; and of a place.

CH'HUEN.

u>

m
Water flowing in streams ; name of a river.

FAN. To float ; to be.driven by the wind* and

waves wi.thout opposition; levity. The name of a river; the

name of a country village. Read Fung, in the sane Kite.
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Read Fi, Delicate) the noise of. waves dashing. Fan gae

hung ^H, "it
t

tc CMrcisc * general love to all mankind.

(lun-yu.)

SEEN, orTseen.

The appearance of wave*.

yTt HWAN.

Hwan-lan)ft
jjSjjj

to weep and shed tears.

T'HAE, Tha, and To. TO wash , to

scour ; to agitate in water ; waves- striking against and pass-

ing away.

The tide rising in the evening; the

evening tide, in contradistinction from Chaou
jojj

which de-

notes the morning tide, but it is used for tide generally.

TO. Smooth; slippery.
,

CHUNG. The name of a stream or river.

MANG. Wide, extensiveas the surface of the

ocean. Mang yang l extensive ; ocean-like.

T/. la TSEW, and Yew. To float on the surface

of water ; to swim. To float as a banner in the wind.

P'HAE. Separating the skin of the hemp plant.

HE1H.

Water dried up. Used for$ Ke, How ? nearly.

SHAN, Or San. Fish friiking in water; to

amuse ; to take fish with a kind of wicker-work net. Name of '

a river.

HAN. Perspiration ; sweat. The name of a

some ancient districts. Chflh han m p FJ han #&
^ it**. 4 4 4

to perspire. Pwan han
ypp 1 or Han han

j
appear-

ance of a boundless expanse without a shore. Haou han

Vfjjji
1 dazzling showy effect of various colours. Lan han

vKjl a long appearance. CMh han 'S name of a

medicine. Kohan"pT I the Persian and Tartar word K'han.

Hwin shia ban joo yu hea
'yfjf f^f ]j Jp ^JJ

~T over her

whole body, the perspiration fell like rain. Fung-tseay hih,

ylh shin ling haa chfib leaou
Jlf Ag_ ||i ^ j& 1

fy ~^ Fung-tseay was so frightened that a cold sweat burst

forth all over her. HanchBhlin le 1
|Jj

vll 3$* a profuse

perspiration.

TS'HEEN. The name of a river,

WOO. From water and iteam rising. Stjg-

I

nant water; foul ; muddy ; impure ; unclean; in a physical

or moral sense To do any thing impure. To stain; to defile;

to debauch. Low ; filthy ; depraved ; severe.

ff
Same as the preceding.

SZE. A river parting into two branches, and

V

afterwards joining agaip. Also a stream entirely spent. Name
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of a river in Ho.nan. The name of a Hccn district ; and of a

Chow district. Mung S7C^^ the
l
)lace of lhe selling 8Un

From swift and water. To sprinkle

with; the apprarancr of waler ; speed ; velocity j applied to

the i.d, and to military stations, which, as well as an-

iwering other purposes, expedite important information to the

chief seat of government.

NEEN. Name of a river. Read Shang, also

The name of a river. Head Jin, Damp , applied to damp.

VI*.
jgj*
* 7+

JOO. The name of a river in the north cff

China ; name of a Chow district, and of an ancient state.

Occurs for -/f- Neu, A woman; and is commonly used in books

for Thnii, thec, you, and youf . Joo keaW^ your house.

HUNG, Quicksilver; mercury; that which

in Chinese phraseology is produced by a transmutation of

Tan-sha, Cinnabar, or the native ore of quicksilver.

KEANG. A large river; name of a district j

ai.d of .a star. A surname. Keang, in Chinese history, com-

mnnly refers by way of eminence to the great river called the

Yang.tsze-keang. Keang nan kefih Y
j i-EJ

Aster Chi-

nensis.

KEW.

A place where numerous mountain streams meet.

it Same as Heih.

CH'HE. A pool; a pond; a ditch or <<>sse ;

a receptacle for waler, or any liquid. The sea. OroamenU

for a coffin ; joined with various proper names ) a surname.

Che chow foo
J|J|

JiM
SMp

a district in Kcang-nan province.

TSUY. Northern regions.

An ancient form of kla Yu.

Jfc
Same as )f Tun.

FOUR STROKES.

CHE, Pe, and R'he. Streams branching

out : One says, streams uniting Waters or streams that

are managed with difficulty. /\, ^

CH'UE.

Slopping in a certain place. Che cbe, A regular appearame.

S
^yUff** A vulgar abbreviation of

ff^-
Keen, or Neen.

if
MEIH. Name of a certain branch of a river

where' it rejoins the principal stream. The noise of water;

confusion. To sink and be lot. Read Ufih, or Hw&h, Waves

agitated. To be distingoished from the following.

YIH, or Meth.

Water flowing along > the appearance of rapidity.

.
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An ancient form of
[ Tsing.

WANG. From mater and royal. A large still

expanse of water ; tranquil ; deep ; wide ; vast. A lake or pond.

KING. Ring ting vjfc jfetj
the appearance

of a small stream. Read Tsing, Tsing ying
(

4& the

appearance of water.

J U Y . From water and within, or lo enter.

Some say an islet sorrounded by water ; others say, a rivulet

in Shan-se, which enters the Yellow river.

KIN, and Keun. Name of a river.

VTK HING> or Hun&-

t/^\
A rapid current. A shallow sandy (innavigable stream.

T'HA E. Slippery j waters flowing to excess ;

rushing over and washing away. Excess ; to boast. Taou-tae

vjk V^ to wash or cleanse. Sha tae 5^7
'

to cleanse

with s;md.

7//V KEUEN, or Heuen.

The appearance of water falling ; the name of a stream.

u

KE1II. To draw water out of a well ; to draw ;

ft.
to draw forth ; to lead ; to drag. KcTh-keiii

FART I, VOL, II, 5 V

unrerait-

ting efTort, like pulling hand over hand ; constant endeavour

to attain.

KWO. The name of a river.

PEEN, Fan, or Pan. A famou.

which rises in some mountains in the province of Ho-nan,

from whence it runs north-east till it enters the Yellow river.

Same as the preceding.

KAN. Same as i^ Kan. Water entering the

leaky places of a boat. The name of a river.

An ancient form of fit Yin.

\-U -A
">/ \/ WAN. The name ofa river which rises on the

//v
south-west side of

jjfc jl|Tae-shan mountain, in the province

of Shan- tang. Win-ho fa ^pj
the above named river in

Shan-tung, which falls into the great canal at right angles, and

sends forth its waters in two directions.

YiJ^yV. From a pole and water. To travel

on the water ; to move quickly over its surface ,- cheerful ;

jocund. A place , the place which; that which; who or which,

as relative pronouns ; an euphonic particle. To be far ofT;

hanging in dangerous suspense.

PANG. Two boats sailing together. The

name of a river. Same as V$ Pang.
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Same as J&J Heung.

rsm.

The appearance of water running or dashing about.

KEUE. The name of a river; different streams

flowing in different directions ; to flow as water; to open

or spread out; to stretch; to cut off; to decide; decided;

determined. Choo kou peTh f|j y& jB the execution

(infliction of death by law) was completed. Pah e keue"

e, pfihe hopfih K LJJ l Jfe
/f\ jjc -flif f*

divination

is to determine doubts, if no doubts exist why divine ?

HUO. The side of a river; a bank or shore.

Read Hang, A surname.

NEW, or Yew.

The name of a river ; a stream of water.

u

HE1H, and Kae. Same as
J

HeTh. Nearly;

\*~
>/V

about. Read Ke, Vapour arising from water. Read YTh,

Water dried up.

TS'HIN. From water and heart. To fathom

the depth of water with any thing. The name of a river

and of a district.

Name of a stream or river ; name of a territory i and of

a kiugdom, iu allusion to a certain king of which state,

who attained a great age, and had a numerous progeny, it is

now used on birth days as a compliment to a person. Fun-

chow foo ^ j|| ffa
a district in Shan-se province.

Same as }& Yuen.

SEU. A ditch or drain.

SEU. A surname.

Name of a river; of a district ; of a hill
; and

ofa country. A surname. Occurs in the sense of 4B Yin.

u

YUH. To apply water to in order to mollify,

enrich, soften, or cleanse; figuratively applied to the mind

being expanded. Soft rich mould, or earth. To wash. The

name of a spring and of a river. One of nine regions. People

of Canton and Fuh-keen used it for the rain watering plants.

A surname. Free growth ; luxuriant vegetation.

n-r Vnn
f ui x uii. A winding current; an

eddy. Water dashing and making a noise.

YUEN. The name of a river. Name of a

Chow, and of a Been district.

YUEN, Yen, and Yin. The name of

a river. Yuen ynen ifc
jffr

the appearance of water flowing

along. The name of a district. Read W&, Wei yunj

}$ water flowing in a deep ravine.
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V25*

wt HANG, and K'hang. Appearance of flow-

ing. Mang-hang 2
Y/d

an extensive sheet of water ; a

large lake.

\jfo
^Jlt CH'HIN. To sink. To cause to sink under

f/U
water. Chin sze M ffl

deep thought.

Same as the preceding.

T'HAN. Tan tan
))(;)( fy the noise of water.

YEW.

The name of a river; fish playing in water.

I 'H U IN . From loafer amongst plantt, as in a

swamp or marsh. Unable to discover the source or root

from which, or the end whither; all confused. Rushing in

confusion as a torrent. Read Chuy, The name of a river.

Occurs read Shun, for Unmixed. Hwin tun ifS yjfc chaos.
rT^ r LI*

The name of one offour famous bad men.

ffi
HOO. Closed or shut up; fast bound by cold

or ice. Cold ; the appearance of a sheet of water. Mau boo

wB w5 watery appearance.

^/il Same as the preceding.

HOO. Water running slowly.

vfc

Jl. \ i.

HO. The name of a river.

Vulgar form of
ffi Tsuy .

TS'HEE, and Tselh.

The noise of water ; water flowing rapidly. To rub.

LEIH. Water congealing.

w

M UH. To wash and oil the hair ;
to enrich, as

by dews or precious ointments ; to be enriched ; to receive fa-

vors or blessings; to regulate. A surname. Ming mtlh
ffi

entle small rain.

JOW. Damp; warm. Read Tfih, Shfih tfih

the ripple or water gathered to one spot.

u

MUH, or MS. To exceed or transgress; to

covet; to sink; to terminate; to end; to die; a negative

pnrticle. Name of a river. Kan mob 3
y3?

Kan, expresses

To enrich; Mfih, To impoverish; to enrich one's self at

the expense of another person. Min rafih
ypp

'" 'nk to

utter oblivion. Wang mfih j^
'

to die j to perish. Muh

seay tsing fun
j 4JV 4&^ not the least affection.

T'HA. From tetter falling into a receptacle.

The monotonous sound of water falling; a person echoing

whatever is said to him; to join or unite. Reiterated, Reviling ;

backbiting; rash; audacious; blindfold or fool-hardy. Ava-
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riciuus, sluggish, sleepy. Name of a river. To march beating

a drum.
f

Original form of $ Yen.

Lti W. An ancient form of V Lew, To flow

w-iter in a river.

MEEN

The name of a river ; an excessive quantity of water.

WUH. Wfih mHh *An ~f& exceedingly minute

and abstruse; recondite ; a small particle of dust; an atom.

CH'HUNG. To shake ; to agitate ; to fly up;

concord; deep ; hollow. Written
jtp Chung, the same as with

three dots; and also Delicate; young; to fly up to heaven, or

to d.iri suddenly to a place; the sound of pieces of ice rushing

against each other; ornaments which hang down.

Same as }ff Teen.

PE. The name of a river.

SHA. H prom waler and small. The small

stones dispersed in water; sand; pebbles. An appellation of

any thing small and sweet. Name of a district ; of a hill; of

;i wood
; and of certain pulse. A surname. Sha tsan

jffc^
n m-dicinal root, decocted and drank as tea with hot milk

and sugar, used instead of Ginseng. Sha tow fy 55 on ihe

sand
; or banks of rivers where prostitutes reside.

CHE.

A small island ; a small pond in which is an island.

Same as j? Sha.

P'HEI, Or P'hae. The appearance of mov-

ing, walking, or progessing; increasing; large; great; copious;

super-abundant; rainy; copious showers. The name of a river

in Leaou-tung. The name of a marsh; of a plant; of a district;

and of certain streamers or banners. A surname. Precipitate ;

laid prostrate.

P'HWAN.

Water flowing; a stream. An ancient form of ^fe Pwan.

riUY. Two streams. An ancient form of^KW^
Lew, To flow. A Ffih-keen word for water.

Same as j& KeTh.

^ Become recently damp ; the appearance

of waler splashing, or flying about as spray.

KOVV. The sound of water.

T'HUNG. Name of a place.

I HAN. Water destroying its banks.
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Same as Lew.

^j
\t An erroneous form of

jfjjf
Woo.

FIVE STROKES.

MO. Name of a river; name of a city ; slightly

obscure; one of the stars of Ursa Major. Used to denote Spittle;

slaver. PTh m5 tsze j^
^- white spittle.

ME I. Name of an ancient city. Name of a

river. Read Hwuy, To wash the face.

SHIJH

The name of a river ; the name of a district.

TSEU. The flowing or dripping out of water;

to overpass; to injure; to destroy; to stop. A nanu; of rivers,

hills, and districts. Tseu che
jfg. jt to sl P to cease -

HO, The name of a river.

An abbreviated form of tSX TsO, or Ts4

K'HEW. A stream or river.

1 HO. To fall down; to beat or pound To drop.

PART I. TOL- II. 5 z

T'HO. A itream diverging from a larger river ;

the name of a river; the appearance of falling learn ;
a heary

rain.

Same as the preceding.

HO
=3) =

The river; viz. the Yellow River, by way of eminence;

said to arise from two sources. A river ; name of a district ;

a certnin wine vessel; a surname. Ho nan foo
.VjjT j^j Jj^

a district in the province of Honan ; N. L. 31* 50; W. of

Peking 4. Ho chung vpl" HJ and Ho tung been ipT

Ul& corresponds to the modern Ping-yang-foo ?p. fK
in Shan-se. Ho keaou

]
*S a floating bridge of boats

* A
LE. Water flowing in an interrupted manner;

a noxious vapour. Read Teen, In confusion ; in disorder.

Sameas the preceding. Also the name of a river.

E.

The name of a river. Read She and Che, Name of a di-trict .

P'HO. The appearance of water.

"""^ FE. To boil or bubble up ; to bubble at boilio*

4

water, or as a spring gushing forth The name of a river.

Name ofa well ; and of a deep pit of water. Fe tang'

boiling water.
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Same as the preceding character.

FA.

Cold ; a cold wind ; appearance of cold and ice-.

lEjVY. From water and by or through. The

name ofa river 5 oil;oily ; glossy ; grease ; greasy; unctuous;

lard , enriching as rains ; the pleasing appearance of grain ;

cordial agreement ; a cloudy appearance ; oily extracts are

called Yew. Yew jen urh tsia
*j$\ fifc j^j

& to enter (or

advance) as if oiled.

T en tgen the appear-

ance of an extensive flood of water.

u

* A. Ya cha
jra

iPE damp down below.

CH'HE, and Ch'he.

Name of a stream of water. To put in order. To heal;

ti> rule; to direct; to govern a family or a nation; to form.

Denotes some end being sought ; experienced, or accustomed

lo; the petty affairs of prisons. The retired apartments of

the sect Taou. Also read Tae and R. Che y8 ^3 ^ to

judge or try those committed to prison. Che le
| ;fej

to

cure dysentery. Nuy wae keen che flfl ^p ^ , to use

internal aud external remedies. Che choo muh tseTh 1

|4j jj ^ to cure all diseases of the eyes. Che swan tsew fa

jfe ^| ji a method of curing sour wiue.

KOOj and Ko6. Name of a river; to sell;

to buy ; the coarse and bad of any commodity ; to lessen or

abridge ; to retrench. Kew shen kea urh koo
^ y ,

(JU jfa
to seek a good price and then sell, applied to a

person's abilities. Koo tsew
j ig to sell wine. Rooming

kan yu
j ^ ^p. j||

or Koo ming she yu ^

^ to buy fame and solicit or purcbace praise.

. A pool of water ;
a pond. Ooesays,

A pool with a winding margin. A piece of ground appearing

in a pond ; an island.

CHEN. TO moisten ; to imbue with; to wet;

to tinge; to be moistened or wet by the dew or rain. To

receive bene6ts from 5 to be recipient either of good or evil;

to be affected or infected by. Read Teen, The name ofa

river. To add to. Tee tee
jJj 5JJj

to adjust one's person;

to arrange matters concerning one's self; gratified; pleased.

T/^_*r YUEN. From water and a patt. To flow down

/P
by water ; to sail down along the shore t to go with the

stream; to accomomodate one's self to others; to make a

tour or circuit; to alter for specific reasons.

SZE, and E. The name of a river.

>/ l-f CHE. Name of a stream of water.

1"J yf H\YANG. From Urh, Two, tad Beung, An

elder brother. More; further. Hwang tseay yP 3 still

more; still; further. Hohwang&jT 'I how much more !

\

HEUNG, Or Hing. A barrier'formed by

ice or water; to limit j to prohibit j phraseology used in the
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northern regions. Deep; profound; remote. Name of a

mountainous wilderness on the northeast, in (be midst of a

great waste. The name of a marsh. Read Keung, Name of a

certain region.

KOW.

The name of a stream or river. Also the noise of water.

Name of a river , streams spreading out ; to

disperse; to go awaj scattered j spread wide
-, expanded ; ease ;

gentle flow or expansion of the mind; leisure; indulgences

many ; a multitude. Read See, To oose , drip, or leak out.

A bowel complaint To issue forth and overtop. Rest, sloth,

idle indulgence. Se'2 shwfiy mun Sur T^ PT a gate or lock

to let off water. See" tsing 1
ij|

emit semen. Mung chung

e see* ffil tt) jg I emission of semen in dreams. She

siog kea to yen , mung mei shin yu fang laou Inff
j ^t -^

\ ^ K "& ^ ffi yf many writers on health say that

<>f semen in dreams is more pernicious than venereal

NEW. The name of a river.

NEIH

Sluh neih Y& ilb| the appearance of water.
l**u 4^*

TSEW. To swim, people who live near

rivers, are Yung yu tsew
JJl ~jft -jQ

bold in swimming.

YIH. From water and to lose. To overflow ;

i; lascivious; the name of an animal ; of a divinity ; and

(fa bird. Read Tee, Dissipated ; licentious ; libidinous.

KEA. The name of a river.

Same as Chung

TSEUEN.

From white and water. A spring of water ; the source ofa

stream, which the character is intended to represent. Name

of a district. A surname.

PO. From water and while. The glare of water;

the appearance of water; a small wave; to anchor at tbe

shore ; to anchor or moor in a bay.

POO. Name of a place.

PEEN\ To lead water and let it find it* level.

HWUY.

Water flowing; the ripple or foam on the surface of water.

PEr OJ Pei, Water flowing between two

hanks, the appearance of water flowing as from a spring with

constant uninterrupted motion, increasing and widening as it

rolls. The name of a river. Read PeTh, in a similar sense.

Pe yang $} Wjn
.the name of a district.

PUN, or P'hun. Water running with velo-

city ; the appearance of a spring bubbling up,
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SHIH.orTsth.

The noise of water falling on the ground.

CHUH. Appearance of water, or of water is-

suing fi.rlh. Read K8h, Water settled or stagnant. Occurs

denoting to pas through or ford ; to steep in water.

u

LIH. Rocks or stones dispersed in veins. One

W V

sass Water dispersed into separate streams by the stones or

rocks in its course , to congeal. Name ofa deep water.

\

Y E VV. The name of a river, of a lake, and

of a hill Glossy, smooth vessels.

/

SHE, and Sze. Name of a stream.

An ancient form of it Kwae.

KOO.

The name of a river. Vulgarly confounded with^ Pae.

HUNG. Deep, clear, sa!df water ; profound,

extensive. Name of a river.

u

FA. A constant invariable usage; something

ment. To make something a rule or law to one's self. The

name ofa star. A surname. Fl shin ^ ^f
in the language

of the Budhists, denotes an invisible existence in contradis-

tinction to Sth shin ^6 j|j
the visible body.

3* 1 ^ i fit '$ & *P.

fy \ 1& *t* ^ % fa> T.
Tscu fi yu shang, kin tih ke chung;

Tseu fJ yu chung, pBh meen wei hea.

Taking the rule from superiors j one but just attains medio-

crity ; but

Taking the rule from mediocrity, one cannot avoid being

inferior.

KAl\. The thick water in which rice has been

washed ; a thick decoction of. Read Han, Full ; filled with.

Same as
jffl

Tan.

The name ofa river. Read Lew, The appearance of water.

The name of a river, and of a district.

tears from theName of an ancient state. Te sze

e\ L-S are called Te ; a secretion from the nose is called Sze.

th:il bounds or restricts.. A law ;
a rule; a precept ; the ^

regulations or rules of the Monks and Nuns of Budha. A
]| ^,

set of Moral precepts. Tht infliction of the law; a punish.

HOO. The name ofa river.

P'HING.

A valley ; one says, The name ofa river.
|

\

TSZE. Clear, pure water; fesh aod brijlE
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The appearance of perspiration issuing forth. The name of a

river.

To float on the surface* to flow down a stream. Read

Fung, To overturn; to throw off as a vicious horse does; to

set the rider a float; to spill him. Fan yen sze wHh
jj ^.

a general vague mention of afiairs or things.

I

TE, and Che. The name of axiver.

SQO. In a direction towards. Same as
Jjffl

Soo

Soo tow yfi- Jk a certain scoop or pail to bale out a boat.

Original form of $; Keue.

CH'HOO. Clear; pure; limpid

tolH CHA , or Ch'he. cha cbi $1,E the ap -

pearance of water Bowing; the sound or noise of water:

LING. The noise made by water and by wind.

Ri-ilerated, it implies the same. The name of a river, and of

a city. Read Le'en, Long hair all tied together.

PO. From water and thin. A 'ruffled surface ;

water moved and agitated by the wind; a wave; a fall of water;

the glare of water; shining brightness, applied to the eye-aiid

the moon; glossy; name of a river ;
and of a lake ; an ap-

pellation of age. Occurs in various proper names. Po-sze-

EAHT I VOL. II. 6 A .

nclh
^j? ^ ^ the king of the country in which Budha

resided ; viz. Wei kw5 &r the state Wei.

P'HAOU, andP'haou. Thebubbleswhkb

rise on boiling or agitated water. Pustulet or blisters on the

skin. The noise made by water bubbling up. The name of a

river; the name of a fish.

CHING. A red, or carnation colour.

K'HEIH. Shedding teart without noise; to

weep. Read Lelh, Peaou kelh ^ j^ impetuous.

>/VT/ SZE. Same a* }E Sze.j^
NE, Ne, and Ne. I

1

From wattr an*

mud mixed. Mire; to-put in the mires miry; rotten; soft;

weak ; thick ; clammy ; adhesive; stagnant ; impervious ; bigot'

el. Name of a river. A surname. Keu ne puh tung^^
yK ?S bigoted and impenetrable to reason and to argument.

Tsze ne 4J5* 1 a certain national seal. To nelaeshwfiy

46j 1 ~&s^ dragged through mud ind water an obscure

style

Same as $1 Keu.

KEUH The ripple on water,

u

YUE. The appearance of conflicting torrent*

clashing and forming. Read H5, H5 h ^^ w3ter ow-

ing away>.
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lVWfc.1. A spring issuing from the side ofa hill.

SANG.

Water rising high. The appearance of an extensive deep water.

y
CHOO.

Water flowing or shooting off in streams, to lead or be

led ;' that to which the mind is directed ; to record : to com-

ment upon or illustrate by appropriate attention to. Choo e

urh tinf; yf ?H | to listen with attention.

Same as
-jjj^ Luy.

HEUEN, and Heuen. The flowing of

water; the lustre of dew on flowers ; dew hanging suspended

from plants; the flowing of tears. A deep and wide expanse

ot water The name of a river.

vif
FOO.

Spokes of wood fastened together to form a raft.

Jung jung i** ?n* the appearance of water.

/

PWAN. From hatfaad water. A semi-cir-

rular pool of water in the front of Chinese colleges; seemingly

to oblige persons to walk to the right and left. To scatter;

to divide. Yew pwan ig j^E
to pans the pool, by means

of a bridge thrown over. A ceremony performed on obtaining

the lowest degree.

KEUE and Keue. Water issuing with ra-

pidity from an interstice or cleft. Name of a river. Hwuy
f~ i ^i***

neat ulj *n\ depraved ; vicious.

MIN. The appearance of water; nn extensive

sheet of water j water flowing away: exhausted i exterminated,

put an end to ; destroyed. Name of a marsh.

I HAKi.
Large; great; excessive; extra-

vagant ; ait appellation of tlie western wind ; the name of a

hill; of a district ; of a lake, and of the Imperial altar; a

term of respect.

YANG, Yang, and Yang-.

"Mi- wide spread; vast; agitated and tossed about ap-

plied to water and to the clouds.

An ancient form of Yfflf' Tse ; also The name of a

place. Pure clear wine.

^ _
K VVAL. The name of a river, or piece of wate

An abbreviation of ^ Yih.

NAOU. Naou sha 5)7 a medicinal stone.

CHIH.

Sound of the lips; the smacking of tho lips.
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From water and perpetual streams.

Constant wandering ; always flowing ; to dive and walk about

An ancient form of ^ Tsang
1

.

An ancient form of
J?j

Kth.

IVVVAJN. Pure, or to purify; lo cleanse the

hands in water. A man's name. An erroneous form of

Kwan

TSEIH. Mire.

Same as S Chen.

Same as fa Le.

SIX STROKES.

YIN, and T'hun.

Name of a river, the banks of a river.

^ "l||
CHOW. A ilight ripple on the surface of

water. An ancient form of ex Pwan.

la

HWUY. To mix water with flour; to ki.rid.

HWUY. Water turning round, running bark

again and forming an eddy. The name of a lake.

r

CHEN.

Name of a place on the banks of a river.

SHAE, and Tsuy. The noise of thunder

Same as ^ Too.

CHING.

Ching, or Tse'en ching $$ ^ to put under water; .to link.

Y1JN. The name of a river or stream. Read

Yih, The appearance of water flowing. Same as j^ Yin.

E. A certain stream or river.

ft Y1H ' A surnan.e. Also the same a, YTh.

Wat^r ; the name of a river.

^ v

WEI, and Kwei. The name of a river.

HOW. To' moisten ; to imbue.
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TSEEN. Water issuing forth; for water to

extend or reach to. The name of a rivet and of district. Head

Tsun, To approach.

YANG.

From water and theep. The name of a river in Shan-lung,

now used to denote the sea and ocean. Vast; extensive) nu-

merous; abundant; any thing that comes from beyond seas

is expressed by Yang. The name of a district.

LEE, Clear pure water or wine. The name

of a river. Read Le, To push from on both sides. Used for

| Leg.

TSAE, Or Chae. A maH stream or rivulet.

>/JTf

*
SZE. Same as }( Sze

CH'HUNG

A spring at the bottom of a hill. The noise of vjaler.

\JL~ ,

e name of a river.

K'HE.

The water in which meat has been boiled ; thick soup-like

substance, used in sacrifices. Joined together, as. many of-

ficers going to court. The name of a river.

liANO'. Tie water running in a ditch or gutter.

URH. OF E. Water flowing in diverging;

streams ;
tears Bowing. Leen urh

ft
incessant weeping.

V Vulgar form of^ Keuen,

FUH. Flowing in a circuitous course. The

name of an anchorage for boats, or of a bay.

SHAE, or Sae. and Sha.

To wash or cleanse ; to sprinkle, used for the preceding..

Read Seen, A respectful appearance ; deep water
-,
a steep

bank. Read San, Afraid ; apprehensive ; frightened. Read

Se, To wash. Occurs denoting Saow. Read Tsuy, A fresh

appearance ; lofty; eminent.

SlH, Or TsClh. A drizzling rain. The nirne

of a river. Read Tsz,e, The same as
ij|

Tsze.

CHE. Waters diverging and leaving places^dry ;.

a small island ; an island in the midst of a stream.

>>M> HE1H, and Yuh.

v^V
The appearance of water flowing.

A small stream or- river; the ripple on it's surface.

WOO. A man's name.
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Shi. To wash the feet. To wash physically or

morally; to cleanse. Occurs in several proper name*. A

vessel to contain water. Se ho tan
^yr~

itt
-J5? expresses

two people acting a lying part, to impose on a third, who

i* present.

K'HAOU. Water dried up.

CHOO, or Shoo.

Name of a stream of water, in Shan-rung. A surname.

KEANG, and Hung. Water or a stream

deviating from it's course. Th name of a river.

LO.

The bright dazzling glare of water; the name of several

riveis and streams of water in China.

GAN. Hot water. Read Yen, A trertain

stream of water. Read G8, Woo gS $ ife low, crnoked and

uneven ; damp and soft.

*%ra
7J\n\ T'HUNG, Thung and Tung. I.

fl J
A rapid stream. A ravine i an intricate valley ;

a den; a

cavern ; to pass through and through ; deep ; profound ; to see

through clearly ; to understand secrets. Tung fang jjjjjj
E~

a bridal bed chamber. Tung le
yfijj

/$ in some books

denotes the female vagina.

I
E. Watery excretion from the nose.

PART I. VOL. II. 6

A vulgar form of $i Yen.

MOW. pe mow E8 & a bank or shore.

Same as Jj| Tuy.

Ij UY. The uame of a district. Damp xrom.

iniinicaled from one thing to another.

E. Name ofa river in Ho-nan,

it?
\

ME. The name of a river.

TgZE. Ku Uze the name of a hill.

An ancient form of Jfl Tseuen.

TSIN. From water and to urcorrf triM. To

furd or cross a stream where facilities are presented , a ford or

ferry. A creek or rivulet. To moisten and mollify , to split

or rend wood. Name of a star, and of a territory.

vVtil. Jo composition, the name of different

rivers ; and of a tract of country.

HEAOU. Name of* district and of a river.
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MIH, and P'hth.

Shallow water. An ancient form of Mffl Flh.

HEEN, and King.

The name of a river; name of a Heeu district. Read Yen,

Clear or pure.

/

E. Expanded; spread out, at streams of water;

expnniion or dilation of the feelings, by which the Chinese

generally mean Ease of mind ; ammed ; gratified. E e
ffi <JBJ

a f.iir wind ; flight that looks like a sailing motion. Read Se,

To desist as from anger ; to be appeased. To flow out ;
to leak ;

to put away; to lessen the sum of guilt or blame. A surname-

HUNG- Water rising contrary toils usual

course; a torrent of water ; a deluge, or extensive inundation

of water; water rushing against rocks. Great; vast ; name of

a river; and of a lake; of a bell ; of a district, and of a hill.

A surname. An irregular pulse. Hung leang keih
^Jt ~fjfa

Jj and Yin chwang too 33* H^ ||j
are two names of mo-

dern statesmen who risked their lives, in strong remonstrance

against the errors or vices of the despot.

^ Or Heih. The gutters for water

tliat run amongst fields, the moat or ditch around a city wall.

A kind of lock to stop or admit water; to overflow and

ri 'stroy. Name of a river; a d^ep appearance.

SHE. The name of a river. ,

K'HWANG Name of a river.

SUH.

Sfili sBh JET
jfif

rain. Read S5, A storm of wind and rain.

Original form of ffi Wang.

YU.

Not clean. Read Yew, A black colour; to manufacture silk.

T'HAOU, and Ch'haOU. The name of

several rivers, and of a place. To wash and cleanse. Read

Yaou, The name of a lake.

. . u

KEE. Name of a river ;
clean

; pure.

To expose naked to view, to expose to the light.

HEW.

Appearance of water ; water passing away.

K'HEU. Many things in the midit of the water.

URH, and Me. The name of a rivrr.

CHOW. An island ; a place habitable for men

or birds in the midst of the water. Tsing chow^ }J|]
thr

Isle de Verde, at Macao. San-chow-tang^ J^ pro-

vincial dialect Sara-cbow-tong, or San-c/iang.
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To imbibe gradually ; to render damp, in a gradual manner.

Original form of ffi Ping.

SEUN, The name of a stream ; faithful; sin-

cere; distant; remote f to weep silently. Equal; even.

SUNG, Or Heung. The sound of water

bubbling up, a from a spring; the noise of water rolling

with rapidity and force ; the sound ofdrumming and excitation.

Jt

ifc

CH'HIH. Water. Read Che, Damp.

KWANG- From water and light. A kind

of lustre issuing from water bubbling up. Name of a river;

wide and deep. Used to denote Perturbation. Kwang kwang

*-
yJi a martial appearance ;

art angry aspect.

YUEN, and Hwan. The name of a river,

and of a Been district. Hwan hwan to flow, ye

hwan
yj

the same as Nee" pwan y!g ^* a certain state

of existence, according to the Budhists.

MING.

The name of a river and of a Chow district.

HWO. From tongue and water, two things

which are never at rest. Living; lively; moving; cheerful;

to vivify. The name of a river. Read Kw8, The noise of

water flowing rapidly. To rhyme, Read Ueo6. Hw8 tze

P"-" y^^ /t bosk printed with moveable-types. HwS

niaejin
|

JJ2JJ ^ to bury a person alive; meant To rausr

their death without just cause.

PEAOU. The appearance of water.

VVA. Th name of a river. Deep; tortuous.

Read Kwei, A surname.

^^^ **

^j^^ HEA. To harmonize with ; te combine or

blend with ; to instil gradually into the mind ; to instil as

if soaked or steeped in water ; to extend ; to pervade every

part; saturated.

P'-HAt*. Water dividing into several streans;

to ramify; to branch off; to appoint to various department*.

Che pae ;j? jjjj^
to branch off literally, or figuratively. Tsung

pae jfc
1 ancestors and the posterity that branches oft'.

WOO, and Woo. Thick muddy stagnant

water; a pool at the foot of a hill. To scoop out the earth

ami forma pool. Read Hoo, Deep water. Filthy; to staid

other things , to bale out water.

KEUH.

Koiih die the nttne of a river.

LEW, and Lew. From water and lireamer,

the motion of water. To flow; to pass from one place to

another ; to descend on unrestrained ; to fall Into a cerlaia
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conrv ,,f action , to ca.t off moral restraint, the course

proere.. of, to select, to beg or entreat. Occur* in proper

narn-i. Juh chung lew ^ pjj jfa
enter into the middle

of the stream. Tiing ke che lew
jjjjj ^ }

the waving

or ftowin; of banners.

Same as Che.

ifa

tt An ancient form o Tsze.

m

PUN. Water flowing rapidly, or impetaously.

An abbreviated form of $

KEEN.

An opening by the tide of a pond to admit or let out water.

Same as ^j Se.

An ancient form of Fa.

The name ofatream; the tound of the character

is nut known.

^1f > An abbreviated form of Tse.

YIH. The bank f a river.

PE. The name of a river.

PING. To crois a river -without a boat.

V

SEVEN STROKES.

o

LEUE. MeileuY)g ?5 the bank of a stream,
Iff* 4M

one says, water on the top of a hill.

K^HE W. The name of a river.

WE. We leu
5|L ]pj|the

sea break i

dykes. The appearance of water flowing. The bottom of

a spring.

v

Name of a river. To wash or cour

rice. Chi keang T a province on the east coast of China,

south of Keang-nan ;
the river which runs through it it alio

called Chfi-keang. The province seems named from the river.

P'HUjlN. The appearance of water isiuiog forth.

HAN. Water blended with mire or mud; mire;

mud j miry. Name of a place. Used also to denote To contain.

PANG.

A kind ofwet dock in which boats are safely moord.
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MANG. The name of a river.

u

TSO, or Ch8. Sediment; dregs; that which

1/i name of asinks to the fool or bottom. Han-chS

person mentioned in history.

YEY. The appearance of water flowing; quick

precipitous motion ; wishing to progress with celerity.

IIL, The name of a river or stream.

PUH, Or P8. Suddenly bursting forth, a*

plants budding, or as a spring bubbling up; copious ,
abun-

dant ; confused. Name of a place, and of a sea.

TOW. The name of a river.

MAOU. The appearance of a large piece of

water; or a great accumulation of water ; or of a high tide.

HVVAN. From water and to complete. To

cleanse with water. The name of a river. Wan teih

to wash and cleanse.

Same as -M Shuh.

L UNG . The name of a river.

PABT I. TOL. II. 6c

HUNG - or Hin s-

The waves of the ea riiigg and dashing.

:

" 1H. From water and city. Wet; moil ;

dewy; walcr running down.

POO. Streams that run into, or out of lare

rivers ; a small creek or inlet. A surname. Compounded with

various other proper names.

YING, or Clling. Faces; dregs. Name

of a stream; flowing together.

LANG. The juice of pears.

KWO. The noise of running water.

HAOU. The appearance of a vast collection

of waters, as in the deluge ; overplus; more than is necessary

for use ; affluence. Read Kaou, A surname. To apply water

to wine.

Same as Peth.

HEAE, and Keae. Name of a river.

HAN Water ; the name of a stream.
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LANG, and Lang.

A wave ; the waves of a river, or of the sea ; unsettled ;

profligate; dissipated. A drum; to drum. Name of a well.

A surname. Lang yung joo shan
.yft ijB 4tn ill the waves*X 1x7 S*r ||

rising like mountains, said of the Yellow river

TSAOU. Name of a river.

the name of a chief of a certain nation.

KANG. The name of a river.

FOW.

To ascend a raft and float on the water; to float; to float

along with the stream ; to flow over ; to extend ; excess ; time

which has gone by. Light. Fow fow, Cloudy vapours; sleet

and snow in great quantities ; numerous and violent, like the

waters of a torrent ; a kind of forfeit. Name of a river, and

of a hill, and of a bamboo. PSh shaog fow hwa^ jpj *f-

2lS are not fond of superficial show. Fow leang
j

l2 a

floating bridge of boats. Fow-shan
[|l

one of the hills in

Canton, which are famed under the name S?fc 1 1 1 Lo
Jr-U: I 1i9

f'uw si, an. Of Fow-shan it is said, that it is the left limb of

^ 5rv
punS'' ae > '^ Paraidi se of the Taou sect; which fow

or floated from the eastern sea to Canton, many ages ago.

woo.

Name of a stream; of a mountain torrent ; and ofa river.

TSEEN, and Le. A rapid current.

CHWANG. The appearance of fire ; to

fill a boiler with rice; to boil with steam. Cbwang kaou

ffir
Jj^E

a sort of pudding or dumpling, or to boil puddings.

Same as llf Shin.

Same as jj| Fung, and ffi Keang.

YIH. Fat and sleek; mollified.

Vulgar form of ffi Yih,

u

CHE, and Je, Water recently obtained, or

water going forth. The appearance of water.

f

1 UH. From water and a valley. To bathe

in a stream. Name of a river. To fly up and down, as swal-

lows on the surface of water.

TSO. The rapid motion of water.

the appearance of a high wave.

T'HUNG. The name of a piece of water;

the appearance of deep water.
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LAOU. Laou lang Jfe j& the appearance

of alarm and perturbation.

H AE. Nature's lake, which receive) all rivers.

The sea ; an arm of the sea. The name of a district. Sze hac

|7E|
$S- the four seas, supposed to surround the world ; hence

all within the four seas denotes all the world. Hae pa 'iffi P

a species of cyprasa or cowry. Hae mun
j

H^ a place situated

t the mouth of the Yang-t^ze-keang ;
it is under Yang-chow

i|| /)i|ij

district. Ting hae heen
jl? M the island called

by Europeans Chu-san from Chow-shan *}- ilia place on the
/*f r*-i

island. It wa first formed into a district during the Tang dy-

nasty in tlie 8th century. In 1390, Bung-woo, the first em-

peror of the Ming dynasty removed the inhabitants on to the

nnin land to prevent piracy. Hae yaou yu \ %&- & syno-
I IH^d fjl\

nymouswi'h Shaou-yang yu /J? R||
! by Klaproth called

Ra'ui piscis. From the definition in Pun-tsaou, probably the

Stins; ray.

>
> To penetrate with moisture , to enrich ;

to instil instruction ; to perform a complete circle. Chow tse'e

y3 to make a circuit of; to cause benefits to extend every-

where. TseSjTh 1 II the period of ten days. Tse'S shin I

m^ the complete round of hours, from midnight to midnight.

IhliN, To sink into, as water into the earth;

to penetrate, as liquids; to soak; to saturate; to steep ; a

place saturated with water; a marsh; steeped; drenched;

macerated; imbued. Shwfiy tsin ta keae iR
pj?

-JU ;?J*

the great street is drenched with water.

MA\M**T CHUNG. The appearance of water, deep and

widely spread ; an extensive nheet of water.

K'HWANG. The appearance of water.

HEUNG, and Keung. Heung hiug
Jjgj

J-

the appearance of water running round in a sort of eddy.

MEI. To stain; to defile, as by foul water;

in the language of affectation, to defile another person with

one's mean affairs; to

request or ask to do.

t& ~
BU I . From water and tranquil. A small still

shower of rain ; the name of a river Read Nuy, Thick ,

turbid.

one's mean affairs j to annoy by making requests; i. e. to

CHING. The juice or sirup of a plum-like

fruit, called^ J&
Chang-tsaou.

P'HEIj0rP'hae\

The name of a river. The name of a district

HEEN, or Keen. Name of a river.

SAN. To leak out.

Same as
jj/j Hung.

Vulgar form of T'haou.
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T'HOO. The name of a river; and ofastoue;

/'>!>
a rut of a wheel. Read Choo, The name of a river. Read

Yay, Thf name <>f a hill.

*rn
>
; f/K|

KWAN. Name of a river.

l""f

. l \

P'HING. The appearance of a river

. . L

INijE. Name of a certain stream or river;~^l

*=
lji

black dirty mini at the bottom of stagnant water; to blacken.

pwan H@ ;S- or :5[ a dirty platter, applied by the

Budha seil to the defilements of the world.

jHf
HAN. Read Kan or Han, Dry ; dried. Read

Hun han, Water flowing away rapidly.

V
PEI, or Pe. The name of a river.

An erroneous form of Ta.

secretion from the nose.

I\lN(j, Flowing in a straight course. FIow-

ing through; permeable. Name of a river, and of a district;

applied also to som other proper names.

An ancient form of jf? Pin.

P'HE. Name of a stream.

SEAOU. TO thaw; to melt; to digest; U

be dispersed, to be dissipated; consumption; in a mercantile

sense, denoting The sale of goods ; to be completely dried up.

Name of a place ; a certain disease.

SHE.

From H- ater and to pace. To ford a stream; to cross

over ; to wade up to the knees, la a moral sense used for

Passing through j crossing over tot implication. Name of a

district. A surname. Read Tee
1

, Blood flowing.

SEUEN.

A circulating stream or spring that forms an eddy.

NEEN. Teen neen vfl. ;% filthy water;

polluted; beastly drunk. Profuse perspiration. Read Jin,

The name of a river or stream.

T'HUH. Smooth and slippery.

YUNG

To rise suddenly, like a wave. The name of a river.

SOW. To wash with the hands. To wash the

mouth. Read Suh, Name of a river.

V
m^^"_

HEAOU, andHeaou. The name of a river.
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..

SEEN, and Seen. Slaver issuing from tte
'

I
muiitli, as when the mind longs for something. Read Yea,

The flowing of water; continued succession.

T'HING. Ring ting a smatt stream

or river. Waves passing straightforward ; the shining appear,

ance of waves.

GO. A certain river in the north of China.

i!il

1'HU.N. To eat and vomit out a

yt IjE. Water running down a declivity.

Le-le, The sound of water running down; to descend or go

down to; to go to, or arrive at, used by superiors To npr

or over look.

S/K, or Che.

The bank of a river ; the m irgin of a stream.

KEUEN. A small stream; a brook, that will

,.
-

'

, r

gradually swell to a river. The name of a river. To "choose;

to select; to purify; to cleanse; to expel; to put away. A

surnnnie.

,.

From water and a mountain. Moun-

tain streams; pure water; a fish pond. Rain; tears falling.

Name of a river. Read Tse'en and Tsan, The bank of a stream.

. From water and successive.

water falling in succession from the eyes, tear* f. to -ihed

tears. The name of a bamboo, and of a certain diagram used

in divination. KeTh te M 3 to weep j to cry.

SHWUY, and Stiy. Water recently

vanned; harmony; purity; to purify wine by t&e ashes of

shells. Read Seue, To wipe a vessel and pour wine into it.

PART I VOL. II. O D

K Original form of
>$( Po.

Same as j Mo, or Mfih.

Same as ]la Mang. Mang mei woo ken
-J

I? obscure and without any proof.

Same as wi Tsae.

.

An ancient form of jf? Kwei, o

A form of -ff Han.

Same as $$ Me.

A form of ffi Yiih.

r

An ancient form of j|t Shay.
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Same as $j Hae. Neither the sound nor the ense of this character

is known.

HWUY.

Black and blue, like the colour of a bruise.

An ancient form of W Tseih.

SHA.

To sha i*t
'folk

a tone when beginning to speak.

..

SEEN. Saliva or slaver from the mouth.

Same as Y Yuen.

A form of^ Keaou.

Same as i^ Yuen.

^Kf*
S*H Roush

>/cJ HWAN. To wash.

"

Same as J( Neaou.

Name of a place; the sound is not known.

Same as }fe To.

Neither the sound nor sense of this character a known

EIGHT STROKES.

The name of a river. Name of an

VJ^ **w
ancient district. Read Pow, Pow gow yj5 /|fij

the foam on

a wave.

KWAN, and Kwan. Name of a river;

perturbed; confused; hurried; excited, as boiling water.

\

H1NG, To pull; to drag upon or involve

one's self in. A surname. Ying hing ^ Vs the appearance

of a large expanse of water. Ming hing ^ |

natural,

genial, vivifying fume or vapour.

SHOW. The appearance of water.

H SWAN, or Slma.

To scrub and wash. The name of a river.

HAN. A local particle denoting Uncertainty,

or a change of the idea ; perhaps ; or.
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YAE.

The bank of a river, or stream ; a shore.

CHUH . The name of a river.

CHUE> Toweep; weeping.

Same as -jM Chang.
i3r\<

YIH

Saliva or secretion from the nose; to disperse j thick dregs;

applied also to a lake. A surname.

UrillNCr. jo communicate through, or with.

MEIH. Mire.

L'HUNG, Keang, and Neang.

A straight flowing stream. One says, A small drizzling rain.

TO- Wei to 3ji iffijj
sands and pebbles-follow-

ing the course of the stream.
Ti'toyW

'

the appearance

of waves following waves.

Same as the preceding.

)/rr|* KAN. An erroneous form of
]flf Han.

iff

WAN, or Yuen.

From water and lo turn. Water whirling round ; an eddy.

KE. The name of a river.

HAN Water entering into a boat ; ..

or soak in water. To contain ; of vast containing capacity.

Sin yu le seang han A & jg |H Jg-1
the heart and right"^ ^ -^ * '* * I ** ttt

principles amalgamated, blended together at one.

-^C\<
A creek, or stream running into a

larger river. Used for
[ffi

To.

Name of a river. Read Joo, Strong generous wine.

YUH, and Gaou.

To moisten with water ; to water or irrigate.

VCjy Same as Wa.

I UNO. From water and the eatt. Name

of a river j
a heavy rain; dtw ; drenched or wet with rain

or dew. Name of a fruit

WO, and Nuy. Fcul water; muddy ; filthy;

to apply water to
; the name of a hill. Head Wi, An x-

cnmulat'iOB of water in one place.
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HO, and Hoo.
'

Water entirely run off, or dried up; eihautled.

KEU . The nam.: of a river or stream-of water.

.

V
HWUH- A bluish black appearance. A,deepV

blue To join or unite. Read Win, The water cut off or
'

exhausted. Read Toy, To dye black.

SHAY. Name of a river.

Original form of P Seen.
..

'-

J$'
jEANG, Cool; sparing; uncomfortable,

.

when applied to a person's circumstances; pleasant,' 'whcD

applied to the wind. Name of a district. A surname. O*-

i-urs djnoling To trust that a case is so; to believe. Ni leang

j$i
V

i^ to take a" airi "s ' Tth leang^ 1

little virtue.

HWAN

Uufixed ; unsteady ; unsettled appearance. Muddy, foul water.

T'HA. Water overflowing its banks. Ti to

.

ifit -iRrti waves- following each other in success!

CHO. Flowing down in drops; to strike. Name

w %
*\t. " u

>MrT T'SHEE, A stream; a river. Read Tserh,
'1^^^^
1 jr^
A stream that flows from under ground ; a small winding

stream.

IrfcV*
T1H. The appearance of water.

.

KEUEN. A stream or river; ao-ieddj of

water; the appearance of water circulating.

TOO. The name of a stream or river.

TSZE

Name of a district ; black colour.

Mtl
^y^KH SEIH.. To scour or wash rice. The name of

r V j

a district. Seih leih Jttr }^ the noise of rain.

JAfl^-f
A form of the preceding.

'**' '^

'

of a stream and of -i .listrict/fi>:

-

HEAOU. The name of a river. Confu.e ,

mixed. Heaou hwan ^ J^,
or reversed, Hwan heaou,

Thick muddy water.

K'lIE. Name of a river, and of a district. Ke
; .

gaou

Canton river.

at
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ft P'HING.

'ing peih irF
jjGi

the sound of waves dashing.

u

KEUH, and Kiih. Thick muddy water ; iu

'f r

a confused disorderly state; extended to the utmost degree;

to make a passage for water ; to flow in a disorderly manner.

\m
W_TT. KO. A stream or river. Read Kwan, in the

P^
sense of Sffl Kwan, and ^M Kwan.

HAN. Mud and water. A thick, soup-like

consistence-, used when drawing out silk. Read Yen, Ap-

pearing full of water. Muddy; to sink.

v, _/T
Water, not in common use.

LIN. From water and a forest. Water drip-

ping from trees; to wet or soak with water, water falling

from the clouds, from a house, or from a vessel. A pool or

pond. Tsze lin
^J- iti difficulty of passing urine during

uterine gestation.

"
WANG. Togo.

HWANG, Or Wang. A large stream or

river; stagnant stinking water. Name of a district.

FUNG. Water.

FART I. VOL. II. 6 E

CH'HANG. targe waves. The appearance

of water. Water under circumstances of power.

CHOW. Water whirling round; making a

w ' v
noise like a whirlpool. Name of a stream of water.

HAOU . A.n appearance of clear water.

CH'HANG. Name ofa stream or river.

SHUH. From water and superior. Pure;

limpid; uncorrupted; virtuous; accomplished.

TS'HE.

From water and a wife. The clouds gathering and fore-

boding rain ; cold and bleak.

FANG. Name of a certain stream or river.

C'HIH. Name of a stream and of a plant.

Rain water accumulated ; a pond or lake.

CHAOU. Same as j^ Chaou.

KEUH. The ripple on water.
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NAOU.

Mire; miry. Name of a stream ; a surname. Read also

ChS and Chiou.

T'HAOU. From Kate r and an earthen venel.

The scouring noise made when washing rice; the sound of a

torrent ; to stir about ; to excite

478

il

I

TbUNG. The noise of water; the appear-

ance of waler flowing. Also read Tse;mg, and Seang

LUY. Read Luy and Leuli. From water and

ungovernable. Tears flowing from the eyes; weeping. Read

le. To flow with rapidity, applied to water. Hea luy ~|^ ^
to shed tears. Yu luy pfi j

to rain tears, to weep copiously.

LEE. Clear water.

CHE. Che ho M:|j 3jjT the name of a river.

FE, or Fei. Name of a river that rises in

aini opposite the Po-yang lake. To issue from the

same source, and diverge into different streams.

SUNG. The name of a river.

Vulgar form of ^ Yew.

An abbreviation of iff Sha.

T>H^EN< Teen
. dirty; filthy,

m
PING. Ping pang

- the noise of water

polluted. Used also in a moral sense. To sink down.

P'HE. Name of a stream or river j the noise

of water. Pe pe sS 4S luxuriant
-,
numerous. The ap-

pearance of a boat moving. Read Pei, or Pae, Moving;

in motion.

in agitation ; the sound of wind blowing against things.

Same as yS Keu.

L'HEUNG.

The appearance of water running with velocity.

m FANG, Mang, or Wang. Name of a

stream or river. The appearance of a large piece of water.

v

TSIH. To stop or dam up water.

HOC). A scoop or bucket for baling out a boat.

T'HAN.

From water carried off by the application offire. Thin as

vapour ; tasteless as water; insipid, used figuratively in a bad
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sense; light; volatile; carried away with the wind. Watery;
slat u of rnind; and the pure regions of bliss in the west, at

a rich taste is expressed by yX-1 Nung. Tsing tan

poor ; pure.

MIH. Shallow water.

PEIH. A spring bubbling up.

, Heth, or Heue.

Wal3r flowing with rapidity. Used to express sorrow.

CHAY. A sort of soup.

^> OT Yae. The margin of a stream; the

!>ank of a river. The extreme or ultimate limit.

' Muddy water; plants growing amongst

the mod; the purulent matter of a sore.

w

LUH. Clear, limpid water. Name of a stream

or river; and of a marsh. Same as
jjfe

Luh, and J^ Tseun.

KAN, and Kan . Water entering into a boat.

Mud. Same as jag Kan. Name of a river. Also, an extreme

degree; to sink; to draw water.

TSING, and Tsing. From water and to

strive. To wash clean with water. Clean; pure; undefined.

Name of a rapid, where the water struggles through the rocks.

Name of a pond. Tsing too

the distance of a thousand millions of leagues, used by tie

Budhists. Keg tsing 3&
j pure and clean ; perfectly clean

Tsing fan wang
] |jj[ ^ the father of SliTh-kw-raow-n<-

teen jin
| ^ ^ J\^

a celestial person who resided at

Tsing. the birth-place of Budh.

MEIH. Same as j Melh.

LING.

To proceed fast; to pass over in succession. Alarmed.

Samp as
j^jj Me.

Same as
J5<C ^Van.

CHWANG. The appearance of water run-

ning past rocks and leaving them dry.

P'HIH. Same as |1)& Pih.

LUN. The ripple on the surface of water, cans-

ed by the wind brushing over it, which to the Chinese, sug-

gests the idea of circles or wheels; the water whirling round ;

a whirlpool ; to sink in a whirlpool ,
used to denote present

disasters and future misery; hell; to perish; a confused un-

distinguished state; chaotic. Cbing Inn to 15

& to sink lower and lower
, to sink down to Ml Hwin lun

j@ chaos, state in which matter existed previously to the

formation of heaven and earth. Fun Inn ^B 1 a precipitate

a pure place; a pure
I motion of water, drawing every thing to a point.
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REANG. A stream or river.

TSEE, She, and Tee. Tse ch?

the appearance of recently having water; the appearance

of water issuing forth. Sin tseS J^ j
the appearance of

a small stream ; the noise of waves passing rapidly.

YIN. Front-~ja(er and near approaches. To

drench; excess of any kind; sexual excess; to debauch >

lewd; lewdness; lascivious; lustful; absense; error; to con-

tinue long. Name of a tree. Yin chwang "(.^ venereal

ulcers. Tsze koo yin woo nuy Iwan che sze we yew pfih

wang kwS, pae keachay f
| fa

fr"
p\l r/l j? M^-

"7^ 'fT /N 1 * US M>C ^* 'H from ancient times till

now, lewdness and incest have always destroyed nations and

ruined families. Yin Iwan che sze SI / |JC lewdness
I pju A -r

and incest. Yin tDh so kan \ ^J Or- ^g caused by ve-

i.creil poison.

/

TS'HUY. An utensil for extinguishing a

cindle; to desires to violate. Cold.

K'HEU. To seize hold of; to take.

SEE, and E.

t
-||4~

To put away, to leak out. Same as ^^
See.

The name of a stream or river. The name of a district.

PAOU.

To steep ; one says Clear or pure water.

A famous river in the central part of Cbina, and which

empties itself into the sea, in N. L. 34". 30'.

NEEN.

Muddy; to take mud from amongst water.

An ancient form of Tse.

SHIN.

From water, a cavern, and a wood. Deep, applied to

water; deep strong colours; very; extremely; profound;

recondite. Name of a river, of certain clothes, and of a dis-

trict. Read Shin, To measure the depth. Ne'en yu shin kew

^P. El M a great length of time ; many years and

months. Shin choo $* -{fc- dark Saxon blue colour. Shin
W^ /***

gow hwuy
*

|=j jfc^ puce, or flea colour.

CHUN, or Shun, and Shun, clear;

pure ; unmixed ; to wash or cleanse; part of a military carriage.

o

WUH, or Hwull. The sound of water bub-

bling forth ; water running with an interrupted velocity,

From water whirling between Iwo shores. An eddy; a

whirlpool j a deep abyss. The name of a river. A surname.
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m
An ancient form of the preceding character.

481 S.
:

>ih Kadiral. VIM. Slmiiy ,

\

lieen poo lang. Fung tiing Uzc chc >K
an imperi.il mandate in the Tartar language hai been received.

Seaon pi-en tsing pth /k /ffi rfi clear pale urirt.

Vulgar form of $j) Heung

Thc of

TS'HEEN, andTs-'hcfen. From water

and little. Shallow; superficial; easy, that which ii in a

slight degree. Applied to colours, denotes A light degree of

colouring. A tiger's skin with short hair.

LiA lli. The name of a stream or river.

KWAN, and HVan. From water and

perturlirrl A torrent of foul water; many polluted streams;

mixed and running; Mended with mud and dirt. Whatever-

is confused and in disorder; dull and opaque. A man's name.

HwJn chang lung se
Jj|J |J|= 1JS jgj

a stupid disorderly

thing, i applied to persons in the language of abuse.

YEN, and Can. Water; name of a river;

to remain long in water ; to steep, in water ; to macerate- to

spoil. The bank of a river.

TS'HING, Ts'hing, and Ts'hing. H

^'HEEN.

To add to; to lay on; to increase the number or quantity of.

MEAOU. A large surface of water,

as Sha.

Name of a river; also of a plain or waste.

From water and azure. Pure ; limpid ; clear ; tranquil ;
a

clear eye; the lower part of the eye; clear sighted ; uncorrupt-

rd by bribes ; to clear off an account. Name of a riven a dis-

trict, and a city. A surname. Tsing tsze -f- Manshur

character. Ta tsing munJ^ n the southern gate of the

imperial city in Peking. Inside this gate there are long cover-

ed walks on the east and west with rooms where a considerable

part of the business of the six supreme courts of the empire

is transacted; the walks or piazzas- are called

FART i, VOL. ii. 6 r

Same

CHE.

An ancient form of }H Han.

P'HAN. Deep

Original form of J^ Hwang.

Yltt. To add to ; to fill full
; full.
n

\7jrV ^J^ To stop a long time. The sound of this character

I
is not known.
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^<

tf

An ancient form of ffc Yin.

Same as the preceding.

An ancient form of Meih.

SUH. The noise of rain.

A form of Seen.

Same as the preceding.

Same as the preceding.

;<

>?1

9

Same as the three preceding.

Same as ^ Pun.

TSEU. Damp ; wet.

T'HAN. High waves.

Same as the preceding.

.

-

&m ij

Vulgar form of
-)J^ Luy.

it Same as Yuen.

...

An ancient form of ]# Tsang.

uVV
Same as $ Tseth.

An ancient form ofjif Win. Also ued for
iffjr

Min.

YING, or Heung.

The appearance of water running round ; an eddy.

An ancient form of IS Seaou.

YAY. Name of a <ity. Read JS, The ap-

pearance of a large expanse of water. The name of a river.

3f.

TSAN. Limpid clear water.

Same as fe Tsin.

Same as ffi Pang

V

3f

T'HWAN. The appearance of a heavy dew.

An ancient form of 0? She.
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YIN. The dregi or residuum of a liquid.
" "i

SHA. Sha sHh 5& ~/F\ the name of a place.
IP* V"*

II

HWUH. The sound or noise of water.

FEI. The name ofa stream or river.

T'HO. The appearance of rain.

NINE STROKES.

JOW. Name of a river.

r I i

Same as ffi Twan.

/

riWAN. A river in Ho-nan province. Name

of one oftheKwa diagrams, denoting Scattered, spread out.

CHOO, and Choo,

Name of a river or stream of -water ; a small island.

4/
To injure or break off a part ; to

diminish in weight or quantity; to lighten. Name of a river.

A surname.

NWAN. Warm water.

VIIIW. To change one's priociples or master, m

a bad sense. Name of a itream or river. Name of a diitrici.

TSOW. The source of a stream.

TING. Stagnant water; used also for a lever a level

shore by the side of a stream.

>:a
K'HEU, K'heu, and K'heu. A place

where water accumulates or runs off, as in a gutter. Large ;

great; gradual. The name of a river; the name of a tune.

A vulgar word for He, or him; $he, her,or it. Forms part of

the name of o certain armour, and of a plant. Keu ting

mow ylh JinM 5 H* EL k
they merchants.

1 ft(J\J. To pass through; to cross over

stream, or rrvcr, or road. Yuen keun too keang

jjIS?
iE tne army ^ lne Yuen dynasty crossed the Yang-tsze

i

"

- -

keang river.

r U JN IT . The noise of water ; a very loud noise.

Read Fan, Fan-fan
|||f jSI

an easy pleasing sound; sound

floating in the air. The appearance of floating.

T \\ i

* O. Name of an arm of the sea. Vng pS

vSI )$]
the beginning of a fog. Ping pS VHH

j

the noise of

waves dashing.
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Jl^r* WANG. A stagnant pool.

CHA, and Cha.

>, MEEN.

The appearance of a large expanse of water.

Settlings; grounds; dregs; faeces The name of a river.

i> /

UH- From water and house. Moistened ; tinged;

imbued; enriched, as with dew ; shining ; glossy; mellow.

Name of a river.

KO, and Kwa. The name of a stream or

river. Read Wo, Water turning a corner. A surname.

TE

A drop of water to ooze out by drops ; to drip.

WEI- To sink and be lost ; a winding stream.

Wei luy >/B ffl the appearance of waves rising. Ued also

for the word Filth ; dirty.

WAN ' m

From water and warm hearted. Warm; genial ; benign ;

cordial,- a mild, kind, sincere disposition. To warm. Name

of a river; of a district. A surname. Wan seih kew ko
Vjjj^

to practice former lessons.

SEE.

Tu put away ; to cleanse a well; to scatter; to disperse;

to desist; to ooze or leak out; to perspire. The name of

a stream. A surname.

Same as fjj Joo.

t

Waters flowing upwards, or contrary to Iheir original course.

Same as
jrg

Tsin ; also the name of a stream or

hill -
^t| 1 1 TS'Hlrl. From water and to measure. To

fathom the depth of; to measure generally, applied to mind or

body. Pure; clear; sharp.

WEI.
(($>

From water and the stomach. Water agitated ;
the noise

of waves; disquieted appearance. Name of a river and of a

district.

KO, and Ho. Name of a river.

w

The appearance of nimbus clouds previous to rain.

KEANG. From water and lane. Water

diverging into streams like streets or lanes; a passage for

ships; streams running into, or from the sea; arms of the sea.
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Head Hung, Lakes passing into each other. Keang kow

^

7* IS 7f wPIH $} the "'icienti surveyed fame,.., hill.the mouth of a passage; aport.

HUNG.

The noise of water. Read Rung, The appearance of water.

SEUEN. A small stream of water. To

sinenr paper with ink in a particular manner.

ME.

and great river, to enlarge their mind, and form their virtue.,
when it is thui, ramble, (or travel,) ma, be called u,cful.

The nnise of wavei; the roar

the sea. Read Tsing, The same as
j*g Tsing, and tfs ,,.;,,,

haoii i the

The appearance of water; to wash a corpse. To drink.

anre of the ocean, viewed at an immense distance, whi.e,

gl.ttering; vast
; confounding and indistinct.

To Ies8en i to dimini,h. The name ,,f

K'HO. Desiring to drink ; thit,, .nxiou. to

If

an indented mountain. A .urname, ,he came of a river.

w iV
attain or effect j to thirst after, figuratively. Read Ke'e, Water vy
dried up. '' The name of a river; the ripple on water.

TSAE. The name of a river.

w
VTH" The name of a river or stream. The

appearance of water flowing.

V^

AN, and Hwan. From many and

waters A torrent rolling and clashing. The noise of water

running M a torrent; water and mud ; foul
; polluted; con-

fused i foolish ; all blended together i one mass ; the whole of ;

Great; large. A surname.
Hwio-tun-she^ g&r Pf- the

same as Pwan-koo-she ^ ~fc & the first man that wa,

MAOU.

The appearance of a large expanse of water.

YING. The name of a stream or river.

YUEN. Name of a stream or river.

19>/JlX YEW.

Name ofa stream in the north that
diverges from a famous

river. To flow; to float; to swim, to go from home. To

ramble; to give one's self up to amusement; appearing gra-
' """' ""'" "rc "

tified ; scattered ; dispersed. Koo jin kwan ming shan ; ta i

the Pre-existent chaos,

chuen ; e kwang ke che e, grh ching ke tth, fang wei shen yew
'

t^Oj^JII^^^^
FART. 1 VOL. It. 6c

produced, when the heavens and earth were separated from

stent chaos.

SHAE- or Sae. To sprinkle water.
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KVVEI

The appearance of water; water dried up.

NAB. Nae pci J$ ^jjj
the appearance of waves.

tyA-jV KWEI, and Keue.

A spring issuing forth ; a stream passing through.

CH1H.

The appearance of a slender winding stream.

T'HO. The name of a stream or river.

HWUY. The appearance of water flowing.

GO. The name of a river.

P'HAE. The sound of water
-,
water increas-

ing in a great degree. Ping pae j^ j^ water rushing for-

cibly j clashing and raging.

u

K'HEIH. A dark damp place.

K'HEIH. A sort of soup.

MEI. The ryebrovi of a lake. Plants grow-

ing oo the margin of a stream. Water plants growing freely

and much mixed together. The name of a lake.

An ancient form of (* Tsin.

MEI. To injure ; to spoil,

HEIH, or Ylh.

The sound of water flowing rapidly. Same as
jdpi

HeTh

Sefih seiih ^ j^ the appearance of water flowing

Same as ]%_ Tseth, or See.

TSAN. Damp ground.

i/

KWO. The noise of running water.

T'HEEN. Shen teen ]g jji
a tranquil flow.

LE EN- From to separate and water. To boil

silk well for the purpose of .eparating it. II
concurrence of circumstances.

TS'HOW. Tocollect together ; to make u p ;
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WEI. To circulate; the name of a river.

TS'HAN.

To swallow down. The same as
%jg

Tsao.

TWAN. From water and to ipring forth.

Water gushing forth, or running on with rapidity. Read

Chuen, The name of a river.

.. \

MEEN, Sunk or immersed in. Chia-meen

vin tsew 'j'ff irfn nJif I1 addicted to drinking.J/U ||r\1 F/% JEJ

An ancient form of Jt Mo. Read Hwuy, The

P1H. The appearance of shallow.

SEU. To purify or give a taste to wine by

means of a certain plant. One says, Deep ; to dig deep. To

disclose or expose the figure of a thing; a rich appearance,

applied to dress.

TSE1H. Rain falling. One says, The bub-

bling of a spring, The name of an indented hill.

PUN. The name of a river. The sound of

water agitated ; water bubbling up. To steepj iu water.

to fil1 "P-l

TSEEN.

The nameofa river) to sprinkle with the hand.

PEEN. To pass urine.

TSZE. The name of a river.

KEEN. Name of a river

HOO.

A lake ; the name of a river, and of a district.

FUNG. Deep mire

P'HiH.

The name of an ancient country. Same as <Sso L6h.

sow.

To wet, or drench with water. To pass urine.

YEW. Deep.

SEANG. Name of a river. Name of a hill,

and of a lake. To boil. Seang fci
vjfl jjP

a species of bamboo

furrowed as with falling teais; the name has an allusion

to an ancient tale respecting a concubine of the famous

>SE Shun.
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TA. The appearance of water issuing forth.

f

YIN. The name of a river.

Q
KEEN.

t|M
TVI??! YIN. The name of a river,

VflU
* vL
>/ H_ GHAN. Deep water ; an appearance of depth,

thickness, weight; stillness; clearness, said ofheaven and of

heavy dew. Quiet; composure. The name ofa river. Ching

rhan
] $| clear ; pure. A surname. Read Tan, Plea-

sure , delight ; excess. Read Chin, To sink or immerse in

water; to steep; to soak; to imbibe; to receive benefits.

Read Yin, Long continued rain. Read Tsin, To steep or

immerse in water ; or wine. Dre^s.

CHIH. Limpid water, through which one can

are to the bottom; maintaining correctness of principle or

conduct.

KEAE

Many streams flowing together ; cold incessant wind and rain.

1'HING. Name of a river, and ofa district.

HW ANG . Name ofa river ; name of a district .

*

7.

The name of a god. Cold water. Keue
1

hwang -mi
J

waves driven with velocity. YTh hwang-JO appearance

of rubbing against each other.

Jf

T'HAN. An extensive piece of water.

YU, and Gow. The name ofa stream or river.

/**

Jy*f% I EIH. Water agitated and dashing about; a

bathing room. Decorous and regularly adjusted appearance.

7
MIN, and Min. Turbid foul water i stupid,

confused. Read Hwan, Disturbed ; unsettled.

SHE. Name of a stream.

T'HUH. To flow as a stream.

/

K'HO. A boat getting aground.

u

P'HO. Throw away water.

o

SANG. A man's name.

u

KEIH, Name of a river.
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MAOU. Water rising high, the swelling of wa-

ter by any increase of its quantity.

YUNG. From water and riling up. To rise

up or bubble forth as water from aipring. The name of a

,

TUNG The milk of cows and horses. The

sound of a drum ; the sound of water dashing.

CHA. Low and damp. One says, Water falling

down in drops; to drip. The character teems formed from

Water and the sound of Chi.

THWAN. The name of a river.

T SEW . A pond is, by the people of the north

called Tsew. The name of a river ; a mournful appearance.

Cool. Name of a place. Lung tsew || ^ a waterfall from

a mountain.

Vulgar form of the preceding.

>Aftl TSEW.

To swim ; the name of a river ; the refuse of wine.

HWAE. Hwang hwae
j|| jjj^

the noise of

water dashing and splashing.

PART I, VOL. II. 6 H

SUV. A small trench or ditch in which u

water. A water courie in fieldi, two cubit* deep.

YIN. From water aad to itop up. Name of

a river; to fall; to be drowned or lost in water.

T'HANG. and T'hang.

From water and to change. Water changed from ill

original state by fire; hot water. Broth t soup* gravy, or,

sauce. Name of a river, of a valley, and of a district. Tang

paou ho slianu scalds and burns.

LUNG.

Water falling down from a higher place.

HWA, or HwTh. The name of a rim.

PJng hwi
^jjjj 4JJ:

the noise of waves dashing.

YUEN, and Hwan. Water drawn out

a flowing stream, the appearance of water flowing along.

v

NAN. The name of a river, and of a place.i&

* NA. Na koo damp.

CHE. Damp; moist; tendency to wetnets.

YhiVY. A stream; the name of a piece of water.
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PEEN, and Pan. Deep mire; to walk

amongst mire. Used by the Astrologers in a bad sense.

TSA.

The appearance of water dashing against rocks.

An erroneous form of
|j Leang.

#*5*
?J*

TE. Spoiled rice.

Same as J|* Tse.

KEU. A ditch.

;yi>

Same as C Shwuy

Same as

E. The ripple on water.
_/

Same as Tseuen.

THAN. Water.

TSZE.

Saliva flowing from the mouth ; flowing without interruption.

TSEAY, or Shay. Water, a river or stream.

SO, or SeS.

Water in which rice has been washed.

PUN. To fly or glide swiftly.

IJyiyi HlNLr. The appearance of pouring out water,

as in pouring out a libation.

Same as Man.

Same as Jm Pe'en.

H U I . Ihe noise of deep water.

Same as ffi\ Lee.

)|
YEW. A large marsh.

LE.

Many;nnmtTous. An erroneous form of ^S Le

Same as Tseth
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tt
known.

Name of a river; the sound of this character is not

TEN STROKES.

/

TSIN. Name of a stream or river.

The appearance of an extensive surface

of water. Read Kwei, The name of a river.

TS'HEAOU. High waves.

T'HANG.

Ko tang m m mire; a pool or pond.

Y U LN. From water and origin. A source or

spring of water; the source of a river. The name of a river.

A source, figuratively. A surname.

SO. A stream or river.

YULAr. The appearance of water flowing.

,

TS'HEAOU. High waves.

,

CHUNG. Slight or small rain.

LEEN. A small stream interrupted in the

midst. Same as
]

Lceo. To steep; thin ice
-,
a slight taste.

Read Ne'en, Same as jWj N'cen, and ^ Need. Head Ban,

To spurt water against and make wet. Read Hccn, To
sterp

and make cold in water. Read Lin, Cold.

YAOU. Haou yaou 3*| J||
a boundless

upanseofwqter. Heaou jaou ^ ]
the colour of water

appearing a deep white.

7:

CHUNG. To fend off or dam in water.

CHUN. To equalise; to adjust; to fi* ;

to allow ; to mark , to weigh , to measure ; a mark or measure
by which to adjust. Name of an office and of an instrument
of music. Also read Chug, The cheek bones.

SHING. The hinder waves dashing over the

preceding ones ; water not flowing regularly. Name of a river

or stream.

Suddenly, as a boat striking against the

sand; to extend to ; to accord with.

T'HAE. The appearance of water.

KUNG. The name of a piece of water.

KUNG. Name of a district.
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m YUEN. The name of a stream or river.

TA, and Cha. Damp.

WA. A low dirty place.

LEW.

Name of a river; to flow; to issue forth.

KOW, and K6w. A water course in a field,

four cubits wide and four deep ; a ditch ; a moat. Read

Keang, Water flowing in diverging streams.

Ti
SOW, Or SaOU. Saou saou $| $| to wash

and cleanse rice, or the noise made by doing so.

CHE. Same as JS Che.

MING. A small drizzling rain; cloudj va-

pours, as about hills; an extensive sheet of water presenting

to the eye no limit. A certain northern sea.

CHA, and Tso.

Name of a stream or river.

SHE. The name ofa river or stream.

An ori&inal form of Han

. From ttialer and (o add . A full vessel;

to overflow; to spread around; to inundate; a handful; a

certain measure.

A vul
ff
ar form of ffi Sih.

SEIH.

A stream or river ; the appearance of water.

JOO. To make gradually damp.

To drag or track a boat through the water.

MA. Water.

>
P'HOO.

Large; great; pervading everywhere. In the Four Books

written -Stf- Poo. To disperse abroad ; all over the world. Oc-

curs denoting To daub. Read P3, PS m M YS the ap-

pearance of water.

CHIN. The appearance of water flowing.

WE, and Me. From mater and tmill. A

slight shower of rain.
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LEIH. The name of a river, and of a district.

TS'HEEN. Same as ?fi Tseeti. Tseen Ic

JIB $!]
sw 'ft> proceeding with velocity.

*M>
TS AE. The name of a stream or river.

Same as
j Yung.

WOO. Name of a river. The appearance of

r -w

a great expanse of water; a winding corner round which a

stream runs.

JNlEiE. The name of a stream or river.

KEUN. The name of a stream or river. A

large piece of water. Read Ya, The name of a dislrict.

Original form of }U Wan.

Same as ] Tsin.

Vulgar form of ^ Keang.

TSO. A stream or river
; damp, wet.

PART I. VOL. II. 6 I

['HE.

Water running in a valley ; a stream from a mountain.

SEIH, OrTseih. Waves; the appcarano-

they present when following successively like the scales of a

dragon

SZE,

The name of a stream or river. Also the name of a district.

SEAY, and Yay. Name of a river.

?>OO. Water flowing upwards, or in opposition

to its usual course. Read Si, A stream or river.

, OF Gae. The whiteness of snow or of

the white hoar frost.

1 Che.

^J y

hoar frost. Shwang gae gae

form

Name of several rivers; affluence;

at rase; the utmost degree. The name of a district.

YUJN. Name of a river and of a district.

CHOW

Vapour; exhalation arising from water.
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SOW. To steep in water; to apply water

(o meal ; to pass urine; the name of a river. Tseen how sow

]]ff ffa -]|3
the natural evacuations.

YIN. The name of a river or stream.

YUNG. From water and to contain. To fill ;

to contain with ease; gentle flow; a state of ease and leisure.

. . u

HEE. Appearance of water flowing.

IMAOU. The name of a river or stream.

ry
* *?* u

Wj^l HWAN. Muddy water; foul; unclean, ap-

plied to animals; filthy; impure; a privy.

Vulgar form of
yffi Soo, To drive water back

contrary to it's natural course.

u

SO. Name of a stream or river. Read Tsth,

The appearance of rain falling.

u

NEIH. Weak a? water. Unable to guide

or save one's self; to sink or put under water; to drown;

to be sunk into an excess of any passion or vice, so as to

be unable to recover one's self. Read Neaou, To pass urine.

Neih neu che sHh
J5| -tf- ~/t |& the custom of drowning

female infants.

TA. Damp

YAOU. Unfathomably deep.

SHIH. From water appearing stagnant and

covered over upon the earth. Damp; moist; hurried, figura-

tively. Dejection ; depression of spirit ; cloud of mind j disap-

pointment, in this sense prevailed chiefly in the western parts

of the empire. The name of a river. Kan shih gfr S3S dry

and moist.

T/Q SEE - Same as i& Sfe
'

g -

& CHE

The name of a river ; the appearance of water.

An erroneous form of ]$& Soo.

JUH. Damp; moist; hot; vapourish; thick

and savoury food. Name of a river.

WEI. Wei wei
filthy;; impure . To

sink and be lost. One says, A circulating flood. The name of

a river.

CH'HUH. To collect a mass of water ; water

running to one reservoifj to collect or crowd together ; rapid;

to excite.
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*

PWAN. The bank of a river.

Same as JM Huh.

NANG- The name of a river.

CH'HOO. The name of a river; and of a

district. Choo chow
j

>
iJilJ

a district in Keang-naa.

1 HAJNCr. Rain, or water rushing down; the

name of a river , the noise of water rushing and dashing, as in

a torrent.

UNG. Light clouds ascending j the appear-

ance of a great expanse of water. The name of a lake.

An ancient form of $c Shin.

Same as M Lew, Short showers of rain.

1 S'HANCx. The name of a river, and of a

lake; cold. Tsang hae
-j^B

-fti avast sea a great capacity ;

to drink. Tsang lang I JH the name of a certain river,

and of a district.

To destroy or consume with fire
-,
to

exterminate j to cut off j to annihilate; to extinguish. Chuy

mc'C Wff 5[jV
to blow out a light. Tsze tseu me? wang

jfa "|_J
to bring ruin on one's self. Ttcaou nieS nuj |

to destroy to the foundation; to exterminate a race of

people.

H1H, and Kth. The name of a lake.

TEEN. of a lake. Name of certain

foreigners on the west, near the province of Tun-nan. Ap-

pearance of a large expanse of water i abundant.

0L
The name of a river ; the bank of a stream.

Same as Pe.

LUNG. An open channel for water.

Vk- fc
HAOU. The name of a stream or river,

ffi
appearance of water; the noise of striking or clashing against

water.

SEUN. The name of a stream or rivtr.

Same as $g Tsin.

HWANG.

The appearance of deep and extensive waters.
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HE. The name of a stream or river. Head

, A salt pool,
or fresh and salt water mixed.

An ancient form of y$r Chan.

TSZE.

Name of a river; to increase; to rise high ; to overflow;

to cause excess. Thick; rich; to enrich; muddy.

HEE. Water issuing from a spring.

MEIH

Meih yth <& & the appearance of water.

T'HEIH. From water and a line or stream.

A vessel to wash in; a place where victims are kept and

fattened. To wash ; to cleanse. Reiterated, A dry vapour ;

strong wine.

K'HEO, and Ho.

To moisten by applying water to; to water.

CHL. The name of a stream or river.

TAN. Damp; excessively ; to excess.

K'HEE. Water circulating as in an eddy.

HEUNG, OF Yung. A small stream cut

off. The name of a streamer river. The name of a district

and of a river.

\

r()U. The name of a stream and of a mer.

\lv, the name of a hill.

TE. A beater to pound rice.

itated.ll I SHtiN. The appearance of -water agita

HWA. "From bone and water. Smooth; slip.

pory ; sharp. Name of a district, of a river, and of an ancient

state. A drug. Hwa shin
^'a

1

^J steatite, soap rock, figure

stone. European Chemists have analyzed seven varieties of

this (genius) slime from China, six of these contain little or no

magnesia; the other Chinese variety, four European, contain

from 2% to 30 percent of magnesia ; one variety from New

Caledonia, called eatahle, contains 37 per cent. Allan's tables,

N 80. (J. Livingstone, Esq.)

KO. Dregs; mire; miry.

Th/iE. The dregs; the fceces;the thick muddy

part of liquids which settle to the bottom. Name of a square

vessel.

T'HAOU.

From water and the sound of clashing. Water flowing

with rapidity ; water gradually rising higher and higher.J
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T'HANG. Water dashing over like pry.

Gaping and boasting ; empty j vacant. The name ofa country.

Same as ffi Lew.

bfc;

SING. The name of a river.n

V

NA. The appearance of water.

CHA. Mire.

An ancient form of W- Leang.

Same as
Jjf| Tang.

An ancient form of Mee.

I
Same as $ifc Seen.

SUY. Same as $ Suy.

Same as ^ Tseuen, A spring.

T'HAN. Same as *ft Tan.

PART I. VOL. II. 6 K

PEIH. Same as m Peth.

CUING. To flow freely.

Same as @ Shua.

v

1
Same as

'

Pang.

WOO. Clear, pure water.

HEUE. To extinguish.

ELEVEN STROKES.

ti W. A thick consistence, such as arises from

rice steeped in water ; a slippery soup-like consistence.

HOO, The name of a river or stream.

PEIH. A spring bubbling up

PEAOU. The appearance of water flowing.

I

CHE. Water impeded; some hindrance to

the circulation of fluids. Congelation ; glaciation ; concretion.
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A top|>a^e in the human jstera ; to spread out diffusely in

consequence of some stoppage; discordance. Che ze
j^<

ffl broken abrupt thoughts, in contradistinction from a

flowin* free tyle. Seaou peen che sih ^\ f|i
dif-

ficulty in passing urine. Yung che ho lew ^
impede the course of the river.

Same as '$> Tang.

KEANG. To dry steeped rice.

I

crlt K'HOW. The name of a stream or river.

KLAOU. To moisten with water; thin.

CHA

The name of a river or stre im of water in the north.

SAN

To ooze or leak out; leaky; name of a marshy lake.

SHA. Water; cold

SHANG. The name of a stream or river.

+*gr
^*

/Hrl TEIH. Water flowing to one place i to drop ;

a drop of any liquid. Tcib chub
yj^ {Jj

or Te!h low 1
3fj|

to drip or leak out.

MlidH, The appearance of water flowing.

SUH, and Tsuh. Damp.

GAOU. The name of a stream of water.

fcl L0

Salt land, such as is found in the west ; bitter.

--I- HOO, and Heu. The bank of a river ;

bank or shore; a lawn by the side of a river. Name of a par-

ticular river.

*

I SING. The name of a stream or river.

Same as the preceding.

HOO. Name ofa river. A surname

* " The appearance of water flowing

Water flowing; the appearance of water.

I
I OAN . The name of a stream of water men -

tioned in history. Chan-chan jS j^ a numerous appear-

ance. One says, The appearance of shedding tears.
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FAN. A floating appearance.

YUNG. The name of astream or river.

i>

KWAN. The appearance of water flowing ;

moving rapidly; rolling. To roll about as any thing round

does To roll j to run. Used in Canton for Boiling.

MWAN. Full; thewbofeofall; sufficient;

tf^f-f
enough ; the completion of a fixed period.

K'HING. A spring flowing from the side

:.

'

of a bank. To pour out wine.

YU.

To fish; to take everything that comes to net; to seize-

without selection. The name of a river. A surname. Yu

sih
yfe f& fishing for pleasure; bent on sexual excesses,

P'HEAOU. To float ; to be moved and agirat-

ed, as by the wind; cold and black. Name of a river. Used

to denote A certain disease.

V
TSE1H,

A place where no human voice sounds ; still; pure water.

MO. " Water mo,
"
probably some machine

for grinding, moved by water.

Same as )^ P'heaou, see above.

YAE. The bank ofa stream or river*

TSEAOU, Chaou, or Tsaou.

tdf
The name of a lake.

V

TSE1H. faster appearing to issue (torn

tree. Name of a wood, and of a resin which exudes from

it. Varnish; lacker; resinous substance; adhesive like var-

nish or resin. Tseib shoo $5 1& the varnish tree. (Keang-

sc, Dec. 1816.) Ho tscTh /^
"

sealing wax; any thing

black. Name of a river; of a sea; of a district; and of a

city. Read Tsee, The attention cleaving to one object';

reverent; devout. Yew tseTh 5fh 1 oil and varnish lacker,
IM i ?"w

to varnish and lacker.

L5 tse

The appearance of flowing.; moistened, or mollificdt

\M& ii*
A shore

-,
a s:md bank on the shore.

shoal- on the wt-it side of llie-L^w-kew islands,

said to be exceedingly destructive to vessels.

LUH Name of a river. To oze ouf ; water

drained off.; the dregs,

\

LOO, and LOW. An iscessantdrtzilingraio.

A constant tipler, who from habit does not become drunk. A
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ditch for communicating water. The name of a river. Form*

part of the Dame of a district, and of a city in Corca.

MOW. To steep long in water.

Same as m P8.

Same as J^ Lung.

KIN. Pure clear water. To steep in water.

KWO. A stream or river.

Same at 3 J Ting. The appearance of water.

E. An ice house.

loUjNG. A collection of waters; numerous

streams collected to one place. Read Sung, Sung sung

j|j]
swift; passing with velocity like the wind.

yA^|S|
LOW. From water, a body, and ram. To

drip or ooze through; to leak ; to let out, or disclose a secret;

a retired place; an aperture; to work or bore a passage through;

to instill, to confer favor on. To lose j to omit. Name of

a place, and of a well. Peen low
Yl|| v||j

a fistula near

the anus; described thus, Rang mun che wae, sing kung
keaou chfih nung heuS yay

E

{t| H Bit
^/,

a sinuous ulcer that pours out a pus<

and blood outside the anus.

m SO. He3 so
jfjft JJA

the noise of water.

u

CH'HIH. The appearance of peripiralion

Oowing. Cbth chih 3S> 33J
a
drizzling incessant rain,

KAE. Rolling as a torrent to a place ; to apply

water to ; to cleanse or wash with water. The name of a river.

K'HEANG. Name of a river

LIN -

A valley. One says, Cold. Same as iB,^ Lin.
tryp

SHUH '

Name of a stream or river. Same as t Shah.

lj. Water gradually entering the ground.

CHWANG.

A stick or pole fixed upright in deep water.

FOO.

A raft on which to cross a stream or river.

KEAOU. A river, or stream.
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TSAOU. A wheel turned by water; to convey

V

by water, as in boats ; the boats which carry the tribute of the

provinces to court; to convey provincial tribute to Peking.

A surname.

YEN. A long stream ; constant flowing ; long

and protracted ; to expand j to lead ; to perform ; to practice.

To exercise, as soldiers.

Same as
-]|j

Tse'en.

TS'HUNG. To draw water.

SHUN.

From lip and water. The margin of a stream.

T'HWAN

A plenteous dew. Read Chuen, The name of a river.

SHE. A small islet in the midst of water. Same

as VT She. Water overflowing without diminution.

TSUH. The appearance of water.

GOW. To apply water to for a long time; to

steep; to soak
;
to macerate ; to soften by steeping. Fragrant.^

T'HANG. Waves.

PiRT. I. VOL. II. 6 L

An erroneous form of j|| Tsang

HWANG.

An extensive surface of water. Same as
~j|? Hwang.

SHOO.

Water; or the name of a particular stream.

YAY. Soft deep mud
; mire.

. The name of a stream or river.

Shade or shadow. On&says, ChHh sell.

the appearance of water.

o

MEIH. fame
as}J

Meib. The name ofa

stone that answers for rubbing ink on.

T'HANG. A mountain stream.

MO.
Floating, sands, as is the sandy deserts , I

Tartary ; a dry careless manner. Name of a river

SHAY. Water; the na me of a river.

SHANG.

Shaog s
hangjj|.j||

the appearance of water flowing.
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HAN.

The name of a river; the milky way. The name of a dy-

nasty fimous in Chinese history ; and ofa place in Sze-chuen.

Read Tan, The year under certain circumstances. Haou

h HI t>zf jfi 'lli -? a good son of Han, a fine stout Chi-

nese. Pwan han 4^ 1 denotes Form; figure. H.in-chung

fuo rfj
jtf-

a place in Shen-se province. Han-kung-gan-

kwS seu shoo, naecheyu FOh-he, Shin-nung, Hwang-te wei

s in hwang ; pQh che kwo ho so pun
|

M /3T fifr ^k Kung-gan-kw3 of the Hau dynasty, when

arranging in order the series, began with Fflh-he, who with

Shin-nung and Hwang-te, he called the three emperors, but it

i< not known on what the assertion was indeed founded. Han

Tang, keae e ping tseu teen hea
| j& ^ ]^J(^ l\\ X^-

"T^ the Han and Tang dynasties both took possession of the

empire by military force.

^ li
/TJ\/ An ancient form of the preceding.

LANG.

Lang' tang ^S 3f name of a channel for water.
|J-V l&V

I
\

I LAN. Salt brine in which fruits are preserved ;

the name of a tortoise-shell utensil for divination, and

ih which water is allowed to drip.

WA. Clear water; water in the print of the

f ; t of cuttle, a deep ditch. Also used for
^jJ? Wa, Foul water.

$ LEEN . A ripple caused on the surface of wa-

let by the wind passing over it ; appearance of shedding tears.

N:nne of a river. Read Lan, Large waves Leen shwily

a vu 'Sar term for water in which one has bathed.

1 HAN. Water; the name of a river.

T'HUNG. The sound of water.

TSZE. The appearance of an uninterrupted

How of water. The name of a streamer river. This character

is otherwise pronounced in a variety of ways. Read Lae, The

name of a place. Occurs in the sense of pK Tae.

W*&f An ancient form of fL Keen.

FUNG. The nameofa mer. Read Fung,

Pung ung *ff \nSi water dashing and making a noise.

j liqS grieved, mournful appearance.

SEUEN. A spring that circulates like an

eddy. The appearance of waves whirling round.

E. Waves; the ripple or curl on the top of

a wave; the brushing or dashing of waves.

To steep ; to drench; to dye withm
any colour. The death of a brute animal.

I
MWAN, Or Man. Appearance ofbeiag

filled with water ; excessive quantity of water destroying
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things by Us superabundance; spreading and extending remote-

ly ; set loose j the source of a river j colour of the clouds.

Same as j? She.

MANG. Mang hang }tj: 5/JT
a vast expanse

of water. Mang lang
'

jj?l
a great desert.

I
. Name of a river ; destitute of water.

1 HA. Name of a river; and of a district.

Chfih tS.

-|j!j -fij^
waters rushing together.

P'HING, and P'hang. Pa ,lg ps wtj

the noise of water dashing about. Ping kow fl the

name of a territory. Same as
jjjB PJng.

SOW.

Sow kow 'W f 1 to wash or rinse the mouth.
rl/V I-*

CHANG. Water extending itself or rising

higher; to overflow; an inundation; the name of a south-

ern sea.

CHANG- The name of a stream of water 1

the north; the name of a district.

" * TSUNG. The noise of water dashing against

things; rain falling impetuously.

SEU. The name of a river,

HWAN. Disordered ; confused ; indistinct.

Man hwan
je |tfi

confused, indistinct, unintelligible.

K'HO, US, and Hwth.

The name of a river; and of a district.

1SLEN. From water and tocut. To make

gradual encroachment as water does, by small degrees. Gra-

dually ; by little and little ; the slow advances or change* of

any thing. To moisten ; to dye ; to saturate. Name of .1

river, and of a star. Name of a terrace. Pfih ko pun fang k*.

tseen
"pj"^ [f^ jjj)[j

it is necessary to guard against

its gradual introduction. Tseen chang ta 1
J|- ~^r gra-

dually lengthen and enlarge.

CHWANG, and Shwang.

Clear ; limpid ; cold.

LEAOU, or Lew.

Deep clear water; still; retired.

1 n'HJ I. Form water and high. Deep

water; clear s new ( fresh appearance; tears falling ; appear-

ance of being spoiled ; broken ; ruined. Name of a river. Ap-

pearance of an accumulation of sleet and snow.

YA NG. The name of a river; the appearance

of water agitated. Long; deep; extensive.
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\ EN. The name of a stream or river.

r Same as Te.

TSEANG. Any tliick fluid, as water in

which rice has been washed ; water in which any thing is mix-

ed which thickens it j syrrup; matter from a sore ; the matter

of the small pox. Applied to the name of a plant, and of a sort

of crab.

An erroneous form of|f$ Lew

Original form of $\ Tsung, or Chung,

YIN. The name of a river.

FOO.

The name of a river in which are spirits.

A form of Han.

A form of & Neen

Same as M Neaou.

Same as M Haou.

HI II. Ground which contains water,

u

SHUH. Clear and pure.

r ING. To cross a river without a boat.

An ancient form of
*'j& Hun"-.

TSAN. A limpid clear appearance.

Same as JH Tang.

WA.

Bent down under superior force ; crooked.

otiUN. The flowing of perspiration.

K'HING. The name of a river

The name of a river ; the sound of this character is

not known.

CHOW. The name of a river.

A form of jig Tsze.
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TWELVE STROKES.

P'HE. To beat silk in water; water dashing

w ' v

against a thing; clear; pure. The appearance of fish frisking

in water. Read P'heaou, The appearance of waves. Read

P'he'e*, Flowing in a light airy manner.

u

KEUL. Water issuing forth with force at

"* * "W

from a spring. The ground rising above the surfice of water.

The name of a river. Read Yflh, The appearance of water

flowing.

I
Same as jj|f Tan.

/

TSEAOU. The name of a river. Entirely;

completely ;
a sort of rich liquor.

>rcf
|l|

Same as ||j Ke
I

To throw forth, or sprinkle water;

water dripping out; a shower of rain; the showers following

in succession.

];* T'HANG. The appearance of a bright sheet

of water flowing. Read Seang, Mang seang VK;
ysfr

water

flowing rapidly.

The motion of a shadow. The appearance of water moving.

PART i. VOL. n. fi M

Afflfr

/

HWUY. The name of a river.

MAE. Name of a river in Keang-se proviuce.

HWO, or Kw5.

The noise made by a current of water.

. . \j

K.ILL. Pure; clear ; clean, used both physically

and morally. Kef sin ? fa a Pure m 'Qd- Ke? miog

how seu
'I ^" |jzji ffifc

I have prepared pure tea and wait

for your company to converse, written on invitation cards.

Ke tsing
j .^j*|

pure and clean. Keg Uing
|
jS pure

and clean. Foo sfih foo e chin ; foo suy foo e keg 4j^

$JljiU|ttl ]
the husband set au

example of chastity to the wife, and the wife follow the

husband in purity.

WOO.

The name of a river; and of a district.

SEUN. The appearance of
flowing.

PA. The name of a river.

TSEIH.

A spring of water issuing forth. A small
meandering stream.

P'HWAN. The dreg9 or
washit)g of rjce;

dirty like spots on the face. Name of a river, of a spring,

r
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and of an ancient city. Read Fan, Bruised rice. Read Po,

The name of a district. Pwan-fei
'| jfc

the lady whom

her liusb.nd caused to walk over gold lily petals, from

which the small foot of Chinese females is called ^ -p of water. The appearance of water flowing, water falling.

HE1H. The noise made by a rapid current

***

San tsun kin leen.

CH'HUH. The name of a stream or river.

KWEI, and Wei. The name of a river.

SUH, and Tsuh. Deep clear water; the

name of a river in Hoo-kwang. A surname. Used for rinsing

rice. Read Seaou, in the sense of iff Seaou. Seaou sha
I^IM

lo take amusement -

TSEEN. To ford or pass through water;

to enter deeply into ; to lay up. Name of a bill, of a city,

and of a river. A surname. Tseen taou

away ; slunk off.

gradually run

A vulgar form of the preceding.

Same as fli Joo.

JOO. Damp; wet.

*-'"*-' Mime of a river, and of a district.

\

I HUN. A large collection of water.

*
*^iT "*

^JCL SEIH. Salt land i land left dry by the tide, and

from uhich salt is obtained To let the water run off land ;

to drain ; a purging ; a dysentery. Sand without herbage.

Also read Ts'ho and Ch'hlh.

7

TSUNG.

A place where several streams meet Same as
^Sj Tsung.

SEUN.

To spurt water from the mouth. To wash.

An ancient form of^ Seun, or Tseun.

HWANG.

Water collected in a lake or pond. Name of a river,- name

of a star ; the glare of water
;
a wide surface of deep water.

Paper colored yellow.

The appearance of being full of water

u

SUH. The name of a river.

An erroneous form of $ Haoa.

K'BAN. Foul water; filthy
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JUN. To enrich with rain or moisture; to in-

stil intoi to benefit; to fatten j to enrich ; riches. The name

of some rivers, and of a district.

KEEN. A stream in a narrow valley. Name

of a particular stream, or river.

MIN. The appearance of water flowing slowly.

TSUNG. From water and many. An assem-

blage of many small streams entering a large river; the sound

of many waters.

Read Hwuy, The appearance of water.

LAOU . The appearance of heavy rain ; water

running along the road. Read Laou, The same as JS? Laou,

To sink in water. An accumulation of water. The name of a

river.

TSIN. The name of a river.

KE. Water.

I
\

Wilt KAOU, or Chih.

A marshy place ; a marsh. Read Haou, denoting To call to.

A vulgar form of
'/*j

Woo.

CH'HIn. Earth imbued or saturated with

water. Read Che, Name of a stream of water.

Y1H, Chlh, and E. The name of a river.

C? 'W Tsame as ]fi Tsuy

WAIN. The appearance of deep and broad

water. The appearance of water running round as an eddy

K'HEUE.

The name of a river and of an ancient state.

T'HAN. A sand bank in the midst of a stream;

an islet. The name of a territory. Read SheD, Water rush-

ing and dashing.

T'HAN.

The name of a river ; deep* the name of a district.

Water generally -.or the name of a particular
stream.

A vulgar form of j$j
Hth.

A vulgar form of ]^ Ta.

CHAO U . The tide.
' Water is the blood or

breath of the earth, and the tide is the advancing and retirin!;
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of this blood or breath ; it accord* with, or follows the state

of the moon.' The tide rising in the morning is expressed by

Chaoo.

FEI. To bubble forth as a spring of water.

Rend Pei, The name of a man. Read Pae, The noise of water.

SEE. To flow together.

Vulgar form of ^ Leaou.

An original form of jji Yin.

SIN.

Deep water near the bank, name ofa river, and of a district.

HWU Y. A large river rushing out of a pass-

age which obstructs it; in disorder; scattered; dispersed;

enraged j opposing currents dishing against each other.

V*S* YE.

The appearance of water flowing. Same as jra Yin.

Same as i& Chth.

GOW. Plants accumulated in the winter

months, to facilitate the catching offish.

SHAOU. Water dashing and striking against.

TOO.

Name of a hill. Read Cha, Dampj wet.

CHOO. A small island in the midst of a

stream
; a place where water stagnates.

SAN. Water spread or spreading.

SHAY, or Chay.

Tsih chay
fjj? $j* turbid; foul.

u

HIH. The name of a river.m
PEIH.

To remove the dregs ; to strain out and tbrow away the dregs.

A form of jig Tseen.

Tears flowing; shedding tears copiously.

Name of an ancient principality. An

erroneous form
ofj-S ChS.

An original form of /^ Shing.

Vulgar form of the following.
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CHAN. Chan hwan *!& 1& the noise of water

flowing, the appearance of a stream running; of tear* flowing.

SHOG. The name of a river.

Vulgar form of fa Kwan.

L

'HU J\ vl. A name of several streams or small

rivers ; name of a sea ; a damp wet appearance. Read Chung,

High ; eminent. A river or stream spoiling a road ; wet ; damp.

CH'HIH.

To stick or adhere to as a thing pasted.

P'HOO. Water.

Vulgar form of & San.

vjlli
tm ^^^^

ELJ^^V

7

CHA. Wet or damp.

SEAY, and Shth. Name of a river.

HUNG

Wind pasjiag over the surface of water ; or a dump wind.

WEI. Stagnant and foul water.

PART I. VOL. II. 6

LdJN. The appearance of pure clear water,

water that issue* from bills and runs amongit rocks. 'flic-

name of a river.

SIH.

Same as H SIh. Rough; the ripple on water.

.

Sill. From water and several impcdimetiii.

Ri|ipled, like the surface of water running over stones; rough,

rugged. Name of a bamboo. Same as the preceding. SIh ) 5

che che i l& jj^ "/ slop it by styptic medicines.

CH'HING.

Still pure water; clear; limpid. Same asj^ Ching.

KEUNG. Clear ; limpid.

CHIN G. still pure water; clear ; limpid.

HWA. The name of a stream.

-??
>/51E KEAOU. To sprinkle, to cast a small quantity

i

of water on, as in watering plants. Read Leaon, Water

whirling round. Read Gaou, A man's name. Yung pun hoo

keaou hwa J^ Pa' t

ffi
<

JS /fa
to employ a watering pot

to w;iter flowers.

CH'HE.

Clear, limpid water; water completely spent.
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7
LAOU. AD accumulation of water in the

.treets caused by excessive rains ; a rushing torrent like

a flow of water ; a rapid stream. Name of a river.

KAN. Little or no taste; insipid tasteless.

Name of a branch of a river.

:

NEU. Damp.

TS'HUN.

Name of a stream or river ; the appearance of water.

Same as ff| Kwei.

tt& KWAN.

The name of a river ; the appearance of water flowing.

Same as ffir Pe.

HANG.
>ferm

The name of a river. Water circulating as an eddy.

m

SZE, Or 8e. Ice melting; a thaw. The

commencement of a thaw is called Pwan; flowing away,

i

CHOO, and Shoo. To enrkh witb

easonahle rain j diverging stream, water rushing through

narrow passe*.

PING. Noise made by water dashing about.^jF

is called iffr Sze. The noise of scattering or dispersing ; to

melt away entirely.

PO. The appearance of water.

Y1H. The name of a stream or river.

PANG.

The appearance of water dashing about ; the noise it makes.

V
?i

Same as Han.

MMB
2 YLJJN. The large waves ofthe Yang-bze-keaog.

Same as )& Low.

\

HUNG. Quick-silver. Muog hung ^

1*^*^. the ap-

pearance of deep and extensive water. Hung tung

the appearance of a connexion or continuation of.

FUH.

To flow ; to run round and round as so eddy." A surname

Same i& Haou< Bright and variagated.

I
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An original form of
-fig Keang.

TSUH, or ShTh.

The appearance of small rain , falling inseparate drops.

CAN

Mwan gan jjsjji
W the appearance of water.

A form of iM Lan.

TSIN. Damp; gradually.

T'HANG. Water.

Same as "$ Yew.

Same as l/a Mei.

HO. The appearance of deep water.

SUNG. The sound or noie of water.

MANG. A creek or river.

Same as =fe Han.

>yPH

HAN

The appearance of an unlimited unbounded pacc.

YIN. Long continued rain.

T'HAN. The name of a river.

HO: To flow.

To extinguish; or exterminate. The sound of thi

character is nol known.

A man's name. The pronunciation is-not known.

JUEN. To follow as in Attendance.

Wfc/li A confused disorderly appearance.

Same as ii Tow.

m.Same as IT Keiih.

THIRTEEN STROKES.

. The name of a rim or stream.
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TUNG.

The noise of a thing falling into water.

\

SHIN. The appearance of water in motion.

YU.

Hill* on each side of a stream, as rf compressing it.

^ . Yun- e ife $f waves ; water greatly agitated.

LIN. Pure, limpid water.

SHING. The name of a river.

TSAOU. A stone with peculiar veins; to wasto
j

to bathe; to cleanse, used also morally. Name of a lake.

i

\

TANG. Water.

HWAN. To wash clothes. Ten day*,

decade is called Hwan, from its being a rule in the time of

Tanj;, lo grant absence from business to bathe and wash every

tenth day

V
TSUI, or Chill. Water and plants blended ,

bright and glossy. Washed ; wet with dew ; glossed wtth

light ; imbued with fragrance. The haft of a sword ; garments

for the breech ; the name of a district. Fei tsih H^ vfp
fat

and glossy , sleek, applied also to the feathers of a bird.

TSOW.

Water in the abdomen ; a disease. A sorrowful appearance.

v

HEAE. A stream that cuts off, or separates.

PS heae
$jjh i|8

a sea. Leaou heae JM 1 a small stream

YU. YenyutS
/

the name ofa river or stream.

ssr E.
' '

159
The liquid residuum olrtaincd from burnt fir branches.

13.
The name of a stream or river. The name of a district.

iyt favorable to vegetation ; causing growth, like show-

uiddews; imbued ; softened ; luolifiedj enrii hid ; made

Water and plants blended. Small rain. Same as VJS Mei.

f

An accumulation of mud or earth, by

the side of a river, on which a person may stand.

LEEiN . Pelh leen ffi jft iron.

'

K'HUH, or K'heuh.

The appearance of deep water.
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HEO. A well dried up ; without water in win-

ter; water running out. Read Hcaou, The noise made by dis-

turbing water.

7

\^
/%

Same as I/? Hoo.

u
" HU. Water striking against any thing.

LING. The name of a river.

^ LUY. Name of a marshy region.

(I

HU . The appearance of water.

Same as
jif| Mwan. /Lj

TSZE

Long continued rain. The name of a river.

YUNG. The name of a river.

An original form of -fat Ko, also Slow ; late.

',
Or Kwei. To unite and water.

Two streams joining; water flowing HI a channel; the name

of a river; broad and deep. Keuen kwei
\||
w a small flow

FART I. VOL. II. 6 O

or stream of water. Kow kwci THE water running in a

kennel or gutter.

T'HSAN.

Clear, limpid water. The appearance of water.

SHA, or Sa. To overflow.

u

M E 1 H. The appearance of water overflowing.

The appearance of water overflow-

ing ; liu re, clear water) to steep in water.

I 'HEEN. A plant prepared in a certain way

for dying clothes blue. The ripple on the surface of water.

| tf

NEE. A large plank laid across a stream.

YUH. A bank or cliff immediately oppojrd

to the water. Read Gaou, A deep bay; inlet from the ei or

mouth of a river.

HWAN. Name of a river; water rushing to-

Aether as in a current or c lily.

An erroneous form of Tsin.

To put away water ; to drip out ; to

exhaust it quite. Same as J& Lflh.
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SHEN, and Chen. A certain deep water.

Name of a place. The appearance of still water. Head Tac,

Slow; acquiescing; distant.

A vulgar form of ]<g Mwan.

?lfi^ TAN
4*v&

\Vil-r collected io prints of the feet of cattle.

A certain water plant ; a certain sour sirrup.

fK T'HAN The name of a river ; the appearance

,,f water; tranquil; still; sometimes moved and agitated.

I
YIH. The name of a river or stream.

r\

Same as m Gow.

S'UY. Smooth; slippery.

TSAE, and Tsih. To fathom thedeptli of.

A small ditch, or channel for water.

An original form of ft| Keang.

KO. The name of a stream or river. Waves in

a stale of great power; the appearance of a deep and extensive

surface of water. Read E, Limpid clear water. To cover.

P'HEIH, or Peth. PiBg

hleach clothes or garments in the sun.

P'HE.

to

An islet amidst water. Water flowing in diverging streams.

* tf=l V

TSUY. New; fresh water.

V-

Same as the preceding. Pure; limpid.

}Jt
"'

-%/IJip^
KEU. Dry; scorched with the sun.

fL
^%-"

T"H A1 -a - Miry; slippery; injurious to others.

Same as the preceding.

K'HIN. Name of a river,

E. Name of an edible plant

KL1H, To excite as rocks which impede a

rapid stream ; a rock qua; opposed to a current, and intended
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to drive oS'lhe waters; excitement, applied to the feeling*,

to anger, or to gratitude. A surname.

YEN.

Saliva flowing from the mouth; to overflow.

CH'HUH, or C'h'llO. Name of several

rivers ; muddy; thick; foul water. The name of a star; a

surname. Pih chiih pj 4tM seminal weakness. *r

LEEN.

Thin; poor; bad; the name of a mountain stream.

NUNG. Thick, applied, to liquids; much

oV.T
M. Rough; the opposite of slippery t>rnioul!i.

NLIH. The appearance of the ripple on water,

m
dew; rich; strong, applied to flavors and to infusions, as

Heang nung ^ yj| high flavored. Nung cha
J ^

strong tea.

w
Wo. Name of a stream or river.

Same as H Tseen.

at
The name of a stream or river.

FUN . The hank of a river or stream ; to

overflow the banks; to issue forth-, bubbling as a spring; to

spurt forth water ; the name of a small stream that issues

from a larger river in Ho-nan province.

A form of Peaou.

the gurggling noise of water.

TSK1H, Water issuing forth; cordial; bar-
-

mony ; agreeing ; a rapid appearance.

SUY.

The name of a stream or river Same as B{ Teu.

Original form of $x Gaou.

TANG.

The name of a river. Same as S& Tang.

'

t*:'fs<HWUY. A great accumulation of water;

thick; muddy. Name of a particular rivrr. Hwuy kwi
fife

(^ ancient name of a part of Corea.

TSOO. The name of a stream ; a branch form-

ed by a larger river overflowing.

iHA. Grown thick by accumulation
; gradual-

ly increasing. Black.

SUNG- The noise of water.
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I
\

I

TING, and T'hing.

The appearance of water ; a small stream.

Tsze.

An ancient form of ^ Lefh.

Y1NG. A man's name.

Same as jfa KS, or Kw5.

Same as j$! Tsow.

A name of cloth; pronunciation is not known.

HEAOU. Obscure; confused.

YEW. The name of a stream or river.

A word found used in connexion with the Tartars .

but neither the sound nor sense are known.

Name of a stream or river : the pronunciation

is not known.

FOURTEEN STROKES.

CHOO. A small islet. To screen or shade off. */1*|x| NE.

FUNG. Mud or mire.

LE. The name of a place.

yl4g K'
or river.

Same as JS5? STh.

Same as -M Yu.

Full of water; or high water. Many or numerous.

SHIH.

From u'a(cr appearing itagnant and covered over upon

the earth. Damp; moist; hurried; figuratively Dejection ;

depression of spirit ; cloud of mind ; disappointment, in this

sense prevailed chiefly in the western parts of the empire.

The name of a river.

SHOO. A ditch or channel for water.

(I

MEIH. The appearance of shallow water.
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FUNG. The noise of water.

NING. Water and mire, slippery with mire.

Small riHs of water. Ting yung sma" streams.

Same as $t Ying

MUNG.

Small drizzling rain; thick ; foggy. The name of a river.

1 olJN. The appearance of water flowing with

velocity. The appearance of wave succeeding wave. The

name of a stream or river. Saliva.

SEU. Name of a river or stream.

K'HE, Name of certain rivers.

HWAN. To play with water.

rf^l
P'HEAOU. The appearance of water.

P'HE. Water coming suddenly as the approachTT
of a flood. Pang pe ^ ]M the noise of water. Pang pe

PiRT. I. VOl,. II. 6 f

^ appearance of an accumulation of stagnant water,

pc !$ J
deep clear water.

Fromu>aYrandarfiitoru;>p/y. Name

of a river in the north, which it regular in its course. To

assist ; to help; to be beneficial to ; to cause ucces to, or to

take effect. Occur* denoting To stop, and to cross over a

stream.

Vj

bO. To sip or drink with a slobbering noise; to

sntk. Head Shan, To wash a horse.

VJS P'HAE, and P'he. The name of a nver.

TT
HAOU, A ditch around a city wall. Name of

a district in Keang-nan. Name of a river.

T'HAOU. Large waves; billows ; waves dash-

ing upon the shore ; angry billows.

JOO. Name of two different rivers. Thick

and jelly-like, as dregs or fojces ; impeded in its course. En-

riched with moisture; to sink or instil into; moistened; new

and glossy ; of a mild and forbearing temper ; patient and en-

during. Tranquil composed state. Read Jow and Juen, Soft

and enduring; mild. Read Nwan, That which remains after

washing; foeces. Read No, The appearance of water. Read

E, The name of a river.

Rather dampj to steep in auy thick liquid.
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WOO. The name of a river.

WO. To take water.

LA. Njme of a rapid in a certain river.

YIN.

A vein of water flowing under ground. An entrance by water.

YIN.

518

Name of a river. Meih yin -^ jff
noise made by water.

TUY. To steep in water.

LEAOU. Clear, limpid water.

A vulgar form of fa Tsan, or Tseen.

TSANG. To sink and be lost.

TSZE. Name of a stream between two hills.

M

HO. Kaiuing; flowing down in torrents; water

loiliog, rushing, and clashing as it rolls along. A profound

spacious mansion. Name of a river, and of a bird; also con-

founded with some other proper names. Read Hoo.

TSOW.

Water running with velocity. Read Tscu, The noise of water.

TS1NG. Cold.

. Water; a river.

Vulgar form of $$ Tsing.

.
** LAN. An overflowing, or inundation of water;^/l****

/JOB.
to overflow ; to exceed the prescribed and due bounds ; excels;

literally and metaphorically To encroach upon ; to violate ;

floating; superficial; unsettled; loose, applied to speech, to

sound, and to action. Name of a river. Brine. Read Han, A

potter's vessel ; a vessel for bathing. Tsze ming Ian ke
|jjj

-"& Vmf 'fid*
t '1 's ex P re9S'n was used by the emperor Taoii-

kwan, to denote the careless manner in which people were

recommended to him for the bestowment of honors. Tsze,

denotes a privy, and is here used as a verb; Lan, denotes things

confusedly thrown together as by the force of flood.

HAN. To put a thing into water to cool it.

t^HO. The appearance of water.

S EUN. To dig a deep path for water to fl.ow in.

Deep j profound. Name of a district.

w

I

r

GAE. Cloudy ;
obscure.
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I UH. Name of a river, and of a district. A

particular kind of bamboo. In the dialect of Corea, it de-

note* A drum.

PEEN.

To flow round and. round
; to flow with rapidity.

TSO. Full. Read Tseih, Water issuing forth.

PEEN. The appearance of water.

Same as jj| Fun.

To wash, to cleanse, in a literal and in a

moral sense. A fat and sleek appearance; an oily shining ap-

pearance, such as is exhibited by well fed animals. A bare

hill, without plants. To drink; name of a lake. Read ShS,

The appearance of water. Read Chaou, To wash clothes.

WE '

The name of a stream or river, and of a district.

r IN. The margin of a lak ; the side of a river,

or of the sea ; a place that is near or contiguous. Shwfiy pin

7J^ yj|
the margin ofany collection of water, Hae pin ^

the sea shore ; on the coast.

Same as J^ Lun.

An erroneous form of
j Hwuy

game as

Same as ^& Yu.

, Damp.

Same as is Haou.

KUH. The name of a river.

* Same as fil Ta.

Same as #| Tsan..

I ING. The appearance of a water spring;

the iip|>earance of waves going round in an eddy.

!*

MIH. A wave; a close appearance.

,
PEEN. Waves.

Same as
*/pt)

INI in.

Same as ^ Keaou.
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I

ft\ YUEN. Deep.

Same as jfil Hoo.

WEI.

.N mi- of an ancient state, and of a medicinal plant

FIFTEEN STROKES.

LUY

The name of a river- The appearance of waves tossing.

TSEEN. Tseen tseen
Jj| | j|&

water flowing

with a quick motion, a rapid perturbed current.

/

T'HAN. To sink and be lost.

TS'HING.

Cold. An ancient form of ~m- Tsing. Name of a place.

"Mrt*
ftU, or 1 sa. The commencement or source

of a stream. Full. Read Tse, A small stream issuing forth

To sprinkle water. Read Tseih, A small stream.

HEAOU. The dazzling effect of a vast sheet

of water ; the dazzling and overpowering effect of viewing the

immensity, and considering the depth of the ocean ; hence ap-

plied to subjects which dazzle and overpower, by their im-

mensity or abstruscDcss.

wtti Same as fta Wei.

LUH. A certain river. Read P'hS, A large

lake. Read Leth and \f. A medicinal plant.

t
Vulgar form of Tsan

LiiU. Water; to wash clean ; pure; to cleanse

or purify; to filtrate. Leu lo yljlg ** or Leu poo 1 Aff
*/'O /IH^

a cloth or silk through which water is strained.

PAE. The name of a river.

Vulgar form of ]H Tan.

LEEN, A stream or river.

LE.

To ford a stream by treading on stepping stones.

HAN. "Appearance of water suspended.'

Perhaps, falling from a higher place-

I
YEW.

Well watered ; mollified ; steeped in water ; generous.
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1
TSIn. Occurs in the name of a barbarous chief.

YANG

Wide i extensive i without ashore. A rule ; a pattern.

-yt_

An ancient form of fe> Yang.

Same as 1*1 Loo.

HEW. A dirty face.

The gate of a dam to let out water.

Stagnant water; a bank to keep in water.

CH1H. The appearance ofthe body suffering cold.

HEA, or Ho.

Not pure, or clean. Unfinished ; interminable.

tl CHVVA. Not clean; not clear.

SUNG. The sound or noise of water.

PE1H. A spring bubbling up.

GOW. To drink water.

PART I. VOL. II.

The no'ue made by water

dashing against iticlf, or violently thrown against rocki > water

flowing rapidly ; the dashing of a torrent.

LEE. Noise made by water.

CHIH, and Teih. The earth loftened or

made damp by water, as where a pool is formed.

KEAOU. The oame of a river. Keaou k*

the appearance of water i watery.

YING, and Yung. Ting ying yT" ^
a small stream i clear pure water. Read Keung and King,

The name of a stream. A small stream.

KIH, Or KS. Water bursting a passage, or

making a rent and running off. To dash against water ; the

noise made by water.

TS'HAE. The name of a river.

CH'HB. Clear water; limpid; pellucid i
water

through which you may see to the bottom.

ii

TUH. From mater an'd flowing in harmony.

I
A single stream j a large river that run,s to the sea. A ditch ;

foul i muddy. To alter or change. Name of a hill
-,
to defile ;
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ID desecrate
-,
to treat with a want of respect; to annoy fcy re-

iterated application* to. Sze. tfih [70 j'.'V are/oar well known
f i ^*

rivers in the north of China, they carry the filth of China in

to the sea ; they are Keang-tSh YT*. the Yang-lsze keang ;

Haetahj|! |

the river Hwae; Ho tub
'fij

1 the Yel-

low river ; and Tse tfih^ 'J

the river Tse. Tuhjin lun

A^ to defile or d'*grace lh relations of social life-,

as by incest.

*^- CHA. The name of a river.

A form of WL Keu.

WANG, and Hwang. The appearance

'.'
i deep and extensive water. Same as ^ Wang, Stagnant

slinking water.

HWUY.

To shake out water; to put : wiy the whole

\ \L

SEAY. To let the water run off land; to

drain ; a purging ; a dysentery. S;md without herbage. Seay

jiien -,Q W? or Seay juen leaou
jjfc j

to be weakened

by purging. Too seay [JJl ]

to vomit. Se'5 seay ^j|

to purge; to leak out. Too se;iy ta ts5
flj-

a severe vomiting and purging; cholera morbus.

Same as il Ne.

PWAN.

To whirl round as an eddy. A stream turning and winding,

LEU. The name of a river.

CHIN. Thick glutinous part of any liquid.

Read Shin, To put water into a vessel.

.rHiAOU, The noise and appearance of rain

and snuw blended ; a fall of sleet.

v
CH'HEN.

N'ame of a river on the north-west part of the empire.

TEIH.

Same as 4j5 Teib. Water collecting; in one place.

LEAOU. Leaou lei clear limpid

water. Leaou heae
4

|
$& a small stream of water.

H1H, or Hwih.

To flow ; the appearance of water.

MO. To wipe entirely off; one says, To smear.

Read MeS, Water flowing with rapidity.

PAO'U. A lieavy rain. Read Pub, Water

ensiling from a spring and rushing down a precipice with

noise. Haou puh ^&^ water gushiiig forth with noife.

Fun pQh V||
I the noise and dashing of impetuom waves.
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>/j

1
l| LEW. The appearance of clear deep watcn

the wind passing with rapidity. The sound of the wind,

the name of a river. Yew lew
ffify j||]

the sound of the wind.

A vulgar form of }H Tseen.

Same as jg STh.

J
An original form of $| Cha.

A form of jH Peen.

Same as
j

Le.

>$&
7*El JNG ' The "PP=ance of clear water.

^BvV

^^ CHING. Clear; limpid water.

WEI. The appearance of water.

P'fTTTI HTl-

LUY.

To pour out a libation of wioc at a sacrifice.

PE. Water spreading unrestrained.

if

Same

Same as J^ Tsing.

Same a
j|j| Peaoui

m Same as $ Tsze.

SIXTEEN STROKES,

SEEN, and Seuen.

To drink ; to slobber; to suck.

To progress without stopping.

The name of a stream or river.

1'HhlH. A flood of water unrestrained.

jpfi Samc as 2E He.-

P3T
PIN. The bank of a river or stream j a hore.

LIN. Name of a river.

O, or Go. Name of a stream or river.
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T'HANG

Water urging upward with vehemence.

HO. The noise of waves. To appear uncertain

what card to take up.

I EN. Foul, unclean; water passing'forwards.

An ancient form of gf- Shun

YIN. The appearauce of water in motion.

HEEN. The name of a stream.

HEO. Same as ^ He5.

LOO. The name of a river, and of a district.

CHOO. Name of a stream or river.

A vulgar form of fjf Lan.

IN. The name of a stream or river.

HUNG, or Hang.

A small river or creek ; a boat ferrying across.

I

HAN . Hwin ban y& JSft a watery appearance.

Han hae I Ijn the desert Sharno, in western Tartary. Haou

lian i|gK
j

a wide extensive appearance

Same as j| Yo.

An original form of $ Shth.

HO. The noise of water.

..

lUXur. A certain famous lake; the sea.

Name of a hill, and of a district.

Same as SI Yu.

YUNG.

Chun deep wide expanseof water; noiseless.

Libiirl. Water falling in successive drops

dripping or dropping of water, lo pour out the last drops of

wine when drinking. Leih hene $g jjfo to shed one's blood ;

to commit suicide.
Cheleih^Jj ^

the sound of snow and

N
rain.

SEAOU. Repeated Seaou seaou, Appearance

of a storm of wind and rain. The name of a river.
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TSING. Undefiled; pure; clean.

YJNG. A small stream of water.

Same as Ying.

SEUEN. To spurt water from the mouth.

To throw away watf r
; to drip out.

SUY, Smooth ; ilipperv ; a marrow-like sub-

stance with which a thing is made slippery.

^

VV H, I . pish swimming together ; the appearance

of water flowing; unctuous substance. Read T'huy, Water

stirring up the sand. Yin koo wei Ian [^ 6 |r ijffl
sore

in the vagina breaking or sloughing. Hwuy chung 1
flj|i

a

swelling that has buist, or suppurated. Also read Hwuy.

LAE.

Water flowing over a sandy bottom. The name of a river.

_-
P?^
^J^ HWAE. A certain river in the north.

Same as Haou.

FART I. VOL. II. 6 R

CHOO. A place where water stagnates.

LUNG. A drizzling rain , to wet The name

f a stream or river Read Shwang, The name of a river ; and

..fa district. Read Leang, Water dashing with vehemence.

'-> Hang heae
jf^ j^ sea air or vapour ;

dewy vapours j midnight air of the northern regions. A wa-

tery appearance. Also read Hwuy and Hae.

T'HUY.

Water currying the sand backwards and forwards with it.

Same as )^ Shfh.

PAN. The name of a spring of water

HUH. The noise of water t the name of a river.

SIN. Deep by the side of a river.

FAN. Large waves.

Neither the sound nor sense of this character is known.
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SEVENTEEN STROKES.

I ING. The appearance of water circulating

like an eddy. Ting ying jg5
a small stream. Ying ying

"fp rpi
*'ie no '*e t water.

LAN.

Lan shin
jgv jlgO

the appearance of floating ; unsettled.

Water winding- and turning.

ME, or Ne.

The appearance of water flowing.

KL. Well-water; water issuing from a spring.

-EEN. Name of a river or stream.

.. v

LEEN.

Water overflowing ; inundation; the edge of a wave.

Water reaching a place. The name

of a stream or river. Read Tsun, Water issuing forth.

m FUN. Name of a river. Shin fun fijl

a spring that gushes out of a certain mountain. Read Fun,

To scatter or sprinkle water.

m

YING

The appearance of an extensive piece of water.

SEEN. Wafer.

HE. The name of a river.

HUNG, or Hwang.

Waves dashing against each other.

LIN. A Talley; cold. Lin lin raiu.

Same as /s Han.

TSEAOU.

To pour out wine; to pour out entirely.

J?Vicrr CHO. Name of a river.

YIH, and Ch'hfh. Name of a stream

river. T ooze or drip out. The appearance of water.

Same as

TSEEN, and Seen. A spring that ap-

pears at some times, and is dried up at other times. To steep -,

to extinguish.
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8ft MEI. Same as -})a Mei.

HWAN. Water spurting up.

To boil; a certain kind of soup made of

flesh and herbs. Tan y ^ ^ an appearance of being

waved and agitated. Shin v5 vfifl water running with,

velocity.

Same as Mei.

CH'HIH. Small rain.

FAN. Large waves.

O. The flow of water interrupted or impeded.

Head Wei, Defiled; foul.

V
TSAN, or Chan. The noise of water rush-

ing or falling down; the sound of fish frisking or leaping

in the walcr; the same is expressed by jB? yKl Chan tseS. The
l_>T2i 1 1~ 'J

hands or feet wet with perspiration.

JANG, Or Nang. Dew ( fog, or mist;

small rain
-,
mud or mire j appearance of water flowing. Name

of a river; and of a mountain brook.

TAE. Impure thick wine.

YIN. Name of a stream or river.

KEEN. Water.

A form of $| Piih.

T'HANG.

Small streams joining and increasing each other.

CAN.

Water coming suddenly, and with great violence.

.LAN. Streams flowing and running together,

forming a continued course ; thick water in which rice has

been washed. Lan man
jKa

VTO the appearance of heavy

showers of rain. One says, To separate and spread wide.

PAN. Water overflowing with vehemence.

f\^ SHWANG.

A thing of a malignant or murderous nature.

Same as j$f Luh.

Same as 7/fl Leih.

SIN. The sense is not known.
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Name of a lull; the sound is not known.

YUEN. Deep.

TSANG. Water.

HVVUY. Name of a river.

Neither sound nor sense of this character is ap-

5,
i.n-ut i it is retained for further investigation.

EIGHTEEN STROKES.

TSO. A slight sound of water ; waves dashing.

Rocks in water, now and then appearing and sometimes

covered with water. Fish frisking, appearing and disappearing

alternately. Read Tseaou, A certain part of n carriage var.

nisheil

HeTh miih fl
'ar and

alarm, paotingi disquieted.

4

HUNG. Large waves

CS PLNG. Name of a river, and of a district.

SHIN. Shin y5 |3 ^ water flowing or

driven with velocity. Read Than, Tan fan
'

-/H water

overflowing. Rend Chan, The appearance of water.

Same as i'j$ Low; or Lew.

SHE, and Je. Name of a river. Read Nelh,

Slh nelh '$} rirS the appearance of rain and dew.

m

LUY. 'I he name of a river.

TSANG. Sunk and lost.

T LAN

Pure, clear water. Read Lan, A certain plant.

Same as
j/JJ Tsung.

*J% K'HEU. Name of a river.

FAN. Name of a river.

PAE. Waves. The name ofa river.

YUNG. Name of a river and of a lake.
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TSEEN.. Name of a river, .-vnrf of a district

KEEN. To wash or scour rice.

TSUNG. The noise of water.

SHUH. Wave*.

TSA. The noise of rain.

Same as & Yu.

PAN. Spring water,

TS'HA. Water bubbling up,

An ancient form o ml

\ -4Ar f

fljE-E?
KWAN. Name of a river, and of a district;

to run or flow to one place ;
to drink; to assemble or collect

together; free growing plants; to pour out as- a libation,

Read Hwan, Flowing in large masses.

An ancient form of wfa Yew. A deep sombre

place of a river.

*ART I. vot. it. *

I
*

Same as M Keue.

Original form of iH PGh.

:

SEAOU. The name of a river.

An. original form of]^

T'HEEN. Water filling, or full of water.

Sv

TUY

Sand and pebbles carried along .by the force of the water.

FAN.
^ ! J "

c
' -

Rice conge i the thick liquid made by rice..

Same- as jtl Ye.
\\

A vulgar form of jf Sin.

tfitiS

SHA, and Shae. To spr'mkle water; to

scatter; to disperse at by the wind. To fall down, Read

Se, To wash.

TSAN.

Muddy water renc'ered so by stirring and working in it.

I
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LWAN. To drip or flow out. To sleep.

Sand intercepting a stream and causing it to run crosswise.

A boat slopped by the shallowness of the water.

j?u Same as $ Yen.

* YOrO. The name of a stream. The appearance

of a wave driven back. The appearance of heat. The name

of a plant.

LE From water and ta disperse. Water

entering the ground; soaking the earth; to instil; to infuse

by drops ;
thin and bad. Name of a hill, and of a river.

Shun le^tz. M| nutritious; meagre, applied to the public

ininner* denotes Good and bad. Lin le
J*jj^

the sound

of rain, autumnal showers.

LO. The name of a stream or river.

Mii. The appearance of water flowing.

The soun(I IS not known ; a shore; a pond.

A form f

T'HAN. From water and difficult. Water

rushing through narrow passages amongst rocks; a rapid ; a

shallow rocky rapid. Read Nan, The appearance of water

rushing with rapidity. Read Han, Water running off and

lesiviiiR a place dry. Shth pa tan -p J\ ^| eighteen rocky

rapids in the Kan-keang ^y *ft- river, in the province of

Keang-se. Tan sze
^ ^fjj

a pilot through the rapids.

PEEN. Name of a river.

Same as )|? Tseen.

.

TS1N. The name of a river.

V^t-u.

LE. Full; stopped up.

v

TWENTY STROKES.

TANG
mi
N;I.I e of a river. The appearance of water.

v,

Water; water agitated or driven hither andd thither.

KEAOU. The noise of water.

w\
tCH HlliN. Water of a river overflowing and

forming a number of small streams. Name of a river.

TOW. Water.

InT YE, or Nee.

To determine or pass sentence on a crime.
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An original form of ^ Nung.

An original form of Kf? Tsaou.

Same as ^ Yuen.

MWAN. The appearance of water.

.

Same as
-(frf!

hut this character is not to be found in

Kansr-he.

'5S1-5 KUNG. The sense in not known.

JANG. Same as jf| Jang.

/

TSAN. Air or breath cut off.

The noise of water. But the sound is nut known.

An erroneous form of ijt| Swan.

HAOU. Large ; great.

NANG.

The appearance of water flowing. The name of a river.

, 8nd Water citewiiD- ,u

power to a great distance. The gelatinous part of pulie vted

to w:isli the hair and body.

jUY. The name of a river.

nn Same as s Y8. n

PA. The name of a river in Shen-se

SHUH. shuh shfihM 'M respectful; profoundi profoun

veneration; progressing as the planets without any disccrn-

able path. Also read Chuh.

Km
A spring of water bubbling up with force.

M U JN . A hill terminated and leaving a passage

for water. Haou mun *ft Sl the name of a district. .

ME. A great expanse of water.

'ri>|

*
VST NANG.

The appearance of water flowing. The name of a river.

^yffigfi WAN, From water and Jo tend. A hollow

cur\e in the shore, where the water forms a bay -,
a safe place

for boats or ships to anchor.
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t

, vr "pytjff
LAIN. Water in which rice has been washed.

l

. HAN . Wet or moistened wilh water aiid dried g;iin

Re .d Tan, Water flowing rapidly through or amongst rocks.

An original form of ]ff Tseo", or SeiS.

Same as ^ Ling.

jr

Same as ijSt Y5. Also the i.ame of a river.

SEUN.

Three springs of water ; maoy streams flowingin.

y

KOO. Name of an insect.

Y1H. The appearance of water flowing.

V&? YEN.

Tlie appearance of water agitated or in motion

SWAN. To wash a horse.

llilH. A spring of water bubbling up.

VqgpJ
LWAN. To ooze out and flow awaj. Name

of a river and of a district.

Same a* tin Te, found in the books of the Taou sect.

HEEN. The appearance of water; deep;

clear water. Clear and bright.

f*V\ O"^ Same as ijis Ling.

<;

*tA vulgar form of /f| Yen.

4$4t'
\o:>te ,

I yyyf-
YEN. To salt. Same as }g Yen.

ltltL4
PE. The appearance of water.

^ALS^^^^^^I

KAN.

Name of a river in Keang-se province. Name of a district.

Same as |f| Han.

An original form of t| Yen.

YUH. Yah ung $| '& the appearance of

an extensive collection. Lofty > exalted.

PEW. The noise of water.
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EIGHTY-SIXTH RADICAL.

HO. Intended to represent the aicrnl offlame -,

the matter of heat. Fire ; heat; fercr ; to burn with fire.

The firt of the five elements it water
-,
the second is fire.

Name of a star. Name of an officer, and of a well. A sur-

name. Wan ho
/> tfc

a gentle heat. Woo ho ^r ^
a itroag fierce heat or fire. Ho tan tow 4^ ~fo QS or -Q-

moo, Coromelina Bengalensis, wild specie, 250. Bo clump;

y{ xj|f tinder, the Chinese commonly make it of coarse

bamboo paper burnt. Ho jow muh of
jjjfc ~^C to bend

wood by the application of fire. Ho chang ttt 4J^
a sort of

poker, either wood or iron for stirring up a fire. Ho yu y(

IE '

fiery words,
'

refer to the flames of lust. Ho shlh
Pc
At /E food dressed with fire ; the Chinese affirm that the

Cochinchinese anciently ate things raw. Ho tSng ^ j^g

or Yang tang ~j.^ is a lantern sent up into the air, on the

principle of Montgolfier's balloon. It is said to remain in the

air two hours, during which time it exhibits a light. Puh ko

twan ho ^ pT ^JT J^ must not let the fire be interrupted.

Ho tsang tft #g a fire burial; i.e. to burn the corpse instead

of interring it. Ho kea J^^ the persons who burn corpses.

as the preceding.

Used in compound characters, by some read Peaou.

An ancient form of j| Kwei.

An original form of 7C Kwang.

PART. I. VOL. II. 6 T

TING. Fire; a strong vehement fire.

T'HAE.

A soot arising from an accumulation of imoke.

HO. Fire issuing forth ; fire diffusing colour.

JL
HWUY. From fire and hand. Fire that may

be taken hold of with the hand ; i. e. the remains of fire, Ashes;

cinders. Hwuy sih t #. lavender colour.

fe;
HAOU, and Ch'haou.

Dry; scorched; hot.

Same as the preceding.

An ancient form of }K H

An ancient form of
jj Shay

An original form of $C Hwuy.
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Same as $ Hwuy. Tfr

HUNG.

An abundance of fire; flame. To dry any thing with fire.

LING. The appearance of a slight heat. A

vulgar form of
jDg Ling.

J]Pj" TSAOU. A vulgar form of
|j|

Tsaou.

~j CH'HEN, and T'han. A .light degree

of heat; to roast or burn. Read Yin, Clear, bright.

CHUEN, or Chwan.

Tinder, called the seed of fire. Same as
|l|!

Sin.

\

KEW. To cauterize. The name of a plant.

A surname. Kew ho fa At to apply fire to the body for

medical purposes.

i

C'H'HA. The sound of fire burning briskly;

the noise of flame ascending.

\

SLAY. The snuff or remains of a candle.

u

CH'HIH. From great and fire. An Original

form of "3JC Chin, A red colour.

Same as the preceding.

CHO.

To burn; to cauterize ; to illumine; to make splendid.

jJ^ TSAE. From water and fire. Fire from hea-

ven
;
divine judgements; great natural calamities; whatever

is dangerous; injurious; calamitous.

ft An ancient form of the preceding.

Same as $1 Tsae.

WAN, or Wo. Warm.

Same as ^ Kew.

TSEU. Mould produced from things burnt.

CHE. Level; even.

FOUR STROKES.

K'HE. Same as ^ Ke.

FUN, or Pun, To burn with fire.
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y>yV. CHUNG. To change the form of by the pow-

er of heat; by heat to force out the liquid purt.

fcT* TSIN. What is left after burning.

NEW.

Half dried, as clothes not sufficiently dry.

KEUNG. To see slight. Read Yiog, The

appearance of smoke issuing forth.

JhSr WAN. Confined smoke,

VwP Same as tne following.

^LvF
PO. Fire burning fiercely.

YIU.

The window or door of a potter's furnace.

A vulgar form of Ht Loo.

HWUH. A great prevalence of hot air.

CH'HUY. TO boil, or dress food with fire.

Uied for P^ Chuy, To blow. Seems also used for the afflatus

or anima of departed persons.

NUN.

"<>t. Read Nun, Ne nun O 4D1 warm.

PEJ. Fire; heat.

Same as the preceding.

KEAE. A clear bright fire.

n\9 PWAN. Light^ luminous.

yt& YEN. Intended to represent attendingfame.

The flame of fire; the velocity of flame ; the light of flame

ascending; warm; hot; burning; glorious; luminous.

K'HAE. A great fierce fire.

P'HANG. The sound of fire; fire spreading,

MUH. Fire raging,

M^t

rJr

flvk CH'HAOU. TO fry ; to roast in a par,

with a small portion of water, lard, or liquor.

LEAOU.

The appearance of a bright clear fire.
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KWEI. Same M j^ Kwci. Read Keuf, The

appearance ef smoke. The commencement of fire.

AJ /

TfT K'HANG. Dry ; extremely dry. Red hot.

To spead out or hang over a fire for the purpose of drying.

flri& TUN. Wind causing fire to blaze.

Ancient form of fa Kvvang.

'Trl^ H1N. A great body of fire or light; effulgence;

Jy\
to scorch

-,

to burn
, scorching heat of the sun.

CHAY. From jteth placed onjire. To broil;

to dry with fire ; to apply fire to, or to apply to the fire ; to

heat. To near ; to approach near, said of persons. To cau-

terize ; to roast ; to warm. Otherwise read ChTh. Chay show

to warm the hands at a fire. Chay ho
1|

tR to

at a fire.

KWANG.

From sun and fire. Clear ; bright effulgence.

A form of Tsae.

SZE.

To cherish fire, and cause it to break out in flame.

FIVE STROKES

TA. Fire rising up,

HEA. Appearance of fire; to dry with fire.

CHING.

Ching yS the rapid motion of flame.

An original form of Leaou

CH'HUH. Smoke issuing forth.

CHOO. To cause to fume by the force of heat.

KO. Fire.

Xp CHAOU. The light of fire; to illumine by

fire. Light; mental discernment. A surname.

FUH, and P'ho.

The appearance of fire ; hot air or vapour.

O. Hot air or vapour ; vapour ascending.fit
MO. The calour of fire.
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TO. The end, or residue of a candle.

Same as the preceding.

LING. Fire

o

CHUE. From fire and hitting forth. The

light of fire-. Head Ch'huh, The appearance of smoke. The

sound of fire.

HEUEN. Luminous; splendid; refulgent;

shining. The glare or light of fire.

K'HEW. A torch made of rushes.

CHUEN. Tinder.

E. The appearance of fire.

YEW, or Yaou.

Yaou new
JjjJ|

(to having a tendency to dry.

/

THAN. Fromjfreandflntor*ore. That

which remains from burnt wood; charcoal; coals. Aiurname.

T'HAE. Smoke and soot.

I, vot. n. 6 v

PAOU, or PhaOU. To embrace or iur-

round wilh j!r<r. To roast or bake amongst cinder*, or sur-

rounded with a crust of clay. To apply flesh to the fire, it ex-

pressed by ^ ChTh; to roast before the fire, ii expressed By

>jfy
Fan. Commonly used in the same seme as Paou

Jjfjl
and

applied to Guns and cannon), and rocked, in which powder n

enclosed.

HING, Heung, and Keung. TO search

with light all around; to examine clearly. Read Keung,

Light ; effulgence.

Same as iM9 Paou. Paou heoou to boast

and assume bold airs. Read Fow, same as -^ Fow.

IT^I? Same as the preceding.IjT

SHAOU.

To bnroj a word used by-the Taou sect.

\

PING, Pang, or Pang, Thc ligbt of

fire; luminous; perspicuous. Win ping ^/ JfiS a lumi-

nous style.

JODL

.LI-
fT

/^R

YANG, The light or blaze of fire.

HAN. Fire appearing to move along.

An original form of j^; Kwei.
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T'HUNG. The colour of fire, fire raging

and assuming n awful appearance.

. Fire falling down from a higher place.

CHOO. The light of a lamp ; the wick of a

hmp ; from which chiefly the light proceeds; a match or slick

of fragrant wood.

An ancient form of S Yin,

HAE Fire; heat.

An ancient form of If Kae.

SIX STROKES.

KLAOU. TWO pieces of wood laid across

and ignited, to light up the sacrifice to Heaven. Read Yaou,

To fry or boil.

HEUE, or Hlh. The light or lustre of fire.

HING. A torch; a kind of flambeau.

FA. Fire

To heat flesh with a flow fire ; to roast.

f

TS' HEUEN. The appearance of fire.

"
LEE.

From fire and arranged, or tpread out. Fire raging ;

ardent; impetuous; enthusiastically; daring in the service

of one's country, or in adherence to virtue; excellent; dig-

nified ; majestic.; splendid; erce ; cruel $ anxious. Occurs

in various proper names.

HWAN. tight; lustre; splendour caused by fire.

YANG, Fire burning furiously; opposite the

fire : towards ; fierce ; hot.

HEAOU. faoa heaou violent tem-

per or spirit ; boastful. Read Hew, Excellent ; harmonious,

good, blessed and affluent.

/|Tl^ HEW. Charcoal is in some places called Hew.

"*{*
NAOU. An original form of J^Naou

n~R*' SEEN. To burn up weeds.

YIN. Same as ^ Yin.
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1~ V IN. From fire and pencil. The residuum left

by fire; tbe ashes of a thing consumed; the snuff of a taper.

WOO. A crow, whicti-the character is intended

to resemble. Black as a crow ; an exclamation like the cry

of a crow. An interrogative particle, How ? Used in several

proper names. Woo yun kae eu
[|L

!
-j^? f|^

a wild

medicinal plant, Hibiscus Minimus. Woo ke
jEiL^jf:

the

silk fowl. PTh woo ra e* a white crow. Woo chow ^

|E] black silk. Woo ruaou I (Ml a black cap. Woo mtih

ebony. Woo ya a black crow ; the Chi-

nese praise it for the care ef Us parent.

CHOW. The motion of fire or flame.

YAOU. Light ; lustre ; splendour.

LI

SHIH. The appearance of fire.

Same as ^1 Jin.

WEI, Kwei, or Keung.

A moveable furnace; clear ; bright.

pi
T JUNG. Theappearnaceofheat. or of fire.

' Or HeuS ' To coasurne or destroy,

as by fire ; to terminate. Same as fell Mee.

CH'HE. Exuberance of fire or of flame.

An original form of j&

HEIH, and Yug.

Mad ; a local word. One tays, Anger ; rage.

f

K'HEAE.

Fire in great force; prevailing; abundant.

E, and Ke. To ignite ; to burn. Saraeas |E (I,-
A \ I \

HUNG. Flame of a torch.

LO. To burn ; a red hot iron point. Paou Is

'Ac $T a burning bras* roller, used as a punishment in ancient

times.

HEA. The appearance of fire.

HAE. To injure. An erroneous character

which should not be adopted.

,^_"*-^- t/HUNQ-. Vapour ascending from fire; to apply

fire to any liquid; to warm or heat; to boil; to decoct; to

distil. To send; a prince; to advance; to flourish. A mul-

titude; dust caused by a wind. To place or put down. A
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winter sacrifice. To debauch superiors. An expletive, occur-

ring in the commencement of a sentence. Jin noo shang cHing

choo moo ^ JK -t^i "^"
a sla?e debauchl"S hl*

mistress. Kaou-Uung sbang ching foo tse
|=jj -^ h.

&T ife Kaou-lsung (an emperor of the Tang dynasty) com-

mitted incest with his father's concubine.

CHUNG- A kind of hot steam, fume or vapour.

HWAN
i

Splendour; refulgence. Read Hwuy, Fire ; to burn as fire

CHING. Hot vapour.

P'HO.

Pfl p< lh 'US "R& the noise of a fire made of bamboos.
i

ffl

YEN. from fire and cause; that which is

raused by combustion. Smoke; igneous vapour; that which

. is smoked; tobacco or opium. Read Yin, Any vapour; fog.

Yen hwa lang tsze
jj|^^ - a debauchee; a rake.

HWUY. The colour of light or of flame.

Kire ; blaze. Thoroughly dressed with fire.

KWANG.

Light thrown upon a thing; shining.

TSIH. Rent; split.

Same as JK Gan.

SEVEN STROKES.

TEIH. The appearance of fire.

HE. The colour of fire.

HWUY, or Wei. Fire.

FOW.

Steam or vapour arising from heat. Fow jin JJ*?
A a cook..

KEUNG.

Flame ascending; fume or steam rising.

HEE. Hot vapour; vapour arising from fire.

P'HOO. The appearance of fire; fire or a

light moving onwards ; to take fire and proceed forwards.

M> KING. Warm. The smell of burning; the

appearance of being burnt or scorched.

7>CI
CH>HO - ChS sh5 ^ jj* plants or tree,

richly clad with flowers. A vulgar form of Jjb Ch5.
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TING. The appearance of fire

HWAN. Fire

HAE. To roast or broil.

P'HANG. To boil by the application of

fire. PSng cha
3|f j> to boil the water for the purpose of

making tea.

HUNG

Hung hung the appearance of 6re.

HIH. Burnt wheat.

TSA, or Cha. Dry.

LANG.

Tang lang J^ j^ the light or appearance of fire.

TEEN, and Han. The light or blaze of fire.

SHEN, and Chen.

Light ; a great blaze of light

An original form of^ Keae.

FART I. VOL. II. 6 X

HWUH.

Smoke confined ; to burn ; to scorch with the sun.

CHA.

To dry or scorch with the sun. A bundle of charcoal.

V\V
FUNG. A brick pyramid, three or four feel

high, hollow and open at top, which is filled with combus-

tibles and set 'fire to, to form a signal by the ascent of smoke.

Same as the preceding.

An ancient form of fji Chth.

YUNG.

Hot vapour, or heated air. Red colour of fire.

GAE.

Hot; very hot; a large fire; a raging flame.

HUH. The appearance of fire.

anxious to obtain food;

greedy of something to eat.

HEUN. Fire issuing forth ; smoke or steam

rising; odorous exhalations.
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VJ.
JUrHrC

WEI . A proper form of f| Wei.

vy

SraUH. The appearance of fire or flame moving.

. A red or carnation colour ; clear ; bright.

PEAOU. A stiff straight forward appearance.

Same as^ Peaou, and
jjJL

Peaou.

u

K'HUH . Dry vapour; hot steam or vapour.

P'HO.

The appearance of smoke or vapour ascending.

u

YUE. YII vug #B fti a new lit fire; the

appearance of smoke; the light or blaze of fire. Read Keuen

and Yuen, Clear, bright fire.

Dry ; dried or scorched in the sun.

An ancient form of He.

HAN. To dry with fire,-dried up by fire.

CHWANG. To fill a boiler with rice. The

appearance of fire. Vapour ascending; to dress food with

steam. Chwang kaou a sort offried cake made of rice.

YEN.

Name of a certain bird of various colours. Rest, repose;

doubt. A particle used to close and round a period, and

denoting Settled opinion ; a thought completely closed. The

name of a hill, and of an ancient nation.

TSEUN, and Tsun. To set fire to.

Read Tifih, To burn with fire ; also to extinguish a fire.

An ancient form of j| Wan.

TE. A burnt branch with which tortoise shell*

are scorched for the purpose* of divination. To scorch;

to burn.

An ancient form of aff Chung, say some; but the
r*J

character ought to be rejected.

An original form of ^ Tsae.

Same as t& Yfih.

An ancient form of IS Yuh

Same as $ He'e.

An ancient form of Shoo
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EIGHT STROKES.

PEL To dry with fire; to hatch with fire, as

fire dried.the Chinese do duck's eggs, Pel kan

Keen pet cha ^ | ^ Campoi tea.

JLJ*
^jfl^ FUN. To let on firej to burn. Fun heang

to burn incense to the gods, or to departed spirits.

Fun keaou keu che
^ ^ JJJ5

burnt tb bridge and

opposed him.

LIN. The appearance of fire.

HWAN. Fire; fiery. Light; bright.

SHOO.

Clear bright Some say the sense is lost,

u

HWAN. Fire; a fiery appearance.

CHUY.

A long continued fire. Some say the sense is lost.

T'HUN. Fire applied to the tortoise shell for

the purposes of divination; a dull fire. Read Tuy, A great

quantity of; a high degree.

t SEIH. Dry; dried by the sun.

SZE. An original form of $ Sze

An ancient form of ^ Seang

TS'HUY.

Water and fire coming in contact. To burn , to defile.

HWUY, and Kwan. Fire.

WOO.

Etymology not clear.- Not possessing; destitute of.noc.

existence. No; not. Name of a district. A surname. Woo
keTh

|ffi.^ the term Chow-tze ^J ^. used for^^
Tae-kclh. Woo wei chow 4ff R iMJ a district in Keang-nan

ill 9 /I**? * II

province. Woo wei chin Fob^ fe^ ^jj
the quiescent

true Budh. Woo koo kan sbang chwang \ ]ji. iS*
tflj-

ftjjf
ulceration arising from bird's dung or feathers falling

upon a person. Woo ylh che yen, m gan hw8
] ^^

- -
|| _ . t ^.v ^^ "

^ ^^^^C iylU
U8e'ess wor^*i do not take pleasure in ut-

jariug them. Woo ke
} ^ name of a statesman at the

beginning of the Tang dynasty. Woo c tsz ming. ]
UJ

B Hfl no means. of clearing herself..

HUNG.

The appearance of fiety Tapour, or vapour arising from fiw,

TSEAOU, and Ch5.

Fire dried, said of an; sort of grain,
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Same as Mb Chaou. Read Tscu, A turname.

FOG. The original form of ^ Foo. Foo Ian

broken to bits, as a thing boiled excessively ; or the

organization destroyed by putridity.

WO. The smoke of fire j smoke ascending.

TSEAOU. Injured by fire; burnt black,

seared the smell of burning; applied to 'the mind to denote

Vexation, anxiety; distress. The name of an ancient state,

of a city ; and of a bird. A surname.

Same as & Tsae.

B9

FOW. To burn; a large fire

TSUNG. Smoky vapour.

FUNG. Fiery, hot vapour.

PE
"

1H - To scorch a thing-

PING. The appearance of fire.

KWEI. Large, great, much.

KEW

To punish from the guilt of a crime, to inflict the punishment.

KEUNG. To dry with fire , to dry (to scorch.

O, or G8. To place fire beneath, to put

fire under fuel ; to conceal fire that it may burst out again

afterwards.

^ JE, or Jeue. To burn.

YIH, and Seih. From fire and to spread.

A blazing fire; opposite a fire; to roast, vehement flame ;

to dress completely. To fuse or work metals.

WO. A warm appearance.

K'HEUNG.

A sorrowful manner. Same as^ Keung.

An ancient form of m Wei.

KEAOLJ. Two sticks laid across and burnt

on the altar, an ancient usage.

H1N.

To apply fire to and scorch or burn.
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FUH. Agreatblaie. Pelh fiih

appearing extinguished and bursting out alternately.

CHO.

The matter of. fire 8 light j clear j. luminous.

An original form of
ftjj

Lee.

YEN. Light ; flame.

YEN, Heth, Hlh^ and Yih.

Three fires ; a bright brilliant flame.

YIH, and Y5. The light of fire;

SEANG. A pit of fire.

Same as M TseS.

fire

YUH. Same as )(g Yuh.

K'HEAE. A great fire j a conflagration.

A knife or iwotd ; a stiff sharp edge ;

to harden, as steel is. done bj patting through the fire; to

temper steel.

7ABT I. TOk 11. 6 T

JEN. From dag, fifth, and fin. To boil

slowly ; to decoct ; to simmer , done , existing. Jen is joined

to many single words as an euphonic particle. Jm, is often a

disjunctive or qualifying particle introducing another clause or

circumstance, and answer* to But. Ye* j yes truly ; so, affirm-

ing or promising.

SHA. Vegetables boiled in soip. Same as %$ Yr
*

PE. Hot with fire ; heated.

KOO. A man's name.

J3|
An ancient form of jfc Kwang.

i I,

An original form of $3 Pei.

An ancient form of & Yu.

NINE STROKES.

NAOU. A hot appearance.

SHIN. A furnace.

HIH. To burn.
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KWEI. The appearance of fire.

CHI/IMG. The appearance of fire rising up.

Same as f$ Twan

HEA

Hot, dry, bright, the invisible matter of heat.

HWUY, Hwan, and Heuen. Light;

splendour ; glory ; the halo about the sun, referred to in

divination. A kind of drum-major.

FUNG. To burn; to ignite.

YE.

A disease arising from, or consisting in internal heat.

YUNG. A man's name.

LEEN. From fire and to separate. To

separate the dross from the finer metal by the application

of fire; to refine metals.

HEUEN. Warm.

SING. Heat from fire ; a raging fire.

HWANG.
n

A strong fire; a great blaze; light; luminous; splendid.

Hwuy hwang
jjjjpi %j^ shedding a great light. Hwang hwang

denotes the same in a high degree.

TSEAOU. The colour changed.

HIH, or Hwo. The light or bl.ize of fire.

TSEEN. From to put before and fire . To

roast; to expel the juices 'by the application of fire; ap-

plied figuratively to the mind denoting Vexation.

PETH, To dry with fire ; fire dried

Y1NG. A man's name.

>

CHOO. To boil; to decoct; boiled ; decocted.

Choo yih chow yay ^f" -JJJZ
7* boiled j

>':ay and a night.

\

. From fre and insubordinate. A ragiog

w

fire; light; splendour; a glowing red.

T'HWAN. Fire raging; fire appearing red.

TSEIH. Put into the fire to burn.
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TEEN, Shen, Yen, and Le'en.

The light or blaze of fire. Fire in motion. Bead Lc'cn,

The name of a wood fitted for boat building.

HE. Light; splendour; rising; increasing;

spreading extensively j flourishing ; prosperous ; harmonizing.

To dry or drying. A roan's name; the name of a district

Used to denote felicitous, joj ful Read E, Large and strong,

a man's name.

it
"

) LA. The appearance of fire.

PEL To boil dry.

HEUEN, and Nwan. Warm; warmth

arising from fire. Win heuen ^ jjL warm> as by 8team>

SWran ke 1 iff warm Tapour. Nwan loo tan $? M" -flt
' ''*" fyy^ 'Xnn / \

is the name ofan aphrodisial pill, to be inserted into the vagina.

Same as the preceding,

CH'HEN. Tongs.

Same as fj t Kwan. Aa erroneous character.

FUH. demoniacal fire, per-

hap will-o-the-wisp ; laid to preyail where great battle* have

been fought, and to arise from the blood of men and horsei.

HWUY. Same as j(| Kvvei.

P'HO. Same as & P5.

YEN.

Smoke. A surname. In some books read Yin.

Same as the preceding,

KEUNG. P^ire. The light of the sun.

YU. To place a vessel in order to rook food.

YUH. from fire, sun, aaA erect, or to nourish

fire. The glow of fire; shining; resplendant; moral lust;e.

HEUH. Same as jt Heuh

ME. Red as fire ; dry heat
; dry vapour.

FOW. Fire dried.

SA, Or Shae. The vulgar form of Shi.

To overcome; to seize ; to wound; to injure ; to kill ; to strike

with noxiom influence; to terminate. Peih tow rtiw8 ibi
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splitting the head and speaking death, -de-

note* a sudden and harsh introduction of a subject.

WEI, The appearance of light; ipleodour.

The light or blaze of fire.

YE, Che, or ChS,

Fire flying) to make utoup, or prepare in loup.

HAN\ The appearance of fire in motion.

TSUNG. To boil and prepare hemp.

H IN . What it left after conflagration.

r_f- KEUNG,
7^

The return of disease. Alone; desolate
; without brothers ;

having none to depend on ; sorrowful.

MEE. A dull fire.

JOW. Ttt bond wood by thoappearance of fire.

MEI. A collection of soot; coals. Yen

R or Ho tan mei
T^

Mih mei ^B ink.

I toot, condensed smoke.

form of Yen.

LEAOU.

Tsae Jeaou a sacrifice to heaven. To let fire to-

/Hn CH Ch>h*' Destroyed by fire.

as?

HWAN. The light of fire; bright) splendid.

HEU . To boil
; to heat ; genial warmth ; heat ;

vivifjing warmth ; the general productive and nutritive warmth

of nature. Gracious; kind; benevolent. The light of the

sun ; a carnation colour.

CHAQU. The light of fire reaching to; light

illumining by falling upon aa object ; to illumine; to ex-

tend care and mperintendance to; to accord with former

acts, usages, or precedents. Like ; according to ; the same as.

Chaou fuh BS
~Jfl)

tu give countenance and assistance to.

ta manage according to
*

Chaou le pan Io '[
I

law.

WE,.

Fire, or an; thing hot in the midst of a vei*cl. A man's name.

TSEW. A noise in the ear.

From fire and head. Heat and. pain io

the bead ; excessively occupied and hurried ; troublt-d
,

annoying; grieved; sorry. Name of a brrd; name of a

place.
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TSEW, and Chow. To icorch ; dried in

an extreme degree. The appearance of fire ; to burn.

Same as J Suy.

HEIH.

The appearance of being affrighted ; alarmed.

YANG. To scorch by the application of lire;

to be opposite the fire. Standing at afire Hot. To melt

metal. Yang-te fijL SJ emperor of the B& Suy dynast;,

(A. D. 621) was a drunken debauchee, who wa finally mur-

dered.

YANG. To scorch; to roast.

An original form of
jjfj

Chaou.

MO. Not bright; dull.

Same as w| Tsew.

WOO. The sense is lost.

KEUNG. A man's name.

An ancient form of ?| Leg.

P*T I. rot. it.

*

An ancient form of ^ Taou.

An ancient form of fjj She.

TEN STROKES.

KOW. To raise or elicit fire.

"*ti T'HUY. To remove hairs or feathers from.

by means of hot water. Tuy sis maou
jfjl Jsp^ to ltald

off hairs or feathers.

%.%,*

Same as the preceding.

LIN. Demoniacal fire arising from the blood

of dead animal bodies, perhaps Ignis fatuus, or will-with

the-wisp.

PEIH. Same as $B peth.

T'HANG. Tang wei
jlffi

*B hot ashes.

CH'HAOU. To roast; to fire dry. Chaou

lelh tsze
jfe

35X to roast chesnuts.

Same as the preceding.
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J|
SHEN. From fire auAfan. To fan the flame,

physically and morally ; lo make a flame ; to act as an in-

cendiary * to seduce the people and lead them on to mischief;

to put the public mind in a ferment; to delude as an impos-

tor.

M- KEUNG. The eyes appearing frightened.

GAN. To warm meat by a slight fire. Read

Win, Warm, a slight genial warmth.

TSZE, and Tso.

A bundle of charcoal, sun-dried.

SING. A red colour.

PO, or Pull. The noise made by the burst-

ing of crackers; to rend; to burst; to urge or press with

fire; fire dried; to dry with smoke or fire; to heat; to

burn ; to cauterize.

A red appearance of the rising sun. The noise of fire.

NEE.

A blaze of light; effulgence; bright; shining.

HEE.

Vapour ; smoke or fumes from heat asccndinu v. ,:;, rapid force.

TSAE. To boil.

CHING

Hot vapour; a certain sacrifice in winter.

HE. To burn weeds; to burn the grass on hills-

HWUY. Fire; a raging fire.

WOO. To keep or superintend a fire.

YU]\G. A deep lake; marshy ground.

from fire and to stop or breathe. To

cover over embers to
pr^rve

them from being extinguished;

also used to denote extinguishing fire, cither literally or

metaphorically.

& I UN. Fire and steam without smoke
; genial

warmth; vapour; warm steam. Read Wan, A slight fire;

to straighten a thing by the application of fire. A hot ap-

pearance. Read WSh, Appearance of smoke confined.

HUH, Wuh, Yflh, and Ko.

To burn by the application of fire.

HO, or Hea. To blow fire.
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HAOU, or HS. The heat of fire; toicorch (

to burn ; reiterated, HS-hS, Great heat, masses of fire flame.

To traduce; to vilify. Read KS, Hcaou, and Taou, denot-

ing The destructive effect of fire in a literal or figurative sense.

ft

A vulgar form of '$& He.

YUN. A yellow appearance.

HEUNG. A certain wild animal like a boar,

said to be ominous. Name of a hill; a man's name. Name of

a country. A surname.

M 1? NANG. Hot; used for the preceding.

LIN. The appearance of fire. Same as rfl Lin.

SHEN. From a flash and fire. The motion of

fire; the darting motion of lightning.

YAOU. Exhausted; terminated.

KUNG. Original form of fl| Kung

The vapour or fog ascending from the tops of hills < hot

vapour, fumes and exhalations arising from fire ; steam ; eva-

poration. The vapour, applied to the mind^ to give ofl'enrc

to; to incense. Yew sin joo heun/f

choly is like vapour.

jm ^ mclan-

JS UNG. Smoke and vapour ; smoky.

MING.

Ming-l<: jjlgf fj|i
a dwelling place of the Heung-noo Tartars.

LEEN. To apply fire and bend wood for the

making of carriages; perpetual fire. Read K'he'en, To scorch

or fire-dry some parts of a carriage.

ft
A splendidly illuminated house. The name of a star and of

a plant. Name of a district.

HAN. To burn or boil to pieces.

YUNG. From three fires and a covering.

An original form of JH Peaou.

Same as j^jr Kwei.

WUH3 and Woo.

Fire extinguished, or to nourish fire; the sense is doubtful.

Same as ws Seth.

RWAN. Originally $1 Kwan

\
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NEEN. The noise of conversation.

Xm?S

Same as
j^ff To, fire.

CH'HAOU. To dry, scorch, or roast.

Neither the sound nor the fence of this character a

apparent.

ELEVEN STROKES.

T'HUY. Sameas^tTuy.

* PElH. The appearance of fire ; the sound of fire.

PEAOU. The rapid flight of light or fire, ap-

plied to a palace gate of a red colour.

LO, or Liih.

To operate upon by the agency of fire.

KEEN.

To harden red hot metals by putting them io water.

To dry io the fire and then withdraw from thence.

An original form of j^, Tsung.
Vli*

7JSL
M0 The appearance of fire.

'

CHAOU. To ignite.

SHUH, Food dressed with fire; meat quiteE
done. Ripe; mature ; well versed in, skilled, acquainted

with ; intimate. The eldest son's wife. In the books of the

Ran dynasty, read E, denoting Insinuating speech. He8 che

b not thoroughly learned.pflh shfih
fjjL

Y1H, and Shih.

Glossy shining feathers; lustre; effulgence.

drlOU. Wildfire; fire in a wilderness.

LOW. The flame of fire.

FUNG.

A signal furnace for making smoke to ascend.

PUNG. pung pa fj| fib the appearance of

smoke confined; a vapour from fire.

YEW.

Wood collected to burn in sacrifice to BCITCD.
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Same as

TSAOU. To scorcli or roast, burnt wood.

SUY. Smoke residuum accumulated.

YIH. A man's name.

T'HUNG. To warm with fife.

TSEO. An utensil to contain fire.

Fire moving out aad in at a cavity.

jj^l WEI, and Yuh.

To smooth by the application of fire.

HOO. Light, splendour.

TSEEN. Fire raging; to destroy entirely.

E.

Le'en e <fffi fill fire continuing to burn, or spread interminably.

Same as { Chth.

PART I. VOL. II. 7 A

RUNG. Smoke and dust blended rising.

GAOU. To dry or roast with fire-.

Used also for the general application of fire lo water, to boil,

to broil.

WEf . To dry either by the sun or fire

LEW. The appearance of fire. To burn, lo

destroy the organization by means of fire.

A dry appearance ; a large fire; to dry by fire.

a" GOW. Extremely hot, applied to the lime in

which sacrifices were usually offered.

P'HO.

Smoke arising and causing a white appearance.

CH'HE.

Fire flaming; fire inside a shade or curtain.

An ancient form of ^ Pin

. f. Warm; hot; ardent. Teen ke j

^ ^ sift
the weather is warm. Je sbwfiy "Sjfa fa *l

water. Je sin
J ^^ a warm beart, an ardent mind. Jt tanj

| ^ hot soup. Wang lae han j ^ a kind

M:
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of intermittent fever. J sing seaoo chwang
j

the heat causing small ulcers .-this is the definition of^ ^?-

Tei tsze, The prickly heat. Han j5 wanglae ^ ] ^ ?fc

cold and hot by alternate fits.

KEUNG.

The light or blaze of fire. An ancient form of
Jj{f(

King.

YEN. Original form of f Yen.

An ancient form of 1& Wan.

SEE. A form of See.

SAOU.

Dry ; parched. Some say the meaning is lost.

TSAN. Light, splendour.

TWELVE STROKES.

i

YEN. The colour of fire.

Same as the preceding.

TSWAN. Same as Tswan.

LA. The appearance of fire.

TSEEN. Fire extinguished.

TSANG.

Flesh meat put into a bamboo and roasted.

HE.

To apply fire to; to heat or decoct. Hot; burning ; per-

vading everywhere as heat and light; a slight degree of light.

An epithet denoting that one deserves well of his country.

HE. Same as the preceding.

The joyful light of the stars; to burn; to purify by burning.

HE1H. Warm; hot.

m YIH.

The light or blaze of fire t the appearance of fire.

SEAOU. Fire blazing.

CH'HE.

The flame of fire ; light or splendour issuing from a flame,

or from a star. To burn.

HWANG. The appearance of fire.

SHEN, or Ch'hen.

The appearance of flame rising} to apply fire to; beat; hot.
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**
*b/>i

LEIH. Same as m Leth.

YIH. From fire and flower. A blare of fire;

splendid; glorious. An imperial name. An abbreviated form

of tg Ylh.

TSEEN. Warm ; heated ; hot.

A form of H Yen.

Same as (|Sa Naou.

A vulgar form of Jen.

, and Tseen.

The flame of fire in motion.

& HAN. Insatiable greediness in eating flesh.

SEEN. Warm.

To heat meat amongst soup.

Same as the preceding.

KEAOU, and HeaOU. The motion of fire.

TSUN. Fire.

u

TANG. From fire and to elevate. A light

raised high > a lamp; a lantern. Ued
figuratively for lawi

or precept* i moral light*.

T'HUN. From fire and much of. A great

flame; a raging fire; the colour of fire, to dress by steam;

to place the meat above boiling water.

MIH.

v u

GO, or O. Boiled vegetables.

PEIH. To dry by fire ; to roast.

SIN. Splendid show of flowers on the top of

a tree; luminous; resplendant; to burn. One fays, To terve.

ij*l?
LAOU. iaou tjaou^ ^

a coarse thing.

TSEAOU.

To burn with fire. To apply fire to > to tear.

/*

SZE. Hot scorching vapour. The smell of

a thing scorched. Read Se, The appearance of being bet

and scorched.
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*

Mr

FUN. Internal heat; feverish skin.

T'HAN. Variegated silk; black and blue.

Read Chen, The appearance of garments in motion.

LEAOU. Fire lit up in various ways, and in

w ^

various plnces, as a signal of national concerns, intended 1o

arouse the attention of all persons. Ting leaou

certain lights lit up in the palace.

YUH. The appearance of light; and of fire.

&
i

Vular form of Keaou.

LIN. A sort of ignis fatuus

T'HUNG. Same as
flpj Tung.

An ancient form of fjl Choo.

SHAOLJ. TO burn with fire; a fire lit in

moors or waste land, to burn down the ferns and bushes to

serve for manure. To boil; to roast. Tseuen hing shnon

hwuy
-^jy

^T
j|j| |^ entirely burnt down. Kin foo neu

jfihszeshaouheanj ^ 1^ "^f /A. "^F 1 ^ '" P rohil) ' t

married and unmarried women from entering temples to burn

incense. The prohibition refers to certain days in the spring,

when great crowds of both sexes frequent the temples, and

as the prohibition implies originate illicit intrigue.

Same as
j

Peth

^PAN
To hum fields ; or fields on which the grass ha* been burnt.

LAN. Same as Lan.

HWUY, or Wei.

Thoroughly boiled or dressed wilh fire.

&fc
J-fLlb

An erroneous form of ^ See

To invnde or encroach upon; the en-

croachments of fire ; or fire expanding.

THANG.

Tang tow tijp^ a, smoothing iron, in common use.

An original form of

YE. A splendid blaze of light or
tirey

SUY. Same as %J Suy.

FAN. To roast; to roast meat j the flesh used

in sacrifice. Roasted victims.
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'

TSUY. Soup made with flesh meat.

An erroneous form of ^P Peth.

An ancient form of
fc Kwang,

: A swallow, which the character is

thought to represent. To disgrace in some way ; a kind of

liquor used in ancient times. Rest ; repose ; alone and unoccu-

pied ; a northern region of China in ancient times.

SIN, and Tseen.

To apply a thing to the fire. To steep flesh in hot soup,

Original form of $| Tsang.E|

-J

Same as the preceding,

Y1H. The appearance of fire.

Same as $| Tsuy.

CHAOU.

The appearance of roasting or broiling with a fierce=firc.

HEUH. To heat with fire.

FART I. YOt, II. 7 *

r>)

KEUNG.

A name of fire ; one says The light of the SUB.

SEIH. To dry with fire, or in the sun.

Same as Tseen.

Same as the preceding.

Neither the sound nor the sense of thii character

is well known.

JK
An ancient form of rap Che.

An ancient form of M Nice.

*
THIRTEEN STROKES.

Y IJNCjr- From a house and splendid abbrtv'i it.d.

A dwelling in the public market place. To estimate; to make:

to do j to go round about in pursuit of a livelihood. An eu-

trenchmont ; a cantonment. The name of a district Hwny
tsze

ying.jg] ^J-
< a place in Peking whor Mahommedaus

reside. Kan ying sang
]jj

' ^ to perform any work . U>

do any thing, good or bad.

V 1 H. A strong fire , light ; splendour.
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Same as the preceding.

YUH. From fire and deeply seated. -Internal

_
lieut; warmth. Read Gaou, in a similiar sense.

YAOU, Of GapU. To bury a thing amongrt

the ashes, to make it completely done; to make hot.

HEO. Dry ; parched.

A yellow colour; to toast

Same as ill Ts\vun.

CHOO, and Cho. To apply fire to.

T'HAE, and T'ha.

*
The appearance of smoke. Read Lee, To separate by -fire.

SAOU, and TsaOU. Dryj dried with fire,

f ore bed. Kan sanu
jjj j^| dry. Saou lei?

^lj burning

hot ; fierce us fire applied also to people's dispositions ; burning

with rae. Row kan y\h tsaou H
||>Jj JlKj ]

dry mouth

and scorching heat in the throat. Yen tsaou
PjXJ

a

parched throat.

TS'HAN. Clear, bright, luminous.

SUY. An instrument to obtain fire. A specu-

lum for obtaining fire from the sun is called Suy, or g j

Kiu-suy. MQh suy Jik 1 an utensil to procure fife from

wood by rotatory friction.

Same as the preceding.

REO. Fire burning.

HE. Fire.

\j

PEIH. Same as
fjiij

Peih

K'HEO.

Fire drying things; to dry by the sun; dried; scorched-

HEEN The appearance of fire. Dry; hot.

TSUNG. Kwan taut..;

of rushes set on a fire; it faggot. Warm

a bundle

-t

LEEN. leen-e ftfe !&& interminable fire ;

OD

flame extending far, or continuing long.

CHUH.

The light of a candle; a candle; to illumine, as by the IUB

or moon. The ntme of a itar. Forms part of tba name

of a medicine. A surname.
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HWUY.

From fire and to ruin. Fire ;
a blaze of fire.

Original form of #& Gaou.

SEE.
Ijljijjj

Harmony ; agreement. A surname. Dressed withjfee.

SEE.

Dressed by fire in a high degree ; over-done.

Same as JtH Ling.

JIN. Same as | Jin.

SING. A red colour.

P

'

^

Same as

MEIH. Not clear, nor bright.

WEI. A heating fire.

HEUH. To heat with fire,

FOURTEEN STROKES.

crroneous

PE1H. Todry ficshby fire. The noise of fire

JOO. Warm; to burn.

SEEN. Fire; wild fire; or fire in a wilder-

ness. Read He, Ping, and Fun, in the same sense.

Same as the preceding.

jtfr K'HO, Fire.

R'HAOU. To heat with fire; hot; burning.

Kaou-kaou, Very hot; a high degree of heat. Also red

llcaoii. and Hdh. Used for Slandering and vilifying.

* A form of Chth.

HEUN. To raise or drive off in subtile parti-

cles by the force of lire; to fume or to fumigate* to evapo-

rate; evaporation; smoke; to send off in smoke.

PEAOU, orP'heaou. Fire
flying.
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LIN. l\ n j^ is called $1 >){
Kwei ho,

' The deYil's fire,' or light ; perhaps igni fatuus.

TSIN, Of Sin. The residue of what is

consumed by fire, ashes; the snuff of a candle; the remains

left by some great calamity, the remains of any thing ; the

reiidue of a people; of a conquered or dismembered country.

CH'HOW- To illumine; to illustrate; bright.

A vulgar form of the preceding-

T'HAOU. To cover and overshadow.

YAOU. From Jire and .. To shine upon;

to dirt forth rays; luminous; splendid. Read Seaou, Any

thing very pointed or sharp.

H1H. The colour of fire.

A character found on ancient stones, neither the

the sound nor the sense of which is known.

fr

M.
Flame spreading; fire extending.

LAN,, and Le'en.

An abbreviated form of Y6.

HO. Hot.

LER The noise of fire.

TSWAN.

ChS tswan nfa rig to ignite; to illumine.

Same as Tse.

KEAOU. Same a& j^C Keaou.

PEAOU. Light and fragile.

FIFTEEN STROKES.

LE. To put a stop to fire; to cut it off.

Same as if Wei,

YO. A fiery or hot vapour.

PAOU, and P'h. Fire going forth aud

uttering a sound. Hot; falling; fire bursting; rending or

splitting as by the explosion of powder. To dry with fire.

Paou c ' lfi ' )

*|| J'J
crackers made of gunpowder stuffed in

paper.
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YO. The flame of fire.

5, Or JeUC. To burn ; to set in a blaze.

i l'% *
JeuS Ueaou

JlfcjjpL
to conflagrate; to be burnt. Shaoujeu?

to burn and destroy, as in war.

Same as the preceding.

LEU.

To burn ; fire burning on the limits of hilk

Original form of jti La.

TSEE, or Tselh.

The residue of a candle. To dress by the application of fire.

YAOU. To make warm; to drs ; to boil.

*

HEUN. To dry any thing with the fire.

K'HWANG.
clear; bright; effulgent.

\j

SHO, and L5. Light; splendor,, to embel-

lish. Read L8, The branches of trees, withered and broken.

XK^H- LEAOU. To scorch or burn by the ipplica-
f^^ff^^

tioaoffire. Read Chaou, To set fire to.

FART I. VOL. II. 1 C

An ancient form of as Tswan.

SIXTEEN STROKES.

SEAOU. To burn.

An original form of ^ Tun

LEIH. The appearance of fire.

LOO. A place to contain fire ; furnace ;

love ; a fire-place -,
n vase for ineente. Ho loo tk 1^ a

. / ^ An&i

furnate. Fung loo
jjj^ |

the small portable furnace* of the

Chinese. Heang loo ^ 1 a TBIC containing the fragrant

matches of the Chinese. Loo ^Jm
is used HI some books for

the female vagina. Loo slrih
'' ^ Chineie chalk.

CHA.OU. To broil or roast.

To apply hot water to cause the hair to come.

* ^ Same as 7^ Tseaou.

ml
YE. A dull fire.

LAN. Fire raging in confusion.
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YIH. Disaster; calamity.

L EiAOU . To npply fire to ; to scorch or burn.

YEN. A fire door ; perhaps the door of a

furnace; the noise of fire ;
flame ; light. Same as EG Tteeu.

Read Sin, A certain sacrifice.

Same as $j{ Tseaou.

HE. Fire.

A vulgar form of #f See.

Vulgar form of ^ See.

MEIH.

MeTh le *|ffl "^ a sort of fermenting cake.

LA. Poisonous; noxious; noxious vapours

from fire, according to the fuel burnt.

YE. Effulgence ;
a glorious light.

FAN.

Roaited victims used in sacrifice; to roast flesh.

LUNG. Fire.

Original form of jf| Ye.

"-,.-

An ancient form of ^ Nee.

An ancient form of $ Suy.

''

..

LEEN. To set fire to slightly.

v

YO. To look or ascend upwards.

PAOU. Fire or heat rending a thing.

An ancient form of BH Yaou.

SEVENTEEN STROKES.

An erroneous form of $ Leen.

gtt HE. To burn.

JU*1 LAN
'*
To roast till a thing becomes yellow ; to toast.
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I

*

An erroneous form of flK Yaoti, or Gaou.

JANG Fire.

Same as ffiK Leen.

V

vo
Fire

flying or darting across as lightniug.

Light; splendour. The appearance of running hither and

thither.

f

LAN. Boiled or roasted in an excessire degree;

boiled to rags; hence Torn; rent; broken ; ragged ; tattered;

to break; to tear. Clear; bright, as by the light of fire. Lan

tow yang
/JJ|jj ofj ||L

a child's scabbed head.

LEEN. Fire.

YEN.

In the sense of
jpj

Yen. Read Leen, Fire.

An erroneous form of f$ Leaou.

TSUNG. The appearance of fire.

NEE. A small degree ofheat; warm.

PAOU. Fire rending or splitting things.

T'HA.

Fully baked or boiled, broken or fallen to piec.

TSEO, and Tseaou. A light torch

T HUNG, and Ch'hung.

To heat wilh itcamj extreme heat of the weather.

KWANG

The appearance of light ; splendour.

KWAN. To raise fire; i e to ignite j
i

heat with fire? fire rising or naming up ; the person who

ignites the fire at sacrifices.

Same as jSI Chaou.

tit

if Original form of j^ Peaou.

CH'HA, and CM. Chi chs *g *g eom .

rsK >a;

the appearance ofbustion commencing. Ch? w8

smoke.

Same as Sh8.

ME. Boiled to rags; destroyed; a hot appear-

ance; a people oppressed and broken. Me Ian j$F tffl boiled

to rags ; broken; macerated; oppressed.
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An ancient form of $* Jen.

Same as IP Jen.

Same as f| Me.

PO, or P'h5. Same as JH P5.

TWENTY STROKES

T'HANG. Tang lang j|t |Q the light of

fire extending far and shining bright.

An original form of Tsaou.

f
LAN. Completely dreited by fire ; the action

of fire hating produced iti full effect ; the original organiza-

tion destroyed.

Same as Pelh.

TSUN.

A boiler containing liquid, which bubbles up at io boiling.

M

SHUH. !TO afford light to ; to light; to illumine.

Name of an ancient sacrifice. Same as {fig Y5.

CHUE. The smoke in a furnace.

LING. The appearance of fire light.

An original form of BB Tseaou, Spoiled by the

action of fire.

JK~
An ancient form of Su

TSWAN. From a boiler, aforest, aod a Ifrgr

fire. A furnace. A surname. Tung tswan

at the same mess.

Same as the following.

to eat

n YUH, or Hetih.

Smoke issuing forth
,- smoky rapour.

YUH. From benevolent, heat, and hand. Heat

applied with the hand for useful purposes. To smooth tilk

from rumples or puckers by the application of beat; a kind of

smoothing iron; to fix plaits by a smoothing iron. Originally

written fr$ Wei.
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EIGHTY-SEVENTH RADICAL.

CHAOU. The nails of the fingers and toes s

the claws of an animal; the talons of a bird. To scratch;

to claw ; to tear to pieces with the claws ; to lay the claws

upon any thing ; to lay the hand upon with the palm under-

most; to take with the hand. Wang che chaou ya -j J/'

/K Jf the kinS>s elaw> and teeth; applied to himself by

an ancient statesman. Mae pan chaou
JK?

ilffl 1 the Com-

pradore's claws , i. e. the labouring people he employs.

An ancient form of ^ Chang.

An erroneous form of Lwan. In the Budh

books read Lwan, denoting Produced from eg;s.

An ancient form of Tsae.

POUR STROKES.

Tlt#
!1V>7

Pana
flQ Jlx

to co!lect together and

/IVv
throw away, as filth that is collected.

PA. TO scrape ; to scratch ; to crawl like the

motion of a crab. A surname. Ma pa i]|
iflW a currycomb.

PiBT I. VOL. II. 7 D

Urh pa J
1

an ear pick. Pa ke lae
'

4ji 4^ crept

up. Pa show ^- to scratch the hand

TSANG. prom (tco hands and dragging.

To strive* to wrangle; to contest j to pull different wayst

lo litigate; to reprove; to reprimand. A surname

YIN.

From claws and illicit success. To approach near in search of.

NA.

Pa na
JRC JH5

to receive and put away or exclude.

~jf An ancient form of J^ Wei.

An ancient form of Foo

TAOU. A surname.

LEUE.

To take hold of, or grasp with the fingers.

PAOU. To scrape or pare off.
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CH'HING.

To raise j to elevate. Head Ch'hing, Great.

YUEN, From Peaou, Aanrfand nails.

To lead from one place to another, or from one subject to

another. Slow; mournful; to remove; to change. Forms

part of the name of a sea bird. A surname.

Pa na
jjlE JJfo

to scratch; to icrape together.

An ancient form of ^ Ping.

SIX STROKES.

An ancient form of lii Yin
lAfii

An ancient form of
|jf;

Paou.

An ancient form of fj Lwan.

An ancient form of Is Le.

Same as "W Lwan.

VVEiI. From claws and a figure to represent a

female monkey, always busy working with its paws. To' do ;

to effect or make ; the reason, or purpose for which a thin*

is done. For ; because ;
on account of; for the sake of. Read

Wei, To be ; to constitute ; to receive or suffer the effect of

some action ; to esteem or reckon.

LWAN. To put in order ; to let to righU.

An ancient form of $i King

TEN STROKES.

Same as ^ Saou.

PAOU. A surname.

An ancient form of ^ Gae.

An ancient form of Iff Tsze.

LEIH.

To pick out and select a thing with the nails or fiogf rs.

Same as $f| KwS, or K8.

An ancient form of $|j; Leuen

An ancient form of ^ Sha.
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7&~\
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An ancient form of Yu

CHAY. The epithet of a father. A local word.

YAY. The wordfather in two different formi.

An appellation of a father. A terra of respect which enters

into the titles of Kings, nobles, officers of government, and is

applied to private gentlemen; to old and to young.

EIGHTY-NINTH RADICAL.

HEAOU. To lay across ; to blend ;
to imitate ;

to comply with the wishes of another person ; meritorious.

Certain of the simbols or species of things called 4K Kwa,

Motion.

LE, and E.

To lay out and represent clearly, and perspicuously.

An ancient form of 2st Keaou

-i*

"*"*

^M

HIliAOL). A beam in the roof of a house.

CHOO. The appearance of advancing.

Same as

TOO. An erroneous form of
. Tsoo.

soo.

A road ; a passage through and through. Distant. A surname.

3* Same as Keaou.

bHVVAlNlj. From cloth of an open texture

which at/mils the light, and to enlarge. To enlarge the open-

ings :md admit the light. Light and chearful ;
a grateful sen-

sation of ease and health , chearful; comfortable; to please;

to gratify; impetuous; valuable; name of a star; a man's

name. To miss; to fail. Mei sluvin^ |H^ 3jJ very early in

the morning; daybreak. Tsing sliwaiig^ ^ pure and

pleasing, a good style ; perfect health. Yew seay pfih shwang

xf $ yf\ ]
not perfectly right. Shwang kwae 1

lU^

plcjsant; delightful ; good health and spirits. Shwang shlh

1 -^ to lose. Shwang sin 1
| grateful to the heart.

An ancient form of IP Kvvei.

A form of |l| Shwang.
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\ J3 An ancient form of Fa.

URH.

From alarge encloteii tpacc, and expanded and enlightened.

Thou or you j your An euphonic and emphatic particle; a

response or answer.

NAING. In confusion, disorder. Blended ; HI

Same as the preceding.

Original form of Iff Urh.

NINTIETH RADICAL.

CHWANG, or Tseang. supposed to

retemtle the body leaning against something. A couch or

bed. Some say that
4j Tseang and tt" Pe'en, are oppo-

sites, one meaning the left side of a plank, the other the

right side.

a
*t

An ancient form of the preceding.

Same as
f- Tseang.

Same as ijjj E.

An ancient form of Tseang.

CHWANG. Something on which to rest

the body ,
a bed or couch, that on which one lays one' self;

PART I. VOL. II. 7 E

to rest and sleep. Eight cubits. A wooden cnsinu put wirli-

inside a well to prevent the earth falling down. Shay rhw:in;

y>\L 7|T^
r Ma ch<Ta"g {Ivf 1

a certain medicinal application.

Chwangpoo
J ^M bedding.

An ancient form of
lj[) Maou.

An ancient form of fl Tsrmi

SHAOU. A bed or couch.

KO. That to which a boat is fastened. Ts^ns; ko

n] name of a district and of a river.

Same as U Tsoo.

m. An erroneous form of fMf PS.
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K- A kind of stool in front of a couch or bed.

Same as ^ Ling.

An ancient form of Chwang.

TEAOU. A bed or couch; or the boards of

which the bottom of it it made.

TSANG. A male sheep } some say, A yew

sheep. Copious; abundant ; clouds; an astronomical charac-

ter. A man's name.

It An erroneous form of
<{

Woo.

An ancient form of Vfc Tseth.

An original form of fig Tseang.

K'HEW. Fun kew or hoard8 *

a certain fruit. The head of a chissel. Read Foo, A some-

thing to regulate music.

An ancient form of ^ Tseang.

EIGHT STROKES.

L'HUNG. To make a hole in a wall

1'f^ An ancient form of fit Chwang.

Any thick liquid substance.

CHAN.

A house or room for keeping sheep ; a iheep cot.

K'HO. Name of vesteli used in lacrifice.

An ancient form of Chwang

I

Same as Ping.

E. A footstool before a couch.

THEE.

Boards at the bottom of a Chinese bed > a mat on a bed.

An ancient form of 5Js Ylh.

An ancient form of Tseib.
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I

m

TS'HANG.

The noise made by birds or beasts coming to eat.

An ancient form of BV Pae.

TSIH. A sort ofmat to lay at the bottom of a bed.

YUNG. A low wall of a city.

KWANG.

A cross piece of wood at the under part of a bed.

SIH. The appearance of weapon* standing up.

FUN. Planks or boards belonging to a bed.

Same as SUE Ling.

-*= YEN. Same as m Yen.

TSEIH.

The appearance ef weapons standing erect.

TSEANG.

A wall , that which screens or defends. A surname.

Original form of jpj Tseang.

LEIH. A sort of mat for a bed.

A form of fe Tseang.

LING. Boards for the bottom of a bed.

An ancient form of
Jjfj Tseang.
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NINETY-FIRST RADICAL.

P'MEEN. A splinter; a fragment ; a bit ; a

slip : a petal of a flower ; a leaf of tea ; the half of. To break

asunder; to divide . to judge.

Mr CHWANG. Adorned by painting.

E. Soup or broth.

PAN . A board ; a plank ; pl;mk* used in raising

mud walls. Hoo pan tj
I.J7

a list of houses taken in the

country.

PAN. A splinter or section of.

Same as ^ Kow.

Same as jtt Keen. Read Kan, A board or plank.Ir^Ar^

Errr CHE. To divide ;
to cut asunder.

PEL Same as ^ Pei.

Same as Tvvan.

It/TV HO - The head of a coffin

Same as ;g Koo.

Jfr

#F

PING. The noise of splitting wood.

\j

CH'HIH. To split or rend asunder.

PWAN

To divide in halves. To join halves, as husband and wife.

bHAUU. Another name for a bed or couch

SIX STROKES.

A cover for; or to cover a cottage.

Same as %fc Teaou.
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fcl

{
1 LEE. To cut or rend open.

CHAOU, or She.

A sort of stand in temples, for the vessels used in sacrifice.

P'HEIH. To split or rend open.*
m1^1 HEANG. A window towards the north.

planks to intercept
SHOO.

water ; cross planks for passing over a stream.

LO. A scull for sculling a boat.
&
If lr>

I)
t TSUH. To urge ; to compel.

Same Cha

KEW. Fun ke

or for treading over a stream.

planks for a bed,

A board or tablet on which some-

thing is written; to manifest or exhibit it to a superior, or to

the Emperor.

Same as $ Kung.

PART I. Y01. II. 7 r

iX
IT
I W

l)oard fur

characters on ; the side posts of a door.

A vulgar form of^ Tsung.

Same as Tee.

PAii. An official exhibition of the will of go-

vernment; a warrant; a permit of the custom; a clearance

for ships. Cards ; a shield ; a hoard with an inscription on it

at a door or gateway. Pae she fife ^ a sort of public of-

ficial notification, as HeO heen pae she J^ j|g
. ^r;

notification from the College principal. Kung pae

a badge of merit.

Same as R& Pae

Same as ft Pe.

WAN. A certain appurtenance of a boat.

YEN.

A board to screen the ends of beams under a roof.

PAE, or Pei. Boards or planks.

TE. A wall ten cubits every way.

jft
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TO. Same as $ To.

CHWANG, and Tsung. A window.

"

FUH, and Pin. Cutiu halves; split boards.

LEEN. Wood opening by the veins.

4n)l CHOO. Boards used to rear mud walls. Rend

Mi
Tow, A

tt

Tow, A pit to receive excrements and filth.

u

CHA, To close or shut with a board or plank.

A splinter or plank. The noise made in shutting a dooror gate,

hence the meaning To shut a city gate; any thing closed, shut

or covered with hoard* or planks.

PEEN. Aboard for sleeping on.

T'HEE. Board or slip of bamboo on which i;i

ancient times documents were written. A genealogical register.

A ! official document. Cloth or silk op which documents were

wriiteu. Certain boards pertaining to a bed.

KEA. A surname.

TEN STROKES

PANG.

A tablet containing a list; somewhat written as a credential.

TE. A certain tablet or document as a credential.

PO. Boards on the top of a house.

A mould or pattern; certain boards for a bed.

H

!

An original form of ^ Tee.

I
'

To put in order ; to set to rights.

CH'HWANG.

An aperture like a window ; open through and through.

A vulgar form of
(jjjjj

Pe.

, or Suh. Boards or planks.

LE. From a stone or gem and IrigM. The

shining appearance of a mat. Lew le Jg Jjpjj
or Lew le

1 a pearl ;
a kind of vitreous glaze put on the outside of the

roofs of Imperial houses.; used to denote Glass. Po le :
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J!

LOO. See under J$c Shoo.

HEA. Sameas^lKea.

TSIH

The meaning is lost ; some say thfc same as
Isf)

Chi.

V,
^f ^^

K IpEr YEW. A hole in a wall with lattice work for

a window. To lead , to conduct in a way. Name of a place.

TS UY. Tsuy tuy RS Ra a house in ruins.

I

- in ruins '

PO

Boards to cover the beams o? rafters of a root

TUY. Ts"y tu y

appearing in a ruinous state.

PUH.

Large boards or planks belonging to a wall.

KWANG. The cross bars of a bedstead.

FUN. The meaning is lost. Pun kew Kg

a board or, plank placed at the foot of a bed.

LIN. Koo lin a corner.

PIH. Small hard peas

fc~ CH'IIEN. Boards to hide the rnih.,1 r.r

. . t

NEE. Boards for rearing mud \valls

P'HEEN. Leather strap broken; a br.-k .1-

bridle ; broken in the midst. A bridle to check a carr

TAE. To sharpen wood against the prairi

SHOW. A coffin, or planks for a en'

I 'HUH. A board on which Icttt-rs are engraven

wilh a style j
the ancient substitute for paper; new ;i-ct\ li

denole written documents. A certain instrument of nin>i<

LEIH. A. wooden partition.

m
A wooden barrier against wntcr ; a flt>od-gatc.
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NINETY-SECOND RADICAL

YA. Intended to repreent the leelh. A tooth;

the incisor teeth; any thing that juts out like a tooth; a

bud. Ya sih Jf- f& straw buff, or dark buff. Ya hwnng

JJ- ^ canary buff. Ya kung foo seang^p T
an ivory work basket.

A vulgar form of ~S- Hoo.

YA. Ya ya $ J^ an infant.

K'HEEN. To bite and gna\v.

An ancient form of

f|*
'HE. A tiger'* tooth distorted.

v

T'HANG, and Chang. An inclined post.

$

I

KEU.

Disease or rottenness of the teeth arising from insects.

GAE, and Kae.
Irregular distorted teethtj

NINETY-THIRD RADICAL.

NEW, andNgew.

Those animals that the Chinese consider of the Boi Genus.

Large victims. The name of an office. A surname. A man's

name. New hwang Jtt pjlf
cow Bezoar. New pill ye" i^-

"BT ^ the tripe of a cow. New tow koo-tb g^ |^ a sort

of short breeches. New ming
] p|l

the lowing of a cow.

ShwQy new
^J^

1 a buffalo. Sze new RP
]

a rhinoceros.

Pin new
ff|^

a cow.

KEW. Great strength.

PIN. The female of quadrupeds, applied also

to birds. The female organ of generation.
The female of

plants. Hwan tsze wei pin mow chay yay ^j|

the Bwan plh> is in itself female and male '
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KEW. The male of animals.

MOW. The lowing of a cow; to like; to ad-

vance; to pass over; to encroach upon or invade; to take;

to seize. Barley; a certain vessel to contain grain in temples.

GAN.

To stop a cow, or a stick with which it is stopped.

T'HO. Same as TO To.

SEUN, and Chun.

From cow and a gliding stream. A cow walking slowly.

4t MOW. The male of brutes; a bolt of a door

a pistou or embolusjthe part of a Chinese lock which is insert-

ed into the case containing the spring. Name of a hill.

LAOU . From a covering and a cow. Strong

place of confinement ; a prison. A place to keep kine in; cattle,

euerally those for sacrifice, including sheep and swine. Name

of a hill ; a surname.

A good kind of sword. Filled; stuffed ; crammed ; overflown.

K'HOW. Sameas^Kow.

FART I. VOL. II. 7 c

FOUR STROKES

FANG. A certain cow employed as a beast of

burden amongst shifting sands, it is said to be able to walk

two hundred le daily.

i tiVV. Unmoved; an erroneous character.

KEEN. The same as %& Keen.

resem-

*f
MAOU . An animal of the bus species,

tiling the buffalo, a native of the north-west corner of China.

PEL A cow two \ears old. A cow with a long

body ; some say with large long legs.

3C PA.

Cow's horns with the hacks turned to eachjother.

FUN.

To leap ; to skip and frisk about like a wild animal.

FUN . A bullock, or male of the bos species.

tfr

NO.

An animal resembling a cow and having a white tail.
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NO. An animal resembling a cow.

T'HEEN. Grass that cow's eat.

From to strike and a cote. One who tends cattle ; a herd s

a pastor; a shepherd ; a keeper of horses ; to put out lo pas-

ture: to feed; pasture; to oversee; to take care of one's self,

or others ; a man's name. A surname. Chow been wei mHh

min che kwan
t),J| ^ | % J= ^ chow and been

magistrates are official shepherds of the people.

K'HIN. A cow with a diseased tongue.

>
* ' K'HO. An animal of the bos genus. Read

Kew, A large male animal.

A*
Jplff

yt^\

RANG. A buffalo.

'

>L- The noise made in driving cattle.

, or Shin. A buffalo.

cow stinking.

PIN. The 'same as ft Pin.

KEAE. A four-year old cow.

WU H . From a cote and the sound Wuh. Everj

creature or thing situated between heaven and earth. What-

ever is material ; a thing ; a creature ; an article of commerce ;

business ; affairs of life; a class or tort.

YEN. A head of cattle divided, or in pairs.

Some think an ancient form of "ia? Yew, Friends.

KEW. An animal of the bos genus.

FIVE STROKES.

p- T'HO, and K'ho.

A cow without horns. Used for
4aj- Ko.

**~ Same as the
preceding.

T'HAOU.

The appearance of cattle walking slowly.

SZE.

A four-year old cow. Rebellious and perverse.

SO. A wild animal of the bos genus, the flesh

of which weighs a thousand catties.
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PEI . The noise made in driving cattle.

JUNG. An animal of the bos genus.

LING. An animal of the bos genus.

JUNG.

A cow in the midst of water ; a buffalo.

,NO.

u( II

Ap^^

An erroneous form of^J No. Some say the sense is lost.

I BillKN . Something to support a house which

leans to one side; to keep off water by stones and earth.

HOW, and Ko\v.

The lowing of a cow ; a calf.

KOO. Name of a cow ; the male of the species;

a bullock ; it also denotes the male of swine and dogs,

AMll KO. The name of a place.

P'HANG, or P'hing.

A cow speckled and spotted like stars.

PEI. Same as iS Fei.

YEW.

A cow with black eyes, or black eye lashes.

bANG. Cattle used for victims in sacrifice ;

liullnck perfect and spollcs*. The San sing
--

j|jb
thru

victims, are liullocks, sheep, and swine. The ix Sing, are

Horses, kine, sheep, fowls, dogs, and swine.

MOW. An animal of the bos genus.

TE. To gore with the horns. Ke5 te 6 lf

mixed confused music. Ta tc ~fc generally speaking

A sheep. Name of a certain faithful animal.

An ancient form of ffi Ping.

KEA. A cart or carriage.

K'HEUEN.

Crooked stick attached to the nose of a cow.

From a cow and complete or

perfect. A bullock without spot or blemish, such as are used

in sacrifice.

A strong animal of the bos geous.

KEW. The voice of a cow.
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YEN. The colour of a cow's tail.

SHE. A horn turned upwards.

jjl T'HUNG Same as iff Tung-.

CHAOU. A surname.

HWAE. The name of an animal.

GOW.

A bullock, or other male of the bos g

HIN,

A word used in certain imprecations to the gods.

TSZE.

A female of the bos genus; also applied to a mare.

u

I 'H1H. From cow and temple. A bullock;

an animal three years old; a victim for sacrifice; to sacrifice

any animal. A stallion, one is allowed to three mares. To

pair; to marry. To stand forth alone; insulated; single;

alone; only; especially; on purpose for. One. victim. A

sow that bears but one pig.

An ancient form of /] Fang.

SHOW. Name of a cow.

SEVEN STROKES

T'HOO. A yellow cow spotted like a tiger.

LEUE. A cow with a white back.

SHA. A certain species of the bos genus.

SZE A cow ; a one-year old cow.

MANG.

cow whose hair is a mixture of while and black.

FUNG. A cow ; a wild cow.

SHAOU. A horn that runs pointed to the top.

K'HANG. The bone o' sha.ik below the

knee of a cow. A man's name.

K'HEEN\ To pull; to drn;:, as a cow with a

cord; to drag or pull forward; to connect together ; dragged

hastily; confined to, applied to learning. Name of aplare;

a man's name. Keen tow laou po ^sEg HH jg" ^^ an old

procuress.

It
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LEANG

A black and white cow. An erroneous form of [ftp Lcang.

PEL Same as^ She.

PE. Pe pe{Wr iS* the gait of cows and hories.

\YOO. From a cow and one'* telf, or the sound

moo. The name of an animal. To push against; to oppose;

to rebel against -,
to contradict.

JIN. Same as 3$ Jin.

TS'HOO. A cow's horn.

K. HlliVV. The appearance of a horn ; horny.

KUH.

A place to confine cows and horses, in fields or about farms.

SIN. A carnation coloured cow.

TSANG. A female sheep, or goat. Tsang

ko Jfct JpJT name of a place.

i
S SE. An animal of the cow species having a horn

on its nose, and a horn on the top of its head; by some likened

i. VOL. u. 7 H

to a boar, and by some to a bulT.ilo. The rhinoceros bicurols.

Others are described with three horns, one on tlie noe, one

on tte forehead, and one on the top of the head, a strong

inflexible weapon* strong; the internal part of a ration.

Same as #p Hin.

FOVV, Or FOO. A cow WIth black li^

LE. Same as 3S Le

T'HIH.

An animal of the bos genus. Blunt. Same as & Tih.

SHAY.

An epithet of a horse. The female of quadrupeds

LE. An instrument of husbandry; a plough; to

plough or cultivate the ground: Forms part of a name applied

to the northern hordes. Name of a territory ; earthy streak),

as on the faces of very old people.

SHE.

A cow's horn standing erect ; one bora turned upward*.

PE.

A cow's teeth appearing. Vulgar form of a Pe.

POW, or Poo.

!-

The male ; a cow with short horns.
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CH'HAOU. To carry on the horn of cattle.

LEANG. A spotted cow; black and while.

KE, and E. A particular description of cow.

Liin
; robust. Violent ; strong. A large strong dog. Read

E, Fierce; violent. Used for atone of aspiration.

CHUY. A name of a cow.

KANG. A bullock; a brown cow.

T'HIH. Single. Saraeas
jfcjp

TT!>. TTh yen

$& f lo *!
>e k " f oluclh '"S clsc> Kead Ch ' h> A bullock

used for breeding. Agreeable or according to ; founded upon.

>|Ji4> PUN. Cattle alarmed or frightened.TT
K'HEUEN. A cow with black feet.

.. \

h. ribihilN. A perverse ungovernable cow.

A !ar>,e appearance. Perverse.

FLI. The two ridges of earth raised by the

plough; to cover the seed with the clod, to plough.

pr& CH'HEN. A cow walking slowly.

J UN. A bullock of a yellowish colour, and

having black lips, a bullock seven cubits high, such as are

used f"r sacrifice.

TSEIH. A particular specie* of the bos

YU. A black cow.

' A strong cow or bnflalc.

KEEN. A strong fierce bull ; a bull used lor

breeding. An animal said to belike a leopard, with a human

head ai.d one eye. Name of a place.

TUNG. A pregnant cow.

MAOU. An ox or cow ; a cow with Ions hair-

SHAY. The musk animal.

A vulgar form of^ Tsung.

41

I

Same as ^ Leang.

LE.

A cow with streaks or veins of different colours.
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HWUY.

The head of a piebald cow ; a particular variety of cow.

FUNG.

A wild cow, with a high ueck or hump on the shoulder.

SOW. A three-years old cow.

YEN. Same as {p Yen.

KEEN.

A particular
kind of cow. Also read Keen.

KEANG,

A cow with a long back; a white backed cow. A while cow.

IT liJcjUiiN. A particular variety of wild-s

K'HO. An animal of the bos genus.

KE1H. A species of bos.

TEN STROKES.

TS1N

A small species of boi found in the north.

P'HE. A variety of bos.

T'HANG. A
variety of bos.

TSANG. A variety of bos

YUEN. An animal wilh three feel;

wise resembling the bos genu*.

YAOU. A variety of bos.

L HAOU. To confer rewards on the anny.

Kaou keun ifg^ or Kaou sze^ (jjjj
to reward the army ;

to confer upon them honors and entertainments.

YO, Go, and Yuh. A white r.m

TSEU. To feed cattle uith gi

HE.

A disease of cattle; starving cattle. One says, Food fur cattle.

JUN, or Shun.

A yellow cow with black lips.

H.hVv. An animal that resemblea wild boar.
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t

PANG A white backed cow.

KUH. A cow or ox.

PE. To saddle a horse. A cow with all its

t.-ah , an eight-year old cow. Head Ffjh, To employ cattle.

KOVV.

To lake the milk from a cow ; to milk a cow or a goat.

KEEN. A bull for breeding.

LO. A speckled cow. A man's name. IS 15

# affair* clearly distinguished. PS Is B^ |
speckled

variegated. Cho IS .at 1 to overpass or exceed the many ;

to rise distinguished ;
or to be promoted before others.

t
SEW. Without a tail. Ko sew $4 4f& the

appearance of an ugly animal of the bos genus.

KEAE. A bull; a bullock kept for breeding.

Any strong robust fierce animal. To geld. Keae hing

the punishment of castration.

MOO. Same as Mow.

POO. A male animal.

s* An ancient form of j^ Woo.

LO, or LS.

Cows goring each other; to attack with the born<.

I

i
. Tame or domesticated animal*.

TETH.

The marrow in bones; to take out the marrow from a bone

MA. A large kind of cow

'HANG. Same as %jj Tang.

SAN, Shan, Sow, and Tsan.

A Ihree-year old cow. A cow lliat draw* carts.

f

WEI. A black eared cow.

Same as the preceding.

LUY. A cow in heat; a bull j tu bull.

KIN. Mild tractable cow.

TSUY. A white cow.

^-^5

*
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A wild amnul reitmbling theboi genui.

TSOO. To drirccittlci to employ kine.

CHUNG.

To drag a boat through iballows. Hay.

GOW, or G6w.

A bull; any male of the boi genus.

YUNG. A tow with a hump or riling on the

top of the neck or (boulder.

MAOU.

A ipeciei ofboi with long bir, andaloog tail. A black cow.

T'HAOU. Barren kine or sheep.

TWELVE STROKES

Same as ^ Luy.

TSANG. A species of bos.

SZE. A form of 40 Sze.

TA- To push or gore.

FART I. TOL. II. 7 I

A vulgar form of ^fS Tsan

TUN. Bos

HWANG. A species of bos.

KEUE. Bos

1 rlUJNvJ. A cow without horni ; a youcg

heifer. Tung new 8@ -M- or New new it it a youo cow,

a calf.

P'HO. An ungelded bull.

SIN, or Tsin. Bos.

YAOU. Name of a quadruped. Cowj ia

horses leaping and frisking.

The sound of this character is not known , it is used

in reference to the service of the temples.

Same as Jf Tub.
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KEANG.isa
A long white backed cow. A white cow.

t

t

t

Same as the following.

HWAN. Weak
; feeble.

Same as 3& Hwan.

CHIH. A surname-

WEI. Bos.

HEAE. Same as ffl Heae.

Same as 4f! Taou.

The sound of this character is not known. Same

t!

*

LE. A cow with a white back.

2g T'HAOU, and Ch'hae.

Barren kine or sheep.

\f "/"?
JOO. The legs of a cow. Kang-be writes it

so at to read The penis of the bull. A particular variety of bos.

YUH, and Yo. A white cow.

TSANG. Mild; tractable.

LAE, and Le. A cow with a white back.

u

1 'HUH. A calf; a heifer; a victim for sacri-

fice. Tfih kow
j|c| J

the mouth of a certain river.

. . ii

LEE. A variety of bos.

t*

I

LE, Same as IS Le.

A small variety of bos. Read Pae, A short footed cow.

jtol '

GANG, orYing.

The noise of calling to a cow. A calf ; the lowing of ^ew..
'

Same as ^ Kwei.

Same as W Jaou.

A mild tractable cow ; mild; yielding; submissive.
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P'HEAOU. A yellow and white cow; a cow

of an ugly colour ; not ileek nor glossy. Read Paou, A par-

ticular variety of bos.

'HO. A cow with a hump; a fierce powerful

animal in goring with its horns.

LE. To plough.

SIXTEEN STROKES.

WEI.

A cow stretching out its limbs. To gore a man.

at

Original form of
{j^L Shun.

HWAE

Animal like the bos genus, with four horns and human eyes.

JijT ^^' Victims intended for sacrifice ; pure spot-

lest victims. Read So, A certain vessel for wine.

CHOVN . The noise made by a cow breathing.

A particular variety of bos. Name ofa district. A surname.

u

YUH, or uh. A white cow.

A calfj the lowing of a cow; calling to a calf.

I SAN. The appearance of a cow's Norn.

"AO U . A cow with a hump on ill ihoulder.

. BOS.

WEI. A variety of the bos.

I

*

A mild tractable cow; soft ; yieldii.g.

i/

P'HO, and Paou. A cow with a hump.

KWAN. A cow's horn.

) V

PE, or Pci. A species of bos.

Same as w, Lae.

t
k'HWEI. A large species of the bos genus.

said to weigh several thousand catties; a native of the moun-

tains of Sze-chuen.
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KHUH. Bos

LUY.

The female of the fcos genus in beat; to bull.

CH'HOW. Same a W Chow, also a man's

name, and the name of a city.

LING. A species of the bos genus.

NINETY-FOURTH RADICAL.

K'HEUEN. A dogj a general terra of the

the canine race. Kow
Kj|

and keuen ~rc are general terms

applied to dogs , the first expresses the smaller, and the second

the larger sorts. Keuea tize
-jc'

131 a whelp. Keuen ming

Ty* DlL the voice of a dog barking.

PA, Of PS. To drag along by the leg and

stick it, to itab. Cblb. p5 or Cblh p8

to put away dead and DOXIOUI influences.

I1 AN. To rush against. To offend ; to violate;

to break the laws, to attack a territory. To invade; to

overcome. An offender; a criminal. Ta ya fan tsuy -jrr

offeod8lrike witb the teelh

denote* Wrangling, altercation,

PAN.

To invade or encroach upon. Same as the preceding.

LEIH. Dogs fighting.

fL KE. Name of an animal said to resemble a rabbit,

K'HEW. Rewyu an animal resem-

bling a fish with a serpent's tail, and the eyes of s pig; 01

seeing roan it affecU to be dead, &c.

HWUY. The name of a village.

SIN Name of an animal resembling a cat, but

smaller, said to be a stinking animal, that u, habits marshy

ground.

SHE, or Che.

An animal like a fox with a white tail, and long ears.

KEIH. Same as SS Keih.a
CHAE. A wolf, the name of a hill
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CH'iJlH. An animal produced bv an he-ass

for its father, and a mare for its mother.

I

" CHO. Name of an animal like a leopard.

CAN, Kan, and Han.

A species of wild dog, in the north of China. A man's name.

K'HEIH.

Keih laou W lift a name of certain barbarians.

It

FOUR STROKES.

CHA. A dog eating.

YEW. The name of an animal.

KING. The name of an animal.

*-*.
yj Iff

K'HANG- The name of a wild beast;

strong fierce dog; peryerse; obstinate.

PA. Same as i Pa.

PO, and Pei. A dog passing ; the appear-

ance of great anger. Read Fei, A dog barking.

FART I. VOL. II. 7 K

HyP PEI. A dog growling.

j-T*
A til SZE. Used for $jjj Sze, and

(ijjj
Sze

3'K

^f*Jl* YEW. Same as ^ Yew

YEN.

Dogs that hunt tigers, or other animals

y| jj\
CHAOU. See under j(| Chaou.

Name of an animal with a Ion;: tul.

GIH. A very large strong pig, five cubits long.

\

HOW. An animal in the north which resem-

bles a dog and cats men.

J^fr YU. Yu yu j^C^ calling on a whelp.

yk tt YA. An animal resembling a dog.

PE, or Pei. Name of an animal like a pig.

Same as the following character.^M^fc
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I IN . Two dogs eating and growling together ;

dogs harking at each other.

YEN. Wan yen $&
i|j

name of a larg ani-

mal, oi^ht or nine cubits long.

HWAN. A wild hog. Same as $||
Hwan

Mutually accommodating or complying with. Read Fan,

Leenfan, Bending and complying.

CHWANG.

External appearance; form; fishion. To make visible, to

ii (!., i e. in writing; to accuse; a letter; a petition; an accusa-

tion.

SHE.

An animal resembling a fox, its appearance indicates w;ir.

I W- The noise of dogt barking, adog^row.

and wanting to bite; don's lighting.

KEUE, and Kwae. A quadruped walking

ill HEUEN.

NUH. Same as fft Nuh.

K'HWANG- From a dog aspiring to reign

over ollurs. Mad; ambitious. A disease which effects the

mind and disables it from judging between right and wrong,

wh.it is advantageous and what is not. Madness; insanity ;

madness exhibited by anger and rage ; used in a lower sense

for any wildncss or extravagance of thinking oracling; en-

thusiastic, in a good sense. Name of a bird, of a hill, and of

a river. Shoo kwang iS book-mad, extravagantly pe-

dantic. Kwang che % ^ mad> foolish >

n T'HUN. A young pig.

jNlLW\ A dog of a prond disposition , to ap-

proach near; accustomed ;
familiar with i disrespectful. Kei

teralcd, To do again; the foot stepsof the foxand older am.

mats; a fox. A man's name.

V

TT'HEIH. From dog and fre. The northern

regions: the Tartar tribes. Inferior officers. Name of a sla^.

N.ime of a well or spring. Occurs denoting Distant

lit
FOO.

The name of an animal said to resemble a sheep,

u

NA.

Name of an animul like a leopard but wanting its spots.

\

He'en yun ^4V ^yj*
an opprobrious

epithet, anciently applied to the Tartar tribes.

'j/L

Name of an animal of a black colour that hunts rabbits.

TEE.

A dog with a small tongue, or that can lap but little.
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KING. Occurs in the writings of the BudhisU.

A
^li^ PEJtilN. The appearance of dog fighting.

HAOU. The voice of a dog..

An ancient form of 2Q, Pan.

KEIH. The name of an animal.

HEUEN. Hastiness of disposition, precipitate.

, and K- Thenameofanahimal.

MOW, OF Moo. Fung mow
JjJ ffl

of mi animal of the monkey kind, that seems to die by a slihl

slroke on the tail; but is revived again by the wind.

PEL A species of fox.

CHAE. A leopard's spots.

TEEN Level fields.

t<- The appearance of an angry dogi two <lo;r

fighting. Name of a place; an uneven appearance.

i.

KEIIJ, and Heih. The appearance of a

dug staring. A bird stretching its wing* and flapping them

Name of an animal of the monkey kind.

& CHUNG. A particular sort of dog.

K'HEE.

Much afraid. The original form of 'fi' K ee"-

CHOO. A yellow dog, with a black head.

SANG. Anammal of the dog species, said |o ^

have a human head, and to be able to speak. AUo an ai.:-

of tlie mus species.

HOQ. The voice of a dog.

K'HEU. Same as Ig Kea.

TEAOU. A dog with a short tail.

PAOU.

Name of an anim;il with a sheep's body, a human face, &e.

HEA. Accustomed to; familiar with; to ap-

proach near to; to change; to slight; to make light of j tc.

despise; to contemn. Yen hea ^ ffl
a tribe of pcop'ff.

siid to be very hairy and frightful.
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CHIN. Mad.

T'HO. Name of an animal.

Same as the preceding, and also

UOO. An animal possessed by demons
;
a sus-

picions animal which will not herd with others. A surname.

Lijg hoo ^^ ^JR
name of a city.

FBI. To bark. Same as $ Fei.

. A particular kind of docile dog.

YANG. Name of an animal.

ME. Same as Wi Me.

FE, or Fei. Fefe a certain animal

said to resemble a man; also said to be ravenous and to devour

men.

CH'HUH.

Name of an animal said to have two beads.

FEI. The appearance of a dog.

PE. To fly or run with great velocity.

NE. E ne
ffifffi

the appearance of going

backwards and forwards with the wind.

YAOU. The name of an animal.

YEW. A black monkey.

-OW . A dog, it is vu Igarly applied to porters

and gentlemen's servants. Ta kow^ jjj{jj
a great dog, means

al-o A gentleman's servant. Chang rnun kow & P^ jMjl

a dog that guards the gate, a porter. Name of a star ; of a

plant ; of a bird , and of a place.

HLL/Ej. The appearance of a quadruped walk-

ing. The name of an animal.

Vj-|A pi A species of monkey, some say, A

dog, which is as artful as a pointer. To peep , to explore ; to

examine.

^ V+ TAN. Le tan
J[^ |g name of an animal

that resembles a wolf. To steal or seize by stealth.

P'HO. A species of wolf that runs after sheep.

An ancient form of |E\ Tuh.
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PA. Name of ao animal that reierablei a wolf.

SIX STROKES.

aHWAN,
or Heuen.

A dog walking or running.

WAN, and Yen. The noise of dogi fight-

ing. The name of an animal. Read Bin, Forms the super-

latire degree. Read Kan, To gnaw.

E. A brute animal.

Ift
PO. Lo po fl| jft t8 w,|k wi ,h ,he |oiMbent

^

KEAOU. A cpgft, |itt)e b |ack eur wilb a

large mouth, found amongit the Tartan ; an animal resembling

a dog; artful j crafty; maddened ; wild; per-rerse ; disorderly.

Keaou kwae ke leang$^^ ffi crafty ingenuity, in a

bad scuse.

JM^ HO. HOO h8 $ an animal of the fox

species, alio certain reptilei; insects.

4
^> TA. A dog eating.

CHAOU. A strong powerful dog.

PART t. TOL. II. 7 x.

rl YE. Gaou yt )fr
J^J

name of a white animal

-4
in shape resembling a cow, having four horns it dcToun men.

WOO. Same as fa Woo.

E. A surname.

YEN. A dog that hunts tigers.

K'HWANG. A mad dog.

Same as the preceding,

HEANG.

Yung heangSjl J|>
a dog dragged unwillingly.

PE. Pe yn %& jfep the name of an animal.

KEIH. Wild * mad; cunning. K keiih

jfii name of ao animal found in the west, its body emits ao
V/KJ

odour, it has ao skin.

SHE, OF Sze. An animal resembling a do.

CHOO- Choojoo^t fjjj
an imaginary ani-

mat, aid to be like a fox, having the scale* of a fish, and wiigt.
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Vulgar form of Scun.

Seun yia TO] Rg- to connive at. Seun tsung wft

connivance. Pdh ko shaou yew seun tsung ^ ^jT J|3
Ttl

|jl{-
there must not be the least connivance.

Same as $ Ne.

E. A sort of fox-like animal.

^HAN, Or San. A strong vicious dog; a

sort of wolf. Perverse and ungovernable. A man's name.

w

T'HA- A dog eating. TS t$ ffi t greed) de-

ire. Read She, A dog licking up a thing with the tongue.

To lick with the tongue.

# E.

Name of an animal resembling a dog with a white tail.

An ancient form of
f|lj Che.

Fierce : violent, as a wild beast. By

some used for fe Jung, Fine cloth. The name of a beast,

the hair of whose skin is fine and soft.

ChTh rath a mule, from a male ass and a mare.

YEN.

Same as ^ Yen. Read Keen, A particular sort of dog.

E. Same as % E.

NAOU. Female of the H8.

KVVANG. Same as |Jj Kwang.

A hunt in winter; an imperial hunt

on lands of which the grass is burnt.

T'HUNG.

Name of an animal that resembles a pig.

HEW. Same as fft Hew

HANG.

Name of a sort of dog. An erroneous form of An Kang.

LAOU.

Keih laou V^ jHgr
a certain tribe of barbarians.

u

KEIH. A sort of monkey.

CHE.

A fabulous animal with nine heads. Same as f5 CMb
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Hoo h

or Ho.

mall kind of dog.

YU. Kew ju i name of an wiirauL

Pe kan ^^^F the name of an animal , a prison ; ajaif.

TSflEO. A docile sort of dog.

HEAOU. A dog or pig in a fright.

MANG. A dog with a tWek. coat of hair. The

Dictionarien prefer T^ Mang.

WOO. A species of monkey.

SEAOU Disease of madness-.

\

HE.

The noise of calling to pig* He wei *f ja a surname;

TSANG. Strong; violent.

KANG. Name of an animal; a dt>

A vulgar form of % Che.

fi name of an animal
.

willi hog's hair and a long tail, &c.

TOW, The noise of a dog barking

u

CH'HA A certain water anfmal

m RING. A place for hunting in vi

PEL Young, of a sort of fox.

KEUEN. Imminent; urgent; pressed by <u-

cumstances; afraid to act.

LE. Hoo le
ffi |||

the fox, or as ttej call it

H
a wild cat, of which there are various species.

u

H iL,A . Confined on each side ; narrow ; straight.-

SEAY. A certain aninrat.

n YIN.

From dog and wordi. The barking, of a number of dogji
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SWAN, Seun, or Tseun. From

:md dug, or animal- A proud dog; a wild horse; the lion.

LANG. An animal like a dog; with a pointed

snout. A wolf; name of a star; of a place; and of a plant.

A suraame. Chae lang^"^ wolf- Shing ming lang tseih

fjjjZ
& '

ija cast-away reputation; a worthless characte/.

PEI . An animal said to be of the wolf species,

and the young of which are often born destitute of one or

two feet, and cannot walk without support ; hence a state of

embarrassment is expressed by |fi JH lang pei.

CHE, and Ke. A mad dog.

YEN. The name of an animal

T'HING. A species of monkey.

YANG. Yang hwang 'jf jf[f
a dog.

EIGHT STROKES.

m
KING. The name of an animal.

'

PAE. A dog with a short head.

m FE, or Fei. A surname. Large.

KANG. name of a dog.

I

7JV T'HA. A dog eating.

u

SHA, or Sa. A sow.

HEAOU. The noise made by a tiger wanting

t<> devour a man. The name of a state and of a district. Als.
read She and Yew.

KEANG. The Same as f Keang.

PAE. A short legged dog. Ousiys, A do-

I.How a table; a short headed dog. A man's name.

K'HE. A young doc:; a whelp.

WO. A particular kind of di>, A small -dog.

KEUH.

Name of an animal that devours monkeys. Yellow loins.

m HEEN. The voice of a dog.
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E, and Ne. Uicd for thelioo, orananimal

deemed like it; slid to detour tigers, aud to go five hundred

lea day. A jounp deer. The name of a roan.

PEAOU. From Ihrer dogi. The appearance

of dogs running round about, ai when play ing , applied to a

ipiral wind which riei from the ground ; a whirlwind.

I 1 IN . A dog grinning and growling angrily.

LAE. An animal resembling the fox.

TSEIH.

Name of an animal resembling a wild boar.

CH'HE

The name of an animal. An erroneout form of jfi?? Lae.

I TSAN, or Chan.

To bite or gnaw ; a dog eating.

KEEN. A pig or wild boar, three year* old.

YEN. Name of a person.

YEN.

From iweet and fleth and dog. Satiated , filled
s replenish-

ed ; fastidious.

PART I. rot. II. 7 x

YEW. An animal of the monkey kind.

Same as Kcang.

TUNG, Same as $ Tung.

CAN. The name of an animal.

KWAN. A wild horse; a large tort of dog

W U, Or IVWO. An animal resembling a monkey.

KEAOU.

Strong; swift; artful) mad. Vulgar form of K? Keaou

TSEANG. To hound on a dog.

Zl^ TSUNG. A dog that bears one whelp.

Same as f Me.

CH'HIH.

The appearance of a dog enraged with its ears slicking out.

CH'HANG. Wild and frightened. Chang

hwang jjg jff wild crazy conduct.
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Khun. \atne of au animal in the western

regions which has no hair except long bristles ;it the oe.

It is not hurt either by fire or pointed weapons.

PEAOU, and Keaou.

Artful i crafty. Strong; robust.

yjm A strong fierce dog; long; extended; to add

-,
to be near to each other, as two horses drawing.

CHE, and Ke. A mad dog.

I O AJ\(jr. Name ofan animal like a leopard

with one horn and five tails. Some say, a fox with wings.

Tsing nSng %& #Sf dog's hair.

CHO. A fierce strong dog. Read Chaon, The

name of an animal. The royal hunt in winter.

YAE. The voice of a dog. iThe name ttf a

river. Read E, The name of a bird. Read Luy and Yew,

An animal like a monkey.

MANG. A fierce strong dog; strong, vehe-

ment; injurious ;
cruel. The name of a hill. A surname.

TSO, Or Tsuh. A dog rushing suddenly

v i

from amongst brush wood, and attacking a roan. Abrupt;

fierce; impetuous.

Same as ff& ShQh.

Same as
jij Che.

It
CHAE, or Ts'hae.

To dislike; to suspect; to conjecture; to guess.

LE, Name of an animal.

HOO.

Tsan boo ^ ^J an anima | resembling a monkey

JNG ' Abitcb Dinging forth three

Found on ancicul stones for Ett' He'eo.

NAOU.

A female
jjX. H5, others mention other anin>.tl.

K'HE, and K'hwei. A strong robust appear-

ance; a mnrtial, bold, daring manner; fircc , cruel.

HEA. Sound; noise.

HEAOU.
Heaouheaou^^adogbarkieg.
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WEI. From dog and the tound ffth The noi

of dogs barking; a bitch producing three whelps ; numerous;

plentiful; all mixed and blended together; to bend or lo

cause to submit.

I GAN, OF Yen. The noi<e of a dog barking

tl
A dog's voice sounding in a furnace.

FUNG. Fung raoo fl3 MJ the name of an

animal, with a tail like a monkey, which, when slightly

struck, dies; but is revived again by the wind blowing on it.

It is ashamed or afraid of human beings, and crouching down

seen to knock head. Otherwise called^ ffij
KeTh keu8,

has no hair excepting a streak about an inch broad.from the

nose to the tail.

SELJ. A sort of monkey.

WO. Name of a species of dog,

Y U lliJN, A targe species of moakey which

whistles Vulgarly called
J |g keang yuen.

\ vulgar form of the preceding.

Same as jf| Hwang.

T'HUN. A dog,

SING. The noise of a dog barking. Read

Shang, A species of monkey ; an animal resembling a dog with

a human face.

K'HAN. A particular kind of dog Read Can,

A strong sheep. The female of sheep or goat.

\

I

YLNG* A yellow animal resembling, a fo

11WUY.

An animal said to be like a dog witb a human face

CHO0. A pig; a swine. Stagnant water, or

the place where water stagnates. The nam of an office, and

ofaplant; of a hill, and of a district; the name ofa medicine.

Sew choo keuen k1h jfh

for rcpearing a pig sty*

MAOU. A cat; the animal ilhat hiuil* mi'-e

and field rats which destroy the grain; hence the character i

compounded of Young grain, which the cat defends.

WEI;

A hedge hog; a porcupine, See under

TE. A Dog.

Same as- jjfc
Heen:

ft
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CHLFN.

Apprnrance of a horse, rabbit, or other animal walking.

TWAN. A wild hog.

. The of an iirj d<>.

YE, and Wa. Y yu &> |& the name

ofan animal Read Kei, Dogs mixed; roiled ,
blended. .Read

Ke, See" kang ] 1^,
malerolenl.

NAOU. A species of monkey

_, SZE. A disquieted appearance.Wi

'ffl An original form of ffij Kow.

CHOO. Name of a Tillage, and of a pavilion.

Same at Tab Yu. A ulgar form of $M Yu.

TO. Name of an animal.

A dog with a short snout. Fear ; to

terrify; to intimidate. Read Kei, in the same ense s also

deuoting Fl.Tce. Read Heae, A dog slinking.

KEA. A boar ; boarish.

An ancient form of tfifr T'hfih. Varae of an ani-

mal of the mm specie*.

HO\r . The monkey species, the name of a

fruit. How tze K ^2> a monkey. How hing

(he figure of a monkey.

SOW.

A famous sort of dog in the south. The autumnal hunt.

PEEN, and Pin. A species of otter. Peen

a-tort of monkey, some lay with adog's headtseu

YEW. From wine and dog ,
alto from dog and

Bine. Name of au animal of the monkey species. Doubtful;

suspicious ; an uncertain mode of speaking ;
a qualified affirma-

tion; as ; the same as; like; similar ; even ; still. To plan ;

to scheme ; to plot; a delineation of. A path; a way; (he

path of virtue; cheerful; a turname.

YEW.

To plan or scheme ; to speak ; to draw a representation of.

A roud or path. That which may be ; practicable. The same

as the preceding.

Same as Ta.
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ME1. The name of an animal.

Same as B. Cho.

An animal resembling a rabbit or hare with the feet of a deer

Original form of
jj^ How.

The monkey spcrii-s; the name of a fruit.

TEN STROKES.

YAOU. A ort of dog. Yaou rain

or Yaou chung I & a tribe of barbarians in Kwang-tiing

and Kwang-se provinces, who are said to have short animal tails.

PWAN . A fox dog with a short tail.

SUN.. An animal of the monkey species.

TSEIH. A bitch with three whelps.

NAOU. Originally written^ Naou.

LEW.w
A foreign animal of the mus specie*. ChTh

name of a particular sort of dog,

PART I, TOL. II. 7 K

*

4

I 'HA. The appearance of a quadruped walking.

PO, andP'huh.

Name of a dog i and of an animal like a man with wiopv

MING. A small pig.

t>. To watch, guard, or keep, ai a priwn ,

to examine i to investigate, as a jailer.

Same as the preceding.

H r/. A name of foreigner* on the north rn\t

Disorder); ; barbarous, applied to for-

eigners. Artful, clever, crafty, applied to children. Tricky.-

crafty; lyingj deceitful. To bite; to gnaw. Hwl sou, koo

>th
jj^

1 3 ^^ crafty clerks and corroding insert police

runnen.

YUEN. A monkey.

Same as the preceding ; a vulgar form.

HEW. Same as W Chuh.

HEAOU. A tall strong dog.
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Same as Heung.

sow

The autumnal hunt ; name of a dog in the south.

SAOU. The name of an animal.

KEA. A female monkey.

w SOO. A quadruped.

HWANG. A species of wolf.

CHE. To hunt
; a dog.

MA. The name of an animal.

I YUEN, and Kwan.

A species of pig. The name of a place

T'HING. A species of monkey.

if

H U H, and Kow A speciei ofdog, yellow

above the loins, and black below, it devours female monkeys.

Read H3, The name of an animal.

TSO. A dog mad.

GAE

A foolish silly appearance, like that of a young whelp

Same as %fe Pih.

i A.\C|. An animal likea lionthit devours

tigers, and leopards, and men.

rT YO, or Yuh.

From two dogi and to spenk or bark defended or guarded

by two watch dogs. A prison; a rocky glen. Name of a

star. pe jij te
|ftij

jl f^ [ff the bottom ol flatter-noe

hell, the plice assigned for fraudulent people.

**
,TA. A dog eating.

P^

UNG A hog.

SHWAE. Name of a particular kind of dog

HAN, and Heen.

Di>^s barking incessantly; two dogs fighting.

From a dog- or quadruped, and a master.

The r.obfcut of animals, the lion
;
a dog tbat bareb two whelps.
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T'HA. The same as Ta.

Original form of $. Kaon.

CH'HE A mad dog.

PE1H. The name of an animal.

TEIH.

Male of the bos genus. Same as jig Teih.

A dog howling and barking. Read Kaou, A man's name.

Name of an animal resembling a dog, which eats monkeys.

TSUH. Strong; powerful.

$\

^A tnf WAN, and Mwan. A species of wolf.

Wan yen ItS^Sl
an animal >ald to 1)C e '8ht huodred cubits long.

KING. Name of an animal, said to devour

metii resembles a tiger or leopard, and when young, devours

its mother. Some say, also The name of a voracious bird

CHOO. Name of a certain animal.

KEEN. Name of an animal.

YANG. The name of an animal

YUNG. A ferocious animal.

1 'VAN. An animal like a wild cat, or for.

LUY. An animal like the preceding. An aiiin

of the mus species, said to fly , and is a bird that suckles it

young.

LOO, and Yoo. A pig in heat.

a*

\

SUH. The name of a hill.

CHAOU, and Laou.

Certain foreigners on the south west.

TSEANG.

To assist . to perfect ; to desire ;
to praise. To hound on a dog.

MOO, Name of an animal.

CHIN. Chin chuen $& \%r the ppearare
it\ IT*

of bamboos connected together.
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SHAN. The noise of a dog barking.

TSUNG. A bitch with only one whelp.

SHAN, Of Tsan. A dog putting its head

into a narrow place. The noise of a dog barking ; a dog gnaw-

ing; that which a thief hale. Hair of a dog.

CHANG. A species of deer.

HAOU, Laou, and Yaou.

A dog running about and barking. Artful ; crafty. Read

K'heaou, To disturb and distress. Read Heaou, A dog

frightened; a secret disclosed. Read Pfaou, Confusion; dis-

order i fear.

CHAN, Or Tsan. Chan boo Jfe ffi]
name

of an animal said to be like a monkey and of a white colour.

GAOU.

A certain large species of dog, a fierce dog.

GAOU.

Gaou ye ^|JJ
a large animal like a cow.

HAOU. A species of H8 ?& white fox, having

a smalt tail, like a dog; the people in the north call them

Pe hoo, skin fox.

TWELVE STROKES

HEU.

The name of a quadruped. Same as Ife Heu.

The name of a sheep. Choo fun

a species of dog. Re;id Pun, A walch dog.

yl Jlfjt
NAO same as

|J|
Naou Read MS, The

appearance of a dog eati ng.

KEUE. Chang kcug
jjj| ^unruly; disube-

ilient children, or 34 piratical banditti.

FE. Wearied out and lying down ; falling dj

dead. Occurs in the sense of fflS Pe.

A species of fox, said to have wings.

^101 YEN. A division amongst dogs. Do^s fight-

inp, the noise made hy dogs fighting ; fierce; impetuuus.

Same as the preceding.

HWANG. A particular sort of dog.

TSZE, Tsuy, and Heae. A femaleA H .<**
^6
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An erroneous form of $& Le'en.

H. Certain foreigners in the south, who

have tails, and live in nests in the woods.

LIN, and Ling. Strong ; robust. The noise

of little bells. The name ofan animal like a dog, having tigers

claws

Same a& the preceding.

HWUY

Hr HE.

Name ofa person mentioned in ancient history.

I

YAOU, and Haou.

A mad dog. Read Keaou, Bold; valiant.

PUNG, or Pang. A dogw

An animal described as a sort of orang-o-tang

SU Y. A species of hog ; a sow.

HYVUH, Heih, 01- Ketih.

A frantic mad precipitate motion
-, ft.jin^ aflri;htcn

a

LEIH. Same as $* Leih.

FAN. The noise of do*

',
-

i

LEAOU. From a dog and fire HI ui>

hunt wild beasts ( to hunt at nights.

JEN

Jen, or Kwo jen # 4& an animal of the monkey |>-

IT* l/n

v

SHO. Sb8, or Shh ^ ^ t'm r(""'

frightened, said ofa dog that will not come near a |,<T.HI.

CHAN. To bite j to t.rr with the tculh, ';*

of dog or other animals.

HEAOL). A short nosed do^.

T'HUNG. A partreular sort of dog.

HAN. A Jittle dog barking

PART I, YOfc. II. 7; o

I: Mungkwei ^ jf^
a

;

monkej brought from Siam that catches rats ; there arc hl.irk,

wliitc, and yellow colours of the same animal ; it is cumpared

to a domestic cat ( some suv, the weasel.

TSAN. The name of an aniina
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KAE. A quadruped.

CHIN. Chiu .chuen

KEAOU, or Keih. A young wolf.

appearance

of being connected together.

u

T'HUH. An animal said to resemble a tiger :

with the bristles of the neck of a pig.

An ancient form of ^ Le.

o

HEUH, Or Hwull. Name of an animal.

CHE. A ferocious animal.

V

T'HA Name of an animal resembling a *mall

dog, s-iid to live ill the water and to eat fish, are called

Hae li ife ^ sea ti; there are others which inhabit the

land, and are called Shan ta
|J_J |

the hill Ti, by some

called Ihe Castor or beaver, tome say the otter.

SUY, or Chuy. A sow,

CHOO. Name of a village, and of a pavilion.

TANG. The name of an animal.

TAN. Name of an animal.

NAOU, Nungj and Neang.

with long shaggy ugly looking hair. Long bain attached

to the top of a flag-staff.

^J y~fc KYI yitA JEEZ* Ks tan
Jtfjj 4i.

name of n animal Used

for
jjgg

He. ReadleS, vulgarly used To denote hunting.

KEUEN, and Heuen. To skip or hop ,-

bout; precipitate; the quick jumping about of a playful do; ;

to skip about in a frantic manner.

\j

T'HUH. From a dag and the soimd of SAfift ;

sheep are in flocks, but dogs alone. Single ; alone i only ne

person; one's self. A kind of monkey. Name of certain

animals, and of a hill. A surname Tfih hw8 ^ ^jfj
persil

sauvage, wildceleri, genus Apiuin, specie Craveolens. Heu-

shen-sin tfih pfih che sTl^B. Jl N ffi ~Z\. 5> Hrushentin

alone did not go.

YANG.

A dog striving againil being pulled along.

KWAE, Or
^
From dog and asstmHing

or quick. Artful; crafty j causing disturbance and trouble.

Keaou kwae flf
jjjb crafty ;

fraudulent ; deceitful.

\
WEI. Name of an ancient kingdom.
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HEEN, and Leen. A dog with > long

nout ; a kind of hound ; dog used in the chace. A black dog

ith a yellow chin.

KWEI, and Ke. game as |g Ke.

CHAE.

Haughty, violent and intuiting appearance.

*
KEU. Name of an animal.

HEAE.

f

Heae cbae *&? -^ acertaia fabulous animal.

. . o

HEE, H5, and Kea. Same as $| Hee.

T'HOO. To ruin or destroy.

SEAOU. A race of men in the west.

LAE. A fabulous monster without head, eyes,

Same as ^ Show.

FOURTEEN STROKES.

HAN.
IJEL
The roar of a tiger. A Ticious dog incesuntly barking.

hand*, or feet; its hair is like lacker; at nights it make* a

noise like thunder, &c.

SOO. A white Tictim or domestic annual.

Same as IS Leaou.

To kill, or noxious; murderous in-

fluences; the autumnal hunt.

YIN. A wild ass.

oHO. The appearance of a frightened dog.

YD. Moaning) sighing; an aspiration ;
the

grunting of a little pig. The name of an animal. E ju

a whelp.

HAOU. A particular sort of pig.

SUY. Same as $% Suy.

HEUN. Hcun chfih ^ 1 certain norlhern

hordes called by various names in Chinese history, this is one

of their roost ancient frames.

PIN. A species of sea otter, or similar animai.
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NANG, or Ning. A dog of a very hairy

kind ; a vicious dog ; clamour. Tiaou nang flai faa. ciamo-
^^ iT

rous contentions.

CH'HO.

A certain aniraal like a monkey, of a yellow colour.

HWO, Or Hwih. To catch, as in hunting;

name of a porpoise; of a hill; and of a carriage. Ta let

or Teen le'g
[J] j

to go a hunting.

K'HEUNG- An animal resembling a tiger.

'-k
SEEN. The name of an animal.

yj

to catch or take a thief. To obtain ; to receive. The name

of an animal , name of a door, and of a district. Read II wa,

To obtain ; to contest or struggle for. So hwS woo ke
pfy

?3k $f- that which wa* obtained was not much.
l^c. 1,1 1 A*

A vulgar form of f$ Lee
1

.

'"1 * i\(JW. Appearance ofan angry dog. A man's

IMIO. Read Jon, Name of a fox-like animal, with fishes' tins.

MLJNG. Mting kwei $s ija the weav 1, ac-

rordit g to some ; others says A species of monkey.

I

1

SHO. Same us jt| Sh5, and || Leih.

LAE. Mad.

LEE. From dog and the brittle, of a hog To

hunt wild animals; to hunt; to pursue earnestly, or to have

through; to strike with the alarm of an earthquake;

Same as IS Leaou.

NAOU. The appearance of a dog frightened.

An amusement in which young persons, male and female, play

about as monke\s. Read Yew, A particular kind uf dog.

Read Now, A dog.

n
LUY. Name of an animal that flies.

Ivfcifcj. Name of an auimal like a dug, Iml that

has scales and bristle* like a boars neck.

YEW. Same as fc Yew.

I
KVV AiNCf. A ferocious dog th.il r.ini.,)t be

approached. Coarse vicious appearance. Xarne of a J,>trict.

SHOW.

Animals with four feet and hairy ; a quadruped -,
a bruta

animal , a beast; a wild beast.
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K HEO. To reach or arrive at. High; lofty.

LOO. Name of a very tall dog.

LEEN, Chen, and Ching. Ln chuen

$w ^appearance
of a rabbit running; a monkey climbing

a tree. A dog running amongst the grass.

' 1-A. Name of an animal resembling a small

>ri^
dog, said to live in the wnter and to eat fish ; these are called

Hae ti
^jjj. ^3 <ea ti, there are others which inhabit the I uid,

and are called Shan-ti
||

i the bill Ti, by some called

the Castor or beaver i some say the otter.

HEEN.

To offer ;
to present to a superior ; used to offer anj thing,

in the language of courtesy ; offerings or unbloody sacrifices.

Dogs were once offered, hence the character is from dog. A

surname. She she sze e keun chang tsSngjfih been keen &
BI m% %& ^ Ait E at that tim (A - -

50,) the foreign chiefs all around anxiously came to present

themselves at the court of Tae-tsung.

CHE. A mad dog.

ME.

A female monkey. Me bow a monkey.

Si? HE. Name of an animal
;
a pig.

TAkT 1. VOL. II.

JANG.

Name of an animal of the monkey ipecits.

LING. A docile dog.

^P krt^C^^Sk

A<cjp*

yvw

SKEN. The name f
.

oi an animal.

TSAN. The noise made bv a do.
TIL.

lf)'* Name of an animal resembling a deei'

with a white tail
; a horse's feet ; men's hands and four burns.

EIGHTEEN STROKES.

HWUY. Name of an animal

CHE. A species of hog.

KEU.

To seize or grasp. Read K8, A female monkey.

HWAN. A wild boar or pig.

NAOU. A dog barking; a dog frighteDti.

To plaster wall. Also read NUT and Jaou.
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OH

SEEN. The autumnal hunt.

HEEN. An appellation of certain Tartars.

Same as^ Yew-

K'HE. A bitch with one whelp.

KEG.

An animal of Ihe monkey species, the female of the kind.

An ancient form of $1 Naou.

LAN. Certain barbarous tribes.

HEAOU.

A dog of a mixed jellow and white colour.

HEAOU. A yellow coloured dog.

LING. A docile tractable dog.

NINETY-FIFTH RADICAL.

A sombre colour, romm<K,ly used

for Mack ; the colour of heaven The character should be

written JT but it being the name of an Emperor, the dot is

omitted. A darkish colour with a mixture of yellow; the earth

is considered yellow. To rule; direct ; controul. Still ; silent ;

deep. The god of the north ; one of the Seen genii. A sur-

name Name of a book. Heuen tsing shlh ~_ jjml
/& or

Tae heue.i tsing shlh -^ j^ |jfe ^"carbonate
of lime^ con-

taiiiin^a ^rain or more of silex. Heuen ming fun
~J

HH 1,&

sulphas so.'.te or Glaub.r's salts.

MEAOU. w
From dark and small. Small ; minute ; abstruse.

TSZE. Black, foul or dirty water. A

name. Name of a divinity. Read Heuen, Black.

Intended to represent a silken net with a handle to catch

birds with ; to accord with ; to follow , or to cause to follow :

t head ; to lead ; to take the direction or command of j to

receive under one's orders ; prompt , sudden action ; light and

active
;
a mark ; an object erected as a guide j arranged in or-

der; generally. A general view or statement of. A surname.

Name of an office.

Same as the following.
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|;

Black colour
;
a black bow for shooting arrows..

E. Precipitate pervcrseneM arising from the

lc:isl difficulty or perverienen.

fc
NINETY-SIX RADICAL.

YUH.

A certain whitish stone. Beautiful; precious ; valuable;

rich, applied to food; harmony in the seasons. Name of a

river. A star; a wood; a herb. Yiih leaou ~|^x4- a com-

position stone, made of Seaou S& nitre, Hth yuen ]l 4ftrn <i f\i

lead, and SliTh fun fn m^ a certain pounded stone, much

used for snuff bottles. They use Yung tsoo mei tse'en

"sou EH $fe *)ft "Hif !tfe Tsoo coal to melt the materials.
fit At MZ ,.,> >>

To make it red ~T ^^ J^. ^ hea kin nrh fun, put in

two fun of gold; white, ^jp fa ya hwuy; green, ^f jfc

sliih luh ,
azure blue 4^ ^ ta tsing, &c.

Yfih slnh 5E/^f said to be prehnite ; the word^ Yfih,

is i;i the Manuscript Dictionaries translated by
"
Lapis pre-

tiosiH," and by "gemma." But precious stone and gem,

in English, do not appear to be of such an extensive appli-

cation as the word ^ Yuh ; I have therefore sometimes

retained the word Yuh as in the above example, or rendered

it by
" valuable stone.

"

N'au tsze pih chuh kaou lin, yOh hing slh tung j& ~f- Q
'/s5 ^* ^jv|t | 3C)j(! jjS

white thick dripping discharge

"ith roughness and pain in the urethra of men. The Vfif
fjft

j^ hae yaou yu, or Sting Ray fish is prescribed for this com-

plaint Yflh kei ke 1 fffl ==P a small book in two vols.
I L-L. I'L.

on Astrology; lucky and unlucky days, &c. Yfih leaou
-f-^

a composition that resembles the 1 y^yii

SUH. Name of a nation and of a man. To Me

distinguished from the preceding, the dot being in the upper

part of the character,

WANG

From three lines, representing heaven, earth, man. and a

perpendicular line connecting these three powers. The person

who dors so ; a ruler of nations The second line is nearml

the highest, to shew that a prince is raised near to heavrn.

and should imitate heaven's virtues. Wang |idh been l;l,

[- yr p jgT ii/ plans (or opinions) on the state of the nation

presented to the emperor by Wang-p5 (or PQh) a

about A. D. 950.

An ancient form of jJi Yuh.

*rl KEW. A certain valued st^U
j^/X SZE. A stone resembling prehnite

v

bin. An utensil made of valuable stone.
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TING

The smiml of stones trikio; against e.ch other.

LIH. A stone ext inferior to the ^Jv
Yiih.

PHO

A simple unf olished T^ Yah stone Same as g| PS

Jt

PA. The noise of stones striking each other;

the name of a valuable stone.

RUNG. Same as jit Kunj. A certain stone

used as a kind of sceptre in ancient timei. Rend Sin, The

name of a vaJuable stone.

HUNG. The name of a valuable stone. Read

Keang, and Kung, in the fame sense. The oasne of a Corean

prince.

SIN. To extend to every part.

Y1H. High, lofty.

TO. The name of a valuable stone.

TEIH. The colour of a bright pearl.

I OO. An uteoiil made of valuable stone.

TSZE. A certain valuable stone.

CHUEN. Stone rings or bracelets.

^p*J* RAN. Leang kan ^B ]Hp
a certain valuable

stone ; the name of a tree.

KEVV.

A hlack coloured none inferior to the ^? yah.

YU. A stone that resembles the jj[ Y8h Tfce

name of a cavern. Yu ke ff }it the name of a tree.

KL The name of a valuable stone, a itooe

attached to the girdle.

W

An original form of Jf- Yu.

FOUR STROKES.

u

FA. The name of a valuable stone.

Same as $ Cbao*. A sort of covering to tk ens)

of a bow.
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KEANG, and Kling. A valuable stone.

4~E WOO. A man's name.

** OO. A beautiful stone, inferior to the^ Yuh.

SZE. The name of a stone.

Jl.NLf. An utensil made of valuable stone

J*X> M1N. A stone inferior to the ^P Yfih. Head+^
Win, The veins of the Yiih stone.

l

KEAE. A stone in a particular form, used us

an ensign of authority in ancient times.

/

YA

A bone that resembles the appearance of the
jj Yah stone.

"E^* . Varied with divers colours, the veins

of a stone. Read Fun, The reins of the
^Jc Yfih stone.

A cap ornamented with precious stones.

MO. A stone with reins of different colours.

PART I. VOL. II. 7

RUNG, and Pan-

A stone inferior to the ^ Yflh. The name of a
|>

U

YUE. Divine beads or pearls.

An ancient form of 5 New.

K.ELJE. A stone ornament worn at the girdle;

a segment of a stone ring; an incomplete circle In ancient

times a complete ring was sent from the sovereign to an officer

b:ini.hed to the frontier, to denote his return ; an imperfect

ring was sent to denote the connexion was broken of. A rj-

meiit of a ring worn on the thumb, to draw a bow with.

a

YUN. A sort of ear rings; some say use.l

by the barbarians. Read MUD, A stone of a carnation colour.

KEO, and Kuh.

Two valuable stones joined.

JTC
W AIN .

precious stone ; to be fond of; to

take delight in, either in a good or bad sense; to be familiar

with ; to practice. To linger and play with what is agree-

able; to play and trifle in a bad sense ; to seduce; child's

play ; to play as a child.

MEI. Mei a certain red stone. A

beautiful stone. Mei kwei hwa I

JEJ)
xt the rose of Europe,

sometimes written Jj /fejr ~%y roei kwei hwa. A pearl that

emits fire; a man's name.
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m
KAN \ stone inferior to the ^ Yuh.

TAN. The name of a beautiful stone.

u

JE, or JeUe. The appearance of moving.

An ancient form of J^ Maou.

PIN, ami Me. A certain sort of pearl.

An original form of Keue.

LING, and Lang. The jingling of stones

suspended to the girdle. Lung ling JB! ^ the sound of gold

aud gems.

TAE. Tae niei J& -P^
Testuda Imbricate,

C.irreta or hawkbile tortoise, ihe animal from which is taken

the tortoise shell.

Illr

T' III*

SEUH. The name of a valuable stone.

A certain stone like the
"

Ydh.

A gem that is chipped or broken;

spotted or stained ; to chip or break; to disgrace one's

self or one's connexions.

TjL
T~T-| GAN. A certain beautitul stonr.

T>&
T^f I ^ PING. The name of a valuable stone.

*/JL
~f~ PING. A certain valuable stone.

FOO.

The veins of stones ; name of a valuable stone.

SOO. Name of a valuable stone.

HEUEN. Name of a stone of a secondary

quality.
A man's name ; a surname.

A vulgar form of 1J ^e -

PO. Po le
Jlfc j|&

vitreous substance ; com-

monly written Po le
'

JS! glass. In the Chinese Diction-

ary it is called ^ Ydh, "A gem; the precious commodity

of the western nations j" and it is added, that during the

Ming dynasty an eunuch was sent to Europe to procure a

glass maker to come to China.

JK.
I SZE. A fresh looking stone; any thing that

appears fresh and in a good state. Also read Tso.

KOW.

A atone inferior to the
^g_ Yuh, name of a particular stone.
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Jg

KEA. Name of a valuable stone.

SHAOU. A certain beautiful stone.

P'HIH. Part of the name of amber, which

w

is called a medicine, and is said by the old Dictionaries to

have been brought from India. There is a great variety

of sorts, and various opinions about its origin; several deem

it ;i resin that falls from trees, which in time becomes amber;

one thinks it dragon's blood.

Same as ^g Tsze.

K'HO. A stone inferior to the
Jfc

Yuh stone;

a cornelian stone white as snow. A certain .hell used as an

ornament. Name of a bird and of a metal.

JEN. A valuable stone.

Jft

PEEN.

Name of a valuable stone. A cap ornamented with stones,

u

SANG. A golden colour.

SHIN. The name ofa valuable stone.

K'HEUNG. Stone bracelets.

E. A itonc that resembles the ^ Yuh. Rrj

Tae, A stone with a dragon carved on it.

PA. The name of a valuable stone.

a TSOO.

The rising* on carved seals or stones. Good; elegnnt.

KEA. Ornaments for a ladj's head Jre^,

M1N

A certin valuable stone of an inferior sort. A man's lurnr

SAN, or Shan, Sanho :

Che $t $| COraL San ho cho
1 $j^ coral

beads. San san
Jjjf jfy

the sound of stones or gems striking

against each other, as stones suspended at a girdle. Pwans.n

^ ]
a creeping drawling gait. Lan san^ ; ,,,lm ,

nent danger of being broken ; broken and scattered about.

LEW, A particular sort of stone.

\.9\J
"kit Certain ornaments of a sword wora

at the girdle. A man's name.

T.J |^
A vulgar form of the

preceding.

Tl I An ancient form of j|j Maou, or Mei.
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jX ri .

T^>^>^ Clil-N- Valuable; precious; important; ev-

truordi:iarilr god ; to deem precious. Name of a district

T*3;L Original form of f Fung.

SIX STROKES.

TSIN. Name of a valuable stone.

KEAOU. Peikeaou gjj*
r " Dd tonc

or pieces of wood divided in the midst, making a flat and

convex side on each piece, used in temples when divining.

Anciently made of stone, now of wood.

An erroneous form of Jf' Fung.

TSEEN. Name of a valuable stone,

A species of oyster. An ornament of a

sword woru at the side.

-* K'HEUNG . To attach to one's girdle or saih.

KVYANO. A sort of wind instrument of the

flute or reed kind. Name of a stone, and of a man.

SEEN. A stone inferior to the ;E Yuh.

CHOW. A valuable stone.

\

KUINCi. Name of a valuaUe stone; a large

sort of worked stone. Also read Hung, A man's name.

TUY. To dress stones or gems.

YEN. A particular sort of valuable stone.

T'H'O. Name of a valuable stone.

HEW. A rotten stone.

YAN. Name of a district.

E.

A stone resembling the ^^ Yuh. Aslooe of various colours

HEU.

Name of a valuable slone. A man's name.

w

LO.

Certain ornaments for the neck. Read Lelh, Small stonei.

C-HOO. A pearl or a bead ; beads strung and

worn like a ucckl;>cc ; the ball of the eye. The pearl obtained
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from ojsters. Any thing precious or valuable. A species of

amber ; the name of a place, and of a certain wood.

SUH. Rotten stone ; a surname.

An ancient form of ; Kin.

YU . A beautiful stone inferior to the 3{ Yuh.

T^ll I Same as g| Kwei.

Same as $f KeTh.

'

YIN, and Kan. Name of a stone inferior

to the 2 Yfih. A stone with protuberant vein*

SEUN. A certain kind of valuable slone.

Name of a certain atone utensil.

An ancient form of ^ Paou.

/

E, Or Urh. From yon and ear. Gems, &c.

attached to the ear, a an ornament; an ear ring; to attach

to
;
a halo by the tide of the sun.

I AOU, A sort of muscle shell; anciently

used as an ornament for. swords. A certain kind of bow.
Name of a certain valuable stone.

FART I. VOt. II.

>

PING. Name of a valuable stone

E. A certain stone like the 3? YGh.

HEANG. A certain valuable stone

HEA.

An ornamented Tessel. Read YI, To open and shut a door.

v?A certain stone woro about one's

Jff
person ai an ornament, much used by the ancient Chinese.

A man's name.

An ancient form of ^ Kweu

CH'HUNG.

Gems or other stones to hang at the ears.

fe^.

SEUH. Name of a certain stone.

Original form of the following.

PAN

From knife and ,/,*; to divide .tone seal, and give
one to each prince. To confer and distribute and place
in regular order, a series; a rank; a row

, a gradation; .
class of persons extending to every part; coJour, arranged ia

order as stripes; variegated; name of a district. A surname.
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PEL A girdle or sash with certain stones at-

tached to it for ornament.

Same as ffl Naou.

SEVEN STROKES.

WAN. The veins on stones.

A vulgar form of J& Paou.

GO. The appearance of certain stone sceptre*.

CH'HING. A certain valuable stone, such

as the Chinese wear at their girdles as ornaments.

TE.

Name of a valuable stone , stones worn at the girdle.

WOO.

A certain valuable stone, resembling the ^ Yah.

A brilliant shining ttone, like the dia-

mond, which is the most valuable.

POO. A certain beautiful stone.

wo

A sloae inferior to the "-f^ Yfib. Name of a hill.

SHING, Or Ching. A valuable stone.

Vulgar form of m Man.

'*?.:

Same as 59 Tsze.

KEUN. A certain beautiful stone.

MEI. The name of a valuable stone.

An erroneous form of ^ Man.

PEL

Ornaments of tortoise shell; ornaments which are inlaid.

T'HING.

Name of a valuable itone
, a man's name.

MAN. Name of a valuable stone.

klll/IlijN. The splendour of a precious stone
; ma-

nifeslationj to manifest, manifest at this time j
as uow appears.
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P'HOO. Name of a valuable and pretty stone.

An ancient form of Jf Kan.

TS'HUH, and Ch5.

Class; series ; arranged in order.

HAN. Pearls and precious stones. Used to

denotes Containing in the mouth.

T^jp SEUEN. Thcname of a valuable stone; an

astronomical instrument, used in reference to the planets.

The name of a star. A man's name.

WOO. A beautiful stone;, but inferior to the

Yuh. The name of a sword*

5j-^
'.'-. YEN. A stone inferior to the ^ Vflh.

LL. To work or polish gems ; to controul
;

to rule; to direct; to regulate, to- rectrfy ; to govern; to

regard or pay attention to; to meddle with; the principles

in m itter, in bodies, in the universe, and in man, by which

they are regulated ; right principles ; reason in man ; the prin-

ciple of order by which the universe is regulated. The veins

in animal bodies, or streaks in stones or wood. To separate

or divide; a go-between, or marriage coutract-miker. A

surname; certain paper.

Le
J|l

as distinguished from Ke ^ is an immaterial

incorporeal principle. Ke is the more subtle or iueniible

parts of material existence* i the substance on which figure

and the other qualities of bodies are reared. Whatever

has figure is founded on Ke ; whatever is destitute of thape

or figure, belongs to Le and to jg Taou. Ke it below
-Jfe

Hing, i. e form or figure ; it is the ^ Ke, or B Keu,

the containing vessel; the substratum; the subiistence of

material bodies, the primary matter. Le is the Tuou, or

principle which is upon, or inherent in, material bodies, and

is considered their 7K root or origin. Nor has it any Kw$

ti choo }, TA
rf-j place in particular where it is appended

or attached to them ; nor can it be decided whether Le or Ke,

is first, Uiough if an order must be mentioned, the precedence

is given to Le. Le also denotes a kind of principle of orga-

nization ; the internal and rnential form of Europeans. Le is

sometimes spoken of as- a kind of tout nf the univfrtr. The

heavens, the earth, and all animate and inanimate creatures,

Chih she ylh ko leQ J^ [|| J|?
are but one If, or

principle ;
and as to human beings K6 tsze yew )ih ko le ,^

l jfef .

j^S JJ8 every one has an individual and distinct

le. The universal le is compared to the water of the ocean,

out of which each person takes a part, some more and some

less; still all belong to the water of the ocean, which is supreme.

Sew le ya shoo {fa J|? #jj ^- to repair a public office.

Sew le fun yen fj^ Jj| Jt^ ^j
ID put in order a place

t

burial ; this is done by the Tartar princes before their de ilh. In

1821, one of the Emperor's uncles, in the "Oth year of his age, re-

quested 120,000 tails to put in order a piece of ground for his

inleri.ent. Le wan J|j fij]
a title of office, of the 6th de-

;r(e of rank. Ke le yay tsae T J^ -^ "^ how is it rea-

sonable ! Se le mtih ffi JQ! Jk a tine grained wood-.

K'HEW. A certain sonorous stone ; a valuable

stone ;
a globe; a sphere. Teen kew ^c J;k

a celestial globe.

HEUEN. The appearance of va!u ible

and <'< st -nd suspended a! the girdle. Read Keuen, in the

sam' 1

<
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LANG. Lang kan J^ J^ resembles a pearl (

a stone of an inferior sort. Occurs forming a part of various

other proper names.

SEW. A certain valuable stone.

FOW. Name of a certain variegated stone.

An ancient form of ^ Sth.

LEW. lew le life Jj|j
a pearl, or bead; a very

v ^

vitreous substance, or glaze. Shining ; bright. The name of

a state.

YAY. Xang yay $| EjK
the name of a place.

Original form of JJJ| Yin.

Original form of j Mo

Supposed to be the same as y Ling.

HE. A man's name.

^ty^ The sound of this character is not known ; seem* to

^T
denote Opening a window.

5

JR Name of a valuable stone ; the sound of the charac-

ter is not known.
-

*

EIGHT STROKES.

T'HEEN. The colour of the Yah stone.

KE. The name of a valuable stone.

PEEN.

A sort of pearl. Used for

YUN.

Ping. A sbealh or scabbard.

All regularly ; even placed. Read Keun, Name of a stone.

TSOW. The veins of stones.

fELX
Same as J^Tiung; which chanrterdow not oc-

cur in Rang- he, perhaps it should be
Jjja

Tsung.

YU. The name of a stone.

K'HEU. Ear-rings.

A cup made uf the Yfih tone.
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Y1H, A stone variegated.

SIH. Same as Jp Slh.

.

Read Tsuy and Sin, The lustre of a stone.

Same as
JJ? Min, and g Min. A stone inferior

V M rHH
to the ^P Y8h.

r

(

Y1H A man's name.

TO. The name of a valuable stone.

KEUH. The name ofa valuable stone.

KEU. Name, of a certain valuable stone.

ME. The name of a valuable stone.

CHIN, and Shin.

Kuautifdl gems or precioos stones.

LAIii. A stone belonging to liie^J^ Yuh species.

An ancient form- of p Shing. Some say it is the

same as^ Wang. A surname.

PART i. voi, n. 7.8

A vulgar form of j^t Min.

TAE. The name of a stone.

WEI . A stone resembling the ^fc Yob.

Yuh, The name of a bird.

TEEN.

The name of a stone. Some say, Stones attached lo car ring* .

U

CH'HUH. The name of a stone, also of &

slone cut in a particular form as an ensign of authority.

\J

CHO. TO work stones or gemsj t<. mt <,

carve. To choose ; to select.

AD ornament of a sword worn at the girdle.

TSANG.

The jingling n-ise of stones worn at the giritlr

^

HOO. A kind of seal made like a
tiger, givi

authority over the army. A certain vessel mide of stone.

Hoc, pin choo
-Jfc j j amber beads.

GO. A white kind of valuable stone. .
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KE. A certain precious stone. Food of play; a

large appearance. Ke wei
*j- Jjl; valuable, precious.

WAN, and Han.

A stone inferior to the ^fc Yuh.

a KWAN

Beautiful stones; a itone like a pearl.

CH'HANG, or Chang. Chang wan

J/Q the t,tone or other ornaments attached to tbeean by barba-

riani; otherwise called JC jjjj
Urh tang.

K'Hfc<. A certain valuable ttone. Yu fce jff

JSL name of a tree. Ke lin
[

Jot a certain temple of *he

sect Taou.

PUNG.

Pung chang PK Ja a kind of tooe worn at n ornaroent.

YUEN.

A certain stone sceptre, or court ornament , a man's name.

LUH. A certain valuable stone.

YEN. From a gem and flame. A bright lu-

minous gem. Beautiful) recpleodcnt ; a sacred name of the

Jate Emperor Kea-king.

TSUNG. A stone formed with eight corners

to represent the earth. A surname ; a man's name.

KWAN. A certain musical instrument of

the reed or flute kind. Read Kwin, Name of a stone.

TEAOU.

W

To work stones. One says, The name of a valuable stone

To carve; to cut.

P'HAE, or Pei.

A string of beads consisting of five hundred.

UN.

The name of a stone; name of an ancient state.

K'HIN. To restrain; a musical instrument.

to restrain the passioni. A certain stringed instrument j at

first made with five strings to which twu were afterwards

added. Name of a place. A surname; aman'snnme; name

of an insect. Fung kin
J|^ ^^ bells or any jingling apparatus

hung bellow the eaves of a houie to ring bv the Miud.

kl> To push from with the hand. Name of

a fish ; and of a stringed instrument.

PA. pe pa f? 1 an instrument with three

strings, played on with the fingers. Pe, is to push the hand

from one ; Pa, to draw it back again ; as in playing ou

the Pe pa.
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iti An ancient form of HI Kw5.

Original form of $ Lae.

;

Supposed to be the name of a itonc, the pronun-

ciation ii lost.

A form of J Pae.

A man's name , the pronunciation ii lost.

CHO. A man's name.

NINE STROKES.

TOO. The name of a stone.

KEAE. A kind of stone sceptre, held in the

band by Chinese statesmen, in ancient tiroes

HWAN. The name of a ston.

LA. A stone of the : YQh kind.

\

YU.

A certain stone of an inferior kind to the
-{ Yfih.

/

MAOU. A sort of sceptre held in the hand.

a sjieciei ofRead Mei, Tae mei
]ij| f|j

or Tae

tortoiie shell.

MEI. A ftone resembling the 3 Y6h.

CH'HUN. Name of a certain valuable tone.

I A stone formed in a particular man-

ner for ornament, sir tenths of a cubit long.

T'HE.

Te tang j^ j^ the name of a valuable stone.

SING. The lustre of a gem .

T'HAE, and T'hiih. Taeme.^Tg the

lorioiie shell of commerce.

JOW. Name of a valuable stone.

MIN.

inferior to the 5R

PIN. Lin pin

with stones, ivory, and so on.

A beautiful stone. Read Pin, A stone

elegantly ornamented''
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CHTN, Kan, and Han.

A stone inferior to the -fc Yfih.

WEI. A certain stone. A man's name. A

certain utensil or play thing.

JJLT

\

TyjF JUEN. A stone inferior to the 3i Yuh. Read

Nwan, Land near the shore ; fields below a city wall.

J

JLPJZ

Jf

HWAN. The appearance of gay colours.

HEAE. A black stone resembling the 3? Yuh.

CH'HUEN. A .lone of the 3=

TSEEN. Name of a stone.

jJ
CH'HUEN. A dragon or other figure de-

picted on the sceptre-like stones ol the Chinese, called 4? Kwei

9 '

** CH'HANG A kind of stone sceptre, other-J
,

wise called -3r Kwei, in length a cubit and two tenths.

J^

TSEUEN.

Name of a valuable stone. Name of a valuable shell.

A vulgar form of ||| Lew.

K'HEUNG. A carnation coloured tone.

HE A. A certain stone of a rather reddish colour ,

a stone fractured or cracked. Error ; fault
; crime ; split ; rent ;

distant; remote ; apart from ; stern ; severe. Name of a place ;

a surname; name of an animal.

fry jf

TWAN. A stone resembling the 3?

YUEN. A stone cut with a large hole in the
*

centre; anciently carried in the hand by kings as a

authority. The name of a stone.

K'HEU. A sort of ear ring worn by foreigners.

Same as $$ Yay.

NAOU . Ma naou
fflfr ^ the cornelian stone.

1

LEEN. Name of a valuable stone.

An ancient form of Jf^ Tsin.

HOO. Shen boo
J|J Ity

coral. Hoo leen

a certain vessel used in temples to contain grain.
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YING.

From a tun and fouriihing. The lustre of itonci or gems.

SUY. Name of a stone.Jf
YU. A certain (tone. A man's name.

HWANG.

The noise of stones striking against each other.

r

SUY, Shuy, or Shwuy. Certain stone

signets in ancient times given to the princes of chiefs of the

small states in China, by the person acknowledged as Emperor,

and which was the symbol of authority; a sign of bappmesn ;

an auspicious omen ; any thing good. The name of a district

TUH, or T8. A stone to hang at the ear.

S1H. A certain stringed instrument; numerous;

many ; a robust, stern, severe manner. A man's name.

An ancient form of Ep Kwan.

An ancient form of J& Yin.

Supposed to be an erroneous form of
jj

Se'

PiBTI. VOt. II. 7 T

TEN STROKES.

Lew.A vulgar form of

TKlfi SZE. The name of a stone.

Original form of 1% Chin.

YUNG. Tiung jung
J[j J)

the noinc made

by stones
jingling at the girdle.

Jj

\

so.

The noise of stones ; broken bits of stones. Small, minute

YAOU. A sort of valuable stone. Nameofa

hill: of a pool; of a star; and of a man.

TUY. To cut or dress a stone.

WAN. A man's name.
i

JCL
WOO. A stone resembling the ^ Yiih

\*W *

TSIN.

A beautiful stone similar but inferior to the
~

Yfih.
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TSIN. The name of a stone.

WAN, Han, and Yuen.

A stone resembling the ^ YBh.

'

Y1NG, and Yung. The lustre of

bright shining ; clearness of perception. A man's name

gems;

MA. Ma naou
jjSI J or Ma naou shih

l 'le cornelian stone.

T'HAOU. Name of a stone; a beautiful stone.

Stone ornaments for a sword.

T*Oj PANG. Pang tang Jjfe I^na me of a stone-

jjLW. Stone ornaments htnging from a crown.

I'cn l.n.t ornaments of a standard. Beautiful gold.

T'HANG.

A ytih stone, the name of a y&h stone.
. .

K. Wt*l. A round good pearl; applied to a pre-

O'IOIK -tone of an inferior quality The name of a tree. Rare;

extraordinary ; precious. Mei kwei
Jj j& name of a pearl;

also of a round cake called the moon-cake, eaten at the har-

vfst moon ; applied also to a reddish stone called a fire-pearl,

and Id the rose.

LEIIT.

The dazzling flowery appearance of stones.

A vulgar form ofJg Lang.

n.

T'HO. Name of a yuh stone.

Same as the preceding.

TEEN, and Ch'hin. Certain stood ap.

pended to the ears, or according to the term in Chinese,

stuffed into the ear. The name of a stone. A man's name.

A vulgar form of the preceding.

T'flEANG, and Ts'hang. T,sng

Jfe ^j|
the noise of ornamental stones jingling against each

other; the colour of gems or stones.

IS'HO. Fresh white color of a stone; fresli-

ness and beauty in any thing. A fascinating smile. To nib

against, as when polishing a stone.

Hf
Two stones joined together. The name of a y&h stone.

WAN. A yuh stone.
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CHAUU. Certain ornameuU of stone belong- ,

iiii to the cover of a carnage. The name of a j Oh stone.

Original form, of f| Pe.

not known.

HE.

Stone of a black colour j amber a thousand yeart old.

TS'HUNG. T.ung yung j$ (heap.

pearance of stones suspended at the girdle when a person

Name of a place, the sound of the character is II

walk ' the noiie raade b? tbese !tone> -

Original form of f| Pa.

SHOO. j\ sort of sceptre anciently held iin

the hand by statesmen at an audience of the emperor. A

beautiful stone.

SHANG, or Chang.

A certain valuable stone.

KWAN.

A beautiful stone. The name of a beautiful yflh stone.

J

An ancient form of $t Peih.

Name of a certain valuable stone.

KIN. A certain valuable stone.

A vulgar form of JW Hwan.

CHOO, and Too.

The name of a YQh stone.

Same as J! Sih.

TS'HUY. Tsuy tsan t& j|? the luslreof

YiSh stones, or geras. The appearance of pearls hanging pen-

dant down. The name of a YBh stone.

K'HE. Stone ornaments of a cap

J-<k. From a stone or gem and bright. The shin-

or Lew le Ifc
Jjg

ing appearance of a mat. Lew le

a pearl; a kind of vitreous glaze put on the outside ..t the

roofs of Imperial houses; used to denote Glass Pole Tit*
"*

glass.

\

TSAQU. A stone
resembling the Yfih. The

noise of stones. The carving or other ornaments of a harem

door. Small ; petty.

^ZF/J
A beautiful stone rejembling the Yiih.
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T'SHUNG.

A bf.iuirful stone. A stone resembling the Yuk.

Y ING. A bright variegated Yfih ilone.

Vulgar form, of Tsan.

K'HEW. Same as f$ Kew. Asortofrnu-

sical stone; the noie of stones jingling. A beautifuUtone.

SEUEN.

Name of a Yfih toue, and of a star. A man's name.

GAOU.

A certain -musical instrument, or jingling stone.

HOO. A yGh stone.

LEEN.

An ancient vessel used in temples to contain the grarn.

/

K LO. The beautiful lustre of gems.

MTJN. A certain stone of a reddish hue

"AN. Veini or streaks of different

CHANG

A kind ofceptre made of stone; a plnj thing for a child.

J;

TOO. The name of a yuh stone.

WEI. A stone ornament of a sword

Original form of
Jsgij

Lih.

An erroneous form of Jlr <Chaou

TSO. A man's name.

An ancient form of^ Lang.

Original form of |i> Sth.

sw

~d&
KS^^^ The sound of this character is not known;

refercnce4o >the burning of king *j Chow.

IVCr YIN.. An arena.

J:
JLOW. Name of Q autimnal sacrifice.
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Al\T-

TWELVE STROKES

CH'HE, and Wei. An ornament of the end

of a sword. Used for 4Br Wei, and for
Jjfc

Chuen.

LOO. Name of a valuable stone.

m

WOO. A Yfih stone of three different colours

4 tit
Name of a bad Yuh stone.

1 AINCi. A stone inferior to the yfih stone.

SEW.

Name of a Yfih stone, and of a stone inferior.

Vulgar form of Jpf San.

\

TSANG. Appearance of a Ytih stone.

SIN.

A beautiful stone but inferior to the yuh stone.

CHAN. Name of a yuh stone.

PE1H.

A blue and white yuh stone; tube for playing on.

PART i. VOL. i.'. 1 "

Same as S Keu.

3*""ulgar form of $? Keu.

T'HANG. A fine beautiful sort of gold, it

colour resembling the yiih stone.

lj LIN.
Variegated with streaks; the luMre and

varied colours of gems. To rhyme read Linj.

LAOU. Name of a yiih stone.

;LEAOU.

The yfih stone. The same as Kf Leaou.

KEUNG. A carnation coloured yBh utone

LBh keung
|

name of a stone said to grow in the

horns of old deer. Read Keue, Stones suspended at the "irdle.

(he nanYe of a
KEIH. chuy keth

plnce, which produces beautiful yfih stones ; to which the

same name is applied.

SUH.

A surname. A worker in precious stones.

HWANG.

A certain stone sceptre, called a balf sceptre.
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J
TSIN. A stone inferior to the yfih stone.

Same as J/ft Kwei.

P'HO. A gem not yet freed from its external

coat ; an unpolished gera. A surname. The external covering

of a gem.

Same as ^ Ying.

FAN. A certain kind of precious stone.

^tfc TSIN. Name of an elegant scholar.

Li r,W . i,ew le
J||j Jig certain pearls or beads,

probably some composition. An earthen ware vessel far the

tehle.

J Htl. Ornament for a woman's head dress.

A crevice; a small aperture.

CHUEN.

A kind of pearl is expressed by J& Kji Chin chuen.

LE1H. Name of a yuh stone.

KE. Name of a speculum. Name of a star.

Seuen ke yflh hJng IS JM ^ Wr an astronomical instru-

ment ; a kind of circle or quadrant.

An ancient form of B Seuen.

Same as J$| Hwan.

An original form of i^ Show.

Same as the preceding.

Same as the two preceding.

A man's name; the pronunciation is not known.

An ancient form of fe Seuen.

J

J

I

KING. The name of a yuh stone.

0~
GAE. A certain beautiful stone.

Same as f Kwei.

\ n*^
KEAOU- Stones attached to the girdle.
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TANG. Flowery ornaments. Urh tang Jjl J^

earrings, or other pendant ornaments; certain jingling orna-

ments attached to the girdle, or suspended in other places.

Name of a plant. Lang tang J^ or Kin fang tang jg

j6 I certain ornaments hung up in the palace which make

a noise when agitated by the wind j Lang tang, is also a kind

of lock or fetter. Tang tang \
'jjjf

or Ting tang "J" |

or Ting lung "T* ife stones appended to the sash or girdle

which make a jingling noise when a person walks.

KWAN.

To burnish gold and stones, and cause them to shed a lustre.

TL
g?

LE1H. The mame of a yuh stone.

YUNG. An utensil made of the jiih stoue ;

also the name of a stone inferior to it.

Same as ^ Leth.

/

TAN. Name of a yuh stone.

u

PE1H. A valuable stone made round to re-

semble heaven, and sometimes in the centre a square hole,

which is to represent Earth; an auspicious stone; much

used in nncient Chinese courts as an ornament or badge of

authority. Hollow in the middle. Kwei peth Jg J|g
are

different sorts of ornamental stones in ancient use; a sort

of Letters Patent. The Kwei is about a cubit long, the

Pclh round.

TS'HAN. The liiltre of itone or gemi.

K.EU.

A sort of ring. A lurnarue ; a man's name.

HEANG. The name of a yuh stone.

IbAOU. Variegated silk threads connecting

gems which were attached to ancient crowns or ornaments.

Used to denote Elegant composition.

i

HAUL). A stone resembling the Yah stone.

/

SUY. The name of a YiSh stone. Read Seuen,

in the sense of ftp Seuen.

form of J|i Lclh.

K'HWAE. A man's name. Reod Hwuy, To

adorn the seams of a cap with stones.

T'HEEN.

The colour of the ydh stone. Stones appended to the ears.

HWAN.

A stone ring, worn as a female ornament. A ring i a circle ;

to encircle; to surround. A surname , a man's name. Name

of an office, and of a river.
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I v=l
*T J5^ KO. A stone resembling the yBh stone.

SIH.

Pure and clean as a gem. Sth sh fif
Jf/; bright pearls

SHUH. The name of a yuh stone.

SU I. A certain valuable stone which is at-

tached to girdles, and supposed to he lucky.

A woman's name ; the sound of the character is

Same as Hi Teen.

"T

not known

JitI

Same as Jfis Keu.

FOURTEEN STROKES

YU. Name of a stone.

TSIN, or Sin.

A stone similiar to a yuh stone.

jfr LEU

Name of a yBh stone, Read Foo, A beautiful stone.

KEEN. The name of a yuh stoneJ

A*
l

PEEN. Name of a pearl. Read Pin, The

appearance of a stone with veins and streaks; variegated

appearance.

K'HE. Stone ornaments of a cap.

SHOW, and TaOU. The name of a yuh

stone. Read Shdh, A certain yuh clone utensil.

I

WAN. A cracked tone; a crack in any ves-

sel which yet adheres and does not fall to pieces , a crack in

tortoise shell which is used in divination.

Original form of ^ So

TSUY. The colour of Vuh stone.

LAN. The name of a \iih stone.

SE. A royal or imperial seal; the great seal

of a nation. Originally written
ppf Se.

m 1 S EJ. A stone with spots and flaws. Head

Tsze, A vessel which contains the grain offered in sacrifice.
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SEUEN, and Juy. Name of a valuable

stone. An astronomical instrument. Same as Jjy Scuen.

Seuen kwei p Btt a certain precious stone used about ancient

courts.

HE A. A certain valuable stone.

JUEN. A stone resembling the ^fc Yuh.

YEW. A certain yuh stone.

Original form of J|f Lin

Same as fij| Yu.

HO, or Yo.

A i unpolished yfih stone. The name of a river.

KAE. A man's name.

>.**-

JOB.

An utensil made of the yuh stone.

1 'H.UH. Name of a yfih stone; a stone utensil.

LE1H. TeTh leih a bright pearl.

PART 1. VOL. II. 7 X

CHIH. A man's name.

JOW. Name of a yuh stone

LE.

A certain valuable stone , used also for
JJH

Le. See above.

An original form of fjl
r

\ *

A stone carved in a particular manner.

Vulgar form ofijf Tsan.

K'HEUNG. A carnation coloured or red

stone i coral stones, or as the Chinese express it, stones which

are accumulated to a tree, or rather a fabulous tree which

confers immortality. A man's name; name of a district.

K'HE. A pearl not round.

Same as JS Keu.

WAN. Cracked.

CHEN.

Lunj; chen
Fn| JB name of a preserved fruit.
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TS!H. A stone damaged in some degree.

SIXTEEN STROKES.

LE1H. Name of a yuh stone.

= Same as $1 Kvvei.

as

SUY. Pearls or beads.

LA. A yQh stone. A form of
Jjjij

Li.

LUJNCj- A large precious stone laid on the

altar hen praying for rain. Ling lung jKy fflg
the noise made

by ornamental stones jingling against each other ; the noise of

the wind. A clear bright appearance.

LOO- Name of an azure coloured stone.

Same as 176 Kwei.

A form of Seuen.

LAM. The varied colours of the yfib stone.

I

YING.

An ornament or valuable stone that hangs from a lady's neck.

. . u

Shihi. A stone inferior to the yfih stone.

ME.

The name of a ydh stone. Read Se, An unstringed bow.

SEANG. Certain ornaments attached to theJ
saddle and belts of a horse; ornaments of womens' braiding

pins and bracelets.

LING. Ling woo ! 3& seem * to Denote

certain sorcerers who use the yfili stone in the service of the

gods

Name ofayfihitone. The sound is not known.

Same as J$i Yu.

An ancient form of ^ Kin.

KEUNG. A carnation coloured stone.

An original form of | Yung.

T'HAOU. A yOh stone.
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KWAN. The name of a valuable stone.

, and JaOU. The name of a y8h .lone.

TSAN. A certain kind of sceptre; a vessel

used anciently to contain wine in the temples. A man's name.

j>f* V

&ff YEN. A yuh stone still or boiler.

3H* HWAN

A tone sceptre held by noblei. A man'* name

LUY. A yuh stone utensil.

LUY. A yuh stone utensil

stone resembling the yflh stone.

NINETY-SEVENTH RADICAL.

KWA. The cucumis and cucurbita species;

cucumber and melon -,
alio applied to gourds. Forms a part

of various proper names. Kwa leen
fl |$

an elliptical

or oval face; a long face.

P'HO. Asort of melon; name of a plant which

has nine leave growing from the same stalk.

T'HUN. A fruit of the melon kind.

CH'HIN. A melon with a bluish skin.

PAN. A certain melon deemed felicituoui.

T'HUN. A species of melon.

PUNG.

The appearance of a melon plant with a great deal of fruit.

Same as iM Tun.

T'HEE. A small ipecie* of melon -,
a. young

melon. Rwa te
JJ^ j^ a large and a small melon ; me-

taphorically Children and grandchildren descending from the

same parent.

game as the preceding.
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KOVV. A particular sort of melon.

PAOU. Paou kwa J^ jfj!^
orPaou li<.

]

AjT
a certain gourd of which a drinking cup is made.

II V KOO. A sort of melon called Wang kwa

P/^V
ITI the royal melon. Read Joo, Dried vegetables.

LING. A melon that comes from the south.

YU. A melon plant loaded with melons, the

root unable to support the top. Peebles weak.

l|\Q A vulgar form of ^ Che.

the inside of a melon

spoiled from being over ripe.

PO. A small melon.

KWO A certain fruit.

HOO. Hoo, or Hoo loo a kind of

calabash. >A surname Hoo tsze 1 -3- a certain bank raised

against water.

KO, or Ka. Strong ; pobust.

KEAOU. A particular sort of melon.

YAOU. The name of a melon.

A melon spoiled by over ripeness.

TUH. A vessel to contain vinegar.

Same as 1ft Tee.

HO. A melon.

1 UH . A particular sort of melon, or gourd.

PEL The shell of a gourd.

CHIH.

The name of a district, considered also the same as
fll Hoo.

PEEN. A yellow melon. Pih peen

a species of melon or gourd.

HOW. The royal melon.

LEEN. The internal skin of a melon.
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T'HANG. The name of a large sort of melon.

Tang tang J|& Ijffij
the appearance of a long species of melon.

KWEI. Same as jj^ Kuei.

J*YAOU. A melon or gourd.

. Name of a melon
( also melon seeds.

TANG.

The iniide of a meloo ; the lower end of a melon

Same as M Il<><>

Same as ffi| Tee.

LOW. Name of a fruit called the royal melon

containing a strong bitter, used in medicine.

A species of melon.

HING, or Ying. A small sort of melon.

mPEAOU.
A kind of gourd or calabash, Wwhich

9

a drinking cup is made; used also to lift water with.

I

YAOU. Name of a melon.

PAN. The internal sections of a melon, or

,

of fruit like the orange. The petals or flower leaves of a

plant are called /? jj|
Hwa pan

PART I VOL. II, 7 Y

A kind of calabash or shell of

LOO. The name of a river. HocilooM

a species of cucurbit.! ; the bottle gourd

Sanae as the preceding

tptljl
YEN. A species of gourd

&JANG The edible part of a melon

KWAN. A melon rolling abou (

Same as H Peaou.

Same as
e>

LL. The seeds of a gourd. A ladle or other

vessel made of the shell of a gourd.

t&l
An ancient form ofH Peaou.
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NINETY-EIGHTH RADICAL.

A generic term for all earthen ware

alreidy burnt. Bricks or ware made of earth; tiles; lings

made of burnt earth; an earthen utensil used io twisting threads.

Name of a place ; a man's name. Wei tsin teen fow wa, yu

keae^rnaou tsze
ffUjH ; | ^E fjife ^ 7& ?fc

tlle

sleeping palace alone was covered with tiles, all the rest were

thatched, said of the palaces of the second Emperor of the

Tang dynasty, (A. D. 650.) Wa kwan 3T tt an earthen jar.

THING. Bricks for building walls.

WA. To cover a house with tiles.

JB

WA. A
hilly appearance.

FAN. Tiles.

Y1H. A mould for tiles.

An ancient form of ^ Tsew.

T'HOO.

A certain earthen.ware jar,- earthen ware vessels.

w;

KEANG, A large earthen jar. Read Hang,

An earthen ware vate, as for flowers. Read Hung, Earthenware.

PAN- To spoil or injure. A tile that is placed

under, and called the female tile.

PUN. Water overflowing. Same as^ Yang.

TSOW. The wall built inside a well.

PEL Unburnt bricks.

RANG- A large earthen-ware jar.

Same as $J[ Ping.

KJL

*R FANG.

A potter, or one who prepares the clay. A mao's name.

TAN. An earthen-ware vase. Tiles or bricks.

An earthen jar containing one 7] Shin, or stone.
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KING, and Hang.

A vessel for wine, in form resembling a bell with a long neck.

HAJM. An earthen-ware vessel with ears, or

handles Read Keen, A small vase with handles.

UNG. An earthen-ware jar or vase."TT*

Same as ^ Han.

KUNG. An earthen ware jar.

HOO. Bricks.

LING. An earthen ware jar or pitcher with

handles, fitted for drawing water to extinguish a fire , tiles of a

house top, of a particular description.

E. A certain earthen vessel.

YANG, Or Gang. Earlj knowledge; intelli-

gence; knowledge; wisdom. To enquire; to ask ; to ques-

tion. Sound or voice.

SZE. Bricks.

WAN. A small dish for rice.

TE.

A largo earthen ware jar for water, or for riet

YUNG. A large earthen jar.

?*"-.

NA. A tile that covers the edges <>f otlicrr

P'HANG. A sort of jar

V1H . Tiles placed on the roof without rnorUr.

T'HO. A dish or basin . .

SIX STROKES.

SHOO. A small jar or earthen vase.

Ir n ^" An earthen ware vase ;
a tile

A vulgar form of

P1H. Wail around the inside ofa weJL

^ -HU. A small earthen-ware pot or jar. A

certain play called '

Flying bricks.'
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'HEE. A large e.irtheri-ware vase or
j,ir that

will contain a j Tow measure.

ILWUY, orKwei. An empty still.

Earthen-ware of u fine sort j porcelain.

JUE N A form of^ Tseun .

K'HAOU, and T'hovv.

Utensils; earthen-ware vessels.

Same as iS

THUNG

A certain kind of earthen pitcher or jar.

'-"k\
Same as tt Woo.

HA.\ . A vase or jar with ears. Read Kan, A

\fs>el with a contracted mouth.

A disquieted agitated appearance.

LLE. An abbreviated form of Biff Lee.

ffi.
An original form of ^ Hing.

KEUE.N. A hole at the bottom of ajar or

other vessel, to draw off wine or other liquids.

TE. Same as ffi Te.

FAN. The appearance uf a vase or jar. A tile.

. An utensil to contain wine or li

CHING.

A jnr with handles, &c. A containing vessel

MANG, or Mine;.

aa
'I he roof of a house ; the topmost beam.

Crl H Ai> (j. A sort (if coarse j-ir, aCorcan word.

VVOO. A dish or basin.

LANG. An utensil.

KING, or Hang.

A certain wine vessel with a long neck. Same
as-JHl

I

CH'HE. A certain wine vessel.
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PING. A sort of earthen-ware jar.

TSEE.

Half a tile; the half of which covert the edga of two other*.

HWANG. An utensil.

HVVAN, and Hwa.

A jar with a large mouth.

u

HANG, Or Hing. A jar with ear. or handles

|
T'HEEN. To put bill of brick under tab le,

or any thing else, in order to make it level.

KAN tr. A jar or^ther earthen-ware vessel

LE. A small earthen-ware vase.

TANG.

A large jar or other earthen-ware vessel. A turname.

MANG.

A sort of binding for the lower part of a itill.

Same as |jj Ke.

FART ( VOL. II. 7 Z

CHAE.

To rub and cleanse. To eleaote with brick dust.

I UN. A potter
1
* veiiel ; aiort of large cup

FOW, Or Poo. An earlhen-wre veiicJ

Hi

;

TUNG.

Tung ke j^ an earthen-ware jar.

Same as

- An earthen ware vessel ; a large jar.

lOVY. A certain earthen pot or jar. Tunjpow

fiE3 iF a copper vessel for containing thing! pre*erved in

brine or pickle.

CH'HUY

An earthen veiel with a mall mouth ; th* name of a place.

/

PING. A pitcher for drawing water. Avewel

for blowing np the fire, aed io temple*. Name of a place.

A larname.

TSEUN.

Soft leather , leather breecbo for bunting.
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t

Same as Jj Xa

SUY. Broken; rent.

Same as * Sze.

LEE.

\oise oftreading on tiles Noiseof breaking a potter's vessel.

KEAE. A tile called a male tile.

SING. Ajar or pitcher with handles.

\

ClO YV. Anearlhen ware bowl or basin

T'HE. A small dish or basin.

VU. Ajar or earthen ware vase.

TSOVV, or Tsew. Tiles bu.lt up inside

a wall, to prevent the earth falling in. To pile up -,
to adorn;

certain ornaments

ilftr
Tr-El

a
T'HO. A play called Flying bricks.

KING. A stone utensil or vessel.

Same as ^ Shwang.

PEEN. A small basin with a large mouth.

Y1N.G A word tliat occnrs in the Budh books.

CHUEN. A kind of basin or platter.

HEANG.

A jar for containing water or other things.

R.
'
Or Chin. To burn earthern ware.

to form or mould as the Potter. To search ; to examine ;

to brighten ; to illustrate.

TEN STROKES.

\p YUNG, and Chung.

An earthen-ware vessel.

YANG. A basin.

YING. A pitcher or other vessel with a long

neck, and that will stand the fire.
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A vulgar form of
[SjJ[, Rang

K'HEANG, and Kang.

A certain vessel. Read Kwang, Broken earthen vessels.

KO.

the top beam where two sides of a roofjoin.

3
3
!I5 ko

GO, or Yo. An earthen ware vessel.

SEUH. Unable to walk ; or to effect a purpose.

K'HE. A cracked earthen vessel.

HAN. A house covered with tiles ; to tile.

T'HANG. Fine earthen ware, or porcelain.

A small pitcher with handles.

Same as IE, Ke.

I E. Potter's ware ; an earthen vessel.

K'HEE.

A pitcher or vase , unburnt earthen ware.

Same as it Yung.

TSUNG.

Earthen.ware jar ; pitcher or other vetsel.

LUY. Bricks.

jSff A vulgar form ofH Peaou.

'

R
X

LOW. A small jar or other earthen TC, r(.

u

TE1H.
Ling teih %B Sg a sort, ,f large jar.

CHWANG, and Shwang. TO sfoll r

with brick dust or pounded stone; totleanre; to rub. The

half of a tile.

Itttt H GOW. A small earthen basin; a cup , a deep

JSpU
one cf the kind. \,.\ surname.

MANG, and Mlllg. The pillars of a bouse

thai support the roof. The back or roof of a house.

is,
CHUETN. Bricks or tiles ; flags made of burnt

bricks. A kind of tile laid on the knee when twisting thread

by Chinese women.
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K'HANG, and Keang.

Tiles; potter'* ware. Earthen ware made like a bottle gourd.

LUH. Tiles or bricks.

KWO. An earthen ware vessel.

LUY. Potter's ware.

T'HUNG, and Chung.

The wall inside a well; potter's fesseh

PANG. Certain earthen-ware jars.

/

CH'HING. Earthen-ware vessels.

LIN.

Lin |;e'en %& I S streaked or marked with ?ein

An earthen-ware rowel ; a sort ofjar.

HUNG, and Hang. A small tile.

SO. A vessel breaking.

*~ H TSANG. A boiler for rice, or for making

spirituous liquors. Fan tilng \ifi "SB a rice boiler Tsew
HJA pfv

t*4no -/J5 a wine boiler.
1"^ I

r H >VAN . A certain large earthen vessel.

. A small jar or pitcher.

. A certain wine vessel.

SZE, and Se.

A certain earthen-ware vessel ; the noise of a jar breaking.

TANG.

It

Certain earthen vessels used in temple ceremonies.

PEIH. A large kind of brick.

TAN

A largo jar that contains one TJ SHh, or stone meajare.

HE. An earthen-ware vessel.

TANG. A tile ; a potter's vessel

Same as Id Keth.
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LUY

Tiles connected with the pillars of houses.

SHEN, and Ch'hen.

The borders of earthen vessels.

HUH. Potter's vessels; unburnt earthen-ware.

nfCrrUiN<J. Certain pitchers or other earthen-ware

vessels. Uog yang ^g ^ large swelling).

YtiJN. A small hill standing apart from a

larger hill. An erroneous form of f Yen.

YING. A sort of earthen-uarejar.

m E. A large jar, or other earthen-ware vessel.

HAN.

A large basin for eontainin; ice. Also read Been and Keen.

WOO. Ajar. Same as| Woo.

vessel for containing wine.

A still, one says without a bottom.

Bored through. Name of a place.

PtRT 1. VOL. II. S A

LOO. A wine vessel.

LUNG.

To Ix-at down a mud wall , to grind ; to rub.

TUY. The name of a vessel.

JUNG, Jun, and Seun.

Leather breeches for hunting in.

. . \f

SEE. The noise of breaking
1

.

TSAN, or Chan. A sort of jar.

LING. A vulgar form of^ Liri.

KWEJ, and Hwuy.

The hole at the bottom of a still.

u

CHE. A kind of earthen ware basin

CHUEN.

Walking in a crooked distorted manner.

LO, or Lwa

A p<ittcr's vessel, a sort of chimney leading from a furnace
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UNG. A pitcher with which to draw water

out of a well, an earthen vessel, in ancient times used iu

music.

LING. The same as |ft Lin.

R ItLEW.

The highest rafter of a roof ; or the tiles which it supports.

LUY.

The tiles connected with the pillars of a bouie.

NINETY-NINTH RADICAL.

-a-
KAN.

This character is intended to represent the mouth and

tongue, or something in the mouth which it relishes. Sweet;

what is excellent; pleasant; agreeable; to deem sweet or

agreeable; voluntary; words that please the ear; specious

artful flattery; pleasurable. A surname. The name of a

place, of a hill, of a river, of a district, and of a wood.

Kan shwOy ~tr -w^ fresh water. Sze kan sin hoo 5F "tt~

(fa Jp.
will jou die with an easy mind.

Original form of the preceding.

An ancient form of ^ Che'

T'HAE. Sweet.

4rX. KAN. Kan chay ff JjjjF
the sugar cane; but

more properly ij* jjj|p
Kan chay.

An ancient form of ^ Hwan.

SHIN. e

From iweetand to pair. Social delights; excess of pleasure;

hence its usual meaning In an extreme degree , very ; it gene-

rally precedes the adjective, sometimes follows the words which

make the affirmation. Jdh fang tae shin ^ fi| fc J
'

entering the room too much,
'

denotes venereal excess

jST
An ancient form of ^ Woo.

KAN. A certain earthen vessel.

T'HEEN. Excellent ; sweet, tiih tet,
<n.

a sound sleep after drinking. The name of a river.

Same as the preceding.
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YEN. Sweet.

HAN. A white tiger.

Same as
f Chang.

T'HAN. Tan tan a house that has

private apartments far removed from the front, called in Chinese

a deep retired house.' The appearance of an extensive flame.

CHAY. The sugar cane,

BEEN. Fragrant,

t

An ancient form of ^fc Tan

CHAY. The sugar cane.

KAN, K'han, T'han, and K.

Blending harmoniously ; probably referring to tat let,

T'HAN. A taste that remains long on the palate.

m
Same as j Kan.

YEN. A sweet taste.

ONE-HUNDREDTH RADICAL.

SANG.

To bear; to produce to cause, to excite;, human life.,

a state of existence, the present or the future. A male pec-

former on the stage. Unripe; new. Joo yun, slug ke yny,

sze kwei yay J|| ^ ^ ^ ^g |* ^ lhe Confu-

cian sect say, life is a being cast upon or attached to some-

thing ; death is a reverting back to a former state; the Taou

*" " it s & % % &m % vm **
distressed by life and eased by death." The Budh sect says,

"life a like pulling

on clothes; death is like pulling offbreeches." M5 wei k..w

f8h shS sing j|t jgj p D |J / do not, for the sake of

the mouth and the belly, kill living creatures. Sang )o wan

wfih che chung, urh tTh wei jinj jin urh nar; nan. urhche

tohshoo^ $ ftfy ,(, jfi^@A. Am
$. ^ ffil ^P I^ T- oorn ' or produced in the midM of

ten thousand creatures, and favored with being made a human

being; and amongst human being, a man; and amongst rm-n

knowing how to read. TsSng sing tfjt AJT
a title of Sew-tsae

graduates, when they are made in addition to usual nnmber.

Yew hing Uih yew sing sze ; pah yew ya hing ho sing sze
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-}f 7(3
where figure is, thre is life and death ; but that

hich it not embodied by figure, what life or death affect* it !

Tso sing hw5 to perform work rto do any thing by

which to lite. Singchwang I

jjj*
breaking out of an ulcer.

Sing pah pelh tsuy \

not l>e urged but left to nature. Sing, laou, ping, sze, sze ting

ne

birth| or del
'

1Tery should

f <f being born> old age> '"*

, and death ; four things which struck the attention of

Budh just before his leaving the kin? his father's palace.

~\* An ancient form of a- Sang.

From one and torn. A character formed by an

empress of the Tang dynasty, to denote^ Jin, A human being.

Same asf* Sing.

Same as ^ Tsang.

tt olN- From to be born or living, reiterated.

Many living beings standing up together.

YUH. To nourish as nature does all things.

YIN. The same as
jj$j

Yin.

SANG. To pierce.

CH'HAN, or Tsan.

To produce, as from the ground by growth ; to send forth

from the native place, said also of persons. To bear, as

the female of human, or other creatures: that which is pro-

duced ; an estate; patrimony; property in houses or land.

The occupations of the people, in order to obtain a livelihood.

A musical instrument of the reed kind. The name of a

river. A surname. Chan raun
'

or Chan hoc

the passage from the wombat the time of parturition.

lsan IE jll
a reB ular or natural parturition.

An ancient form of )j[ Sing.

An ancient form of ^ Sing.

From a pig and to bear, swine bring

forth numerously. Luxuriant growth of fruits and flowers.

bAIMG. From first and born. Newly born.

A vulgar word for Tender; delicate.

SANG.

A daughter's children ; a grandchild. A surname.

SOU. From again and to Kvc. To live again

to come to life again, as after a fit of the falling sickness;

revive; to resuscitate; resuscitation.

Same as Sang.

An ancient form of ^ Sing

Same as the preceding.
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Original form of $j[ Lung.

Same as $& Soo.

HWANG. Flowery, gay and splendid

Ancient form of the preceding.

CI ST RADICAL.

Jfl

) I (I

YUNG.

From fcni/e and a splinter. To form for some use; thai which

may be used. To use; to employ t to employ to effect any

end or purpose, hence By; with; to exercise any feeling of

the mind ; to partake of food ; the necessary expense. A

surname.

Yung wa kwan tsih sbang K8-lcang-she 16 shwSy thin

a *.**it** ft *-# ss
thrqw an earthen jar at KS-leang-sbc, and caused her to fa!l

into the water and be drowned. E kung ke yung

p^ fll to supply one's own use, or fur one's own use

vaoii t;ie tsze e
JTJ

I fc iffi
H

|tg hanged himself with

a waist sash. Sin yung seaou jin fH'
ffj yj-, ^ believe

and employ bad principled men. Yung taou she, show chin

keen Inou, yen kao raing pih, sin chung choo ting

the knife is nsed (in surgery), let the hand be firm, the eye

clear, aod the heart's attention fixed. KwS yung puh tsfih

jj^
ffl ^^ |B (the national income) inadequate to the

expenditure. Yu kwS yung ^ |||j J|^ supply revenue far

the expenditure of the country. Yung ping suy shaug wei

woo; jTh pun jin e ^ gt $$ j^ jjfc jj^ Jf. ^ fc
2& 'in the ae of army (or military operations, alihou^-h

4\iajecty and martial power be valuable, still the foundation

(of iucces*) is benevolence and justice.

PART I TOL. II. S B

An erroneous form of KeS.

Great j a designation of eminent

Lar^e * great ; many ; numerous. Denotes also To begin

or commence. I; me. The name of a country, of a place,

and of a hill. A surname.

YUNG

The issuing forth of plants growing freely, a water issue

from a spring; passing thwu-h ; containing j coristaot; name

of a measure. The part of a bell by which it is suspended.

HEANG. Prepared j fully provided with.

An ancient form of Jf] Yung

Completed ; ready j prepared j provided

ajniiist, sufficient; entirely; every thing prosperous. To

provide ; to assist; to guard against. A surname. Occurs
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denoting the Claws of animals, and long military weapons.

Kaou pe
-A*

/at to announce that a thing i< completed.J P

Same as the preceding;.

NING.

That which is desired. A surname; the name of a city.

A character found on ancient stone drums ; but

neither the sonod nor the sense is known.

YUNG. A low wall of a city.

CII ND RADICAL.

TEEN.

T<> plant grain in rows ; arranged in order ; a field laid out

in plats j a cultivated field; to plough ; to hunt. Name of an

office; of a divinity ,- ofadistrict; of a plant; ofadrum, and

'

of a carriage. Teen ke ffl 55: an instrument of husbandry.

Puh tsin cl enjtn teen yuen A\ v^> j| J\ f I raj
*'" ""'

encroach <JT people's fields or gardens.

IEW.

-

; by, or through; the place/rom whence; the means

A.y or J1 'i-i+h which ; from, as it respects authority or power t

to l"t i tn depend Ofon a person's permission ; tops through

the Ksrvk nf; to enter by such a passage ; the circumstance!

from which en affnir arose. Occurs in many proper names.

no means of making one's

KEA. t
first Inids of plants ; the first budding forth of any

ti.mg. To begin; the first of the ten astronomical characters

used in forming the cycle. Armour; clothing. The scales of

fish, and sometimes a prickly or serrated cover, different from

the common cale ; the elytra of insects ; the nail* of the

fingers ; the name of au office. Occnrs in several proper names.

Shin kea wei kea ; shih ke5 wei paou -r* ^^ 1=ju
EH ^4- ffl

ffll 11^
ten **ra '''es m!̂ e a kei (or tithing), ten kei make a

Paou (or hundredth). Foo keS^Sf ffl the husk of grain.

SHIN,

Said to represent the back of a human body, which is capable

of contraction or extension. To extend to
;

to stretch out, to

explain to; to clear up. To yawn; the hours from three to

five in the afternoon. Again ; to reiterate. The name of a

state, of . i district ; of a hill, and of a lake or pond.

FUH. A devil's head; or head demon.

NAN.

from field and trength. An official charge or office; the

lowest of the five titles of nobility. The mile of the human
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species; the male throughout nature. Nan tize teen yeo JR

"7" ^.^ ' a natora ' eulMlch i

'
a natural impotence io the

male organs. Nan yin Si Ky rocrnbrum virile. Nan slh
x / I*?

or Nan fung JE [3 sodomy.X^ /" 1W

Same as BA Keuen.

TSEEN. The space of five hundred lea-

round the court; certain divisions of land required to>give to

government so much grain, and three men for the army. To

cultivate ; to dress ; to cause to start forth, and appear exposed

to view.

YEW. A new shoot from a tree already fallen

down. From this is derived Ike character Yew tn From ; the
1 '

cause from which.

P'HING. Hasty; precipitate ; giving unre-

strained scope to one's temper or feelings; drawing each

oilier into a vicious course; to make light of or disregard

property.

T'HING. The path which is trodden by the

f.-et nf persons who pass through fields ; a dyke that serves

for a foot path ; an acre of land: a piece of waste land by the

side of a house. The name of a state or country ; the name of

a district and of a hill. Read TSng, To excavnte the earth

around an altar. Read Teeu, The footsteps of deer; a deer

HWA.

To draw with the
j.

Ticil. Same as 3& Hwa.

KEUEN. From ftU and water

small stream of water ; a furrow or water count m a Ltld, a

cobit wide and one cuhit dep; a valley. To flew w a water

course, applied to the diffusion of the principles taught by

ancient Sages. Name of a place io the west. Also read SCUD,

and Chun, A collection of water at the foot of a mountain.

Same as the preceding.

TSZE. Uncultivated land omgruwo wiffe

weeds and underwood. To commence the cultivation of uch

land by felling Vie Wood and eradicating the weed* To clear

or level a road, hence it is said the character conveys the

idea of destroying. To ciU open.; to rend. Name of a

stream ; the name of a place.

MANX*. SubjeeU of the empire; according.

to some, it denotes those who have been fugitives or emigrant*

from other options, and have been naturalized. Simple ;

imprudent ; country people

Vulgar form <jf Jfl PC.

HAN. Name of salt land.

ClllH. An instrument of husbandry.

PE, Or Pei. The ancient form of this cha-

racter is from Tso, the left, and Rei, the 'head or firti-, hence

Inferior, Teen Uuo te pe^ $j. J|h |3-
beaven is superior,
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tart h inferior. Kaou pei pfj ^ high and low. PecMh
|

^Jj!
inferior, or low office; i e. he who fills one, used by in-

ufficem, when addressing their superiors, instead nf the

HIII I Pe kang 1 n^ meanly crouching and proudly

UMnBttf.

Aii ancient form of the precediag.

TIj/V jLhAV. To plough up the ground. To plough

vnthin the dikes which separate the fields.

^^^k U

\j SAN. To cause, or order.

Same as Bit Mang.

KANG An erroneous form of
|j

Kano .

8J& MOW, Same as Mow.

An ancient form of & Yu.

Bf/l FUN. Funtseuen

I ./

the name of a place.

An ancient form of -0| Wei.

FOUR STROKES

TSZE. Same as & Tsze.

'

\

109 ft KANG

A limit ; a boundary or division, as between two fields.

^f \ KN- From afield and equalised. Yun-yun
jjjlj

>/
fields properly laid out : and divided into acres or patches.

FAN

A field i
a level piece of land which is cultivated

FOO. To plough or cultivate the ground.

vTTi~ An ancient form of ffi Pang.
\j

CHAOU. To cultivate the ground j to plough.

CHE. To plough.

KWEI. A foot path.

An ancient form of
|j)- Kang.

T'HEEN. From field and to strike A !(<!

field; to cultivate the ground; or to hunt for a livelihood.-

/ _
A dike or ridge between two fields

a limit; a bowndary or frontier ; a region. Used by the Bud
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histj for a division or set of precepts ; a state of existence.

To driw a line of leparation ; to limit. The name of a place.

Same as the preceding.

KEUEN. From field and water course. A

small stream of water! a furrow or water course in afield, a

cubit wide and one cubit deep; a valley. To flow as a water

course, applied to the diffusion of the principles taught by an-

cient Sages. Name of a place in the west. Also read Senn, and

Chun, A collection of water at the foot of a mountain. Keaen

mow
fflj^

ml a rill parting the acres of land Kcuen lew

jjJF
to flow; to run as water find be diffused.

\VEI.

To fear ; to stand in aw of ; to venerate ; to dread Awe ;

reverence; pious fear; submission : timidity. Diligence;

assiduity.

An erroneous form of %$ Tsih.

A form of-fl Wei, see above.

An original form of l& Hwa, To draw, at first

denoting To draw lines to mark the boundaries of fields.

An ancient form of TJ? Wei.

KING. A man's name.

An ancient form of ](, Wei.

Same as -^ Wei, To fcnr

An ancient form of^ Yun

PART I. VOL. I!. 8 c

A thick and high appearance , pressing upon.

An ancient form of ^ Shin

TSOO. A field.

KOW,andKeu. Title of a tern chief.

Read AOW, A path or boundary between fields.

PWAN.

A path that divides fields To disobey the ruli for dreis,

imposed by an
existing dynasty.

KEANG.

Two fields lying parallel to each other.

PE. To plough. Read P'ho, The appearance

of a small rising or elevation.

YEW. Black mould.
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WA. The name of a place.

An ancient form of TS, some say of
|p|

Ftih.

NAN. A field consisting of ten
jj$

Mow.

o o
LEW. A vulgar form of |g

tew.

PUN. A sort of basket for filling up earth,

or grain. An instrument of husbandry.

Pf^i CHIN. A kind of dyke in Chinese fields,

which serves both for a path and as a division of the land.

To approach before, as before the gods ; to announce or state

before. The name of a river. To terminate ; the root of.

Same as the preceding.

An erroneous form of $jE Shoo.

Same as ^fi Wan, or Yuen.

CH'HUH.
ty

From black and field. Black loamy land fit for pasture.

Domesticated animals, which are the care of the shepherd,

and which are offered in sacrifice. To feed ; to bring together

as a herd. To endure or bear with. To raise ; to obey ,- to

yield filial obedience to; to detain. A surname. Formerly

read Heuh, To stop. The great and little Chat), are certain

of the Kwa or diagrams. POncboh chung lung ^ '&>
|||

frf do not herd together beloved boys, or catamites. Jin chuh

chin keun ^ =ff ^ f|| people collected together and

forming a crowd.

MOW, or Moo. Six cubits make a pace,

a hundred of those paces make a Mow of land, the Chinese

acre. A hundred of the ancient acres were equal to only

forty of the modern one's; by the arrangements of Tsin,

240 cubits were made into one acre. Name of a hill, and

of a territory.

An ancient form of the preceding.

TS'HIH. Tsih tsih %> H- strenuous effort

in cutting up the ground ; severe and acute.

An ancient form of tsg Luh.

SHIN. To extend or stretch outs to reiterate.

KAE. A bank; a boundary; a circuit. A cha-

racter denoting one hundred millions. Read Keae, The name

of a place ; a step -,
a reiteration of the same.

u

PEIH. The eudj close; termination. Com-

pleted ; finished; all; at last. A writing or document; name

of a star ;
certain wooden stilts for lifting victims. Certain

iron beneath a cart or carriage. Name of a place; of a state;

of a divinity, and of a bird. A surname.
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An ancient form of $ Chin.

KWANG. Same as # Hwang.

T'HO.

To po pffi ||l]t
the appearance of a small rising.

KUNG. A fiield of leeks.

An ancient form of Ta.

TAOU. A cave or pit in a field.

CHE, or She. 6

A place of sacrifice. The name of a place.

Jj LE. To fall into.

LEO. To partition or divide land; to part to

every one a share ;
a boundary ; to plan; apian; to diminish

the labour of; to lessen ; to abridge. In a slight degree ;

a little; to esteem little; to despise. A path, physically or

morally j to walk; to go; to visit. To take; to violate or

offend ; to seize ; to sharpen. A name of various sections

of books. A surname. Lwan lei) $| Pto confusion and ra-nt 'W
pine; anarchy.

Same as the preceding.

>i

An ancient form of If Hwa.

HWUY. A field containing fifty Mow of land.

The name of a place. Read Kwci, A kind of low mound r

wall raised round a field.

An ancient form of /<$ Wei.

Same as P^J Yun.

An ancient form of ^ Tang.

/|
LEUE. To plough theground and raise the clod.

FAN. A time; a turn ;
a repetition of. Name

of a hill j a name of several district*. A surname. A low word

denoting foreign. Also read Pwan.

i

HWA, Hwa, or Hwth. From /nr,v

placed above ground. To put colours upon any ground ;

to paint or draw the figure and colour of things; a picture.

The name of an office. Read HwS, To mark with a line ;

to draw a line of separation ; to limit; to separate; to lay

plans ; to draw out schemes. Name of a place.

YU. According to ShwO-wJn A field which

has been cultivated three years; according to others, one that

has been cultivated two years. Read Yu, To cultivate.

Read Chay, Tinder.
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Same as the preceding character.

?amc as ffi Shin.

MOW . The original form of aft MW.

3 TSEUN ,

husbandman ; a farmer -,
an officer placed over the land.

E.

e;iir;ited ; divided from ; different from ; of another cun-

tr. Extraordinary; straoe; odd. To esteem strange;

unusual; wonderful. To oppose. A surname.

I ,E \V . To stop ; to detain ; to delay. Slowly ;

leisurely; a long time; to put in order. Name of a place; of

ahill; ofaplant; ofat'ruit, of a bird, and of a state. A sur-

name. Lew choo |Pf 4^1 In detain, as a guest. Keae lew

ping fang show &
]

L.
($7 ^p in all (the aforenamed

places) left garrisons to defend them.

HEA.

Channels or ditches joining on to each other.

POO A sort of basket used in husbandry.

HWU Y. A basket used in husbandry.

EIGHT STROKES.

CHOO. A bag, or that which contains nee.

Vulgar form of ^tfr Ha.

"
1 J\Li . A species of rush worked into a basket.

LAE. Old areas of ground outside fields, which

have ceased to be cultivated.

tX
^4-t

L/Ht(. To place or lay up under a bouse

PE.

A field : a field provided with water dammed up to irrigate it.

CAN. To sow a field

LLJN. A hillock.

T'HEEN.

The appearance of driving in a field.

0l> An ancient form of fit Yfli
T-lr **

JEN. High.
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Same as $jj Chang.

KEUH. A field of leeks.

I AN Or. From a field and the value set upon

it. What is suitable, or proper; that which ought to be done.

To sustain ; to bear ; to stand in oppositon to , to meet or

occur ; to be equal to ; adequate for; considered as or equul

to; to rule. To give any thing as a pledge for money

received ; to pawn. The name of a district. A surname.

Tang kwei *g ^t ApLum Graveolens, Smallaget this is a

medicine constantly employed by the Chinese. (J. L )

PUN.

A sort of rush basket for containing seed. To insert.

CHUE, and Chuy.

A path or dike in fields, in the Chinese manner.

K.J. Bits of irregular waste land, incapable of

cultivation; odds and ends; any small surplus.

WAN, or Yuen.

Twenty Chinese acres of land; some say Thirty;

TUNG. The name of a place.

Same as ^ Pun.

FART I, VOL. II. 8 D

K HANG. From twofeldi and three line*. A

line of partition: a boundary; a limit. To remain without

corrupting after death.

Same as 4fe Peih.

An ancient form of w Slh.

SHING. A ridge or dike in the midst of Chi-

nese fields, which serve to divide them, and alo as a path for

the husbandmen to walk on.

CH'HANG.

Land extensively spread, but unfertile f expansive; permcant

T'HUN, and Twan. Tingtwan

a deer park; a piece of uncultivated land attached teahouse;

land trodden by wild animals. Twan yuen 00 |g irregular

unrestrained conduct.

JLl

Same as the preceding.

J O >V. Soft good land ; the name of a place.

JUEN. Fields below the walls of city, the

footofa wall, vacanUnd unoccupied buds outsidea city wall.

Also read No.
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TAN. Shaded.

Original form of B|| Show.

SSJ~ An ancient form of jr Hua.

SEUN, Keun, and Heuen.

Even ; level ; equal.

An ancient form of fr| Sih.

Same as 35 Chuh.

TSZE, The name of a place.

Vulgar form of Bfg Teen.

HE. A foot path.

TSO, and Tseay.

To eradicate weeds and rot them on the land for manure.

*"UY. A field parted off or laid out

. Same as P& Run-

lY Jit*. The residence of the Emperor and court

to the extent of a thousand le; all around ; a limit or boun-

dary ; inside a door.

An ancient form of^ Keaou.

TSAN . The dikes of a field connected.

TSA, or Cha ; Pee. and Tsee

An ancient instrument of husbandry.

Same as
jjjj Chang.

HAN.

Ploughed land where wheat is sown.

LEW. To burn the wi'i-ds on l;ind that the

ashes may opperale as manure before planting or sowing on

the laud. A surname.

Same as Eff Ping.

An ancient form of^ Sih.

CHOO. A sort of basket.
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TWELVE STROKES.

A place trodden by cattle ; a deer park.

A vulgar form of Pp Tsan.

LE. To separate.

* Same as
Shing.

YUH.

To manure land to make it bear, called to quicken land.

A field much trodden with the feet, or a

path that is much trodden on.

A company ; group or party ; a class.

A man's name. Read Fan, To change by turns.

TSANG

Land well supplied with water, or near a river.

-

Same as fji; Pan.

T'HANG. To stretch out in length.

YUNG- To manure a field. Some use the

word to denote a certain medicinal plant.

KEANG.

A boundary or limit such as divides fields.

FOW. Two ;
a second ; an assistant.

KE.

A certain bambou utensil, of the basket kind.

KEANG.

A boundary; a limit; to draw a limit ; to fix a boundary.

Name of an office. Keang che 3@ "*_
bound or limit it

Keang kcae
||f-

81 or Keang yih
'

]^
the boundary as of

a district or country. Woo keang -Jr\
I illimitable ; infinite,

either in reference to space or time.

Same as PE Lin.

'-'^ Same as B^ Juen.

YE. The name of a place.

Same as j$f Ping.

Same as ffife Kwei.
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Same as ^ Kwang.

CH'HOW, and Show. A cultivated field;

a field of hemps to cultivate; to manure. Who? Time

past. To be handed down through successive ages. Class or

species ; a pair Name of a kingdom. A surname. Scih die

chow jin wei che sing che jin Tqf^ife/V Jij; ^1' i

~^f
/V the Chow meu of former times were those whom the

stars knew. Chow jin chuen
[]ft J\^ -jib

biography of Astro-

mers, both Chinese and Europeans, 10 vols. The last volume

containing notices of European Astronomers is accompanied

with angry criticisms pointing out the contradictions of the

European work Sin fi swan shoo^ fy^ ^ and attempt-

ing to prove that the knowbdge of the Chinese in astronomy

preceded that of European*.

Same as
Jjlb Shing

CHOO. A sort of basket.

FIFTEEN STROKES.

An ancient form of^ Luy.

PEIH. The breast of a victim ;
torn or split

asunder ; to split or rend any thing in two.

Same as /{jjj Hwuy.

Same as f Twan,

KWANG, Dead paddee.

I To pile one thing on another; to

complicate with many folds ; to reiterate. Struck with fear

and apprehension. The name of a particular kind of cloth.

A man's name.

Same as the preceding.

Same as R Kwei.

LOO. Same as SI Loo.

Same as ii. perhaps the same as g Sing.

Same as Twan.

An ancient form of p Luy.

^5f= An ancient form of fg Luy.
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CIII RD RADICAL.

.JA3ICI/
SEU, Or SOO. Sufficient; to record. Read

Ya, Correct; right. Read Peth, A roll or piece of silk or

cloth ; applied also to the European cloth imported into

China ;
numeral of pieces of silk or cloth.

CHING. An ancient form of 7f Ching.

An ancient form of
j

Tsiih.

NEE. That on which the foot treads in a loom.

TSEE.

Swift; urgent, employing both hands and feet.

SOO, or Shoo. AD open upper half of

door-way ; Ihe door reaching only half-way up.

SOO.

Coarse j open; distant ; remisi; lax
; careless; free.

SOO. Clear ; distinct, and open, or apart.

PiRT I. YOL. II.

SOO. From the feet diverging as streams.

Open ; wide apart; coarse; (o divide; to spread or lay out :

to t<ile to i a statement presented to the Emperor; to direct

or rule; to engrave; to dismiss. Large. Name of a vegeta-

ble; of a hill ; of a bird, and of a quadruped. A surname.

CH'HE, Hindered; impeded; wishing to ad-

vance, but prevented by something which embarrasses. Read

Te, The bit of stalk by which fruit hangs from the tree.

E.

To doubt ; to suspect; doubt; suspicion; to guess at; to

suppose; to be apprehensive of ; In dislike; perverse Name

of a hill ; of a divinity ; ofan office. Read Ying, Quiet ; fixed.

Read YTh, To stop. Occurs denoting To put a person higher.

E pang tsze che wei
Jrjjj S^ 5^

^J' |S suspected or up-

posed to be an erroneous form of Pang. E sin yin s&ng, tsth

till shang che kung keae wei shay fri ife ^ Hi] f|5
~

f/^ t-j |pj ^=*j IJJV?
when a suspicious feeling arises, then all

the bows hanging in the house appear serpents.

Same as Hea.

CHE. A surname.

TSEANG. To run.
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CHE. To stumble. A man's name. Same as f Ling.

CIV RADICAL.

NEIH, Nlh, or Chwang. Intended to

represent a sickly roan leaning against something; disease;

sickness. Used only in compound characters. By the ancient

writir Chow $> this character was formed thus 5r" which
IUj

"
1

is now read Ting.

NAE. Sickness ; disease.

KEW. Disease.

TING. From disease and a nail. An nicer;

a vciicre il ulcer, they distinguish thirteen species , a sore

in which is a hard indurated nail-like substance

E. Disease; sick.

KEAOU. From diieate and contortion. A

kind of cholic. A writhing of the bowels. Read Kew, A

swelling or rising of the flesh. Read Chow, A slight pain.

Same as the preceding.

PE.

Sores on the head; a scabbed head ; bald. A man'* name.

YEW. Trembling; a shaking of the head.

KEUNG, or Kang.

Diseased in the lower extremities, or inferor parts ofthe body.

HEU. Disease.

Y1H, and Ke.

Silly j idiotic appearance. Protuberant ulcers on the head.

KEW.

Disease ; a long continued sickness ; chronic disease.

^^T V

f^T" CHQW. Pain in the lower part of the ab-

domen ; pain in the heart and abdomen.

HWAN. A sore produced by scratching.
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CH'HANG. Disease.

Same as JjE Wfih, see below.

TOO.

A disease of the female breast
; an ulcer on the breast.

HE A.

A purging or dysentery. Used to denote A side apartment.

\

811AN. A disease which causes pain in the

lower region of the abdomen, and in the organs of generation,

in men attributed to seven different causes.

JfT"* A vulgar form of $ Chwang,

rb
*fllr

Same as ffi Ting, see above.

FOUR STROKES.

An erroneous form of

H1N . A disease which causes heat or fever.

SHUY, or Shwfiy.

From water and ditease . A swelling from water or air.

Sameas^gKelh.

CHE. Disease or sickness.

- *^
$ rf An erroneous form of the following.

Same as $ Shin.

I iLW . From diieate and more. A gathering j

a swelling ,
a protuberant, accumulation of muscular substance

a gwi-lling in the neck.

PA. A disease of the tendoos, or joints.

thecicatrix of a wound.pa

A bad disorderly person ; vicious scolding neighbour.

-M

^ T'HAOU. Disease; sickness.

K'HEE, and Tsze.

A want of breath. Name of a hill.

u

HO, or Keill. Weakened by disease
; lassitude.

K'HIN. Cold.
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HE A.E. The itch ; an ague that comes on once

in two days. A man's name.

ffjp HIN. Coldness inside an ulcer.

u

HEUli!. A hollow place in a large sore.

V

JHR? CHEN, and Jen.

A disease under the influence of which the skin comes like scales.

KE. Silly,
foolish appearance.

K'HE, Che,orTe. Disease ;
sickness.

HEA. A disease of the throat. Read Va, Cha ya

fif extreme sickness; a high degree of disease.

CH'HE. Disease in the lower parts of the body.

A vulgar form of ^ Tsuy.

CHE. Sickness ; disease.

" Coldness of the feet arising from damp.

A man's name. Same as |fl Pe.

TSIN. Pain.

Y.IH. From diieaie and a weapon or a police

runner. A disease in which demons are the instruments.

Plague; pestilence; distemper. Yun ho ks, king sze ta yih

jlH *?T 7 R. Bifi fc &. the great canal was drk'd up

(at a particular place) and a great epidemic in Peking.

JW. Convalescent in a slight degree.

FIVE STROKES.

CHOO. Local ulcers.

CHAOU, A disease which causes a
swelling

on the part effected. A swelled face.

From old and disease. A chronic com-

plaint; a sore on the mouth of a child.

1 111.
Fatigued; wearied; in asUt.: of lassitude ;

weakness ; inability. Pan sze pe hwan M& ^S. Jjt j^ to do
7/*t %J /IJ^ 'Jy^

business in a feeble dilatory manner, a reason fur expelling

from office.

IVAN. A disease of children, said to arise from

eating sweets to excess ; hence, applied to venereal jores.

Hea kan
~~J\^ sores on the penis. Sing yu keaoH kow wei

hea kan chwang^I^^PST^^ sore> formed
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at the opening of the urethra are called Hca-kan-chwang. Kan

chwang, to she yin peaou ke urh Uh *S* ?&
-j&

tra

ip jf^ jjfj lljl
the ulcers called Kan-chwang are mostly

acquired from connexion with whores. Foo jin kan chwan^,

Tin yug sze how, peen hing fang
fajjj J{ ^ jjjj* ^J ^

tE ;?& ffli 4~T re- the Kan ulcers on women arise from
~J~^ l>^ l>^ I ? /J

coition immediately after the menses.

^
" " M- A diseaitj oneiays, A sortoffluoralbm.

KO. A sore or ulcer ; baldness.

Disease ; sickness. Read Kea, A disease of

little children, by which they appear in a fright^ convulsions.

TSZE. Disease ; fault of temper petty con-

traded feeling. The name of a wood. A man's name. Name

of a water bird.

u

SEE, and E. A sort of dysentery.

K'HEE, and K'heu.

Weakened by disease; weak; languid.

P'HOO.

Any hard swelling, and locul rigid cohesion of the parts

Same as $ Ke.

TAN. Hwang tan 3? j* th yellow jaundice

PART 1. VOL. II. t r

SHUH, and Hvviih.

To run in a mad crazy like manner. Name of an animal.

HAE. Disease.

CHIN. A cutaneous disease of childrru ;

breaking out of pustules; a disease of the lips; a kiud of uroall

pox.

^> r ^e '' Disease; a stoppage or Hif.

fii-nlly of action in the natural passages.

SING. Lean ; meager.

T'HO. Disease.

a crooked spine ; hunch-backed.

rfft^ Original form of the preceding.

a person with

FA. iesn ( weak ; feeble ; lassitude ; weanoess,

such as is induced by beat.

C 11 E. To beat and wound ; to bruise with the

hand or with a stick; to peel the skin off and d'ucorer thr

part, but not cut the flesh.

& T'HUNG, or Thing. From .M(r and

diieate. Pain ; acute feeling ; affection or regard io an extreme
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-.Ti-f ; sometimes used in a good sense, u the affection of

a parent to a child.

An ancient form of ji'Si
Tub.

TS'HEU. A deeply seated old sore.

TSZE. A disease; black spots on the face.

PEL Hard painful swellings.

A vulgar form of ^ Chin

y*

A vulgar form of ^ Chen

MOW. Disease.

TSEIH.

From disease and an arniw. Disease which falls on men

suddenly, and which flies swift as an arrow; hence the cha-

V icter denotes both disease and rapidity. Urgent ; pressing ;

vehement ; bad or unlucky. To be envious and injurious ;

resentful; to hate.

MUH. Disease.

K'HIN. Disease of a cow's tongue, which pre-

vents its chewing the cud.

T'HAOU. Disease.

FOO. Bent down by disease; short and crook-

ed ; disease which causes a swelling or protuberance.

LING. A lean meager appearance.

LEAOU. Disease.

FEI. Small eruptions produced by heat; prick-

ly heat. Commonly called Sffi -+ Fei tsze.

I

-A-
^Jry-f I

K'UEl'. A curved spine ; hunch-backed.

SHEN, Or Chen. A specie* of fever and

r

ague, in which there is an interval of several days. ,

KEA. A scab that grows on a wound.

Same as ffij Hoo.

BEEN

Indigestion ; distended by accumulation.

PING. Sickness ; disease, literally or figura-

tively i physical or moral disease; defect; fault. To cause

a vitiated sentiment or feeling in Ihe world ; to criminate. Cbe
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ping ^(p
Jffi to cure a disease. Ping seang jcn ^i

infectious disease. Newjin che pin;; to yu nan tsze -rr J{

/ jgEj
2> -r Jlj "-jr"

women's diseases arc more numerouH

than men's. Shin chi ping ke '^ %jj
tt i^ examine eare-

fully into the occasions or causes of the disease.

Same as the preceding.

Same as ^ Heen, see above.

. A wound which does not close,

ffT NEJ > and Neth ' A painful ulcer. To

'O
itch. Occurs forming the name of a foreign tribe.

MIN. Disease.

TSAOU. Disease.

^H"| The sound of the character is not known; it seems

7TU
to denote A want of breath .

SIX STROKES.

TSEUEN.

To heal disease; to cure; convalescent; cured.

T'HUNG, and Chung. Disease.

HlliW . A purging ; a looseness of the bowels;

sore occasioned by the contact of certain resinous wood.

ti

SIH, and Stth. Tianslh j^ 3^ a cold

disease. Read Tsze, The wind penetrating the skin. A* an-

cient form of
^jjL

Tselh.

I-
=| T'lIUNG. Pain. A broken ulcer.

Same as 4ft Chen.W
-fe-

Mfe* P'HANG

/Tf
A swelling of the anus. Read Lung, A stop put to dUcate.

>rfe
/fHry ^J - To hurt; to wound j a wound ;

a sore. Ap-

plied also To wounding or distressing the mind.

u

K'lILA. Debility induced by over exertion.

E. Disease. Read See, Purging; a dysentery.'

Same as |5f Seen.

KEAE. An intermittent feer ; feyer and aju;115^

a fever that occurs once in two

HEANG. Swelling; swelled.
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>> LI. From diseate and to have. A bruize; a

; a sore occasioned by healing. Rend Yfih, Disease.

NAE, and Yae. Disease; wearied, enfeebled.

SHANG, or Heang.

>orrwful ; grieved ; pained.

H \V U Y. From diieaie or insect, and to turn

round. A long worm in the abdomen; a kind of tape worm.

J
YA.

Sick and languid. Bald head with ulcers that descend.

TO. Dinease of a hone. Wearied; all strength

exhausted. Read She, The appearance of many, or of a crowd.

GAE.

Generally prevailing distemper or pestilence.

Be Same as ^ Keaou.

CHA. A silly appearance.

M LE. An epidemic or prerailing distemper.

A vulgar form of^ Low.

[j - Bad ; Ticious ; a disease arising from

wind. The name of a hill.

SEANG, or Tseang, and Yang.

Diseased ; a sore ; an ulcer ; an itching sore ; a scab ; to itch.

v/H Ht). A disease in the posteriors; an ulcer

of the anus, hemorrhoids or piles. Che, denotes To gnaw or

pat, a if corroded by insects. Che ping che yin ^36
:CK ^/

[A|
the causes of hemorrhoids, or of polypi in any of the natural

apertuies of an animal body. Jin yu kew keaouchung, fan yew

seaou jow tiih chHh keae yue" che
J\^ ~j& ~\\ JUT tfo W^ /|T

/l^ 1^1 ^ tij W 1
a ^uraan being haviog fleshy er-

cresenres growing out of any of the nine orifices, are all called

Che ; PiSh tth kang raun peen chay

and not only on the sides of theanus.

KEAE.

Sickness; disease. Read Yae and E, A foolish appearance.

,
and HeS, or K5.

A fat appearance ; a disease which induces cold or shirering.

LAOU. Kaou laou Ig. >fe au nicer that itches.

HAN. A cicatrix ; a scar ;
a mark ,

a trace or

mark left by any thing whatever. Bin tseTh
jJ||C |>fj>

wars or

marks of wounds.

An ancient form of -^ Tselh.
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JOO. A diiease. Jo choo
Ijjji JJ& a stoppage.
/!"} ll/l*

Same as $a Naou.

SEVEN STROKES

YUEN. Pain in the joints of the hones.

Pain in the bones, the anus, legs, or abdomen, called
' a tour

pain,' not acute. Grieved; disquieted.

MEI.

Disease occasioned by anxiety ; anxious concern of mind.

TO>V. From diffuse and t pea. A natural

virulent disease
; the small pox.

K'HING. With vehement impetuosity; rio-

lentlj ; urgent; frantic; phrentj, or convulsions.

LEU. Ulcers or sores.

SIN.

A disease attended with cold aid trcablisg.

LE. Sickness ; disease.

LEANG. A disease of the eye.

FART I. TOL. II.

JUN. A canine appetite.

HEAOU.
Heaoupingj^ Jjjj

or He-iou he.ioii

4%. &S a disease of the thro.it
, incessant coughing which

nukes a person stoop as if doubled.

FOW. A hot fiery sore or wound.

YAE,orGae.

Same as^ Gae, and
gj^ Gae, Foolish; sillj.

T'llUNG. Ffom iitrmit and tutt. Disca-rm
that passes through one; acute feeling. Pain

; painful; wound-

ed ; an extreme degree of. Tung hlng lin
ijfl

the keenest

feeling of indignation. Tung nan jin Sfi ^tt^, Pa ' D Difficult

to bear.

T'HIJH. An itching of the head.

sT HWUH, To sleep much.

MANG.

Languid from disease, tick from excess of wise.

Same as Cha.

HIN. Heat affecting the skii; proud flesh

growing outj swelling up. Read H, Pain.
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KANG. Diseas; sickness.

NEE. Disease.

Y1H. Disease of grief or melancholy.

CHWAN. A disease of the febri'e kind.

SEAY. To itch.

rOVV. Pain; disease; a jatberiog

rrction in the abdomen; an obstruction; itoppage. Weak;

debi'itated.

CH'HIN. Disease

SEAOU. Head-ache; a diseased thirst.

TS'HIN.

An ugly appearance; an ugly ill-looking body.

K'HEE, or Kea.

The breathing of a sick person ; interrupted or short breath.

Disease; to afflict with disease; an

internal gathering or induration.

l
SWAN. Pain. Name of a slone.

Lie.. From iharp and diteate. A purging or

J
dysentery ; a flux, they distinguish fifteen different torts.

CHAY.

From a wheel and diteate. A dysentery.

An erroneous form of $ Lung.

An erroneous form of ^ Sow.

YEW.

Disease ; slinking rotten wood of an old house.

/

CHti. A dark black spot on the human body ;

a spot of any kind or colour.

CH'HA.

A cicatrix remaining after a healed sore.

A vulgar form of-}=f Chow.

TSO. A small swelling. A man'i name.

T'HO. An ulcer on a horse's leg.
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POO. Disease recurring'; a relapse.

K'HWANG.

Frni* disease and mat. A febrile disease
, perhaps Delirium.

A vulgar form of ^f| Che.

Same as $ Yih.

Same as J Keo.

15WAN.
Debility; lameness; impotency.

A form of |fc Tseih.

EIGHT STROKES.

LAE.

A bad, noxious disease ; the bad disease; chronic disease.

YiH, and ShTh.

Infectious disease. Silly; foolish.

PANG, Or Ping. A
swelling of the abdo-

men ; a dropsy; a constant flow of the menses.

CH'HANG. A swelling of the abdomen.

K'HI N. A feter ind ague ; a horror of cold.

KWAN.

Diseased ; sick ; disease induced by the grief of a good man.

T'HAN. Phlegm Tan ho pipng

internal disease; fever and phlegm. Tan Jung
'

yl Ihe

suffocating throttle which precedes death.

FEI. A kind of leprojy ; fattening which U

nut healthy ; a small swelling; a hot sore or ulcer.

Same as the preceding.

MA. A cutaneous spotted disease, to which all

children are subject, attended with fever, probably the Measlr*.

LIN. A disease which causes a difficulty in pac-

urine, either from grarel or other causes.

TSEEN.

Tseen yang Jg JJUE
a small spot which itches.

t-'ll Hlii. Foolish ; diseased knowledge ; diseased

intellect; derangement of mind. Che tsing tsze ff

a foolish lover, or debauchee. Che jin wei foo
,
been neu we

I
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"" Jfri A-K?-Iifii^'&~45-^r a fooi' h man fea" his
f^r / r""^^ Wl* j^l .X* ^v *^ ^

wife; a virtuou< woman ft'ars her husband. Che chen
j

a foulish hankering after ; an unreasonable fuolith attachment

to.

?^ I

tv'Ht- The heart or mind perturbed and agita-

ted i f<-ar caused by sickness.

K'HEUEN. The hands or arms bent by disease.
h.

PC keuen 3/W ^K languor j debility.

YEW. An ulcer

T'HEEN. Teeo t.

eased CODtraction of the muscle,.

disease ; dis-

^fcp E. E tsze
|jf [Jit indignation ; a look of anger

//u
or resentment. Also read Yae, The eye diseased.

TUNG

A disease arising from noxious Tapeuri.

K'HEANG. A disease of the throat.

HEIH, or Heue. Head-a<:he.

NA. Pain ;
a stiny,

A character found in the Badh books; supposed

to be an erroneous form of ifet Pans.
//Li

GrAN. Gan Ian 2j& ^M^ exceeding or inun-

NEIH. Urgent ; panting.

*JntyL
KIN. A breaking out or ulcer on the Ijus.

tiiigi excess. Read V'Th, Disease; half lyiog down and half

lilting up. Read Gu, Lame.

K'HE. A man's name.

Same as Che. The disease of

TUY. To swell.

YIN. Disease

MANG. Blind.

CHUH.

Pain in the beily. A sickly appearaice.

K'HEW Diease; sickness.

PEL Cicatriz left by a benled lcr.
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"lit- A disease arising from damp. The name

of a missile weapon or arrow.

PE. The name of a bird

Same as f Bin.

K'HO. A disease that causes baldness.

HWAN, or Min. A disease.

LUN. A disease of the fingers.

ftUO. from disease and firm. A chronic

deep rooted obstinate disease.

^T~JT
' E. The body in a critical state; weak ; delicate ;

sick; bed-ridden; helpless and useless as if dead. A short

appearance.

TUY. Name of a disease.

TSAE. A disease.

O. Disease; an infectious disease; disease that

grows more and more seyere.

r*RT I. TOL, II. g

JUV, Or Wei. A disease arising from damp ;

inducing lamencn of the feet ; weakneu. Yin wei pfih kc

Pc"i incapable of frtction.

A disease arising from wind.

YU.

A local accumulation of blood
, chronic disrate.

RWAE.

A vicious ulcer. A complaint that'causes itching.

1 fevJ I . Labour; toil; disease) suffering..

PE. A swelling full heart.

TAOU. Wounded ; hurt.

YA.

Unable to speak ; dumb. The back part of the neck.

CHUH, or Ch.

Sores on the hands and feet caused by cold.

T1H. A disease.

Disease; sickness. The sound of this character i

not known.
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Same as $ Chuh

Same ai
Jjj

Hesng. Diieue of melancholy

An ancient form of j$| Yin.

NAOU Disease , sickness.

CHUNG. A swelling or puffing up.

SANG. Lean ; emaciated

Mad ; road dogi biting every one , convulsions.

YU. Disease; to cure diseue .- convaletcnce ;

lightsome Occurs denoting VirtuoiH.

SEANG. Disease.

HOW. Certain cutaneous pustules or leprous

spots are called jrf ^ Yew how, and coiamonlj How tsee

-\- pimplet; spoti.

DSL
FUNG. A disease of the head: a kind of le-

prosy, applied to thirtj-ii* forms of disease ; it include* in-

sanity, and certain forms of the venereal discaie. Fung keuec

you jra" -4f- Kf the bite of a mad dog.W-M\ J j^^

KEO. Disease consisting in ulcers.

l-il\ Poison; pain. A hurt; an itching sore.

P'HEEN. A duetue which contuti in a fcd-

iug, or deadnesi of one side.

Diseased breathing ,
a shortness of brt^tft

T'HUH DISCMC in the lower part of the bod?

YANG. Sores n the head. A wound or hrt

SEU . Disease that gives acute pain.

SHIN. Sickness; disease, a disease of the ab-

domen; a chronic obstinate disease ofthe abdomen.

T'HOO

Disease; sitkuess, applied aUo to animl>.

HWUY, or Kwuy wearioes*

or lassitude; the tone or exclamation of fatigue ;
an extreme

degree.
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Same as W Sow.

I

SOW. Lean, meaner. Vulgarly written
J3| Sow.

KWAN.

Pained, diseased ; uuable to fulfil the duties of a situation

Same as r Keae. An ague of long standing that

comes on at uncertain periods.

V U . From diieate and a batket. Disease arising

from anxious disappointment ;
to be starved to death bj hun-

ger and cold in prison.

Same as MS Min.

WEI. A disease ; lassitude.

Same as jgg Lung. The loin* bent and the back

bone protuberant.

KWA. A disease. Same as ifr Ko

TSOW, or Tsew,

To contract or draw iu.

YEW. To put a stop to proud bad flesh.

T'HUY. A disease of the genital*.

T'HAE. A disease.

Same as jfr Keae, see above.

HWANG. A disease.

YIN. A disease of the heart

HWAN, or Yun

A silly foolish appearance.

An erroneous form of j^ Tsae, or Chae

K'HO, or GS.

A disease consisting in internal fever. Read Heae, Disease.

T'HWAN.

Disease of lameness in the hands and feet.

Same as | N5.

HEA, and Kea. A chronic disease of the ab-

domen, according to some, arising from worm*. A disrasr

of women.
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K'HOO. Weariness; lassitude.

HWUY. A disease of horses. Hwuy luy

iffl fjj a disease arising from wind. Read T'huy, A disease

of the genitals.

HOO. Something causing a stoppage of the throat.

SH1H. Same as f* ShTh.

FOO. Decayed; rotten.

TEEN. Madness.

Original form of |H GoV, or K3.

TEN STROKES.

FOVV, or Full. Return of disease; a relapse.

YIN. From disease and sound. A complaint

which disables from speaking ; dumb. The name of an insect.

Tsze jin -3- ^S a disease of pregnant women under the in-

fluence of which they are unable to speak.

YU. A disease swelling.

CHK. Disease in the inferior extremities.

P'HIN.

[{tft

An ulcer that rises above the surface and sinks deep.

HAN. Extreme silliness ; idiotism.

GAE. The disease of melancholy.

* A disease of the kneepan.

/

CHE. Same as $ Che.

YUEN, or Yun. Disease ; sickness.

'/U
SE, and Sze. Pain ; disease.

SAOU. An ulcer or sore.

SHUY, Shwae, and So.

Weakness; debility, occasioned by disease; sickness.

KAOU.

laou
J.-j, .jy-

a cutaneous disease; a kind of leprous itch.

\j

KEUE- A counter action of the breath.

^H?
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T'HOO. A disease

Cirlill/. A disease of children, a man's name.

SUH. A silly appearance.

CHAE. lean,- meager ; a prevailing epidemic.

SANG. A disease of horses.

SEIH. Protuberant flesh ; bad fleh ; polypi

in the nose; ulcers in the throat.

YING

From fleet, mmn, and wingt. A pair of hawks Which go

where man bids them.

MA, and Man.

Disease of the eyes; a broken ulcer. Read Been, Dis-

ease of cws and horses.

Sfc
Original form of ^ Kwan.

BJ. In a profound retired place. Obscure;

gloomy. To inter; to bury; to bury a brute. To sacrifice

after interring; the \ictims used at a funeral sacrifice. To

sacrifice to rivers and to the moon.

PART I. VOL. II. 8 t

From ditcase and warm. An <pi<!<-

inic disease. Read Wfih, Sorrow of heart. Read Yun, A

light pain.

',
Or K8. A disease of lameness; *

/JUL
shortness of breath. A disease of the throat.

jiiL
CHING

/>
KQh chin; ^^ disease or aching of the bonet.

VAE, or Gae.

A disease which induces sHIiiress or idiotacy

u

SO.

From disease and a card. A diseased agitated pulsation

From ^fi or diseate and

having as little flesh as on the back. Lean ; poor ; emaciated .

to restrict and retrenxh. A surname

POO. A hard swelling

PAE. Same as m Pae

CHWAN'G- Any soft of ulcer, or ior.

There are a great variety of terms applied to there sores.

ChwangkewpflbleeniSi p ^ &k an ulcer that does not

close, or heal up. Shang show chwang

arise or increase by venereal indulgence.

ulcen
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PNVAN, Of Pan. The scar of a hr;,led

wound; a cicatrix; the marks of the small pox. Pan Kc

^ij a scar on a horse's back.

WAN, and K'heun

The hands and feet as if asleep.

HWUY. Possessed with the devil ; diseased ;

a diseased branchless tree; a swelling growing out of the side ;

a swelling or diseased protuberance in a tree. Lofty appear-

ance of a hill. Read Luy, The branches of a tree interwoven

and matted together.

Vulgar form of jfl Lew.

CHOO. Silly i stupid ; fpolish } swollen.

YIH. Disease.

T'HUY. A disease arising fromvvhid.

TSO. Disease; a slight epidemic ; convalescent.

YEN. A wound or hurt.

Lean; emaciated. Sow sco sliaou ke

^ fj'J ty 5fid
cmaciated an(J breathing defective.

Vulgar form of f}j Kae.

CHUY. Disease; a swelling of the feet.

KEEN, Keen, and Leen. H OO been

ff a disease of the throat, which occasions, a stoppage of

the passage.

NA. Disease.

WOO. Sickness.

u

YO. From disease and cruel. A vruft disease

in which the patient is tormented with the extremes of ho*

and cold.

TEEN.

Disease ; madness ; a swellings of the abdomen.

LANG. Hang langshing ||| |jSj|^U)e
noise

in the throat of persons who are dangerously sick.

The sound of this character is not known ; nor is

(he sense apparent.

PE, and Pee.

Cold and weakness in the feet and legs arising from damp.
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An ancient form of Tsze.

Same as E|[ Too;

CHANG. A disease which consists in a swel-

ling unt of the parts, as in dropsy.

PEAOU. The name ofa disease in which sorts

break out over the body. An itching ulcer.

TSIN, and Sin. The appearance of being

frightened or alarmed. A cold disease.

--
V

A disease of the intestines.

a cutane(Mi diseaseTSUH.

t

CH.ll/. Half the head diseased ; a red and white

discharge; fluoralbous; a disease of women.

1
CH'HIH. A cold disease.

i

SHANG. A disease of melancholy.

LO, and Luy.

Luy leih jfe
|

a gathering that swells and increases.

YAE. Nflise of play ; lean.

E. Stillj gentle, quiet, to judge.

SEEN. Same as ffij[ Seen. Protuberant swellin;

TSUNG.

Disease of children ; a disease arming from wind.

TSUH. Lean; emaciated.

CHOW.

Convalescent! the sudden removal of disease

An incrustation formed over a sore by

matter, is called jfe
Jiff Kecha, and jBm HJ Kca chl.

" CHANG. Chan- le i d.stemper

cnuscd by pestilential vapours issuing from deep vallte* or

ravi TIIS, it is called a hot or feverish disease.

T'HO. A disease of the loi

HOG.

The commencement or breaking out oi' tiiseasei I

-f r

Ifc* SOW. To cough; a cough.
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CHAE, or Tsae. Disease. Laon chae

jfe contagions distemper. Tszc chac 3 to inflict
''t~*

disease, or bring misery on one's self.

S1H, or S3. A cold appearance.

T'HANG. Pain.

KO.

A disease of grain, arising from insects. An uicor.

SEIH.

A slight pain; a disease arising from damp.OuK'HEUE. The feet diseased

TEAOU. Mad; frantic; a disease of children.

LO >\ . A swelling, or protuberant ulcer.

L0^v

A swelling of the neck ; a morbid swelling of any part.

YING. The noise of vomiting.

1NIO

A duease which consists in an itching -eruption.

'gj

K'HIN. Diseased i sick; in ill health.

Diseased affection of the bowels.

^|JlVj\
*

fmy NANG, or Ning. Disease.

rr
>m LEEN. A bad disease.

The no; incapable of smelling,

SIN. A bird taking wing.

1

as Ko\v.

Supjiosed to 1>e an erroneous form of Xij Pflh

TIB. Disease

TWELVE STROKES

HEAOU.

A swell about to burst. Read Keaou, A swelling

CHUN. An eedematous swelling of the legs,

supposed by the Chinese to arise from air. Read Thung, An

ulcer aliout to break.
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r.

tUV

HWANG. The yellow jaundice.

'HUi. A disease of the genital organs. Yin

a prolapsus of the vagina.

*JY C'HUY. Large protuberant swelling.

YIH. Itching; scabs on the bead.

PEEN.

The body decaying; a breaking up of nature.

T'HOO. Disease; sickness.

r Url. Diseases; a return of weariness; a relate.

LEAOU.

To resist disease; to stop it; to cure; the practice of medicine.

WEI. The mouth distorted.

Pain inflicted, or painful disease; general distress of mind.

The noise of separating, or dispersing,

or of a vessel breaking. A stoppage in the throat.

PART I. VOL. II. 8 K

CHIN

Slight cutaneous eruptions. A v ulgar form of ^> Cliio.

I ANCi. An extreme degree of ditetf

LUNG. Aged and diseased

TSEAOU.

Disease. Tseaoti tsuy a shrinking or shrivellnic

up; becoming lean from sorrow and anxiety.

A vulgar form of % flan.

SEAY. An itching.

P'HVVAN. To die of disease

A Protuberant swelling.

LAOU. From labour and disease. In the lan-

guage of Corea, poisonous drugs are called Laou. Commonly
used to denote An emaciated figure arising from fatigue or

long indisposition) they say a cough becomes what they

mean by Laou.

NEE. A silly foolish appearance.

7
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Vulgar form of ^ Tsan

Same as -= Tsze.

PEE.

A painful swelling, which has burst the skin .

"R5 SHAY. Much disease.

. Disease; a disease of children which

throws them into fits ; the falling sickness. Vulgarly called

%jj> ^ m fS vang teaou

FEI.

Fei bin hot with grief an appearance of swelling.

r C'l- A chronic and incurable disease.

TAN. A disease arising from excessive labour

or fatigue, applied also to the yellow jaundice; and according

to some, to erysipelas. Also a disease of children, accompanied

with windy swellings.

A disease of the heart or mind. Occurs in the Budb books.

M1N. Disease.

I! K'HE. An itching of the head; baldness.

Same as P^ Ya

Same as H Naou

Same as W. Che.

KEEN. Same as fffl Heen

An ancient form of III Taou.

YO. A species of ague.

KWAN. Same as f Kuan.

TAN. Disease ; an epidemic.

KWAE, orKwei.
Dangerously ill. Read

Wei, The noise of
calling to, or hailing aloud.

NUNG. Pain ; disease

YU. A disease going off,- conralescent.
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jf**

I

TSEUEN, and Tstin. A large scab or itch.

LUH. Disease ; sickness.

FEI. An ulcer or welling on the feet.

u

YIH. A disease of the heart or mind.

Same as -jgf Yung.

TWJU
yfjtijS. P'HEIH. An anxious desire of food; a craving

y/^T
appetite; physically and morally. A thirst or spitting of

phlegm, occasioned by excessive drinking. Peih, or PeTb

i,,^,, J7>fc |ik
and JR5 'I Kea peTh, indigestion; constipa-

tion ; costiveness.

Same as Hi Wan.

GAOU. Pain ; dolour.

Same as H? Saou

fLUY.
Fei luy ^|ft fjf small rising outside the

'si f !*

skin occasioned by the heat ; prickly beat.

LOO. Same as ft, Loo.

LE.

A virulent sore; a kind of pestilence; noxioui effluvia.

Occurs denoting To urge ;
to impel ; to kill. Also read Lae.

v HEEN.

The throat irritated by something, no as to occasion disease.

WEI. Vicious; bad.

YAOU. The name of a disease.

t|*Kf
YIH. To infect with disease.

SHOO, The disease of melancholy ; afflicted

with grief. The character is formed with Shoo, A rat. in refe-

rence to the timidity of that animal.

HOO). A disease arising from the heat.

SUY. Disease arising from the wind

;)/|E TAN. Silly; foolish.

m LIN. Cold disease.

Vulgar form of f Keae.
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El A deadness of the liml>s ; nn!(l)le to walk.

WAN. A -numbness of the limbs.

. Painful; distressing.

TEEN.

Name of a disease ; a*orl of eruptive fever.

FUN. A hot swelling ; a hot ulcer ; a mourn-

ful, griorit appearance, caused by pain or dtfea.se.

Same as ff? Yang.

Same as M Yen

FOURTEEN STROKES.

Same as ff| Yung-.

PE. Diseased; a coldness of the hands.

LO. An erroneous form of $? Lo.

YIN. Cutaneous eruptions.

HWQ.

Hoo hw5 Jftfl ?5? something in the throat.

V*

YO. Disease.

PAE. Extreme lassitude.

/

I AvJ.L). A pain or disease in the lower

of the abdomen ; disquietude of mind.

A sore on a sheep or other animal's foot

Same as jSj Tsee.

PEE.

Unable to fly ; a disease of decay , distorted.

TSE. Disease; sickness; short.

K'HAE.

A disease of the throat. Read H5, A shortne^ f breath.

CH'HE.

Foolish i idiotical j simple. Che tae 3^& n a foolish manner.
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Supposed to be the fame n ifc Chip.

TSEE. A small sore or ulcer.

YANG. Same w Yang. Yang the nan

J' n
>
when itcninS il " Difficult to bear.

LOO. A hard swelling.

LEAOU, and L5.

To cure or to heal. Read Y5, Disease ; or disease going away.

I5e
VfeT? LUY. Same as f Luy, or I o.

M*A*

Same as ^ Tang.

TSEE. An ulcer,- a sore.

thing, or Ching kec fl^ fc s

disease of the abdomen, a kind of cholic.

"lii hi .N . A disease of the bones arising frormrind.

PWAN. A disease of the feet.

Original form of <fH Tso.

YEN.

An ulcer, or tore ; a spreading tore ai the leprosy.

LOO- A specie* of large ulcer. A hard rwellm-

PiRT 1. TOL. II. 8 1

A disease of the genital organs ; an acnte pain of tte peim.

SOO. Disease.

LEIH.

Luy leTh^ Jj|
a swelling on the neck.

o

O- A disease that causes
Toniiting and the

utmost internal confusion. HS Iwan
3g[ gl is by some con-

sidered the cholera morbus, supposed to arise from damp and
cold

; s<imetimes consists in spasms and abdominal pain , wrae-
tiiiu-g in vomiting, '&c.

MING, A sick man
walking.

HEEN. A cold disease.

LUNG. Disease. Lae hei-mo seans keTh

teen go jow * lloated fr S



NcTh. XIX. l()4(h Kadical.

desiring to e:it the flesh <>f a wild gooso that flies in the hcivens,

i applied to the designs of man on female beauty.

L/Ahj. A virulent disorder, or sore. Lac chwang

ijjfl jfi- a large species of itch, the skin breaks out in blotches.

or pustules, like the smnll pox.

r*An ancient form of
f Peaou.

K'HE. Disease.

Same as Tang

CHAN. Disease.

Y1NG

Disease breaking out ; a fit or paroxism.

Kind of running scabs which gra-

dually spread over the skin, wider and wider; they are dis-

tinguished hy various names.

\

Y ING. From disease and a child. A swelling

in the neck or throat, arising from habitual
irritability, the

name of a place.

a cutaneous disease, pustules or blisters.

YIH. Disease.

IIAN'G.

>i.iiil or noise, as in the throat of a dying person.

EIGHTEEN STROKES.

K'HEU. Lean, thin emaciated.

KVVAN. Disease.

" HL. Filled with wind; a sensation of stop-

page of the subtile fluids ; a diseased state, induced by grief.

MO. Diseased on one side.

YUJNG. From disease and to tlop. A stwp-

page of the humours ; a swelling; a large offensive sore. Name

of a place. Peen yung 1jH ||ft
ulcers in the perinoeum. Nang

yung j|S 1
an u 'ceron 'he scrotum. Yin nang chung chaug

Pzl B^! HM a swe" in of the scrotum. Nang yung J|

J

an ulcer below the scrotum, or in perinoeo. Nae sang yu

nang che hea, fun mun, kBh taou che tseen
Jtj ^b -T- ^5

^ f*^ f*]^ J& ,^ il breaks oul below the scro-

tum, and before the indented path proceeding from the anus;

i. e. in periuceo.

WEI.

An ulcer breaking open. Read Hwa, Simple ; tillj.

TSO. Disease.
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r HAN. A disease which consuls in a ri^idj

contraction of the muscles or tendons, and i commonly spok-

en of in connexion with cold and damp. Fung tan

palsy. Tan twan
3|| ^ft rigidity of tho muscles inducing

lameness in the hands and feet.

-'" A disease which upsets or subverts

the understanding. Derangement, insanity; franticncss;

madness , frantic ; mad. Applied to children, denotes Convul-

sions or fits ; is applied also to the falling sickness. Insanity,

as shewn by laughing, giggling, and joy.

LUY.

Lassitude and feebleness arising from disease.

LE.

A large ulcer. Read Leih, A protuberant swelling.

LWAN. Diseased; emaciated, bent down by

disease; the body crooked by disease.

A vulgar form of | Pe.

LAE.

A bad disease; a virulent disorder. Read Lc, An epidemic.

Same

Same

as

as

Ping.

Lo.

I

liWAN. A disease.

LWAN. A disease.

Same as the preceding.

Original form of fff Pe

*aK Same as

W Lwan.
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V TH RADICAL.

1 O. The two legi striding apart as if kicking

awjy something; some say two -men with their back* -turn-

ed lo each other. Two standing with their backs to each

other, to represent parting asunder, which is considered the

original signification of -the Radical. Togo.

An ancient form of $$ T*e.

From 1100 bars laid across, to determine the centre. Water

flowing from four points to fill up the centre part. An astro-

nomical character applied to years, months, and days; the

last of the ten horary characters. Teen kwei chay ; nao che

tsing, neu che heug ; seen teen tlh-che e ching hing ; how teen

Uh che e yew sing chay TO #. JJ fj|

tSen -kv:ff' denotes the semen of the male and

the blood of the female; before birth obtained to form (he

figure and after birth obtained for procreation. Hoo king
kwei

|ql J| J

a kind of watch word used in armies, and

denoting a want of provisions.

P'HO. To kick away grass with the feet. P<5

mixed ; blended ; perverse.

Vulgar form of the preceding.

An ancient form of 3? Kwei

An ancient form of^ Tang.

An ancient form of JE Pan

An erroneous form of Po.

PANG, From a hand raising the fesh of a

victim, and placing it on the venel used in sacrifice. An

earthenware vessel used in sacrifice; to place higher; to as-

cend. Tang fung /
[Ira?

to ascend the peak of a moun-

tain. Tang kaou peth tee chung X^ j^*j
>

j?jfc Jpr
he

who ascends high must have the heavier fall.
5

FA. To shoot from a bow, to send forth; to

cause to issue forth; to spring forth. To *n;d , IH despatch ;

to transport; to induce to utter; to raise higher, to make

manifest; to advance.; logo; to proceed to ; to go with haste ;

to cause confusion
; >to attack and suppress. Name ol a dis-

trict ; a surname

An erroneous form of jr| Fei.
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WAN. A year.

^
_t\-_ An ancient form of T&ng.

106th Radical. II. Pth pi

*
Same as 7tf Fci. -

'' El. Duty, custom or tax paid to government

CVI RADICAL.

PIH. . White i clear
; explicit ; manifest ; to ex-

plain or make manifest; obvious, in allusion to this sense lo

write PI*, means To write or spell erroneously ; i. e. to write

the character which is most obvious to an uninstrncted person.

That Inch is donefreely and disintertttedly. Pth h5
j
WE

a species of Ardea, seemingly the Antigone. Pth yu ^~\ V^
' the white fish ;' an insect which corrodes clothcs

(
and books.

PTfa yueo pj %$} tutenague. Pth jilt shing teen

-Jc ascend to hea-ven in daylight. 0-nan pih 'Chuy I

] il| O-nan represented to Chuy. PTh tae ^ Off
a white

dicharge from the vagina, fiuor alilus. Piu yin l^t J^ or

Pth clitli g 3Sj
a white discharge from the urethra occasion-

ed 1>y venereal excess, or the use of aphrodisiacs. Pth fi hwan

hth
FjJ j|g { ffil while (or grey) hairs will be changed to

black.

Pth fib lung tsew, e sin h fung ming che len ;

Choo inuii tszc IS, nan yung woo liO che jin.

In a white (poor) house lived (my wife and I) mourned together ;

but I have now lost the phoenix response of my fellow ;

Inside the purple gate (of office) ! am happy alone ; and cannot

possibly bear a crow-union with another wife.

Tliis was said by ||R j^P Ching-kwang, to one of the em-

FAKT I. VOL. II. 8 V

pcrors of the Tang dynasty, who ofiered to confer titl on hi<

wife, not knowing that he was a widower. Pth-t-ze pi ?.^

Coinmelina 'Communis.

From one and clear. Ten times ten ; one distinct round

number i a hundred; used for the whole number or species.

Many; numerous. The name of a place. A surname. Pth

m8h che chang "Q"^ ~^ -gj?
the superior (or best) of all

trees. PTh tse kw5 ^ VJ& ^ an ancient state iu the region

of Leaou-tung, or rather Lcaou-se. PTh win pdh joo yth keen

H fin /^f> "UQ a hundred hearings is not so good

as one seeing.

An ancient form of ff Pih.

KEAY> or Kea.

Name of a place. A surname.

TSAOU. Inferiors who perform the lower

departments of duly; polite runner*. A black colour. The

name of a bird.
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A vulgar form of the preceding;

PEIH. The smell of grain; some say A graiu.

An ancient form of Heang.

^T* An ancient form of ^ Heang.

MAOU. From man and white. The humanyu
countenance. An ancient form of^ Yung. Read Mo, The

figure of the human species.

Same as Han.

TE1H. Clear; bright; distinctly seen at a dw-

tance. Real ; true. A bright object to shoot at ;
a t irget ;.

a

hanging point; an important circumstance; denotes the pos-

sessive case, and is joined to adjectives without adding to their

signification. Chung teih
ijj fl'fj

to hit the mark.

ME. The border or selvage of cloth or silk

An erroneous form of ^ Kaou.

P'HA. Clear discrimination; light and order.

PA, The white of plants or flowers; a colour

not truly distinguished.

KEAE.
fcb

All the preceding circumstances, things or persons; all

taken collectively.

fife
PE. Clear

; bright ; distinct.

HWANG.

A title of dignity applied to Heaven, or the Supreme Being;

to sovereigns, to queens, to princes, to Budha, to deceased

parents. San hwang _ *_
J3 the three Emperors, titles ef

Fuh-lie, and his two successors. The ancient Yaou and Shun,

were entitled fife Te, and under the Hea and Chow dynasties,
1 1

the sovereigns were culled ^
- Wang. Tsin, who first con-

quered the whole of China, assumed
j^l Hwang-, implying

that he had reduced all to his- sway, nnd the title has continued

ever since. Yu hwang T^
|

how Imperial! Haou ming,

pdh fung hwang chuh she ^p ^ ^ ^ | {ij "^ he '

a well-fated man, who does not meet in life the originator of a

new dynasty, to express the evils of civil war. Hwang ch.iou

I jaB denotes the existing dynasty. E kwang hwang j,in

I/J Kj ^^ 'f^ to extend the imperial benevolence. Kaou

yu hwang teen how too -5F -f>
'

^f? )p i. announced

it (<>r made an appeal) to imperial heaven, and queen earth.

San Hwang cbe haoii, fang yu Chow-le; ke tsze tsth keen yu

Tsin p. sze =
1 ^ H $ ft ffi || ft^- |pj

^ "A^ ^ W?i lhe tille f theTnree Emperors appears

in Chow-le j
and the next time it is seen in the PS-sze, or general

scholars of the Tsin dynasty.

An ancient form of J2. Taw.

Vulgar form of ^ Maou.
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P'HO. P5 mS $ a dull white.

Same as M Kwei. A man's name.

An ancient form of &L Ke.

An ancient form of Ife Yin.

White; pure fresh white colour.

Same as flU Ling.

-

P1H, P'hth, and Keaou. White.

KAOU. Standing upon the top of a house ami

proclaiming or announcing to; to sing; to protract the tone

or sound ;
a long drawling sound. High : elevated ; a bank of

a lake or edge of a marsh ; a marshy place.

MO. A dull white.

An ancient form of J$- Chung.

An ancient form of 3: Hwang.

Same as the preceding.

An ancient form of j Tseth.

An ancient form of Jjl Sing.

K. liAOU . A comparison of vhitenett or lutlrf.

The lustre of the moon ; the shining whiteness of the inn.

White colour. A surname.

>. A white colour.

P'HING. Ping h8 && ri0 wh ite ; dull white.

FOW. White.

^SIS? 'Same as /<fc Kaou:

An ancient form of^ Hwan

GO. Go go $$ ftfc
a white colour.

HAOU. The light of the heavens ; the white

luminous appearance of the sky. Read Kaou, Pure while. A

surname.

HAN. White:

Han ban file, ffi a white appearance.
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An ancient form of Chung.

PE1H. Two hundred.

H \V AN . From tehite and completed. Perfectly

clear j bright. Name ofa place.

PAE. White skin.

CHOW. White silk ; clear , bright.

.|> LUH. A white quadruped.

A white appearance ; a raaii'j name.

Same as R3f Po.

LO. Birds that are white.

SEIH.

A white skin , a pale or fair countenance. 'Name of a wood

Same as fl Yaou.

- A roan's name ; the pronunciation it not known.

'/U

TEEN. The wood of a boat.

HO.

Ping hS
fiJ-^Q

white colour; (lightly coloured.

ft

Same as * Te

HWUY. White.

Same as HH Tang.

CH'HOW, and Show.

Speech ; language. The fame a* fjfe Chow.

CH'HUN. White colour.

f? GAEyOrE. Tl while of hoarfrr.it and ofsnow.

57

\

H'EAOU. White ; very white ; d.-ar
; bright ;

spli-nd id i manifest ; apparent. Read-Ring, While Read Pib,

To strike.

P'HOO, L3, and He<J.

The white of bird( ; a white colour.

A

1 H.L. Half broken off, or cast down.

fl
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LI 'EL HAOU. The white light around the horizon.

Hiou h;iou Jm the light and splendour of the iky; the

glorious appearance of the heaveni.

l>

"||
^ HWANG. The aspect, orTisage, or manner.

HAOU. A white appearance; clear; bright.

A surname. Hanu haou
fjs.

HE the appearance of great self

possession. Tae haou -fr I it applied to Jnc Sfc Fuh-he

nd
/Jf

I Shaou-haou, and to ^^ ^^ fif" Kin-teen-she.

Used for Haou.

TS1H. Clear; pure; a deep white. Emaciated.

Tslh han Wf' ill the name of principality.
Hxs r

"

"*^ MEAOU. A white colour.

An ancient form of Mecn.

Ib'HUY. A lofty eminent appearance. The

whiteness of hoar frost or snow.

P1H. The whitenesn of flax.

Same as fi} Che.

KING. To announce to.

1. TOL. II. 3 if

d

Same as (Hf TeTh.

HEAOU. White ; clear
; bright.

YE, or Ylh. From while and Jltver. White

shining flowers. Clear ; bright.

,_
Same as Di Wei.

PO. White; plain and unadorned; the

hairs of old age. Large bellied ; an animal with a white belly.

N.iiue of a plant; copious , abundant.

TANG. White.

P'HUH.

White vapour or steam arising from a thing.

|- Same as $ Haou.

a^h An ancient form ofM Kwei.

SUNG. A plain white.

KEAOU. The white luitre of imt preci*Mi

stours. White, luminous, refulgent.
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Y. Plants or trees with white flowers.

GAE. Clear ; pure ; white.

LING. Same as 111 Ling.

An ancient form of tj^ Sing.

CHOW. Language, or speech.

YAOU - A white colour -

r" v
"Tf M UNG. Any thing white on the top.

An erroneous form of T Hwang, An imperial

lustre.

LUNG. Lung leth ^ j|g
two small doors,

one on the left and the other on the right.

The wood at the bottom of a boat. The pronuncia-

tion is not known.

JA^A LEIH. A white appearance; lustre i splen-

dour ; a bright pearl. Read L5, A white colour. Read PS,

Mixed colours.

Yli. The white flowers of tree* and plants;

flowery ; shining ; bright ; gay.

P'HEAOU. A white colonr; a bird chang-

ing its feathers; any thing of a dead dull colour, instead of

glossy and bright.

4&*
K? WEI. Flowers ; flowery ; gay.

HO. White colour. H5 jen plh show

a white or grey head.

LE1H. A white appearance.

. .-^

Same as flU Ling.

TSEO. A white colour ; pure ; clean.

Same as jj& Leth.

TSO. White.

T'HANG. Clear; shining; bright.

LINQ. A white colour.
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CVII TH RADICAL.

To skin; skin; bark; peel; a wrapper;

a cae. A surname. PC peaou jj? ^ the prepuce. Pe fno

che chnang I??
JrjJ ~^f 'ifa a cutaneous disease. Kan siing

kwei tow che king shang pe paou yu nuy ffl" U2 sffij
BB

/^

3j?f _[^_ JJ?
'W

-J* j^Q
a venereal ulcer behind the corona

din, and beneath the prepuce.

o\

TSANG, or Chang. The skin tense.

P'HEI. A branch broken off.

HWAN. From skin and a round ball. A

protuberant swelling. One says, A case for an arrow.

KAN, and Kan.

A black tinge on the face. Sickness.

Same as the preceding-.

TSEO. The skin wrinkled.

t-**!

C| Same as the following.

IR P-HO.

The skin rising up as on a swelling. The skin broken.

P'HE,

A vessel cracked, but the parts not separated.

Wrinkled; to peel off lh wrinkled heads of hemp.

PA.

jte
Pa cha a disease of the nost.

NAN. Soft leather.

Same as Bff Tsoo.

PE. To open out; to expand.

Pe urh ffiv f| the appearance of opening the mouth.

\

PO.

Lame. Read P6, The foot turned inwards ; the legs crooked.
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m.

Same as j| Nan.

vT / Dl (T )u

TS1H. Wrinkled skin. Read Lih, A surname.

IN FIN, Fine grained leather.

PAOU.

A blister on the handi and feet; a Tinkle

MO. Skin.

WA.

A vulgar form of IS W$, A slocking.

CHAOU. The thin membrane which covers

flesh below the external ikin

Y1NG, and Yang.

Blue appearance. A blue coloured face.

TSZ E Skin not itretched out ; mmpled.li*

Cuarie bad skin or leather , ikin rent.

Same as M- Koo

TA. Wide loose skin.

SEUN. The skin of the feet broken.

KEIH. Black skin.

KWE1.

An extreme degree of lassitude. Same as
jW]

Kc

J>?V? GAOU.

Hard stiff skin ; the noise made by dry hard ikia.

A skin for defending the arm in archery.

u

SEUE. Decayed or rotten
; to pluck cfilua

K'HEW. A ball lor play.

SEAOU, A scabbard for

^fRT

K'HEO. Dry skin ; or skin dry.

TS'HEUN. Fine n.ing, on the -kip, the

kin oil the hunds broken by the cold. Method of iketehiaj

picturer Loofe tkio hanjiug dowa. Tfn pe Afr it tbe
. vif* 's*+

fruit Le-tht
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CHA. The wrinkled skin of an old man.

T'HO.

To skin j to peel ; skin rent ; skin spoiled-

TS'HEO.

Rumpled skin or bark. Fine risings on Iwrk or skin.

SSL
-

"*" KIN. The appearance of thick skin.

LUH.

Lfih tsfih
||j?

4fe skin and flesh having a lean u^ly appearance.

TSEUE. Skin broken asunder.

T'HEEN.

To raise up or peel off the skin , risings on the skin.

['HAN. An uneven appearance.

E. Same as ff Ke.

1 A. Wide lose skin, as on a lean animal.

A vulgar form ofM Cha

FART I. VOL. II. 8 O

crroneousVX

KM SameasgtJuen

T'HOO. The hark of Ihe mulberry Iree.

offlKoo,

KEUN. The skin of the bands and feet broken;

bruken or rent skin from cold.

I" \

J PUNG, and Pang.

<L
Hempen shoes ; little children's leather shoes.

HOW.

A thin skin on rock honey. One says A stone tomb.

Same as the preceding.

TSZE. The skin of the hands and feet black.

An ancient form of p, Pei.

*f+rt KEO. Eggs being hatched ; any thing covered

with a shell ; or the external covering of a bud.

PANG . To make the borders of shoes.
'
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TSUY.

Grain before it has had the husk rcmoYcd.

I feU >* . From prats or hcrbt and skin. A

wrinkled f,.ce ; frowing eyebrows; wrinkles in any thing.

MA.

Mast-Hi
4HJr Pa the appearance of the mouth shut.

HAN. Thin skin ; the external cuticle.

CHA. A red pimple or swelling on the nose;

from cold or the influence of liquor.

L -

The skin of an animal that has grains.

w

PEIH. Skin with figures
drawn on it.

T5ZE.

Hard skin growing on the hands and feet.

WATST, and Wan.

The skin separating and coming off.

? TSOW. Rumpled skin.

Original form of ^ Tsetf.

Same as SI Wan. Read Mwan, Skin.

PEL

Name of a list; to arrange names in a list.

lilt

FUN. A drum; a large drum.

HEO. Dry skin.

A vulgar form of Ji| Wan.

T'HA. The skin rising.

fit
Same as

fc
La.

CHEN. The epidermis or scurf skin. Loose

skin separated from the flesh. Read Tan, A disease of the skin

of the face.

An ancient form of ri& Pei.

Same as the preceding.

JEN. Soft skin. Read Now, Leather undressed.
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YEN. Cicatrix of a healed ulcer.

iJi Same as f$( Jen.

T'HUH.

Slippery; a quiver or stand for containing arrows. A ealf.

u

PO- A cumulus at a grave. Skin rent or broken.

WA. Clothing for the legs ; stockings.

LA. Same as ffi Ta.

KWANG.

Tlic appearance of being widely extended, or spread out.

Same as
pjj(

E.

LOO. Skin ; one says, The skin of ihe belly.

An erroneous form of^ Jang

KEEN. The skin rising ; thick skin on (he feet.

The toes wounded or hurt and separating about the middle.

Harmony * concord ; agreement; blended.

CVIII TH RADICAL.

MING, and Mailg. Vessels which are

used in eating or drinking, crockery and earthen ware. All

manner of household utensils.

An erroneous form of -/ Ting.

1 11L, A vessel or utensil i a man's came.

JJDL

JIB.

KO. A dish or platter.

KEE. A kind of dish or platter.

MANG, or Hwang. Mang lang ]g{ ^
coarse, wide, unsettled as the waves ; applied to people's dis-

positions and minds. Not capable of nice and just discrimina-

tion.
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K AN. A dish or platter ;
a large basin.

i I . From steam or vapour arising out of a

vetifl A vessel to contain rice, or wine, or water ; they say

A prince is like a vetsel, the people like water; the water is

moulded by the shape of I he vessel. Name of a hook ; <>l u

plant , <>fa hill, and of a district. A certain hunt. A surnnmc.

Original form of jj Yu.

PO. A household utensil.

HE A. A dish or platter.

A vulgar form of U Yen.

A vulgar form of %j[, Pei.

HE. A small basin or platter.

CHAOU.

An household utensil ; a sort of bell.

PUN. From to diviie and an utensil. An ear-

then were vessel, used in ancient times as a measure, and also

to beat time on during their rude singing and music ; ajar,

pitcher, basin, or tub, without regard to the material of which

il is made. A vessel for boiling mil in. Name or a medicine

and i'1'a place.

H'HUNG.

An empty or hollow vessel ; a cup.

u

HEA. To cover over. A surname.

Y1NG

From numerous additions and a vessel. A full ve-sel j full;

the quantity completed ; overflowing; as a local word, denotes

Ancer Name of state, and of a district. Ke seaou eying

-ijrr- /K 47] jnL a sraa" vesse ' '* easily filled, applied to little

minds being easily elated.

KWEl. A large dish.

PO. A certain utensil.

Same as $f Kwan.

HO. sf V
A vessel in which to blend together different tastes.

YUNG. A large jar.

CHAOU. A certain vessel.

HAE. A vessel to contain wine.
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ME1H. A certain utensil.

CH'HOO. A certain utensil, or vessel.

YAOU. A vessel not level inside.

~44
From -water and a vessel. To pour in more and more; to

add to; to increase; to introduce; to benefit; that which is

advantageous; beneficial; in a higher degree. Abundant;

full; the appellation of a certain quantity; twenty-four taels.

Names of a plant; ofa fruit; and of a district. Yth ke jang

shin
jtSf-

_n;> 5? Sm to improve the animal aura, and nourishJ"*- x1V fc3i /|l I,

the animal spirits.

YA. A vessel for wine.

s^f-

Same as 2Ji. Yew.

I (). A dish or platter used on the table.

FAN. A certain cup for wine.

Vulgar form of the preceding
1

.

WAN. A bowl or dish.

F*RT I. VOL. II. 8 I

WAN. From a baiin with food and an iniar-S,
ccrated man. To give food to Ihe prisoners. Benevolent ;

kind hearted ; warm humane feeling.

HO. To unite together; to cover over; many

persons uniting together and seeking with ardour. Why not ?

A surname. A term used for the Pronoun I.

jrr^
'

YANG. An earthen ware vessel, either used

OSBC
to regulate music, or to contain water or wine. Appearance

of fulness or plenty. The name of a door. A surname.

HOO. A form of H Hoo.

A vulgar form of fg Tsin. ^Q?

YEW. A small jarj * vessel to contain water.

YU. The overflowing of water from a vesel.

v

HO. A platter; a dish ; a box ; to cover over.

LE. An utensil.

YEN. A dish, or platter ; a wine cup.

KEUEN, or K'heuen. A W0oden platter.

\~k
JOL
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Same as Fan.

- K'HWEI. A vessel for rice ; a general term

JBL
for vessels. A vulgar terra for a helmet.

GAN. A platter ;
a kind of cup.

~ A vulgar form of ]gj[ Kae.

Same as

r OO. A round basket for- containing grain.

Some say, Square without side, round within.

KWEI.

A vessel to contain rice, used in the rites of sacrifice-.

K'HEW. A surname. Name of a box; a bos.

JfTTI.

e as ^ Tan.

SH1NG, or Ching.

From to complete and a vessel. The grain prepared in ves-

sels for offering to the gods. Accomplished ; perfected ; com-

pleted. Great; abundant ; plenteous ; affluent; flourishing ; any

good in the highest degree; excellent. Complimentary adjec-

tive applied to another person's country, or native place.

The name of a certain vessel} of a hill j of a country; and of

a place. A surname. To put into a vessel. To receive or

contain any tiling.

T'HAOU. From to covet and an utensil. To

covet the property of others, and take it by force or fraud;

to rob; to plunder -,
to commit piracy; to promote one's

own interest by underhand clandestine means. Name of a

spring, and of a star, and of a plant ; an appellation of a fleet

horse. Seaou taou n-\ j& a, petty pilferer.

T'HUY. The name of an utensil.

K'HEAOU. An instrument of husbandry.

CHUH. A dish or cup.

An original form of jg| Ming.

YA. To contain or put into; a wine vessel.

_
jrtfiL

The sound of this character is not known. A sort

of wine cup.

MUNG. To fill quite full.

Same as Kae.

.

FAN. A certain kind of cup.
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V

LUH. To drain entirely of water; to exhaust

or drain completely ; the name of a place, and of a man. A

particular kind of small bos or press.

Same as 25 Keuen.

HAIM. From a cup and shallow. Ayerysmall

cup for wine or other purposes; a cup to contain oil for lamps;

the numeral of lamps.

SHAY. The name of a certain utensil.

Same as H Tan.

SHAY. An utensil,

MING. An open or explicit declaration before

the gods j
to bind one's self with an oath; an oath, taken with

the shedding of blood, and sipping or drinking of it j implying

a wish, that in case of violating the promise made, the indivi-

dual may be treated as the slain animal.

JKTK

Bjfc Same as Tan.

VTT&
^'^E. Name of a water plant, and ofan Utensil.

A'bottle gourd made into a wine vessel.

From a vend and the aihei of contain-

ed wood. A vessel emptied; come to an end ; a thing or work

brought to a close; to draw off totally; entirely; to exhauit ;

to leave nothing. The extreme point or limit; the utmost ;

completely exhausted; terminated; to perform to the utmost

degree ; with the whole of; all. A surname.

Original form of the preceding.

Bl7^HEUE,orHeiIi. Name of a hill.

JQTL

KEEN.

To look down upon and inspect from a higher place ; to

examine into. To look at; to oversee ; to exercise the over-

sight or controul of; an inspector; an overseer ; an eunuch.

Halo gathering round the sun. Name of a star. A jail or

prison; to put in jail. Name of an office. A surname.

KUNG. A small cup. An erroneons character.

LUH. A man's name.

Jfflt

V$j POO.

JTff
A form of

/fiaj
Poo, The evening hour for taking rice.

An*
7T5C PWAN. A tub-like vessel whether made ot

wood or metal ; a bathing tub ; a vessel to contain rice ; name

of a state; of a dog, and of agate. A surname. Winding;

curved. Pwan chung tsan, leih lefh keae sin koo
jfjjg.

rfj
&jg

Tf-E 7J3L ij^f ^p -fa
of the dinner in the dish, every grain of.
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rice has cost bitter toil. Pwan scuen ft&
Tfip

to sit cross leg-

geil. Pwan seuenke teenJS
yjfe *i(& ^^ to sit; i e. to live

<r lodjie with a person a few da\s. Pwan-ko-she Wg "jtj ^\^

aUo called Pwan-chow-she is represented ns the

first human being, and possessing an extensive knowledge

'*" J'L the ruler ofof nature ; from which he is cnlled Yu-she

the world ;
and by Suli chuen j& $& vulgar tradition, it is said

he Fun teen te /> ^? -Wt divided the heavens and the earth.

The origin of this person is thus expressed. Teen te tsoo fun

che she, Pwan-koo sXng yu ke chung^^ ty) ft |J^

^ Hr^ T^ Jt rfl when heaven and earth were first

separated, Pwan-koo ifas produced in the midst of them;

city to know the heighth and depth of heaven and earth ; and

the principles of creating and transforming. Jj^ j| g |j^

tftP ifr ^" The tra<iition is that he at first aPPeared to rule

the world. Pwan-koo $| "^p
is in pictures represented as

clothed with leaves. Some historians omit the mention of him

on account of the obscurity that hangs over the subject ; and on

this account also some call him
l| ^ ff" Hwio-tun-she.

The whole appears to be an obscure tradition concerning Adam,

KOO. Certain salt lakes or pans stretching

fifty one le in length, and seven le in width. Badly made ;

not of strong texture; hurried; hustle, confused and tem-

porary i to slobber; to suck.

KWAN.

From water, mortar, and < tub. To wash the hands ; to wash

with water in a tub ; to wash the hands before offering sacrifice.

L'HE.

Name of an utensil ; and of a certain quadruped.

MO, and Ma. A cup.

Jj^GO.orY*.
A cover fur a tripod. Read Gin, in the same sense.

Same as ik Keaou.

CHOW. A man's name.

Same as & Luh.

Same Ming.
JOB.

pif/U TAN. Gravy , the Wood-formed grary of beef.

L/UU. vessel for containing rice; a place to

contain fire; a furnace. A place for selling liquor. A black

colour. Used to denote Reeds that grow by the side of rivers.

The name of a river, a place for selling wine ; also a certain er-

nament for a horse's head.

FUN. Speed ; velocity.

KEAOU. A cup or other vessel.

HOO. An utensil.

TSAIV. A dish or cup.
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'

4n.
To carry a vessel on the back.

TUN. A dish or basin. Read Tuy, A vessel

used when drinking blood, in taking oaths.

CHOW. To lead and strike; to pluck from

amnst. The name of a place ; the name of a person.

Same as M Hae.
:JAQ>ICI

T'HANG. ftom hot watered a tub. A ves-

sel to wash or bathe in. Moved ; agitated ; to move a boat

over dry land; large ; great.
A surname. Name of a place.

KEAOU. An utensil.

Same as |s Koo.

A lump of salt. The sound i> not known.

YANG. A cup.

GO, or Y5.

To cover over; a covert; a small religious house.

HAE. The gravy or juice of meat.

i. vot. n. 8 o

KOO. Any vessel or utensil.

> .,

Y1H. An animal of the mus species.

Same as %& Le.

An utensil. Read Hcaou, A hot vend.

An erroneous form of 1$ Le.

CHA.

To decoct different tasted ingredients and reduce them lo one.

Same as ^ Keaou.

:
f

'

LUY. A wine vessel.

A form of Is Loo.

i

LE.

Perverse; vicious,- wicked; a virulent disease. \ame of

a hill. Also read Leg.

Q K'HOO. A leader; not firm. Salt.

t T Same as ^ Choo.
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K'HEU. The seed of trees.

Same as /fig KS.

YU. An instrument of husbandry.

Same as ^T Bin. Alto read Hwuy in the same sense.

rm as
' or

KAN. The cover of a veiel. A small cup.

CIX TH RADICAL.

MUH.
Originally intended to resemble the

eye. The eye; that which directs; the head or principal

person. The index of a book ; a square on a chess-board is

called
~jj JE|

Fang mfih. To name or designate; to look

with the eye. US mHh /^ g to shut the eyes, and

compose the thoughts is the way to strengthen the eyes. MHh

tse'en che kelh
J ^^ j=

a present emergency. Mflh

hwliipdhming
^ fjjj^ {j^J

indistinct vision. MBh she

pflh ming P jj fjj^
dimness of sight. E tsae tsze shoo

muh che denominated it a work of

genius. Fan muh
JRf

I to look at each other with dislike.

1L KEAOtf. Thick eyebrows.

An ancient form of pj Muh.

4" CHOW, and Keaou. Squinting eyes; the

eje-lashes above and below. Read Yaou, Deep eyes.

Br>

9T

A vulgar form of 0i Me'en.

. The bones of the eye; the socket.

TSANG, or Chang.

To stare straight forward.

HEUEN. The eye* rolling from side to side.

Original form of p^ Kan

From eye and to compare. Looking at each other with

determined opposition; not shewing submission by letting fait

the eye.

KEAOU. The name of a place.
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W. CH1H. A disease of the eyes.

SAN, or Tseen.

To look upwards to. To see for a short time.

H^ WO, and Wan. The eye.

if KAN.

A great deal of white la the eye. To open the eyes wide.

TSEEN.

To gaze at a distance where objects are
indistinctiy seen.

=ft

Original form of -ft Keu,

T/T

0/L

Si

FAN. Large eyes.

Same as the preceding. A vulgar character.

erroneous form of -* Gae.

"/ /
*IN. Appearance of gazing ; gazing with indif-

tinct vision or stupefaction.

HWAN. Yuen hwan
j)

to turn or roll

the eyes. One says, Large eyes.

PpT
' HEU. To open the eyes wide; to stare; to

look and hope, to be sorry; to be sick. Plain; substantial.

The name of a district and of a plant. A surname ; a man's

name. Hwuy heu
Jj|| |W-

tne appearance of a petty man

pleased and gratified.

f Bt Heu -

HEUNG. The eyes turning.

WANG, or Mang. Blind.

Peen ming /S M blind of one eye.

rJI
MANG, and Wang. To raise the head

and gaze. Ching-tsze-tung says it denotes The light of the e e

lost, in which case how can any one gaze.

An erroneous form of
Kjjl E.

CHUEN. To direct the eyes to one point,

r *

as a stream flows in one direction. To gaze ; to look intently.

it
o il k

CH'HIH.
Straight; direct ; morally upright.

Correct; proper; to straighten ; to accord with ; to rectify ;

firm ; bold ; authority ;
to plant; an euphonic particle employed

at the introduction of a sentence. The name of an office ; of

a door; of a city ; and of a spring. A surname. The price

of a thing; the price of labour. Yew chow, kin ChTh-le,

(of former times) was the same as the modern Shun-teen-foo
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in the province of CMh-le. Cliih-liih Fang kwei Uow

s] Mi $* ^an?' 'ne go verD r ofChlh-le province, kneels

to Uate to his majesty.

7C
!

.

YAOU. Deep sunken eyes.

K'HE. A surname.

An ancient form of ff Show.

Same as 14 Yung.

YANG.

Sheep'* eyes, injuring persons in some way unexplained.

YUEN. To look ; to gaze.

^Ti TEEN. The appearance of the eye. The eyes

>l
rolling and gazing. The name of a place. Read He'en, Name

of a kingdom; large eyes. Read Min, The appearance of

gazing.

h

An erroneous form of IEJ Meih.

SEANG.

From eye and tree. The eye prying amongst trees ; to

look and examine ; to blend with; to join with, mutually;

reciprocally i often merely denotes that the rerb is transitive.

The substance of, in contradistinction from mere accidents.

To assist ; to help i to lead. A minister of stitte ; one appoint-

ed to receive an embossador. To support; to direct; to

choose; the sound of beating to accompany a song ; the art

of physiognomy, an appellation of the moon. To reckon.

Forms a part of various proper names. Nuy seang n\l K\
W I r^

a confidential adviser of a monarch, distinct from the Tsae-seang

TJj? ^|j
or official ministers. Seang sze kwa

I|J t^ 4|l
a sort of charm to make lovers think of each other. Seang

ke heang Yuen^ |f| j^ 7^ successively submitted to the

Yuen dynasty.

An erroneous form of B& Mlh.

An erroneous form of Rp Hoo.

W CH'HIN. Staring angrily j the pupil of the eye.

Vulgar form of RI She.

TEEN.

To look ; to hold up the head and gaze; to look angrily.

Same as Pf She.

MUH. Respect ; serious decorum.

CHUN. From eye and confuted pItnti. In the

Dictionaries read Chun, commonly read Tun. Deep sunken

eyes; dullness of sight. Affected sleep.
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KELJE. To look atkiunt. A disease of the

ryes. Read Heu, To look alarmed ; to look from tide to side

in an uncertain manner.

W

KEAOU. To suspend upside down; a head

hung up with the hair hanging down.

Same as the preceding.

Same as Ke.

NUH. To look at.

HIK Joyful, joy, delight, to see dimly.

U^p Vulgar form of 1$ Suy.

KWO. The appearance of the eyes.

k. TO look at with indignation. The appear-

ance of diligent severe labour. This character is now con-

founded by many persons with the following character.

/

P'HAN. The white and black of the eye clear-

ly distinguished ;
a beautiful eye; the rolling eye of a beautiful

FART I. VOL. II. 8, R

woman , to look affectionately ;
to look about. A name of

wood j the name of a district. A surname.

Same ai M^ Fung. To examine with the cje.

Lh Hu. To look ( to examine i to look asquint.

SHUN, or Chuen, and Tun. A kind

of shield. Name of an office; of a certain country; and of a

star. A man's name. Tuecnhow maou tun
BJj jf-fe -yt* J&

the beginning and the end selfcontradictory.

HEUE, and W5.

To raise the eye and dart a glance. A slight motion of the eye.

Vulgar form of ffi Che.I*

flit
MIN. The appearance of looking.

ifc

Same as the preceding.

POO. To look for or hope.

HEUE. Motion or rolling of the eyes.

MING.

To see distinctly or clearly. Used for BH Ming
r*/ J >
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SING. To look carefully ; to examine. Read

Sing, Within the royal domain or palace* a place where people

will be examined. A province. To lessen ; to diminish.

Sang win ^j 5^ an ahbrevialed mode of writing. Kee"

tsze sSng win VEf 5^ 4 yf an abbreviated form of the

. haracter KeS. Sang hwuy che foo
^j*^ ty$ ffi

the Che-

foo magistrate of the metropolis of a province.

FOW. To see.

tlrT* SHE. To look. The ame as
jfiB

She.

rpT* YUN. To see indistinctly.

GANG. To raise the eyes and look.

W MEN. To squint; to look askaunt. Lew meen

the appearance of turning the eyes.

'HAiS . An eye with a great deal of white*

A man's name.A Pan tsing flff ^ a cataract.

PAJNG. Seen indistinctly. Fang ffih

appearing as if; like; but unable to see so clearly as to be

certain. The same expression is written several other way*.

i/X
HEIH. To look.

Hrf P'HAE. Pae m5
[)|}j fJ

a dull eye. Read

Pei, Not clear, nor bright. Read P'h5, The same at
|^ Fei.

-i- .

1)
M0

From a sheep's horn and eye. A distorted eye.

I ^} AOU. One eye small ; piercing view
; eye

deep sunk; wanting one eye. Small; minute ; subtile.

TAN. From eye and
hetitaling. Looking

furtively like a tiger about to spring on its prey. To look

at something near, when the intention is directed to something

more distant; excessive enjoyment or indulgence; addicted

to pleasure. Read Chin, Ta put forth the head and peep.

MEI,

The eyebrows; an epithet of aged persons ; certain stone

ornaments; the ground about the mouth of a well. A surname.

HWUH, Wuh, Mei, or Mae.

Obscure vision i dimness of sight from looking long, and to

a great distance; the obscure light of the dawn of day ; obscure-

ly seen, as a streamer at a distance. Distorted gaze.

Same as the preceding.

MAOU. A dull eye ; dull
; stupid ; drunk ; old.

SHEN, A surname.
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K'HAN.

To look; to observe
; to see; to peep ;

to spy. A surname.

' and Wan-

To scratch out the eyes. Small ugly eyes.

An ancient form of f| She.

{-|)l|

Same as the
preceding.

HEIR. To>vards.

KEIH. To look.

ME EN. To lookaskaunt.

FANG, To look; to see.

PEL Dulness of eye sight; obscure vision;

dull appearance of the eye.

Same as the preceding.

YANG. From eye and midst. To look ; to

see
; duloess of sight. An angrily resentful look.

An ancient form of 1$ She

CHING.

Looking straight ; looking tingly at one object.

MAY. A small eye.

KEU. Looking on the right and left.

Y AOU. Deep sunken eyes ; to look narrowly.

Retired; to look inwardly ; deep thought.

m
89

n\N. jo open the eyes wide; a precipitate

appearance. The appearance of bird* or quadrupeds alarmed.

ICV HO. The appearance of looking high.

Eyes reciprocally meeting at a point.

CHIN, Something intercepting the tight;

heavy; dull. A man's name.

HWANG. To look; to gaze; a man's Dane.

Etfof KEU. To glance on every side. Read Heu,

To smirk and laugh; deep hollow eye.

A
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SHIN.

An ancient form of fiH Shin. The name of a kingdom;
IJ5*

and of a man. A surname.

tl > \ HEUkj. To look alarmed ; to gaze in a fright-

ened manner. The appearance of deep eyes.

A
~l C'H'HE, and Tsang. TO look directly

at ; to gaze upon intently; to fix the eyes upon ; to look

in a frightened manner. Read E, The appearance of raising

the eyes. The name of a district.

N

oAlM LM. The eye diseased by something grow-

ing over it, as a cataract. Error; excess; crime; calamity.

A certain demoniacal disease ; to lessen; to diminish ; to save

trouble; meager; lean.

The appearance of deep sunken eyes; the motion of the eyes.

WE.

Dulness of sight; indistinctness of Tision,

SZE. To spy privily.

CHIN.

True; truth; sincere; sincerity; real ; genuine; pure;

spiritual ; the name of a star ; a name of tea; a name of gold,

of incense, of a stone, and of a district. A surname
; a designa-

tion of Budha ; acd of the emineat ia th* Taou Kct.

Vulgar form of the preceding character.

MO. Dulness of the eye; a man's name. Read

Meg, The name of a place.

To stretch the eyes ; to stare ; to

fix the eyes upon and gaze.

ML?
CH HEiV- To

l>eePi to Wi to look
.lily

and clandestinely at ; to eye a person in an underhand manner.

W ti KEU. To look and stare affrighted.

MAOU.

Keaou maou \hf flOp
to look askauuce.

MING, or Meen. To shut the eyes. Read

Meen, Confused; perturbed, applied to the mind, or to theeyes;

bewildered. Ming ranh
[|ft ] |

to shut the eyes, as in death.

TE. From eye and to bend down. To look at ;

the appearance of looking down upon.

PAOU. Looking angrily.

v WAN, and Yuen. A Tacant ye. An eye

without lustre or light. A well without water.
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Sri L) IN. From eye and dirt. Motion of the

eye ; to give a token by a glance of the eye.

u

I'HIH. From eye and la loie. The eye <lis-

torted ; gazing on every side as if something were lost.

Jpfc An ancient form of the preceding.

An erroneous form of jp E.

E. To look.

Same as (
Kwa.

TSE, Tsze, andChae.

The eyes looking asquint, or to one side j the collar of a

garment which folds over on one side; to look askaant with

indignation and hatred ; a resentful look.

Same as the preceding.

CH'HAOU, To make signs, in sport, to a

person with the eye. To wink ; to ogle ; to play with the eye.

HEUEN. Shifting the eyes about continually;

the eyes wandering from object to object ; the opposite of a re-

spectful steady aspect; irregular; disorderly. Chang hcuen

a full heart ; self sufficient.

I. TOL, II. S 9

CHA. The eye moving.

McTh. To look straight forward ;

to feel ashamed. Read Mi, To look ; a malignant look.

PING- To look ; a clear eye. A man's it i

Read Fang, A slight glance.

NE. To look.

MOW. From beytnd and eye. To annoy a person.

Original form of ^ Sang

An ancient form of B|< E

A form of ffi Ting.

TSOO. The eye.

A man's name. The sound not known.

HWUY. Deep eyes. Hwuy heu

a stfong appearance. Read Wei, To raise the eye. Read Suy

and Kwei, A surname. The appearance of slight angrr in

the eye.
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LOO. A tumour growing by Ibe side of the eye.

HUNG. Mung hung ^ [jit
a dull eye.

Same as IFF Heu.

Same as li Heuh.

Same as the preceding.

HWA. To look; to look with anger. A

man's name. Read Kw5, A dull eye.

LO. To look.

T'HUNG. The eye lids. To turn the eves,-

to turn the eyes and look upon with anger.

HTT* K'HE. To look straight forward) to ttare at.

Same as the preceding.

FIJI SHIH. That which the eye remeiuberi;

cognued by the eye as een before.

re-

iff
HANG. To fly about the swallow

; to
fly

up and down, laid of birds, a ^ he, is laid of the frisking

of fish.

Du l or mote entering the eye and blind-

ing it, or obscuring its vision. Todiilike; to loathe.

KEAOU. To look asquint.

Staring and looking with angry glances.

* *

TEE, and Chill. From eye and la tote.

To look aslant as if one had lost something ; to make signs

with the eyes. A man's name.

An erroneous form of
ffifl Urh.

l|-

An erroneous form of $ Tsung.

f|jc A slight glauce with the eye. To look well

at without speaking. To stare directly at. Read Te, ia th

sense of B^fe Te.

An ancient form of B^ E.

Same as m, Tsae.

j
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KEA. To look at with the eye-lidt nearly closed;

to look at narrowly; the twinkling of the eye. Read Tun, A

ileepy appearance.

NE1H, or Nth ; Chth, and Ne.

To view lightly,
that if, with contempt ; to scorn a person

for his ignorance.

An erroneous form of Yen .

TSEUEN, or Chuen. The twinkling of

an eye ;
to contract the eyelids and look. Dulneu of fight.

tl^r* KAE. Large, wide opened eyes. Amaa'snarae.

LUY. The eyes askaunce.

HEUfc]. From Hood and eye. Teen beue"

an ill-looking wicked ugly appearance.

KANG, The appearance of raising the eyes.

MING. To look displeased ; supercilious rol-

ing of the eyes i
an elegant affect produced by the manner of

looking.

An erroneous form of

HEUEN. The motion or rolling of the eye* ;

to look furtively; to gaze and itare about, carelessly aod

irreverently. Soft and yielding ; delicate at young grain or at

a child) new and bright. Also read Shun. Lin beuen

without ihore or limit.

CHE. Blear eyed; the liquids of the eye thkk-

ened
; the sides of the eye sore.

K'HWANG. The margin of the eye; the

ball of the eye. Kaou kwang Tf j]g
a high eye ball. Yen.

kwang ta
y|J "ft eye ball large, supercilious, proudly

contemptuous.

KELJEN. To turn the ^yftowardi; to look

with affection and regard to ; those on whom one placet regard

a family; near relations. A surname. Kwan keuen jin tiog

4 the family of an officer of government.

MOW. The pupil of the eye; and the eye gen-

rally ; the Chinese suppose the eye shews the character, and

teach to watch a person's eye.

CH'HIN. The pupil of the eye j th incipient

principles or causes of; subtle originating causes, or incipient

operations are called Cliiu.

T'HEAOU. From eye and to divine. To

look aslant; to peep; to look to a distance. Name of

elevated terrace.
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rl Icl ^ vulgar form of Bfj Yuen.

SHOW.

The appearance of gathering up the face and staring.

YANG.

Beauliful eyes. The space between the eyebrows.

YEN. The eye; a small eye ; an open tpace,

as the port of a ship ;
a square on a chess-board. To peep out

at. A man's name. Chin yen *r ]B a needle's eye. Yen

choo
jj| ^ the ball of the eye. Yen kwang jjjB []|

the

socket of the eye. Shay chung chin yen JOj
m 4^ fjft

hit

with an arrow the eye of a needle. Yen kan rning pih Qft .^"

HH j^ let the eye view it clearly. Wo she ne mun yen le teih

tsze 3 ^ i^ fl 1 ^ 6^J W ! am a thorn in y or

eyes. Singjen fi|
1 starry eyes, said of a beautiful women.

HWANG.

Dulnes* of sight i
obscure tision. Also read Mang.

o

MIH, Or Kwa. The eye; to look at lightly.

CHUNG.
CTD

rfv
A large concourse of; a multitude ; a great number. Many ;

the name of a star ; the name of a district ; the name of a plant.

A surname. Chung to 5 ^ a great many. Chung shing

JEtS great abundance and affluence.

An ancient form of the preceding.m

KE UEN. Clear and bright.

An ancient form of IIJP She.

Same as ffi? Mih.

An ancient form of Jlj Mei.

An original form of
Jfj Mei.

B^SEEl POO. The appearance of looking.

The eyei opened; large eyes; the eyes moving.

- iy

HEUH. The eyes moving.

u

KEO, Or Ho. The motion of the eyes.

TSEUN. To look. A man's name.

Same as K She.

Same as UL Keaou.
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FUNG. The margin of the eye.

SIOAOU. A slight look. A man's name.

HAN. Large eyes. The appearance of solidity

and of a bright star; luminous; beautiful. Read Yuen, or

Wan, Pretty eyebrows.

ic
WAN, or Han. From eye and perfect.

^
The appearance ofa bright star; luminous; beautiful; a fine

rolling eye; wood pared round and handsomely formed;

flattering; wheedling. Considered the same as the preceding.

MUH. The eyes sore.

Same as l Chin,

Same a* ^ Yu -

TING. Prominent eyes.

IJo

An erroneous form of (Tjr Wan.

Same as $1 La.

Same as ^ Kvvan.

PART I. TOL, II. 8 1

1 "'' A flighting lookj to look a aikaunce.

YlNG. To look straight forward; to (tare

at; the appearance of looking.

A vulgar form of
[jlji

Shin.

Same as j$c Shun, but erroneous.

IIEAOU. Blind.

An erroneous form of Kaoti.

riA
hi Ar\

H ^"f
TOW. The eyes covered with dirt; blear eyed.

CH'HING. Ching thing B 81 to look
;

to examine; anxious; the mind oppressed.

LEANG, and Lang;.

The eyes diseased or sore. Read Lang, Clear eje.

KEE.

To look intensely. The appearance of looking.

\

HWAN, and K'heuen.

To stare with the eyes wide open.
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TSO. Small eyes; ugly-looking eyes.

KO. The appearance of shutting the eyei.

MANG. A dull eye.

0S WANG

Wang wang jjt Dp;
the appearance of being about to -weep

CH'HE. A glance of the eye; the lustre of

the eye ;
clear sighted ; beautiful eyes.

KEUEN, or Yuen.

To look and stare at as in anger ; a reciprocal gaee.

Y1H, and Heill. To look; the eye.

SHEN.

Shen shcn the eye moying swiftly.

. .

TSEE. The eye-lashes. Read She, and Chi.

The motion of the eyes, or of the eyelids. Read YJ, To play

and make game of with the eyes. Blind of one eye.

n /

KEUEN. The circle round the eye ; the eye.

lids. An ancient form of
j

Chow, Ugly.

WANG.

To look; splendid ; elegant; abundant, applied to sacrifices.

SO.

To look at furtively ; to steal a look ; a slight look.

u

Y Uli<. To look at over and over with pleasure.

Same as US' Hwo.

CH'HOW. Same as @| Chow.

Read Chaou, Distorted eyes. Read Thaou, Dullnesi of the

eye; heavy cumbroui eyelids.

i

GO, To look for; to hope.

P'HING. To look
; a man's name.

v
CH'HIN. The appearance of looking; the light

dizzied; under the influence of grief. Same as B^ Chin.

Looking at each other and walking.

Read Tseuen, To look at again and again.

WAN. Looking; gazing boldly.

HAN. To look at.
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HEEN, and Yen. The eye starling out.

A man's name. Small eyes. He'en been llw I U to look fur-
*yli H/L

tircly, as when afraid. Heen hwan 1
f] sood-Iook'mg,

T, handsome.

HE.

To look to a distance; to look lo with desire, or affection.

B Original form of |R Yen.

SHIN.

To lead the eye as by effort to an object ;
to stare.

2i5?^r5^^^ 1 (JO. Many or much. A man's name.

An ancient form of I Miih.

HEA. A dim obscure appearance.

LEW. Lying down and looking.

EIGHT STROKES.

5HEN. A temporary look; to
sjiy s the

lightning's flash. Resplendant appearance. Name of a ter-

ritory ; and of a kingdom. Read Tan, To wait and look ;

the residence of a tribe of people. A man'i name.

T'HEEN. To fed uhamed. A man'.

Same as
|j|| Leang.

LEANG.

A disease of the cjcs. One says, Clear bright eye*.

KWAN, HwXn, and Hvvan.

Large eyes. A man's name. Read Kwiu, Large staring

eyes; that expose the ball of the eye. Read Lin, Thr

appearance of the eyes.

91FJ
K HWAN, or Kwan.

Large staring eyes. Same as the preceding.

YUEN, and Wa. Tbe appearance of

the eyes open ; flattering female eyes, Read Wan, Wan win
.,j . _,. I.

the appearance of deep sunken eyes.

. Large eyes.

PEAOU. To look at
intensely.

rr-

I irt
A vulgar form ofH Man.

HAN, or Heen.

Deep sunken eye. Read Kea, in a similiar tense.
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I

CHO. Clearness of sight.
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K'lIE. To look watchfully, or to examine with

the eye i to peep or spy.

Same as the preceding.

^

SUY. A ckar bright eye; pure; unmixed;

ihining and glossy; to look at straight; a direct view; the

margin of the eye. Name of one of the nine heavens spoken of

by the Chinese.

Same as M Keuen.

To look round with affection, regard, or sorrow.

SHWUY. From eye and to hang dawn. To

sleep ; the name of a flower; and of a plant.

CHE. A clear bright eye.

HWUY. From eye and tofly high. To raise

the eyes and stare; to look angrily. Read Suy, The Dame

of a river, and of a district. A surname.

FE. Large eyes.

KEA, or Ka. To look.

_

KM KWAN. Large eyes.

PART I. YOl. II. 8 o

HWO. The eyes appearing asleep.

rp K'HE. One eyed.*

1 U li . From a icnior and an eye. To examine

into; to 'reprove; to rukj to govern; to lead, as a general ;

to give orders and instructions to; to correct ; the middle of.

Occurs denoting Sore eyes. Name of a place. A surname.

To urge; to hasten.

P'HE. To look askaunce. Pe e RB
[j^

or Pe

<

[JK ||C?
to look first to the left side and then to the right ,

the embrasures on the top of a wall.

Same as the preceding.

MUH. A kind benignant eye; respectful and

cordial ; true; kind feeling, attached to ; agreement amongst

kindred and friends.

HWAN.

Dullness of physical or moral sight ; ignorant.

KfeiU. The eyes not looking straight ; askaunce

or aquint. An arrow or dart six fingers in length. A man's

name.

CHUN, and Shun. To see indistinctly ;

oat to fee what is near one and seeking fur.
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E. To look aslant; to squint or look sideways,

from artifice or from anger ; the side glance of brute animals or

birds. The sun throwing its beams obliquely. A man's name.

The appearance of looking diligently and respectfully.

YIH. From the eye placed transversely and hap-

py or fortunate. To tike a sly peep; to spy; to endeavour;

to find out an offender ; to lead ; to draw out , to give oppor-

tunity to ; to pass life jocundly. Name of a hill. Read Neih,

in the same sense. Read ChTh, A certain fragrant plant.

a*|^_

.. V

TSEE. The hair by the side of the eye; the

eyebrow. Mei tsee
Jjli Hp the eyebrow.

TSAL. From to lake and.fye. To lake no-

tice of; to attend to a visitor.

An ancient form of JE Yih.

CHOW.

Deep ; sunken ; referring probably to the eyes.

iJl
I !_? TEEN. The eyes turned downwards.

KEAOU. To force or compel people.

YA. To flatter.

Original form of fp Yth.

NINE STROKES.

I *"ik

Jjfjfc
KE IH . To extend the eyes wide open .

YU. Yu yu to flatter with the eyes.

SOW.

Destitute of the eyes; eyes without the pupih

U

HWAN. Sorry; grieved.

ViC/S- WO, Na, and Ne, Short sunken ejes.;

" w

deep sunken black eyes. To stop or fill.

HEE, and Tee. To shut one eye; toloak

with one eye. Read Ch'he, To look askaunce.

MA. To look.

i

CHANG. To look straight before one.

HEA. Looking or gazing at leisure; gazing

idly. White appearance of the eye.

WUH. To see but for a short time.
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T'HEEN.

Shame appearing on the face) to bluih.

MAOU. TO look down and examine minute-

ly; to look near to or carefully at.

HIW JUEN. To let the eyes fall.

HEU.

Heu low the appearance of
laughing.

SING. To Look.

Sing sing to view intensely.

HWUY, and He. Appearance of a roan

looking. Strength without virtue. Dimness of sight.

HWAN. Name of a place.

A> K'HEA, and K'heen. Sunken eyes; to look.

' or

Motion of the eye j a glance or wink with the eye.

KEU. Affrighted ; a frightened look.

At
Erroneous form of Bj| TeTh.

V

j'jij*
KEUNG. Large eye; the lustre of the tjf ;

a frightened look. A man's name.

^W *~J
flrl y^, .

Same as & Shin.

Iftpfc
TSANG, Or Chang. The appearance of

examining with the eyes. A man's name. Read Ting, Blear-

eyed.

u \

HWAN, and Hwail. Large protuberant

eyes; the eyes suddenly bolting forth; the appearance of

looking.

HEA. Blind.

YAOU . To look at or see at a remote distance.

like the smoke of a distant hamlet.

TSAE, or Chae.

To look at; a small portion of black in the eye-ball.

YING. Deep sunken eyes; to look or sec.

CH'HUN.

Long eyes. Name of a king of Coreu.

KEEN. To number with the eye; to run the

eye over and calculate the number of.
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MEI. The eyes closed.

TOO. To look ; to observe ; to see.

YANG.

The space between the eyebrows ; pretty eyes.

BE) KUNG. Good. An erroneous form of Keu

HEUEN.

Large eyes which roll about, or which draw the attention.

Same as the preceding.

JjR to look on the right and left.

I

Same as ^ Tsze ' or Tse

HOW. Deep sunken eyes ; half blind.

Same as the preceding.

KWAN.

Kwan kwan $& Rj&
the appearance of looking.

TSEIH.

The eyes moving. The appearance of shedding tears.

KWA. The eyes.

TSUNG.

To look ( to look furtively or by teattli. Read Keae, Anger.

T'HE. To approach to and look at. To look

to a distance; to see and see. Read Teen, To look.

K'HWEF . An eye possessing little life; look-

ing at with displeasure; perverse look; to stare; to stretch

open the eyes ; placed or being outside.

MING.

The appearance of looking ; bending down and looking at.

Same as OS Yen. Also To look upwards; the

appearance of looking.

KEAOU. Same as ^ Keaou

A marsh or fen. The testicles. The name of a wood. Read

Haon, A wide extensive appearance.

JUY.
highest degree of perspicacity ;

profound intelligence; the clearest discernment; clear per-

ception of the subtile and abstruse, generally applied to the

Sages and the Emperor of the day.

ME. A dirty face.
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Same as ^ Chih, and 8$ Tee".

PE. The eye-lid.

Same as
|j Leang.

MOW. To look down intensely upn,

that which is obscured. Read Woo, Dull apprehension;

stupid j ignorant.

kl *

LA. The eye distorted.

HElD. To look in a frightened manner.

TEN STROKES.

ME.

Dulnest or obscurity of vision ; badneis of light.

PWAN. To turn the eyes and look.

= K'HAE. Clear; bright.

YAOCJ. Beautiful eyet j to look to a distance.

UNG . Ung mung |* ft| dimnew of sight.

YEN.

*"^m

Making game of each other with the eyes, or bj looks. Tolook.A certain weapon, whether of offence or '

defence ii not apparent.

t^~
j|1^k

SHEN. The appearance of the eye.

WO. A malicious look.

.

LUH, and Foo. Deep eyes.

HEIH. To look askaunce.

I. TOL. II.

SUN. The eyes diseased.

SEIH. To look, but not see.

S%* KOW.
ignorant ; uniformed.

$?
rj El A ^eep appearance of Ihe eyes.

T'HANG. Not clear; dim; obscure.
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CH'HIN.

To stretch wide the eyes in anger ; to stare in a passion.

HUNG. Muughung'(
C
li

DOlclt;ar ' bscure -

K'HO. A desire to sleep; to sit sleeping after

being weary. A village boy about to dream.

/

KW AN. The appearance of looking.
W*
$

K ntiU, Looking up under the influence of

alarm. Read K'hang, A good appearance.

Same as 0|[ Hwang.

NAE. To see indistinctly.

HWA.

The appearance of looking straight forward.

KIH. The eyes distorted.

To look; to seek far every where.

KOW. To look at.

fll
T'HE 1H. Looking disappointed and disconcerted.

An erroneous fonn of the preceding.

MA. The appearance of looking.

T'HANG. The appearance of beautiful ejet.

KWEI. To gaze; to stare.

sow.

An eye without a pupil ;
a term applied to old men.

An appearance of the eyes greatly lowering.

Same as i Che.

CH'HIN.

To put out the head furtively to peep.

Same as /f| Kan, To look ; to see.

HEA- The eye injured. Blind, used to denote

ignorance of letteri and intellectual darkness.
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KE, and He. The eyes moving.

YUH. To look forward lOj the eyes clear.

Read H5, The brightness lost. Read Ke5, The eye ball.

KEAOU. Clear; bright.

K'HEUNG. The eyes looking alarmed.

Keung keung -W- ^ nothing to depend upon; sorrowful.

Read Seueu, To return or revert to.

MEt), and Me. A dirty face.

HWANG. A large eye j a sharp vivid eye.

KANG.

K&ng mangW |^ to stare; to continue to look.

*=*
MUN"G. To look. The same as^ Mung.

OfflL

9 HWUY, or Wei.

The appearance of slight anger in the eye.

Same as ffi Maou.

T'HE. To view; to spy; to look; fatigued

with looking; to exhibit or manifest.

at An ancient form of tl? She.

MO, or MQh.

Pretty eyes or otherwise deep sunken eye*.

MING, and Me'en. TO shut or tloe the

VA
eyesj dulnesi ofsight. The eyes of fish, it is laid, arc nut

shut ni^ht nor day. Ming mflh woo so che he5
ptT j |

"fef

PJr fa] f dim or closed eyes, unable to distinguish any

tiling said ofa sort of stupor in sickness which is also express

ed by j|jjL rj /Y\ -g ^^ Tj ming rnfih pdh sing jin sze.

HEUNG. Doubt ; suspicion} deceit. To de-

r

ceive. Read Ying, A clear appearance of the eye. Pure;

clear.

^ Original form of Shvvfly .

i

y*J_>

An ancieat form of^ Sing.

Same as RS Yen.

CHA. Wavering; deceitful; fraudulent;

SHIN, or Tsin.

Lewd ness and confusion ; lewd disorder.

TOW.

Deep sunken eyeij the eyes covered with filth ; blear eyed.
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KEEN. The eyes lowering.

MANG. The eyes dim.

PAN. To turn round the bead and look.

SEUE.N. Good-looking eyes ; a man's name.

TSIH. To open the eyes wide,

A cataract growing orer the eye.

>
)A> ME1H. Unfathomable; incomprehensible.

MA. To look at
leisurely.

CHUEN. The eyes moving-.

LUH. Clear eyes; distinct vision.

TSE1H. Seen
; to see.

Luv.J

KANG.

KSng wan
jj|? ()^

to see
indistinctly.

TEE.

Teg Leue ^ g|^
to look in a malignant manner.

TS'HE. To look at
; to examine.

KEAOU. To look.

ET
"> A disease of the eyes 5 diseased eyes. Some-

thing that screens the eyes ; the caligo or cataract. The

Chinese remove it by puncturing the eye.

H/rK
HANG. Appearance of the e>es; in which

sense it is connected with several other letters.

CH'HIH, or Ts'hth. Clear bright eye, ;

the eyes looking upward. Read Hwuy, To look.

NEIH. Small eyes.

TEAOU.

To look at intently. The name of a bird.

K'HEAOU.

Yaou keaou ^ jjp
a distorted face ; sunken eyei.
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ME1H. To look askaunce.

A deep sunken eye. Read Keu, The eye wandering

MO. The eyes dim.

Same as M Tseu.

The eyes or eyelids moving rapidly.

TSUNG. Tlie lustre of tlie eye. Angerflash-

ing from the eye. A roan's name.

MEAO U. To stretch the eyes wide open.

, or-Tsan. To see for a short time; to look.

Same as Tsuy.

a LOW. To look; blind of one eye. A man's

name, in ancient times famed for his clear sightcdncss. Read

Loo, Keu too
flpij

Rift to laugh. Woo loo
[jfe '[

a slight

look.

CHE. To look at; to look at in succession.

FART i. TOI. ir. 8 *

Same as Se.

HO. Looking alarmed.

fl*
HkTrnj

MWAN. Dulness of tight; to blind or deceive

another person. A surname. To deceive and impose upon.

&
5^ P'HEAOU. To look carefully. The eye* dis-

eased; small looking eyes. Read P'hcaou To look at and

scrutinize. Peaou tse
||S |}

to examine clearly. Peaou

n caou
j Rj?

to look without discerning clearly.

at TSANG, Chang, or Tang,

To look straight forwards to shire.

K VV El. To look with one eye 5 to look atten-

tively i to peep ; to spy , to look angrily. Read Ko, in a similar

sense. Kwei kwei
jj|| ||^

the appearance of success and self

enjoyment, having attained one's wish.

' NG. Dimness of the eye ; obscure vision ;

want of light) dulness; obscurity s to feel ashamed; to be

sorry. Read Me'S, Meaning dull. Read also Mang, in the

same sense.

YU. Horse's eyes, resembling those of fish.

Original form of ^f' Mung.
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Same as j Vac.

Same as jj|[ Tsee.

KEEN. To look ;
to see.

JlVlVl L 2. AH eye with thick eyelids.

u

KO. Languid, melancholy eys. The appear-

ance of desiring to sleep ; sleepy.

Original form of [^ Heuh.

TWELVE STROKES.

WEI

\Vei wci
|jj^ j|j^

a gOOt| appearance of the eyes,

KWAN.

Th >

appearance of looking straight forward.

TSE1H.

The eves shedding tears. The appearance ofthe eyes moving.

TUN, and Juen. The eyes moving.

Head Shun, The eye or eye-lids rooming rapidly.

IB
'y^fc"" F&&. To past the eyes over; to glance at;

PJ
io look at slightly *

a hasty glance. The eyes or sight obscured.

HWA.

Foul and dirty. Read Miing, Dimness of sight.

I

TSUN. Redness of the eyes.

* m "

~y TSANG. Small eyes; looking as if dim sighted.

HWO, or Hwih.

A disease of the eyes, or the eyes sore.

HEE.

Meg he'g a rcd appearance of the eye.

PEAOU. A malicious look; to look ; to hope.

HE.

A bright sparkling eyej or a bright pupil of the eye.

TSEAOU. To look furtiely ; to eye hj stealth;

in the north used for To look, to see, in the common accep-

tation.

CHANG, or Tsang.

Looking straight forward*.
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P'HO, or Puh. The eye dim..

CH TNG. An angry look of the eyes.

Y1NG. Elegant eyes; to stare.

Same as HI Tsang, and
|f Tsang.

%
an

SUY, or Tsuy. 'Flowing trlam ,.'

HEANG. Looking askaunce.

SHUN. From a quick-fading Shun fewer.

TSEEN. To ,hut the eje, and tnink(

rowful; melancholy and motionless.

HE1H.

sor-

The appearance of looking. Read Hee, Looking with one eye.

Vulgar form of
|j| Chuh, or Shuh.

To look with earneitness; to gaze intently ; to look to

distance.

CH'HANG, or Tsang.

To look straight forward.

Same as fjlf Chen.

bHIN. 'A deep look; a furtive look; ai

look,' to bend the eye down to and look at. A surname.

Read T'lian, To look at. Read Ch'hin, A man's name.

i

The motion of the eyes; the twinkling of an eye. Ylh shim

che keen
(^ -_ ^J ; thc twinkling of an eye. \ n,

shun che hwan J || fg ^,, momentary pleas.u,.

T'HAE. Gae
t-cj^Jg obscurity s dimnosv

HS GOW, Row, and Yaou.

The appearance of deep sunken eyes.

,
.

LEAOU. Clear mion ; able lo see distinct,

ly, and to a distance. A good eye.

JUEN - Perverseness ; intractableness.

CHE. Clear; bright.

m An erroneous form of^ MTh, A sfeepy appearance.

l\U9 T'HFH
I"V^ The e

-
ves indicating sleepiness.

Same as
jff| Ying.
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HEifiN. TO see; to look. Turning up the

while of the eye; much white in the eye.

S3-

A vulgar form of the preceding.

K'HAN. Clear; bright.

YE.

The appearance of the eye moving. An angry look.

.

HEUH. The appearance of a deep sunken

eve. An alarmed frightened look.

T'HUNG. From eye and virginity.. The

pupil of the eye; to look straight forward or stare at in a

senseless manner ; a silly gazing appearance. Tung tsze
[j||

l- is defined also by Choo tsze 2 3- which means the

hall of the eye.

i

A vulgar form of
fljj| Luy.

MAE. A slight look. Read Mo, To look furtively.

MOW, and Woo.

A slight look; a glance. Good; beautiful eyes.

TSANG, or Chang, A fixedlook; astare.

LIN. The pupil of the eye; to look inces-

santly , the appearance of looking. To see, but not clearly.

Re.id Leen, Anger appearing in the eyes; to follow with tKe

eye. Lin pin l]s| ynti variegated elegant appearance.

P =1 KWEI. To glance hastily; an eye without

"M
a pupil, or without life; a dull eye.

KWAN.. From younger brother and alt. He

to whom all the younger brothers look ; the elder brother.

B&XjS^ MANG. One eyed. Tang mang |p^ an.

/T
eye without a pupil; a dull eye.

Original form of $j( Heang.

MEEN. To look to a distance.

An ancient form of P Shin

Crime stopped; or the sentence determined.

Same as [M Hwang. Name of a country amoagst

the floating sands of Tartary.

Vulgar form of Pj| Jun.
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== Same as |M Peaou..

IK.

YE.

To look carefully and accurately as with one eye ; the cye-Kds.

GAE. Dull; obscure. Gae toe B Rj dulness

t dimness, said chiefly of the sun's being clouded.

w

(-(_). Sleeping ; the appearance of sleeping.

. . u.

^ MEE. Eyes red and bleared.

WAE, or Wei.

The eyebrows beautifully divided.

___
\

atandstop, as with surprise*

to look at and change colour.

An erroneous form ofH C/htih.

TSOW. To contract the eyebrows f to frown.

v

1 JiiiliJN. An infant born with a cataract on its

T

eyes. Read Hwan, The appearance of large eye*.

u

MANG. TO look ; to stare straight before one.

PAST i. vot. rr. 8 z

KEIH.

The eyesTued ; inolioolcw. Read Keaou, Clear ; bright.

KEa
El
A clear bright eye. Read YS, or Oh, An incensed look.

NANG. A dull eye. Read Nung, Ao angry eye.

Same as 0IJ Pe.*
Same as Lin<c.

SHIH, and Ch'hth. The appearance of

looking. Gear bright eyes. A man's name.

To look upward? to ; to look up to

with reverence and awe as to a sovereign; or as man to the

Deity. The name of an office ; of a certain landscape. A sur-

name. The name of a certain slate or country. Chen ban B^
to see Han, an eminent person of whom the poet Le-pth

under the Sung dynasty, spoke with great admira-

lioa.

I Same asM He.

KEEN. The eye lash hanging down and

obstructing the vision. I some barbarous dialects denotes

a district.
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The eye closed with a skin like a drum-

l.rul; blind; the master of a band, because blind men were

found to possess the nicest ears for music.

QQ
/3j Same as $3 Chaou.

js^"^^~

K'HEU.

From a bird MA tn-o eye,; the watchful and fearful glance

of abird peckins. and alternate ly raising its head to look about.

A distrustful, suspicious, timid glance i hasty; alarmed; wild

look; to stare; to gaze; the glance of an eagle ; to be obser-

vant and careful; to preserve decorum. Occurs denoting To

walk i a large protuberance on the neck of an animal. Name

of a bird ; of a hill ;
and of a rapid stream. A man's name.

Same as ^ Peaou.

T'HANG. To look ;
t6 gaze.

HEW. Blear-eyed.

KEA. To look.

m MEI, or We. To spy; to peep.

CHANG, or Shang. The eyes.

KEIH, or Kefih. To see.

Same as gj Peaou, and f| Peaou.

FOURTEEN STROKES

H1H. Red eyes.

&C CH'HA. To examine with the eye.-r*1

KEIH. The eye dried and faded.

MEEN. To look. Read Ming, Secret.

lltl
\ A
mi

Same as Ufc Me, and [j$ Me.

K'HUH.

Prominent eyes that seem to bolt out of the head.

\g>v ~

iH/V. YE. The appearance of the eyes moying.

CHOW.

JJ| motion or rolling the eye*.

sf
Chow chang

An erroneous form of $81 Woo.

NING. To look.
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8

KEEN. To look; to see; to behold.

inn

Same as j]f& Yaou.

HEUN.

Vapour or fog before the eyes ; dulness of sight.

YAOU. To look at; to see erroneously.

HWO, Or H5. To stare intensely ; a rapid

glance. HwS shen ffi |& glare of lightning.

MUNG . Dull ; obscure ; blind { ignorant ;

unlearned. To see other's, but not see one's self.

PAN. A little child with white eyes.

Vulgar form of ^ Mung.

MEEN, and Min. The eyes white.

PIN.

To open the eyes wide and stare with indignation.

MEEN.

Black eyes. Meen maou
[Jf&

Qo> to see to a great distance

Same as
($}

Lin.

11WUY. Dirt on the face.

5zE~ Same as $$( Jun.W
1 1^ MING. Wide eyebrows.tit

BFF1
LEW. To detain the heart and eye, books

*2fr
that please and fix the attention. Fixed attention .

SHO.

A beautiful eye. Read Leth, To take si transient look.

.

MIH. Mlh sTh BS to look without seeing.

=,

MHnr K'HWANG. From eye and wide. A dead

H/jS^
colourless eye? a lifeless eye 4 to extend theeyes wide ; to slare.

LEE.

~ ^
A dull obscure eye; a diseased look of the eye.

8Tfc
tg? MAE. To look askaunce. Read Yae, The

M
margin of the eye; one says, An angry look. Read Shoo,

The appearance of looking.

LE. To look at.
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KEO. From two eyes, Kings, and a hand

Crisping [lie wing*. The fluttering of a bird to escape from

t!i.- Iniul ih.it holds it fast. To dnrt side luoks in an aflfrighted

m inner; not to look steadily at any thing; but to keep the

wandering about. A surname.

Same as ftg Peaou.

HEUEN. To look at; to look straight

forward. Read Heuen,- A distorted eye..

MEE.

8

The eye-lids wounded and red. Dull eyed.

An original form of ^ Peaou.

r AJN . The appearance of beautiful eyes.

E. To look at.

SIXTEEN STROKES.

8
KJng mang

MANG.

to see indistinctly.

Leih peaou

LEIH.

to look at distinctly or clearly.

HEUEN. The pupil of the eye.

HO. To strike the eyes ; to look alarmed or

startled; to open the eyes; to gaze; to obscure the light;

to cloud the lustre; to dazzle with glare of arrows.

It WEI. The eyes diseased.

LOO. To look at; the pupil of lh eye.

MIH.

A sleepy appearance of the eye. One says. Looking affrighted.

HE. Motion or rolling of the eyes,

MUNG. Words spoken in sleep,

,r-

Original form of 0^ Shun.
9

FrFI* ^amc as W Mung;

I Deep hollow eyes; an angry look.

/

YAOU. Hcuen yaou
|j |^ to sfe of-

w "9^

roneously , false vision. Read Y6, H8 y5 gg ]
the appear-

ance of looking.
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LEEN, or Lan. The appearance of looking.

LING. The lustre of the eye.

YING.

Ying chang [PS [BE the eyes without lustre.

YING. Yin ling Hjf H a fixed look.

I

Same as
ffj^

Le.

TSEEN. A laughing appearance.

KWEI. The eye.

Same as & Yen.

Appears to denote Distorted eyes. The sound of

KWAN. An eye with a great deal of black ;

the eyes rolling or turning; to turn the eyes and look at. Thr

eye* stretched wide; one eye hut. A man's name. Tlir

socket of the eye.

An ancient form of $B Kwan.

TSUY, or Chuy.

To look at. Read Hwuy, An angry look.

TSEAOU. Dull obscure eyes j enraged

Name of a shell taken to produce abortion.

777* An original form of^ Peaou.
^t

I4>=

the character is not known.

/

KEU. A man's name. A surname.

^%r

An erroneous form of ffi Fei.

SHE, and Nee.

The appearance of the eye raoying.

PiRT I. VOL. II. 9 A

**&* SEE. To shut or close the eyes.
^t

MAN, and Mwan. The appearance of

beautiful eyes; to look. According to some, Dull ejes. Read

Lwan, The eyes obscure.

SiL. and Le. To look; to examine with the eye.

CH'HUH, and Chth. Upright , equal -.

equity ; high , eminent, to raiic on high. Lofty and

trees.
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TWENTY STROKES.

I rvn> THAN G . The eye without any pupil, or lus-

'^
tre ; staring straight forward. Dimness of sight. Been tang

BjgJ B| a foolish person.

K'HAN.

To spy ; to peep ; to try to find out; to watch.

K'HAN. To look at; to look at sternly-

CHLJH.

To look at} to look at thoroughly, or intently.

9
HO. To look intently; to stare; to gaze; to

look alarmed; afraid; astonished. HeS then
|JS|

H 'he

lightning's flash.

^09.
LUY. The appearance of looking.

Same as M Kvvan.

PEEN. To shut the eyes.

HEEN. A foolish looking person.

CX TH RADICAL.

MOW. A spear or halberd with three hooks.

Mow chun -jr* f& a spear and shield ; two things, sentiments

or expressions, which oppose each other.

\ KEIH. A weapon resemhliug the^ Mow.

T

Jit NUH. Sharp.

NEW. To pierce ;
to stab.

HEUE, or Heth.

A sort of spear or lance. Read Yih, A small spear.

K'HIN, Or King. Read Kin, A club; a staff;

the handle of a spear; to withdraw the spear, or to be pierced
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with concern fur. Read King, To compassionate; to shew

pity to ; to feel for the dangers or distresses of other people;

to regret; to be concerned about. Dangerous j self righteous*

conceited of one's own excellence or greatness. Serious ; re-

spectful; exercising self confront; to esteem or value to

expand. Pub king se hing ,K ^ &H] Irf (o disregard

small acts will finally ruin great affairs.

u

HE1H. A long spear.

Vulgar form of
f}jjf Jung.

.Same as
|f| Shay.

HUNG, and Haou. A speciej of spcar .

Same as ^ Mow.

'

An ancient form of 5f* Mow

SIX STROKES,

u

HEIR. A spear or lance.

''

KWEI. A short spear.

TKr^
-

["HUNG. A spear to pierce -with.

v

Y U H. To bore into as with a spear; to expand

w "W

and spread out, as in the spring season. Read Keu?, False ;

crafty.

CHAE. A spear or lance.

LAIMG. A iort of spear; a short spear.

TSEUEN. A spear or lanro.

SO, or ShS.

A particular kind of spear or lane?..

CHE. A lance-like weapon.

particular kind of spear or lance

f

TSIN. An awl to bore with.

yf>tl Same as fj KeTh.

TSIH. A 8ort of spear.

NA. Soft; flexible.

NEW. Pliant; soft; flexible.
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I bin. A kind of ipear or lance; to ilrike

with a lance and take a tiling; to harpoon a fish.

HOW. A sort of spear.

Same as the preceding.

Vulgar form of J& Chwang.

SHAY, and She. A short spear.

KEEN. A sort of spear

TSUNG. An awl.

YEN. A three pointed spear.

i

I

*

JUNG.

Fung jung ~ff& %& a certain kind ofjafslin or spear.

HE.

To fight; to war; a certain appendage of a bow.

TSEANG. A wooden lance pointed and

hardened by fire. Used by peaiantry against banditti.

KING. Same as King.

r

K'HAE. A sort of spear.

a*
Original form of Jj| Lang.

YlN(j. To ornament a ipear with fcatfaeri.

Same as Ijf| Chung.

Same as fi| Jung.

Same as }jj Chun, or Tun,

K'HIN.

The shaft of a ipear. An inilrument of husbandry.

CHWANG.

A short spear. Read Tiling. Aimallspear.

Same as ^ Fung.

TSIH. A sort of spear.
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TWELVE STROKES.

YU. A sort of spear.

jtHEAE. A sort of spear.

CH'IIUNG. A short spear or lance

W Original form off| Tsih.

YUH. To issue or go forth.

LE. A sort ofhalberd.

LE. A small spear.

ME. A sort of spear.

PART I. TOt. II. 9 a

SEU. A spear or lance.

JUEN. Weak; feeble.

CIIWANG. A short appearance

Same as fj| Kin.

PO. Certain cudgels used by the Imperial

guard during the Tang dynasty.

Same as fl K<tf.

f#
rtfl*

g TSWA1VW AIM . A ,ort of tpcar lance or halberd.

KEO. Asortofspear^ an awl.

as Tswan.
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CXI RADICAL.

1 I
Said to represent the barb of an arrow. An arrow, a dart;

;K swift as an arrow ; straight forward ; true to the mark.

To vow; to swear. Name of a star. A surname.

4*
jj(r~ A particle at the close of sentences denot-

ing that the sense is completed, and often implying that the

preceding words contain a decided, pointed, strong affirmation.

The allusion to an arrow in the character is, that the thought

has been enunciated with the rapidity of an arrow, and has hit

its mark.

An ancient form of How.

Original form of %\ Chin.

CHE. From a dart, and mouth, denoting the

rapidity with which knowledge is communicated. To know;

to be acquainted with; to advert ; to perceive; to remember;

to cause to know; to tell. The name of a medicine; name of

a place; a surname. Che taou leaou ftlj 3|j' ~J*
'it is known;

or, I know it ;' is a frequent Imperial reply to official papers

laid before him.

An ancient form of Tsuh.

HO\V. From man extending a cloth, and an

arrow hanging from it. A target. Of the form of the target*

there were many varieties, differing according to the rank

of persons who shot against it; promotion was obtained by

good archery.

CHIN, Or shin. From an arrow and a

tow. To stretch still more; stilt, more}, how much more?

Same as the preceding.

YING. A short small appearance.

713 Same as T&uh.

PA. The appearance of an arrow or dart.

KEU. Work, a square, represented within,

and an arrow, to denote tutting the exact square. A square

used by Carpenters. A constant rule, law, or usage. A

pattern. To square or adjust. The corner of a square;

strict; correct. Occurs denoting The ground. To engrave

or put a mark on.
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TEAOU. Short; a dog with a short tail.

PA. A short appearance.

A n ancient form of
ijH Chue", Also a short appearance.

TSE. A short and small appearance.

An ancient form of | E.

CHIH. Short.

T'HEAOU. An arrow or dart.

CHOW. An arrow for shooting birds;

Same as the prccetVng.

An ancient form of
Jjfc Tsuh-.

Same as the preceding.

KWEI. Wearied ; one says, Stinding up.

KEA> a 5hort

4*01* An ancient form of Jjl Che.

Original form of
j[

Tsuh.

An ancient form of ife Tsuh

An ancient form of $P Tselh

SEVEN STROKES.

Original form of JjJ Shay.

1. SO. From a dart and to tit. Noise made in

sitting down suddenly. A short stunted appearance.

V
YING. A small appearance.

An erroneous form of IS
1

E.*t-

1 WAN. From an arrow and a lean. To

measure the length of with an arrow. Short, to shorten; low-

in stature; to come short of one's duty ; tobein fauJt. Chang

twan
-jjj^^ long and short; the different sides of an affair,

pro and con, good and bad.
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Original form of ^ Kvvei.

U

K'HEUH. A short appearance.

/

KWEI. A short small appearance.

HING. A small appearance.

A form of jtf E.

An ancient form of JB| Che.

E. A short appearance.

YA. Short.

CHEUE. Short; stunted.

PEE. A bow that is distorted.

j. From an arrow, and lent down. A

person of low stature. Yae tsze WK 3- a dwarf.

PE. A short small appearance.

jy&K
>& 'HEAE. A short appearance.

HWUY, or Wei.

A short small appearance.

SHANG. To hurt; to wound.

An ancient form of & Tanff.

A-
"TT

Same as fj Shang.

TSZE, or Sze. To wait for.

Same as ^ Tseih.

An ancient form of Lew.

k Same as Shang.

An ancient form of ^ Che.

SZE. A short small appearance.

KEAOU. Ao arrow Issuing forth. To

straighten what was before crooked. To straighten the per-
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verse or vicious dispositions of people; to rectify in a moral

sense. False; deceitful; assuming; to raise; to fly; strong;

robust; obstinate. A surname.

PUH. A person of low stature.

u

TSANG. A particular kind of arrow or

spear. Used also to denote A particular kind of silk.

% \P3J N

Tpp^ PAE - Short; alow stature.

HWO, Ho, Or Yo. To measure; arn;,rk-

to adjust as with a marking line. Tseuen jin kcu hwO

7"P T&.
a ru 'e 'or l 'le Pcrfec ''nS f nlan ' or ''lc

whole duly of man pointed out; title of a moral work in

four volumes.

YING. Short.

HWAN. Short.

CXII RADICAL,

JgSHIH.

The bones of mountains. Stones; a stone; hard sonorous

stones for musical purposes; a measure for grain and liquids.

Name ofa star, and of a district. A surname. Shih shay ^j A'fr

petrified snakes. Shih heae
~fa f|| petrified crabs, found at

Yae-chow
||| j]i|ij

in the province of Canton ; at Sean-shan-

heen
^Jj |lj^ in the province of Che-keang, and in stones

at Keen-yang-heen y^j
:

|5J| j|^
in the province of Shen-se.

Petrified crabs are reduced to powder, and applied externally

to sore eyes and to ulcers ; and raized with warm water are

taken inwardly as an antidote to all sorts of poisons. Dsed also

as a remedy for sore swellings in the throat ; they facilitate

child birth and cause abortion. (Pun-tsaou Kang-mfih, vol. IS.

p. 42.) Shih chub fa jft
the rock bamboo,' a species of

Epidendrura. Shih Ifih ^^ Malachite copper ore. ShTh

eu ^j -y-
a barren woman. Wae shih fo\> A-j expansion

ef the hymen shutting up the eutrance of the vagina, and only

MT i. voi. ii. 9 c

having, at the anterior part, a small hole for the passage of

the urine. Nuy shih TO
/p*

' internal stone ;' i. e. barren-

ness, from causes not assigned. Barreness in the male from a

too short slender penis, or a defect in the testes is called ^r

^ teen yen. Shih taou ^ ^g a stone road ; a pavement.

Shih sze
~fa ||jjjj

stone lions. Shih Ian yFj |t^
stone balus-

ters.

YE. A stony appearance.

TING. Stones for ballast in a boat.

Same as $ Peen.

An ancient form of S Shih.

/f

hi*

IE
IK- m
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P'HA. The noise of a stone breaking.

I Vulgar form of fl Tse.

P'HO, or Puh.

Pdh seaou 7jr
/jjtl

an impure sulphas soda, used in medicine.

K'HEUH. To exert the mind.

TSZE. The name of a stone.

7fl TEIH. A beater or mallet.

KAN. Bocky appearance of a hill; clean stones,

as those over which water passes rapidly ; to rub stones; to rub

silks with a stone. Tan gan -W- IKf reddish stones or pebbles.

Ciunab r.

WUH. LBh wuh the appearance of

rocky dangerous shore ; pebbles and sand carried forward by

the stream.

It MANG. A rocky hill; the name of a hill.

At i^
KEANG. sincere; faithful; solid ; substantial.

Stepping stones. A ford ; a stream.

CH1H. A beater pr mallet. Same as ifi^Cliih.

Read T'ho, T5 shoo the name of a wood; thenoiie

made by throwing a thing against the ground.

yDvV

\

The nanie of a stone ; small stones.

1

K'HUH. Kuh kfih '"& & constant and

severe labour and toil, either manual or mental ; appearance

of firm and determined effort.

FOUR STROKES.

SHA; Small stones; pebbles; sand.

TAN. White stone.

KEUE. Stone.

^j YUN. Stone.

rOO. A certain stone deemed valuable.

NO. Go no a stony appearance.

A form of $ Hwang.
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IjE. To pass a stream on stepping stones.

The noise made by water striking against stones.

HANG, or Hun-.

The noise of stones striking against any thing.

MIN.

A certain valuable stone of a secondary sort.

HEIH, or Heuh,

The noise made by tearing the skin from the bones.

X
^f^/ HEAOU. Nameofastone; an uneven stone.

YU. The name of a stone.

K'HANG- Kangk 8 ^^ the noise of

thunder. Kang lang
j gj the sound or

clashing of stone,.

PANG, or Pun
ff . The appearance of

a stone; a stone inferior to the T yah.

TSE.

Stone steps. Keae tse
[ij| fyj

stone steps by which taascend.

K'HAN.

To cut off, or cut down wood ; to cut ; to chop or fell.

A large stone; a stone for beating silk on.

KEAE.

Stiffs unbending; a small stone. A stony appearance.

PIN. Hin yin $V fl)* the noise of tonci

dashing against each other; the noise of thunder. The name

of a river.

yQA/ GO, or Nefh. CS goW B the nppearanc.r

of a lofly hill. The appearance of being shaken.

YA.

A smooth, bright, glossy stone; a round stone.

Same as^ P'he. Pe-shwang^ || a caustic me-

dicine, applied to ulcers , it is exceedingly poiionous, and is

sold with much caution ; Arsenicum Rubrum. Pe shwang luy

chwanS
[ ^ H\ ^ ulcerous swellings arising from an

excessive use of arsenic.

KUH, To rub; to grind.

CHE. Earth and rocks.

K-EE.- Stiff; unbending; the noise ofstones.

KEA. The name of a stone.
J* -
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Same as the preceding character.

Broken stones; (tones broken down to powder.

CHA. A stone tablet. The divinity of a hill;

or a rock considered as such. A stone. A man's name.

ffl
TSEU.

Stony ground over which it a difficult to travel ; rocky hills.

YUH.

Stones or rocks all lying with their upper surfaces level.

Pj LO. Luylo^M the appearance of a mul-/|P|

titude ofsmall stones. The name of a river. Read Ko, A stone

inferior to the -fj Yfih.

T'HEE.

Paou tee" to thow down, as stones.

SHE. The noise of stones falling.

A grind stone on which to rub tools.

Even ; flat ; level as a stone which is rubbed plain ; equitable.

Same as the following character.

T'HO. A stone roller used in husbandry , a

certain play, called flying tilet.

Vulgar form of
|i Che.

TING. A material to makestone tablets of.

TUNG. The noise of stone* falling.

TSZE. A yellow stone.

CIIAL. A dwelling place amongst mountains

with a wooden fence or stones piled up as a barrier.

CHIN. A stone for beating clothes upon. A

stone on which husbandmen beat plants.

POO.

A certain white stone; white crystals , they apply it also to

Plh shlh ying j jfe. crystals of quarts.

T|f^

^Ir*

YAE. Che name of a valuable stone.

Same as the preceding.

Same as J Min.
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FET. To oppoie or stop the course of water

with stones. Read Ffih, The name of a stone.

NEEN. Original form of JS Chen, that

with which a thing is ground as by the rolling of a wheel.

MOW. The name of a medicine.

CHOO.

A pillar or tablet in the temple of ancestors.

u

LEIH.
LethkeIh|i;Jj;|j|

the noise of stones (

one says, A stone drug that can cure medicinal poisons.

r

K.WAE. A stone resembling the yfih stone.

PEEN. A stone needle , a certain stone probe-

used hy Chinese surgeons.

NOO. A stone filed to the end of an arrow,

a; a point. A coarse stone on which to rub a thing to a point.

Same as the preceding.

u

P'HANG, and Ping. The noise of stones

Fumbling. Ping kS
^Jj|| a noise like thunder ; the noise

of stones
falling.

WRT I. VOL. II. 9 B

> > PWAN. A large stone or rock.

PING.

The noise of waUr dashing forth vehemently*

PI KEUNG. The noise oi
1

stones.m
SZE, or She. The name of a stone.

LING.

A hole in a stone clearly opened; the noise of stones.

KEA. The side of a hill.

" HAOU. An engine employed in war for

throwing stones, it threw stones twelve catties weight twelve

hundred cubits. This character is now applied to cannon.

Same as
jfejj?

Paou.

YAOU.

The appearance ofa stone not level. Uneven rocks or stones.

CHUN. A rugged rocky appearance. Chin-chin

difficult to approach, or reach to.

iffiy^'

The noise of two stones striking against each other.
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P'HO. Rent; torn; broken; hating hole

rent through which one can tee. Ruined, defeated, applied

to armies; taken by storm, applied to towns; failed; found

out, applied to schemes Read Po, Used as a transitive verb

in all the above senses. Ta po 1ft^ to rend ; to break.

NA. Chana

hanging pendant down.

: the appearance of a stone

P'HIN. A stone.

CHIN. Rocks closely piled up.

KEA. Small stones.

SIX STROKES.

JUNG. A stone ; stony.

. Same as | Tseuen.

t^t CHOO. Cboo^ or Tan sha
-ft J^ a re

^

oxide ; vermillion. Yin choo chung ^^ ||[
Cinnabar.

Choo peih keuen chuh^ IJ HU |i{
raarked or pointed out

with the Imperial pencil ; lists of names, 4c., are presented to

the Emperor, and he marks with red ink, those he selects for

any duty. Choo pe, Ian ; kin tsze
'[ ^^ ^ jj^

the

imperial reply, I have seen it ; respect this.

E. The noise of stone.

['HWANG, The noise of stones.

The bright and glossy colour of somes tones.

Same as ^}J Yen ; this is disputed.

HIH. Rent; split.

CHUY. To collect stones together ; to throw

them down ; to dash against. Same as^ Chuy.

Same as H Luy.

YU, A stone inferior to the ^ Yuh.

CHOW. Stone.

L'HEAOU.

Hilly land. Read T'heaou, The name of a stone.

HUNG.

Hung pang J$fc ~fp&
the noise of stoics falling.

GIH.

Tslh gih ti& Mj the name of a quadruped in the west.
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KWA. Rocks or large stones.

r~** GO. The same as ffi GS.

SEEN, and Sun.

The name of a stone inferior to the j Yah.

NAOU. Naou sha
Jjfa Jgj?

the name of a drug.

^
>V3.

AP^ T'HEEN.

Tseen teenW ^ a vulgar phrase for A house.

NO. Go no ijSJ <0P a stony appearance.

KO, and Kea.

v

Stony ; hard and firm as a stone. One says, Abruptly.

\

KUNG. Rocks by the side of a riter.

LiUH. To dash against as stones falling upon

others. Lfih wfih
ipE STT a rocky dangerous appearance.

NEIH.

G neih ^ Jff a stony or rocky appearance,

ShlhyfJ

WET. Kwei wei $i W, * tonT or rock y

appearance: the appearance of crooked feet. Read Kwei,

ShTh kwei ^ j
the name of a river.

targe rock* on the topi of hills. The

name of a stone inferior to the 3l Y2h. Luy 18 ?
a rocky appearance. A strong large appearance. LS l

|
Hie appearance of a hard impenetrable stone. Read

Lelh, Small stones.

It
^

Y1NG. The name of a stone.

e

HEEN. The noise of tone. Head Kin,

Stones with veins like a cicatrix. Lny heen 'JE." $H the
tt| rv%

noise of things rolling like thunder. The loud noise of a belf.

K'HEAOU.

Keaou gaou fc*
{jMT

name of an ancient city.

HING.

A grinding stone. The name of a valley.

M

LEO. To rub, or grind a knife.

/\n\
To grindi tomb; to disiohre in water ;

Stones that impede or stop-; stumbling stones.

to investigate to tlie utmost; the name of a river; and f

a certain barrier.

T'HUNG. To rub or grind.
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m YU. To beat or pound.

)]>M RANG. The noise of stones.

il
||

P'HEIH. Splitting or rending.

Same as %f Pang, or Ping.

K'HANG. The noic of stones dashing against

ft|*
the appearance of aeach other. King king

mean man.

SEAOU. gait petre, they distinguish it into

seven sorts. A stone appearing hard.

LAOU. A stone utensil.

K'HEO. The noise of stooes striking. Read

Kill, Water dashing against rugged uneven rocks. Read Kuh,

The figure of rocks.

ll
,11 LA. Stones.

CH'HEN. To beat silk with on or upon a stonr.

YING, Of Yuy. To grind and waste away.

The noise of something splitting or rending.

LANG. The noie of stones rumbling and

dashing- against each other. Luy lang
l

jj?^ a great noise.

Pang lang fj^

4 '

the noise of drums. Lang lang J& /|j|

firm ; strong.

SUN. Stones broken small

Same as $fc Hang.

Read Hung, The rumbling noise of stones falling.

YU. The name of a stone.

Same as J(J; Keth.

v>

'H. A small stone, or small itones.

HEAOU. Heaou Ifih
Iffe ^ lull} , mountain-

ous ; hilly state of a country.

\

WE, or Wei. To grind or rub.

HEA.
Heishih^ ^ name of a place on the

river ^ Hwae
; also the name of a Been and of a Chow

district.
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LLLN. A character found on ancient stone,

by some thought to be the lame as 'Mj Le'en.

An utensil in which to break or pound

things to pieces, a kind of mortar.

TS'HO. Splinters of stones.

MANG.

A rocky or stony appearance. Same as 2j Pang.

LO. KS IS
/j)p

the noise of stones. Read

Lung, A den or cave.

L'HANG.

hill ; the name of a valley. A grinding stone.

the name of a

CHE. The noise of stones falling
1

.

YUNG- A grinding stone.

Keaou kang '7Sn
j^n

an irregular uneven appearance.

CH'HAY. Chay keu JRj J?|a certain stone

of white colour, and of which some Chinese cap buttons are

wade; inferior to theitone called JT Yah.

PART I. YOU. II. I 9

CH'H. To pick up stones i to throw (tones t

GO. Rocky mountains.

LEW. Lew hwang^ $/{ sulphur.

GANG. Stiff, unbendiTigi to stiffen; to harden ;

liardi inflexible; stroag; powerful, applied aUo to the mind.

Keen gSng^3^tiff; unbending. Gang joo te'e" ^g jjfp

t stiff as iron.

WANG. A species of sulphas soda. Wan;

tang /fjf 7j||
the name of a bill.

^^ V*

HEO.

Stony rocky ground. Hard j 6rm ; correct.

YEN. From tlont and to tee. A smooth stone

which reflects the light To rub ;
a stone on which the Chinese

rub their ink.

SHA, Name ofa certain rocky land.

K'HWAN.

Kwin lun |o the appearance of stones falling.

w

Y1H. The name of a place.
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S YEN

From ilone and vord. To examine, as by grinding torture.

HVVA. Sound; noise.

EIGHT STROKES.

KWAE.

A stony or rocky appearance;
also splinters of stone*.

YEN. A man's name. Same as ^p
Yen.

T||3 NEQ. Ne5 ch5 $| $|f
the appearance

of

large lips. To grind ;
to rub.

SUNG. Name of a place.

CHO. To strike, as with a stone.

To strike against a stone; to split; to rend.

K'HANG. Hard as a stone.

U

P'HANG. Name tf a stone. P5ng sha

borax; sub borate of soda, used in medicine.

"

SO. The noise of bits of stones falling.

KEANG. Name of a stone.

KO, or Go.

Ko no JB Jjjji
a stony or rocky appearance.

YEN.

The name of a stone. The union of two mountain peaks.

CH'HUY. To beat; to pound ; to press

with stones; to keep down by a weight placed above. Read

To, A stony appearance.

TSANG, or Chang..

To rub; to grind; to stop up.

K'HUNG. Rung tsing a natural

production used in medicine; a greenish mass which appeared

like tobacco-pipe clay tinged with copper. (J. L.) Read

Hung, The noise of stones falling.

K'HE. Same as ^fe K'he, A species of chess.

.

NEE. Name of a stone.^fcW>
t^̂V TUH. Stones falling.
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TSANG.

The noise of splitting or rending ; the noise of stones.

TSUNG.

Bits of stone; the noise of stones clashing.

T'HEAOU.

Keaou teacu Jji name of a stone.

LAE. To rub or grind.

TSING. A stone.

V LIN. Bpeated Lin lin, A deep appearance.

1 'H A . To pound rice over again ; the beater

for pounding or husking rice, which is moved by the foot.

TS'HUY.

To grind as a woman at the mill ; to rub with a brick.

Original form of /jPf
Luh.

KVVAN.

Kwin tsing
7jj|j

J& a. rocky dangerous appearance.

)|
TSO. Stone.

PO.

A stone fitted for making the pointt of arrows or dirts.

TAB

To dam or stop water. The same ai J3? Tac.

TING.

Stones for filing or settling a boat
-,
ballast.

TSEE.

Lee
1

tseg J^^ the appearance of hills joining each other.

Same as $H Min.

TEAOU. A stone house.

TSEEN.

An artificial bank raised against water.

% HO. Lo ho a hilly appearance.

1 j L 11 .

Stony appearance ; rocky uneven ground

is expressed by LHh-IHh; also, the appearance of following or

trudging after. Occurs denoting Small.

GAE. The vulgar form of Ju? Gae, An im-

pediment ; some objection to.
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SUY. To rub or grind ; to bruise or break to

pieces; to separate and reduce to small bits by the application

of any external force) minute and troublesome affairs, in

minute odd bits ; miscellaneous articles.

YA. The name of a stone.

Wei ya JS- J2S land that has an uneven surface.
1 /VV T-H-

Tf>H K'HAN. Name of a stone. Read Kan, Rocks

or stones rushing down from s precipice.

u

|-|
TSEO. A itoneof different colours; serious;

respectful. A man's name.

1 IN. Kin jin
ljjfc ify deep dangerous tod

long protracted appearance.

TUY.

From ttone and moved or agitated. A nettle ; to pound.

Same as Woo.

K'HE.

LING, or Lang.

Repeated Ling ling, A rocky itonj appearance.

Ph., OF Pel. An upright stone to which

victims in the temples were formerly fastened. A stone set

on its end, and having an inscription on it; a stone tablet

erected in temples or at tombs, in places or in houses. Pei low

i''jJL
a pavilion over the inscriptions at an Imperial tomb,

Vulgar form of the preceding.

KWAN. The sound ofabell; tho ooUeof

stones striking against each other.

Same as $? Wiei.

A shore; a bank; along coast; a stony appearance.

LUN. A rocky appearance ; stony.

r,_

An ancient form of ^ King.

KAOU.

Neu kaou ~w~^)& "le name of a stone.

\

TS'HJN, or SSn. Sandy land that pro-

duces what is bad to eat* or an unhealthy region.

MAOU. A bill high in front and low behind.

TSUNG. Stone.

- M * CjAIN. High, precipitous dangerous rocks.
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KEAE. The name of a hill. Name of

black stone resembling the -fc Yuh.

if

SHE. To dress leather. Sh le the

name of a kingdom. Read Te'S, A vulgar character denoting

A plate. Wan teg^ |

a round bowl and a plate; a plate.

JUEN.

A valuable itone of a secondary, class white and red,

TING. A stone pavilion.

K'HEU. Same as H Keu.

TUH. Luh tun

husbandry used to level the land.

an instrument of

~ A vulgar form of jj* Tsae.

CHA. A stony appearance.

MIN, or Me'en. A species of stone.

Same as %& To.

TSEU.

The stones without side an enclosure ; a stone for grinding.

PART I. VOL. II. 9 F

XJ^* A certain play called flying brick* or lilc*.

Fl

A rock standing alone; stone tablet :

a round tablet
; the motion of the feathered tribei. Read K.-J,

An angry appearance.

^I HUNG. The noise of stones.

YING.

Stones that have variegated veins, and beautiful colour*.

*

P'HEIH. Stones falling.

To step on a stone to ascend a car-

riage. Dikes falling in from the violence of the current.

. Stone hard.

bJ9 KANG.

The [appearance of stones connected together.

A vulgar form of^ Wei.

PEIH. Stone of an azure or bluish colour. A

surname. Peth lo %l
jj>j

the first or highest.

Same as $1 Yu.
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9
\Vt.l. Stones piled on each other ; an uneven

surface; rugged rocks. Wei yingifSii rising rugged and

abrupt.

. . \>

NEE. A name for alum.

SH1H.

Large; full; ripe; mature, applied to grain. Learned ; vir-

tuous , eminent.

5 CHIN. A stone on which to beat silk. Same

as JjJj
Chin. Read Can, Can g5 ^g J^ the appearance or

li 'urc of hills.

TWAN. Same as & Twan.

HEA. A coarse kind of stone.

T'HANG. A stone with veins running through

it j excess ; over. Mang tang ^ iffiz
the name of a hill-

Hang tang WnT a while vapour.

CHIN. Stone. Read Yin, The name of a hill.

Vulgar form of Rang.

T'H U Y. Original form of^ Tuy, To fall down.

TE. A stone to beat a thing on.

CH.A. The appearance of stones tumbling down,

is expressed by
J|3> 7^ Cha na.

9
h|l SING. The name of a stone.x

^Kjl An ancient form of ^ Seth.

T"^f

*^ NAOU. Ma naou IS J& the cornelian

stone, it is called a stone inferior to the -fc Yo-h.

KWANG.

Kwing kwang, the noise of stonet.

TE. Stone.

SEAOU. Small stones.

CHE. A coarse stone.

TEN STROKES.

Iv HlliU. A stone or rock rising high and ap-

pearing manifest; the fact discovered; certainty; cerlainU ,

assuredly ; verily ; the strict truth or fact , indeed.
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Sameas the preceding. Alto Ihe name of a territory.

SO. Small stones.

the cornelian

Weights used in scales are commonly called f$|^ ina.tsze.

Ma is used at Canton for the European yard.

Thenoi!ieof ton
striking. A surname.

CHEN, or Shen . A round stone roller, used

by husbandmen to break any thing with, or to grind offthe

husk of grain.

PAN. The reins on a stone.

K'HEEN.

The Boise of stone, f,||iDg
. the base of a pillar.

A rocky or stony appearance.

HUNG.

Huns lu "g
ij) ^ the noise of stone, falling.

u

SUH, or Seuh. To rub; to grind.

SHEN. To cut or work the ^

Same as lift Glh.

I Po The noiie of stones
striking agaiost

each other. Same as Jgj i,aou

H1H> and bad land -

PAOU. Same as ^ Paou.

K W T Punith " *J finei the wall in.ide

a well
, , ilepping ,tone in ,o , Mrriage

TSZE. Name of a ,tone, and of , dillrict

Same as ^ Lew.

J^
- Name of a certain hall or place of

reception for guest, ; a strange ,ort of
fairy

T'HANG.

Tang sze || |j|
name of ,ome fairj ^^

P'HANG. The noise of a,tone
falling, llle

aame of a bill, to rub ; to grind. Used in Canton for thr

European pound weight, and for a pound .terling.

WOO. A small dike or wall.
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GO.

Chin g5 >EJt ^Sf
1 rocks hating a dangerous appearance.

HWA. Hwi shth a certain mineral used

in medicine, painting, and in the manufacture of porcelain ;

otherwise written $| Hwii, and ^ Hwa. The late Sir

(florae Slaunton cilled it the soap rock of England.

Peshwang sMh or Pe ihth
"J ^ arsenic.

'/I

PO. A rocky shore.

WEI. The name of a hill; and of a dm-

nity. Wei wei
^fe ijjjj

the appearance of a rocky hill ; dan-

gerous. Read Kwei, Kwci luy I

|JM rocks, large stones.

SANG. The stone base of a pillar.

LUY. A "real number of stones or rocks to-

gelhcr. Same as $@ Liiy and used for J Luy.

To'llO, From tlane and Jo rinse. To rub and

polish ; to operate upon with much labour and pain, cither mo-

rally or physically; to polish ivory.

A vulgar form of the preceding.

CHIN, or Teen. The noise of something

falling ; the noise of stones clashing against each other; the

tiasc of a pillar.

HEA. Keg hci
J|| ]jj=|

to roll the eyes aid

loll out the tongue, like a furious animal.

'\J0f^ K Hlii. Water rushing into a rarine, as amongst

mountains. The name of a place.

LEEN. A large stone; a carnation colour.

PWAN.

A rock or large stone, such as are found in mountains.

^y* GAE, or Wei. To rub against each other;

to rub or grind sharp; a whetstone. Sharp ; acuminated. Read

Kae, Strong.

YUNG.

To fall down from a higher place, as a stone.

[iK TUY, and Chuy. A collection of

to throw down a stone. Same as
/fjljt Chuy.

b

CH1H. To draw ; to extend and tear to

pieces a criminal, as was in ancient times done in the market

places; and which was subsequently changed to Ke she
j|| "jjj"

casting them out into the market place. To tear or rend

Victims to pieces.
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E?r* Same as m HeS.
<^2?^

iv'HU. The sound of two stontf striking

against each other. Read KS, The lound made by stones

coming forcibly in contact. KS tow ^ gj|
the Tartar

ceremony of kneeling down and knocking the forehead against

the ground.

LO, or LS.

LStsS
^|J ^ffi

the noise made by rending or breaking a thing.

T'HWAN. A man's name. Used for Chuen

M[ a brick, tile, or square of earthen ware, much used to pave

floori; any child's plaything, or tile on which women twist '

threads.

TSAN. A high rocky precipitoui mountain.

Same as the preceding.

Same as ^ KSng.

LOW. Stone.

LUH. Stone.

Z TS'HE. Stone steps.

I. TOi.. II. C

GAOU.

A hill with a great many small stonri. Same ai 3& Gaou.

u

P'HANG. A stroke against a stone.

TSUH, andChS.

Luh tsu'h M Mt rocky uneven ground.

K'HANG. The noise of stones.

LUH. Lfih tub ^^ aninrtrumtnt of hiir-

bandry for leveling the ground.

KWO.

The noise made by a hard stone when itruck.

I"! -\

[pAI
LOO. Sand or pebbles.

AAT Whl Original form of
ffil

TeTh ; a tort of beater IBOT<*

^|PJ
by a water wheel.

TSEAY. Stone.

T'SHO. A coarse stone.

MO. Small sand.
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K'HAN.

A precipitous bank , beneath, or at the Itottom of a precipice.

TSHEANG.

To rub and cleanse things with tiles or (tones in water.

\

TS'HIN, OrTsan. Things mixed with sand.

^Bj LEEN, and Chen. Lead ore.

TAN. Shin tan H 2& the name of a drug.

HEA. A crack or rent in a stone.

YIN. The noise of thunder.

E. A certain beautiful black coloured stone.

LUY

Stones or rocks piled on each other; to rub; to grind.

KO. A stone coffin or shell for a coffin.

TS'HEIH. From slone and to reprehend.

Rock* and sand in shallow water, which check the current.

An ancient appellation of China, and also of the desert Sha-mo.

PEAOU.

The appearance of a mountain peak rising high.

HUNG. The rumbling noise of stones falling.

K'HEAOU. Uneven rocks or stones.

MO.

To rub or grind ; to afflict ; a stone or mill. Name of a

place. Chaou mo
Bj| ^ keeper of the seal. Shwfiy mo J^

fe a water mill. Moo ya fig!
& to grind the teeth; to

chatter and talk. Yay shih to, tsih pepfihmo W ^ ^
H| I Hftl ~fc TBpS to eat much at night prevents the stomach

grinding (the peristaltic motion of the stomach.)

/ a stone in-TS'HEIH. Juen tselh

ferior to the
jj^ YBh. Elegant; varied with divert colours.

CHAOU, or TsaOU. Nests or huts made

of stones rudely piled up, in which, during ancient times, peo-

ple who attached themselves to a tribe, were lodged.

tfJJrf TSUY. A high hill ; eminent ; lofty appearance.

K'HING.

From the representation of something hanging impended,

to strike, and a stone. A sonorous musical stone
; to hang up

as a stone is suspended; the sound of a sonorous stone. Pi-en

king 4l| E|:
or Tih king M:

|

are different sorts of sono-

rous stones, there are several other varieties.
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TSUNG.

Tsung keu
|fl jj5|

a coarse stone. A stone path or road.

*T"~
Ip-**"* u

/nj&s?' CH'HO. The appearance of large lips.

.,

SHUH.

The name of a stone ;
a noise made by a stone.

HIH. The noise of a stone splitting.

An erroneous form of sjz LeS.

TWELVE STROKES.

HEU. A stony or rocky appearance.

TSIN. Stone; a stone gate.

Same as $JJ Pang.

A stone or rock in a stream of water, which

KEUE. To dig out stones.

Same as the preceding.

Same as Laou.

K'HEU. Chay keu $$ a white itonc

impedes and excites and produces a ripple ; an impediment ;

a stumbling block ; to rub or excite.

SHEN. White earth.

brought from India, of which the highest literary graduate

makes a knob fur bis bonnet.

K'HTN.
i

A high and dangerous hill. The name of a stonei

Same as ^j| Leth.

K.AJV. Forms part of a foreign word, 'denoting

a kind of chief cup-bearer.

SZE. To grind or rub.

HWUY. To injure and destroy.

,Al HJfH
* ANG. A stony or rocky appearance

SUH, and Seaou.

A black tort of fine vtone.
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* TANG. From rock and to atcend. Lofty

and precipitous. A stone bridge. Shin tang ~j f^-
the

name of a hill. Small streams running into and increasing

each other.

KEEN. Same as m Keen

LE1H. The stone below a pillar.W
'

LIN. Water flowing amongst rocks or stones;

to rub stones thinner ; a stony appearance. Read Lang, Ping

ling /6$ f$ji lofty j large ; riling eminent as a mountain.

KWANLr. Rocks containing copper and iron.

Read Hwang, The name of a stone.

C HWAN G. A stony or rocky appearance.

PI

TUN.

A stone on which a person may ait cress-legged.

Vulgar form of $ Tsa.

Same as %J Ting.

Vulgar form of
^fjj

Juen

T'HEEN.

Seen teen 2l $1 gls or fla h of lightning.

TSUY, or Suy. Small stones

TSEUE. A stone broken.

1 AM. Name of a mountain stream, in

The noise of breaking ouiethtng. Tiloer

Vfr
the aPPearance of a lofty mountain.

KEAOU. Stony, stiff barren land.

PP
TE.

Name of a black stone used in dying silk. A man's name.

LUNG. The noise of stones
falling.

" *- Stone*. The same as jjif Woo

which Tae-kung -4^
'> angled. Read Po, Name ofaitone

fit for (oiating arrows.

LEIH. The nowe made bj small stones.

Lelh shih ^^ the name of a place.

YEN, Of Gan. The name of a hill..
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P'HANG. Noise made by stones.

SEAOU. To rend or break.

PWAN. A large brick or tile.

Same as RjR Heen.

Same as | Naou.

YUH.

Name of a slone resembling the "-fc Yfih.

T'HAN. A stone altar.

Same as RE Chuy.

lv HliiAUU. Uneven stone; rocky and uneven.

Read HTh, To engrave or cut deeply. Real ; solid.

Hard. Read Hlh, The noise of a lash or whip.

PANG. The noise made by stones.

CHIN. To strike with a stone.

PART I. VOl. II. 9 u

I obf II. A stony or rocky appearance.

w

CH'HIH, or Ts'hth. An animal in the

west, about the size of a man, with a sheep's bead and a

monkey's tail.

K'HEUH.

Keah wBh^^ a hiHy appearance; a small bill.

A| i^T|
LUY. T push stone* from a higher to a

lower place. Also the same as ?|j I*y.

Same as ^jf ChS.

KIN. Name of a stone.

TAN. Shih tan /FJ || the name of a drug.

LEEN. A large coarse stone; a red colour.

Leen jin &|| ^__
a spurious virtue, it is applied to four

forms of false benevolence.

K'HO. A stony or rocky appearance.

'HAN. A stony appearance.

i

TgOO, or Ch6o. The itone bjic of a pillar.
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Ts$ nelh Kg J|1F the appearance of a lofty bill.
F>T> rVT^

~~

F Same as 0]f Ling.

IV HtiiJ. A hill or mountain with numerous large

rocks. Noise made by the collision ofstones. Also read He5.

TANG. The bottom of.

jftgfW E. Fantastic perforated rocks. Ke e

a stony or rocky appearance.

KEANG. Small stones.

Same a
||| Tuh. Also the name of a stone.

P'HEIH. peth |elh^m to gtrike again8t)

and increase the sound of.

TT .'t !
Aj *S- Wbl. The appearance ofa multitude of stones.

Be A Kwei, Stone. Read Luy, A heap of stones.

\

. Astouebox or chest; tocoTer with astone.

Same as Ifp Heang.

T'HA. Defined by Shih IS
~

stone T$,

the sense of which is not apparent ; perhaps the rocky bunk

of a rirer.

FOURTEN STROKES.

PIN . The noise of bits of stones.

LIH. Lib
ts?h||| Jfjj:.

an instrument of hus-

bandry to clear away weeds.

V

KEIH. Lelh keih
ijij ^ the noise made by

stones. Keih keih ^
I a stony appearance.

TSEm. A night drum.

GAE. TO impede ; to hinder ; to oppose ; to itop-,

to limit
j an impediment; a hindrance. To limit or restrain

by the principles of morality; as the sages of antiquity did

by rules of decorum and by music. Read E, A certain blue

stone. Fang gae -Wjh jj&fc
hindrance or objection to acting ;

serious consequences apprehended.

V

K'HO. The noise of stones. Hek8~T\
^j|

the name of a place. Sane as ZJS K5.

KEEN.

Keen cho a coarse bluish stone for polishing {em*
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YU.

A white calcareous stone; poisonous, applied to ulcers.

Same as 6E Juen.

P1.NG. Ping pang I<$j ja^ the noise of stones.

CHA. The name of a stone.

itt? MUNG. Tsi pyrites.

>ft ]3J MEIH, or Ma. Hard. Small stones.

T^
Aly-^. TS'HO. Coarse stone j to rub ^ to grind.^

HIN. A difficult or distressing appearance; a

lash or whip. Read Been, Difficult and dangerous ; hard and

violent

SOW. Stone.

LEU. The name of a stone.

S EEN. Seen-teen i^t B the glare of lightning.

Vulgar form of $fj Seth.

Same as Mj TeTh.

T'HUH. The name of a stone.

The same as HI Pwan.

yiLt-t N

>m3& KWANG

Name of a
valley. Same as |S HwSng.

u

LA.

Stones falling. Read Lee, The appearance of a chain of hillt.

LEAOU. Leaou shih 0ffl| the appearanc*

of rochs hanging pendant.

r>fcAr
Al>V* CHO. To hew ; smashed bits of stones.

H>C|

LUY. A rocky appearance ; to strike.

JLU V . Luy kung

says A small eminence.

' and

a small cavern ; one

The stone below a pillar j the base of a pillar.

A stone for wheting or grinding tools; a

grindstone; a whetstone ; a coarse stone; coarse; strong.
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U'/IH. Small broken itonei ; pebbles or sand.

of a wood. Ta.i le.h
ft ]

or
Hwang lelh j

Tan sha - " red oxide.

FAN. Alum, it is called by various namesand

i* of \ urioiis colours. The name of a medicine.

Same as / Mo.

K'HEO.

To whip or lash. Water dashing against rugged rocki.

TS'HIN. Rocks in water.

P'HAOU.

A machine for throwing stones. Same as rfj Paou

V

THA. Name of a stone.

l YING. Stone.

. To rub ; the noise made by something

rivin? or splitting. Forms also part of the name of a stone.

Teth leih clear; bright.

CHOO. Choo ~g or Keen-choo |^ 1 a
PH rjui. |

cerl.nn blue stone for grinding or rubbing, it is fit for polish-

ing gemi.

NEAOU.

Winding, tortuous mountains ; the name of a stone.

LUNG. To rub, or grind; to grind corn, or

to sharpen a tool by rubbing ; to use effort to effect what we

intend. A stone on which to grind. Mo lung li|$ Si to rub;

to grind; to rub on a stone ; to fag at study.

. Uneven rocks. Read Kwei, Small stone*.

YING.

Name ofa stone. To play and become familiar with.

SEEN.

The glare of lightning. Read Tsin, The posts of a door.

JANG.

A bad kind of the Tsze-hwang )Wj|^ mineral.

/

LAN.

Lan Ian the appearance of the^ Yfih stone.

e

>/

Same as ^ Hung.

"(J. Crammed together in confusion j stuffed

all together j to fill up. Ping p* |jj blended together

in one. Pwan p5 wx to sit cross-legged.

P'HO. The noise of stones.
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7TT

K'HEU. Tsungkeu! a blue whetstone.

Vulgar form of
jjji Luy,

TS'HA.

The appearance of a multitude of stones.

KEUE. Stone.

Same as $J Lo.

Original form of
]j Mo.

u

TSO, or Tsa. A coarse stone.

HEANG. A hill with Urge and small rocks.

YEN. A rocky hill.

PA. An artificial embankment raised on op-

posite shores of a river, and extending considerably into the

stream, so as to narrow the passage for the water, and to

impede its course.

LAN.

Lan Ian
||H

IM the appearance of -ft YQh stones.

Aj

~j

A\

Recesses amongst mountains.

appearauce of hilli

f j-i*

or mountains rising to

YUH.

Yuh hwae iM^ small stone* or rocks.

CXIII RADICAL.

SHE- From a horizontal line, representing

heaven, and three perpendicular strokes representing the light

coming down from the sun, moon, and start. A sign from

heaven; a declaration of the will of Heaven. To declare;

to manifest. Declaring; proclaiming j telling to krferiort.

A surname.

PART I. TOl. II. 9 i

fL An ancient form of flf Le.

An ancient form of
yj^ She, the upper horizontal

line denoting Heaven, and the lines falling down implies

something coming from thence. A revelation from heaven.
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Same as ft PC.

JING.

Happiness; felicity; again ; forthwith ; to complete.

SHAY. ^1 From a heavenly pregnoslic

and land. The spirit that presides over any given region ;

the supposed divine beings who grant a particular region to

any ^iven family of rulers ;
when the dynasty fails, they

resaid to lose the Shay tseTh
|ft^ ' e the gods of the

land and of the grain ; these are worshipped by all the officers

uf government, shay, also denotes the sacrifices which are

i/RVred to the gods of the land. It sometimes denotes also

the allurs where they are offered. Anciently twenty-five

houses constituted a Shay, and had an altar; at present

every street and village hat one.

^Z*
T|K>| YO. The name of a sacrifice.

To sacrifice; to sacrifice to the gods or to departed spirits.

One says, that Sze implies Like; as if; sacrificing is like

meeting with Ilio-t- who have departed to a separate state.

An ancient designation of the year.

f 'HPv flEj. Affluent; abundant; numerous; great ;

enlarged; at eaie. A surname; the name of a district.

FOUR STROKES.

H tiA ti. Asilancc,.a.that of divine being*.

KWEI.

A sacrifice offered to a hill. Same as ife Kwci.

YAOU. The earth producing things out of

proper season ; in an unnatural manner.

IlVjpP
HE EN. A local word on the N.W. of China

for Heaven. Read T'he'en, The name of an office.

I
rT K'HE. The god, spirit, or soul which animates

earth ; the earth itself. Rest; repose; large ; great.

To supplicate happiness ; to pray for blessings. To pray ;

to invoke; to call upon , to state to. To heg in the language

of courtesy. Read Kwei, To sacrifice to a hill.

CHE. Happiness; felicity.

'jfitf .
To offer pigs in sacrifice.

ft FANG, Or Pang. Sacrifices offered in the

principal hall, and inside the gate, and on the succeeding day

to the manes of deceased parents. The name of a
cily.

m An ancient form of JTE Ke.

FOO. Name of a certain sacrifice.
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TAB, and Ta.

A sort of weapon. The name of a district. A surname.

]f%Uf CHUNG. Name of a divinity.

An ancient form ofM Tow.

From divine manifestation and a stone.

A sort of stone shrine for placing Hie tablet of ancestors in,

after it has been worshipped.

YEW. I

The protection of divine beings ; the assistance of the gods.

J^LI* i

u

Iji'Tr*
GH'HIH. Sacrifices offered, witb a certain

order of the persons attending.

f-

E. A sacrifice ; to sacrifice.

1jl>pJ
TE AO U. The name of a person.

H HO. A sacrifice; to sacrifice.

An ancient form of
jjj$]

Lew.

m a

" To drive away calamities and supplicate

blessings. Same as the following charactci.

I' U 1 1 . To drive away calamities and supplicate

happiness to expel ; to eleanse ; to wash, as a religious obser-

vance: a kind of heathen baptism.

CHOO. The tablet inscribed to departed spirits

in temples, or the assistance derived therefrom. The stone

or base on which the tablet dedicated to departed spirits is

placed, or the tablet itself.

KEU. Name of a hill.

l|f% . Name of a certain sacrifice ; to bury in

the same place, persons nearly related to each other.

, and Pec. Divine j that which cannot

be fully explained ; abstruse ; secret ; mysterious. The name

of an office. A surname. Name of a fragant plant.

A H A
From a heavenly indication, and a vessel used in the templet.

A father's father; a grandfather; a progenitor ; ancestors ge-

nerally. One who lays the foundation of a family. To begin;

the beginning; the original ofany thing. A temple dedicated

to an ancestor; accustomed to. A rule ; a sacrifice. A sur-

name. A divinity.

MEI.

Any thing fine; subtile as essence; spirits ofhills.

YANG. Crimes and calamities.
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SWAN.

To look distinctly and clearly at, for the purpose of reckoning.

Ill It CHE. Respect; awe; Yeneration, such as is

felt when a communication is made from a divinity ; to receive

rc.pcclfully. Same as the preceding.

ft TSOO. From divine indication and to excite.

Wealth ; rank ; and happiness. Divine blessings ; felicity

posterity ; the year. Fuh Uoo
jjjg jfe

affluent and happy.

K'HEU. To expel; to drive away; to disperse

or dissipate, as any noxious influence ; to open and expand ;

strong; vigorous.

HOO.

The favor or blessing of heaven; happiness.

Good expressions to the gods; blessings; to bless divine

being". To decide. A surname. Chuh fa
jjjff ^j

to shave

the head and become a Budh priest.

SHIN- ft fl IS
From to extend and signsfrom heaven. Every evanescent,

invisible, inscrutable, spiritual, operating power or cause, is

called Shin. A spirit; the human spirit. Divinity; God,

in the sense of heathen nations. Divine; spiritual; the

animal spirit. A surname. Shin seang kae kwang jth ke

f$ ($. Oi 7^ Ef $$ days for touchi"S the eyes of idols

with blood, or ef dedicating a new idol. Kew chl shin jin

kung ko
jj^lj.^ ||[j J\^ j}] ^jj

to examine into the merits

and demerits of gods and men. Shin kwS, fa wei hea kwei

JS'P ilS
v
Hl /S/ ~T* s& tne f'iu ' ls ^ ^* are punished by

making them inferior demons. Shin pac jjJHI jjw.
tablet de-

dicated to the manes of a deceased person. Shin tsfih
jfjltj

divine foot, amongst the Budhists, those persons who can

pass through the atmosphere. Shin leang che e
jjjIJ3 gl

~_ ^^ a divinely excellent physician. Tse hoo e wei shin

^ yU *X ^ f^T
l '16 'acr '''ce to the tiger, esteeming it a

god, said anciently of the people of Corea. Shin hwSn 1

7,jjp,
the spirit and soul, or the spiritual immaterial part of

man.

=r-> SUY, and Seuh. From to iisue

and a celestial prognostic. Calamities and frightful monstrous

appearances, inflicted or exhibited by the gods, in consequence

of the imprecations or vices of man.

I SZiEL To offer a spring sacrifice to ancestors,

to continue the recollection of them. A hall dedicated to

them ; a religious temple.

CHAL. The wood used in sacrifice; to burn

wood in sacrifice to the gods of heaven, or to Heaven.

Same as
jjjf],

Sze.

"~ ' J

JjTjl?
NE. Same as

jjj$ Ne.

'IN

|T| An ancient form of
jflfc

Chuh.

HI t| An ancient form of jf. Tsoo.
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SIX STROKES.

L.EU. Name of a lacrifice to hills and river.

w

MIH. A
divinity.

ticket. Peaou chae

officer!.

to give a warrant to police

YU. Tae yu name of a district.

^TsEANG. Goodness ; felicity ; a prognostic;

an omen, either good or bad; a manifestation of the will of

heaven previously to the infliction of judgments or the

bestowment of blessings. The name of a sacrifice.

YIN. Completed ; perfected.

S^ KEUEN. Name of a sacrifice.

CHOO. Imprecations; curses.

iWO. To sacri nee j a sacrifice. Read Hwa,

A law or rule. Read Kwa, Name of a sacrifice. Read Hnan,

A thanksgiving sacrifice.

"" * )~t

JlllR
K ^VE '- A tablet dedicated to ancestors, Ihe

of which has fallen in ruins.

Mr-*
'Ma

^^Q^ HEA. A certain sacrifice to the manes of

ancestors, which unites the near and the more distant; to

collect or unite together the various provisions used in

the sacrifice.

An ancient form of
jjjg Che.

f
To carry human affair, before the god,. That which is

>e medium between, or bring, together, men and god, To
offer flesh in the rites of worship, to ,acrifice with victim,

U - To remove the tablet, of an-
T ''e >ect of Budha doe "t sacrifice.

cestors from one temple to another.

PEAOU.
Flying with the

velocity of li-rht ^*

or fire; a s.gnal made by fire; rising in a
light airy manner,

applied to the motion of a streamer ; a governmeot warrant
to seize persons; a Pawn broker's ticket; a paper authorizing
. person to act. Tang peaou ^ ^ , pawn .broker ,

s

i. VOL. ii. 9 K

1

An anc'ent form of ^ Yang,

A form of M Yew.

CHTNG. A surname.
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SHAOLJ. The protection of divine beings.

K'HAOU. To pray to superior beings, prayers

accompanied with sacrifices. Otherwise read Kaou.

TOW. To sicrifice for the s;ike of happiness.

LUY, and SllUy. Certain offerings pre-

~>>-
l|yf

)

sented to the door or gateway, such are usual when children

are ill. Certain small offerings or sacrifices.

GO. The name of a sacrifice.

TSIN. A mystical word referring to the

influences of the different auras in nature. Abundant. Tsia

tseang Till Jr$. the name of a place.

An ancient form of
jjlt Shay.

SEEN. Grounds belonging to the kindred or

clan's hall of ancestors, from the interest or rents of which

the rites are kept up.

SHIN. The flesh used in sacri6ces offered

to the gods of the land ; raw flesh, when dressed for sacrifice

is called B% Fan.

An ancient form of m K\van.

K.AL. Name of certain ancient music. lU-ad

Kea, A path laid with tiles.

form of |^| Ho.

SHOW. To pray for long life.

An original form of | Hwo.

An ancient form of ft Shay

ancient

EIGHT STROKES.

YLN. To expel noxious influences. To offend

or touch with what is
filthy.

An ancient form of IiP Pe.
w

ITT
I'HAOU.

Prosperity ; happiness; divinity.

11
A reiteration of a sacrifice ; lo sacrifice agaio.

KOO. To offer a sacrifice.
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I

1

CHA

The name of a sacrifice offered in the close of the year.

K HE

Composed; tranquil ; felicitous; happy. Name of a district.

K'HE. A good appearance.

Same as Yaou.

TSZE. Tranquility; repose.

K. VVAJN . To pour out a libation on the ground.

TSUY.

Name of a sacrifice offered to the moon
,
or monthly.

LING.

Name of a sacrifice ; happiness conferred by the gods.

LUH.

Blessedness or happiness; the emoluments of office; official

income. The name of a district. A surname. Fun IBh woo

ke:lnS IS |^ ^K |5 infinite happiness and wealth. Fung

jjrp
official emolument.

A vulgar form of 3f Pin,

KIN. To regulate; to direct the manner <>l
,

lo ward off; to prohibit; to guard njainst; to becarrful, to

stop or hinder ; a cup for wine, or a waiter on which they are

served up ;
an instrument of music. Kin che 1 5 )r* to stop.

Kin fang shin * ^ -^ to interdict sexual intercourse. Kin

yuen 2^5 An" a fence of bamboos around gardens, or to

form a partition in fi>h poods.

TAOU . Used in common with f;l| Taoii.
VM

K'HEUEN.

A temple of ancestors, or to sacrifice there ; happiness.

JJTTJC
LUH. To see.

Devoted attention to one object;

SEUH. Unable to walk.

An ancient form of $fc Kvvan

An ancient form of
jjjfj

Ho.

CHOO.

A surname. An erroneous form of/tea Cboo.

HWUY. A sacrifice.
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An erroneous form of
jjfj

Yew.

HANG, Or Hwang. Name of a sacrifice.

I1O \V . A sacrifice to procure blessings.

HL'j. Pi he fi/ JK name ofa sacrifice intended.

te ixpel

sacrifice.

evil and noxious influences. A spring and autumnal

YIN. A clean pure sacrifice.

Same as M Fang.

An erroneous form of ^| Chae.

KEU. A surname.

If
i

v2L

lil^&
TSZE - To breathe ; to desist.

\

HO. Evil; injury; a curse from the gods.

Evils calamity; misfortune; adversity; judgment; misery.

To dfstroy, to exterminate.

LH1JNG. A faTorakle prognostic ; a manifest*.

t'Q of Heaven's approbation of virtue.

FUH.

Divine protection; excellent; good; felicitous; happiness;

a blessing; richly provided with. The meat used in sacrifices.

The name of a district. A surname. Occurs denoting To.

wards; with, or the same as. Read Foo, To layer store up.

Choo-tsze wei, Teen-taou fuh shen, ho yin ^j^ ^p- pj^ ^^
5^ jflS i^fe,

jljfil vffi Choo-foo-tszc slid, Providence blesses

virtue and curses excess (or lewdness). Ffih woo chiing she,

ho pun tan hing JTJS
3ffiW ^ j|j^ /R SL ff blessing

never come double, and calamities never come alone.

WAN. A girdle, or to attach a thing to it.

WOO. Prosperity ; happiness.

SEEN. The flesh which remains after a sacrifice.

r-

tlfrji *? YANG. The spirit or divinity of a road, or

high way. To sacrifice to the presiding spirit of a wood.

CHE.

Repose; rest; happiness. Also read Te and She.

SEU. A vessel used in offering sacrifice.

E. Beautiful ,
to aspirate praises of beauty ; pearls.

Ij-ir*
MEI. Sacrifite oBered by the Emperor for the

purpose of obtaining an heir.
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SZE, and Se.

i>

Sze-sze mH fffl feeling the mind uneasy and wishing to go away.
r|^* /|VlJ

.fc-

J*|T|
TE. Certain rojal sacrifices; quinquennial sa-

crifices to royal ancestors.

Original form of if Chae.

An ancient form of jjjk Shay.

IJJJEL
Same as jj$ Yen.

TEN STROKES.

CHO, The name of a place.

'

|M
'' CHIN. The blessing of Heaven on truth; hap-

piness received inconsequence of truth and sincerity.

ML
*J~r YING, Or Yung. A certain sacrifice of-

Tf*
fered to the sun, moon, stars, and gods, in order to expel evil.

LEW. To bless, or imprecate.

TSEIH.

i
Certain sacrifices to the gods of the grain.

PART I. VOL. II. 9 i.

1 PANG. The name of a sacrifice.

Same as $ Kaon.

MING. Prosperity; happiness.

T'HANG The assistance of divine beings.

fl Original form of ^ Tsin.

SZE, She, and E. Prosperity or happiness.

MA.

Certain sacrifices offered by persons who travel, intended

to be addressed to the road; also sacrifices offered by mili-

tary commanders before a battle.

I Same as Taou.

*1^ Same as the preceding.

PE1H.

Certain sacrifices offered to the spirit of the domestic furnace.

Same as
jjj* Yang. To worship on the road ; to offer

sacrifice to the spirit of a road ; to expel evil spirit*.
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SAOU. To sacrifice; divine protection.

LOW. To eat and drink, or to feast on a sacrifice.

Ijll
CH'HIH. Prosperity or happiness.

HEUEN. A surname.

A form of i Yin.

LE. Prosperous ; felicitous.

CHWANG. To offer sacrifice without gra-

> ity and respect. An altur not thrown down.

Same as
jilt TSOQ.

The divinity of a certain hill, sjid to.

possess great power, able to remove heaven and earth,

LUH. The name of a sacrifice.

ILJEJL A form of jjjl Ke.

mP'HO.
To look or gaze a long time.

\

I U. To oppoie ; to slop j to hinder ; to cause

to desist, or cease ; to sacrifice.

I
t

An ancient form of
jjjA Shin.

An ancient form of W Yin,

TWELVE STROKES.

JlJ^tj*
Same as Jj$ Fan.

KEUE. Inauspicious; infelicitous.

a^g CHUY. To give thanks i reiterated sacrifices.

Joj arising frora divine blessings. Felici-

tous ; happy ; blissful
j
to announce or pray to the god*.

fitt- LEAOU.

Yew leaon
jjjg |^ ( sacrifice to heaven.

,

ihyji.
""' Ominous of good ; auspicious prognosis.

/|f/V^
A kind of wine drank after bathing.

^^ Original form of
jjijjf Fang.

Same as fiP Sze.
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Original form of IP Tseaou.

SHEN, or Chen.

An altar or levelled arena OB which to offer sacrifice. To

resign in behalf of another. A change of dynasty j to resign

to ; to transfer to another generation. Meditation ; contem-

plation ; abstraction ; the sitting in the posture of deep thought

and abstraction; a silent, quiescent, contemplative state; a-

dopted by the priests of the Budha sect.

T'HAN. Sacrifices offered seven months after

the decease of parents, when certain mourning is put off.

' A noxious demon ; a mischievous ghost ;

or a human being pretending to be a ghost.

144- An ancient form of
jj

Sze.

jjj||
YiH.

Name ofa sacrifice; the day after a sacrifice;

j|j"5?
KWEI, 01' Kwae. To assemble and offer

sacrifices for the removal of some evil, or calamity.

"*^? /

Vty CIHF'IVIEJ^M . fo sacr iflce to heaven ; to resign to.1
~~L yi i

nl^~ Lit). From a supernatural manifestation, and

* vessel used in certain rites. Rites, decorum, propriety.

The first idea of Le is that of footstep; the footsteps or

traces to be observed in worshipping the gods; a rite; a

ceremony; the principles of social ordr, the decent; the

decorous in religious worship, and in the intercourse of

society. Decorum ; propriety ; what is becoming the rules

which assign every one his place ; politeness. It aUo express-

ess what is decent and becoming in families, and individuak

Asurname. Offerings to the gods; presents to individuals
; an

act of obeisance; the particular form of obeisance or homage.
Le tsang che

j|tt ^ |)uried him with f|inera , ritef or

honors. Le e
|j| || the piinciples of moral propriety and

good conduct. Le pae sze
jfj||^ -^ a Mahomedan temple,

or mosque. Le suy, seaou piih ko hwBh
|ftStt/]\/f>.

Pj ;^ a decorous formality, although trivial, should not

be dispiscd and neglected.

m
The name of a wcriffce. The name of a divinity.

}^^

|r=T A'n ancient fornv of $f Chen.'
I / W^^

MING. A liberal sacrifice.

>Ji32v. KWAN, The name of a district.

NE. A father, while alive is called "V Foo, after

Kaou, and when in the hall or temple of 'ancestors,

he is called
li|

Ne. The hall or temple of a father. A sur-

name ; the name ofa place. A tablet dedicated to ancestors,

when moving from place to place, is called Ne.

TAOU. To pray ;
to supplicate of the gods,

to spread out one's case and supplicate happiness or blessings-

to entreat ; often used in the language of courier .
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m^'~
/linn

Same as jj$; Liih.

r YEN. A sacrifice to put away evil.

An erroneous form of ^ Lan

An ancient form of
jjfa Teaou.

i

Same as Tse.

A vulgar form of /|$ Le.

YEW. Prosperity or happiness,

Original form of |$f Luy.

Same as jjjt Leu.

Same as fij Seen.

LAE, and Lan. TO fall down rums, or

lo involve in ruin. Read Lan, Remiss in
offering sacrifice.

Clioo lae Ti*
jjji|

to curse ; to utter imprecations.

JANG. Sacrifices to dispel evil.

:

^- LING. The name of a divinity.

YO.

Certain sacrifices at the four seasons. Same as
jjjtl

YS.

-H5
' TE. Prosperity, or happiness.

jj*

TSAN.

The name of a sacrifice ; to bless the gods.

Sacrifices to the gods of hearen, and

the Most High Ruler. To preside atto Shang-le

a sacrifice.

nun
SE. The name of a sacrifice.

A form of |g Suy.

KEEN.

The spirit of the earth. Respect; reyerenee.

'KEEN. A sacrifice.

-
rlV A form of Chae.

* A form of I Taou.
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CXIV TH RADICAL

\

JOW.

The foot of a brute treading on the ground.

\

YU.

Name of a person famous in Chinese history for having

drained off the water after the deluge. Expanded ; easy

state. Certain insects.

w

YU. Name of an animal of the monkey species;

name of a hill. Pan yu ^. ^ the district in Canton called

Whampoa, where European ships anchor. Yu keang 1
ijgi

name of a divinity. The distance of a le. The origin of an

affair. Yu yn the name of a fish. A surname.

Used for
^jji Gow, An image or idol.

An ancient form of W> Yu.

CH'HE, A sort of sprite. Read Le, Clear;

bright; elegant. Name of a diagram. To separate; to dis-

perse; to oppose.

SEE. Same as ^ See*

I-AT I. T01. II. 9 H

Same as

SEE. Same as & See", An insect.

EIGHT STROKES.

An ancient form of % See.

K'HIN.

An animal with two feet and feathers; animals with four

feet and hair are called
JB?^

Show. Kin show $ JSJT
birds

and beasts, animals generally. All animals before pregnation

are called Kin. Kin $f also denotes To fight; to seize.

A surname.

Same as the following.

FEI. The name of a quadruped.

Original form of the preceding.
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CXV TH RADICAL.
T JL

Paddee ; corn, or grain in general j agreement ; harmony ;

a surname. Ho puh shin > |? grain not filled.

KE.

A tree with its top bent. The head bent drown.

Same as jE Yuh.

T'HUH. From grain-on the top of a man' i head.

The tradition is, that the framer of the character seeing a bald-

headed man, was afraid and crouched amongst the standing

corn. The blunt end of; bald
-, any thing fallen off entirely.

SEW.

Grain flowering; beautiful flowers; flowers which are fol-

lowed by fruit. Gay; splendid ; elegant; luxuriant herbage.

The name of a district. A surname. Teaou seuen pa ke sew

lieu
[> yg J\^

~mf J -H- to select beautiful women from

'he eight standards, this is an annual custom. Some of these

o to the Emperor'i harem, and those rejected by him are

given to near branches of the Imperial kindred to be married.

b^L,. From grain and selfish. The proprietor

of grain, ii in the north called %LJ Szc choo. Peculiar;

private ; individual ; plebian ; applied to all below the Emperor.

Privately; secretly j clandestinely; selfishly; selfish; private;

clandestine; nefarious. A surname. A term by which sitter*

designate each other's husband.

The bell and tripod form of fj| Ping.

JIN. Grain about to fill.

LEAOU. The flowert amongst corn ; elegant.

JING. A name of corn.

To add earth to the root* of grain.

A corn sheaf; a name of grain.

CH'HA, and Too. Four hundred

Ping, of corn make one Cha. The name ofa country.

IT

US

Same as !. Kan. The stalk or ttera of grain; a

handle to anv thing j
to take hold: of.
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ft
IT

WANG, or Mang. A name of grain.

YU. Paddee that has not blossomed.

E. A form ofl E.

SEEN.

Seen me
|{j^ a species of rice used to make starch of.

YIH. The husk of wheat broken.

The ears of grain hanging pendant

down; any thing banging suspended.

HEO. Same as He'S. Read Ke, Grain not/ffp

broken on being pounded, only the husk taken off. Read

Ke'e, Small fine rice.

K'HE. A name of grain.

PING.

From a hand grasping grain. A hardful of grii n ; to

grasp; to lay hold of. Ping e ^ ^ the invariable princi-

pie of right, to maintain it.

Original form of fe Neen.

A yiar, taken from the idea i f the giain being ripe.

YEW. The grain not ripe.

Same as E.

FOUR STROKES.

Same as |$ Pe, or Pei.

*-* A black species ofgrain. Grain reiusitated.

TS'HEW. From grain and fire. The period

when grain is ripe ; autumn. A surname.

Original form of the preceding.

CH'HUNG. Younggrain. A surname.

It

ffr
PUN. To gather together grain; to separate,

and form it into sheaves; a small portion of grain.

KEEN. A small sheaf consisting of
ter^handt'uli.m

/

HA0U, and Hwuy. A species of gram.

An excellent sort of rice from Canton. Used for
$fc

Haou.

To diminish; to injure ir sjio'l. R?ad Maou, In disorder.

A surname.
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An ancient form of ^'] Le.

fi

f:

REE. The name of a plant.

NEW. Weak grain.

YUN.

To weed ; or to remote filth from between the blades of corn.

K'HO. From a measure and grain. A line ap-

plied as a rule ; a class ; a series ; order ; rank ; rule by which

degrees are determined i an examination of literati j wood,

hollow in the centre; nameof a place. Applied to medicine,

answers to the word Practice. Wae ko an
3?J- surgical prac-

tice; surgery. Nuy ko tfa
^pj-

internal practice; phjeic.

PA. The name of a sort of grain.

MEAOU.

The pointed beard ofgrain ; any thing very small and minute.

CHE. A stalk of grain.

RANG, and Rang.
ffc

A dry

n
A dry sort of grain, not possessing the starchy matter.

A certain *pe of grain.

YA.

Grain first springing up ; the blade ; a particular sort of gram.

YU. Grass or herbaceous plants.

PE.

fit
Grain 1

fft

Grain that does not come to perfection ; that which defiles.

CHE. To happen, or occur to.

kf/3 SUY. Grain in blossom.

JUY.

Inside; within ; a person partially opening his mind.

. Close together.

An ancient form of jjfc Yu

LE. To plough.

The coarse part of pounded rice >r other grain.

CHE.

The car of grain growing. Grain growing again.
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TSZE- Close or thick together.

Same as 5B Pun,

TOO. Name of an ancient principality.

KEA. Grain.

PE, Or Pei. DiYine; that which cannet be

fully explained;
abstruse

-,
secret ; mysterious. The name

of an office. A surname. Read Pee, Name of a fragrant plant.

Pe keue
1^^- a secret receipt,

an expression much used by

coitiveocsi.
empirics. Ta peen pe kee

K'HOO.

Koo Icon jlJ: fljij grain that is not filled.

Vulgar form of Tfe E.

PVV AIN. Thingi mutually according or agreeing.

PE. A rent paid in grain.

LEIH. Thin ; open ; standing apart.

Lcih shwS !; r{r a discourse on astronomical calculations.

Lefh soo yew chung yu sc che e
] Tjjb ~=\ PJ3 fir?. jJEf "/'
I !Sv\ I J | -^ ** f I AwW numbers as connected with astronomy are differently

managed in China and in Europe.

PiRT I. TOL. II. 9 1C

Nil-. From fain and coning after Grain

, -
springing spontaneously froritlie seed which fell the preced-

ing year. Wheat. Read Nen, The first ripe grain.

*"
\

PEiH. GrainWrowing up n second time;

grain running up, but the ear no
filling.

CH'HIN. A tame of grain.

/I
J^T FOO, The husk of fain; the cup of a flower;

4
general term for that which surronds or houses the flower

or seed ; calyx, pericarpiurn, rapsie, and so on. Vulgar

form of Jczi Foo.

YEW. Grain plentil. One says, The ap-

pe:irance of tilings beginning to grow.

TSOO. From grain *\avttiel. The grain

paid as a tax togOTernment; a tai of ar\i nj .

to rent.

PEL A certain speeg of grain.

w

PO. Grain injured.

i

LING. Grain beginni- to be ripe.

NEEN. A certain spccie>f grain.
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MO. To feed a h^rse with grain. The name

of a place. MS ke ma
jfcfc 3JL jf^

to feed a horse.

CH'HING. TO weigh. Vulgar form of Jffl

Ching. Name of a certain quntlty.

TS1N -

ft
The title of the first unveml monarch in China, the con-

queror came from an anciec territory about the region of Shen-

te, about 200 years B. C. A surname. A particular
kind of

grain. Tsin keu koo weyuen ^ ife ~jf ;&t jf|
lhe Tsin

dynasty was not far reioved from ancient times. P5 sze,

tiin kwan, tung koo ki/che teen koo
-jl^ -^^ jjj|

-h >*
~j/ Jft.

IJr t P5- sze, were officers under the Tsin

dynasty, and were UK aughly acquainted with ancient and

modern literature and ffairs.

ji

YANC The blade springing up ; the ap-

pearance of grain tl it and close.

' The appearance of corn wating.

Order; series; constant succes-

sion , official ra . j office ; regular ; corrected. ChTh chlh

^ 1^ knowlfle ; wisdom ; purity ; intelligence ; the appear-

ance of flowinf
or moving on incessantly ; grave and respect-

ful. Name of particular office. A surname ; a period of ten

years; a
curty

sacrifice. The idea of the character is suppos-

ed to be tak -rom grain growing crop after crop in continual
/

succession, t

rHU. A ipeciei of black millet.

* A grain measure containing eut aiia.

dred and twenty Fp Kin, or catties.

1 li. Grain beginning to ripn. Oa says, it

denotes replanted. Also read Te.

SHUH.

A certain grain ; a viscous substance made from grata.

To number, or a large number , name

of a district, and of a bird. Ten thousand repeated ten thousand

times make 4s| Yin, ten thousand Yih make Mj Tsze.

One says, A weight equal to sixty-four thousand catties.

P'HO. Grain not filled.

CH'HUY. To sell grain.

HO. The head of a coffin.

TSAE, or Chae. Grain.

Same as ^s Shoo. Also a surname of the founder
<f\

of the Taou sect.

SIX STROKES.

Th appearance of grain in plenty.
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TSUN.

Grain gathered iu abundance together.

TE. A noxious grasi ; a kind of tare. Te me

a species of small wheat . Same at ifiE Te.

^*4J|^ CH'HAOU. Grain growing spontaneously,

without sowing or cultivation.

"Cp CHE. A name of grain.

HWO. Grain growing.

T'HEEN. The name of a village.

An erroneous form of the preceding.

^V HO. To plough.

YIN. The leaves and the flower of grain.

JUH, or Jow.

Thick. Read Jung, A sort of grain.

]\\
. A year of dearth; unripe fruit;

empty; void. A scarce year, or year of famine.

4*& NOO. Stinking plants.

TSZE. A species of grain.

Grain accumulated in heaps.

KH<AN(jr. Graiu hanging pendant down.

E. A certain kind of grain.

CHIH.

The noise made in reaping or cutting down grain with a sickle:

.1

l||
Lj&U. Grain growing in regular rows.

GAN. A cart that carries home grain from

the field, filling all with comfort and joy.

HO. A particular sort of grain.

KEE. To husk grain.

JIN. Grain in a weak state.

LE. Tall grain.

ffi
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L'HUNG. Grain ripe and falling to the

ground. Read K'heung, To gather in gram.

TOO, and Clia. The name of . place.

KVVEI.

An instrument of husbandry. Rad W, To plough.

E.

To replant grain. First to sow and afterwards replant it,

at is done with rice; to remove from one place to another.

To change ; lo alter ; to change as the wind ;. to remoye down

* river, as a ship does ; to pass a public despatch to another

hand. A surname. Name of a hill. 0-curs denoting To

praise; great , extensive.

A form of ^ Tiling.

TSZE. Grain growing close or thick.

KE. Impeded ; stoppage.

An ancient form of^ Suh,

FOO.

To cut down grain and collect it into sheavei ; a sheaf.

*rt I
i*r||

PEE. The rows of grain not regular.

HE. Open or apart; not close or ttiicV; few.

Not attentive ; carcles* ; remin. A surname.

Same as 18 Kaou.

i\t> LANG. The name of a plant; akindofttra

that grows amongst and injuref good grain, formerly used to

feed horses.

WAN. A name of grain.

PO. The blossoms of grain.

K'HUH. Grain ripe.

KE UEN. The stalk of wheat.

R
:?-!* ^*t TING
>|x>-
The appearance of paddee tind wheat standing erect.

YEW.

To dtscrimiaalc; CTtry one different and apart.

i/

,^^1 SHWUY, or Shuy. From t weigh and

grain. The taxes levied on land; taxes; custom; duties; to

leave to persons as by will at death; to lay to rest. A fur-

name. Read Tuy, To put on mourning after hearing of tlie

death of a person at a distance. Read Twan, Black garmeuti.
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Read T8, To unloose or liberate. Paou shwHy 5K jj
to pay

duties on moving goods from place to place.

I FOO. Husk of grain, and the capsule of flowers.

TSE1H.

The appearance of grain (landing close or thick.

LEU. Spontaneous growth ;
that which grows

wild. An original form of *S Loo.

WE. A sort of conge or rice water.

K'HWAN. Grain fully ripe.

KAN. The stems of grain; stubble.

Same as ffi Kang.

JUY.

Four if Pa, or handfuls of corn is called Juy.

f
<l;

KEE, and He'e. Two sticks held in the

fingers, and made to operate as nippers for lifting food to

the mouth) a pair of chopsticks.

A small sort of paddee; some say also

Small plant*. A tree sprouting out again.

PART I. VOL. II. 9 o

KEEN. A small sheaf.

Same as

CH'HING. A certain mall measure, ten

liairs make a Ching ; a decimal part of a rule; a pattern,

a measure; a limit; a road or path; to travel on a road or

path. Name of a city. A surname.

1 HOO. A grain which grows in marshy

places. Too seu
jw^ pSj

a medicinal plant.

SAOU, OF ShaOU. in a small quantity or

v

degree; rather; gradually; a granary, so called from small

quantities being given forth at a time. The distance of three

hundred te around the royal abode; in an eyeii cr equal

degree. Sometimes used for Seamen. Yu yew e shaou pet

[|J
rather different from the sense of Yew.

An ancient form of jflf Tseih.

Original form of ffi Hwo.

LEANG. Name of a grain.

Same as ^ Mang.

PEE. The smell of grain.
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TSO. Grain that appears to die this year,

springing up the ensuing year.

Trees with crooked branches j crooked)

distorted. The name of a fruit.

SEW. The name of a grain.

EIGHT STROKES.

7Fu& YA. Pa ya||f ^5 a name of grain.

FE. An ear of grain.

SHING. A species of hemp.

TSZE

To plough, or cultivate the ground. Grain dead

V2|
"* A luxuriant plenteous growth of grain.

as

i

LUN. A sheaf of grain

KEU. A local term for millet grain,

LUH

Grain, the latest planted and the first ripe.

KOO. Name of a district.

GAN. Gan gan 3$? ij&
odour ; fragrance.

Read Yen, Yen yen
'

I grain growing beautifully ; grain

not yet filled. Read Ye, Grain spoiled and not growing.

JUY, Or Suy. Four small sheafs of grain,

each as much as can be grasped in the hand.

fAl.
5* TSO. Name of a village. A surname-

JIN. Grain that requires thought and imme.

diate attention; grain which is fully ripe; whatever has been

cumulating for a long time, whether good or bad.

SHUN. The stalk end of a sheaf.

LAE. A local word for wheat.

A bundle of grass, straw, or hay. To bundle up grass.

K'HEUEN.

Rows of grain growing near lo each other, or thick.
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PANG. A sort of coulter for a plough.

^

P A F"* A small species of grain ; small ; minute.

Same as the preceding.

CHUY, or Chile. A succession of sacrifices,

or that part of the ceremony which connects the several

parts, as the pouring out of libations ; to eat or drink.

K'HWAN. Sickly grain.

CH'HANG. The husk of paddee ,- chaff.

KE" The revolving periods of the year; a

complete year; used also for a fixed period; the stalk of grain
or pulse ; straw.

CHIH.

Grain that is first sown; the eldest son's wife.

CH'HE.

Young; small; late. Same as JS Che, A surname.

LANG. The majesty of divinitv. A neigh-

.

liourmg state or nation; the name of a species of grain ; name

of a medicine. Vulgarly used for the corner of any thing.

Ke ling ^ Jfe how far ? a term used by husbandmen.

:

JHWAN.

To bind together and bundle up. Full ; abundant.

"^f\ -

"T*j5?

$

T'HO, Suy, and Tsuy.

A small accumulation. An ear of corn.

K'HUNG, The stalks of grain ; straw.

PANG,

Corn growing thick ; regular rows of corn.

K'HO. A local name of wheat. Read Hwa,

Good grain. Read Lo, Husked grain.

PIN, and Lin. From granary and grata.

Anciently read Pin, To give food to. To give ; to confer ;~to

receive what is conferred. Now read Pin, and commonly used

to denote A clear statement of any affair made to a superior.

Pin, is to state to a superior, whether verbally or by writing;

whether petitioning something, or to give information of;

whether from the people to an officer of government, or from

an inferior officer to a superior several degrees higher. The

official language is also used in families*

TSEIH. A sheaf of grain.

HEEN. Grain spoiled by too rich manure.

CM U(J W. Grain growing thick;- close together.
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TSO, and Tsuy.

To collect; to gather together.

Y UH- Appearance of a plentiful crop of grain.

LE.

Name of a black wood. An ancient form of
|J

Le.

PE. Name of a district.

HO. The head of a coffin.

U
VI TT
1 In. To fill the acre entirely with grain.

iJgp NEIH, or Nih. Grain in plenty.

An ancient form of 3H Muh.**^

Same as ff Tseih.

An ancient form of|5J Lee.

An ancient form of jj Ke.

u

UH. The spikes of grain.

i CHHANG.

Grain made up into sheaves ; plenty.

Original form of ^ E

Same as *$ Te.

An erroneous form of fjjf Kuh

SEU. Name of a plant.

WO. and Wei.

A northern expression for many.

Uk. .X. local name for a certain grain. Read

Keg, The stalks ofgrain. Used for jffe He.
/lt/<

PEEN.

Peas or other pulse on the tops of railings.

TSEW.

The produce of the grain called
jj?J

Taou.

KE. Grain with long pendant ears.

PI

FUH. The name of a grain.
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SING. Few; thinly set.

Same as ^ Ko.

Same as /$^ Suy.

HWANG. A species of grain.

TSEW. Grain or paddee growing.

PEIH.

Grain growing thick. Grain trodden down.

CHA. From grain and to stick in. To plant.

NO,, and Nwan.

A sort of grain of which liquor is made.

M

KEA, Or Keae. Straw divested of the ex-

ternal skin and woven into a mat on which to kneel when

worshipping Heaven.

Same as the preceding.

TO. Grain hanging pendant down.

PART I. TOl,. II. 9 t

HWAN. A name of grain.

LEEN. Fragrant odours.

KEE, and K'hS. The blade springing up.

The blossom of grain. Read K'he'e', The husk of grain.

MAOU. Grain that does not fill.

^

CHUNG. To plant or sow. Seed ; sort -, class,I
or kind ; tribe. The name of a place. The appearance of

short hair ; to spread ont as in scattering seed. Chung tsic

J|j| ^J-
to beget children.

A vulgar form of ^ Mo.

YBN. Yen yen
j
Ute regular appearance

of the blades of corn growing up. Read Yin, A plentiful

appearance of young grain.

1 o U NCl. From grain and gathered together.

A sheaf containing a certain quantity. A certain bundle of

cloth i the appearance of being bundled or gathered together.

I Same as fl} Tseih,

SEU. Grain perfectly ripe. Ripe gram falling

dowa. Grain used in offering sacrifice.
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CH'HING.

From grain, which is used with various terms denoting Mea-

suring. To raensure; to weight; to adjust; to be adjusted to

one's wishes ; corresponding to each other; suitable; the mind

gratified on satisfied with. To speak about ; to denominate;

a designation, or name. To say ; to declare; to state to

verbally ; to compliment ; to praise ; to commend. A surname.

Ching hoo
ijipJ! [flz. complimentary, or formal coropellation.

Tsze ching H JjB expression to denote one's self.

i

I

I

TSIH.

The appearance of grain thick or closely set.

HEANG.

From grain and odour. Fragrant odours ; fragrance.

JOW. TO pass a wheel overeats of grain.

TSEIH. Thick or close together.

Same as Lin.

CHE.

Satisfied with an approximation to one's wishes.

YE. Grain spoiled and not growing.

Same as J$ Tseih.

I

A small handful or sheaf of grain ; one says The seed of grain.

SZE. To dress or cleanse grain.

PANG. Pang hwang J& Jj|
name of a grain.

LE1H.

Leih leih J5J ;P an accumulation or large collection of corn.
l/1> l/f>

TS'HANG. The top spike o grain.

KUH, or Kwuh. The stalk of corn.

LEEN, Keen, and Keen. Grain without

starchy adhesive matter. Leen seen MlM the appearance

of grain not filled.

T'HANG.

A local word for the Shoo K or millet.

I
CH'HANG. To cut down grain.

CAN. The name of a plant.

K'HE. To sow wheat ; or wheat sown.
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WAN, or Yun. c,xu win
jiS jg an

>

ancient phrase for visiting and eating wheat together.

Same as fm Foo,

FEI. A name of grain.

A name of grain j the appearance of plenty of corn.

fj-
jfcA

TSZE. The appearance of corn growing -,
increas-

ing ; adding to ; exciting -, raising erect. Same as
jp|

Tsew.

$

$

Original form of |$ Yuh.

TSOW. Grain in plenty.

u

TSE1H. The best of all grains. The divinity

that presides over grain i
an officer that attends to agriculture.

Hasty; precipitate. A surname. The name of a place.

u

HEUH. To gather together; to collect; to

crowd together, so as to spoil from not being used.

/

CHE), Young grain; late grain; grain that

is late in ripening, whatever is young and small is expressed

by Che. One says, A self conceited haughty manner.

HWANG.

Empty; no food; a scarcity. Same as !& Hwang,

II

The appearance of grain springing up.

m
The appearance of grain. Read STh, The ears of corn.

N

l-N- A collection of many things bundled

or crowded together; thkk ; close; collection of.

CHO, Kuh,and Nuh. The husk of grain.

I U J\ . A plentiful, abundant appearance.

r

* ilAUU. Grain that is planted amongst

water; the paddee of the southern regions. A surname
; the

name of a place.

KEA. From groin and to house. To sow.

They say sowing grain is like giving a woman in marriage.

Kea
jjjji

is To sow or to plant ; Sin IS to reap, or to gather.

The ear is called Kea, the stem is called ^fr Ho. Some say,

that grain growing wild is expressed by Kea.

KAOU. The stem ofgrain i straw. Name of

a place; a rough sketch of any document; the original copy.

Fun kaou IlfT to compose in the mind.
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Same as the preceding character.

KUH. A generic term for all sorts of grain.

Real ; solid; good ; substantial ; wealthy ; continual succession ;

name of a river. KQu ya $& Sp rice steeped till it buds.
f

If KK. To ezanine into ;
to compare; to unite ;

to arrange ; to deliberate ; to discuss ; to detain ; to stop ; to

reach or extend to. Name of a district The name of a hill.

A form of :M Tsin.

JUNG.

Nung jung III ijf fragrant. One says, The spike of grain.

I

i

i

CHE. Grain growing thick.

KEANG. To plough or cultivate the ground.

NUH. To dress a field; to remove" weeds.

SEW. The name of a grain.

CHOW. Close, thick or crowded together.

PEE. A hasty disposition.

ELEVEN STROKES.

LO. From grain and to connect. A kind of

sheaf of grain ; four hamlfuls.

T'HOO.

The ears of corn. Read Shoo, The name of a plant.

* An ancient form of
jjjfc Keen.

Original form of ff Ke.

SIN. A name of grain. A transverse board

before a bed. Read Tsfih, Plants and trees growing luxuriantly.

CH'HWANG. Grain not in blossom.

SHWAN G. The appearance of grain.

An accumulation or hoard of grain.

LEUH. Coarse rice.

KIN. Plenty of grass or small plants.

1 SEAO U . Things creeping in and becoming lets.

i
*
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Grain gathered together in sheaves.

* SE. Another name for the grain called

TseTh, resemhlcs the Shoo R millet, but has not the starchy

matter. Beautiful rice. According to some the grain in ques-

tion resembles rice.

f K'HANG. The husk of grain ; chaff. Fond

of pleasure and remiss in government. Name of an instrument

of music. The name of a hill.

Grain; a pleasing beautiful appearance ; personal demean-

our that commands respect, esteem, and admiration ; grandeur;

respect; cordial feeling; pleased. A surname.

T'HEIH.

To plant open or apart from each other.

CHA. A species of grain. Red IS Taou grain

Chih-cha.

Same as m\ Foo.

is called

1
Same as || E.

n SAN, OF Shan. The ears of grain not filling

Some read the character Tsan, and say it mean* The appear-

ance of tall grain.

FART I. VOL. II. 9

I
I

I

I

MUN. Red rice, an excellent grain. Rice water.

I 1H. Certain grains appearing in great plenty.

Vulgar form of }l Chth.

LOW, To cultivate the borders of a field.

Same as /fS Che.

yRPjn* KE. To plough deep and sow; the name of a

place, and of a plant. Also read Kcw.

Same as Jjfe Luh. Read Kew, The name of a me-

dicine; also the name of a grain.

SOO. To take and collect together, as grain ;

to desist and rest j to enjoy tranquil joy j
to come to life again

from the dead ; to resuscitate ; to revive after apparent death,

as is the case with some insects.

-3fC
Tt|2f PEAOU. The blade and the blossom of grai

4?T*
putting forth. Read Meaou, The spike of grain.

if

TSEIH. To gather together ; to accumulate;

to pile up ; to hoard together. TseTh tsung Ijj|
A& thoughts

long cherished, or Tseth kew sze leu lg /^ W (

fm an ac-

cumulation of long cherished thoughts and anxieties.
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'IS. From grain and shining. Elegantly pen-

dant, as a sheaf of grain; two handfuls of grain make a Le.

MAIN. ChTh man Tn^JI? the name of grain.

Read Mwan, The same as *W Mwan.

YlINCjr. The topmost ear of standing corn;

an ear of corn hanging pendant down ; a ring. The point

of an awl; the point of a pencil ; to draw forth talent. A pillow

for a corpse. A surname.

TS LING.
Tsung-eJjft jfc* to superintend grain.

NUY.

The fruit of plants or trees hanging pendant down.

KEA. To plough or cultivate the land.

Same as Tseth.

VR

An ancient form of |j Chung.

u

Y1H. To plough; to cultivate.

^- Grai" before it be husked or broken.

HWANG. Corn growing wild.

I

I

I

FAN. A particular kind of grain.

LEW.

The name of a grain ; grain appearing in plenty.

TS'HEE.

__**

^i an instrument of husbandry.

HOO. A name of grain.

WTSE,
and Kin. Corn about to blossom.

Read Kan, A particular sort of grain.

HVVA. Luxuriant grain; or grain in plenty.

Same as ^ Tsun.

KE. Corn growing close and thick.

T'HAN. A na-oie of grain.

'

KAOU. A name of grain.

5vJ I. From grain and a favour. An ear ofI*
corn; the flowers and fruits of grasses. Elegant ; any thing re-

sembling an ear of corn.
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MAE. Grain injured by rain.

KAOU.

Name of a wood. Read Haou, Certain appendages to a net.

LAOU. Wild peas or other pulse.

HEAOU. Grain spoiled% too rich land. The

-,- >

appearance of plants. Read Jaou, The appearance of grain.
_^.

PUH. An accumulation of grain. ReadP'huh,

^-

Plants growing in plenty, or luxuriantly.

KEAOLT. The blossoms of grasses and of

r T
grain, adorned with flowers, and high luxuriant growth.

CHOW, or Show.

To give or deliver to. A surname.

ToO. To gather grain in early. To gather

plants whilst alive ; to shrink in.

CHO, and Chaou.

An intentional stop j to stand erect. The name of a wood.

SUH. Ears of grain.

An ancient form of |j| Chung.

T'HUNG.

A particular species of grain, orseed; to plant or sow.

THIRTEEN STROKES.

o U Y . The flower orjilossom ofgrain. Suy suy

"*

TO&
tnu beautiful appearance of grahi in flower.

w^ L/lJNLr. The steins of plants open and apart.

Original form of
/{if! Lo.

KAOU. A sort of cake.

K'HWAE. To husk grain ; the husk.

TANG. Lang tang^ |^ a name of grain

$
KO. Corn growing tall.

HEE. Grain not broken nor husked.

j^S IN U JN (j. Grain growing close and thick ; plants

and trees growing closely and luxuriantly.
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Same as f| Sth, To gather in grain.

u

SlH. From grain, and to stare up in a granary.

fit to be gathered in. Saving; avaricious.

Originally written f$E Le'en.

TSAN. g T . =

E. A luxuriant growth of a certain kind of grain.

YU. the beautiful appearance

T'HAOU.

To dress or cleanse grain.
To choose ; to select.

4-fiD CHEN.

$1.
Grain bound or lied up after being cut down ; a sheaf of gram.

TSZE. To gather together grain ;
to accumulate.

KEE. Tall corn.

WEI. A confused collection of weeds on a

piece of ground; disorder; confusion. Vice; filth; dirty.

Filthy; dirty , unclean ; stinking. Indecent ; lewd ; todefile;

to disgrace; to debauch. Epithet of a mountain piled up to

a vast height on an insecure base.

Original form of^ Tseih.

A vulgar form of Ml No. No me lie jk a glu-

tinous kind of rice, used in making spirituous liquor, not

commonly used for food,.

of corn growing. Plenty ; a luxuriant crop.

PIN. Fragrant odours.

NANG. The spike of grain; lung spikes ofcom.

^

- YEN. Grain not filling.

TSE. To cut grain; fheaves of grain; asbeaf ;

some say, A sheaf not yet bound op.

"HUY.

A bald appearance ; a violent gale of-wind ; ruined.

*L w x

ll\j^ Jy WAN. From grain and minute, or repoie. To

47
moisten grain preparatory to distilling it. Rest; repose;

safe; firm.

A vulgar form of fj| Ching.

HWO, Or Ho. To reap grain; to cut down

the grain and gather in the harvest. Read Hoo, forms in com-
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position,
the name of a place. Yun hw8

|(^^ appearing

urged, pressed, embarrassed, irresolute, gmng up effort, dr

sinking under difficulties.

TSOW. To collect together; a bundle of

hemp ; an accumulation of grain.

Same as Iff Tswan.

Some say sound and sense are both lost; others

read Mung tsze J the name of a fruit.

i

I

" HUH. Plants growing luxuriantly.

PEEN". Perhaps a sort of grain.

TEIH. Name of a grain.

SEANG. Soft ; flexible.

An ancient form ef ^ Tsin.

FIFTEEN STROKES.

TSE. To gather in grain.

Vulgar form or |ff Tswan.

FART I, TO*. II. 9 *

/^t

Same as ^ Che.

KWANG. ^i ked graia ; grain not rip*.

MEE. Grain ; corn.

Grain growing spontaneously, nilhout

sowing or cultivation. Wild grain.

LUY. A name of grain.

Same as
fftj

Lee.

1

Jlp
TSIH.

FHh tseih
|j)jj Jpjj grain springing forth after being cul

PA. Pa ya |^ fS corn.

f59
Gt&
ft*

YEW.

A bundle of coin consisting of a certain quantity,

Same as |^ Peen.

PEAOU. To eradicate weeds from a field.

Peaou maou Jfll JSf grain not fille:!.

Original form of f| Slh..
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Same as if| Tan.

i

$

Vulgar form of $)t Shuh.

An ancient form of |^ Shun, or Chun

TSUY.

Grain; paste. Read Me, To scatter seed.

**V^ NEAOU. Scales not rising.

Same as H$ Yew.

LUNG. To grasp; to seize; to drag ; to use

effort ; to effect some end
; to work or operate on. Gaou-lung

to cast lots in a certain way, when
drinking.

JANG. The stalk of grain ; grain growing

luxuriantly; luxuriance; plenty of any thing; abundance.

A year of plenty. A surname. The name of a place.

i

I
TSEEN. Animals that eat grass.

5EEN. The appearance of grain and plants

not filling or producing fruit.

Same as J San.

f

ft

EIGHTEEN STROKES.

K'HEUEN. Yellow, grain

u

CHE. Grain shaken by the wind.

' ^1. A name of grain ; according to lome

the character has the same ense at without grain by the side,

and denotes Manure.

TSO. To sow wheat after paddee. Small;

early ripe. Read Tse5, Plentiful.

^*H Same as f?c Yth.

>|>^

i
Same as f|j Pe'en.

MEAOU. The spike of corn.

LE.

Grain growing in regular rows in a beautiful manner.

TSWAN. Grain collected together; grain

cut down and gathered in. Corn luxuriant, but not well filled.

f/EJI
KEO.

^-
The name of a plait which dyes a black colour.
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T'HANG. The name of a yellow grain.

An 'ancient form of ft Tsew.

3? LING. The name of a scandcnt plant.

PPP

Same as ff Ling.

YEN. Grain; corn.

An ancient form of KwS ^ a nation.

CXVI TH RADICAL.

HELIE. H The houses or holes in the earth,

used in ancient times for human dwellings. A cavern
;
a den

;

a lurking place for animals or men ; a sinus in the human

body j a halo ; to dig a hole ; to dig cut. Certain halo about

the sun. Shay heuc
JJfl?

*ff the bole into which a snake

creeps. Rung heuK ?l
^n

an interstice or crevice. Heue
1

chung \jrj ttt in a den or cavern.

YE. From a eaoern and one. Altogether a

den; a deep hollow place; hollow and large ; to explore with

the baud in a deep hollow place.

TS'HANG, or Chang.

A small bolting forth, or prominence.

KEW. To search j to devise j to scheme ; to

investigate ; to carry to the utmost degree ; to push to the

utmost ; finally ; at last. To dislike. An epithet of the

southern barbarians. Ho peTh kew ke sze che yew woo tae f

what u the uie f

quiring whether the affair actually took place or not'

YAOU. Deep.

CHIN. Deep.

SEIH.

From evening under a cave. The mansion of the tomb ;

a long dark night.

K'HEUNG. From a cavern and a bow. Lofty

and vast as the canopy of heaven ; to deprive of entrance j to

stop up against rats.

K'H UNG.

The firmament or expanse of heaven. Great) wide; va-

cant ; to empty. Exhausted ; poor ; broken ; empty. When

it is applied to the heart or mind, it denotes Clearness of
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perception ; the mind unoccupied by previous erroneous

ifiitiincntf ; unprejudiced. Died by the Budhists for a state

of abstraction. The name of a place; of an office; and of

a prison. Tae kung fc 5*? heaven. Shing kung jjfe 2j?

to take an opportunhy of every one being absent. Rung-

tsing I*?^ green clay, pure clay tinged with copper. Kung
fal a V V"lG m~* ^-*** - -

sin tscw hea sung JJ? j|[^ "JQ p
an empty stomach, Leang show keu kung

both hands empty.

An ancient form of
-^f-

Ya.

take it with wine on

An ancient form of -J Tsze.

NOO. To fill or stop op.

MANG. Mang lang ^S ^ empty ; vasant.

An ancient form of ^p Tsze.

Same as ^ Ne8.

Same as ^ J'ovv, Flesli.

T'HUN.

Fire appearing at the mouth of a cavern.

Same as 3? Tub.

FOUR STROKES.

SIN. Deep ; far from the entrance.

JUNG. Soft flexible skin or leather.

CHUNG. To bore or work a hole in the middle.

CAN, Or Yen. To shirt or cloie. Some .ay

an erroneous form of the following.

VV^T

TSING- A pit to entrap animals. To make a

bole or deep pit in the ground to entrap animals.

r
YUE, Heue, and Keue.

To bore or work a hole in. Empty; vacant.

YAOU. Deep. A sombre dark place ; a cavern.

A bedchamber. A double apartment. The noise of a door

hinge. The south-east corner of a house. Noise as heard ia a

deep cavity.

CH'HUEN. Te work a hole through ; to
JHP1,

perforate ; to put on ; to clothe. Cliuen shan ke5
3j? J^J ^

a species of manis, the scales are used by the Chinese in medi-

cine, and for the venereal disease. Synonimous with
yjfc ^g

Ling le. Neu Uze chuen urh keth jTh -J ^-^ Jf- ^
R a lucky day for a girl's getting her eart bored, to hang

earrings to them.
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From a dog bolting out of a Jen.

Abrupt appearance; to rush against ; to offend or insult; to

work a hole through ;
short hair, approaching to baldness ; a

vicious horse that bolts. Occurs in proper names. Pfih kan

tub jen seang wJn ^ ]| ^ fyfc
;j|J j]Jj

did not dare to

put questions abruptly. Tflh keuS 4fe
JjjpF

a tribe of Tartars

which assailed China on tie N. W. at the beginning of the Tang

dynasty.

HUNG, or Hang.

A large house ; the hollow sound heard in a large empty house.

CHUN. Chung-seKh& W laid up for a long

night ; coffined ;
to put into a coffin.

A-Vfc

^ff\ LAOU.

Solid; an enclosure for confining cows and horses.

MEEN. Obscure and close.

Same as H Pe.

YIN. Deep.

^*"V WAN. A cavern scooped out.

YAOU.

Sound of the hinge ofa door ; the south-east corner ofa nouie.

TART I. TOL. II. 9 s

WA, and I\uh.

From hand and cavern. To jcoop or hollow out

VW PE. An utensil.

SHWUY. A deep hollow place.

Same as ^ Tseih.

K'HEAOU.

From Me and cavern. An orifice; an aperture.

i

SUH. Issuing forth from a cavern.

KEAOU. Profound ; deep retirement ; stillj quiet.

1 felH. From a cave and afugitive. Narrow ;

strait; compressed; straitened; used both morally and phy-

sically. Tsih kin $2| Ip;
narrow and tight.

I AOU. xhe appearance of deep sunken

eyes. Deep; remote. A crooked appearance. Read Meen,

Sorrowful.

t

PEEN. To put a coffin into a graye; to inter.

when interred,Peen piih liu ke heu

I was not present at the grave.
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?T* SHWUY. Deep; hollow

HUNG- Deep sombre recess; the echo of a large

mansion. The appearance ofa small stream. Rest ; repose,

ii

YA. To perform an acupuncture.

PO. A mud house
;

an etrthen hut or cave.

A form of M Sew.

~\

YAOU. Deep; profound; retired ; still; tran-

quil, applied in high commendation to the temper and habits

of females.

I

LING. An appellation of the third moon;

n cavern or den; an excessive degree of sleep; disease oc-

casioned by alarm or fright. Ping yue j^ B the third moon*

MUNCf. A hole or cave in the ground.

LING. A well.

T A . From a pit and a melon, or a gourd.

TTT1

T\T

A hole made by a hoof of an animal ; a dirty puddle; a low

dirty place appearing not full. The name of an office.

KEAOU, and Peaou. A hole or cavern

dug in the ground. The shelter formed by the arch of a city-

gate. Nan keaou j^ fin the name of a district. Read

Leaou , The appearance of a deep cavern.

YIH. A den or cave.Hr%

l^H U C. The appearance of coming out of a

den or cavern, or of being stationary there. One says, The

appearance of an empty space, as the mouth of a cavern.

Deep ; a deep and dark place. Read also Shin, Tan, and Sin.

YAOU. Deep ; profound ; distant.

u

TSO. A tranquil appearance.

A rocky hill with mould on its surface.

Same as ^ Tseth.

P'HE. Air passing off from beneath.

T'HANG. To pass or exceed.

w

YAOU. A potter, or burner of earthen ware.
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LAOU

To nourish or bring up. Firm and strong.

SIX STROKES.

Jo
&r| T'HUNG.

RJ
Permeable ; a passage through and through.

KWEI. A den or cavern.

CH A. Appearing inserted in a cavity.

HUNG.

Hung hung the appearance of a cavity.

YEW. A cavity or empty space.

wf-f-k
CHLIH. To dig a cavern in the ground fora

dwelling. Read Heue", An empty appearance.

YAOU. Obscure ; distant; sombre ; deep ; see-

ing things joining at a distance.

WOO. Woogan ^ y^ a low place.

A vulgar form of & Yaou.

KWEI, and Wa. An earthen boiler , deep ;

profound appearance. Hollow below to admit vapour to

ascend.

K'HO, and K'hS. To uuitc. A form of

TQh. Read YJ, To raise a pile of earth.

CHIH. To stop or close; to fill; to impede

the moon at a certain period.

CHWANG. Vulgar form of IS? Ch'hwang.

An aperture opened to assist the door in admiting light ; a

window, or an additional door for the admusion of light. A

window in a wall is strictly called
Vjjk

Yew. Read Tsung, An

aperture which affords a passage through.

YAOU.

Deep; sombre; silent; the south-east corner.

T'HEAOU. From a cavern and to iivim

Deep; profound; retired; elegant appearance ; fine; delicate.

Yaou teaou ^S ^ beautiful; an epithet ofadmiration ap-

plied to beautiful women, to handsome men, to pleasing land-

scapes, and to elegant retired mansions.

Same as 4? Chuen,

Neither the sound nor the sense of this character is

apparent.
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Same as Jg. Hwan.

Vulgar form of j Hwan

SHE. A hole; a cavern.

SHIN.

A furnace, or the lower part where the fuel is placed.

HUNG. Old and weak.

TOW.

An empty place ; water arriving at a carera.

w>^ |
Same as

( Heanj.

T'HING. A cavern or den.

TOW. A pit.

LiANG. A den or cavern; hollow; empty.

Rang lang Jj| ^f^
a large empty house ; or any similar empty

space.

CH'HA.

Wa clia
^

a place far from the entrance; deep.

YUI A deep place scooped out ; the appear,

ance ofan empty vacant place.

LEW. Name of a place.y Lj

Same as
\)\)

Keaou.

KEAOU.

A hole dug in the earth. A deep receptacle under ground ;

a cavern; a den; a deep hole; a profound recess or sinus.

Read Leaou, The appearance of a deep cavern. Name of a

place.

CH'HWANG. Same as j}& ChvraHg.

JV H1NG. An empty space; an empty Teuel.

and urged by pOTerly%lrfr K'HEUN.

want; enibarrassed ; restricted; enfeebled; pressed without

intermission. Some read it Kwan.

HEAOU.

Air or yapour on high places; or ascending high.

An ancient form of fj Teo.

^1>* K'nEW. Deep, or far from the entraice.
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SHING, or Ching.

That which is contained in a house.

KEUEN. Empty ; vacant.

SIN.

Something about the upper part of a furnace.

t

.

Same as j^ MeTh.

'

T'HUNG. A den or cavern.

Same as Keaou |J
a cavity ; a hole.

KEEN. A species of deer.

Same as ^JS Kevv.

CH'HOW. A surname.

K'HOW. To seize; violent.

TAN. To enter a pit by the side.

SHE. A den or cavern.

1. VOL. II. 9 T

ME. A word that occurs in the Budh booki

without any explanation.

SHIN.

A house or covering ; a place where the Emperor li

WAN. To sit.

:

'

Name of a place. The sound not known

LUNG. A den or cavern.

CAN.

To fill np an aperture. Read Yen, To cover.

CH'HUER A cavitys a hole j permeable.

Same as the preceding.

^ ,

An ancient form of ^ Pin.

NING. Heaven.

^*?J** KOW. To seize by violence ; fierce.^*?J**

TkkZ E. The south-east corner of a house.
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Same as ^ Suh.

_^^^.

EIGHT STROKES.

_*
|^ KWAE, and Kwa.

Name of a square on a chess board.

PANG. To put the earth into the grave.

LAN. To collect or gather together.

j a~
T'HAN. Aysmall pit opening into a larger x>ne.

K U H. A cavern dug in the ground for a dwell-

^-

fl^i'T

ing; a ho-le in the ground > a rat hole.

1'nAN. A certain part of a furnace: deep.

K'HEA. Not heavy.

WO. To dwell in caverns.
c

U. HO. A hole or cavern ; a nest formed in a

hollow place, not on a tree. The pLce where wild fowl roost.

TEEN. A cavern at the bottom of a hill.

TUH, and Chwa.

The appearance ofcoming forth from a cavern, or out ofa hole.

HWA, or Hwih. The found ofthewiod

blowing adversely, as into the mouth of a cavern.

~^^%

YLT. A vessel empty; sickness.

SUH.
Issuing suddenly forth from a cavern.

P5 sflh
(pj ^f the appearance of walking leisurely ; creeping.

Selh &tth
f|l

gx the noise or sound of disquietude. Suh too

po
|

Same as ^ Tsuy.

KWAN. The name of a pla

^>TI*
HEAOU. A hole ; an aperture.

.

2fcAKWEI. A species of drag .

?MElN To sleep.

HEUNG. Old and feeble.

NING. Great; bright; heaven.
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Same as ^ Ming.

An ancient form of

Same as w Yu.

K'HO.

Togo round about 5 to perform a circuit of.

Yen:

A form of 3f Yen.

erroneous form of & Hwair.

HJJNG.

The colour of flame ; the appearance of fire.

Same as raj Chvvan<r* O

FQO, or Fuh. A bird hatching eg

YIN. From cave nnd sound. A cellar under

ground ; a cellar for keeping wine ; a secluded place for rear-

ing the silk worm.

VYO. From a cavern and a distorted mouth or

A scooped out hole ; a den ; a cavern ; a, solitary

dwelling. A bird's nest formed in a hole. A neit in a figura-

tive sense, as a nest of thieves, robbers, pirates, and so on.

^/3& **A. Deep) clear water; a low place. Read

Yae, Name of a river.

u

VP1

A large empty space; still; tranquil. The

name ofan animal. Ye" ju |g jg narac of a kiogclom

YU. To cut or open a iloor in a plank, the

midst of a cavity. A small hole by the side of a door. Read

Tow, Gow tow
pjj|

$& deep downwards. Wei tow M 1

W\ \

a privy, or a close stool.

Same as the
preceding-.

YUEN. An open court wild a low

Same as f^ Tswan.

Same as %fi Chay.

Same as ^ Shih,

Same as ^ CInvang-,

,

KEAOU.

A place for storing things in the gj-ounU.
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An ancient form of gj TseS.

TEN STROKES.

K'HEUNG. From a human body and a cavern.

^^.

Brought to the last degree ; the extreme point ; no further

means, and nothing more to say. To exhaust; to impoverish.

Impoverished; poor. To search into a subject; to investigate

to the utmost degree; to reduce to a state of helplessness.

Name of a man, of a place, of an animal, and of a plant.

Keung fa che te
f |f^^ ^jl,

earttl without any hair ; i. e.

vfilhout any vegetation.

YAOU. A furnace for burning porcelain ; a

pottery. Read Keaou, An empty, retired, silent place.

Same as the preceding.

JUEN. Soft, flexible skin or leather. Read

Tseun, Hunting leather breeches.

T'HEAOU . A retired place ; distant.

TEEN. An ancient form of fjjf Teen. Also

CHAOU.

A deep retired house. Sombre retired place.

4jiV?
\

IHTJY
* U.

Filthy ; the empty space in a veisel; ick;

bad or vicious ; lazy. The name of a place ; and of a quadru-

ped. Head Wa, Filth passing off ascant.

MA. The name of a particular cavern,

P'HE.

Air passing off below ; to break wind behind.

LEW. A cavern or den.

KEW. ':'

Profound; to scheme; carried to the utmost degree.

KEUH. Carried to the utmost degree or extent.

YAOU. Distant; retired.

WE, -or Me. The name of a fish.

the name of a place. Read Yen, Yen nan ^ ig narrow ; I

"*^* "*~
\ *^^l^^w

confined. Read Chen, Chen nan
]

S& the slow sound of a
| jt

> YU. Clouds rising and rolliag; thunder,

flute.

KOW. Aden or cavern. WAN. To sit.
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HEEN. The midst of a cave or cavern.

YUEN. Oppressed and caused to crouch.

Same as 3JL Foo.

WOO. Name of a furnace.

TSUY. To stop or fill up.

YAOU. A potter's furnace.

LEW. A cavity or cavern.

TEEN". To fill up; the name of a kingdo

KEEN. Fixed; immovable.

MWAN . The dark appearance of a cavern.

TUH, or Chue. To eat with lhe raoulh

CHUE, and Chwa.

A short face ; handsome ; beautiful.

TART 1. VOL. I!. 9

full.

* *^ ^ llCU. A momountain cavern or den.

CH1H, or Tslh. Rabbit holes.

LEAOU. Wa leaou
tjj. 'jji deep rccew, a

hollow cavern; distant ; remote ; wide; unoccupied ; vast
-,

o-

lit.iry ; sili-ut.

iWA. A transvene piece of wood, the ends

of which do not enter the side*; wide.

TEAOU.

From a cavern and bird. In a deep profound recesi.

Thin and large; deep and hollow.

K llLu. Poor; rustic
j rude; applied to

certain cap or defence for the head, placed under a hasket or

platter, in which cakes are carried on the head. Also read Low

LEAOU. TO bore or work a hole in.

CHUNG, or Jung.

Wa jung
jjjjjj jji-

i, vessei injured or SpO ii ed ; some wav _

u
Q V I tT3^ld.

Issuing forth from a den or cavern.

Seih silh a sound er noise, as of the wind whistling,
or pipers Inirninr.
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WOO. A furnace.

K'HWEI. From to look below a cavern. To

peep; to spy; to look furtively as out of a hole or cavern;

to look. Used to express a step taken with one foot, which

the Chinese call half a pace.

TSIN. Name of a place.

Same as
Vjfj

Tsio. To make gradually wet.

A vulgar form of Hf Chwang.

YAOU. A potter's furnace.

ME. To sleep.

E. To talk in sleep.

K'HANG. A large empty house.

SUY.

Far from the entrance ; deep anit distant. Same as J^ Suy.

tit
SING.

p|
To be aroused or awakened to the perception of.

The noise of blowing with the breath.

WOO. A furnace.

^

HA1N. A small cavity or pit in a larger one.

CHAOU.

Inside a hole where a bird makes its nest.

,JL

J
Same as ffi Keung.

K'HEU. A cavity or deti.

TSEIH.

To rob ; to thieve ; to take clandestinely.

TEAOU.

Yaou teaou ^^ far from the entrance
; deep and distant.

TWELVE STROKES.

LEW. A den or cavern.

^ UH.
A,dwelling in the ground; a cave.

=/* K'HWAN. Empty; vacant; hollow; rot-wv
ten wood. The name of a river. Also read Koo, and Kc.
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TSANG. A hollow deep sound.

TSEW, and Tselh.

The noise of rats in a hole.

v

T'HAN. Bending inwards.

HEUE.

The appearance of a cavity ; a hole or cavern.

CHANG, or Tsang. chSog hSng^
a wide spacious appearance; the sound of a large house. Em-
broidered silk.

LUNG. Keung lung <& || the expanse or

vault of heaven is so denominated.

CH'HUNG. Vacant ; empty.

r|Q CH'HANG, or Ts'hang.

To look straight; to see straight out ofapit. A carnation colour.

'.'' To burrow a hole in the ground; the

noise made by a mouse. To dig a grave.

LEAOU,

To work a hole; a collage; an emply.place.

TSEUN. Same as Tscun.

KUNG. To dig a pit or cavity in the earth.

PWAN . Water revolving round as an eddy.

TEAOU. A deep appearance.

.

Same as ^ Keaou.

An ancient form of Tsvvan.

Same as ^ Kew.

Same as Hf Hung, Old and feeble.

SING.

Greatly roused to a new perception of thing;.

Same as ^ Kwei.

K>HO< A cavity ' hole or nest -

Same as S, Tsvvan <
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E. Talking in sleep.

TS'HWAN. From a hole and a. rat. To

run away and hide one's self as a rat or mouse docs
-, pusil-

lanimous ; weak ; petty ; to seduce other people to the practice

of vice.

K'HEAOU. A cavity ; a hole; an interstice;

an aperture; an opening; a fit time ; the passages of an animal

hod*; the apertures of the heart; the internal passages ; the

apTlures of the mind; sages have seven. Perspicacity and

clear discernment, is expressed by having these supposed

inlets of knowledge open, and the reverse hy their being shut ;

an impenetrably stupid person.

K'HETJ. Vacant; empty.

Used for a furnace; the sound is not knpwn.

sow

To descend to the point of action j to begin to act.

up.

r

^ TSUY. To stop or fill

cr LAN.

Lan tan |g -j^
thin and large ( a deep irregular cavity.

TSAOU.

A furnace for cooking. The print of a hore's foot.

K'HEUNG. See
|jf Keung.

E. Talking in sleep ; alarmed ; frightened.

l *-p^
K'HEUNG. The name of a kingdom.

Same as IE Tswan.

YAOU. A potter burning his ware.

jjatrte. Original form of |$j Hung.
^Ixfc.

TSANG, or Ching.

I'D open out embroidered silk.

A vulgar form of |j| Tseih.

/

* VV. An aperture or crevice; a hole or den;

an aqueduct; a channel for water to.run into a pond. The
name of a place. A surname.

JOO. To sleep.

JUNG. Ornaments of down or fine haihair.

Same as the preceding.

Kcail Rih. To put away; to exclude.
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KELJH. Carried to the utmost degree.

An erroneous form of Tseth,

Same as % Kew.

Same as M Tseth.

SIXTEEN STROKES.

TSAOU. A furnace. Tsaou shin

the god of the furnace, employed in the dressing of provisions.

Chuy tsaou
ijfc^ a furnace to be excited by wind blown into

it, or by fanning. Tan tsaou che sze 45-
4

~;t tfe an a f.

fair of chemistry or alchemy.

LEIH. To bore or work a hole into.

LUNG. An aperture; a hole; an orifice; a

den. Kung lung 57,
|j|?

a hole or orifke. Kfih lung^ j

a den or cayern.

K'HWEI.

Perhaps it means To peep, or to be broken aslant.

*?*=?
LEAOU.

A cavity; to make a hole in or through.

PART i. VOL. ii. 9 x

KEUH. To carry to the utmost degree.

\HflT KE1H. A winding narrow path.\
/

TO. To bore or work a hole in.

B

KEUH. To carry to the utmost degree.

TSUY. To stop up a cavity.

TS'HEE. T steal ; clandestine ; private ; ap-

plied by persons to their own thoughts, sentiment, or sentiments,

denoting that such is their private and humble opinion. To

assume a place, a situation, or opinion. To investigate. Shal-

low, or lightly imbued -with a colour. Name of a bird.

SZE, Or Se. A cavity. Name of a river.

HEUNG. Old and feeble.

TUNG. The sound of wind

SZE. A cavity.

T'HAN. To sleep with one's clothes on.
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Original form of $ Tsefh fgT LING. A cavity.

CXVII RADICAL.

LEIH.f

The original form represents a man standing erect on the

earth. Erect; to erect; to establish; to form or fix; to place

in order, or each in its own station, as trees in a forest; to

arrange; to effect ; to perfect, or accomplish; the point of

time when any thing takes place. Soon; speedily. The name

of a carriage. ShS leth g^ ~\
to institute. Leth fa yen, hing

fi shoo
~yT J^ j||r

/CT
j ^|J severity in the enactment,

and clemency in the execution of the law. Leih jin pin

jjf J\^ j establish a good character ; by good conduct.

Tang leTh Laou-tsze meaou
Jjt- ~ff ^ 3f-

fsQ Tung (A.

D. 630) erected a temple to Laou-tsze-, the founder of the

Taou sect, having been told by KeTh-sheu-hing "^ j|| 4^.
that he saw Laou-tsze on a mountain clothed, in white, and

had been told by him that the new Emperor was descended

from him. Historians ridicule the circumstance.

J-^
KEEN. Fault; crime.

CH'HOO. Correct; right.

YD EN. Leaning on one side, or against a thing.

Same as Jffi Sze.

FOW. To ascend.

YUEN. To lean against.

JP
fV FA. To stand- up.-

Vp ^ TSUH. No meaning given.

<^-rU
y^U4 P'HA, A short appearance.

HWANG, or Kwang.

To extend ; to measure.

Strong ;
a mechanic. Read K'how, To.put to rights ; clever.

CH'HOO. To stand for a long time.

Same as the following character,
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CHAN. To stand up ; to stand erect. A stop.

ping; standing or remaining still; a stage of a journey.

MING. Husbandmen; rustics.

LINGf. TO walk in a crooked manner.

ft*Y*n> YUE. To stand upright.

HWA. Skin.

O

TS'HEO. Fear; apprehension^

CH'HOO. To stop; to wait.

An ancient form of && Lung. The name of a place.

"IJNCr. Two standing together. Together with;

and; also; moreover; united; the act of coition.

K'HAE. A short pigmy person-.

. Water and earth
; mire.

FA, or Fuh. To stand erect.

SIX STROKES.

KING - To the extreme point of ; to the close ;

the termination ; tho finishing of ; the close of a time; at the

close of; then; at last; finally; after all ; when examined to

the bottom; to the utmost. Name of a place, A surname.

Used for a boundary.

Same as ode Fa.

HAE. Name of a divinity.

HAE.

Shoo hae P?- jfe the name of a dvvine person ; to arise.

CHANG.

From sound and ten, a perfect number. A piece of music

completed ; a piece of music variegated. Azure with carua-

tion collours are called
/)

Win ; carnation with white arc

called
Jp_ Chang. W$u chang -ff 1 elegant literary com-

position; prize essays. A section ; a chapter. A clause of

any arrangement. Chang suy
j ^ an appellation to 235

lunations, or the Metonic Cycle.

Same as Tae,

Same as / Tsae.

Y1H. Cheerful ; pleasant.-
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PING.

Ling ping Mi pjr
to walk in a crooked irregular manner.

u

V/^ZZ P'HO. The noise of pressing down any thing.

WANG. To look or hope for a person's

return. Name of a sacrifice. A surname.

SZE. To wait for.

"UU. The beginning or origin of anything.

TS'HEAOU.

**

The appearance of standing erect.

TS'HEUN. From to tlend and proudly. To

complete one's task; to stand still; to feel proud ; to retire

back. Read Chun, A submissive or prostrate appearance.

HUNG, or King. To measure.

H UNO. From standing about in a village.

One who is single and has no house of his own. A boy j a lad ;

young girl; a virgin. Chaste. Sheep and cattle without

horns. Hills without trees. Name of a place. A surname.

Tung neen she heS
||f^ $ jj.

in his boyish years was

fond of
learning, said of Lew-ko-he-jin "??|l p[^-/ anj- J T^-J l(* |

*

eminent writer oftne Tang dynasty, about A. D. 740. She

tung tsze how ting J- to have intercourse

with a catamite. Ke tung -"J5*
an extraordinary lad, said

of one who at seven years of age had acquired much learning.

Chung tnng ^ a beloved boy ; a catamite.

o UN Gr . 'From to stand erect anti-bound round.

V
To stretch one's self out and stand in a stiff formal manner.

Respect; awe j fear. To raise or xalt; to rouse up j to

shudder with fear ; the sensation caused by horror; the flesh

creeping on one's bones j the name of a bird.

PING. To cause; to employ.

TS'HUH. Grave and respectful. Read Ch'hiih,

Class or series. A roan's name.

.. u

LEE, or La.

to walk in a crooked disorderly manner.le'S lo

SEU - To wait for -

TSING. A man's name.

An erroneous form of j Twan.

I bEO. The appearance of being affrighted.

Read Ts'heih, Respectful ; reverent.

K'HWEI. Standing erect alone.
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PUH, and Meth.

The appearance of seeing a ghost or demon.

'

T'HEAOU. Teaou kcaou j& .landing

on a high and dangerous eminence.

What is proper or fit for man j virtue ; goodnew.

T'HEEN. Reverent; respectful.

tuy heaped one on ano-

ther; the fruit of trees hanging pendant down.

\

From a royal domestic, a hand, and

it urn To stand erect; to raise on end; to place upright;

to establish; morally upright; chaste; an inferior office; an

attendant in the palace ; an inferior mean person. A surname.

Shoo tsze ^5 ^?- a child ; an inferior low person. Muh shoo

/M a shepherd's boy ; a poor lad. Shoo leih hih pei

1\ / IfT &S. erect a stone tablet.
-i- f\\ VV

TSING. Settled; placed; a tranquil state; to

put in order. Name of a pigmy nation. An epitaph or enlogy.

WO, Standing erect feebly.

Same as the following character.

PART I. VOL. II. 9 r

s

PA.

A pigmy person standing erect. Read Pe, To walk crookedly.

To descend to; to arrive at ; to accord with
; open.

TSEU. Lean; thin.

An ancient form of f| Lung.

Same as the
preceding-.

K'HEU. Standing erect.

CHIN.
Sitting erect and motionless.

SEU. Standing and waiting for.

. . *

K'HEE. jo carry to the utmost point; to

exhaust ; the highest degree ; to try to the utmost. To destroy ;

passing to the extreme, and commencing again ; revolving

in a circle, as the five elements are supposed to do.

PING. To walk in a crooked manner.

FUH. Deflected; distorted.
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TWAN.

From erect ani p\anl3 tpringing out of the ground. Strait;

correct ; upright ; decorous ; decent; grave. Springing forth ;

commencing; the commencement; a beginning; the head;

the first principle or originating cause. They say every man

has the Twati, or principles of benevolence, justict, the " decent ''

and knowledge, if he chooses to employ them. A piece of

cloth or silk. Name of a place, a palace, an animal. A sur-

name. The fint budding forth. Read Chuen, To pant ; to

palpitate.

SHOO. Standing erect.

TEN STROKES.

oiii L). Standing and waiting for a periaa.

HE. To wait for.

TEEN. To stop or fill np.

KEAE. TO the extreme point or degr

Same as

SAJNG. A high or lofly appearance. To

live on a pile of timber, ai they did anciently io the north

to avoid the damp.

CHUEN. To clan; to arrange; to adjust.

TANG.

Tang tang yjf ]JJ
the appearance of standing erect.

YAOU, or NeaOU. Repeated Yaou

Lofty and dangerous. Read Keaou, To stand erect and wait.

jgL UN. The appearance of being pleased.

SEU.

To stand expecting; to stop or wail for; a man's name.

Same as ^ King.

U

TS'HUH. To stand and wait for.

' A disea>e of weakneis; feebly standing up.

Same as jit E.

HWA, Wa, and Wae.

Aslant ; distorted ; incorrect ; depraved.

LUNG. To walk crookedly.

JU.m i o
LtLj, To ttaod up io a correct straight posture.
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tir

Same as BJ Tung.

SEU. To wait for-.

KING. Strong j violent ; to strive; to expel ;

lofty , precipitate. Abundant.

\

K'HArv. To beat a drum. Name of a song;

the sound of harmony and joy. The name of a musical in-

tollmen t.

CH'HANG- A word that occur* lathe Budh

books, to which no definition is given.

An ancient form of
j|f[ Long.

TUY

r

Luj tuy 4jc JS an accumulation or heap of.

T'HUN. The sound of a helL

A form of RJ) Shang.

KING. Same as 3 King. Strong; violent ;

lofty; quarrelsome; vehement; precipitate; baity; to driv-

away from
; abundant ; cheerful.

C XVIII RADICAL..

CHUH. The Arundo Bamboos, and the Nastui,

or solid bamboo. The bamboo cane. One of the eight

tones of the Chinese; a thin slip of wood to write on. The

name of a place ; of a plant ; of a vegetable; of a fruit; of a

wood; of a medicine; of a wine , of a species of rat ; of a book;

and of an official situation. Shih chuh -g" serf or Shth sin

chiih ^ /|ji^ the Nastus or Bambusa. Chah hwang ^f
^ the Tabasheer drug, see Teen clifih hwang ^ j^ ^
it consists of pure clay, with an undetermined quantity of

carbonaceous 'matter. (J. L.)

TING. A lort of bamboo basket.

CHUH. A bamboo. Xame of a district. A

surname. Teen chiSh ^? *^ or Se chuh
S ^

i *

kw5
[ ^ India, its ancient name.

An ancient form of

CHUEN. Bamboo bpoken.

E. Bamboo.

or Chuh
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, or Kin. The rootsof braboo^ the

nime of a particular kind of bamboo .

Bamboos platted to form a covering for a boat.

u

YIH. Ropes made of bamboo cane.

TSZE. A musical reed.

YU. A certain musical reed.

K'HE. A certain kind of bamboo.

CHE. Same as ^ Che,

KAN. A reed; stick of bamboo ; a cane ; a

rod; a staff. The name of a place.

YUN. A certain sort of tube or reed.

KE. A name of bamboo.

Same as ^ Yu.
'

MANG. Spikeofgras. Same as^ Mang.

J*\ i^

CH'HA. A particular sort of bamboo.

KE. A particular kind of bamboo.

HEAOU.

A tube or small reed for musical purposes.

CHUNG. A certain species of bamboo.

PA. A particular kind of bamboo, or reed which

has thorns growing out of it, the shoots when eaten are said

to cause the hair to fall out. A fence made with reedi.

CHUNG. A bamboo with the joints far apart j

'

a bamboo tube without joint*.

HOU. Name of a bamboo; a something to

han<j a string on; something to fasten a cow's halter. The

edible shoots of bamboo.

SWAN.

A bamboo utensil. The same as Swan T to reckon.

K'HEE, andK'heill. A box for containing'TTL

one's book*. Foo kelh *pf ^S to take one's book-box on
jt~** *v

one's back, denotes following some master ; fully expressed

Foo-keth-tsung-sze.

LUH. Bamboo.
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X=T| SIN, dr Tsio, and Yun.

A laughing appearance.

{-'H A.OU. An utensil made ofbamboo or reedi

for receiving solids and permitting fluidi to pats through,

mid to be like a spoon.

SIN, Or Sun. Sprouts or shoots of bamboo.

The name of an edible root.

T'HUN. A vessel for containing grain.

YIN. A name of bamboo.

HWANG, An utensil to seek for fish.

FANG. A certain bamboo utensil.

YA. Bamboo shoots.

5* F

-^ GHU Y. A small whip for drrving a carriage.

ReadShwuy, The name of a bamboo.

SHE, or Sze. A name of bamboo.

YUEN.

rp

7C
A name of bamboo, with a black skin and spots,

PART I. VOL. H. 9 1

HWUH, OF Huh. Apieceofdeal,fl4t.

tened reed, ivory, or tone, in ancient time* held in Ihe hand

by statemien when in the presence of Ihe Emperor ; origiial-

ly designed to write memoranda on, afterwards used at on

ornament, and made of different materials according to the

person's rank.

A certain stringed instrument) the

name of a bamboo; a stand for clothes
;
a row of bamboos.

T'HE.

A certain appendage of a carriage for screening off the sun.

SEAOU. To be pleased; to be joyful ; to

smile
; to expand the countenance and open the teeth , to

laugh. Name of an animal. To make a jest of; to ridicule.

TS1N. A name of bamboo.

ll> . A certain bamboo utemil for catchinf

sh r iips. Read Peiih, Placed in order.

Same as ^ PeTh. A pencil.

An ancient form of | Ke.

KEW. A name of bamboo.

PUH, A slight stroke or knock.

TT

Â
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CHE. A name of bamboo.

SHWUY. A name of bamboo.

KEEN. A small bamboo.

CHIN. A name of bamboo.

*~rf
erroneous Kang.

Same as | Hoo.

HWANG. An uten.il for catching fish

Same as j|K She, A key.

FIVE STROKES.

Same as aT Che.

1 VJJ ^- Young shoots of bamboo.

KAN.

A *pecie* of bamboo j a solid bamboo
; the Bambu ?

SEEN. A name of bamboo.

MO. A bamboo fishing utensil.

AX-
K'HEEN.

The roots or tendons ; large tendon*.

TUNG. A name of bamboo.

A
man's name.

"'

CHEN. A bamboo switch. A i

Read Te'S, Bamboo for writing on.

CHOO.

An utensil for tuning stringed instrument*.

I

-

SANG. AD instrument of music, consisting of

a collection of tubes. Small; slender. Name of a place; a

kind of mat.

HOO. A name of bamboo; a case for arrow*.

T'HEIH. A kind of flute i it is TariomJy de-*
signated j

the term is applied both to those which are blown

into at the side, and those which are blown through from the

end. A musical reed or bamboo flute.

SHIN. A name of bamboo.
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HEA. A name of bamboo; a bamboo box.

Read Ta, Two bamboo* Unking againit each other. Read

No, Rope for a boat.

An erroneous form of ^ ChQh'.

CHUH.

The appearance ofbamboo shoots growing,

NA, or Niih.

Rope for a boat; to repair a fence.

Jf\ CH'HE. To beat with a bamboo or stick* to.

flog ; one of the petty punishments of China. To chastise ; to

correct ; it is intended to cause a feeling of shame.

,

o

i* P'HO. A wrt of catering over all ; a (hade.

KOO.

To bind a thing with bamboo cane like a hoop.

u

LEiH'I. A bamboo umbrella without a handle;

one that lays on the head like a broad brimmed cap.

CH'HOO. The transverse part of a loom.

TSEAY. A prop placed aslant.

PAOU.

A name of bamboo; the shoots of which grow in winter.

MIN. TO place the fingers on the holet of

a flute. The thin skin of bamboo. A sort of icraper used bj

women for putting the oil on their head*.

YAOU. The joints of bamboo..

K'HOO.

A name of bamboo. A bamboo utensil for
fishing.

TEAOU.

w

Teaou chow^ ^a kind of broom; abesora; to sweep;

K.HHJ. An utensH for containing rice or cakes.

An utensil for throwing over animals in order to catch them,

or to confine them.

....

NEE. A bamboo with a white skin, like hoar

frost; the large ones are fit for propelling boats. Chub net!

a >ma"

A square bamboo trunk for- containing

clothes Brother things. The name of a hilh

iV

^.

POO. Certain slips of wood, in ancient times

employed as checks between two parties ; they were made to fit

each other, and each party look one, by which they could trust
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each other; they were used bj the government. To correspond

to; to be credible. Name of the bark of a tree ; a book. A

lurname. Certain superstitious ifflit or charrotofthe Chinese,

both of the tect F6h and Taou.

JEN, and Neen.

The appearance of a weak bamboo.

An ancient form of Jff? Pe

Ancient form of
BJ| Tslb. Alio the same at $j Tih

PUN.

The interior part of the bamboo ;
ihick beaded ; coarse ; stupid.

>j& PEI, or Pae.

Pei pel flying and spreading about.

TAN. To strike. A surname. A sort of bas-

ket. Mat to cover a boat. Name of a place. Read T$,

The stars appearing.

TSZE.

A couch or bed; the boards of a bedstead.

LING. A sort of basket attached to a carriage!

a mat to sit or lie on. An utensil for fishing.

MOO, and Na. A bird cage.***'&

1 hi. From bamboot and strap* of leather wound

round in ascending order, like a screw. A consecutive series ;

forms the ordinal numbers. A literary degree. A mansion.

Used as a particle. But ; only. A surname.

It
TS1H. Narrow; contracted; straitened; com-

pressed; issuing forth with celerity; the laths or boards below

the tiles of a roof; a bamboo case for arrows ; a quirer ; a

name ofmoney. A surname. Name ofa place; a punishment

which consists in branding with a mark.

\j

FUH. A kind of door in the hinder part of

a carriage i an arrow. Read Fei, To pare or sharpen an arrow.

\

K.OW. A bamboo curved in a certain way with

which fish are taken. 'Name of a place.

FAN. A kind of basket made of reeds for put.

ting fruit in. Also read Peen.

KEA. A wind instrument of music.

KO. The shaft of an arrow. Name of a place.

FAN

Something to limit, and so form a mould; a rule ; a law.

SOO. A bamboo scrubber for cleansing rice.
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JS

A vulgar form of She, An arrow.

Same as the preceding.

K'HEU. A torch made ofa bundle of reed*.

JUY. Sharp pointed.

F

y^A*
>fc Same as ^ Tsth.

*+

A*

SIX STROKES.

w

LO.

An utensil for placing cups in i to bind up ai a bundle.

CH'HE. TO repair some defect with bamboo.

An ancient form of 3Kc.

KING.

An utensil for containing cups. A case for chop-stick*.

KWEI. A name of bamboo.

K'HEUH. An utensil for rearingsilk

Same as the preceding.

Same as the two preceding characters.

YANG. Name of a bamboo; a colourless

bamboo. Read Ying, Shoots.

YIN. A laughing appearance.

P1H. Name of a bamboo with white skin. A small kind of bamboo fit for making arrows of.

worms.

E.

Long ; extended ; the slit" or seam where two planks join.

CH'HE. A certain species of bamboo

JUNG,

NEE.

A?
Nee jen ^ a wearied and weakened with service.

?ARI I, YOfc. IS. 10 A

CHUEN.

A bamboo or reed employed to connect things together.
'

. Pe ke
;
a small toothed
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CHE -

A musiral instrument of the reed or tube kind.

NEE. Bamboo.

CH'HOO.

A kind of screen, not spread out or extended.

I IN, A certain kind of bamboo; the mat i

the bottom of a cart or other carriage. A tiger's skin spread

out; any cushion to lie on.

YAOU. A narrow confined house.

*Tft\ I LE, and Lee. To calculate or plan.

&
LAOU. An utensil made of willows.

SEEN. A scrubber for
cleansing rice.

V

li,lri. from bamboo and a pencil. A pencil

or other instrument for writing with ; the European pen they

call Go maou peih Jro 5^. fg a goose quill pencil. A

pencil was called by various names in ancient times; Tsin, the

first great monarch of China called it Peih. Whatever it wag

made of, whether wood or bamboo, as long as it marked cha-

racters, the game name was applied to it. To write with a

pencil or other instrument. Name of a star, and of a flowsr.

Han pcih ^ ||pp
to put the point of the pencil in water, or

in one's inoulh. Tsan peih 881
lj

to wet -the point of the

pencil. L5 peih ^^ or Hea peih
*"|>
M or Hwuy peih

Jjp JfE
to a PP'j tne pencil to paper, to begin to write. Ta

peTh ^^ sjr
a large pencil, denotes good writing or com-

position. Pfih n5ng pBh peTh che yu shoo /f\ F? ^fc ^jSj

~J^ -f" IK I could not help writing them in books. PeTh

swan J3. to calculate with the pen and arrable figures, in

contradistinction from the Choo pwan TO1 ffl or abacus of the
^3 ""-

Chinese. Kang-mflh che peih yen e tsae iffi H ^^ j^&

^C H>C I

*10W severe 's tne Penci ' f She history Kang-muh.

K'HEUNG. A species of bamboo of which

staffs are made, which are used by old people.

4* IIM
^T^\ -+,

" A IN , A single matj a mat for sleeping ou.

^^ u

KWO, and K'hwo.

The end of an arrowapplied to a bow
string. Used forJ^ KwS.

4*
^JT KEANG. A name of bamboo.

4u
^^Ty 1 AlNCf, To compare, those which agree it

their properties on a comparison being made ; forms the plural

of pronouns. Kind or quality; class; species; sort; rank.

To wait.

i HAOU, and Keaou.

**
Rope made of bamboo cane. Name of a, inuiical reed.

TSEUEN.

A bamboo utensil for atching fish with.
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JW
KIN. From Jleih, $trenglh, and bamboo, be-

cause of the strong fibres of the bamboo. The strong ten-

donous parts of the muscles ; the tendons ; strong and nervous ;

having strong fibres. The name of a medicine. A surname.

KAOU. Kaoulaou' . crooked bamboos

of which a certain utensil is made.

^^^v"

SUN, or Seun. The young shoots of bam-

boo, which are eaten by the Chinese ; they generally sprout out

in the fourth moon, but there is a species which sprouts forth

in the eighth and ninth moons. Read Yun, A flexible bamboo

of which mats are made.

The skin of bamboo used to stop the seams of boats.

An ancient form of Rfl Tsih.

f Ub. A raft made of bamboos for crossing a

riven a large vessel that goes to sea. A raft made of wood

or planks in contradistinction from one made of bamboos is

called %B Pae.

K'HWANG. A kind ofbasket for containing

rice; a basket generally ; the name of a star; a certain couch

or bed. Name of a place.

\i

L41UH. A certain musical instrument made

of bamboo, and having a certain number of strings. To

lake up from the ground.

A sort of pin for braiding up a woman's

hair
j in ancient times done at fifteen years of age, when

espoused. The name of a place.

>h^~

jl^l
T'HUNG.

A tube j a hollow bamboo; any tube, a reed open at both ends.

CHUNG. Sharp pointed bamboo.
'

TA A bamboo rope to drag boats with. That

.

which follows a question, viz. an answer. To answer,

either by words or actions ; to reply to ; to make a return for

kindness received; to recompene. To sustain. Name of

a river. A surname. T5 we tsing tung how */* y^ 5y.

TJfi
H/ reply to a letter of compliments from one with whom

one has had no previous intercourse.

T'HO. A bamboo reed. Read Chwa, A switch.

.

HANG. A kind of mat on which to lie dowo.

*
T S 'H IH . From bamboo and a thorn or tpike. A

bamboo written on with a style ; ancient books made of bam-

boos connected ;
the things written, viz. a device ;

a stratagem) j

to devise; to scheme ; a slip of bamboo used in divination.

Name of a particular sort of bamboo ; a switch for a horse j

a switch) to whip a horse.

CHING.

A bamboo torch j one iys, A bamboo with ilreaki.
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TSZE. A name of bamboo.

833

\\~

JUNG. Spotted or streaked ba mboo.

YANG- A name of bamboo,

CHUEN. A large basket for putting grain in.

CHUNG. Name of a bamboo ;
a middle

sized
4|

Y5 wind instrument.

IjL
CH

^
Same as rfl Chiih ;

also the name of a rifer.
VV

SEUN . A transverse beam for hanging a bell to.

YAOU.

The laths en which tiles of a roof are laid.

Vulgar form of f| Tsih.

WAN. A name of bamboo.

T'HO.

Name of a bamboo. Read Chwa, A switch 5 to flog.

Same as =f^ Sun.

Same as
'{xj NS.

K'HOW, A certain quantity of cloth.

Y1NG. Bamboo shoots,

Same as
|fj[ Yu.

Same as iR, Chuh.

SEVEN STROKES.

NE. A large sort of flute.

Vulgar form of |pt Tsth.

> FOO. A small reed; the internal clothing of

the bamboo, the internal ikin ox peel.

CT) YUN. The strong tough peel of the bimboQ.
i

the bark of the bamboo. They ssy, that having no heart its

strength is in its skin.

_ u

IjLj,
LEUH AMmboo tube to shoot at bird* with.
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II. I huh

T'HUIV.

A bamboo basket to contain rice or other grain.

K'HEW. A small cage.

T'HOO, and CllOO. A species of bamboo,

bamboo twigs-j baskets. Name of a plant.

PA. The flower of a plant; the inflorescence)

applied also to flowery elegant composition.

KEO.

Name of a bamboo; a bamboo pole employed about a House.

F,H.

A sort of bond divided, and each party taking half.

A*
frfa P'HO,andCho, or Tso. A kind ofcover,

to keep the rain off a carriage, or the cord which binds it.

' Pe le
f jj

bamboo cane platted and

made into a screen. The name of a bamboo.

To shave or pare a thing thin.

CHH1INC/. A certain species of bamboo or

reed. A mat made of reeds, on which the Chinese of former

times sat and ate their meals.

PART 1. TOL. II. 10

H>Cl

YAY.

Name of a bamboo. Tastelcis b.irnboo sproutt.

Cl PO, and Pcth.

The cracking of the joints of fingers or toes.

. P'HUNG. A mat covering fora boat. A sort

of curtain. Read Hung,, A vessel for straining liquor.

|"~y
LANG. A young sort of bamboo. Name o(

a hill; a basket. A $ort of fan to screen off the sun.

tir
CH'ttE. A certain bamboo utensil.

SAN. A certain bamboo utensil

CHE. A small leaf.

KEU. An utensil for containing rice ; a small

sheaf
consisting of four bandfulsj an utensil for rearing silk

worms.

MANG. A mat for a house.

m f ^" K-LUJN. A particular sort of bamboo esteemed

for making arrows; the young shoo'.s of bamboo. The name

of a river.
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TOW. An ancient resstl to contain meat,

used in the riles of sacrifice.

Vti. A particular sort of bamboo ; a scrubber.

Y1H. A bamboo fishing utensil.

fe
=*r* KWAN.

A tube ; a musical reed
; to superintend. A surname.

jte;
"l^Lfc

^'' * * ^n utensil for straining liquor through.

To transmit water through a bamboo.

Read He'en, Name of a bamboo.

CH E, and She. A particular sort of bamboo,

HAN. A small straight remarkable bamboo.

UNG. A tube, a case for arrows; an

ancient sort of case into which by a small aperture things could

be put, but could not b withdrawn. A bamboo utensil for

fishing.

K'HE. A particular sort of bamboo.

\*E9 HE A. A particular kind of bamboo.

^ MEAOU. Nanae of a medicine.

CHE, and Chth.

Plain ; sincere ; respectful ; correct.

CHING.
Chingkwang^ ||aii instrument,

or utensil used in wearing.

YUEN. Name of a bamboo.

a WAIN. 'A Chinese abacus. From bamboo

and to pluy, indicating that long practice is requisite to make

one familiar with it. To reckon with the abacus; to reckon

in any way; to number; slips of wood to keep an account in

certain games. To speculate ; speculation j Scheme. A ter-

tain bamboo utensil.

SHE. She tsaou a certain herb used

in divination ; to divine with the She herb. The name

of a hill. Fuhshe N 1 certain kinds of divination.

CH'HOO.

Chop-sticks. The same as ^- Choo. Name of a water insect.

SO. An utensil used in weaving
1

.

ISO. Bamboo cord or rope. Name of a king-

dom. A sharp quick sound.
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WOO. The name of a bamboo.

YEN.

A reed or Ube of a certain length used in muic.

SLAOU. A small bamboo, a sort of arrdw.

SHAOU. shaou or Tow shaou 3

ItJ

or Shaou ke
J
5 a bamboo vessel for continuing rice,

either when washing it, or after it is boiled.

TING. To twist silk. Ting tsze jft~~

a wheel for twisting silk or spinning. A way of knoting grass-

es and slips of bamboo for the purpose of divination. A C8j;e.

A small bamboo.

1 Slrl. Certain slips of bamboo used in divi-

nation. Used for ,Tf TiTh, To scheme to calculate. Same at

Tstli, Slips of bamboo written on.

YEN. A hamboo mat; a mat of any kind
-,

those on which anciently people sat at dinner
; hence A feast;

an entertainment ; a banquet.

CHE. The name of a bamboo.

I A cover either for a carriage or a boat.

An ancient form of ^ Leang.

Same as a;' Kin.

CH'HUNG . The name of a plant.

YIN. A large reed or (lute.

NEE. The inside of a tube or reed.

KWAN. Same as ^ Kwan.

Found in an ancient Imperial document; but the

sound and sense are dot known.

SEAOU. Small delicate bamboo.

' Slips of bambo -

Me
fl^p FE. The name of a bamboo.

/ju

TSO. Bamboo.

MANG. Name of a bamboo.



TS'HO. A cage.

CHHUH.

To b.at down a. when
pounding with a peslle.

A sort of rake for
catching leeches.

EIGHT STROKES.

The skin or shell of bamboo which falls

The name of a barn-

MANG.

A sort ofbamboo, with the joint, nwr to each othr.

PF A small cage used for
catching fish

, thin.

Read Pae
, A large raft. Read PeTh, Thin.

PE
-i L* Bamboo -apparatus to place a .till j n

Lu " V fft \
denotes a

carriage going lteai%i

An ancient form ofj| Teen, A large bamboo che,,

PE -

LAE. A name of bamboo.
j*1

TEAQU. Name of a hill.

LUN, or Chun.

A something employed in a boat.

>fe
KG.

of

The internal part of th

ued as a medicine
, the bamboo used for fuel

**T
YIN. A name of bamboo.

"". deDO,i.g
individuality, as YTh ko

-

a" U"-
**~fti~. *ee

ei ko TfT
'

>*u
Name of

l=J A\

CHE.

PING.

P
ing pllng

'farrow. A certain
covering of fi.h.

> HAN. A solid bamboo, or nastus.
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Tpfi KWAE. A kind of basket for carrying fish in.

(^ YU. Lin yu J yt name of a bamboo.

To note or write dow.n memoranda.

Tseen che <l letter paper with lined columns.

.F JQ
or YTh. A basket or similar bamboo

utensil for
receiving silk. A clump of bamboos.

KAO Bamboo to propel a boat.

CH'HAE, and Tae.

A sort of bamboo basket with a cover.

TSEEN. A sort of mattress.
'

Same as the preceding.
aMs

...

CHAOU.

A kind of basket or cnge, made of reeds for fishing with.

\\ Same as the preceding.
'I

10
w ^^^^9 ^W

Name of a bamboo. Also read Fa, A bam-

boo utensil for scraping things together.

PART I. VOL, II. 10 C

MOO.

To bind things with hoops of bamboo.

XL~

Name of a bamboo which grows a thousand cubits higl

TSANG. A musical instrument made ofreed^

The name of a plant. Fung tsing j^ Sv certain jinplins;

things suspended below the eves of Chinese houses, which

niiikc a noise when agitated by the wind.

Ah-
TWAN. A round bamboo utensil.

. Ling tsing ^- ^? a small cage or

basket. Read Tseen, To draw a bamboo bow. Read Tscan,

Name of a bamboo.

SH A, Or Tsee. A fan. Shen is a more

usual term ; the first term was used in one part of the empire,

and the other in another part. ShS foo S|
Jjjjj

a certain

utensil formerly used to keep meat cool and fresh.

-, -T.

4?J^ HANG. A bamboo staff.

Jf* ft

LTJH. A high sort of bamboo chest.

CHIH. Musical reeds.

.

PO. A kind of bamboo screen or curtail
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TSHEE.

A bamboo uteniil ; a kind of coarse fan made of bamboo.

CHOW.
TJf

A besom ,
a broom ;

a cerUin bamboo.

Kb. Name of a constellation ; a sieve or win-

nowii g machine, that with which the chaff is separated from

the grain. The ancient forms of this character are very nu-

merous. Ke-tsze 5 -?" an ancient statesman who affected

madness that he might not by his death proclaim the vices of

Chow, his king, and become a popular favorite.

KEUH. The roots of bamboo.

LIN. Lin yu ^ name of a bamboo.

3WAN. Chinese abacus. From bamboo and

to play, indicating that long practice is requisite to make one

fimiliar with it. To reckon with the abacus; to reckon in

any wayj to number ; slips of wood to keep an account in

certain games. To speculate j speculation j scheme. A cer-

tain bamboo utensil. Ta swan TT W" to suppose ; to guess ;

to estimate; to devise. Haon meaou swan jff- yR $ a most

excellent scheme or stratagem.

CI IA P U H , A famous wood brought from the K Jn-

lun mountain. Also read Si, The name of a wood.

-

CHA. To pric5j with a needle.

K'HVV AN. An eicellenl sort ofbamboo adapt-

ed to make arrows. Bamboo shoots ; name of a river. Kwiu

kwci hwa j t Jy. name of a flower.

KOO. The name of a bamboo. An ancient

instrument for blowing as a whittle ; a sort of whittle on the

end nf the handle of a whip.

l\ HUIVCl. Kung how e? J- an instrument
. I'TAT

of music of the reed kind.

JL J~

K'HEEN. To lock; to shut tod fasten ; a

kind of lock ; nippers or tweezers. Keen yu ^fi
to forbid

to speak -,
to disillow speaking of the affairs of government.

KEUEN. A flexible reed for playing on.

NEEN. Cord made ofbamboo cane.

Same as "m? Tseen.

:l| SAN, or Shan.

1 >I

A sort of bamboo utensil, like a coarse cbest.

An ancient form of f|j Kwan.

T'HAOU.

A sort of basket work used in breeding silk-worrai.
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CHU I . A particular species of reed or bam-

boo; pendant bamboos; the joinU of a reed i a iwitrh to beat

a lu>rse with; to baitinade or puuiih with the bamboo.

ME. Slips of bamboo.

LING. Name of a bamboo.

KVVAJN. A tube or reed employed at an in-

itrument of music; a bamboo or an; tube; the reeds of

which pencils are made ; to guide by the use of the pencil

or by writing. To rule; to controul ; the general controul

of. Woo kwan ^fj fe* the viscera. Kwao-chung *& WO

the root or candex of a fern, which ii steeped amongst water,

and the nater used for tea to keep off infection.

KEUH. and Kflh. To icrub or brush.

I L hi IN. A bamboo utensil; name of a bamboo.

A oarac of bamboo. Bamboo shoots

'&

growing in a clump. Used for J? Tslb.

SWAN. Name of a certain utensil. An

erroneous form of Swan
R|[

a hat box.

Bambooi
intercepting the flew. A name of bamboo.

Same as pK Kwang.

H

TSUH. A foot-board in a carriage.

Same as f- Keen.

TSEU.

A name of bamboo; a mirsh, or wet with water.

>*+* TSEUEN.

No meaning is giten the in Dictionaries

TSOW. A wine strainer.

CHWA. Ahorse whip; to lash.

NEE. A bamboo.

MANG. Name of a bamboo.

CHO

An utensil used in washing or cteaniing rice.

Same as m Loo.

YE. Bamboo.
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TSUNG. A clump of bamboo.

An abbreviated form of ^ Mwan.

SEU. Bamboo. Read Tseih, To coyer.

Same as
jfl)

Teeth.

Same as the preceding.

.

HE1H. A certain utensil.

.

TSO. Bamboo.

.

:*
tTS1H. To plan; to scheme; to devit^T

character used in the time of the ancient citit

/rs, the meaning of which is not known.

r .

~

NIN'E STROKES.

JO.

.
' '

-

,
v

.

^T
The name of a plant, said to be an evergreen, of the J*ave

men make baskets, or caps to keep off tbe sunj and women

aie them to fill up the soles of shoes ; the leares used to

cover the leaden cannistcrs of tbe green teas; the skin of the

bamboo.

B'J
From a bamboo and to go before.

An arrow ; in sonic parts called 4f- She, and in others

Tsflh. A small bamboo, the notched stick on which the time

is marked in a clepsydra, is called ^p -& Low tseeri. Tseen

ko 1
^pfl"

and Tseen kail 1 ]!& the shafts of an arrow.

KING. Name of a bamboo.'

YE. A certain musical.reed or tube. Read

Teg, N'ame of a leaf of a book.

Vulgar form, of jfc Tsac.

ToAN. A kind of broach or large pin for braid-

ing up the hair. To collect together, as the hair braided up.

A certain appendage of a carriage, the

cover to shade off the SUD.

^~* HEUENF. The flower of the bamboo;
ii

PUH. An utensil used in weariog. One lays,

The name of a bamboo. Also read Po
'"

.

"

, >

\

T'HANG.

A lroboo nteniil to contain wine. Same as | Tang
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PEEN. A sort of bamboo utensil for carry-

in^arliTiD. A kind of dust pan used when sweeping the floor.

KWEI. Mat cover for a boat or carriage; a basket.

T'HOO. A pin for braiding up the hair.

SUN.

A cross beam to which a bell is suspended. Same as ^g Sun.

SUN.

Young shoots of the bamboo ; an utensil for catching .birds.

IVWA. An utensil for receiving silk.

NAN. Weak bamboo.

SEAJNG. A kind of boot in large carriages ;

a bimboo basket, A box or chest; a place to slore thirfgs j

a granary ; a small room.

YAY. Name of a bamboo.

K1TVP*
Bamboo with the joints near each other.

SEEN. A scrubber to cleanse rice.

PART I. TOL. II. 10 D

A vulgar form of |)f Ping.

A needle; a Surgeon's instrument to

probe wilh | formerly made of stone, now of steel j to probe.

A surname.

J&-
KO, Or K&. A name of bamb6o. Ks lan

a peach branch. Read He$, An instrument to itop

,

5lNG.
Ling sing^^ a mat for a

carriage.

A certain utensil for
fishing.

music.

A species of reed which grows by the side of rivers

HOO.

Name of a bamboo. Hoo Ifib
$j J| a quiver for

A reed or tube used in mnsie.

of a bamboo; a certain bamboo utensil. Read Ke, A sort

of pin to braid up the hair.

SHE. Name of a bamboo. A stand to

clothes on. Ced also for
4j She.

CHOO. The two
slip, of wood used bj ihe-

9

Chinese lo eat with) they hold them in their finger* so a

to perform the part of nippers ; chop-sticks,^
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K'HO. Name of a bamboo.

KO.

A cage; a cup, probablj made of bamboo.

IjO. A fence, or bamboos to support scandcnl

plants. A cage ,
a basket to contain cup*.

SO.

Name of a bamboo. A sort of mat. Name of a district.

CH'HUN. A thick clump of bamboos.

LEUH. A bamboo tube used to shoot at birds.

UH. Bamboo thickly or closely set.

WEI. A kind of basket.

TUNG. Name of a bamboo.

T'HUH. A bamboo utensil.

SEAOU. Same as Seaou. Read S,

Name of a song which is danced to, by a sort of minuet pos-

ture-making. To strike a person with a stick.

The joints of bamboo. A. small musical reed.
^<I

YEW. Name of a bamboo.

PAE. A slip of bamboo.

.

y j|5 Same as the preceding.

f&*

PE. A cage or basket.

TING. A bamboo utensil.

Vulgar form of /=; Me'e.

SEIH. To plat the rim of a bamboo basket.

WEI. Name of a bamboo.

TSZE. Name of a bamboo.

CHE. Bamboo leaves.

CHOW.

A bamboo which has died in consequence of removing its root
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TSEE.

A notch or joint of the bamboo. A limit ;
a term or

holiday ; an emergency. To limit one'i passions or one's

expenditure. Chastity ; economy. A period of time ; the

time of an action. Name of a place ; of a plant , and of an

office. Tse'g yin keae sTh 4jm &k jfc^ limit drinking

and guard against venery. Che tseS ming ^ J P^ the

cracking of the joints of the fingers. Tse'S keen die yTh fei

che ylh twan
] & | jfjpjt^^ lhe adrantagcs

of a spare diet and economy are not confined to one circnm-

.tance ,
but are both

favorable to virtue and also favorable to longevity. Teen

jen che tse'8 how

season fur any purpose.

I |5I
a natura ' period or

T'HAE. The shoots of bamboo; shoots of

which arrows may be made. A covering for fish in jars.

KEEN. Name of a bamboo. Sameas^ff TseS.

TSIH.

Narrow confined ; boards that form the ceiling.

SZE. Name of a bamboo.

il WAiNlf. Name of a bamboo ; a bamboo

plantation ;
a house of bamboo.

SING. Ping sing Jlil the sides ofacar-

riage which serve as a screen.

MEI. Name of a bamboo that serves as shafts

of arrows. This bamboo has very large leaves which serve

as covering to the tops of boats.

K'HWAE. Bamboo for arrows.

rAJM. A pattern j a rule j a mould
;
a constant

invariable rule; to attend to strict dicipline in order to be

always on the watch. A rule i a pattern) something that re-

strains excess ; used also in a moral sense.

TS'HIN.

v -^

To moisten a pencil in water; an ulensil used by ink makeri.
& &

JUY. A large round basket for
containing

grain. Read Twan, The name of a bamboo.

CHUEN.
Chuenshoo^fTorChuenwa.

^^ the ancient character called by Europeans the Seal

Character, from its being employed on seals, vases, and so on.

To engrave such characters.

A writing on a slip of bamboo, as

was anciently the usage ; a leaf or section of a book ; in some

parts of the country the bamboo with which punishment

inflicted, is called Peen. A delicate bamboo, the shoots of

which are edible; name of a hill. A surname. Shoo pe'ea

the leaf of a book.

FUNG. A name of bamboo.
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jt f |
C/HO. An utensil for washing rice and permit-

in:j (lie water to run off, a kind of sieve.

SOW. A small bamboo.

"

CHUH- To beat down ai in forming a mud

wall ; to build mud houses or walls.

(C'HWEI. Name of a bamboo.

SEU.

Name of a bamboo ; a large sort of iie>e.

Ye
JUEN. Name of a bamboo.

TUH. Thick ; iubstantial. Same as.^. ChHh.

TS1H. The nwise of something breaking.

HUMCx. A bamboo for leading off water, as

:i pipe ; a bamboo to hind things with ; a bamboo utensil

tor drjing things; a. fiihing uteniil. k

TSO. Hope or cord made ofbamboo.

(IB YU. A black sort of bamboo.

YU. A blackish coloured bamboo.

K'HEE. A kind of basket or other vessel to

contain things; the name of a hill. Read How, AD instru-

ment of music. KeS sze ^ ^jj
a scholar'! basket for hit

books and clothes.

HOW.

Kung-how sF AJ7 a certain instrument of music.

YUEN.

Broken bamboo. Read Hwan, Slips of bamboo to write en.

1> TSEW. A bamboo reed to play on,

YING. A basket trunk.

Same as ^r Sze.

SUNG. A small basket.

W
Bamboo. Head Se, Bamboo spit intoilips.

Ok. Same meaning as the preceding.

SOW.

A basket or measure containing sixteen 3l* Tow ofgrain.
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GO, or Y8. Name of a bamboo.

An ancient form of H Le.

CHING. The name of a bamboo. A man'
'

name.

K'HOO.

Name of a bamboo. An utensil used in
fishing

P^' Thecraek|ng ofthejoints of fingers or ton.

CHOO. A certain kind ofbamboo.

Same as $f Keen.

\

Same as fj| Chiih.

A vulgar form of
fijj Kin.

JNG. Branches of bataboo broken and

hanging down. Small branches of trees.

KEUH. To punish a criminal to the utmost.

MEAOU. A small tube or reed.

PART I. VOL. II. 10

A word that occurs in an ancient writer in connec-

lion with numbers, but which is not understood.

Same as Kelh.

KAN. The shaft of an arrow.

Same as f| Wei.

HEA. To take up.

IvOW . A basket for drying clothe* over a fire.

Same as ^ Seaou.

TEN STROKES.

YUN. Certain bamboos,

PEL Name of bamboo.

HO. A sort of mat.

WE, or Mei. Bamboo.
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MEAOU. A small tube or bamboo reed.

FOW. Bamboo with streaks or veins.

YAOU.

Branches of bamboo; mati. Read Taou, in the same tenie.

T'HANG.

B .mfioo mats, without any crosi flips

SEIH. A bamboo utensil.

WO. An utensil for receiving silk.

TSOW.

A bamboo utensil for itr ining liquor through.

TS'HOW. A strainer for liquors.

YUEN. A sort of bobbin to wind silk on.

LEU. A vessel to contain rice.

~r~
~

KAOU. Chdh kaou Vjf ^ pole or bamboo

for the purpose of propelling boats, or for sticking into the

shore.

A bamboo basket; a round basket.

V

HE1H. A larje bamboo basket.

TS1H. To strike.

SHEN. A fan ; a bamboo.

tra*n| JO- The skin of bamboo which is cast off asWQ
the plant increases. The shoots of bamboos.

CHING., A certain species of bamboo.

IVUW . A bamboo utensil for spreading clothes

over a fire to fumigate them ; the bamboo basket COYCM the

fire as a cnge, and the clothes .are spread outside all. A bamboo

utensil for other purposes.

NEE. A middle sized tube or reed, us nd in music.

LEW. Name of a bamboo.

NA.

B mboo rope for boats. Name of a flagrant plant.

m LEW. Name of a bamboo.
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V
POO; A bamboo net for taking Cshca.

TSEEN.

The appearance of bamboos growing freely and luxuriantly.

HE.

A something with which- to steady or fasten a boat.

SEAOU.

Slender bamboos of which arrows are made,

u

KEIH. Bamboo slippers,

TS'HWAN. from bamboo, eyes, and great

ferverseaeii ; or from to calculate and perverse. To rebel

and s 'ize by violence; for ministers to usurp the throne of

their sovereign; to take by the power of the sword.

SOW.

Name of a bamboo. The joints of bamboo far apart.

/feL
E. Bamboo mats,

K'HEU.

An utensil employed in wowing ; the name of a bamboo.

IN. A certain vessel or utensil. Bamboos

cf which arrows are made.

RUNG; A bamboo broad-brimmed bat, worn

by people exposed to the tun. Read Kan, A tort of chest

or trunk.

PANG. A large fort of basket. Read Ping .

A cage or basket. To punish by flogging, or bailinadinj.

TSAN, Tan, and Chen.

To curry-comb -a fcorie.

YU, An utensil uied in rearing tilk worms.

SHAOU. A scrubber for cleansing rice.

HOO. A sort of covering.

An ancient: form of M She.

KEUH.

To exnmine a criminal to the utmost degree.

TAOU.

A bamboo basket; an utensil used in feeding cows.

"

TUH, From bamboo and hone. The strength
'

of a horse exerted ; a certain disease of a horse, which causes

to move slow and heavily ; disease that is severe. Thick ; sub.
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.<(inti.il; firm , strong; real; important; pure; simple; un-

mixed. To give importance aod weight to; to regard with

seriousness. Name of a place. Annexed to Adjectives, makes

the Superlative.

PAN. A basket with a larrow neck M*ich

admits fish but from which they cannot return. Read P wan,

Slips ofbamboo.

TSZE. The appearance ofajow of bamboos.

A M>rt of reed. Read Tso, A sort of baiket.

KO. Shoots of bamboo.

Same as the preceding.

TA. A window.

E, She, and She.

Straws or grasses used in divination ; to divine.

SAOU.

Saou saou
4j^ -j&

the noise of bamboos.

u

LE1H. Name of a bamboo, which is made

Hi.

into spears. A certain tube used as an instrument of music.

UNG.

Ung ung the appearance of an abundance of bamboos.

KEEN. A cage or basket.

HUNG.

A certain bamboo utensil employed to air or dry things.

A-
PE. A comb made ofbamboo or wood ; to lead

or draw ; a kind of rake for taking shrimps.

TSO. A sort of basket used in Ashing.

CHOO. Keu choo ^ j|
a mat rolled op;

a deformed person ; hunch backed.

SZE, Or She. The name of a 'bamboo.

Read Shae, A sort of sieve; to pass through a sieve ; a vessel

through which liquor is strained.

CULj. A musical instrument of the reed kind;

the sound of the pipe. Che heun kit
Jp?

names of two in-

struments which form a cord ; and hence the expression denotes

Brothers living in harmony with each other.

SEEN. Bamboo.

An ancient form of Sun.

CHUH. To strike any thing with the hand.
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A bamboo ilip of wood to write on.

HEA. To lift up with.

Same as $& Lew.

TSEEN.

Name of a bamboo fit for making arrow* of.

Same as Heaou.

CHUH. To beat down as a mud wall,

*S=~ TSANG.

Name ofa bamboo; the colour of bamboo.

Same as f^ Lung.

YUNG. An elegant sort of bamboo.

MOO. A sort of bamboo basket.

SO. Cord or rope made of bamboo.

Same as jf; Hoo.

FART I. TOt, II. 10 r

L- 11 At/. An instrument for compreuing wine.

Same as Sun.

t
. The external skin ofbamboo.

S1H. The feet apparent.

NOO. Some bamboo machinery for railing water.

LO. A fence or stakes to support icandeot plant*.

YIH. To .place.

E. Same as Tsan.

_i j ^

An ancient form of -gt Shin.

T'HAE. A bamboo cap.

W|J JUEN. Name of a bamboo.

POW, or POO. Ailipofbimboowritlea

LE. Chaou !e || a certain bamboo utentil.
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SUY. A broom made of bamboo. Uicd for

Suy, which is the original form.

A hedge ;
a place round which a hedge

i drawn ;
a poor place of abode

;
a carl for fuel.

HUH. A large chest; an utensil for containing

rice. Shih hfih Tj jjji
the name of a plant.

An ancient form of f|| Suy. Read Seth, An uten.

sil for repairing a boat.

ii

CHUH. A certain species of bamboo. Read

TeTh, A musical reed with seven holes.

SOW. Sixteen 31* Tow of rice.

TSUNG. A sickly bamboo unfit for

SHWANG. The appearance of a bamboo.

TAN. Name of a bamboo.

GOW.

A certain bamboo utensil, used in rearing the silk worm.

\.r

MO. A name of bamboo.

A/T

YEN. Black bamboo.

PUNG. A mat covering for a boat in the

i

Chinese manner, used also for a mat fail.

TSEEN. A name of bamboo.

T'HOO.

Slips of bamboo. Read Ch'he, A name of a bamboo staff".

TSAN, Or San. The appearance of long

bamboos. A reed used in music ; a needle with which gar-

ments are connected ; a pin to braid up the hair.

CHUNG.

A certain bamboo ;
a certain bamboo chest or basket.

oWAN. A sort of utensil anciently employed

in temples. A plain bamboo basket. Read Chuen, Provisions

served up, or offerings in temples.

POO.

A bamboo utensil to sink under water and take fi

PAE. A large raft.

MEE.

Bamboo skin, the second peel. A imall appearance.
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PAE, and Pe. A raft.

PEAOU. A name of bamboo.

TOW. An utensil for giving drink to horses.

* U. A fence composed of wattled bamboo.

Same as .JS MeS. Slips of bamboo of which cord

may be made. Read Mdh, A name of bamboo.

CHUEN, Or T\van. A round bamboo

utensil
; reeds or bamboo broken in order to divine with them.

H. The boards or mats on which one sleeps;

small reeds which serve to bind any thing ; to collect i

to bring many things together. Also read Chae, Certain

wicker-work through which liquors are strained.

as a sieve orA bamboo utensil to operate

a strainer, to separate the coarse from the fine.

KWEI. A sort of basket. A kind of false

woman's head-dress. A woman's mournin" cap.

g:
j|

K'HEUEN. A name of bamboo. A sort of

^J
large vessel for containing rice.

KIN. A sort of bamboo which is strong and

has a white hoar froit like skin ; the large one's are fit fur

poling boats and the small one't for flutes. The sip, root,

and leave* are all used in medicine.

SHAOU. The helm er rudder of a boat. Same

as | Shaou. Read SS, A scrubber for rice.

^ST|
LOO. A vessel for containing rice.

M1H. A sort of cover for a carriage; th*

strings or bands which fasten on the cover.

KEU.

A bamboo utensil used in. rearing silk worms.

E. Wei e a certain plant.

^HAUU. An' instrument of music, consittin^

of a collection of tubes ; a large one of the kind.

tlOO. A certain bamboo, employed in fishing.

SHOO. A basket.

LING.

A bamboo utensil. A particular kind of- bamboo.
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rff\ti A bamboo utensil for cleansing things.

PING. A basket for containing cotton.

TSAN. A large sort of flute with three holes.

g-p^ K'HOW. A weaving utensil.

TS'HUH. Small bamboos. Read Tsow,

Thick, like luxuriant plants ; the metal point of an arrow.

A mould for making cakei.

PING. A sort of mat screen at the hinder

part of a carriage to keep off the dust.

T'HAN. A name of bamboo.

HUW. Chop-sticks. A mao's name.

T'HUNG.

A name of bamboo without any joints,

&5L
n

TAN ' A name of bambo -

MWAN. A bamboo utensil.

1 O littW , A carriage to accompany or asiiit

the principal one; a concubine who assist! the principal wife.

Flay, and petty songs.

.

KE. Name of a bamboo.

HOO. A cage or basket.

LUY.

A basket for carrying earth. A law or rule.

KWEI.

A square vessel for containing grain, used in sacrifice.

LEAOU, A name ef bamboo.

KEEN. The shaft of an arrow.

-/->|*fc HAN. A solid bamboo or nastus.

TSEANG.

Bamboos split in a certain way j a sort of mat.

TSAOU. A name of bamboo.

LANG. A name of bamboo.
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SUH. A kind of siere, thick and cloe ( the

wind causing plant* to fall as if passing through a fieve, ap-

plied to leaves falling.

LOW.

A kind of bamboo basket for carrying or keeping any thing in.

TSEIH.

An utensil for taking fish. Same ai |S Tselh.

LUH. A kind of basket; a tall basket.

LUH. Name of a bamboo.

TSWAN. A slight pounding,

CHE! A bamboo of which arrows are made.

Read Chih, A name of bamboo.

WOO, or Hoo. A name of bamboo,

MWAN. A name of bamboo.

CnUll. To beat down as in forming a mud

wall ; tn build mud houses or walls.

K'HWEI.

Bamboo for arrows. Name of a bamboo.

TOO. A mark or limit.IKE*

NA. A bird cage.

K.OW . A haraboo basket for containing c

Jp SANG.

To pierce any thing with bamboo or wood.

jfefA*
FOO. Slips of bamboo.

KEW. Bamboo.

JSL

rail

An ancient form of |H Chtih.

TSZE. Name of a bamboo,

PART 1. TOl. U. I* C

TSOW. An utensil for fishiujr

TSZE. Uncultivated, land.

TEAOU. Bamboo.
i
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WANG. Nameofabamboe. Colour ofbamboo.

CHWANG. A fence.

LE.

Chaou le
jft

;

tt
of ladle or scoop for lifting water.

TEAQU, or NeaOU. Name of a bartboo.

..

KEEN. Name of a bamboo.

TUY. To cut asunder.

K'HEU.

A cross bar for suspending bells or drums.

SO. A garment to keep off the rain.

Probably the same ai Tieen, An arrow,

An erroneous form of if Leu.

JfTTK

NEEN.

Rung neen kung ;& |fe j=j
to fish with a line and liook.

LEEN. A drum.

PEAOU. Name of a bamboo.

PE. Name of a bamboo.

TSUY. To cut asunder.

Same as IS Keiih.

~

TWELVE STROKES.

PO. A certain game at chess.

l
_ *_ Y^^ MliilH. A iort of coTering for a carriage.

SAN. 'KiS san 1|l ^r a peach brauched bamboo.

IHOO.
A corntr or angle. Read Koe, A sort

of tablet written on in ancient times, and by children.

PE. A sort of bamboo coat worn by drivers

of carls or carriages; a certain game at cheH.

rAi
SZE. A sieve or strainer; an utensil forneparat-

ing the fine from the coarse. The joints ofbamboo.
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FAN.

Bamboo ; a bamboo covering for a carriage.

FUH. The fruit or seed of the bamboo, which

ii not produced till it is about to return to corruption, or

to die.

TANG. A large bamboo. The name ofa river.

TS'HUY.

To pound or beat ; to beat or pound over again.

JOO. Name of a bamboo.

FE. A species of reed.

TSAN. To join together clothes.

LEAOU. A kind of basket to contain parts

of the victims used in sacrifice ; a baskel to carry fish in.

IAN. A sort of small round basket for carry-

ing provisions in ; the name of a bamboo.

T'HEEN.

The name of a certain bamboo ; mats made of bamboo.

/

MEI.

Bamboo shooti fliat grow in winter. Name of i baniboo.

~LUNG. Name of a bamboo.

SIN, Or Tsin. A bamboo a thousand cabit,

long, of which large ships may be made.

l^ RUNG. A sort of cage or baskel.

CTJV1 A .orl of reed ; the stem, of bamboo.

KE. A name of a

FOO.
/ V

A round vessel for containing grain. A vessel used in

sacrificing, square outside and round inside.

K'HEEN.

I/TJ
The boards or planks which form a door.

F*yJ KEEN. TO jirejerve. A vulgar character.

KEEN.

Anciently a slip of reed on which letters were Written

be-fore the invention of paper; an official writing. To reriew

or suney ; to dimmish
; to abridge ; to retrench

; to seek to
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attain; tn select, to distinguish and separate; negligent,

or to lie negatively rude. Great, large; sincere; the sound

of a drum. A surname. Keen roan fifl VS disrespectful.
)R| K*V

A hollow kind of reed fit for making mats of. Hollo as a reed.

KEEN, and Tse'en. Name of bamboo.w

T'HANG.

.A covering; something that goes over all.

KWEl, and Kwae.

A basket for carrying earth in. One says, A bamboo arrow.

/r
\7? HEAR Name of a bamboo.

KOO. Slips of bamboo.

T'HAE. A bamboo utensif.

A large reed or tube, which gives

u loud sound. Read Seaou, in. the same sense. One says f An

iinlmnienl of husbandry.

SHOO, YH, and Shaou.

A >(>(! of basket for containing rice.

TO. Name of a bamboo.

TANG

A kind of umbrella made of reeds to keep off the rain.

A/L
4ffi^

woo.
*tvt

A black sort of bamboo. A bamboo with a black skin.

r AN, A large utensil for removing refuse or

duff. One says, To shade ; to screen.

A ~j|

SHOO- A name of bamboo.

POO. A bamboo utensij.

SEU . A basket to contain fish.

TUNG.

A bamboo utensil
; name of a bamboo, A surname.

SHWUY. A basket to contain rice.

LO. Mat for a bed.

JEN, or Neeu. Name of a bamboo.

HWAlNCf. A certain musical' reed made

ancient times. Hwang koo

speeches.

to deceive people by fair
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TSUH. A slanting prop or support.

TS A.N. A slip
of bamboo to serve as a mark.

YANG. A mat to lay on the ground.

\Jil> NUY, or Jay. The young bamboo sprout-

&nS
ing out ; the leaves of the bamboo drooping and hanging down.

LIN. A sort of bamboo.

TSANG. Bamboo ; a bamboo cap.

TSEEN. Name of a bamboo.

A musical instrument of the bell kind.

FUN. Shwae fun &{] the siring of a bow.

TEEN. Name of a bamboo.

TSUY. A bamboo utensil.

LING. A foot-board in a carriage.

PART I. VOL. II. 10 H

oUJN. A transverse beam on which to impend

a drum, as in Chinese temples. Read Tswan, A bamboo utensil.

LAOU. Name of a bamboo.

YIH. An Otensil to lave out water, or Irani-

fer a thing from one vcwcl to another.

SHWANG.

To pierce a thing with wood or bamboo.

TSAN. A pin of metal, wood, or stone, used

by Chinese females to braid up the hair; used also to fasten

the cap to the hair. A branch; vehement! impetsous; to

assemble together.

Same as F Teih.

SEAOU.

A reed used as a musical instrument. The ends of a bow.

NING. A large sort of basket.

LOO.

A beautiful sort of bamboo of which arrows may be made.

An ancient form of ^j Sun.
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WEI. The skin of bamboo.

SAE. A sort of basket.

Same as fOr Teen.

tL.Jp
ILJU

Same as
gfc

She ; also Jj^ She, To bile ; to devour.

Jjfgjj

LEW.

The noise made by bamboos. The name of a bamboo.

SWAN. A bamboo utensil.

O Pnn m"Same as W Teen.

GAN. The appearance of dirty flesh,

An ancient form of fjf Tseen.

Same as ^ Luy.

Same as % TsTh.

YUN". A name of bamboo.

r/v

TING. A bamboo utensil.

SIN. A species of bamboo.

TOO.

A basket consisting of several pieces placed over each other.

T'HE. Name of a bamboo.

HEAOU, and Keaon. shoots of bambo

TSUY. To twist or spin silk.

CHANG. A name of bamboo.

TSEEN - A name of

MANG. Bamboo ; the shoots of bamboo.

T'HAN. A sort of basket chest.

TAN. A name of bamboo.

SUNG. A case to contain chop-sticks.
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KAN. Small bamboo. Tseen kan

rows. Kan choo pearl barley.

LE. Name of a bamboo.

YUH. A bamboo sieve for cleansing rice.

Read Gaou, An utensil for rearing sick worms.

K'HEU. A transverse beam for suspending a bell.

An ancient form of
ftg.

Loo. A beautiful sort of

bamboo fit for making arrows.

CHE. A bamboo.

CHE. A young bamboo.

S^KSfciL> L
i*fc.

Same as ||r Fung.

case or quiver for arrows.

KEEN.

The noise made by the tendons or joints of the lingers.

.

K'HEEN. A tablet hungup at doors, con-

taiuing the names of all the inmates.

E. A certain bamboo utensil.

i
TAN. A sort of bamboo chest.

SUY. A bamboo mat.

& KEU, and Yu. An utensil used in rearin-

9V
silk worms. A sort of trough for giving drink to cattle.

-^j2$^

~f^V~it
YEN. The erei of a roof; the part of a roof,

/ ""*

which in Chinese houses often hangs considerably over the out-

side of t lie wall.

HO. A bamboo utensil used in catching fi*b.

"
A sieve with which grain is thrown up for

the wind to blow away the chaff; a sieve through which the

grain passes-is called Shae.

TAN. Yun tanW
"g*

a particular kind vf bam-

boo. Certain bamboos by the side ofa carriage to lean against.

/

Bamboos joined together to intercept the

passage of fish. A term used in playing at chess, denoting

the stopping of the enemj's pieces from coming over the

other side.

GAE. To screen from the si^ht.
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CHWA. & switch j a lash; a coarser and

larger is called Chwa, a finer one is called
jjjj^

Mei. Read Ko,

denoting Grass, herbs. One says, It implies hunger.

KOW.

A sort of lantern or shade for a candle. Same as | Row.

n fciLN.
Slips of bamboo for drawing

lots : to write or sign ; to subscribe to a contribution. A sort

of bamboo chest or basket.

LEEN. A barriboo screen; a curtain or screen

of any kind; a window curtain; a screen to a sedan chair.

WE. Name of a bamboo.

K1H. Kth Uze H ^- a sort of bamboo screen.

K'HEU. A bamboo utensil.
9

mrp'HIJAT
U -^V. An utensil for putting a bow in pro-

per shape. Read Teen, To strike.

PE. An utensil for catching birds.

KEA - A wooden figure made like a tiger,

which i* struck as a signal for a band to cease.

V
POO. A book to keep accounts or memoranda.

'' -4^^H

A register; a narrow piece of ivory carried in the hand by

ancient statesmen at Imperial interviews. Read PS, An utensil

used in rearing silk-worms ; a kind of curtain. Read Peih, A

pillar.

PO. P5 yih H 2$ to play at chess. An

utensil used in rearing silk worms.

K'HW'Ll. A bamboo with joints far apart,

TSING. Name of a bamboo.

TSEEN. A terra for those who live on rafts.

T'HAN. A rope for dragging things by.

MUM. Bamboo which are hollow in the middle.

The sound not known. A man's name.

K.UW. A name of bamboo. A peach branch.

\t

SIH. A kind of sieve.

SWAN. An utensil.
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SEAY. Bamboos broken and banging down

TAN". Same as H Tan.

TSAN. Same as |g Tseen.

MEE. Bamboo skin.

TSIH. The boards of a bed.

TSZE. A name of a bamboo.

x*
it"

TSAN

Probably a bamboo spear ; a cage or basket.

>$fe" J_y^ A bamboo brought from Tonking. The pronunria-^^
tion of the word is not known.

An erroneous form of Seaou.

. A sort of chess board.

TAN, or Yen. Bamboo.

PART I. TOL. II. 10 i

FOURTEEN STROKES.

LAN.

A large basket. Hwa Ian ^ | a basket for flowen.

KeS lun
!j|R

1 a basket with feet. Lan 1 or Lan kwine

1A-A-g a basket.

" HO. A name of bamboo
j grows in warm

places ; the shoots are edible.

LING. A sort of bamboo basket or trunk.

K'HWEI. A basket for carrying earth.

TSEE. Bamboos pared level.

YU An utensil used in rearing silk worms.

H

WO. A vessel for receiving silk,

CHOO. A kind ofbasket made of reeds.

HAOU- A pole for a boat.

KOW.

A sort of basket for drying clothes oier a fire.

I
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?'Jr KUH. A high bamboo chest.

SUNG. A case for chop sticks.

CHAOU. A basket for catching fish.

,c
"^^^H

TVVAN. Name of a bamboo.

ArV
CHO. An utensil for catching fish.

I

MVVAN. A bamboo utensil.

TSIN. A piece of wood or bamboo, used in

bands of music to be struck as a signal to stop.

. A long bamboo bran

TS1N\ A small bamboo.

TAc*. A bamboo cap to keep off the

.

ME. Slips of bamboo.

,.V/=r^ FUH. A case in which to put a bow.

An utensil used in breeding silk worms.

1 SU N,G. A bamboo utensil employed in fishing.

>5DsC "

^1^ T'HEIH. TcTb teih %j[^ a long tapering

pointed bamboo ; a sort of fishing rod.

....

NEE. A sort of tongs or nipper*. A small

chest. Same as W- Me, and as Sjji Ne.
~^? rf\t

CH'HAOU. A large wind instrument,*? Uw

- '^
reed kind. The inside of a bird's nes^

paS" CH'HOW. Bamboos united.

s^

|3fc CH'HOW. To calculate; to reckon ; lode-c

vise s to arrange; to plan. Tse'en chow ^^ Sp to draw

lots, to draw reeds or straws of different lengths from the

hand, he who draws the longest wins.

TSEIH.

9-t
from to borrow and a bamboo. To employ a bamboo as

a tablet on which to inscribe any thing, as was the usage in

ancient times; a lilt ; a book.

An ancient form of l Chuh.

NEEN. Bamboo cord.
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SA. Slips of slit bamboo.

Kill. A bamboo screen.

KEUH. same as Kciih, and as i Tsfib.

KE. A bamboo that grows by the sea si<3e.

Same as f|; Tsee".

Same as Min.

A form of | Mefh,

4 t t

TANG. A bamboo utensil.

LOO. Name of a bamboo.

TSOW. An utensil for taking fish.

"

A species of bamboo i
a section of bamboo ; a small bamboo.

TSWAN, or Chwan.

Same as ^| Teen.

TS'HEEN Name of a bamboo. Tseen tsze

- a basket for containing a certain fruit.

LEW. Name of a bambo.

LEW.

A name of a bamboo ; the noise made by bamboo*.

LEU. A name of bamboo.

Victuals generally. Same as jf| Chuen.

SEUEN.
~wl '

An utensil for containing pulse, used in offering sacrifice.

r AN . To screen
-,
to shade , to cover. A

large utensil for putting away the refuse or chaff.

LEU. A mat in a boat

GOW.

A bamboo utensil to put children into and carry them about

*

CH'HOW. A person's name, commonly

called Chow Ta-she |^ ^ *> Chow, the great historian,

and framer of the Seal character, B. C. 1043. Chow uSa

~y^
Chow's mode of writing.
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LUY. A band mill for grinding graio.

HWAN. A screen or curtain.

LE. Name of a bamboo.

FEI. A sort of mat.

FAN. A kind of reed baket or duller, used

to remove and cast away refuse; an utensil used to push away

and reject something. One ay, To shade or screen j to cover

and conceal from view.

jAp SOO, and TsCU. Sixteen 3i Tow of grain.

Keu foo *$ Hfr a bamboo utensil. Read S5, A sort of stand
-yf* yv^

or table on four feet. Read Sow, A sort of basket for

washing rice.

LEE. A name of bamboo j platted bamboo.

A form of $L Tseu.

TEAOU. Name of a bamboo.

CHEW.

To beat down the earth in forming a mud wall.

TUY. A bamboo pencil.

TSEANG. Name of a bamboo.

LIN. Name of a bamboo, the inner part of

which is strong and fit for making mats.

PE. or Pei. Name of a bamboo.

PAOU. Name of a bamboo.

CHEN. A 5 Yuh stone.

Same as ^ E.

Small bamboo with numerous joint*.

SEAY.

A bamboo switch; a slip of bamboo to write oa.

SUY, and Yuy, or Juy.

A broom or besom of bamboo.

T'HEEN. Substantial; good.

*T-vL^ 1 tii. Name of a bamboo, and of a bamboo utensil
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HOO. A covering for a bed.

TSEANG. Same as K Tseang.

Same as |H Keaou.

Same as H Tsan.

SIXTEEN STROKES.

HWUY. Eight 4 Tow of rice.

An ancient form of f|j Keiili.

SEUEN. A bamboo rim, or border.

S CE.UEN.

Cricks or tiles. Tiles which form a tube or spout.

K'HO, and ChS. A basket ued in fishing.

T'HANG. Same as gf Tang.

LUH. A mat; a round mat.

PART I. TOt. II. 10

TSING. A name of bamboo.

LOO. A musical reed. A baiket , the shaft n

A raft to live on.

. . V

T'HEE. To winnow with a sieve.

SUY. A cage or basket.

SUY. A mat.

WEI. A name of bamboo. A small bamboo.

TSEEN. A surname. A name of bamboo.

T'HO. The skin of the bamboo; the peel of

the young shoots. The name of a plant.

LE. A wooden tablet to write on.

oT? YING. A cage or basket.Jm
YEN. A sickly bamboo unfit for use

LIN. To plant.
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YEN. Name of a bamboo.

PL.LN. Aa ancient instrument of music.

SHE

Certain slips of bamboo used in divination.

1 U . A sort of bamboo fence, or screen to keep

people out of the Imperial gardens. Bamboos connected like

a fence, used in fishing.

A wind instrument with three tubes, and

of which there are three different sizes; any ingenious com-

bination of bores or tubes, like an organ. Lae tsung teen ke

HI VL.^ J& or TSen lae ^ a wn 'zz">? iftd in the

air, as by the wind passing amongst trees.

LiUJ\(j. A basket for containing earth; a cage;

a
cjiiiver for arrows; to hoard up and monopolize goods. Name

of a place; a kind of arrow or carriage made of bamboos. Ho

lung >/^ H| a basket containing embers, carried bj people of

the north in their hands during the cold weather. Too lung

it
I

a basket for carrying earth

Fj^>
HEAOU.

Bamboo cord , the shoots of bamboo. A musical reed.

TSEANG.

A sort of oar
;
one says To puih before a boat.

NE. A chest.

HEEN. Bamboo faded or rotten.

LEIH.

To temper a knife or sword by a bamboo fire

3/U HITII

\J>
A sort of bobbin used in

spinning silk.

K'HE. Breath or vapour.

CHUNG. The shaft of an arrow.

GOW. A bamboo utensil.

' v. A fence about the Imperial gardens.

I U . A name of bamboo. A square basket.

m ME. A split bamboo ; bamboo slips.

A case for a mirror, or for perfumes.

T'HEE.

A large sort of sieve for separating the grain from the chuff.
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LAN. A case for bow and arrows to be

carried on the back. The name of a place.

TS'HEEN. Slip*of bamboo with character*

on them, used by the government in drawing lots to determine

in what province an officer is to serve ; used in temples when

offering up prayers to obtain a divine response ; given by

officers of the salt department to the dealers, as authority to

sell, in which case they answer to a Custom-house permit j

issued by sitting magistrates as authority to punish.

SEEN. Name of a bamboo; aboard hung

at the door, containing a list of inmates.

from, three degree* and to modulate. A

fffl
musical instrument with three tubes. Name of a certain

measure.

Name of a bamboo, strong in the inside.

I T?
Slips of bamboo to write on; bamboo

flattened to bastinade with.

JANG.

An utensil for washing rice; to bind or bundle up.

An ugly deformity of person.

V

TS UH. A sort of basket ; to flog or chastise.

1 CHUNG, ChunK lunS a certJ in

bamboo lit for making a particular instrument; a certain

bamboo utensil.

CH'HO.

To wound, hurt, or injure any thing with a bamboo.

KE.m
A bamboo thai grows by the sea side. The teedi of bamboo.

^R KEUH.

To investigate a criminal to the utmost degree.

FUNG. Name of a small bamboo.

T'HUN, and Teen.
Toflogorbeat; to strike.

.

YUH. A bamboo utensil.

Same as yj[ Tseu.

EIGHTEEN STROKES.

" ' u C *

LEE. A mat for the ground.

TSA. Curtain or screen for a door
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SHWANG. A sail. A strainer for wine.

TSEEN. A bamboo scraped small.

KEAE. A black bamboo.

PEEN. The name of an office.

TSWAN.

A bnntboo utensil for putting chop-dick* in.

To keep off with bamboos. A fence made

with bamboo; a hedge.

A bamboo-utensil for operating as a sieve.

Read Sae, Name of a bamboo.

t

KWAN. To beat down with the end of a bamboo. V\L LO, A bamboo utensil for carrying thing* on the

In ancient form of tt San - 'Name of a tree or

bamboo resembling the peach branch.

fSO . A sort of basket to cover and to catch fish.

An ancient form ef ffl Kwan.

TSEEN.

A sort of mattress or carpetting to lay under a bed mat.

POW. A bamboo cover.

Same as & Yu.

LA
mystical character hung up at the deor as a charm.

Theiound not known.

end of a pole, commonly there is one suspended at each end

of a pole rthich lies across the bearer's shoulder.

TS'HUH. A slanting prop.

TUN. To beat or chastise by flogging-.

PE. Certain ornaments of a door wy-like stand.

CHOO. A basket.

ME. Slips of bamboo.

YING. A bamboo chest, or basket with a lid.

TANG. Name of a bamboo,
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WO.

A basket for receiving silk ; a clump of bambnoi.

YEN.

To shoot at what screens or covers; to fend off ; fence.

H

m

LUNG. A basket.

E. A name of bamboo.

HWUY. To pound rice.

PEEN. A bamboo to write b.'

a&& LOO. A bamboo of which arrows may be made.

An ancient form of W Kvvan.

WRT I. VOL, II. 10 I/

SH A Ei. Name of a stringed iustrument.

WO. An utensil for taking fish.

KAN.

A bamboo on which if hair or down , a tort of cheil.

ii

CIIO. A basket for covering and tailing fih.

_
PO^I LING. Name of a bamboo. A bamboo utensil.

Same as 3 Tsan.

SHEN. A name of bamboo.

YU, and Yo.

From an organ and head. To roar or call out.
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CXIX TH RADICAL.

ME.
ill

r\

M '"Am
Rice with the husk. A surname ; name of an ancient school.

Me
jfc

is often used to denote the seeds of plants, when they

happen to resemble grain in their external appearance.

PO. Broken rice.

TING. Spoiled rice not fit to eat.

An ancient form of Efl Fan.

Abbreviated form off! Teih. Read Ts2, Mrxed.

An ancient form of Sl| Fan.

CHIH, or Tsth.

Rice broken and prepared for a drink.

An ancient form of J| Suh

^1J SIN ' The dre s of pounded rice.

SIN. The grounds of rice. The cum, or

hardened upper surface of rice.

HUNG- Spoiled, corrupted rice or grain;

grain become red from being spoiled by laying in heaps.

\

JOO, and Neu.

A sort of honey or sweet cake.

HJlEj. Broken rice ; some say the fine particles,

and some say the coarse.

Same as ^ Luy.

SEEN. A particular sort of rice.

KEUH. Same as Keuh.

Grain which does not arrive at maturity.

A kind of tare which grow? amongst grain, and require* to be

carefully separated from it; a kind of chaff or grain not filled;

ignorant. Pe kang %$ ;||j|
chaff or husks; dust and dirt;

broken fragments.
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K'HE. Red.rke.

Same as the preceding.

MEE. Broken grain.

I

PWAN. A cake made of broken rice.

JTPW

vVUH, The appearance of meal or powder. '

SIIA. Sugar, as expressed from the cane.

Sha tang jf soft sugar.

Same as H Kang.

NEW. A mixed kind of rice.

T'HUN.

Hwaii tun a small sort of cake pie.

FUN. Grain broken to pieces ; piHse broken

small. Meal or flour; any powder; a pigment for the face.

To apply a colour t>r wash to; to white-wash. Name of a

bamboo, and of a place. Fun tae^^ or Fun pih taehih

1 1^1
"

35. painted white face, and black penciled eye-
I 1 l f^re ">

brows, are appellations which denote prostitutes. Fun hung

& flesh colour; blush, or salmon.

NEE. To take or grasp hold of with the hand.

PE. Bad rice. Name of a place.

^t^T^ Same as Tsze.

SUY. Fine and pure as essence.

LEE.

The head leaning on-one side. A great many separate items.-

FIVE STROKES.

Liliil li. A grainvfrice ; food, particular4y rice.

PWAN. A cake made of broken rice.

KAN. The dregs or sediment of rice and water.

CHA. Sediment or dregs.-

PEL

Flour or other ingredients applied in cookery to thicken liquids

PE. Bad rice.

u r
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K'HEU.

A sort of pastry made from flour in a stringy form.

u

P'HO. Tsaou p jfefe %h the faces of wine

or spirituous liquor; the grosser part is called Tsaou, and

the rice which fluati is called PS.

FOO. The husks of grain.

ME. Deep; blbded.

MEE. .Bamboo.

MING.

Steeped rice. Name of a district in Tonkin.

FAN. Flour of any grain.

V

MO, and Mee. A *ort of rice water or conge.

Lirge; open; coarse; vulgar; in-

decent . boisterous, applied to things or to speech, or to ac-

tions. Tung tsoo
]|jfj jjjjj

to act roughly, coarse. Tsae chih

tioo paou J *jj^ ^fl^ Ulent (' e- temper or character)

roarr and boisterous.

T'HO. A sort of cake

NA. Paste ; to paste.

NEEN.

Paste or any glutinous or adhesive substance ; to paste.

SZ.ll.. Grain from which liquor has been distillrd.

*

HOO, Paste ; .gluten from rice or -wheat.

Boiled rice forming a kind of gnifl.

v

CH'HOW. Composed of ricf and/row. Th*t

from which rice comes, the cars of paddy.

Same as Hoo.

KEA. Rice.

Same as Is Le.

If

CH'HOO. To store np rice.

PAN. Cakes of broken rice.

I

A vulgar form of M Stfh.o /tin
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-

I'TT A ATTA1LAJJU. from out going anA rice. To sell rice.

Vulgar form of '^| Tsan.

SE. Bruised rice.

SU11 , A particular sort of grain much esteemed

and used in distilling liquor. Small sand
> the name of a place;

of a river; and of an ancient state. A surname. Name of

an official >iluation.

SIN. The thick skin that forms on conge.

HUNG. Same as %L Hung.

SIH. Spoiled rice. Cakes sticking to each other.

HWAN. White rice.

PEL Ground rice.

'

T'HUNG. Coarse rice. Same as *
Tsung.

K'HEUNG. Fine rice.

MING. Steeped rice.

i. tot. u. JO

.

Used in reference to-banqucting. Sonnd not known.

A generic terra for grain. A rake.

Mi";; tsze
|j/J SjS

the boiled rice which is used in sacrifice.

KLAOL'. Glutinous rice; a flour cake.

H EANGi To present food to * tuperior ; to

feed husbandmen in the field. Sense the same as |3 Heang.

SIH, or Tsth.

A plant which is decocted for a drink. Broiled fish.
~

'

YUE.
r* O

From a recettznA expanding vapour. A particle that ushers

in the expression of one's thoughts j to say ; an aspiration of

concern; the paiticle in. A classical name of the province

Canton, still used by the Vice-governor- aud Commissioner of

duties.

> \

K'HEW. Dried rice j broken ; pouoded rice

dried. Read Yew, in the same sense.

E. Pth e ft M a certain kind of grain.

An ancient form of ^ Siih.

CHUII. rkeboileitoakiud

of gruel or eonge, Chuh chiih
|jj

1%?, weakness; disability.



r

LIN. An ignis fatnus, said to abound on the site

of bloody battles "here the ground has been fattened with the

carcases of men and horses i otherwise called Kwei ho fy
'

the devil'* fire* according toothers, Yingho

of flow worm.

THAN. Paste; or to paste.

JOO. A sweet or honey cake

An ancient form of pf) Wan.

SEVEN STROKES.

Broken rice ; coarsely pounded rice.

LEANG.

The same as
tgi Leang, Food generally.

Same as the preceding.

'HEUEN. A cake made of meal.

POO. Tang poo fifeM a ort of cake.

Me*!. A sort of cake uted to ferment liquor*.

,? J CH'HUH. Spoiled rice.

MM TSEAOU Rice flour

^
SAN. Melons preserved with sugar.

II '1'S*-
SO, Or SS. Rice mingled with soup.

FOW, Or FOO. Akindofgruel rariously

>! 4
CHWANG. To ornament or glois oTer. described. Rice boiled and prepared in a certain way.

LEW. Fow lew a sort of pa.try

that is thrown into long stripes.

PO. Rice broken down

LEANC. A wooden bridge ; stones or rocks

terminating a stream; abeam or plank i the lop beam of a

house; a seam or streak at the top of a cap. Name of 'a hill.

A surname; also enters into the composition of rariout

proper names.

HEEN ^fW KANG.
Q>^-

The coarser parti uf grain ifter it is pounded into meal.
||

A particular kind of rice, not it all glutinous.
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WE. A ort of rice water, or thick conge.

r

I oAJN A certain portion of rice
,
half a .24-

Tuw measure
-,
the quantity eaten at ooe time ; a meal -, to eat ;

fine white rice. A great many, a multitude! excellent; to

examine. Clear; bright; clean; white, to whiten. Laughing

appearance; three women together.

Same as 7& We.

An ancient form of
$)f( Rang.

FUN. To sweep away.

2*1 HOO. To paste; paste.

SAN, or Shan. Rice mixed wilh toup.

An ancient form of ^ Jun.

Rj|
LUH. Rice roasted in the form of round fritters.

jfc^*
A*TP S R 'Ce for food> or for tbe >Wierj-

-l/ifc.
also rice used in the service of the gods.

\

PAE.
Very white rice. A small fine species

of grain ; Tory small and minute, applied to hypocrites.

KEUII. Flour.

Same as Pe.

Y|V>
kE. Rice boiled with a small quantity of water

K'HE. A particular kind of cake

LING. A name of grain.

to

SEIH Washed rice.

millure .

unmixed ( pure ; all the tame, complete. Shun my
containing no tdiniiturc ; of the .ame ort

; unmingled;

incotnplex.

Vulgar form of the preceding.

>&JvC LIN. Water flowing amongst rocks.

b> x

K'HEUEN. Flour.
Ath,ckK,rtofcooge.

/

TSUNG. A sort of cornered cake made on

Chinese holidays in the fifth moon. The name of a plant

^jfe
tfl?

SAN. Soup with rice in it.
*i^W
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CHANG.

Rice for food. A local word, the tame asjfiiirl u

^ Jpf /

\lJ& NE. The faeces of wine.

enow.

Keaou chow a certain cake made of wheatcn flour.

It
TS1NG. From rice and pure. To cleanse

grain ; the pure part of any thing. Fine; thin; subtile; un-

mixed j selected from. True ether; spiritual; subtile fluid ;

essence; essential; the semen of animals. Clear; bright;

pure; skilful ; excellent work. Name of a place, of a bird,

and of a plant. Tsing shin
J^| jjjjf|

animal spirits j having

Tsing shin, is being in good spirits, and feeling a degree of ani-

mation ;
not having Tsing shin, is being low, dejected, inani-

mate ; it is applied to animation existing or wanting in pictures

of the human countenance. Tsing ke shin jin shin che san

paou fpf|^ |$ A ^^ H Jf 8emen > breath ' and

snima, are the three precious tilings in a human body. In. the

word* " Ihrce precious," there seems an allusion to the Budh

Tridd, who are called the San-paou, or Three Precious Ones.

The Physiological triad are supposed to produce each other,

the emen, produces aura, and aura produces anima. Too

tsing kan tjjj /tm ttf an ulcer on the yard. Pa pi che soo

wei tsing suykee- che neen/\/\|;^ j ||^
~jf ^E. the age of eight times eight, is the year in. which the

semen and marrow are exhausted. Koo tsing, ming mull

chunj; tsze, shin leang ^ ] $ @ ?jt ~T* jjj$ |$.

(inedicine) divinely efficacious for strengthening the semen ;

clearing the sight, and begetting children. Tsing pBh tsuh

tslb uiiih mung
j ^ jj^ JJl] ^ |^ when semen is insuf-

ficient in quantily the sight is dim. Tan kdh wei tsing miu<*

Jt IB Ufa 1 BJ1
covelou 'ncss aDd cruelty, are called

purity and intelligence, applied to the magistracy, Tsing hw

i kin
[

H an involuntary ei

ei cl.e c tsing ; pii!i mung t;rh d)Ry,e d>:iv,

I ill
lo dream and emit emen is called

E-tsingj an involuntary emission of semen without dreamt

is called Tsing-hwS. Nan ncu che tsing keae ko e teen kwci

and female semen, may both be called Teen-kwei. Tsing ehfih

yu pe'en chiih pBh tung 1 ftt 'ffi
Y|EJ

3 pj
a semi-

nal discharge is different from an urethra! discharge ; goner-

rhcea and gleet? Tsing jow
'

j^j
lean meat. Si cheyih

tsing
Jjjj- ^JJ xfifr

J

that wnicb is known is more nicely

perceived. Keae heS tsze tsuy tsung ^fffi J|l ^1-^ 1

explains the word to learn with great niceuess or accuracy.

Tsing shin keuen tae, sze che woo leih 1
jjjjh
$ ^ tin

I/C ^S ~fJ
s
l
)ir ' l 'ess languor; and weakness in all the limb*.

Tsing leih e shwae
|
~h P ^ strength and spirit* failed

as from old age.

KO. Clean rice; rice food.

.

'

.

.

YUH. The sense of thi* character >s lest.

'-Im
^v\t- Same as

^R;
Pe.

r^l*^" An ancient form of
|

Meen^^
Y w

CHE. Conge boiled till it become* s paste.

hiVll Same as $) Heang-.

A vulgar form of /JH Pe
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HWAN. A tori of cake which tontaioi meat.

TSOW. Flour.

TSAN. Effulgence; splendid.

SAN,

Rice mixed with ioup. A grain; mixed; dregi.

SHE - Paste -

T'HANG. Pure rice.

PEEN. Rice; roasted grain.

YING. Pure rice.

KEEN. Ric boiled to form a gruel.

TWAN. Flour cakes.

LAN. Rice adhesive and clotted.

JOW, Or New. Mixed grain or food; to

eat. To mix , to blend, ai red and white featheri.

ABT I. VOL. II. 10 K

NAN. A sort of soup mixed with rice.

HWANG. Rice used in sacrifice.

LA. Coarse rice.

%^t KEAE. Another name for rice.

MEEN. Broken rice.

PEIH. Flesh roasted by the fire.

Original form of |f| Suh.

HAN, or Kan. To smear or daub-

TSEW. Grain in the ear.

YE. A species of cake.

HO. White rice.

Grain given at a ration
; grain used in la-

crificing to the godi. Hw leu )5 ^ large iocome from

the government.

I
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HOW. Grain.

TSUNG. A quantity of rice bound up in a

c -rtain leaf with silk cords of various colours, then boiled and

thrown into a river as a sacrifice to the manes of SJ
JTT

Kmh-yuen, a minister of state, helored by the people, who

having been falsely accused, drowned himself about 300 years

B. C. The same observance continues to this day, and is an-

nually performed on the 5th of the 5th moon, accompanied by

the amusement of dragon-boats and beating of drums, intended

to itrike awe into the evil spirits that may lurk about the river.

HOO. Paste made from boiled flour or rice ;

to paste; to daub. Head Hwflh, Suddenly ; abruptly.

LE. A servant or slave.

LIN. Broken rice.

\j

LA. A small sort of rice.

TSEEN. A sort of broiled cake.

fun.

Same as Se.

^V

The evkcualioDi by itool and urin*.

GOW. To cultivate the land.

YEN.

Small rice, or rice ground small
; mature.

ME. To love

TSZE. A sort of cake.

Same as if| fun.

bAJN. A sort of soup mixed with rice.

KEUEN. Flour.

TEN STROKES.

T. SOW. To ftrain off the water from starch.

An erroneous character.

TUY. A bait made office flour.

FOO. Flour cakes.
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I

SEE.

Rice or wheat broken or pounded ; thr refuse of pounded rice.

SA. Dispersed j scattered ; spread about.

NEl'rJ. Flour caRes.

E. Dried food; dried rice prepared in a cer-

tain way as rations for the army, also for the reception

of guests.

*^>-^ KTJH. Grain j a general terra for all kinds of

^^Pv
grain ; good; in succession; tiring. Emolument. Name of

a river.

HAN. Dried rice prepared so as to eat on a

journey. Read Keen, A name of rice.

fi'l

'

J^ S1H, Or S8. A kind of conge or ric water.

fj\

TT-^- SEW, and Saou.
/I ^K.

" **^^

The thick part or sediment of liquid substances. To cleanse.

KAOU.

A kind of pudding or dumpling; a sort of cake; a bait.

I'HAaNG. Sugar; huney ; candy. Tang

shwang |JS5||J crystals of sugar. Ping tang ^C if* sugar

cundy. Meth Ung ^|||jfc hoaey. Sha tang Vk^ soft sugar.

i-HEW.

Dried or roasted , rice and wheat dried and reduced to powder.

. . U

MEE, and Ming. H ice brokeo down,

Same as ^ fun.

>sJ
a^ft Same as fi Tselh.

f;

t;

An ancient form of pj| fan.

CHIH. To plan; to scheme.

PANG. A dry kind of rice.

TSUY. The coarse refuse of pounded

SEU. Grain.

"^ c *3 cr& Same as ^ Sa.

[rxi
LE. Burnt spoiled rice.

Lo HAOU. A coarse species of gr^in; m

a coarse rude manner. Tioo tsaou ^ f* coarse, applied

to things, and to a hurried disorderly mode of doing things.
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FUN.

To terminate, to carry to the utmost dejree.

CHWANG.

Painted ; rouged; dressed out; adorned; glossed over.

880

I
<l>

1 SUH. Rice roasted and made into cakes.

r AN . The water in which rice has been wash-

cd, and which is thickened thereby.

TU^L TWAN. FJour cakei-

M
<J ^X3>

i

, and Leih. T scatter or to disperse.

CHIH. Paste.

LEUH. Coarse rice,

Same as

TSUY. Pure rice.

MWAN. The thickened scum of rice water.

ypg
*

TSIH. White rice.

*lK. Rice boiled down to a gruel consistence.

Me fei J^ j|Y
to destroy entirely ; to exterminate.

oArS. Soup and rice together; mixed; blended.

r U]\ . Excrcmenlitious matter; excrements;

ordure; filth; manure; to apply manure to the roots of

plants; to sweep or put away any thing that is filthy or super-

fluous.

TSAOU . The grain from which wine or liquor

has been distilled ; the dregs of spiritous liquor ;
a rich liquor.

A surname. Tsaou-ta
Jjijj M|J is a common expression de-

noting to use with harshness and severity.

/

HE. Provisions offered to a guest.

K'flANG. The husk of grain; chaff. Fond of

pleasure and remiss in government. Name ofan instrument of

muMC. The name ofa hill. Mekang % JjfF the chaff of rict.

fi
FOW. A sort of pastry.

LE. Name of a cross bow.

__

v|^^- SA. Same as 9fc Sa.

An ancient form of JH fun.
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MWAN.

A fort of dumpling of wheaten flour, dressed by ilcain.

An ancient form of ij fun.

*

I

'HEANG. Flour and water.

Same as lit Pe.

TSOO. Impure rice.

A form of m San.

way.
bAJN . Rice roasted in a particular

K'HE.

A small repast ; a small portion of food ; a lunch.

Same as M Luh.

HWANG. A sort of ferment for liquor.

THAN. Dregs; grounds.

^ EEL TSO. To gather in grain early, to gather it in

m>
whilst growing, or as some say when ripe.

I. VOL. II. 10 o

SEAOU. A iort of congee, or rice water.

CHUY. Grain pounded over again.

I A vulgar form of ^) No.

I

~r* YE. A particular sort of grain.

PUH. Husked rice.

CH'HE. A feait with wioe at the time of a

sacrifice. Food prepared with ilcam.

LEANG. From meaiure and grain. Grain

for food ,
a daily ration offoud; pay of the soldiery) taie*

paid by landholders. Name of a medicine. ShTh leang &
4||

to receive the king's pay. Tsc'en leang ^ ^g the pay

in money and kind given to the army ; also the taxes paid by

farmers to the government.

t P'HE, or Fe. From to tpend the ricr. To

break wind backward*. The name of an animal.

/

K'HEANG. Same as H Keang.

I
CH'HE A sort of bird lime.

FAN. A sort of leek or onion.
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T'lUN. Paste.

LO. Grain accumulated.

Same as Pe, Bad rice.

8HIH, and Ylh To wash and cleans, rice.

A scum that comes on gelatinous

liquids as they cool, particularly rice water ; thick congee.

K'HWEI Husks.

PIH. One who boils rice, a cook.

LAE. The refuse of pounded rice; coarse food.

TS'HUNG. A red sort of rice.

A measure of grain containing eight 31* Tow.

HW AN. A kind of cake or bait,

LING. A cake.

II

I

Same as ^ff Tsuy.

TSZE. Flour cakes.

FOO. Flour cakes.

Same as ^ Tang.

Same as ^ San.

Same as |f| Heen.

Same as |H Teaou.

Same as ^ Hwuy.

SE AOU. To drink liquors to an exlreme degree.

Same as ^ Kew.

CHWA. The name of a grain.

T'HAOU. A thick gruel or congee.

T'HEAOU, and T'heTh. Grain.
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&9 HEEN. Boiled rice.

Original form of the preceding.

vVfcp

T;^ NO.

A name of rice which it used, to distill liquor from.

P-fifJ HA. Hice and pulse.

T'HWAN. Flour cake.

Same as f^ Pe.

Same as ^ fun.

LEIH. Mixed food; mixed.

BJ. A sort of rice used in distilling liquor ; grain

I

kept damp till it begins to shoot.

KWANG, The spikes of grain.

HEW. Dried rice broken small.

119th Radical. XVII.

ilith

I /!' . Coarie, rice not rlcaiiMd. Read Li. Lc

coarse food.

ife Same as m- Pae.

MO. Wheaten flour; rice broken small. ReJ

Me?, Rice water or congee.

LING. Rice cakes.

HO. Dried rice pounded.

A vulgar form of f|| Tso.

T'HEIH. To purchace rice; to buy it in. A

quick appearance; fleet. Psed also for To cleanse.

CHOO. Grain.

\/

KEUH. A ferment used in making wine.

LAN. Same as H Lan.

Lan-fan |f|| ^^ rice gruel made very thick and glutinous.

JANG. Mixed
; blended, said of rice.

1 S'HAIN. Rice which has been pounded once

in order to remove the husk.
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SEEN. Flour cake.

YO, or Nee. A fermenting substance.

Same as ff Ling.

Same as | Tsan.

An ancient form of $J Me.

TSEIH. The glutinous liquidi derived from

new and old grain mixed together.

"WAN. Cakes made from broken rice.

H1H. The husk of corn unbroken.

ME, and Me, Broke,, husk, of era igram,

Read Mo, Broken to pieces ; the fine part.

tM̂ P'H E 1 H. Rice half boiled and half raw.

LLU EN. Paste made from roasted cakes.

K'HEEN. A sort of pastry.

T'HEAOU. To iell grain. Teih || is to buy

grain. Chuh leaou jj sj||
to sell or send forth gr sin.

>flff TS'HAOU. Rice and other grains mixed.

Same as $| Tang.

Same as fll Lan.

TSAN. To grind grain j also A iraall pounding.

fc ,

LAN. Lumps of rice adhering.

TSO.

Nine JL Tow of rice. Used for f|* Ts5, and $E Tsuli"

Same as fjt Tsew.

VpffP Same as f^ lying.

An ancient form of |i| Suh.

END OF THE SECOND VOLUME.
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